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the non-aligned movement

ejarlier article in this journal concluded
qth, the observation that the non-aligned
roûping was, and probably would remain,
"Iârge unwieldy body that will take few

)0 a yeâractical or economic decisions" but that
ies would also, since it had with the pas-

agéjof time developed a "curious life of its

^eiver wn3..., probably ... continue to exist".
nt to: 'hellatter forecast has, during 1974 and

975, proved its fundamental soundness;
ihether the earlier conclusion will bear
hé'scrutiny of time remains, essentially,
s open as before.

The conception of a non-aligned
roûp arose in the 1950s as a reaction by
ertain states to the bipolar world that
merged out of the Second World War.
! hes basic common factor shared by the
tates that met at the first conference at
3andung was a desire to remain separate
rom "European quarrels". This desire to
ree; themselves of European influences
gténded beyond a mere urge to rest aloof
rom European antagonisms; it included
^ desire to further the development of the
`Tliird World" and the exploration of
olûtions to problems shared by non-

)rld and^ uropean countries. During the 1960s, as
^re it i^)ipolarization became less important, the
^,xternalnembers of the movement became in-

;reasmgly preoccupied with economic and
;ocial concerns.

velcomE: The reorientation of the non-aligned
=e to;;ame to full flower at the Algiers summit
n Bldg.,ne1̂ ting in August 1973. Under Algerian

uidance, the conference demonstrated a
reâter degree of non-aligned cohesiveness
shan ever before. There was little debate
ive`i the identification of problem areas
;uc^ as racism, development, imperialism,
incI peace and security. Rather, the em-
ihasis was on the preparation and elabora-
,ion of common positions.

^ The Sixth Special Session of the
Un'i:ted Nations General Assembly, called
at the request of the then evident leader
^fthe non-aligned movement, Algeria, saw
the'first solid manifestation of the "Spirit
AAlgiers" in the UN context. In prac-
icâl terms, this reflected, in a political

dimension, many of the economic aspira-
tions of the Third World ealier seen in the
contexts of the UNCTAD forum, the
Second Development Decade Preparatory
Commission and the energetic and con-
tinuing debates of the General Assembly's
Second Economic Committee, where the
Group of 77, the economic incarnation
of the Third World, focused its collective

energies for many.years.
Until relatively recently, the non-

aligned lacked any formal cohesiveness
either in terms of bureaucratic structure
or ideology. As a result, the movement
tended to suffer an absence of focus and
had to endure serious internal communica-
tion problems that perhaps only now are
being faced squarely. This has meant that
there are few sources from which the
interested outsider can gather material on
the movement; indeed, the tendency of
many writers on international develop-
ment and the policies of developed/devel-
oping country relations has been to limit
their analyses to the regional level except
as regards specific common economic
problems.

There is a natural tendency to as-
sociate the non-aligned nations with the
underdeveloped nations, or so-called Third
World. Indeed, it is often assumed that
the two coincide. In fact, they do not,

Mr. Svoboda is Deputy Director of the
United Nations Political Affairs
Division of the Department of External
Affairs. A graduate of the Universities
of Saskatchewan, Dalhousie and
Carleton, he entered the Department
in 1963 and has served abroad in Cuba
and New Zealand. He has also served as
adviser on the Canadian delegation at

several sessions of the United Nations
General Assembly and the Preparatory
Committee of the UN Second Deuelop-
ment Decade. In 1975, he attended the
Lima Ministerial Conference of the Non-
Aligned in an unofficial capacity. The
views and conclusions expressed in this
article are those of Mr. Suoboda.

Cohesiveness
only recently
attained



because the non-aligned grouping still
reflects much of its Cold War origin in
such matters as the criteria for member-
ship. The non-aligned; furthermore, as is
suggested by its name, has a particular
political role and orientation which sets
it apart from both the Third World and
the Group of 77.

Pakistan and certain other Third
World countries have never been members
of the non-aligued grouping, and their
membership in the West's military pacts
or the presence. of foreign military bases
on 'Eheir soil continue to be obstacles to
admission. Even if the political require-
ments were altered (and the non-aligned
seem more . indulgent towards Eastward
leanings than W estward ones), it would
still be difficult to provide satisfactory
Third World criteria. In economic terms,
as much_ as in politics or ideology, there
are wide _ disparities between members.
Yugoslavia, for example, is by the stan-
dards of most other members of the
grouping a rich industrialized country,
and oil-rich Kuwait can scarcely be
equated with potentially bankrupt Chad.

First use
The actual term "non-alignment" was
first used in a communique resulting from
a meeting between Tito and Nasser that
followed immediately after the 1956 Brioni
meeting of Tito, Nasser and Nehru. Non-
alignment became known as an expression
of a state's desire to remain outside of
any formal military alliance with either
the United States or the Soviet Union.
Consequently, it was decided that coun-
tries such as the Philippines, Thailand,
Turkey and Pakistan, on the one hand, and
China, on the other, were to be excluded.
After Bundung, because non-alignment
was defined in broad political terms and
included states from almost every con-
tinent, it was thought that the possibility
of a series of well-designed political plat-
forms permitted by division of the world
into regional organization would be cast
aside in favour of an unwieldy but more
inclusive world movement.

The members of the movement became '
deeply involved in economic and social
concerns in the early 1960s. In fact, it

was at this time that five influential
leaders of the non-aligned states (Nehru,
Sukarno, Nasser, Nkrumah and Tito) met

to discuss joint action that might be taken
in the United Nations. A year later, the
first formal conference of the non-ali ,gned

was held in Belgrade and produced
specifc proposals.

During the first 15 years of its exist-
ence, the movement had, by and large, of
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perceived necessity, to concern itself
immediate and pressing political issu
issues of freedom, equality, soverei
and territorial integrity. It is evide
even the casual observer that these
deavours in the political sphere, just
the problems they are intended to
bat, will continue into the forese
future. However, with the third "su
at Lusaka in 1970 and, more emphati
since the fourth "summit" at Algiè:^
1973, economic issues have also attra
the increasing attention of the move

It was readily apparent that, altb
there were often similarities of appri
amongst Third World states on econ('
and political questions, nations would
naturally to group in different ways
cording to specific issues, depending
their specific national interests. On
tain questions individual interests in
reahns either of international politie
economics would need to be sacrificed
to the other or to the cause of moveL
solidarity. The internicine . difficultie7^
this regard were no more egacerbated^
the political/economic "mix" than ,
were by the simple growth factor in
non-aligned movement. At the outIrs' S
there were 25 members; at the conclusi ,tio1

of Colombo, the movement numbered airs

representing nearly two-thirds the mu1r-ccl;

bership of the United Nations,a body fZd hc

owes much of its recent evolution to ^
"Spirit of Algiers" emanating from erit
1973 summit meeting. ; foil

New dynamism ^'ten.
The shape and direction . of the m(^ "a
ment derived a new dynamism and ne a
phasis at the Algiers meeting, the resétën
of which were embodied in a poliht t
declaration of a general character, a"r oth
laration on the struggle for national lib: -]
tion", an economic declaration and: th
"action program for economic co-opomic
tion", together with a number of suppey
mentary resolutions on specific subjeor,;,
These documents presented for the fi g, t
time comprehensivè and interrelated
ical and economic objectives, which h^^at
since inspired the policies of the n^u^c:
aligned and developing countries. Thuni
foreshadowed the proposals on econe^lop
development advanced at the Sixth
Seventh Special Sessions of the GenFe
Assembly, the regular sessions in 1974 E lnt'
1975, and, in part, those advanced , ^ ^
UNCTAD IV and the CIEC this yi -
The documents also formed the basisu;obfF
which solidarity was forged on polin^dlt
issues, particularly on the Middle F
and southern Africa. The proposit ..i(.ii
that..emerged from the Algiers confexG^er;
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R. D. Bandaranaike addresses the Thirty-First General Assembly of the United

conclu^rations
in her dual capacity as Prime Minister and Minister of De f ence and Foreign

tmbered^airs
of Sri Lanka and as leader of the non-aligned movement. She described the

3 the
m°T, -aligned movement as "a çreative alternative to mutual suspicion, recrimination

a bôdy',d hate. . .".

ition to ^
g from erit exegesis, and might be summarized

follows:
- «'hile progress towards East-West

4<rrate was welcome, it could not amount
the mn a mere shifting of confrontation from

in and ae area to another". Peace is indivisible;
the resbterate will remain precarious if it does
a politi,t take into consideration the interests

ter, a "r other countries.
ional lib: - Henceforth, the relevant differences
on and' the world would be increasingly eco-
.c co-opômic, rather than ideological or political;
r of supûey would be between the rich and the
c subjebor,°, the industrialized and the develop-

or the fig, the North and the South.
élated pil - International security could not be
which l^aiatained unless it included "an eco-

f the omic dimension which guarantees to all

tries. Tbuntries the right to implement their de-

^n econeloPment programs free from economic
Sigth gTession and any other form of pres-

;he Gen^re". Non-aligned countries "should take
nt^ action at the UN with a view to

in 1974 teuding the organization's security sys-
dvanced m to include econômic security".

this Yfi - Except in southern Africa, where the
3
basis u(,oblém remained especially acute, the

on polinâ^tional institutional expressions of co-
^Iiddle Eriial;s,m and imperialism had, for most
propositicact1cal purposes, been liquidated; how-
; confere^;er, neo-colonialism, in the form of "polit-

ical subjection and economic domination",
was as aggressive as ever.

- "Zionism" was to be associated with
colonialism, neo-colonialism and imperial-
ism. Non-aligned countries should sever,
suspend or freeze "all relations with (Por-
tugal), South Africa, Rhodesia and Israel"
and denounce these regimes in "all inter-
national political, economic, cultural and
social forums". From 1975, Zionism has
been linked by the non-aligned with rac-
ism, and Israel has increasingly come un-
der attack for its putative military and
other close relations with the Republic of
South Africa.

- More specifically, non-aligned coun-
tries should lend every assistance to the
African liberation movements; the PLO
was the "sole legitimate representative of
the Palestinian people and of their just
struggle"; member countries should take
steps to boycott Israel and South Africa
in all ways, including methods outlined in
Chapter VII of the Charter.

The outcome of the Algiers conference
proved to be of greater significance to the
United Nations than had at first been
generally expected. The conference had
identified a set of beliefs, aspirations and
interests designed to distinguish non-align-
ment anew from both the West and the

Unexpected
signi f tèance
of Algiers
con f erence
to United Nations



Increase
in oil prices
assured
Arab leadership

East, and to confer upon the Third World
a degree of cohesion at the UN that it had
never known .before.- It was basedessen-essen-
tially on the detérm.ination of the newly-
independent developing countries to secure
a more equitable share of the wealth of the
world, on the support that the Arab coun-
tries, as financial leaders of the non-aligned
group, would be able to muster in favour
of the Palestinians, and on the strong
commitment of African states to ending
the denial of human rights in southern
Africa.

Assembly dominated
As had been foreseen following Algiers,
non-aligned - group initiatives began to
predominate at the UN General Assem-
bly. The enhanced cohesion and organiza-
tional efficiency of the non-aligned, which
had been a significant feature of previous
UN General Assembly sessions, came to
be reflected in the confident management
by Third World delegations of most major
issues that interested them. The dramat-
ically-increased economic power of the
Arab oil-producing states assured the Arab
element of a much-strengthened leader-

ship capacity among the non-alignedfc,{enl h
and of a respectful, or at least warpati„n
tention from the delegates of indusf1awii
ized countries: The Arabs have been âtes. ;
to proceed methodically with the adv uni ri
ment of Palestinian claims on Middle tion
issues. Virtually universal Third R'se fèv
support on this front was assured byausti
abling the Africans to achieve their ]bterria
sought goal of excluding South Africa f^w,
participation in UN Assembly proceed, ap,o
The non-aligned split as usual on polit the
issues like Cambodia and Korea, w^.curit
the acute national sensitivities of parti6ledl
members far outweighed consideratiomroug'.
group solidarity. However, such fis4^incip
in non-aligned unanimity were eclitisteâc
by the unqualified community of purTlfica^,
with which the group pursued its oients
riding universal object of bringing a]VIF,,
a "new world economic order" drarsues.
ically favouring the interests of develo^ewed
countries. awër :

There was a measure of validity int^e, ti
argument of several non-aligned spo^^d
men that Third World delegates were r?ncOIr
merely using to their advantage the male Ea
ity position long enjoyed and used ag,^xateg

A non-aligned chronology
1955 April. Bandung Afro-Asian Con-

ference.
September. Third conference
heads of state or governmer

1956 President Nasser of Egypt, Mar-
shal Tito of Yugoslavia and Mr.
Nehru of India reaffirm Bandung
principles.

1961 September. First conference of
heads of state or government of
non-aligned countries, Belgrade.
Attended by 25 countries (mainly
African and Asian, but including
Cyprus and Yugoslavia) and three
Latin American observers.

1962 July. Conference on problems of
economic development, Cairo. At-
tended by 31 non-aligned and
other developing countries and
five observers.

1964 October. Second conference of
heads of state or government,
Cairo. Attended by 47 countries,
including Cuba, and ten observers
(nine Latin American and Carib-
bean states and Finland).

1970 April. Foreign ministers' meeting,
Dar-es-Salaam.
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Lusaka. Attended by 51 countri'
(including Cuba and Trinid
and Tobago) and nine observé;
from Latin America and Sou
Vietnam.

1971 September. Ministerial meeting
non-aligned countries, New Yor49 `4
Attended by 54 states and :
observers for consultations befo
the Twenty-Sixth UN Gener,
Assembly.

1972 August. Foreign ministers' ca',
ference, Georgetown, Guyana. 1 1s75
sues the "Georgetown Declai ,
tion", an action program f
economic . co-operation, a stat

ment on international securi
and disarmament, and seven poli
ical resolutions.

1973 September. Fourth conference
heads of state or governmet
Algiers. Attended by 75 full men
bers (56 represented by heads
state or government), nine cotu
tries and 14 liberation movemeni



;ned fc;er,l by developed countries in a United
t wary,atiuns whose rules of procedure were
indushawri up long before most non-aligned

te,-;i achieved independence. Developingbeen 14
ie advaiuntries saw progressive and collective
/Iiddle tioi in the General Assembly. , as one of
llrd '%e fèw ways open to them to press the
ired byâustrialized world towards reform of the
their liërriational economic system. In their
Africa ba,w, the developed countries that were
roceedil^ a p;osition to take effective action, both
on polif the realm of international peace and
rea; W1çurity and on economic issues, had often
f partic^led; to act to solve global problems
lerationsroûgh the UN in accordance with the

ich fiss-!jriciples and objectives of the Charter.
re eclin^( md, they had resorted to more spe-
of purÉ,iïcally-oriented institutions and arrange-
d its oients that suited them better (CCD,
ging a1VF,; IBRD, GATT) on major current

r" dransuës. Even the Security Council was
develoewêd with misgiving because of the veto

b^rer retained by its permanent members.
idity inhé ,U.S. and the U.S.S.R. appeared to
^ed spo'^d World delegates to act broadly in
s were r5néért to determine the fate of the Mid-
: the mgle East in the light of considerations of

sed agâ^iatégic advantages, oil and domestic

i
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as observers, together with three
countries and four international
organizations as "guests". Issued
economic and political declara-
tions, a declaration on national
liberation, an action program for
economic co-operation, 16 political
and six economic resolutions.

4 March. Second ministerial meet-
ing of the Co-ordinating Bureau,
Algiers (first Bureau meeting fol-
lowed Algiers summit meeting,
1973). Attended by foreign minis-
ters of the 17 Bureau countries
and 23 observers.

ters' ca'. =

zyana. I1975
Declar
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February. Conference of develop-
ing countries on raw materials,
Dakar, Senegal. Stemmed from
the 1973 Algiers summit meeting,
but nominally open to all develop-
ing countries; of the 110 invited,
57 non-aligned and ten other
developing countries attended
(only 15 represented at ministerial
level), together with observers.

Issued the "Dakar Declaration",
an action program and 19 resolu-
tions, none on political issues.

politics. It is thus predictable that Third
World countries will tend to band together
at the UN General Assembly, where their
collective force may be felt at least to a
greater extent than in other multilateral

contexts.
As an aside, it cannot be said that

up to 1976 the Soviet bloc enjoyed many
concrete and identifiable successes. Voting
scrupuiously as always with the non-
aligned on all political issues with anti-
colonial connotations but clearly situated
in the "industrialized" camp on many eco-
nomic questions, the Soviet bloc tended
largely to be taken for granted as totally
predictable, if not positively ignored, by
the very Third World representatives
whose favour they vigorously sought.

In the face of Third World solidarity
on UN General Assembly proceedings and

decisions, Canadian and other Western

delegations began to find themselves for
the most part in a defensive stance. With
few exceptions, they were reacting to non-
aligned initiatives, seeking, at best, to
modify draft resolutions so as to render
the consequences of their inevitable adop-
tion less unpalatable, and, at worst, to

March. Third ministerial meeting
of Co-ordinating Bureau, Havana.
Attended by foreign ministers of
the 17 Bureau countries and 24
observers.

August. Fifth meeting of foreign
ministers, Lima. Attended by 82
full members - North Vietnam,
North Korea, Panama and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
joined; Mozambique and South
Vietnam were elevated to full
membership; South Korea's appli-
cation was rejected.

1976 May. Fourth meeting of Co-ordi-
nating Bureau, Algiers. Attended
by foreign ministers of the 17
Bureau countries and observers
for 29 countries and organizations.
Angola, Comores and Seychelles
accepted as fu11 members.

July. Information ministers' meet-
ing, New Delhi.

August. Foreign ministers' meet-

ing, Colombo, followed by fifth
conference of heads of state or
government, Colombo. Member-

ship raised to 86.



organize protest votes as respectably as
possible by way_ of opposition or absten-
tion. Against the pressure of the non-
aligned majority, these efforts àchieved
only mixed results.

The fifth summit conference of non-
aligned countries, held in Colombo (Sri
Lanka) from August 16 to 19, 1976, fo-
cused on the contentious issue of defining
non-alignment in the light of the major
changes in world political and economic
relations :since the last summit meeting
in Algiers three years earlier. Its 15-point
draft agenda embraced a wide range of
political and economic issues - some of
them highly divisive. They covered south-
ern Africa, the Middle East and the Pales-
tinian question, Cyprus, Korea, Latin
America, the Indian Ocean "peace-zone"
idea, disarmamen,t and the implications of
dêtente. Economic issues centred largely
on the demand for a new international
economic order; the Colombo participants
urged greater economic solidarity and co-
operation among non-aligned countries,
especially with "countries subjected to
foreign economic pressures".

Reservations
Several states circulated specific reser-
vations on elements of the final com-
muniqué, e.g. on Korea and other political
questions. Despite some moderate voices,
extreme anti-Western resolutions emerged
with nominal consensus support. While
they may be prepared to express reserva-
tions, many members appear to adopt a
passive attitude, allowing one-sided resolu-
tions to be passed by consensus as long as
these do not confiict with their own par-
ticular interests. Such a nominal consensus
suits the extremists, allowing them to pre-
sent a united front in favour of their
resolutions. Majority voting, introduced at
the Georgetown foreign ministers' confer-
ence in 1972, was short-lived, having ex-
posed serious differences, notably on the
seating of Indochinese liberation move-
ments and. the decision to hold the sub-
sequent summit meeting in Algiers.

The diversity of membership aroused-
some fears that the movement was being
"diluted" or "adulterated". Concern was
expressed over the observers and guests
invited to Lima in August 1975 and over

applications for observer status from Por-
tugal, Romania and the Philippines - re-
spectively members of NATO, the Warsaw
Pact and SEATO (the Philippines also
has a bilateral defence pact with the
United States). Although some countries
argued for admission of any state with an
independent foreign policy and sympa-
thetic to the non-aligned movement, the
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foreign ministers' meeting that pr(d1
the summit -meeting decided to rE ^-, i
these countries to "guest" 'status: I c1 ''ri
tan's membership of the Central T.at lti 1
Organization (CENTO) has been cc, r).ir
tently held to debar it from memberrlier l

(In response to this, Pakistan's p a ir1
Minister All Bhutto, following the Co

lat al
bo conference, called for a full T^,-

icaF7
World "summit" to signal "the tur^y he
away from the threat of a simmermgne o:
potentially disastrous confrontation trs. C
promise of global partnership ... to re1ed
cile the position of Third World cour.iongs

and enable [them] to take [tlistrât
rightful place in the world's economic itedi
munity ... whether aligned or non-aligity ^u
Communist or non-Communist. . . ". ) I Pâl

The impact of the Colombo suLbin'
meeting has already been seen at ! nev
thirty-first session of the General AM do'
bly. It is readily apparent from the ^^€
ference documents circulated at tbe^
quest of the Sri Lanka permanent r^ss t;Y
sentative (UN Document A/31/197) 6r
Third World solidarity and directioti^Colo
shaped at Colombo will be critical fa^té i
in several areas - e.g., on Middle i^i
and South African issues. Naturally,^(, p
summit meeting is, as was its predece6lep
also an important guide to probable tr '̂tai^t
in the economic realm in general an%£ron
special interest to Canada, in the con,,h th
of the CIEC. -

Basic line ihe
Essentially, in review, the summit ^)rl&
ference seems to have maintained iI for
basic line of the non-aligned movemen,st
it began to evolve after 1973 at Alg'ed
Aimed ostensibly at dialogue and I bi
operation, the confrontation and rheto^&r,
aspects of the movement, particu<<chai
directed at Western and industrialil th
states, have been further institutiona%e,
but in a relatively moderate fashionio31
that, while direction is given (e.g., onntly
collective attitude towards Israel),'velol
specifics remain somewhat vague. It seE^s
however, that the "purist" neutral t;ion
(espoused especially by Yugoslavia)^fies!
losing even more force and that the mÿe e
ment may well be reshaped in more radw âj
terms. One indication of this is, perhard,
the choice of Cuba as the host for the 10s,
summit meeting. Also noteworthy in bn
connection is the fact that, in contrasMr-à
its expérience at earlier non-aligned les
mit meetings, the Soviet Union emer;
virtually unscathed, tarred only indirc
with the brush of big-power hegemu
military presence in the Indian OC'
etc., whereas the major Western nati;
in particular the U.S. and France, f^

givf
',ssed



it prect^ll^ the latter in-thè context of Mayotte
to re' a rms sales to South Africa.

^tus. PM interest at Colombo was the fact
tral T ^t whatever Algerian-Yugoslav struggle
)een co! 1).iramountcy in the movement had

nembe^lierabeen perceived seemed to have been
,tan's P aside, at least temporarily. To judge by
the Colat appears total unanimity on southern

full Irican matters, a degree of leadership
,hetu^•^y have passed, at least at Colombo, to
imermgne of the more assertive African mem-
ation tcrs. Cuba and India also further estab-

. to ré'ied leadership credentials. Division

id countongst Arab participants appears to have
take [tlist,rated most attempts to achieve a
inomic ited= Arab position, although a degree of
non-aligitÿ was preserved in references to Israel

^^ }I P^lestinian questions. These, while dis-
nbo suçhinb enough to most Western states,
een at ! nevertheless couched in general terms
eral Ac^ do not go substantially beyond earlier
)m the ^-aligned declarations.

at tbe^

ment rEss than satisfactory
1/197) On the ecoriomic front, it became clear
directiotilColombo that, collectively, non-aligned
tical fac:Us reflected disappointment that the
VIiddle ult 5 thus far of UNCTAD and the
Lturally, ewere less than satisfactory from the
predecelr , ping-country perspective. The im-

bable tr4ai,t feature to record, however, is that
eral an%frontation as a strategy to be employed
the con'ffi the developed West does not seem to

given undue emphasis, nor is it ex-
. ^ssed in specific terms. Although certain
^he more "forward" proposals for Third

ummit ^rlci ^ self-development are in evidence,
ritained { to, a Third World marketing system,
aovemen^st of the proposals are those encoun-

" at Alg'ed earlier. This general "thrust" no
ue and [ibt reflects the activity of Third World
.id rheto^dÉ;ates such as Dr. Perez Guerrero, the
particu<chairman with Canada of the CIEC,
idustrialiq the Sri Lanka hosts. Thus, by and
tutiona%e, the Colombo economic program of

fashion',ion. reinforces, but does not add signifi-
(e.g., onitlÿ^ to, the stances already taken by
Israel), Jeloping countries in the CIEC or UN
ue. It seE^s. Proposals for separate non-aligned
neutraI i';ion as alternatives to progress in other
goslavia)^es; emerge as "fall-back" positions.
at the 1314e economic attitude of the movement
more ra^v appears to be one of "wait and see" as
is, perhards the CIEC and UNCTAD negotia-
for the lns; rather than one of taking decisions
)rthy in bn^Ivhich (as the past has shown) the

i contraskr-aligned cannot follow through. Never-

i ess,aligned Gl there remains an element of

ion emer;

Lly indirc
r hegem(l
dian Oc"
Lem nati ,,

warning to. the developed countries that
Third World patience is wearing thin.

Institutionally, perhaps the main

points of interest emerging from Colombo
are the establishment of a news agency
pool, the enlargement of the co-ordinating
bureau (to include, among others, the
PLO) and the development of a perma-
nent, though not formalized, secretariat.
Though the general effects of these
measures cannot yet be analyzed, in the
longer term they cannot but be forces
acting for a better-defined, if not a more
radical, direction.

Perspective
The Prime Minister of Sri Lanka,

Madame Bandaranaike, addressed the
Thirty-First Session of the United Nations
General Assembly on Septemberi30 in her
dual capacity as leader of her country and
current chairman of the non-aligned na-
tions. In her statement, she tried to place
the decisions of the Colombo summit
meeting and the non-aligned movement in
perspective by explaining their motiva-
tions, methods and objectives. Clearly, the
last word on the direction and impact of
the group she represented that day will not
be written in the immediately foreseeable
future. In her remarks, however, there are
grounds for optimism both for the non-
aligned movement itself and for its rela-
tions with other countries.

She described the underlying philos-
ophy of the group as ". . . the deliberate
choice, by a large number of nations, not
to be drawn into the policies of confron-
tation implicit in the system of hostile

military alliances ... a refusal to con-
tribute to a division of the world into
camps .:. the world should not ... fear
and distrust a movement which came into
being as a creative alternative to mutual

suspicion, recrimination and hate. .. [our]
unity will continue undiminished in the
years to come". Finally, another of Ma-
dame Bandaranaike's phrases might serve
not only as her own testament to the

movement but as a positive note upon
which to conclude: "We have faith in our
potential and our eventual success in

establishing a world order of genuine

peace, equity and justice, not so much be-
cause of the material power we wield but
more because of the reasonableness of our

proposals." So be it.

Perspective
on decisions
of Colombo
summit

^ rance, fa; ^
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Tasks shared
by all states
of military
significance

^eae gFrustration anddisappointmel
hreatei•

over slowness of disarmament °ain^nely fol]

By R. Harry Jay

awesome problems that con ont it in the
field of disarmament. Despite some modest
steps, the record of achievement provides
no comfort.

Shall we be forced to admit in five
years that the declaration of the 1970s
as the Disarmament Decade was a half-

those ears new developments in strz`>-

Canadian spokesmen have repeatedly at Vladivostok in 1974 of the priniu^lg
pointed to the growing frustration and of numerical equality in central straf'^̂ lnte:

disappointment felt by most countries - systems. Four years have passed sincF^^ stat
o ensui

and certainly by Canada - at the failure SALT I agreement and the Vladivr,

of the international community to face principles still remain to be confirmFnd ^h^

up more concretely and rapidly to the a definitive SALT II agreement. D,urpose
enefits

nuclear-weapon states. Of all the problems
we face in the arms-control and disarma-
ment field, none is greater or deserves
higher priority than the need for limita-
tions and reductions in nuclear arms, for
an effective ban on all nuclear-weapon
testing and for further strengthening of
the nuclear non-proliferation system.

As valuable as they have been, the
strategic-arms limitation talks (SALT)
between the United States and the Soviet
Union have not yet slowed the nuclear-
arms race - much less led to any reduction
in nuclear arms. Canada welcomed the
SALT I agreement and the establishment

hearted gesture? International security
will be in even greater peril if, in these
next five years, we do not come to grips
with the tasks set out for the Decade.
Early agreement must be reached on the
most pressing arms-control problems and
vigorous action taken to resolve them.

All states of military significance
share this task, but the primary respon-
sibility to ensure that the Disarmament
Decade is not a failure rests with the

Mr. Jay is Canadian Ambassador to the
Office of the United Nations at Geneva
and to the Conference of the Committee
on Disarmament. The views expressed
in this article represent the views of the
Government of Canada. A fuller version
of the Canadian views was given in
Mr. Jay's statement to the First Com-
mittee of the UN General Assembly on-
November 5, I976.
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Y ^1f
weaponry have further complicated,
task of curtailing competition in nr:^°sethE
weapons. The problems facing the U.,onünu
States and the Soviet Union in ur,nat nu$

^atés.
taking even gradual and partial meaçiade t(
of nuclear disarmament are very com4terec
Nonetheless, the two super-powers i(, re; st
make a more determined effort to ,F nücle
come these problems. They must n; Th
with greater speed towards the concl, d its
of SALT II and then move on to 91^rds
III - that is, from limitations to effe^rents
reductions.

rst stE
il the I

Ev

fixéd i
t could
t mibh
^)rmed

.f

ié mo

ationa
Nuclear-weapon testing r nu Cl
Despite the appeals made year after iave b
for almost three decades in resolutiotonfér
the United Nations, progress towarloulld
ban on all nuclear-weapon testing has ï^n pr
almost imperceptible. The Partial pne:'
Ban Treaty of 1963 has not yet s pâr
signed by two nuclear-weapon states,éll as
of which is still engaging in atmosp^n-nu
testing. acq

It is difficult to accept the factiear-é
more resolute efforts have not been tartiees
by the nuclear-weapon states thems^rlvI _
to overcome the obstacles to a nuclea
test ban. It is even more diflicu'.iat
understand why, as the Soviet UnioL^ne _
argued, movement towards a CTirgair
impossible unless all five nuclear-we^sterim
states participate from the outset. ût to
mately - and sooner rather than 10,.tere,'s
all nuclear-weapon states must stop stein
weapon-testing in all environments.l w; eil
cannot at least the two super-powers'I
as many other nuclear-weapon statf ^r

possible, enter into a formal inl1e brc
agreement to end their nuclear-weJheré
testing for a specific trial period? 1 thé
nuclear arsenals of the super-power:^I^'
so huge and their capacity for destrwmost



o far exceeds that of any other nuclear-

bat nuclear weapons will spread to other

Veap©n state, that it is difficult to give
^;redénce to the argument that an interim

1eesting halt by the two of, them would
hreaten their security unless all the re-
riain jng nuclear-weapon states immedia-

1t ély fbllowed suit. Someone must take the
irst step, and the two super-powers are

in thé best position to do, so.
Fven if such an agreement were for

fixéd trial period, at the end of that time

t could be reviewed to determine whether
might be further extended or be trans-

Drméd into a permanent agreement in-
Iuding all nuclear-weapon states. Such

prin. °
I stran interim agreement should be open to
d sinc^ states, and should contain measures
Iladivro ensure that its terms are fully honoured
nfirm nd that nuclear explosions for peaceful
nt lyurp°ses do not confer weapons-related

in str; E'n(fits.

icatedf
^klthough existing nuclear arsenals

bse the most immediate threat, the world
the Ulontinues to be. haunted by the danger

in urtates. If more resolute efforts are not
il measiade:` to avert this danger, we shall have
cy com4tered away completely whatever chance
)wers '1 (,re still may be of eliminating the threat
rt to t nuclear destruction.
must LI The Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
concl^ 141 its associated system of IAEA safe-

n to S^, r, Îs continue to be the basic instru-
to effE tents of the non-proliferation system and

e most appropriate framework for inter-
ational co-operation in the peaceful uses
f nûclear energy. Some positive steps

r afterhve been taken. since the NPT Review
solutio ^onférence of May 1975, but much that
, towar^ould have been done in support of the
ng has^n_proliferation objective has not been
artial ône:!The treaty's obligations apply to all
t yet ^s pârties - to nuclear-weapon states as

i states;ell as non-nuclear-weapon states. While

atmosp^ncjear-weapon parties undertook not
acquire nuclear weapons or other nu-

[le factiear-explosive devices, the nuclear-weapon
, been '^rtië,s undertook, in return, to pursue
> themsirlÿ i! negotiations in good faith towards
o a nuuclëàr disarmament. It is to be regretted
diflicu'lat the nuclear-weapon states have not

t Unioli^ne more to fulfil their part of the NPT
a CTirgain. An effective non-proliferation

lear-wel?stem is in the interest of all states.
ouiset. ûtto be fully effective and to serve the
Ehan lat;terést of all states the non-proliferation
st stop ,,stem must entail restraints on vertical
ments. ;welI as horizontal nuclear proliferation.
-powers,j

^n important achievement has been
on statx e 6rowth in the number of the treaty's
mal iii[b :

Jherénts from just over 80 at the time
clear-wf
period ,l the Review Conference to about 100.
r-powe?w- Parties to the treaty now include
r destrum`t all the most highly-industrialized

countries and the great majority of de-
veloping countries. By forswearing the

acquisition of nuclear-explosive devices
and by placing all their nuclear activities
under IAEA-administered safeguards to
verify this commitment, this impressive
group of states from all parts of the world
has clearly rejected the notion that either
the possession of nuclear weapons or the
retention of an option to acquire them is
a guarantee of security in some way es-
sential to national sovereignty and the
reinforcement of national prestige. This en-
couraging perspective, however, is not yet
shared by certain other states advanced
in nuclear technology or in the process
of acquiring that technology. These states
should reassess their reasons for not
making a firm commitment to the non-
proliferation objective, either bÿ adhering
to the NPT or in some other equally
binding and verifiable way.

NPT review
In its Final Declaration, the NPT Re-
view Conference urged that "in all achiev-
able ways" steps be taken to strengthen
the application of nuclear safeguards as
the reasonable and necessary condition for
international co-operation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy. Canada has taken
this appeal seriously and has made it
clear, in the negotiation of new bilateral Nuclear

nuclear co-operation agreements and in assistance

the renegotiation of others, that Canadian for peace f ul

nuclear assistance is solely for peaceful non-explosive

non-explosive purposes. purposes

Measures taken in the IAEA and
among suppliers to reinforce and broaden
the application of nuclear safeguards, the
safeguards agreements concluded by a
number of countries with the IAEA in the
past year (especially their explicit exclu-
sion of any explosive use and strength-
ened provisions for the application of
safeguards to technology transfers), the
detailed study being given to the need
for greater care and more stringent con-
trols in the use of the most sensitive parts
of the nuclear-fuel cycle - all these have
been Canadian objectives. But there is
still a need for further strerigthening and
broadening the scope of nuclear safe-

guards. Safeguards will not be fully

effective until they cover all peaceful
nuclear activities of all states. Canada
itself has willingly accepted the applica-
tion of safeguards to all of its own nuclear
industry; universal acceptance of such safe-
guards would provide the soundest basis
for international nuclear co-operation.

The establishment of nuclear-weapon-
free zones could help curb the spread of nu-
clear weapons and strengthen the security



of states that become fully bound by their
provisions. The possibility of establishing
such zones in various parts of the world
has been the subject of numerous United
Nations resolutions in recent years. Yet,
apart from the Antarctic, Latin America
is the only area of the world that has been
established as a nuclear-weapon-free zone
by treaty - and that treaty is still not in
force for some important countries of the
region. Moreover, its protocols have yet
to be adopted by all the states to which
they were designed to apply.

Necessary support
The value of any specific nuclear-weapon-
free-zone proposal or arrangement de-
pends, however, on whether it has, or
is. likely to have, the support of most
countries of the area concerned, including
the major military powers of the region.
It also depends on a nuclear definition
of the geographic area covered, and assur-
ance that no additional military advantage
is conferred on any state or group of states.
There must also be provision for ensuring
full compliance with the commitments
involved and forswearing the independent
acquisition of nuclear-explosive capability.
Supplementary arrangements applicable
to states outside the region must be

ber-1

! Tl

Disarmament

realistic and consistent with
recognized principles of internation,;,

These - are only some of., the
pressing problems of arms control. L p,
are others. The mammoth proportied sh
the international arms trade continu'
devour vast resources urgently needNduc
productive economic and social pur^7iet
throughout the world. Concerted huig
tional action is urgently required ^sü
both suppliers and recipients to cheC' th
growth in the arms trade. Progresdepe
been slow in the MBFR negotiallR'
which are now about to enter their ±,s ]E
year with 'little measurable achievorst
yet in sight. There is a glimmer of rd-F
for atreaty to prohibit chemical wea!Uea
but difficult verification problems r^,leas
to be overcome. No more time

lost in seeking solutions to these proh19 t

As the Canadian Secretary of Staf^ ,efï
External Affairs said in the UN Ge
Assembly on September 29, 197F^ o
states must re-examine their tradi^d
assumptions, take adequate accoui;^n;
the security concerns of others and^r.e
all opportunities for concrete action.Irnüri
is the spirit that must guide states i ack
special session of the UN on disarrnav ivl
that is expected to take place in 1978.[ogi^

The achievement of parity
in the strategic balance
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In today's strategic environment, the
U.S.S.R. has reached something akin to
parity with the U.S.A. Through the early
1960s, Moscow had concentrated on secur-
ing the survival of its as yet limited strate-
gic potential: it built reinforced silos,
experimented with mobile missiles and
with ballistic-missile defence (BMD),
began to move a portion of its missile force
to sea, and, finally, succeeded in greatly
improving its command and control sys-
tems. By the mid 1960s, the Soviet Union
might be said for the first time to have
acquired a secure "second-strike" force
deterrent. It then proceeded through the
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bo y
late Sixties and early Seventies v,: th
quantitative building priority aimEist
matching the larger panoply of theér
strategic arsenal, with its resultingcûr
ibility of options. wë

The program initiated in 1961 to[vid
a strategic navy with a global reacliz
ceeded apace. By 1970, emerging ica
bilities were demonstrated in the fir,' j
ordinated world-wide exercise "fliÉain
By the mid-1970s, one saw the initi^F.b
ployment of the 4,000 to 5,000-mile ill
SLBMs, submarine-launched missile>E^ ré:
could be fired from coastal waters `tail
from the (in any case marginal) j



th -el b,^;^rine potential of NATO, as well as
rnation^, t(,sting of the first Soviet "mini-

contint

of. - the or "through-deck cruiser", a small
;ontrol. ,( p,,terit carrier designed for vertical-

)roportied ;; },ort-takeoff planes.

tly needNduced emphasis
)cial purN[7i(,f emphasis on missile-defence plan-
erted intig. was reduced about 1967, when
quired a^ single-warhead missile was overtaken
3 to chec, the U.S. development of multiple
Progresdependently-targeted re-entry vehicles
negotiaiTIRVs) . A small missile-defence capacity

^r their i: ]eft in place around Moscow, as
achiev^iorst; case protection" against potential

nmer of rd-power enemies, and research con-
iical wea!'led^ with reduced funding ( indicating
blems rE lea t a limited degree of expectation),
Lime mûL the main effort shifted to MIRV de-
iese prohlopaaient, to match the U.S. advantage

of Stat this field. With the development of

6,1 MIRVs by the mid-1970s, there
UN Grs some evidence of renewed emphasis

29, 197fMoscow's favoured pursuit of defence
dr tradifldreports that Soviet strategic-defence
e acconriding was accelerating. But, while there
iers andre c,bservers who thought that basic
e action.ImL,nity against third-power (China)
. states ircl; might be perpetuated, there were

disarrnav who could conceive of defence tech-
in 1978.[ogi4 that would drastically affect the

ber-power balance.
The same years saw an expansion of

airrlift capabilities of the Soviet Union,
â a; notable strengthening of its non-
ategic forces' capacity to fight in both
clear and conventional environments.
nçomitant with this came, in 1972, a
we1 :treatment of interventional wars.
évio. usly these had been seen as socio-
fiticâl phenomena attributable to the
itradictions inherent in capitalism and
neëd for captive markets, and thus

énornena from which socialist states
re; by definition, excluded. A prominent
viet°, author now allowed for the possi-
ity of secular (military) rationales for
ervention, thus giving theoretical lee-
y to potential "socialist" engagements.
vo years later, Defence Minister Grechko

enties v'.^ the first time spoke of a commitment to
ity aimEist `.,`imperialistic aggression" in "what-
y of theer distant region of our planet it may
resultingûr". By 1975, the Soviet Union had

qv.éd able and willing, with its allies, to
n 1961 toDvide extensive, effective assistance to
bal reacliz liberation movements of southern
nerging 'rica=
.n the fir,' While the Soviet Union may have
cise "fliÉained a degree of parity with U.S.
the initiepabilities (a process accelerated, iron-
)00-mi.le lly,by U.S. involvement in Vietnam and
d missile>, relative diversion of resources that it
waters 1ailéd) there is no
arginal) ^ question of either

existing or foreseeable U.S. inferiority.
Two Republican Presidents with impec-
cable "anti-Communist" credentials, both
noted as champions of defence require-
ments and defenders of "the military-
industrial complex", have asserted their
continuing confidence in U.S. military
might; the most recent example was pro-
vided by Gerald Ford's scathing rebuttal
of Ronald Reagan's contention that the
U.S. might have slipped to a "No. 2"
position. "Neutral" support for Mr. Ford's
confidence was provided by the quasi-
private journal Military Balance of Lon-
don's International Institute of Strategic
Studies.

Offset
On the strategic level, Soviet superi-
ority in missile-booster numbers and
"throw-weight" is clearly offset by the
continuing U.S. lead in MIRV deployment
and MARV (manoeuvrable MIRVs) de-
velopment, and by the American bomber
superiority (the advent of "stand-off"
missiles that can be fired from beyond the
reach of enemy air-defences re-establishes
the bomber as a cost-effective, feasible
warhead-carrier).

On the conventional level, U.S. global
capabilities still exceed those of the Soviet
Union. There is no doubt of the continued
capacity of the United States to intervene
in the Third World, bÿ means of both air
and sea action (the carriers might be
Edsels where Volkswagens would suffice,
but they are powerful!). And even the
European force would appear more potent
than it is sometimes depicted if account
were taken of all force elements, quanti-
tatively (i.e., if NATO dropped such ano-
malies as including reserve tanks in its
estimate of Warsaw Pact capabilities while
excluding them from its own balance-
sheet) and qualitatively (i.e., if NATO de-
emphasized crude air-number comparisons
and looked rather at the degree to which
the greater sophistication of its air com-
ponents might offset the numerical advan-
tage of more Spartanly-designed Soviet

planes).
The basic fact of the strategic balance

lies in mutually-offsetting second (third,
fourth ...! ) strike capabilities, and as-

Dr. Jacobsen is adjunct professor at the
Institute of Soviet and East European
studies at Carleton University and is at
present at Acadia University as. visiting
professor of strategic studies. He is the
author of a wide range of publications
on Soviet military and strategic questions.
The views expressed in this article are
those of Dr. Jacobsen.

Continued
capacity
to intervene
in Third World



No likelihood
of technology
that would avoid
second strike

tounding "over (-over, over-!) - kill
capabilities". Each branch of the U.S.
strategic "triad" (land, sea and air) can
by itself obliterate Soviet civilization
(while the obverse cannot be claimed for
Soviet air capabilities, the greater land-
based throw-weight of the U.S.S.R. might
perhaps be said to possess the offsetting
capability to re-kill the corpse of civiliza-
tion with evenmore redundant thorough-
ness than the U.S. land forces).

There was much talk through the
1960s of the dangers of "first-strike".
Since the emergence by the mid-Sixties,
however, on both sides, of essentially non-
vulnerable sea-based forces, this has been
nonsense. In.fact it always was nonsense,
and not only because of the early SAC
decision to, keep part of the bomber fleet
airborne. Even the land-based forces as
such were, and are, less vulnerable than
is sometimes hypothesized; one might
point to the long-acknowledged practical,
if not theoretical, impossibility of fully
co-ordinating the arrival on disparately-
located targets of missiles fired from
equally disparately-located launch-sites,
each after completion of uncertain and
complicated launch-preparation and con-
trol procedures (in a real sense, the arrival
of the first hostile warhead would be ad-
equate and sufficient warning, since it
would most likely still leave time for the
employment of most of the attacked
force!); or one might point to the fact
that the disruptive effects of the first
incoming detonation are likely to preclude
the immediate follow-up required to en-
sure destruction of a targeted-missile silo.

No expert of stature can foresee any
imminent technological change that is
even remotely likely to negate the situa-
tion of off-setting second-strike forces.
There appears no foreseeable likelihood of
either side negating the other's power to
launch a devastating retaliatory strike.

Political exercise
SALT I, then, was at most clearly an
exercise in political arms control; it should
not be confused with military arms control
(even less with arms reduction or disar-
mament). Neither power cut back or even
slowed its research or deployment program
on any major weapon system. On the U.S.
side, in fact, it might be argued that the
political attractiveness of the "bargaining-
chip argument" ensured more favourable
Congressional attitudes to new strategic
programs (B-1, Trident, "cruise" missiles)
than would otherwise have prevailed.
"Bargaining-chip" became an ironic mis-
nomer for the oiling of billion-dollar
funding commitments to prestige pro-

grains of dubious worth. Thus one c
argue that the B-1 mission çould be
formed as effectively by cheaper off.
shelf 747s with stand-off missiles, and
the association of the massively-egpeL
Trident submarine with the truly iml
sive long-range Trident missile was
warranted and deceptive, since the 1,,!
might with profit be deployed rathe:,,
smaller, cheaper platforms.

SALT I merely ratified e
strategic dispositions and percepti
The United States had long curtaile
quantitative-expansion efforts in favo
qualitative strategic-force improvem
And the U.S.S.R. had clearly come
similar decision by 1972. There coul
then be no doubt that the dramatic So
procurement of the late Sixties and e
Seventies was tapering off. Moscow
reached "parity", yet recognized that
unremitting pursuit of superiority w
have scant if any prospect of succes
view of the character of existing sec
strike forces, and the limits of pre
and foreseeable technologies. The la
considerations, as well as apprecia
of Congressional scepticism, presurn
underlay also the U.S. acceptance ofi Nov
probable durability of the present bala•r Uozc

No question
`de to

There was no question of either ,`_ -'
allowing the other undue advantage. ^ough
higher missile-booster number allottec{ pari

Tn
the Soviet Union merely reflected exist mâs1
realities, realities that had grown ou
differing procurement and deployn'easi^
preferences (viz. the Soviet preferenc( ore ïs
a "dyad" rather than a "triad" of ^ reüi
tegic-force branches) . The Soviet misF equ
booster advantage had no relevance

tcLutual
^•

need to de Io alga i ns t th e P
5reé

p y so a eo^ ET
Republic of China, if only because shc^^é
medium- and intermediate-range rmslents
adequate to meet that concern were kë
encompassed by SALT. Instead, ie LT.
Soviet advantage was clearly intende^e na
offset the acknowledged U.S. advaniaemie
in other strategic areas. milâr:

SALT I was a noteworthy waters^ting
in that it could only be signed by Mo, tfl ^
once it was satisfied that it had attaiitious
basic parity. (As indicated by its strate w
literature over the previous decades, ûuld!
U.S.S.R. had long realized that it cme ar
accept no semblance of inferiority wit&ilâr
abdicating both its ideological aspirati?erefi
and its self-designated role as leader 1e rn
protector of the non-capitalist wof Polit

And it was furthermore noteworthyy neg
that it could only be signed by WasluVj
ton upon acknowledgement of the li`
durability of the new state of afl`y th
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presum
ince ofi November 1974, U.S. President Gerald Ford met Soviet Leader Leonid Brezhnev

nt bak: Vozdvizhenka Military Airport in the U.S.S.R. The two men then took a 64-mile train

`de to Vladivostok, where they concluded negotiations for SALT II.

either ,ntage. ^ought about by the Soviet attainment

allotte^{
pari
I.arms-control terms, SALT I could,

ed exist mqst, be seen as a"confidence-building
ewn owi^asirre" and possibly a prerequisite for
3eployniore substantial future agreements. And
4erenceérein lay its main worth, as a symbol

" of
eqûality and détente, of a new era of

iet misiutiiâlly-accommodating negotiations and
Tance tc^eëments.
he Peop' Hence also the follow-up accord that
ruse sh^itéd SALT-sanctioned BMD deploy-
ge nus:lents to one site rather than two. The
n werene ëxisting Moscow complex was vital to
stead, ie U.S.S.R., as securin^-, the heart of
ntend%e nation against potential third-power
advan^emies; continued BMD research was

milarly vital to the prospect of perpet-
watersh^ting this "ultimate protection" - as well
by Mo'^s toi lingering aspirations for more am-
id attaiitiqiis security concepts. But the second
ts strat te was by itself of little value, since it
ecades, ûuldi at most direct attack away from
at it cmé' area to any one of a number of other
ity wit)r^ilâr but still unprotected targets. It
aspirat?eréfore became a prime candidate for
leader he moment when détente again needed

ist wof; political "boost", when the willingness
aworthy'? negotiate to mutual advantage had to

y Washe "proved" anew.

the li` ^o also with Vladivostok. The equal-
of afy' there designated answered political

criticisms that rested on the mistaken
impression of imbalance caused by SALT
I's focus on missile-delivery vehicles. It
also fleshed out SALT I's implicit acknowl-
edgement of overall balance. Thus it
underlined the equitability of SALT and
made it more politically presentable. But
it did nothing to alter the military irrel-
evance of SALT, nothing to alter existing
dispositions or retard procurement of new
weapon systems, nothing for hopes of
arms reduction.

Lack of will
Today's SALT, foundering on the issues

of the Backfire bomber and the "cruise"

missile, merely reflect the lack of political

will, the disrepair of détente. They are

false issues, manipulated into artificially-

presentable rationales for not negotiating.
The U.S. insistence on including the

Backfire, of which only a few are as yet
deployed, is patently ridiculous - both in

view of the fact that the plane could, in
any case, only reach the U.S. on suicidal
one-way missions at subsonic speeds (the
vision of its refuelling in Havana in the
midst of nuclear war surely deserves no

comment!), and in view of the fact that the
U.S. has more than 1,000 (FBS) fighter-
bombers with a similar capacity to strike



Difficulties
in delivery
has deterred
proli f eration

at the U.S.S.R., (all of which have been
excluded from SALT owing to American
insistence that to do otherwise would be
ludicrous). As for the cruise missile, the
stance of both sides similarly indicates a
disinclination to negotiate. Yes,it is cheap
(though slower, and therefore more vul-
nerable), it is useful, and the U.S. leads
in the development of long-range versions.
But it is not going to change the strategic
balance. It is at most going " to allow
for an even more redundant capacity for
overkill. And it is not even going to remain
a U.S. preserve for long. Soviet mastery
of shorter-range versions, and continuing
Soviet research, make a mockery of asser-
tions to the contrary. The technology is
not so revolutionary after all; rather, it
represents a refinement of long-existing,
dormant technological possibilities. The

cruise missile may be crucial to fears of
proliferation because it promises third
powers a cheaper method of delivery (it
is not the availability of nuclear technol-
ogy that has deterred proliferation, it is
the technologically and financially more
daunting task of acquiring effective de-
livery means).

Superiority
If there is a Soviet threat to be guarded
against, it emanates not from Soviet mil-
itary superiority but from a superiority of
Soviet will. The U.S. suffers from a lost
sense of purpose and a perversion of self-

professed ideals. Why is it that Moscow's

aspirations on the world scene can be
made to appear more consonant with those
of the Founding Fathers than can Wash-

ington's? Any Vietnamese historian, if
listened to, could have forecast that the

only thing that could have induced Ho
Chi-Minh to rely to the slightest degree
on his long-time rival Mao was the degree
of U.S. military hostility that was to be
unleashed on the peculiar premise of his
being a dangerous puppet of the Chinese.

Similarly, anyone truly familiar with An-
gola and Africa, with Neto's friendship

for the Portuguese anti-Soviet socialist
leader Soares, and with the MPLA's favour-
ing of the anti-white Fanon's teachings
over those of Lenin, could have forecast
that the only way of maximizing sym-
pathy and support for Moscow would lie

in (quasi-) alliance with the "No. 1
Enemy", the Republic of South Africa.

Soviet success has been due in no small
part to U.S. abnegation of its own prin-
ciples; to argue otherwise is to put the
cart before the horse.

The vacillations of détente have been
owing to the vacillations of U.S. domestic
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political perceptions, not to (}, .
Soviet attitudes. Moscow has thri 1st'
been explicit in its view of détefr _
limited, pragmatic accommodation
tain mutual state interests. It has,=
seen détente as an extension of "pE
co-existence", a defusing of the thr*7,
a war that would be mutually sr
but still a conflict on the economic;!
logical and other levels. Moscow neve'
the term détente, preferring rasrjQ4 Ll
term that allows for the possibiU,
sudden termination.

It was always clear to most e^
familiar with the Soviet scene that
ern hopes of changing Soviet dornsic
realities as a quid pro quo for V':r CO
technology credits were quite unreU-'
There is no doubt that Moscow [.tëd
Western economic "inputs", viz. it,,^ of
tinuing lend-lease repayments evenfrs.
the demise of the 1972 Trade Agre (I st]
But the U.S.S.R. is not despera^t?s
spite of prognostications of doc>`sid,
Western economists every year since;orH
the Soviet economy continues to ad^ltâ
at a respectable pace notwithst^^I'A
acknowledged bottlenecks, continuir; t
ef£iciencies, etc. Hence, the pheno--,uw-
of increased Jackson-Vanik pressujaus
Jewish emigration being accompan^ln
a steady decrease in actual emigr,ord
hence Moscow's refusal to countF! In
the 1974 Congressionally-imposed lIng
bill conditions. The U.S.S.R. 00r'
afford such obvious humiliations. 1`be ]
chosen image, bolstered by increasee;:^
naence. àemands "equalitv".

r(Une might argue a case for
gotiating. One cannot argue a ca^
prejudiced treatment, inequality; sl^
policy can only be counterproductia^^in
futile. A relaxation of Soviet inter-al
emigration) policies might (or migl,icë
result from a longer era of pragmatic'Rsi
change. It certainly - if unfortunaisuc
will not result from the type of pT^: se
envisaged by the 1974 Congress. ^ed

The hopes of 1972 were uiv
Utopian. The expectations of 1974; th

unrealistic. The pessimism of 1976"

have represented an unnecessaril5i T^
ative reaction to either or both ofion
realizations. There remain stronglled
suasive arguments in favour of se^ g
pragmatically-considered Western ÿ ;
technology and credit-barter arrange.,
with Moscow, arrangements of p'vve

tional mutual risk, proportional j't
promise. Unemotional considerat:;e
these arguments, and of possibly
nent counter-arguments, awaits them
U.S. Administration of Jimmy Caxi(ie
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zg rasrjpqLloyd Jensen
poss

o Most el,
ene that ^
oviet dorps+dPrable optimism greeted the success-

^o for conclusion of SALT I in May 1972,

iite unre,U:& Administration spokesmen sug-
Vloscow lltëd'savings in strategic defence spend-
", viz. it^ of $5 to $15 billion over the next five
mts evenfrs. Despite such optimistic assessments,
ide Agre, strategic-arms budgets in the United

despera4QS and the Soviet Union have risen

of doo^siderably above levels established
7ear since',i?z'c the opening of the Strategic Arms
ues to a^iitation Talks, and nuclear-weapon
^otwithst,ékpiles have more than doubled. More-
continuir, tfie prospects of a more significant

te pheno-°w-up program have grown dimmer

ik pressuiausé of the continuing difficulties of
ccompani^ining agreement on the Vladivostok
aal emigrordof 1974.

;o countr' In',reviewing what has been achieved
-imposed,lng seven years of Strategic Arms Lim-

S.S.R. 0on Talks, there is considerable reason
ations. I`bé plessimistic. Agreements reached to

é, both within and outside SALT, have
increasec

httle, if any, impact on the reduction
ase for ni2m^ments. For example, the SALT I

eemènts contain no provisions for re-
;ue a ca^g ,existing weapon systems. Admit-
luality; sjv the anti-ballistic-missile treaty nip-
-producti^^ in the bud what might have become
A internal>i3 costly ABM race, but whether such
(or mighiccwould have occurred, given the in-

)ragmaticising scepticism about the effectiveness
infortuna; '̂;ùcli a system, is highly debatable.
ype of pr^: scientific opinion was overwhelmingly
;ress. ^,ed on the position that there were

were uiy ways of countering any ABM sys-

s of 19791, through such devices as MIRVs, de-
of 197im1ssiles and penetration aids.

iecessaril}i The Interim Agreement on the Lim-

r both ofion of Strategic Offensive Weapons,
n strongl^eatthe same time as the ABM treaty
)ur of se: Maÿ 1972, froze strategic-missile

ngtli at the levels existing as of July 1,
Western .ile placing a ceiling on the num-
er arrange of 'missile-launchers, the agreement
nts of Txed,for extensive qualitative improve-
)rtional rilt of existing missiles. Chief among
)nsiderat ewas the fact that each missile could
possibly ^ "MIRVed", allowing an extensive

awaits themcnt in the number of deliverable
nmy Cax4,ieads emanating from ICBM and

SLBM forces. Given the opportunity to
"MIRV" missile forces with from three
to more than a dozen independent war-
heads, both sides were in a position to
increase appreciably their strategic war-
head capabilities by the time the Interim
Agreement expired in October 1977.

Tendency prevailed
The tendency to negotiate agreements
that would allow both states to produce
all the weapons they had planned seems
to have prevailed in the case of the 1974
Vladivostok Accord. Although it is some-
what more difficult to evaluate the impli-
cations of the numbers established at
Vladivostok because of the uncertainty as
to whether weapon systems such as the
"cruise missile" and the Soviet Backfire
bomber are to be included, it is clear that
considerable latitude for strategic develop-
ment has been provided. The accord would
still allow the United States to "MIRV"
some 402 of its existing missile force as
of November 1974 and still remain within
the 1,320-MIRV ceiling, and it would per-
mit the Soviet Union to produce even
more, since its MIRV program was far
behind that of the United States. Should
the cruise missile or the Soviet Union's
Back fire bomber not be included in the
Vladivostok limits, as seems quite prob-
able unless the 2,400 ceiling on strategic
delivery systems is raised, the strategic
arsenals of both sides may become even
more awesome.

Not only did the Vladivostok Accord
do little to restrict the number of strategic
delivery vehicles - in several instances
allowing increases -, it made no attempt

Dr. Jensen is Associate Pro f essor of
Political Science at Temple University.
He is the author of a recent book entitled
Return from the Nuclear Brink, as well
as a number of articles dealing with
disarmament and foreign policy matters.
The views expressed here are those of
Pro fessor Jensen.



Sometimes
internal
compromise
more difficult
to achieve

to stop the qualitative_ race. With the : ex-
pected limit on quantities of weapons,,
system performance becomes much more

important. This concern is reflected in
statements by Secretary of Defense Don-

ald Rumsfeld before the House Armed

Services Committee in support of bud-
getary requests for the fiscal year 1977.
Rumsfeld held that the Minuteman sys-

tem was becoming too vulnerable and
might have to be replaced. Despite SALT
I and possible agreement on the Vladi-
vostok Accord, Rumsfeld left open the
possibility of a replacement for Minute-

man capable of more than tripling the
payload. Such a system, along with the

Trident and B-1 bomber systems proposed
earlier, could mean a total ten-year cost
for the three programs of some $65 billion.

Costs of agreement
In order to evaluate the utility of partial
measures such as those reached at SALT,
one needs to examine the cost of reaching
such agreements. These costs have in-
cluded the concessions that have been
necessary to placate domestic interests,
the price paid for "bargaining chips" that
have not been cashed, and the suspicion
and distrust that have arisen owing to
concern over treaty evasions.

Because it has sometimes been more
difficult to work out a compromise with
various interests within the United States
and the Soviet Union than between the
two governments, certain agreements have,

in fact, accelerated the arms race, with
the agreement itself providing minimal
compensation. This was true in the case
of the Partial Test-Ban Treaty of 1963
and the Threshold Nuclear Test-Ban

Treaty signed in 1974 by the United
States and the Soviet Union. In both in-

stances, military interests asked for and

received an accelerated nuclear-testing

program compatible with the respective

treaties.
Similar trade-offs to domestic forces

have been apparent at several stages dur-
ing the SALT talks. According to former -

New York Times reporter Tad Szulc, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff were reticent about
even supporting the negotiations as such
unless the Nixon Administration would

support the deployment of MIRV. John
Newhouse, in his comprehensive chronicle
of the SALT I negotiations entitled "Cold
Dawn", has indicated that the acceleration

of the Trident program was Kissinger's

quid pro quo to the Joint Chiefs for sup-

porting the Soviet edge in missile capa-

bility provided in SALT I. One might as-
sume that similar processes were at work
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ithe Soviet Unioin viw of itsin n, e4i, _
e 5'('izt

sive arms buildup since 1972. 1r the
The political costs to future am

irIier3 a
ments inherent in efforts: to sell the S^!
agreements to the U.S. Congress shiLtionl
also not beoverlooked. Given the col" )iiiçrdenfi
of Senator Henry Jackson and others ! {

ction a
Administration acquiesced in the so-cl^ind w,
Jackson Amendment, which called
equality of arms levels in any future a o us ecg^nb tc
ments. On the surface, such expectatie IJ5
would appear to be well taken; butEnt so
the case of negotiations for strategic-a; mernk
limitation, the amendment makes n,,g.gestir
tiation difficult because of the mm^ S(if e
consensus on what constitutes esse détrv
equivalence. ithoüt

It would seem that the SALT agite lik
ments have actually worked to the éprQp
vantage of certain interests involvei-
caeapons-procurement. SALT I espec^dgë
may have benefited military inter,' if tl
since it gave the appearance of inequàt erio
allowing those in favour of incre^ee to
spending to exploit the issue. Sincej- ;n̂is
public is not sophisticated enough to aZRV
tain the advantages that a state has ^et ` A
number of other areas to offset suchtar to
equalities, it tends to be susceptibl ver be
arguments for increasing armamentsicë âg
areas not limited by treaty. ?iké.; I

Certain groups may also have an^t ; the
terest in obtaining agreements limiting';^
favourite weapon systems of other groR^,- ABl
In this manner, the probability of incr^lierj P
ing the funding for their own pet proj^ për:
can be enhanced. Such procedures om;]ita
the way for more costly weapon systcÿelopr
which require extensive outlays forcn, in
search and development. As Detroit for;l;, is
it can be financially advantageousüsë ir.
change models frequently. Y in)

rh Ti

Bargaining chips éretâr
If these arguments for supporting aiiposéc
control negotiations are not sufl'icieÉopme
persuasive to influence the military argâi
servative, he need only look at yet ^is: A
other advantage provided by such niv lair
tiations - they can be, and have t "didr
used to justify the production of "'Iové
gaining chips", which have usually mrl thc
new weapon systems. The productiorçretâi
such chips, however, only creates pressn; wl
for the other side to develop its own ^gaü?

gaining chips, and anus races rather 4në.â
arms reduction are the inevitable outdnt b

Despite the futility of the exercreat

the history of the SALT talks has id t,
one of continual search for just m ^ougl
"chip" to enable one side or the oth,rld '

prevail. The ABM became the firsl?é to

many such chips, with the Johnson apon

ministration, in its waning days, propcÿ `



its ea .ntinel system as a bargaining chip

IEie upcoming SALT negotiations.

bure at..

in systEv'elopment of unneeded weapons and, in

ure armlleii arguments for the system as a pro-
the S!̂ tion; against a possible nuclear strike
ess shJ^l^ Ohina, as a device for countering an
1e con^idental missile launching, and as a pro-
Ahers !1ction against a first strike, had all been
e so-c,.̀ iind ivanting. The Nixon Administration
called o used the bargaining-chip argument in

ang to sell its Safeguard ABM system.
pecta4e U; S. SALT negotiator, Gerard Smith,
n; but tEpt so far as to send an urgent telegram
^tegic- rn(Inbers of the Senate in August 1970
rkes n,bgesting that a vote in favour of limiting
e mime Sd feguard system to two sites would
3 esser det'rimental to -the outcome of SALT.

ithoüt such an intervention, the limit
LLT agite likely would have passed. As it was,
;o the é prôposal failed by five votes.
rivolved

espec;dgë

inter" if,;the threat of an ABM race were
inequa4t eriough to get the Soviet Union to

incre^.ee to a ban on the ABM, the Nixon
Since Lm;m^,Jstration also sought to justify the
h to asÎRV system as a hedge against the

te has :ïviet ' ABM. MIRV was to have made it
t suct,iar to the Soviet Union that it would
ceptibl âer be able to provide an effective de-
iamentsicë against a United States retaliatory

tiké.; It is interesting to note, however,
iave an^t there was no discussion of stopping
imiting'^ developments once agreement on
her gro ABM was reached and, as indicated
of incr^lièr MIRVing continues at a rapid pace.

)et proj^, përhaps the best illustration of how
dures omilitary bargaining chip can force the

iys form, impede the prospects of arms con-
troit for;l;, is found in the development of a
tageousiise nissile. According to John W. Fin-

y in an article published in the New
irh Times on January 21, 1976, it was
éretâry of State Henry Kissinger who

rting ar)poséd that the Pentagon undertake de-
sufficielopment of long-range cruise missiles as

ilitary "argaining chip for the SALT II negotia-
at yet^is: According to Finney, Mr. Kissinger
such nW lainents in private conversations that
have h; "didn't realize the Pentagon would fall

in of "lové with cruise missiles". Similar sec-
ially mo thoughts have been expressed by
oductiorçretâry Kissinger about the MIRV sys-

es pressn; which had earlier been sold as a
ts own hgav?ing chip but after production be-
rather hnë.â serious obstacle to reaching agree-
ile outcc^nt because of the inspection problems
he exercreâted. Kissinger is reported to have

,s has td that he wished he "had thought
just su^^ough the implications of the MIRVed

,'iId more fully in 1968-70". The best;he oth,
the firG^e to stop an arms race involving any
ohnson apon system is before work begins on
s; propcÿ weapon - at a time before vested in-

terests become committed and before de-
ployment complicates inspection.

Despite recurring problems with bar-
gaining chips, which have really never been
cashed, a substantial number of weapon
systems have in recent years been sup-
ported on the ground that they would
provide effective bargaining counters in
negotiations with the Soviets. Such argu-
ments have been made by Pentagon and
Administration officials with respect to
proposals for Trident, the B-1 bomber,
NCA defence, the development of an
advanced airborne command post, site
defence, the Manoeuvering Re-entry Ve-
hicle, and higher-yield and more accurate
missiles. On August 19, 1975, President
Ford also attempted to pressure the
Soviets into an agreement on SALT when
he suggested that the strategic-ayms bud-
get would have to be increased by $2.8
billion if agreement were not reached.

According to some authorities, the
SS-9 represented an effort by the U.S.S.R.
to create its own bargaining chip. Also the
rapidity with which the Soviet Union
rushed into development of the SS-16-
through-SS-20 series is suggestive of a
desire to increase its bargaining position
during SALT II. The same can be said of
the scheduling of a series of ICBM tests at
the end of May 1972, just as SALT I was
signed, and further tests conducted on the
eve of the resumption of the SALT talks
on February 20, 1974, following a long de-
lay in negotiations.

Increase of fear
Bargaining chips tend to increase fear on
the part of the adversary, and the tradi-
tional reaction is one of responding in
kind. To have either side emphasize bar-
gaining chips makes it more difficult for the
moderates in the other country to plead
for realistic arms restraint. Ammunition
is merely provided for the hawks to press
for higher defence budgets and to sabotage
any effort towards arms reduction.

On the whole, bargaining chips have
been costly, but if it could be shown that
partial agreements such as those reached
in SALT had stimulated more extensive
reductions of armaments, they would be
worth the price. Unfortunately, this does
not seem to have ^been the case. Instead,
the agreements to date have tended to
generate increased suspicion and have ac-
tually slowed down the momentum to-
wards more significant agreements.

Suspicion about possible evasions of
an arms-control agreement is likely to be
pervasive in a world that is high in threat-

perception and heavily armed. Indeed, a
state may be trapped by public pressures

Difficulties
increased
for moderates
advocating
arms restraint



Ambiguities
continue
to be source
of difficulties

into retaliating against an adversary's vio-
lation (or assumed violation) even if it is
not in that state's interest to do so. There
is something- more compelling about the
need to react to perceived increments of
weapons controlled by a treaty than to
buildups not so regulated. Such suspicion
is likely to set back the cause of disarma-
ment further, and even to accelerate the
arms race. We have already encountered
a number of accusations of alleged Soviet
violations of the SALT I agreements, in-
cluding assertions that the Soviet Union
has tested a type of radar system that
could be utilized in an ABM system, that
it has replaced smaller ICBMs with mis-
siles above the size-limitations agreed on,
and that it has used decoys and camou-
flage to "interfere with United States na-
tional technical means of verification. The
Soviet Union in turn has accused the
United States of camouflaging some of its
missiles. Ambiguities of this sort, as well
as those arising over the unilateral inter-
pretations that were publicized by the
United States and the Soviet Union at the
time of signing the agreements, are likely
to pose further difficulties in the future.
The problem, of course, is what this does
to the prospects of negotiating more mean-
ingful disarmament agreements, for dis-
trust is already very high.

No permanency
Although the temporary nature of the
Interim Agreement on the Limitation of
Strategic Offensive Weapons was recog-
nized in its title, efforts to negotiate a more
long-lived treaty have failed thus far, as
the strategic arms race continues. Despite
the fact that the Vladivostok Accord was
signed in November 1974, the United
States and the Soviet Union appear to be
some distance from negotiating a final
treaty. But even after an agreement is
negotiated it would serve to delay nego-
tiations for more meaningful reductions,
since the proposed treaty is to be in effect
until 1985.

Mr. Kissinger has argued that it is
more feasible to negotiate the actual re-
duction of strategic weapons once a ceiling
has been placed on the arms race. But it
should be noted that an interim ceiling
placed on the arms race in 1972 did not
result in an agreement to reduce weapons
at Vladivostok. Instead, a new and higher
ceiling was established. It appears only too
obvious that what has happened in recent
years is merely the codification of the

strategic arms race.
If a significant reduction of strategic

capability is to be negotiated, several chan-
ges must be made in terms of the positions
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tàken by the two sides. Most impc;r `,uh
perhaps, is a need to rethink the no1°cil)t)
"essential equivalence". Althoughtl,dj,o
tion presumably enables one to dev^,,l,r,
systemic "overview" of the power babmar
in which one can recognize some cj'ictin
less-obvious power factors such a; E as
graphical proximity, potential help;m to
other states, differing threat situa^ble c
etc., in practice "essential equival^ -h
has been interpreted as meaningmÿa^
an equivalence in each weapon systetking
is particularly difficult to persuâdFvélop
mass public and domestic political torÿ
nents otherwise, as they look striccates
the comparative numbers. OverIoohr bar;
calculations for the strategic balancr,h w,
some 7,000 U.S. tactical nuclear war{ted;
in Europe alone; additional nuclear^,
bilities contributed by France and F
to the military strength of the ti1
alliance system; the fact that the
Union has to be more concerned thz
United States with the threat from '•
munist China; and the fact that the

iLSar

States is able to keep a higher perc„
of SLBMs on station owing to
bases and access to the seas.

Improbable
It is improbable that agreemeni
ever be reached on just how to m,
essential equivalence. Suggestion s? LU E'

measures of "throw-weight" be use(
the point, since the United States hâ.
posely chosen to emphasize smaller ri
warheads, believing them to be mor,`r
cient. Correspondingly, it is unlikel^h
the United States would agree to mE
ing equivalence in terms of the numi,
warheads on each side. Other coir:'
tions enter into the calculation beca° e
the varying accuracy of missiles antnaill
relative vulnerability. The conc?s-
breakthrough in terms of permittinrat t
side to determine the specific "mig"^ the
strategic-force capabilities within a c!er a
range was a useful one. But a subsj Ba
strategic-arms reduction will probafcér
quire a fundamental rethinking of jC, pl
much capability is necessary for sue o
deterrence. Substantial reductiofut^î
strategic weapons will probably I^,a•
acceptance of the notion of minimalp,
rence, with each side having a suffirm
protected retaliatory capability in al
feels secure. Only in that way can thr''es c

pulsion to react to each and every ^'^ N^

in power on the part of the adversaical

reduced. itar
Whatever is done in the SALfijhea,

tiations should be directed primaple
making the nuclear-deterrent systeIDi No
stable. The proper response to the iiside



A lmpc" ^^ulnerability of the ICBM might be to
the not'em^,hasize it as part of the deterrent
ough trid to make certain that SLBMs remain

to deveailnf,rable. Agreement on limiting anti-
iower babmririne warfare (ASW) either by re-
some icting weapons or by defining certain

such a^Eas -âs sanctuaries for SLBMs would
al help to{be particularly useful in facilitating
t situa^ble deterrence.
equival^ Above all, the success of strategic

iningmr.iarmament will be dependent on the
,on sysNkinq of careful decisions regarding the
persuâdvelôpment of new weapon systems. The
iolitical tory of the SALT negotiations demon-
ok stric(ate the futility of using such weapons
)verlool^ hal;aining chips; for, once produced,

balanc,h weapons have not been easily elim-
lear war{ted;las is suggested by MIRV. Efforts
nuclear'
e and T.
the tiV'

at the ^.
rned thz
at fromisarmament
nat the i
ier percE^

r
ug w -

..^.

reemenl,
t `

by the U.S. Congress to inquire into the
arms-control implications of proposed de-
fence spending is a most positive move for
those interested in strategic disarmament.

As we contemplate the future of
SALT, I find it particularly remarkable
how little risk the United States is willing
to take regarding the reduction of strategic
weapons compared to the risks that it is
taking with nuclear deterrence. If nuclear
deterrence is a workable system, it can
certainly function at lower levels of de-
structive capacity. SALT will never be
worth its salt until it demonstrates an
ability to move in the direction of the
reduction of armaments rather than merely
provide a cosmetic for a dangerously
armed world.

allenge of arms control
o plan for generations

Iw o m:;
,gestions)"i'er, peace and the public

be use(
3tates hâ-

i
;maller m,
^ be m017hoinas Land

unlikeli:
ree to mEF
the nunJ
ther corr:'.
-ion becae emergence of a new generation of
;siles an^nanned, precision-guided weapon sys-

ie concos-has overtaken the military bargain-
ermittinat the deadlocked European conference
fic "mig"' the3 reduction of forces facing each
vithin a ç'er across the Iron Curtain. The Mutual
t a subs`t Balanced Force Reduction conference,

11 proba^cern`ed with bartering tanks against
:ing of ju; Plânes stationed in the region, has
y for su^e on for two years in the ancient and

reductio^ut'ful Central European capital of

:)bably rnna The development of remote-con-

minimal^led aircraft and high-energy laser
g a suffi(ms neans that a surprise assault by
lity in al numerically-superior Warsaw Pact

cancan thr'es could well be repelled by a small

l
every in'ly of technicians. This would enable

NATO high command to take the
e advers. ticai decisions required to fulfil its

tary commitment to deploy the nuclear
he SALT;heads already in the area, and thereby
d primaripletlely to devastate the continent.
nt systeIDi No' Western government seriously
to the irsiders that the Soviet Union and its

European allies are likely to attack in the
foreseeable future. Nor is the Kremlin
endangered by a politically divided as well
as morally weakened Western Europe.
The vast forces of land armour and fighter
bombers, backed by nuclear weapons, on
either side match not an actual military
threat from the other but a technical
capability that is likely to intensify at an
accelerating rate with technological ad-
vance. The apparent need of states to
maintain a high degree of military capa-
bility is therefore a reflection of their
internal rather than external insecurity
in the modern world.

Mr. Land is London correspondent for
the Financial Post of Canada. As a
political journalist he is also associated
with The Times, The Observer and The
Financial Times of London. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Land.

Deterrence
can function
at lower levels
of capacity



New weapons
have outdated

generations
of military
thinking

The hitherto completely fruitless
Vienna talks following three decades of
feverish war preparations can thus fulfiI
only two functions. One is to enable the
rulers of the participating countries to
assure each other that they are, not as yet
ready. for mass suicide. The other is to
convince their own peoples that the blame
for the prevailing prewar tension should
be cast on the "wrong" side of the Curtain.

Bad faith
But -it should be clear that the conference,
ostensibly intended to reduce arms and
tension, has been held in bad faith. Both
sides have known for some years that the
armaments -at present at a high state of
readiness would soon become obsolete and
be withdrawn even without an agreement
- hence the promise of Leonid Brezhnev
at a recent Communist Party conference
in Moscow to make new initiatives at
the Vienna bargaining table, which ap-
parently means that Russia will soon be
ready to re-equip the Western frontier.

For the new weapons have outdated
generations of military thinking as well
as such traditional and reliable instru-
ments of slaughter as the tank (in which
both sides have invested huge amounts of
their public wealth). In the 16 days of
the 1973 Middle East War, Israel lost more
tanks to mobile, Soviet-made, precision-
guided weapons than the entire United
States land armour stationed in West
Germany. A new generation of remotely-
piloted air vehicles - armed by precision-
guided munitions and operated from a
safe distance by computer technicians
watching television screens - have already
demonstrated their capacity both in the
Middle East and in Southeast Asia.

Even if the new weapons are never
employed in another European war, they
are certain to shatter the public calcula-
tions of Western generals intended to
frighten tax-payers into tolerating con-
stantly-increasing military expenditure.
These calculations are likely to reflect
accurately the contingency planning of
the Soviet generals; but they tend to -
distort the violent fantasies of professional
killers by transforming them into the
realm of universal probability.

Thus in a discussion of the military
capability of the Warsaw Pact countries,
General Sir Walter Walker, former Com-
mander-in-Chief, Allied Forces Northern
Europe, recently assured readers of The
Times of London that, "with their `meat-
grinder' tactics, they will crunch their way
forward, regardless of casualties, at a speed
of 70 miles a day, supported in depth by
airborne troops, armed helicopters, air
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attack, ainphibious attack on th , 9

and chemical attack. Their docéiiL ),,,}1a
gards the tactical use of chemical we 'Pl
as a normal form of conventional wa;t,1t ec1
and in this field they are better equ:[odéï
and psychologically prepared thanrl,, ;i
other country in the world". The G.laz cd
goes on to predict that the speed, df the,
tating power and velocity of the $t„ ^ln
onslaught "will" be such that Nibids a
"will" not be able to resort to the u€ this
its nuclear weapons because the 4ersp
sites "will" already have been overriI
the time the political decisions are tlanif
The grave implication is not that E^earlÿ
must rid itself of paranoia but tharld;
might, in the event, depend on Ameéapon
intercontinental missiles for destruc nen

But the General will be wrong
catastrophe is postponed for just a

ding
iRCpl1

while. Studies emerging from the nü1
establishments of the Western
suggest that the new generation ofk'prés
cision-guided weapons necessitates a scap
ical departure from traditional stra^man
planning. The high accuracy of theâr? PE
missiles has rendered both the tankl^cause
the aircraft vulnerable to small and m[ "T
teams of technicians and tilted the ^taste
pean military balance in favour of defg6tST.

It would be comforting to concândïn
from this that the advance of mihythin
technology has thus solved man>6éls va
dilemma of survival in the shadow olalizé
clear capability, and that more tha thém

years after the end of the war there ând^l
now be peace. The Vienna talks on hprehE
reductions in Europe will in all proba0g t]
produce spectacular results within^idûa
next two years as the obsolete wea I I}a ^ n
are in fact removed. But, judging igly
previous experience, it is equally li?t w41,

that the new weapons about to re^Tÿ yi

them are soon to lose their advantag^ the:
further military innovations without aest i u]

one save the military planners on Pps
sides of the Curtain deliberately prep^ntést
for corporate destruction. ous te:

Europe alone is armed by about i, Th

American and 3,500 Soviet tactical nu'ancë
weapons with a combined destructivrat pe
pacity 50,000 times as great as thtieto]
the atomic bomb exploded over Hiros?n in i
For added "security", the continet^yant
also the target of thousands of stral t^,
nuclear missiles. The United StatF^l an(
capable of delivering about 8,000 of térald
and the Soviet Union about 2,504' g°°d
recent strategic arms "limitation" alat wil

ment reached in principle at Vladivcie néx
permits each of them to deploy fmdem
intercontinental missiles armed with !ation

tiple warheads, enabling them to s^de ^`



n the t„%:Lir(] a capacity far greater than they
doctrin have.

ical we^ 'Plieir compétition is' simply not
mal wa;LztF,(l to military superiority in the
ter eqUj,,ic,in world. This is partly because each
d thandehas an invulnérable submarine arm
The Gfiat` can deliver a retaliatory second strike
peed, di thé; event of destructive nuclear aggres-
E the S„1z and partly because each side already
that Nplds a huge "overkill" capacity and, even
o the ui:thi: technological age, you cannot kill
the n>;person twice. -

i oven
as are 4imifesto
that EtiearIy a quarter-century ago, when the
but tliôrld' was still unaccustomed to nuclear
)n Ameeapens, a manifesto signed by many
lestruct<, 1i 13 (,llt philosophers and scientists, in-
wrong ^ding Albert Einstein and Bertrand
just a Zls--ell, put the problem in simple terms:
the rd, '^_We have to learn to think in a new
em afiv. .. , Here, then, is the problem which
tion ofs present to you, stark and dreadful and
.tates aescapable. Shall we put an end to the
ial straiman race, or shall mankind renounce
of theâr? People will not face this alternative

ie tank'^cause it is so difficult to abolish war.
I and n^ `The abolition of war will demand
d the l_, taA-eful implications of national sover-
r of def^ntST. But what perhaps impedes under-
to con^ândïng of the situation more than
of milïlytlüng else is that the term `mankind'
manl.^els vague and abstract. People scarcely

adow oÎalizë in imagination that the danger is
)re that themselves and their children and their
r there ândchildren, and not only to a dimly

lks on ipreliended humanity. They can scarcely

[ probat^g themselves to grasp that they, in-
within^idûally, and those whom they love are

^te weaj m i ininent danger of perishing agoniz-
idging g1Y• - •. We have to learn to ask ourselves
ually Pt what steps can be taken to give mil-

to re^TŸ victory to whatever group we prefer,

.vantag'̂ ? there no longer are such steps; the
rithout estion we have to ask ourselves is: what

trs on t?S can be taken to prevent a military
[y prepntést of which the issue must be disas-

ous to all parties?"

about î The issue is so huge and the dom-

"cë of militarist thinking so thorough-
tructivefat people have forgotten to ask that
as tha}éstion. Since the Johnson Administra-

I HirosVI in the United States, not a single civil
ontinen, -ant in Washington has been employed
of strai[ tng about the feasibility of gen-

I Stat^al and complete disarmament. President
100 of terald Ford recently promised: "If we get

t 2 500ig°O, agreement (with the Russians),

ion
a^at will keep the lid on strategic arms for

Vladivc;`^ ""xt seven to ten years." He thereby

n to 0

meanscatastrophe even while an outbreak

^ploy Ir
dëinne, d, by implication, another gen-

i with ^ation to the threat of universal man-
hdé catastrophe, which, in modern terms,

of nuclear war is avoided.
For the intensifying war preparations

absorb specialist manpower and scarce
material resources urgently and desper-
ately needed elsewhere. World expenditure
on . military research and development
alone is $25 billion annually, according
to one authoritative recent survey, about
four times the amount spent on medical
research. More than 400,000 scientists
and engineers, about half the world's total
technological manpower, are now engaged
in improving existing weapons and devel-
oping new ones. World expenditure on
armaments is $210 billion a year, roughly
equal to the entire combined income of
the poorer half of mankind. The rate of
increase of military expenditure coincides
with the rapidly-growing technical com-
plexity of weaponry. World investment in
armaments has doubled since 1950.

Underestimate cost
These figures probably underestimate
the actual cost of weapons if one considers
the initial outlay required for the estab-
lishment of modern armament industries.
At the close of the Second World War,
only five countries - the United States,
the U.S.S.R., Britain, Sweden and Canada Arms production
- were major arms-producers. Many de- proves costly
veloping countries have since joined them, to developing
at a huge cost to their economies. The economies
latest to acquire virtual self-sufficiency in
arms manufacture is India, which has

also developed a nuclear-weapons capacity
through its "peaceful" nuclear-energy
program aided by Canada, and. built up
the third-largest army in the world, with
more than a million men in uniform.

Representatives of the governments
responsible for wasting such colossal public
wealth and for endangering your life and
mine have been meeting at world con-
ferences concerned with such universal
problems as environmental pollution, food
shortages, mass unemployment and squa-
lor in the cancerously-growing cities. By
common consent, these meetings in search
of a global solution to specific problems
refrain from paying serious attention to
the parasitic military establishment; and
they end with résolutions calling for con-
certed action and regretting the lack of
available funds for the purpose. They do
achieve marginal results, such as the re-
cently-increased flow of fertilizers to the
developing countries after the World Food
Conference in Rome and despite the rise
of petroleum prices. But these are hardly
achievements in terms either of the size
of the problems they are intended to solve



Postponement
of holocaust
provides hope
of adaptation

or of the actual production capacitÿ
mankind.

This summer, the World Employment
Conference in Geneva was told that there
had never been as many destitute people
as today - a period following rapid and
universal economic growth. At the begin-
ning of this decade, about 700 million
people lived in severe poverty, and 500
million were chronically hungry. An esti-
mated 300 million people are unemployed
or working for starvation wages. Another
800 million, the equivalent of the present
population of China, will be added to the
potential world labour force during the
next 25 years without a hope, under
present conditions, of finding adequate
employment. Unless we are prepared to
see our.obsolete tanks turned against the
wrath of these unemployed civilians -
our own children -, we had better change
the conditions.

Question postponed
The "stark, dreadful and inescapable"
question of the Einstein-Russell manifesto
of 1954 has thus been postponed at an
immense and rapidly-multiplying cost.
Mankind has neither committed suicide
nor renounced war. It has instead chan-
nelled its aggression into local military
conflicts and universal war preparations,
misdirecting the constructive energy and
material resources needed for common-
sense environmental management. The
longer the question is postponed, the
greater the likelihood of thermonuclear
suicide, whether through technical error
or political miscalculation. But the longer
the holocaust is postponed, the greater
the hope that men may yet learn to live
with their recently-acquired nuclear capa-
bility without needing to engage in homi-
cidal fantasies regarding its use. And men
are adaptable.

This makes the corporate decisions
of our generation the most crucial, and our
time the most exciting and potentially the
most creative, since the emergence of man.
The decisions are made not only by dip-
lomats and journalists and politicians but
also by the citizens at large. For the
paradox of our generation is that govern-
mental decisions obviously contrary to
our interests in fact reflect our corporate
decisions. Political leaders in all countries,
including the most ruthless dictatorships,
calculate in terms of grass-roots support
or at least tolerance. They would not sur-
vive in power without the co-operation of
silent private citizens concerned only with
the short-term welfare of their families
and averting their eyes from the probable
long-term effects of theirlimited functions.
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Holding each other responsible

and aircraft or at pious world confei

common catastrophe, both the polifl `11) 1
and the public take a sneaking pr?c t' t`
their national "deterrents". ` ` ve

This duality of conflicting ccr.^`•`
desires for peace and power, cons^é'o
reinforced by potential external th ..rl
has thus emerged -as perhaps the es,
universal obstacle to survival. This; ab
major issue of all political affairs, w', ,
at the hostile Vienna bargaining overfi 's _

^^,,
concerned with the ills of our )ra^^t
global habitat. To possess power a;' a-
commonly conceived in the modern ,,,a1
is to embrace the freedom to dis^er I
our terrible weapons and thereby h d
linquish life. To possess peace is tai p
the freedom to plan for generationt
thereby to end our present flirtatior.; res
suicide. Planning for "overkill" whilE Th
ing of détente is relinquishing both9gl ca
and power. Yet we can have bot'
peace does offer power - only of a;
ent sort, the power of creative man,l

Thus an American President !=
in theory tell his public that, sinc^
destructive power required for the
dation of every enemy and friend a
as citizen had already been amasse^
United States would in the future ec
our to beat the Soviet Union at
development rather than at surplu"
clear capacity until the day Comm.;
progressed from coexistence to co;
tion. To be fair to Mr. Ford, no Am'
President could expect to be re-eleci'
such a platform, despite its military^.
nological and economic consistencyl
politicians have tried, at hundreds of,,
conferences, to work out mutual ca
mises of national sovereignty int;
to limit voluntarily the freedom of'
to discharge their weapons. Theyi`
failed, probably because politiciansew
to keep their jobs as much as clerkatin
ployed in armaments manufacture. ', Sta

Test ban
tifie

But there has been one important r, ^?èi
tion - the Partial Test Ban Treaty of?n'
when the professed will of the polir,le ol
coincided with the vehement dema,, ttair
the public on both sides of the Iron.
tain for an end to atmospheric n^pép
testing. The issue of environmentarity
tamination was then grave, but i,atio
minor compared to the ever-presento-op

sibility of ultimate destruction. Bkve
widely-publicized radiation sicknestitrtè

boat-load of Japanese fishermen ai?rde
by fallout from an American nuclO,ts ^

and the explosion of a giant Soviet;ong
with the power of 58 million tons of!gem



nsible "-
the poL't `'pi'alled the public. The treaty did not
aking p;-^(J, the nuclear-arms race significantly;

s ever, it demonstrated the power of

cting cor^Ji,`^
°pinion to guide the collective

,er,
cons ision} of states. This, then, is the only

ternal tF e;
s the m Flue age of technology has given con-

al.
This ra t`; d influence over the future of

nts to three specific groups of people,
ffairs, w}^ r17w of which is yet aware of its power.
Zing over-Is i s ^he military establishment, which
dd confe)ro.ip-ering as a result of universal in-
if our a1ritÿ^ and is committed to the arms
power a; and to seizing the power of even
modern ai ^rovernment in many countries.

i to disc^er before has this group possessed so
Ehereby th déstructive capacity or wasted such
ace is ta^at public resources. Its time is limited,
meratior:^ will either destroy itself together with
flirtatior, rest' of us or become redundant.

ill" whiléI Thé second is the scientific and tech-
ing both9gical establishment, which has hith-
iave bot^ ^;eeù itself as the servant of human
nly of a
-ive manl
resident
hat, sin(
for the
friend

i amasse^
future ec

progress - and found itself manipulated
into the role of public executioner. If
human beings were to learn to take indi-
vidual responsibility for the long-term
effects of their actions, these men alone
could defuse the apparatus of destruction.
The third group is composed of the mass-
communications media, which recently
surprised themselves by bringing down the
Nixon Administration in Washington. The
personal triumph of the novelist Alexander
Solzhenitsyn over the will of the Kremlin
demonstrates that the power of the pen
is not limited to Western democracies.

Governments are vulnerable to polit-
ical pressure; and the influence of the
military establishment could well be
outweighed by the other two estates
privileged in our era, given a public de-
manding a right to the future. The suicide
of civilization begins with the illusion that
individuals cannot prevent it. But only
individuals can.

nion at,
it ; o-operating with dictators
e to o co^,)r economic development
l, no Am;
e re-ele6
military,^

nsistency^Prlaud Bernardinidreds of
rutual co
gnty intt`
edom of
s. Theyi
:)liticianse^P years ago, the possibility of "co-

^ as clerhating" with a dictatorial regime would
ifacture. even have been questioned. Provided

staff was available and means clearly
itifiea, a venture in co-operation would

portant r been undertaken without much hesi-
reat oi^)n' In recent years, however, there has

a gradual trend towards examinationthe polit .
nt demaf le obJectives pursued, the means used
the Irorttain them and the agents involved in

implementation process. As a result,
pheric r^per^
onmenta

on rationally considering the pos--
aty of venturing into the realm of co-

,e,
but "ation now asks about various aspects

3r-presenp-opération, and particularly how ef-
ction. Bqve His contribution would be in those

sicknes^trieS improperly referred to as being
ermen af^rdeveloped and to what extent his
in nucleæts ^vould be suited to their culture,
t Soviet;on; the subject of scorn and dis-
n tons oltgeruent.

Nonetheless, the basic situation has
not changed. The approach to problems
and their solution is still marked by an in-
dividualistic and humanitarian philosophy.
The tendency to emphasize charity, phi-
lanthropy and paternalism in co-operation
at the expense of justice and of the accep-
tance of the differences inherent in men
from different cultures and of the rights
stemming from these differences, seems,
at least to judge, from statements on the
subject, to have diminished. But recogni-

Pro f essor Bernardin teaches in the field
of international relations at the Collège
de Lévis and is a research associate of the
Centre québécois de relations internatio-
nales. He has published a number of
articles dealing with the problems of the
Third World. The views expressed here
are those of the author.

Vulnerability
of governments
to political
pressure



International
co-operation
for the purpôse
of reaping
benefits

tion and acceptance of equal rights and
obligations, for oneself and for men from
other cultures. hâve yet to be achieved.

Changes in this situation have not
been pushed to their logical conclusion
because of the relatively recent develop-
ment of Canadian awareness of interna-
tional co-operation and the lack of
individual participants from the Third
World in this trend - and for a host. of
other reasons. Yet these reasons may
themselves be explained by the fact that
the limitations implicit in any reasoning on
these matters are a reflection of liberalism,
even if the thinker is trying to differentiate
himself from the liberals.

Examination of such questions as
thoseconcerning non-governmental organ-
izations (NGOs) in the context of dicta-
torial regimes shows how much ground has
been covered (since these questions are
finally being asked) and how much re-
mains to be covered (since such questions
are stiIl being asked). Moreover, it is not
a coincidence that these political questions
are being asked today, for they are part
of the initial reaction to the consequences
of the takeover of co-operation by govern-
ments.

Government takeover
Now that governments have divested co-
operation of the trappings of humanist
philosophy and have bound it in a bureau-
cratic strait-jacket, it has become an
instrument of political power. All govern-
ments, either directly through government
agencies or indirectly through non-govern-
mental organizations, have set up so-called
international co-operation programs for
the purpose of reaping short- or long-term
benefits. A study of the material, political
and ideological interests that are brought
into play by or that motivate these pro-
grams helps to identify certain -aspects of
co-operation as it really is. Co-operation
appears as a means of legitimizing govern-
ment actions (since the recipient govern-
ment uses the friendly attitude of the
donor government to justify its repressive
policies towards its own citizens) or as a-
means of persuasion (since the donor in-
duces the recipient to carry out the policies
that the donor wishes) or as a means of
dissuasion (since the donor encourages

the recipient to abandon policies the latter
has already worked out).

Governments are eager to turn to
their own advantage the desire for justice
and the feelings of generosity and brother-
hood by which advisers and workers con-
cerned with co-operation are often too
naively motivated. Under coercion, the
latter may be manipulated and may un-

willingly become agents of their co>
power abroad, helping to establish Fr
recipient countries not only service^r tl^` th
change structures but also power

hi e `o

tures.
rnaini

This is why it is important
{oliai ru

careful consideration to the pla
ii1^e, ir

advisem in the general donor-rec,s r},
strategy, and to establish the aims

ct^ c
operation very clearly. But first we ^;#I rI VE
remember that real co-operation, bep relc>ae
equal terms and never diverted froc
pursuit of its objective (the Iiberatio
historically, socially and culturally siillv(
people), is not an end in itself but e,

to

one of a number of means of liberaticE lof,
mnied

Aims of co-operation
It is important to distinguish the' ^^114 ^

n
,ve^

goal of establishing new bonds of br r11(, o
hood from the possibility of temp JM,S( X
improving often subhuman materia1,.,ç r^il
ditions in just one area and fro^ ,.cd t^b
probable outcome of co-operation-nail ical
the perpetuation, perhaps not intend ^, .,
definitely contributed to by foreign m,if) i n tE
ment, of existing societies in wl] Lc

yu
countries. i ano,t]

These goals are carried by agen^htly^ c
are. achieved through action. Agentls-, oülc
action are not unbiased; their preseL, ,,t .
dependent social structures is in t,m
significant. Every individual or coNreau6
agent brings a history, a culture, a Îjë,tiv(
system and a view of the world.
action implies a preference for a pari' The
civilization and involves specific goa,,r, a 3i
a result, after a iming for the ideair1,1,f,';
then making every effort to achieve ^ I a ct
is possible, the end-product is gene1a111)}7O
form of social reproduction. The quEclass
is, therefore, one of determining th^en iiï
place of co-operation in terms of agecié man
action, irrespective of what the mily c
would like his action to be. In other ' ,«,,r oj
intentions must yield to facts, an^ good,
facts clearly show that, in genera]ja doe
the bonds of dependence between!ange:
ruling classes of the centre and the
classes of the periphery have so fai4noet
tightened. This is no accident. ^atth

Third World dictators try to maiuntrie
the structures of exploitation by forceobfem

r„.
an even more reprehensible trend im» i'pi
developing, particularly in Latin Angiiues
towards stronger repressive measure! , tion:1
cause power is being contested not ort ThE
those elements of the ruling class tha^ion i,
isolated from the decision-making1Plen1
wealth-producing centres but also 6^clear:
farmers, the workers and the progTeI' ght
elements of the lower middle cla&,"^""r
find the current situation untenablesortsj
less, therefore, internal power relatio"n1sQ m
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Ir COU^ er,eil, the only outcome will, be "a
iblish ï^^,nc,thc,ning of the social structures that
ervice çLdde 'wie or other of the ruling factions
)ower I^^,3intain pôwer. Societies under dicta-

tant to ri
. ai rule are at an impasse. In such con-

tionls, no options are open to them, be-
n order to release the capacity to

aor-reciaims u sf)rb;foreign aid through a popular con-

st we ^' u
s { or to promote even the idea of

^n, bét^t-`le`'elopment, these societies must first
ed fro^ rel^^^ised from within.
^o l t; is felt in some quarters that the
ally si "`^ n fall of a dictatorial regime should not
r
but

to precede any attempt to improve
beratic" lot of poor farmers. It should be

^, n i e. d out that such attempts have al-
arlv heen made and have failed. There

;h the 1 4 1
1 () Jack of good will, funds or expertise,

s
of br & `,very attempt came up against the

nle :^ocio-economic structures and the
tempci^^^, s9cial classes that had no interest in

iateriaç,ial change. It should also be remem-
d fro^.c,ci that each failure bears its psycho-
on-n%ical toll in dashed hopes. The expert or
intend ^, adviser can return home, but the dis-
eignm,^^p,inted farmer will stay where he is and
m aN1 reÿuire more convincing before joining

I anr,ther venture of which he quite
y agen^htly, does not want to bear the burden.

AgentjG_,oiild also be remembered that farmers
- preses, „„t the first to benefit from whatever
is in tion is taken , since corrupt leaders and

or coN'reauçracies redirect funds away from the
ure, a ^iPc}i`ves for which they were originally
7orld. 11 n m itted.
a pa^ 'I`hese repeated failures, therefore,

fic goa',,,c, a5ingle cause:
e idear1,1,f, action is within existing social
chieve ,i I a ctures and, is carried out with the

, genei, t,,,t;ort of that section of the ruling
i'he qur:class; currently in power.
Ling th5en in this light, it is not the power of
of agenié man that is in question, or that of his

the mily or his ministers, but rather the
other',«,,r of a whole social class that is living
-ts, an° good, not to say excellent, conditions
eneral,^a d(q)es not wish those conditions to
)etweenange;
A the r
so f ai oeuvre

ihatthen is the responsibility of recipient
to mKuntries and foreign advisers? The main

)y forc<<,hl(,,n here is to determine how much
rend for manoeuvre is left by dictatorial
tin Angiines to those trying to promote social
aeasuretion:

^ not orl The answer depends on whether the
lass tha^lori^ is undertaken by citizens of the
nakinglplent countries or foreign advisers. It
also b^cleax; that the former have no choice but

progre1 fight these negative dictatorships. A
e clas."h4orial regime is strong because it
tenable"t` to repression and torture and be-
relatioUl'""' Inany of its citizens have not done,

are not doing or do not intend to do what
is needed to topple the regime and change
the social structures so as to prevent
another dictatorship. Those who have
made an attempt at some point are now
weary from the long and hard struggle,
during which, at certain critical moments,
their lives have been at stake. The risk
here is that they will give up, if they are
not assimilated by the regime in power.

Only choice
And yet, for an increasing number of
citizens, the only choice is involvement in
the social and political struggles being
waged in their country. They cannot wait
for the regime in power to define areas of
action or room for manoeuvre. It is they
who must take the initiative and choose Citizens
the time for and the forms of drganized must choose
action. They have prime responsibility for the forms
the future of their country. of action

The foreigner, on the other hand, has
only those responsibilities that have been
assigned to him or that he assumes per-
sonally in order to offset the effects of the
mechanisms producing the recipient coun-
try's dependence upon his own country.
The second type of responsibility is not
relevant at this stage of the discussion.
Delegated responsibilities have a political
significance that every foreign adviser
must identify clearly and act upon. The
simple fact that they are working in a
country ruled by a dictatorship legitimizes
that reginie and its actions. Their presence
implies that the regime is accepted as an
interlocutor and negotiator, that the rights
accorded to it because of its contribution
to the financing of projects are accepted
and that foreign advisers agree to act as
witnesses to the "positive approach" of
the regime to those who wish to work for
"national reconstruction". Once the for-
eign advisers are in the country concerned,
it is too late; their involvement will be
used by the regime to legitimize itself.
They may disregard such treatment of
their work, but they cannot be unaware of
it. In any case, the decision to act or not
to act in a country ruled by a dictatorship,
whether or not the legitimization of such
a regime by one's presence or actions is
taken into account, is a political choice
and a political action with political conse-
quences. Yet, in spite of all this, some
choose to go, hoping to do what it is "pos-
sible" to achieve.

Any understanding of the strategy
surrounding the notion of what is "pos-
sible" presupposes an awareness of the
aversion that some people have for political
and ideological questions. Such a feeling of
distaste may be attributable to the way



number and dimensions of the . means

in which these questions are framed, to a
pragmatic approach that emphasizes the

available for involvement and expects so-
cial change to result from the application
of those means, And especially to a belief
in gradual progress that lays the emphasis
on small-scale achievements. If such an
approach is adopted, all comprehensive
solutions and programs of national impor-
tance are rejected and activities are
limited to a specific area of the country
concerned and to the establishment of
so-called functional mechanisms.

Action taken within the framework of
what is "possible" is an attempt to create
a certain number of "powers" at the grass-
roots level. It would entail not only devel-
oping the latent potential of farmers to the
point where they became autonomous but
also enabling them to acquire the capacity
to become involved at a higher level. They
would move up from one level to another,
and each successful completion of a task
would be the starting-point for the pursuit
of a new objective. The attainment of
an objective would indicate that a new
"power" had been acquired and that their
capacity to become involved had been
increased.

This view of development has the
advantage of, on the one hand, removing
a dimension of false humanism and pro-
viding a political dimension, inasmuch as
it is designed to create powers, and, on the
other hand, of forcing the debate to con-
centrate on the internal problems of poten-
tially recipient countries. This view should
be considered further in order to determine
whether the power structures developed as
a result of the situation created by involve-
ment could counterbalance the power
structures generated by social structures.

It would be particularly useful to ;tt^.^]
how such objectives might be a±t
the prerequisite of social upheav;C
to a change in internal power relati,
not met.

Even a rapid breakdown of the
of development shows that such I rc
structures have not yet been c^e ô€.
mainly because any action that !, F>y,
challenge the power of the ruling chrisei
not accepted. An experiment is tr u es
as long as it does not become a ve7`h
social change but, once the new^tlrer
becomes a threat to the establishe,d^ (:'ii
the latter reacts and smashes its pr' MO»
challenger. It should be rememberFtie te
social change is conflict, which ^no fa
shifted or controlled but not avoide^y5il
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Conclusior furen
The dilemma of co-operation boils drisay
a few simple questions: who does u^.,adei
whom, with whom, on whose behalf, Wh.
asks for what to be done? And who reg^
to do what?

These questions in their ver`
plicity cast doubts on misleading
ances and on many presuppositiun'
lead back to a fundamental con5ici'
of the conditions that should be
for technical involvement to be pr
and effective. In other words, the{
threshold below which any action
the system is bound to fail. Once
upon the system has made it possja
the energies of the majority to be r
and channelled towards social chanLE,cer
support of all men of good will and p
who wish to become involved in a1^1,i,
development project will be acThe
partly as reparation and partly as a(JQPQl
of brotherhood. and `
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,ovidlces and foreign affairs

uebec's international activity
ésts on idea of competence

iail,
,tawa.

Louis Sabourin

é Parti québécois victory in the Novem-
k 1^76, elections, and the widespread
ction ! to this historic event both in
nada and abroad, have once again

it of Egfl resûlt of spontaneous behaviour and

he two schools of thought. These will

$4.00 t'
ugbt to light the special character of

ountriesbbec
and the growing importance of its

>1.25. rnatiônal activity. In addition to an-
^e Receis^u• ng the nature and the manifestations
be sent this international activity, it is import-

f to àssess its basic significance and
ine the underlying strategies that mo-
tte it. ;

Quebec's international activity is
mtially a seeking and exercising of
âder "competence in order to assert
^bec's, identity and to encourage its
elopment and that of others through
procal and mutually-advantageous re-
ôns with other peoples, states and
1lic auld private institutions with which
bec is attempting to establish eg-
I ngi-s of all kinds.

Beyond the events and the facts that,
ticula;rly since the beginning of the
k iet Revolution" in 1960, have led to a
inctive Quebec presence and behaviour

the world^the world scene, two strategies have

t where duaIlÿ become established, often more

;ssed '=tion than through predetermined,
;-standing plans. These two theories

are wddevéIopment of human competence
pondencough; a broader, but co-ordinated,
'earson of Qizebec and federal institutions and

urces, as opposed to a strictly Quebec
e ca'mpetence in international rela-
is -'have grown to the point of be-
ïing both the basis and the objective

^itablÿ continue to clash as long as
bec remains a part of the Canadian
iféderation. In a word, Ottawa will
tinuel," to argue in favour of the eger-
sigofi competence by Quebec in inter-
tonal life with deference to Canada's
:,rnatiônal personality, while René
esgùe's governrnent will seek in its
national activities to confirm its own

4,ef,etzce.

After reviewing Quebec's interna-
tional activities, one can only conclude
that they have been, and still are, a
normal, legitimate and desirable phenom-
enon. The errors of procedurei and the
excesses of languâge should not obscure
the fact that the basic, long-term interests
of all the parties involved have been pro-
moted to advantage. Any democratic
society that wishes to make progress in
today's world - particularly if it feels its
culture threatened - cannot, as in the
past, turn in on itself. In the era of closed
societies, withdrawal could be considered Withdrawal
a "positive defence". In the era of the post- no longer
industrial society and declining birth-rates, a positive
however, withdrawal would amount to a de f ence
veritable withering away, which no Franco-
phone, whatever his political or ideological
allegiance, could seriously consider. Under
such circumstances, a proliferation of
international exchanges becomes not only
desirable but necessary in all sectors,
from economic affairs to exchanges of
technology and culture, from sports and
television to development co-operation.
We cannot claim excellence in physical
fitness, industrial management, food pro-
duction or music without knowing what
is happening abroad. This is the case for
almost all areas of activity. It is important
at this stage to develop an increasing
degree of competence, not only at the
political and administrative summit but
in all fields and at all levels.

At the same time that Quebec, for
its part, wishes to open its doors onto inter-
national perspectives, in order to obtain
the many benefits, to be had, it appears
that more and more nations are becoming
interested in Quebec, and value the skills

Dr. Sabourin is Director of the Institute
for International Co-operation at the
University of Ottawa. At the time of
writing this article, he was Visiting Senior
Research Fellow at Jesus College and
Queen Elizabeth House, Oxford. The
views expressed are those of the author.



Large number
of Québécois
everywhere
in the world

and the expertise of the "French-speaking
North Americans" in areas such as health,
forestry, agriculture, hydroelectric power;
fisheries, co-operatives, education, admin-
istration, communications, management,
arts, culture, sports and many others.

Moreover, several industrialized coun-
tries are following, with much more in-
terest than is generally imagined, the
efforts made by Canada and Quebec to
build a dynamic society in which the idea
of the "quality of life" holds an ever-larger
place. It would be a mistake to think that
the problems of language duality, Amer-
ican economic domination or union strug-
gles are the only issues that attract
attention abroad. The three million immi-
grants who have settled in Canada since
the end of the Second World War are the
proof to the contrary.

Ties proliferated
Such a mutual interest, with all the new
means of communication and transpor-
tation, and the growing number of ex-
changes, have already brought about a
proliferation of international ties such as
the Lesage team could hardly have ima-
gined at the beginning of the Sixties.
Premier Bourassa's visit to Tehran and the
agreements signed with the Government of
Iran in 1975 are a striking example. The
people of Quebec have truly rounded a
corner and acquired a taste for things
international.

Until very recently, missionaries were
the largest group of French Canadians
living abroad. The only others were Qué-
bécois who had emigrated to the United
States, servicemen and a limited number
of diplomats, intellectuals and students.
Now, in addition, there are advisers, tech-
nical experts, businessmen, artists and
professional people of all sorts almost
everywhere in the world, especially in the
United States, the West Indies, Mexico
and French-speaking countries. Québécois
from various backgrounds are participating
directly in international life and discover-
ing it to be a source of cultural stimulation
and professional, material and psychologi-
cal satisfaction. Contacts abroad are now
an established fact. Moreover, these con-
tacts are seen by the vast majority of
Québécois as an indispensable element in
their individual and collective progress.

Aside from exchanges with the United
States, and to some extent with' France,
international exchanges are a relatively
recent phenomenon for Quebec. Very few
societies, however, have succeeded in so
short a time in participating directly in so
many areas of international life, beginning
with tourism, which for a great many
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people is the starting-point, aftr^rl
tion and television, _ in. gaimn ,, a
ness and a better knowledge of th, vO
world e

It is in this propensity to takels `lr4
tage of foreign sources while contrib^^o'
to them that we should seek the "'jl

1

activity.

Not detrimental ay
Of course, this activity, while it set^ezllp
Quebec cause, has not, for an thaRtié,,
detrimental to Canadian foreign encl
That policy was in real need of ani^t (^
of "Frenchness". Quebec's inte
activity in the Sixties disturbed, ra]_I'
and -even traumatized many c:^^^nal
in charge of Canada's forèign p
fact, it produced a salutary effecth^
events of the following years demonlx,ut.
both on relations with f rancophoni^,,Ilts
and institutions in the French-s; tren
community, and - need I emph^};inu
with France and Belgium. q c^,e

It is remarkable, though nr'l,^^Tt
gether surprising, that Quebec nati^^.e
has exerted so little influence on C:ie (1,
relations with the United States ^I_^,Za
other areas of the world, particularl

I rnL
America. Where the United States}}l^,^o
cerned, Ontario and British Columb^,nul^
often shown a more open nationa}^;;in;;
have Quebec and the Maritime PrT,
which wish to obtain American lo^;era1
investments in order to create j(^ of 11
reduce unemployment. It is more aga^
tions with France and the French-s^oi
community that Quebec's feeling oi1do z c-
hood has given rise to much debatts suc

The efforts by the Liberal tj ren c
Premier Jean Lesage following the ciati
election in 1960 fo put Quebec onintièi
ternational map were accompanlEaF ) ,
great deal of fanfare, especially th^trc^i

tion of the Department of Federal ^ue fi
cial Affairs in 1961 (which becanxluf
Department of Intergovernmental^, all
in 1967), the opening of the Gener.; of
gation in Paris in 1961, and the cou^rian
of cultural agreements with Fraand
February and November of 1965,r1.
the governments of Johnson (ly^ t^c

Bertrand ( 1968-70) and Bourassa^ nef
76), these official activities were 06, lli+

to new sectors and to other counl';'It I
well. as to international institutioopé
conferences. They now influence an^1', I
many social classes in Quebec. WIt' ^1

le^'lE?s•proliferation of exchanges at ail
are witnessing the institutionaliza- "
Quebec's international activities. " t-L)"

There is no doubt that the P2'
bécois government of René Lévesq=O-di

o9



nt, aftef^
mpt to ^tep up these activities, though

-641
e of theyou l^

e surprising if this were to be

ie osf;entatiously. International rela-

y to take ^a ré far from a" priority in the Parti
iile contr^^cois^ program, especially since the
ek the ^on dealing with this matter is quite

, rnplete and subject to reservations
c s intenioduced by the party leadership; this

üon will certainly be re-examined in the

f: fetiv years in the light of experience
^ile it sel, as `i result of a more practical view of

Iternhorary strategic and international
r all tha- - t t t' ' t AIs -til

foreigli
,d of an i
's inter

tie-.̂ ?y par y ac wrs un .

^éndùm is held, the Quebec Depart-

t of Intergovernmental Affairs will
ably devote more of its energies to

turbed Qra] InIovincial relations than to inter-
nany oijonal r'elations.
reign pi

ry effect,;haugés

rs demoL.hr,ui, taking up in detail the sequence
ncophoniL7e71is,'Vt should be recalled that Quebec
E'rench-s^, trengthened its position in the French-
I empha^inf;community since 1960, and in

P even created a precedent in becoming
iough ncr'parficipating government" in the
^bec nati,^c,e dé coopération culturelle et tech-
nce on Cae (ACCT), which had a Québécois,
States.a^_M^c Léger, as its first secretary-
rrticularl^raL uebec is no. longer isolated
,d States ^l,^,lo^ically from the French-speaking
i Columq,nuniity. The contrast with the 1950s is
ationali^;inti. In addition to participating in
itime Prl'T, Q^ûebec contributes to many mul-
^rican lowcral institutions, such as the Confer-
create j of Ministers of Education (Africa and
is more la ga^car) and the Conference of Minis-
French-s^ of Y^iuth and Sports, not to mention
'eeling of^dozon€s of non-governmental organiza-
:h debatks such as the International Association
C,iberal 1'ren cli-speaking Parliamentarians, the
wing the¢czation des universités partiellement
iebec onntièr^ment de langue française (AU-
;ompameuF ), the headquarters of which are in
=cially &ftcalJ, the Association des éditeurs de
Federal,ruc fralnçaise, the Communauté radio-1

beca^ique et télévisuelle de langue fran-
nmental-, and numerous professional associa-
ie Genet-; of journalists, doctors, economists,
d the cou5ria»s; geographers, sociologists, writ-
vith Fr ^ncl so on, from the French-speaking
of 1965d.
ison (11.On the bilateral level, Quebec has set
3ourassat network of general delegations and
s were elt' missions in a number of other coun-
ier couni- It now has official representatives in
institutio pe (Paris, London, Brussels; Milan,
uence an^^', Dusseldorf), the United States
iebec. VV4 S' York, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Los
at all le^leS. Lafayette), Asia (Tokyo, Beirut),
itionalizo,a (Abidjan) and the West Indies
ivities. ' }t-au-Prince). Special mention should
I the Pa be made of the role of the Office
é Léves0^0-quPbécois de la Jeunesse, which

since 1968 has been opening international
horizons to thousands of young people of
all backgrounds. In addition, ^Quebec con-

tributes directly, or indirectly through
private: institutions, universities and busi-
ness, to the implementation of numerous
co-operation projects in Asia, Latin Amer-
ica, the West Indiesand Africa (especially
in French-speaking states) undertaken by
the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA), the Canadian University
Service Overseas (CUSO) and numerous
voluntary associations.

These are the established facts, unde-
niable and irreversible, which, following
Expo 67, the visit of French President
Charles de Gaulle the same year, the
events of October 1970, the Olympic
Games and the Parti québécois vActory in
1976, have put an international stamp on
the special character of contemporary
Quebec.

Despite some hesitations and many
disappointments, Quebec's international
activities have continued to grow to the
point where they have been cited as a
precedent in several recent textbooks on
international law.

After a number of "noisy" years,
Québécois have now realized that it is first
and foremost through their competence
that they will gain acceptance and respect
on the international scene.

Individual or state?
Competence is thus the key idea, but the
question is, what sort of competence? The
human or professional competence of the
individual or the institution in a given
field, or the legal jurisdictional competence
of Quebec as a state in embryo? Or both at
the same time? Below the swells (1964-
71) and the froth (1971-76) that have
stirred and capped Quebec's international
waters, two undercurrents - the two stra-
tegies on the subject of competence - have
met and pulled against each other, some-
times churning the water to produce no
mere semantic foam but a true political
tide-race, with constitutional and diploma-
tic whirlpools. A given set of words may,
according to the place, the individual and
the circumstances, describe different be-
haviours, objectives or realities, and, of
course, may be used deliberately with this
intent. The debate on Quebec's interna-
tional competence is a case in point.

The experience of recent years has
shown that, when seen as a stage in de-
velopment and in the sharing of "human
and professional competence", Quebec's
international relations have not given rise
to much opposition in Ottawa. As a lever
and an instrument for broadening juris-

International
activities
now cited
as precedent
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At the Paul Sauvé Arena in Montreal on November 15, 1976, surrounded by suP1era1

and members of the press, Quebec's newly-elected Premier, René Lévesque, deliueeral'
victory speech. Mr. Lévesque has stated his intention of adding a new dimensior ,1

n`'list
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Quebec's role in foreign policy. r fed

Constitutional
competence
replacing
sovereignty

dictional competence, however, they have

elicited many objections and led to the
creation of numerous working groups in

the federal capital.
The basic reason for these difficulties

is that a great deal of emphasis has been
placed, in speeches and official statements
at any rate, on the notion of "constitu-
tional competence". The working paper on
external relations submitted by the Quebec
government to the constitutional confer-
ence in 1969 is significant in this regard.
The notion of "competence" is gradually
beginning to replace the traditional one of
"sovereignty" in international law. "Abso-
lute sovereignty" is a term used less and
less by contemporary jurists, since most
states have agreed by treaty or otherwise
to circumscribe its exercise. Thus we have
the current use of the term "competence

of the state".
To be sure, while it was indispensable

at the beginning of the Sixties to resort to
all plausible arguments, such as certain
historical precedents, some court decisions,
existing practices in other federal systems
- including the U.S.S.R. with the well-
known examples of the Ukraine and Byelo-
russia - and various interpretations of an
archaic constitution, in order to give more
legal authority and a certain "consistency
and legal weight" to Quebec's international
activity, it is clear that such a strategy
could be successful over the short term.
Why? Because it put into a legal context

10
a "state of mind" or a"psych" nset
desire" that it did not need then,ilIi cti
tainly does not need now, to be ma^ th
and protected in this way. But G(it i

more to it. é cou
he in

Two approaches 3da'

In contrast to those who see thesoe.
ties as a legitimate trend and an;t. T
bringing about a gradual change i^)eç's
than federalism, as well as a decla^^ fri

Quebec's uniqueness in Cana: wat
abroad, there are others who bft bŸ
ferred to give priority to matters jVe
and to act in such a way as to confiins
view of Quebec's jurisdictional conI sta
and establish through precedents pro °
nent status. Such an attitude has ,̂ec

turned Ottawa's "specialists in the"é
tic" into experts in Cartesian logi,^e E
mined to set down in written dct; e
scrupulously-defined limits to 4rd
international activity. To be com^,d t
this, one only has to consult the trinad
Papers published by the Federallnot
ment in 1968, Federalism and con
tional Relations and Federalismlec

ternational Conferences on E;ter
When the true history of the "id

constitutional conference in 310

written, the importance of tbe ^ed
Government's concern in this arEéh
more clearly understood. ;bet

In wishing Quebec to act alo`PaÎi
international level in fields in wh",



ie' Frénch-speaking community.
Canada{

ruts to rd d'Estaing Government also ac-

by suÂ2era1 résponse
ce, deliuEeral leaders retorted, using the same
imension1`'hstié methods, resorting to constitu-

sl 1a^,^, and international law, alerting
r federal governments, and "making it
h" t o many young African nations

r"psychiznselves very sensitive to questions of
sd then,çdicliân and competence, in particular
to be ma, e thât had benefited or wished to
ay. But 14it frôm Canadian assistance) that

ë could never be two official spokesmen
he international scene - in short, that
3da's ^egternal sovereignty was indi-

see thesde. This also was quickly put into
[and anit. Tlié series of events surrounding
change pec's presence at, and Canada's ab-

s a declait, from, the Libreville conference in
n Cant was ^ubsequently cleared up, on one
s who hi, by a "new normalization" of co-op-
^ mattersEe relations with francophone states
is to co ^tütions and on the other hand by
;ional c^

^
stablishment of new understandings

cedents^procédures at Kinshasa, Niamey and
itude haoec City between 1968 and 1971.
sts in the(I'hen; there was France. The visit of
esian logie Elliott Trudeau to Paris in October
^ritten dclt clearly demonstrated that the

o be coMad the principle of the indivisibility
;ult the Dlinada's international personality. This

Federallnot prevent the French Government
sm and cont.inuing to co-operate directly with
deralism !e ., the warm welcome the Prime

s on E^^ter of Quebec, Robert Bourassa, re-
^ of the ^.^o' months later was proof of that.
ice in

ourassa became the first foreigner to
e of tbe^ed-t© participate in a meeting of the

n this arEéh Cabinet. In Paris's view, co-opera-

to
France and Quebec - insti-

to act aloJnaiizE;d since 1964 by a joint commis-,

ctiç;n, and so to demonstrate com-

out -._publicly admitting it, were at-
or sovereignty), many Québécois,

ting!at the same time to take a step to-
sfn^te competençe (or sovereignty).

ormalistic legal behaviour quick-
awa to view such a project as a

;
^us plot and a dangerous under-

ihat had first of all to be contained
quickly frozen into the frame-

ôfl^"provincial powers". This was
rv .done.

Nâtiirally, the "course of events" is
nece^sarily the whole story, but it

It bé âcknowledged that the "jurisdic-
coinpetence" approach was bound

ér'or; later to cause direct confronta-
^and to trap Quebec and Ottawa in a
of feçieral and international "conven-

at the time of constitutional
é.rences and international conferences^.

sion - is not incompatible with France-
Canada co-operation, even within the
federal framework. What counts above all
is the positive results of this complemen-
tary co-operation. The same is true of
Canadian and Quebec activity in French-
speaking institutions, provided that
neither side adopts cat-and-mouse habits
or attitudes.

Indeed, it is wholly natural that
Quebec should be better suited and more Relations
inclined than, say, Alberta to develop not confined to
cultural ties with Senegal, though this is French-speaking
not necessarily true technically and community
economically speaking. On the other hand,
Quebec cannot and should not confine it-
self to the French-speaking community, to
which some would like to see its influence
and its activity limited.

However, while Quebec's unique char-
acter is now recognized and accepted in
the French-speaking world, this is not al-
ways the case elsewhere, even in countries
where Quebec has appointed attachés for
trade or immigration, or ad hoc represen-
tatives to conferences of international
institutions. Since the beginning of the
Seventies, a much larger presence has been
sought for Quebec in areas that until then
had been overlooked - economics, tech-
nology, trade (the GATT negotiations, for
example) -, without seeking to provoke
any constitutional battles.

More positive effects
Quebec began in 1960 to make its presence
felt officially in the world at large. Con-
sidered objectively, this activity has had
many more positive than negative effects
on Canada's international practices. Too
often, however, there has been a tendency
to concentrate on the few deplorable "flag
quarrels", rather than dealing with Que-
bec's positive contributions to the French-
speaking community on the one hand and
to Canada's international activity on the
other. Again, Quebec has undeniably been
much enriched by its participation in in-
ternational life. This movement of opening
up to - and participating in - the world is
only beginning. Now that the bases have
been established, it remains to be planned
and oriented in more meaningful ways.
The outlook for international exchanges
by Quebec is virtually limitless.

While a page of history has been
turned with the coming to power of Prime
Minister Lévesque's Parti québécois gov-
ernment in November 1976, the book
remains wide open. The history of Que-
bec's international relations is richer in
future prospects than in past events, and
this is certainly to the advantage of all
parties involved.
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Arguments
on provinces
having a voice
in world a ff airs

Traditional discussions and explanations
of the role of provincial governments in
the area -of international relations usually
begin with an assessment of the constitu-
tion. Most. authors have analysed the
wording ôf Section 132 of the British
North - Amer'ica Act 'and its subsequent
interpretations by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council by examining the
important judicial decisions on this ques-
tion such as the aeronautics, radio and
labour conventions cases. Some compare
Canadian practices with the constitutional
provisions governing international affairs
found in other federations such as the
United States, Germany, the Soviet Union
and Switzerland. Depending upon the
perspective of the author, the practices of
other federations are approved or rejected.

While much of this analysis has been
useful, the tendency of most arguments has
been either to prove conclusively that
under the Canadian constitution provinces
do and should have a voice in international
affairs or that they do not and should not
have such a voice. Here one gets to the
crux of the debate, what the constitution
legally permits versus what politically is
best for the country.

Because of interpretations of the
British North America Act and practices
that have evolved within the federal sys-
tem, the provinces have developed and/or
acquired a role, albeit a modest one, in
international affairs. The purpose of this

Dr. Meekison is Professor of Political ,
Science at the University of Alberta. His
teaching and research interests are in
the area of Canadian government and
Canadian federalism, and he is the editor
of Canadian Federalism: Myth or Reality?
He is currently on leave f rom the Univer-
sity, working in the Alberta Department
of Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs
as Deputy Minister. The views expressed
here are those of Pro f essor Meekison. They
do not necessarily reflect those of the
government of Alberta or of the Depart-
mént of External A ff airs.
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essay is to discuss this role and'
assess whether or not it has béei"rnm,
mental to the maintenance of a 0'
Canadian foreign policy. At the a1"'if
should be stated that the primary^g` 1'(
sibility for the development of Pn' `h
policy and for the conduct of interr^"`3ii
affairs rests with the Federal Gove{'atlo'
This reality is generally accepl'rnal
provincial governments, although^` es rf
sionally, as in the late Sigties, thel If d"''
Government's role has been challe ] aff`

It is worth while to consider,^A711 a
why challenges to the Federal , I'^^t.i
ment's position have been raisriTe`^^
answer seems to be related moré, Of
mestic issues than to internation"-"N''I'
If one assumes that foreign polic`I'`;
significant degree, reflects or i.^^r
mined by domestic consideratior``31 in
provincial governments will undc^^;r ^^
be concerned with those aspects itl^ e,
national affairs that may affect thE'
diction. As is natural in any fed ^or df
domestic policy is a combination
sions established by both levels of `t^s `;i
ment. The existence of strong

pi^rl`111 '

governments has been recognizec , Los
grudgingly, as an important consid^non
in decision-making in the area of â` al p

Atativ,
policy. Most significant issues in
have a federal-provincial dimenslc[less
the areas of health, immigration, 6cecl.i
taxation, social services and transpoa Hot
Federal-provincial interaction in tl,,{han
other areas is not only accepte,ctivit
expected. For some reason this inçial'
interaction has not carried over , provl-
area of foreign policy, though tb^ncH e,
indications that even this is chan4i, ent;

Eies ii
Variety of interests n,sti(
It may be argued that, since the,n<,hl
of international affairs is a fed,
sponsibility, there is no need for 5as.^c^

nifl^jprovincial interaction. As willlu
later, however, provincial gove4iar %ti;
have a wide variety of interests a^
cerns in this area. It does not sELl or s
reasonable for provincial governm,



cize or to seek to influence domestic

sies on transportation, banking and

Fias b6e1prnment is not completely in command

piunieations. For some reason, how-
rec-ngnition by the Federal Govern-

t of légitimate provincial concerns in
M area of foreign policy was slow to

>Iop. Presumably the distinction can
explained by the fact that foreign
k^v is ' somehow different, that- other
ons expect Canada's position in, the
acils of the worldto be firm.Reaching
e decisions in the crucible of federaI-
Ginciat conferences is somehow un-
kahle because other nations might

ole and the ' impression that the Canadian

of a e°c ship of state. To a certain extent,
Lt the or^"^'ths surrounding the conduct of
)rimaryign pcilicy as they relate to the federal
ient of rm `h"ould be dispelled.-In this respect,
of inter^-^c'`3iion of the Federal-Provincial Co-
al Gove^,cIn Division in the Department of

T accel'rnal Affairs is a welcome sign because
although^v" s récognition to the fact that there
ies, the, leçl".ral-provincial perspective on eg-
n challE rl "If-airs.
conside,lat do provinces do in the area of
ederal 1`naMinaI affairs? What are some of

qreas.^of provincial concern? What areA rais
more, of fhe problem areas? An inventory

srnation^'r"°incial activities in the realm of
gn poliç`nat ''national affairs leaves one with a

ei 11114lerstanding of the scope of pro-

d
s

inf.erests. While the activities de-

41 undc,;'1 l'elow are restricted to those of
t rovince of Alberta, those of other

spects ^^nce" do not differ markedly in either
ftect thr
any fe or degree.

c

[nation -es abroad
evels ofiïrta 111aintains offices in London, Tokyo
rong pl^^^ç Angeles. The largest overseas
cognizec^^^oii is

Alberta House in London.
it considral p_wvincial departments have rep-
Lrea of a`

ïtatives stationed there, to deal with
sues in rai

and intergovernmental affairs,
limensicaess

development and tourism, and
;ration, (nccd education and manpower. AI-
transpo^ House, far from competing with the

ion in tlan{ High Commission, complements
acceptectivities. From the perspective of the
n this rncial', government, Alberta House is
i over ^[province's main link with Europe.
ough ^ncfles numerous inquiries about em-
is channent;^ travel, trade and business oppor-

Eies in Alberta. Specific and detailed
iaüàn can be given by individuals

ice the i,tlfamiliar with the province, its
a fed omy and climate. At the same

eed for, ac„éssment of European trade op-
will u^ües can be made by staff totally

^l
goveiliaT-th the province's economic goals

erests a;a^,r,irâtions. The type of informations not st n or slought is useful to the provincialovernr 1

government in developing its policies and
priorities. The offices in Tokyo and Los
Angeles have smaller staffs and their
activities are concerned primarily with
developing and improving trade relations.
Numerous routine inquiries about the
province are also dealt with. In summary,
the overseas operations provide an impor-
tant vehicle whereby information can be
given or acquired on trade, tourism or
other matters of interest to the province.

In the past three years, Premier

Lougheed has made three official visits to
different parts of the world - Japan in
1973, Europe in 1975 and the United
States in 1976. It is worth while noting
that these missions were planned in con-
junction with the Department of External
Affairs and the Canadian embassies in the Co-operation
countries visited. There was a higl^ degree between federal
of co-operation between the federal and and provincial
provincial governments. While each mis- governments
sion had a different purpose, two factors
were common to all of them - observing
and explaining. The Alberta government
could observe for itself, at first hand,
policies developed in other countries.
Topics of discussion ranged from North
Sea oil development to labour relations
in Germany; from trade opportunities in
Japan to energy concerns of the North-
west United States, from the development
of social policies in France to the industrial
development of coal gas in Germany. In
each case the information obtained related
to provincial policy concerns.

Other purpose
The other purpose of these missions
was to explain Alberta's policies; plans
and aspirations to a number of audiences
on a wide range.of issues, from trade to
foreign ownership of land. The Premier
could also explain the realities of decision-
making within the federation, with respect
to energy pricing for example. While in
Europe, Mr. Lougheed gave his support to
Prime Minister Trudeau's desire to forge
a "contractual link" with the European
Economic Community. Seen in this light,
the various missions that have been un-
dertaken by the province enrich Canadian
foreign policy. The net effect has been not
to undermine Canada's position in world
affairs but to enhance it. Improved trade
relations, scientific exchanges and capital
investment have often been a direct result
of these missions.

Through Culture Alberta, the prov-
ince has developed a modest program of
foreign assistance. Culture Alberta pro-
vides grants that supplement funds raised

by non-governmental organizations in-
volved in international aid work. These

Foreign policy
enriched
by provincial-
undertakings



Vital interest
of provinces
in relations
with United States

grants have been used to support the
construction . and maintenance of schools,
hospitals and other projects in less de-
veloped nations. The Departments of Ad-
vanced Education and Manpower and
Agriculture supply expertise for projects
of the Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency in Third World nations. The
Department of Agriculture has also been
an active participant in preliminary dis-
cussions on agricultural development in
less-developed countries.

There is also a provincial interest
in Canada/United States relations. A
common border with Montana means
that Alberta has frequent communication
with that state. The Premier of Alberta
and the Governor of Montana have met
to discuss problems of mutual interest.
Alberta's common interests with the
United States transcend, however, the
limited matter of province-state interests,
as evidenced by the maintenance of the
office in Los Angeles and the undertaking
of a mission by the Premier in 1976. Trade
relations between the two countries are
extremely important, and modifications in
either Canadian or U.S. government policy
can have important consequences for Al-
berta producers. For example, a change
in beef quotas has an impact on the entire
agriculture industry in the province. Re-
ductions in the export of oil and natural
gas also have a direct effect on the Alberta
economy. The development of new mar-
kets for petrochemicals is an immediate
concern of the provincial government. The
negotiation of the Canada/United States
pipeline treaty has involved discussions
with the provinces, including Alberta.

The list is a long one, but what should
be recognized is that Canada/United
States relations with respect to trade and
other matters are of more than passing
interest. The need for a more prominent
role for the provinces in Canada-U.S.
relations was recognized by the Canadian
Senate in its recent report on this matter.
During the development of Canadian
Government policy, it is essential that
the interests and concerns of all parts of
the country be taken into consideration.
To this end, a useful information flow has
been established between the Canadian
Embassy in Washington, the Department
of External Affairs, and interested pro-
vincial governments. So far this two-way
exchange has been most beneficial.

Alberta has not actively pursued the
establishment of formal arrangements
with other countries or with states of
other federations. The need for this type
of arrangement has been obviated by the
treaties on cultural and scientific activities
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that Canada`has entered into with
ber of countries. For example, w
periodic review of- activities sp
under the Canada-France and
U.S.S.R. cultural treaties has take
provincial representatives have
volved not only in the discusq
Canada but also at the bilateral
ences where forthcoming activiti^
the treaty were assessed.

Trade
Alberta, with other provinces, hâs
interest in the question of forei
in general and the current nega
on the General Agreement on Ta
Trade (GATT) in particular. This
apart from concerns arising from (^rrta's
United States trade relations, an4i cIa I
developments emerging from over2ng l.
flees and missions. Any modifia',
Canada's tariff policy may or ma51« a li
detrimental to the province. Cefânblic`
icies may be developed that. ret,cl: c
interests of the industrial heartlanp) re
expense of those provinces deins; a
primarily on the sale of raw matEX̂ se vi,'
resources. This concern was expr& Prei
the Western premiers at their coqit,rt.

in April 1976. Discussions hav^c^ is
place between Alberta officials an^ns co
officials representing Canada at the ricL
negotiations. A greater say andra^y-. 0
been claimed for the provinces, ,Fince
any agreement arrived at in Gen•an<:1lF
have significant long-term consequ^ts, c-a
the development of provincial ecoiLsands_

A few years ago, the questior^'`; I >vE
vincial participation in internatio,rve 1
ferences was a cause célèbre. As anP1't;1 I
has died down and, because th^?,6-^^
something to contribute, provinciP
ments have participated, for ega'
members of the Canadian delegati °ciat
World Population Conference in i11 th0
the World Food Congress in R( i" ih
Habitat in Vancouver. (In this e^a ^ov
seems strange that a more activr'n', in
GATT negotiations has not been rar"",'

Comments emerging from these^
ences strongly suggest that the p;lal` `
role was positive and strength(lçula
total Canadian contribution. Alh, resu

^. amo
example, was also invited to pucte^
the Law of the Sea Conference,
obvious reasons declined. Coas^t (u's
inces, however, like Newfoundl,diviThe
British Columbia, would have a impr
terest in such deliberations.

O the ast few ears
Veln

ver p Y 2- n one
been host to a number of foreign t„ ztan
sions visiting Canada, as well as
less ambassadors accredited to ton . ^
For example, the first major triP (
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g from (^rtcz s Peter Lougheed with former

we in the area of international relations

ms, and' i ch Prime Minister Jacques Chirac
om over',^ng 111 r. Lougheed's 1975 visit to Paris.
modi&
, or ma3p[twa by the Ambassador of the People's
ce. Ce6[uhlic of China was to Alberta. Hardly
that. rekcl: goes by without some group or indi-
heartlania) rctiresentirig a foreign government
ices deFing an official visit to the province.
aw mattse visits often involve meetings with
as exprE. Frernier, various members of the
their co^int^t, and/or senior provincial officials.
ris havF e is wpent explaining provincial de-
icials an^ins r•overing a wide range of issues such
da at th(lgriculture, trade, energy and tech-
y and r g= . 0^ten tours of various parts of the
)vinces,incc are undertaken, including visits
in Genanches, dairy farms, housing develop-

,onsequ^ts, côâl mines, power-stations and the
-ial ecobionds_ Just as members of the prov-
questiorti ovc^rseas missions have attempted to
ternatiorrv^ ^^T-td to explain, the many visits to

•e. As anFrt;l make this a reciprocal process. A
ause th^`is nften a direct result of one of the
rovincia'"ee'ti overseas missions.

for egar
delegat&i^itions
nce in B'11 thc provincial international activities,

s in Be is the most extensive dimension. Al-
n this V` ^ovrnment officials, through partici-
re activr'n'-; in; international professional asso-

^t been fns, either as private individuals or as
n theser.rnü'ent representatives, interact with
it the piials ol many other governments, but
trengthe'cujaFly with those of the U.S. states.

ion. Alh' ',Hsi1t of this interaction is a signifi-
to parttit ai-iaoiint of intergovernmental activity
ference,f1tlct°d throughout the entire govern-

Coastit ("l virtually all of the functional
wfounWi"'siçi,ns of government).
have a The above inventory leaves one with.

imE?ression that Alberta is far more

ars,
^1 o^Tjf, znight ordinarily expect. Of equal

oreign ^^1ztanie is the tact that this burgeoning
well as j,rovincial activity is a recent pheno-
ited to 1"n The areas in which the provinces,or trip 0

have tended to concentrate their activities,
if Alberta may serve as an example, have
been confined to those matters in which
the provinces have direct constitutional
interest. In contrast to federal involve-
ment in external affairs, the provincial role
up to this point has been relatively modest.
The experience of the past few years
suggests that the provincial role in inter-
national affairs will probably continue to
increase as provinces recognize the signifi-
cance of their participation in their own
policy development.

The gradual transformation in this
area of the federal system, leading to a
greater provincial presence in international
affairs, is similar to many other develop-
ments in Canadian federalism. There has
been no grand federal-provincial confer-
ence convened to discuss the provincial
role in international affairs, though such Wide variation
an event would not be too surprising. In in concerns
this area, provincial interests and concerns of di ff erent
vary considerably, just as they do on provinces
purely domestic matters. Given this het-
erogeneity, one would have difficulty in
identifying anything approaching com-
monly-defined provincial goals. There are
a few isolated instances of interprovincial
co-operation, however, that should not be
ignored when assessing the total impact of
provincial governments. Recent co-opera-
tive endeavours by the four Western prov-
inces with respect to trade matters is a
case in point. Another example is the
meeting between the premiers of five
Eastern Canadian provinces and the gov-
ernors of the New England states. As
provinces gain experience in the interna-
tional arena and as they identify their
common interests, more co-operation
amongst them may be expected.

New dimension
What does all of this mean for the federal
system? In essence, it suggests that a new
dimension has been added to Canadian
federalism. This statement does not mean
that there will not be periodic conflict be-
tween the Federal Government and indivi-
dual provinces over various components of
Canadian foreign policy or over represen-
tation at international conferences. What
it does mean, however, is that, through
co-operative efforts, Canadian foreign
policy can be strengthened and enriched.
Recent recognition by the Federal Gov-
ernment of a legitimate provincial role in
international affairs has done much to
overcome the conflict that characterized
this debate in the 1960s. The evolutiow-of
a definite provincial role shows the re-
markable capacity of the Canadian federal
system to adapt to changing conditions.
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By Philip Windsor

When Britain finally became a member of
the European Economic Community at the
beginning of 1973, it appeared that many
of the problems of creating "Europe" were
now well on their way to solution. Britain,
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personal view of the future "penf<nging.,

it also reflected an objective realiti; -̂t relà

At that time European cu-

were strong and the American doll?cts o
weak. It was not unusual to see jerm^
from the American Treasury arri r^g-in;rj
Brussels, cap in hand, to plead for to fi
European understanding of the heenj

commercial and economic di$îhe pr,,

caused by the war in Vietnam (in()stp oi

the French answer was negative ged of
German answer positive). In other,1 be6in

Europe appeared to have acquitemdt c^
.cisive voice in West-West relations^ls, it

But Europe's purpose appearcalize
to extend to relations between Eiüanie

West. The Davignon Commit! it wa

effect, the foreign ministers me end

regular congress - was egpected^lt- nc

vide the framework for new ini6iorn3a
relations with the Soviet Union swides

states of Eastern Europe. This, OPgren

was an area that concerned Eurc;This

closely, And, also at the beginningâlique
a new regulation had come inlbi)ill c
whereby commercial agreements ;irn dt
member states of The Nine ac, «'

foreign governments were now subins to

the scrutiny of the Commission. (Amin
cial policy was, in fact, to becoir^doet

strument of foreign policy.
©nly
ions

after all, had been a test case for the will
and intention of Europe ever since the
veto imposed upon its application by
General de Gaulle some ten years earlier.
The fact that Britain and France had now
agreed on the terms of enlargement, that
the other members had acceded, that all
were prepared to accept the new compli-
cations of arriving at agreements and_ de-
cisions in an enlarged Community, seemed
to testify to an abundant political will.

At the same time, the enlargement
meant that Europe had finally arrived as
an economic super-power. The Community
now accounted for 23 per cent of the
world's gross national product (GNP). It
was also responsible for more than half the
foreign trade of the globe. But this
measure of responsibility was not confined
to the economic sphere. Europe already
exercised very considerable political influ-
ence throughout the Mediterranean basin
and over much of Africa. The pattern of
association agreements that were being
negotiated or signed between the members
of the Community and other states seemed
to testify to the growing vitality and the
growing "thrust" of Europe in the affairs
of the world. Indeed, Dr. Kissinger, at that
time still an enthusiast for his own vision
of a future world organized and run from
five centres of power, was still inclinëd to

see Western Europe as one of these. But
not only did this reflect Dr. Kissinger's

Frustration
Dst oi

In all these respects, Europe app'^^^
be on the verge of "takeoff". And^i ^
record since that time has beea^S E^ E

frustration. This is not to sugl',

everything that The Nine have a' .
has ended in failure. In some 1m a'Pot
their' achievements have been si f
But the entity "Europe" can sti1e

ne said to egist. hai
Does anyone now remember cf io

of only two or three years ago 01:, h
pean identity"? Did it disappeaT tuT
with Pompidou? "Il faut faire 1 g^,ii
was once the common slogan. Do^
remember it now - does anyone

c' t:i o
4beci

how or whether "Europe" is P^ffi
frustrations of the intervening



^}^ectedoin contemporary pressures among
I^ ninc:imembers of the EEC; the nature

hcse^ pressures will be examined a little
But first, in order to understand

mi, some clarification - even of a cur-

b, nature - of the frustration suffered
1973 and 1976 is worth while

érnpting. Obviously, these, frustrations

ae both an internal and an external

irac.te:r.
To take the external first. Europe had

un ifs takeoff, joining Dr. Kissinger's
tanglé, at a time when the configura-

penf^, of power in the world were already
"
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gin ;_. The changes affected both East-
t relâtions and North-South relations.

es of détente
ternis of East-West relations, the
r^,-ingq entity of Western Europe was
i to find that its room for manoeuvre
heeni decreased rather than increased
he Pr gress of détente and the success
)stj)olitik. The latter had been con-

gative ied oh by the German Government as
[n otherihe^.inning of a process - what Willy
acquiremdt called a "dynamic status". In other
,elationstIs, it- was expected to humanize and

appearralizei the relations between the two
ween Eananies and the two halves of Europe.
Gommit^itwas conceived of by the Russians as

ers mer end of a process: that is, it would
pected i,lt- normalize relations. And the limits
w initia^orn3alization were rapidly shown by
Union M'idespread application of the doctrine

This, abgrenzung.

ed Eurc;'This :East German formulation of a
ginningpiique whereby economic relations do
ome in1^Pi11 over into political relations, which
ements Orn clo not spill over into cultural rela-

Vine an,,, «'hi.ch themselves leave human re-
aow subpns to be organized as part of a political
ission. (^ m?nK process - this technique and
o becom doctrine soon became characteristic

^nlyof the East German approach to
ions with the West but of the attitude
'pst other East European states as well.

ope app^yna'^c status quo was reduced to a
)fi„ ^d^s quô. And this in turn was made
has been^ie by the fact that détente (so far as

s evc+r a reality) consisted much more
to sug€` I)^,(.zal super-power understanding
have am a general East-West understanding.11z some
been si^ot^ng showed this more clearly
can stil;' the preparations for the Final Act

ie Helsinki Conference. West Ger-
r had'-hoped at one stage to create a

-memberÉCtic^n^
s ago of (sachlicher Zusammenhang)
Iisappearih not necessarily. a direct linkage

Lt faire Jitm) between the three "baskets"
gan. Do^^Oilatron' In such a view, economic

:ssi ons by the West to the East would
anyone G4been aeen to be clearly related to -►
e" is m^^h not': necessarily conditional upon -rvening ^

security agreements, in which, of course,
some of the major concessions would have
been made by the East to the West. Sim-
ilarly, any long-term commercial or eco-
nomic agreement would have been tied to
the observance of the humanitarian and
intellectual provisions of "Basket Three".

Such a strategy appeared for a time
to unite The Nine. Indeed, it was perhaps
the first united foray of the nine members
into the field of foreign-policy making. It
is hard to say whether, in any event, it
would have succeeded. No matter - it
made the Soviet Union uncomfortable in
Geneva and brought the United States
into a position where, for the sake of
further progress at SALT and in the
MBFR talks, it helped to rescue the Soviet
Union from its discomfort and to wind up
the Helsinki Conference as qui,ckly as
possible. And since that time détente itself
has, in any case, come increasingly into
question. Western Europe was disap-
pointed with the results of détente while
it was still flourishing; when, instead, it
began to show the fissiparous tendencies of
super-power competition, Europeans also
competed. The expectations that commer-
cial policy would provide the basis for a
foreign policy gave way instead to separate Europeans
accommodations by the various European make separate
governments with Moscow. accommodations

The British, the French and the Ger- with Moscow
mans have all competed to supply Moscow
with credits to buy from them, and so pro-
vide employment at home. In one sense, at
least, Solzhenitsyn seems to be right:
instead of using their economic strength
as a bargaining counter to reach security
agreements, the West Europeans contin-
ued to subsidize a Soviet peace economy,
which in turn enabled the Soviet Govern-
ment to maintain a war economy. The
fruits of détente are, therefore, at best
uncertain and divisive. But this pattern
also reflects something of the economic
weakness of Western Europe - and this
weakness derives from North-South rela-
tions rather than East-West relations.

Threefold changes
Within a year of the enlargement of the
Community, the rise in oil prices, already
evident at the beginning of 1973, was about
to undergo its drainatic quadruple leap.
The changes of 1974 were threefold. First,
they bitterly divided Europeans and Amer-
icans. The disputes between the United
States and the EEC countries arose out of
the question of rendering assistance to
Israel during the war of October 1973, but
they also extended to the question of
whether one should confront or accomodate
the oil-producing nations. To the extent



Oil crisis
weakened
European
currencies

that the EEC countries have since been
able to help bring about new discussions
on the North-South economic relation,
they have a historic achievement to their
credit. But, at the same time, this very
process has revealed deep divisions among
themselves.

These divisions will be considered
shortly; but, in the meantime, they are
also reflected in the second effect of the
transformations of 1974. This lies in a
reversal of power. The European countries,
depending so heavily upon energy imports
from the Middle East, were much more
closely affected by the rise in oil prices
than the United States, which, while by
no means self-sufficient in energy, was far
less reliant on Middle Eastern sources.
Even today many Americans are unaware
of how far -they were beneficiaries of the oil
crisis of 1973-4. It greatly weakened the
European currencies; it greatly strength-
ened the American dollar. In turn, this
change was linked to a third: a high degree
of inflation in the domestic economies of
most European countries and an endemic
economic crisis in some of them.

Internal frustrations
These frustrations in external matters
might in themselves seem sufficient to
account for the disappointment of those
high hopes that had been conceived in
Europe at the beginning of 1973. But they
were accompanied by a series of internal
frustrations too. Indeed, it would appear
in retrospect that the negotiations on the
enlargement of the Community had really
served, by their success, to cover the
failure of The Nine (or The Six) to agree
on other matters. For it must be remem-
bered that the original intention of the
signatories to the Treaty of Rome had
been to create a political community. All
hopes of progress in that direction were
stopped dead when General de Gaulle
vetoed the first British application for
membership in 1963. Ever since, the invet-
erate question had remained unanswered:
what was to be the vehicle for "Europe"?
And all that The Six had come up with
was the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP).

Yet they had agreed on an ambitious
program for economic and monetary
union by 1980. Even if this had been
realistic in the first place (a doubtful pro-
position), there was no chance at all of its
realization once the inflation of 1974 began
to be felt, and to be felt so unevenly.

Before the program was forgotten, the
German Chancellor, Willy Brandt, an-
nounced a new vehicle. This was the Com-
mon Energy Policy. Indeed, Brandt went

further. He argued that, without,° Wlia
policy, Europe would be finished ;ressurés
tunately, a common energy policy,^er t;^é
cult enough to achieve even in cvjnçerns t
that are already united. The United^taly, Br
still lacks one. And, in the case ofF,onjpetito
questions of energy merely accej}pme^f{^ f
the divisions among the members. ^,QpTcsséd
for example, was attempting in 19 cth Ital
1975 to deal with its domestic ed^ ^-cle, the
problems by borrowing heavily
with the promise of North Sea
collateral.

While this reflected Britain's ec
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pectation of political strength - or
the hutzpah of Mr. Wilson's Gove
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of energy-producing and -cons
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that The Nine should have a sin
mon representative. For France,
other hand, energy questions pro
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the capital of the Euro-Arab
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snubbing the United States. Ge
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other words, Europe had, and stilI^tations. B
vehicle beyond the CAP. that flût u

This would not have mattee}'at rece:
much if the member states had b
to consolidate their position, con
reach ad hoc agreements on a v
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issues, and share the profits of th' t^ùn ^a h
nomic growth in such schemes as t}'^^^nd. As s
the Regional Development Fund.'t'y ^r^nce

n1unity fol
was here that the differences in ed_ -- _A - ,

performance made such agreemenf,')f the;over
possible. In 1975, for instance, the^,^5e, ;une
GNP actually fell, and this fall was^peas;^lt z
panied by a large increase in Bltlië overal
balance-of-payments deficit. In t^t'ture. in ol
appears that the GNP has grown s at w6^rk
but this growth is accompanied by a ccono?nic
larger balance-of-payments deficit. [fri,m coun

Germany, on the other hand!
tinues to accumulate vast surplus Aprice1of e
of foreign currency. The downward",britain, R
of the pound (and the lira) goes b^ ÿ^t}l l^ he,
hand with pressures for the revalus
the Mark. Differences in domestic pe;^,en'trvj It
ance were, in fact, accentuated t^^t`'^^ally
system of floating exchange-rates t4t Br't `^h ec
come into being as the old internepE^r' ;'hat
monetary system had broken do` rwer e; a
turn, this has meant that tensions CI ^zerr.^an b
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matters have increased. EürsEurc



'out ° VOat, then, have been the principai

hed jre.^Seires and tensions. among The Nine
►licy 1--eT tbe past couple of years? The first
in c üceriis the question of regional aid. Here,
nited Laly; Britain and Ireland have been
^ of l;petitors for the limited regional devel-
3ccepme^it^ funds available. All of them have
ers. ^érre4séd or poverty-stricken regions, and
n 19;)oth Italy and Britain have failed to re-
ic e
ily
Sea

ÿ^lé their own domestic product in a
annéA that would permit an equitable
strihntion of internal wealth or generate

hc ca;]acity for growth in their poorer

['s eciiréas: F3ritain, too, has tended to behave
ce -• 1€ tEie losses it suffered by joining the
or^EC ati late (approximately an extra 1500-

ove deficit on its balance of payments
att. t 197.3 prices) represented some sort of

co ritis}4 concession that should be compen-
aum¢naEed l)y a large flow of regional develop-

)eengieRt f funds• Italy's domestic political
iohiems have, however, been more press-;in
^. I3it, in general, what has become clearce,

pro rthatIthe regional-aid program is not big
fish nous^h m scope to make a sigm cant

► ifferé ce to any of the countries con-
over the next few years.ich

Sécond, there is the working of theuro
At'. ':1 certain paradox is evident here.
he CAP was originally the outcome of a

Ge
ou
E rnnco-German understanding by which

)eci^'^Iltli c6untries sought to maintain a degree

itercî?f ;^rnsperity for their surplus rural popu-
t^t^ationl. But, in general, it was Germany

hat t^ut up most of the money and France
^tbat, received most of the benefits - a

611 tuation that reflected the dominance of

onti^^le Gaûlle over Erhard. Moreover, it re-
ectc(^ a deliberate French attempt to°vaf

tb^retaùija high proportion of people on the

is t}^1an^I. f1s such, it amounted to a tax levied

id.
by P`nince on other members of the Com-

^naunitÿ for the sake of French political and
ec ,;ial 'stability. But this contradicted one

nelf the'overt arms of the CAP, which was to
he^E^Se ;uneconomic smallholders into a

^^lea4a.nt retirement and thereby increase
Br, thc ,,verall efficiency of European agricul-

i t^,turi;. tn other words, hidden tensions were
n A'at w6rk inside the CAP itself, and its
iyaéconamic and social functioning varied
it. jfrom country to country.
anC;
s 3;Priceïof entry
rd` britain, which has an extremely efficient
s^l?gric^ltural system, accepted the CAP
luai^y't'}' a heavy heart as part of its price of

Len'tryj It was expected that it would sub-
âpblstantially increase the burden on the

Brit ish economy. It is now argued, how-
ever. fEhat the effect has been exactly the>rn°rzE,ver3e^

and the British, who once, withdo,, ^
Czen^'an backing, made it a primary aim oforÎ t}lE;ir `

European policies to revise the agri-

cultural agreements, have now, with Ger-
man acquiescence, declared that these are
non-negotiable.

The reason is clear. The workings of
the "green, money" system, whereby a
notional unit of account for the EEC
agricultural prices as a whole are then
translated into the different national cur-
rencies, are highly advantageous to those
countries whose own currencies are floating
downward. It is, therefore, Britain and
Italy that are now being subsidized
through the CAP. The Germans, of course,
are still paying. But the real paradox is
that the CAP does represent a great bur-
den on Britain and on other countries -
since subsidization simply means the
acceptance of the ludicrously high prices
that have been fixed for agricultural
produce in Europe anyway. And in turn,
these prices lead to overproduction and
underconsumption - to lakes of wine and
milk, and to mountains of butter and beef,
even though a large number of the people
who make up the EEC can barely afford
to eat meat once a week. At the same time,
the CAP has led to tensions in Europe's
foreign relations, for it was designed simul-
taneously to allow some imports from the
Third World - and thereby to support, or
at least buy off, developing countries -
while restricting imports from the United
States and Canada - and thereby to en-
courage European farmers.

These tensions are felt less now than
they were three or four years ago, and have
partly been absorbed by the framework of
the North-South dialogue. But they can-
not be expected to remain relaxed forever.
In the meantime, Europe has, in one
signal respect, extended the scope of its
operations in the Third World. The
Lomé Convention, which superseded the
Yaoundé agreements, has created a frame-
work for relations between the EEC and
46 other countries, not only in Africa but
in the Caribbean and the Pacific. The ex-
clusive club has given way to a much more
open association. This could certainly hold
great promise for the future. At the same
time, one should note that it has also been
accompanied by a degree of disappoint-
ment in the developing world, since The
Nine, like other advanced nations afflicted
by the twin evils of inflation and recession,
have had to cut their spending; and, in-
evitably, the cuts have included develop-
ment aid. This was at German insistence;
and, while it reflected economic necessity,
it also indicated political tensions. The
majority of the associated states are still
French-speaking - and the German Gov-
ernment saw no reason why France should

Reduced
tensions
not expected
to remain



go on buying political influence at German
expense.

There-are other tensions - as, for ex-
ample, over the question of fishing limits -
where Britain and Ireland have been half-
hearted allies against the rest but whole-
hearted enemies of each other. But the real
matters at stake are more important than
any of these individual instances, even the
CAP. The fact is that the assumptions of
ideological community on which the EEC
was founded - a shared belief in the struc-
tures and values of liberal democracy -
have now given way to a profound political
uncertainty. The political instability and
tendency towards polarization between
neo-Fascist and neo-Communist is notori-
ous in Italy; in. France there are strong
prospects of a socialist-Communist victory
in the next elections; in Britain there is
deep apprehension that the country's
economic difficulties could lead to acute
social and political conflicts.

The politics of the EEC are not
overtly determined by such questions; but
each country frames its approach to Eu-
rope primarily -by reference to its own
expectations of domestic stability. This

goes beyond the question o}
"Euro-Communism" can change' it
Whether it can or not, it woulde ^
divide The Nine. The only maj 1` h
pean country that has preserved Se7
prosperity, social cohesion and Eid`i
authority is Germany. Germany^d
sidizing the rest. Since this i
already produced a backlash ^r`^`i ^
politics, the present German `'l tt
ment is anxious not to do so to,;
in the case of Britain. But' 'tio
remains that the continued streni Ti
even perhaps the survival, of theI'}'"r
Community now depends on Cul i
One might perhaps be thankful
power struggle between Bonn 4 e.
that was implicit in much of rs't'
been said here has been won by G^^.
At present Herr Schmidt and ^cl'
leagues are leaning over backi fh
show understanding to recalci r`
desparate cases. But it must rerr'
to question whether their cou'
afford to do this forever, and'
whether the Community can fiz'
vehicle for a more sensible co•a`ei
than it has found in the past.
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Canada's image in Europe
still needs improvement

By André P. Donneur

id i

One of the major elements in the "Third
Option" policy - Canada's long-term stra-
tegy for becoming more independent of
the United States - has been to con-
solidate and develop relations with West-
ern Europe. This policy has not only
consisted of negotiating and concluding
an agreement with the European Economic
Community - bilateral ties have also been
strengthened. Several trips by the Prime
Minister to member countries of the
Community have drawn much attention.
His visit to Paris two years ago was a par-
ticularly striking example of this policy;
relations with France, which had under-
gone a period of serious crisis between
1967 and 1969 and a subsequent period of
normalization, entered at that time upon
a new era of co-operation.
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What effects have these m:LWA'

efforts on Canada's part, over m
four years in any case, had on I, n
governments? Has what we imaEoor
to be Canada's image abroad - tt^ ^
of a country riding on the coat-tarie

United States - been dispe]1eFan
rope? In the first place, this h^it

been the unanimous view of foiut
servers, Europeans in particuIat^in
Canada ever stated its desire t(th
American influence through tb^is

r hOption policy, it was thought of l
siderable number of European t rt
leaders as a distinct country, akly
with its own diplomacy, made fat
the efforts of Lester B. Pearson dti'm
Fifties. I t



tic alliance". The same persons

The éxample of France is significant,

tion ofchange it m^ust be admitted, however, that

it wo u1^^ r'
uropean leaders - particularly the

>nly ma^ `l
.1 -1 gave credence to the myth and

cyus doubts as to the origin of
•eserved a ` ^ ,-ida,^;foreign policy. Oné. of the deep-
ion and `

-(l causes .= never openly stated - of
German5 . â.

this i,c risis ^ n relations between France and

cklash ba^1`^ {?
om 1967 to 1969 undoubtedly

German irthis assessment.

do so ta
Z. But` tion altered

ued stren
Tl'i^d Option policy has, without

[
of thël'}ion, altered this position. The change

As on C^LOt çnme about immediately after it
thankful°fficiâlly announced in the fall of 1972

^e now-famous article by Mitchell
Bonn a t^ iuch of ü à special issue of this magazine;

^{
won b G3` °nty after many long explanations

y
idt and ,`a`l1s at different levels of govern-
er back t that the most reserved of European

,r understood the innovative char-
^ recalcü '
nust rer' of this option. I personally recall

`truek by the surprise manifested byheir con°
ver,

and taunc;h Gaullist members of French
ycall fmriuhip= circles when they were first

sible co-a'
mvare, in 1973, of the content of

fI'hird Option policy. The reaction
past.

«P^sically, what Canada wants is
;ame thing France wants - greater
!pm of movement, but within the

that it would be greatly to Canada's
tage'to make this policy better known
ance.: Today, this has been achieved.

^ was in that country that the image
Canada unconditionally tied to the
d States was most widespread.
wer, the views of Western European
is should be considered systematic-
j in which case different types of
'a; at different levels, may be re-
id in !turn. Let us consider first the
^n of the leadership circles in the
Dean Economic Community; then

these ^D itit,n of the larger countries (all of
trt, over

meInbers of the Community in any
had on I. n^,,^t the position of the smaller

t we imaE^-h countries of the Community; and,
broad - ty^ the position of other non-European
he coat-taries.

dispelle îanada signed an agreement this
^e, this h^th the Community - though not
iew of faut some difficulty. It is well-known
particular6uicé 1972, officials of the Commu-

desire t(the EC Commission, the Council
irough tbnistf'rs and senior government offi-
ought of 6^ had had reservations about ties of
European ^rt wi.th Canada. They wished par-
ountry, arly to avoid setting a precedent that

r, made fak allow any other industrialized state

Pearson dlm similar advantages. Clearly, it was
I that Canada would be the Trojan

horse by means of which the United States
would gain entry to the Community.

At the same time, the fact that Canada
had, a short time previously, reviewed its
defence policy and relegated its NATO par-
ticipation to third place among its priorities
(after the defence of its own territory and
the defence of North America) left Euro-
peans with the impression that Canada
was losing interest in Europe and with-
drawing into itself. In concrete terms,
members of the Council of Ministers of
the Community could observe the with-
drawal of half the Canadian military forces
stationed in Europe. However, the Prime
Minister's trips to Brussels and the
capitals of the other member countries
cleared the way for an agreement. The
groundwork for these visits was laid by
the discreet but untiring efforts of the
Mission of Canada to the European Com-
munities and the contacts between senior
officials of the Canadian Governxnent and
the European Economic Community. It
was also stressed in Ottawa that Western
European defence was of decisive impor-
tance for Canada, and the reinforcement
of Canadian military "hardware" in Ger-
many by German Leopard tanks was a
concrete expression of this change in
defence policy.

Resource attraction
Now that there exists an agreement be-
tween Canada and the European Economic
Community, it might be asked what the
leaders of the Community expect of Can-
ada. Raw materials, which Europe lacks,
are certainly what most interests .the Eu-
ropeans. The content of the agreement,
however, is still quite vague. It is a frame-
work within which all sorts of joint projects
could be discussed and initiated. The
widespread feeling among "Eurocrats" -
the name coined to describe senior offi-
cials of the Common Market - is that
Canada itself is not quite sure what it
expects of the Community. The standard
reply in Ottawa is that the Canadian

André P. Donneur is a pro f essor in the
Political Science Department of the
University of Québec at Montreal, and is
currently chairman of the Social Science
Research Council of Canada. He has
written numerous articles and contributed
to anthologies on Canada's foreign policy.
He has also published books and articles on
international relations, multinational
forces and inter-ethnic relations. The views
expressed here are those of Pro f essor
Donneur.

Ottawa stressed
importance
of defence
of Europe



No unanimity
in Community
bureaucracy
on attitude
to Canada
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as we have seen, taken a new 1^lost l^ii
The trip made by Mr. Jamieson, 86.t oy ^^
of State for External Affairs, at the,ki

ning of November 1976 afforded ^y an(

opportunity for -strengthening theFol:e ttï,r
onof co-operation. Mr. Jamies is

great openness in regretting that c,
é

between Paris and Ottawa were zÿmld 13ë
quent enough at any level, even ,1^, in th
were only telephone contacts. It is^ft; t ÿo
that relations between French and,'^,l
than leaders - especially senior
ment officials - are neither' as
nor of as routine a nature as ré,
between Canada and Britain.

Then again, relations between
and Canada cannot be consideredv, i•anc
taking into account the special chJ
of direct relations between Frankrmaü
Quebec. These preferential relatioihe nio'.ti
over the past ten years made it $F and
for 38,000 persons in France and ^'t^ly [h

to make exchange visits. The visitiVhàf D'
been extended to all classes of e 1iead]
but have been of particular impor0wc'r A'E
leadership circles in both countries. ±J en;, F

thus be considered without any dou} n fac
many French citizens in positionsPLIntr^-. ]
sponsibility in the universities, any pe
economic and trade-union spherei,lrl to A
in administration and governmentngrania,
a relatively good knowledge-of Qu^.'arrc1 Fb

But the advantage of this kne^Liber'al
also has its drawback - the view thaa rnc't. tl
French leaders have of Canada isk<lirned^t]
partial one, since they know Quebe'Otiv evér,
thoroughly than they do English CP-'tl^ ]
The special tie with Quebec thu^', lbrt
to slant their view of Canada tor"0n^1

°1satQuebec viewpoint. However, par^^"
since 1974 and since the desire :_
operate with Canada as a whold,^ l'r•s in
dicated by President Giscard d'rrt
more direct contacts have been^]'l^c%
lished between France and Cana^`'eI' fh'
abling French leaders to gain 'h 1T1`^^h
comprehensive view. For French ru`]cau
Canada is an economic partner 1' t]' s

interest. The Third Option policy ^°l'len's
hce Jan

better understood in France than r,̂ -o ^r^rzi-f
other European countries. It sb àtions
noted that the lifting of the Freni rc bot
on a link between Canada and thr
mon Market has certainly enabled r^ n t r h^
tions along this line to be complE`lnlcLu i

A final serious question to bEhis is ài
with respect to French expectat^FA a4N
Canada and Quebec is the que-ron^ q
what might happen in the event e•^l^c, r
to power of a leftist coalition gov^^.
in France. An interesting fact, ^)ng th,
touched upon here, is that the ^C;aliv r i
socialist party has in its ranks onQ' n ot'

position has already been explained pa-

tiently and in detail in Brussels.
However, it seems that this feeling

cannot be dispelled. Canada continues to
be seen as lacking a uniquely Canadian
position in GATT negotiations and as align-

ing itself with the United States without

giving sufficient consideration to the Com-
munity's position or acting in concert with
the Community. Canada's protectionism
in agriculture and some industrial goods
also conflicts with the Community's in-

terests. Since the agreement was signed
only recently, it is expected that these
criticisms will end as the agreement is put
into effect. In any case, opinions within
the Community bureaucracy are not un-
animous in their attitude towards Canada,
and only .a careful scientific survey (which
has, unfortunately, not been carried out
to this date) could provide, accurately
and with all necessary nuances, informa-
tion on the attitude of the Eurocrats.

Closest ties
Canada's closest ties among the major Eu-
ropean countries are with Britain, which
is still the main source of immigration to
Canada. Trade exchanges with Britain are
the third highest in all Canada's trade.
These facts are well known. The intense
co-operation between Canada and Britain
at the ministerial and senior government
levels is also an unquestionable fact.

Britain, with all of its ties with Can-
ada, is the country most likely to be aware
of the latter's needs, and in the best posi-
tion to know what to expect from Canada.
However, there is still too great a ten-
dency to think that Canada and Canadian
policy are clearly perceived in Britain.
Indeed, one is often surprised to note that
in some important British circles Canada
is still seen in the outmoded image of a
semi-colony.

Those who perceive Canada thus are
not, of course, among those who come
into direct contact with Canadian minis-
ters and senior officials, but they are often
influential in the economic and intellectual
community. In this same milieu, I have
been told, the road from Canada to Brus-
sels, capital of the Community, passes
through Washington. The Third Option
policy has been deplored, Canada's hos-
tility towards the United States criticized,
and the advantages of free exchange with
the U.S. extolled. This free-exchange op-
tion was precisely the one rejected by
Canada when it adopted its present policy
towards the U. S.

Since the time of Mr. Trudeau's visit
to Paris in 1974, relations with France have,

clers;"
rnt2c f,;
enL ii

cl Can
ter «Fil



w C1 1 i, 61tost I1 inowledgeable of allFrench politi-

n^ Be(! pi)5 ^ the subject of_ Canada - Mr.
It the l,.?z.rere, deputy to the National Assem-
ded ^anil Mayor of Pau, who taught for

gthe ore f lïan ten years at Laval University.
son '4e is, ^n active member of the Foreign
hat ^Commission of the Assembly and
,ere uld hié called on to play an important
sven in he field of foreign affairs should a

It is
h and
nior t
as

Ct;st government come to power. With

.t;jl a spokesman, as well as other leftist

ders;` mainly socialists, who have had
nt2cf,^ with parliamentarians, govern-

as Teent o^fficials and academics in Quebec
cl Canada, there is no chance that the

weenk^t,tc, r will be overlooked or misunderstood
ered s^ Fi^anée if the left comes to power.
i:al ch

anyFrai i'_
latioae i7iost important state in Western Eu-

.e it anA the Common Market is undoub-
and Iv ffie Federal Republic of Germany.

e visi^Vhàf no We Know About Canada?" was

s of ie. headline in the July 22 daily news-

npor0hc'z ' A'eue Ruhr Zeitung. In an article
itries.`+ -JE'n,;`Feddersen, the paper's answer was:
y dol[n fact`, we know very little: it is a large
sitions u n t r^;. has lots of forests and water, not

ities, anv people, some bears, wheat that is
spherdld toMoscow and Peking, German im-
nment^grani-s, a few Eskimos, a little language

)f t lrrel sbetween French and English, and
is knbeFal Prime Minister." As a matter
ew the' rac't ^the newspaper emphasized and ex-

, isk^1inedithat the reality was quite different.
Quebe?°wever, it took a humorous tone in sum-

;lish C^n_ u^ its readers' superficial knowledge.

c thasÏ Fbrtunately, knowledge of Canada
la toel°n,,, German leaders is more extensive.

parthe vi;:its to Bonn by the Prime Minister

iesire 19 and by the Minister of External
rhole }`tirs in 1976, and Chancellor Schmidt's
rd d'F^it toi Ottawa in the summer of 1976,
beenrlled terms for closer co-operation be-
Cana" `'eI' f he two countries to be established.

^anc^llor Schmidt and Prime Ministergain
enche`^' also had an opportunity to meet
tner (; ilio ?summit conference on economic

policy"bler ils in Puerto Rico. In addition,
than if'c-lanuary the two countries have been

-opcrzting as members of the United
it sh 'Ilions Security Council, to which they

Fret ^,rc bcith elected last fall.ind thE^
in concrete terms, West Germany

bledri nnu,h interested in co-operating with
omplell ,lcl^i: in the field of nuclear technolo

pectal^
:

to be^Ii, is in area in which Canada has de el-
F,rl advanced techniques and can be a

, que, r^^n g %well-developed partner. Germany
vent ^h^ lso interested in Canadian raw mate-
n g°vaal . Ç`6-operation could, therefore, grow

fact, png the lines of the Third Option, es-
t the r(,iall^ in the nuclear field, where reduc-
iks onQ)n o>^ the dependence on the United

States should result in the development of
advanced-technology industries in Canada.

However, West German businessmen,
academics and leaders have difficulty in
understanding Canada's concern about
American influence. With its alliance with
the United States as a mainstay of its
policy and with a dynamic economy and
cultural life, West Germany cannot see
what Canada is so worried about. At any
rate, German leaders see the response as
part of an internal Canadian solution to
the American challenge. It is up to Can-
ada to show its excellence in the technical
and cultural fields, and American influence
will dwindle by itself. It is hard for West
Germany to visualize the effect on the
Canadian and Quebec cultures of the
difference in "scale between the United
States and Canada, taken together with
their proximity. The Third Option policy
is, therefore, regarded sympathetically and
with an eye to the economic advantage
to be gained by Germany, but without
being clearly understood.

This review of attitudes of Western
European countries towards Canada is by
no means exhaustive. We shall not, for
example, discuss Italy, and shall take only
a brief glance at the viewpoint of the
smaller Common Market countries. The
Benelux countries - Belgium, the Nether-
lands and Luxembourg - have close re-
lations with Canada; they were the first
to understand clearly the Canadian posi-
tion and to encourage ties between Canada
and the European Economic Community.
Denmark has been much more hesitant,
as could be seen by its last-minute op-
position on the raw-materials question,
which delayed the signing of a framework
agreement between the Community and
Canada. Even if the opposition was for the
purpose of establishing a precedent for

future negotiations with Denmark's oil-

rich neighbour Norway, it was nonetheless
indicative of a degree of ignorance of the

stakes involved for Canada in these nego-

tiations.

Non-members
There remain the smaller Western Euro-
pean countries that are not members of
the Common Market. Some of them, such
as Spain, are of a respectable size. Just as
we have not considered Ireland and Italy
in the Common Market, we shall concen-
trate on only two non-members of the
European Community - Sweden and
Switzerland. Because of their neutrality,
these two countries should be in a position
to understand more readily Canada's
desire for independence.

Third Option
gets sympathy
but no clear
understanding
f rom Germany



Canada needs
closer ties
with countries
of Nordic Council

It is to be regretted that Canada has foreign policy. Nordoes it seeiu
Swedish attitude towards Canada ,,,not developed closer ties with Sweden. This

comment applies equally to the member
countries of the Nordic Council (Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Finland and Iceland.).
These countries are actually closest to
Canada in terms of climatic conditions and
geography in general. They have succeeded
equally in many fields in being in the
forefront of social organization. In hous-
ing, transportation, education, care for
the elderly and the sick, and labour rela-
tions, these countries are, generally speak-
ing, the most advanced qualitatively in
the world.

The former Social Democrat Prime
Minister of Sweden, Olaf Palme, had per-
sonal ties with Canadian leaders and a solid
knowledge of Canadian problems. The new
middle-class government does not seem,
for the moment at any rate, to have
modified the broad outlines of Sweden's

modified either. Relations est zerl
with former government officials ict,j
be supplemented by relations
new team, some members of whi,; of t^i
already visited Canada in their
as members of parliament. With t'
ter knowledge of Canada by Swe
two countries could develop co-o
projects other than those that
present - for example, in the
military equipment.

Swiss investments
Economic relations with Switzerla^i;;iriai
of an importance proportionate lut,
size of the country. Swiss investmwth il
Canada are substantial; one neâ ural
mention Nestlé, Hoffman-La Rocheiativé
Geigy, Sandoz or Brown-Boveri, asi on ^i
the'Swiss insurance companies, real6ds siI

nany

Canada looks at Europe
The vast majority of Canadians favour
closer links between Canada and the
European Community ("Common Mar-
ket"). According to a survey carried out
by Le Centre de Sondage de l'Univer-
sité de Montréal and le Centre d'Études
et de Documentation Européennes, 86
per cent of the 1,433 persons questioned
in 23 urban centres across Canada
approved of a rapprochement between
Canada and Europe; however, many
lacked detailed knowledge of European
institutions.

Although there were notable gaps
in their knowledge of EC institutions,
83 per cent of those interviewed felt

that the European Community had

benefited aIl its members and 62 per

cent would deplore its dissolution. Most

of the respondents perceived the main

goals of the Community to be ofan

economic rather than of a political

nature. Of those polled, 80 per cent

realized that, although the EC had

established a common agricultural pol-

icy, it had not yet realized political

union; 65 per cent of those interviewed

were aware of the customs agreement

among The Nine, but only 51 per cent

knew that the Community did not yet

have a common economic and mon-

etary policy.

Many answers underlined tblation:

evance to Canada of its relationper's t
Europe. For example, 79 per ceies Of,
Canadians considered relations e, W:
Europe to be "very important" a^a^^rarE

per cent of them saw those reh4IW`C
as having intensified over the paPl tha
years; 49 per cent expressed somFlp 0

timental attachment to one or'1 l'a'
European countries. !d telÉ

Canadian perceptions of tbfarl' tf
portance of relations with Eurap`^°` 0V

also indicated by the fact that
cent of respondents approved of
than participation in NATO. 01c .]f
other hand, one-third had doubts:'
the efficiency of the Alliance an^' pJC
pressed reservations about Can'
military commitments to Europe a^r'

of war.
The survey. suggests that (0u91"

dians are generally quite realistiu;Ill`1
clear-headed in their appreciatil,reé111E
international relations and that^`^' °i`
tend to think about them in ter'f,^ an
Canadian economic realities. Op,

°were divided about the usefulnt ......
the Prime Minister's visits to

vii ih;

in 1974 and 1975; 53 per cent sav, "Po tll
visits as useful in furthering : ht c
economic ties, while the remaind^°
pressedpressed a more critical view. Half 0 red
respondents were fully aware a^

j



seem tL,on3ent and the active presence of

Canada^e^^tatives of the Union Bank of
3s est^
ARcials
ions R

z^^^land and the Swiss Credit Bank in

,-u]ar. Trade with Canada ($260
ion in 1975) is not inconsiderable in

of whic^ of the smallness of Switzerland.
their r^ CaIj^da has been well-known for a
With f-^ timë in Switzerland, and Swiss eco-

►y Swed^c% financial and academic circles are
P co-operali^j aware of the potential of this

that On trv. Their understanding of the Third
n the policy, however, sometimes comes

against objections similar to those we
r noted in the case of England and
inan4,. An advocate of free trade in the

witzerlai3siri^^1 area only, Switzerland sees
;ionate ^.oluGdon to the problems of economic
invesW,,th in multilateral exchanges. In the
>ne nee;urat area, it counts more on personal
a Roche4ativés by its academics and artists
Wri, as Ti on agreements - which, in any case, it
i.ies, rehcls signing. It is nonetheless true that

lined tbiatioriship between the. Prime Min-
,elationoer's trips to Europe and the objec-

per cee^ of concluding an agreement with
.lations c EC: Only 6 per cent said they were
tant" #aware of the negotiations in progress.

►ose rehlt»0s1' two out of three respondents
the pao <1 that they had read about the Euro-

^ed somf8n C'►mmunity in the press, 70 per
one or Ili had learnt about it from the radio

d television, while 55 per cent were

a of tbgsre that the EC had been much in the
Eurape^_` over the four weeks preceding the
that 8`^" N'. ' It should be noted that this

ved of i^ was carried out in May and
,TO. Orme lq76, as the final steps towards
doubtsr' signmg of the agreement between
ince aEC and Canada were being taken.

at Can' A for the attitude of Canadians to
:uropeir!e agreement itself, the survey shows

^t 42 per cent of the respondents
that f"ught that both sides would benefit

realistiftuali`= while 30 per cent felt that the
preciatirreé"ent would be to the net advan-

►d that'^(' °i' Canada. Better access to mar-
4s and investment capital was seen► in ten'

the major advantage to Canada.ies. OpiF
usefulne min°rity of 28 per cent considered

ts to But i:here might be distinct disadvan-
:ent sav-es, they were divided between those

thought that European exportsiering
emaindEighf `,onstitute serious competition on

v. Half C^nadian market, and those who
ware offed that the relationship could be

its leaders and intellectuals are keenly
interested in any industrial assistance
projects and any possible academic and
cultural exchanges with Quebec, and
Canada as a whole.

In the light of these general im-
pressions, it seems clear to us that
Canada has very considerable assets in
Western Europe. However, subject to
long-term scientific research - and this
would require a series of systematic in-
terviews with leaders and, to use a word
not very popular today, élites - the image
of Canada on the European subcontinent
still needs to be better known if Canada
wishes to complete one of the stages of
its Third Option policy - diversifying its
external relations. This option is in any
case still valid for Quebec, as it is for
Canada, whatever the structural i reorga-
nization that Canada undergoes in the
next few years.

unfair, with the EC gaining access to
Canadian raw materials without pro-
viding markets for Canadian manufac-
tured goods.

The survey concludes that, while
the attitudes of Canadians towards
closer ties with Europe are positive,
there is an almost equal interest in the
strengthening of Canadian relations
with the rest of the world. There is a
very clear desire to open up to various
parts of the world; seven out of ten of
the respondents wanted to see Canada
extend its contacts with the Far East
in general, especially with Japan and
the People's Republic of China, as well

as with socialist countries such as the

U.S.S.R., and with Latin America.

Among those Canadians interested in

and informed about international af-

fairs, " therefore, the importance of

Canada's links with Europe is seen in

the context of its foreign relations in

general, and Europe, appears to share

the limelight with major powers on

other continents.

The survey was sponsored by the
Department of External Affairs, the
Quebec Ministries of Federal and Inter-
governmental Affairs, and Immigration,
and the Commission of the European
Communities.



Third Option
has reversed
de f ence policy
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Canada needs to reconcile
foreign and defence policies

By Alasdair MacLaren

Eurol
0

The White Paper Defence in the Seventies
was the result of the examination and
reassessment of Canadian defence policy
undertaken during the early years of the
Trudeau Government. This document set
forth priorities of Canadian defence policy.
The first priority was the protection of
sovereignty, a not unreasonable first
choice; the second was the defence of
North America in conjunction with the
United States; the third was honouring
the NATO commitment: finally, in fourth
position, was peacekeeping. From this de-
claratory policy one might have egpected.
that future procurement decisions would
be based largely on the needs of the pro-
tection-of-sovereignty role.

In the meantime, however, the devel-
opment of the so-called "Third Option"
in foreign policy pre-empted the shift in
defence policy to a more national and less
international bearing. This has meant that,
rather than implementing the priorities
of the 1971 White Paper, defence policy
has reverted to what it was in pre-Trudeau
days, before the hearing of the Stand-
ing Committee on External Affairs and
National Defence, before the partial with-
drawal from Europe, and before the
development of the principal theme in
contemporary Canadian foreign policy.

Properly speaking, defence policy is
the servant of foreign policy. It is, none-
theless, unfortunate that the apparent
quid pro quo for achieving Canadian
foreign-policy goals involves the neglect
of the first priority of defence policy as
laid out in 1971 - the protection of sover-.
eignty. Defence policy has also become
the hostage of the notion that any Soviet
aggression will come on the central front
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Alasdair MacLaren is a graduate of the
University of Aberdeen, and a doctoral
candidate in the Department of Political
Economy at the University of Toronto.
His area of specialization is the field of
strategic studies. The views expressed in
this article are those of Mr. MacLaren.
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re-.
To fulfil the NATO commitment cess c
conceived requires functionally-s eco:
forces. To fulfil the protection^its ui
eignty role, on the other hand, uro1
general-purpose, balanced fom` tnilir
means that there can be little o."èr to

the forces and equipment that haâhan(
maintained to fulfil the two roles, `iusë

bic p
Two aspects - iorLu
There are two principal aspects, secti
ronments, of Canadian securit ,̂oner

the,there is internal or domestic secun>
rently the question of protectin`tl?
eignty), which means, in a milita^eis>
the deployment of monitoring and^"^°eal
ment capabilities, particularly
North and now in the 200-mile F'TO f
zone. Conflicts arising in this t dat,
principally of an economic, le'h ma
political nature. The external-séc _^ Eh'I
vironment (membership in the?" P

Atlantic Alliance) is . politico +̂,?e fir.

character. Activities in this area (l W1
marily in the form of joint r5 In
designed to deter aggression.

In neither environment, it
argued, can Canada act unilate T̂^,̂ lfiiI1

rather it has to enlist the support' t11f
to realize its goals. This is obvioi^
case of NATO in the external envi
It may be less obvious in the nlv a
environment, where, for egample,hencE
ters relating to jurisdictional di^b^^^
the Arctic, the U.S.S.R. is a at t,
partner. Not only is the permu:,tes
partners different for each of the^enal
ments but the situation is furtbie^ 11
plicated by the position of thf 0a- j
Statés and Europe vis-à-vis CanEthe e
United States at one and the s^^enr^
threatens to dominate the NorthPr Tb,
continent and defends it from n3 3^
aggression. The Europe of The i^Se th
European Community, is one ` ^c^
desired counterweights to the ^^^la
States in the working-out of h uty j
Option. On the other hand, the l^oir
Community is, for the most part ;;éd
of states that are also members ';



s
such, contributors with the United

tes to C;anadian security.

the Arctic, the Soviet Union, is its

ring and^eakiléss of its military establishment.

Thus : the source of the economic

eat to Canadian sovereignty is its prin-

âl militiry ally and partner in North
erican defence, while the potential ally

ocipal ni.ilitary adversary; and the de-
id econômic counterweight, The Nine,
Canada's military allies, who are de-

ndinn à greater military contribution
Éurope 'in return for the "contractual

". Ca4ada's room for manoeuvre is

s restricted to the extent that the
mitment,6,ss of its attempts to forge a contrac-
)nally-s econoinic link with Europe depends
)tection its upgrading its alliance contribution
r hand, Europe, which in turn diverts its mod-

^d forcF milit,ncy resources from other tasks
little o^sèr to home. In effect, Canada has had
that ho'ibandori its declaratory defence policy

vo roles:. usë oi^ developments in foreign eco-
ic poliçy, something that clearly has

6ortanf long-term effects on its domes-
aspects, sectirii^v. Canada can be seen as the
securit-^Ojler of its size, its richness in resour-

tic secui> the fact that its neighbours to the
?rotectin^ and^ to the south are the super-
a milita^érs, its small population and, finally,

icularly I
DO-mile E^TO first
^ t^ , date, ; Canada has not been faced
omic, l^h Inaking a choice of where to place

rnal-séc emphasis in its defence policy; the
in th¢tli Atlantic Alliance has traditionally

litico- e first.; What was significant about the
ms ^^1 White Paper was that its nationalism

joint in marked contrast to its interna-

don. nal'sm, particularly during the Pearson
ient, it ^s. Now, however, the tasks that must
unilater^rfulfiiIlecl by the armed forces, together
suppod' the relative meagreness of the num-

is obvior^ ?tlvolved, make a choice necessary
vhatis available is not to be spread sornal envi°, 1`

in the P^^^ to constitute merely a symbolic
egample,`^ence both at home and in NATO.
ional diloice may soon be made_ as to whether

danÿer to natural resources and the

°
pe^û^eat to sovereignty posed by the United

ites Government and some of the multi-
;h of thNenal ccimpanies, as well as the dangers
^ is furtYte0 by, an increasing Soviet maritime
a of thatahdity, do not outweigh the benefits
"vis Cari the economic link with Europe with its
id the sl ^ént nûlitary underpinnings.

NorthAr, This is not to deny that a link to the
it from , n3.3y, in fact, be necessary, but it does
of The Y;e the question of whether the military
is one `lP^^nént of the link is appropriate for
to the ^ ada in' view of the concern over sover-

►ut of f tlty in the North and the capabilities
nd, the rfuireci to enforce the soon-to-be-intro-
ost pad}I;;ed 20Q-mile economic zone. When the
embers 017

principal military ally is perceived as, the
threat in the domestic environment, and
the principal military adversary in the ex-
ternal environment is perceived as an effec-
tive counterweight in the question of sover-
eignty, the principal actors and the var-
ious interweaving factors form an intricate
calculus that exerts different pulls and
makes reconciliation very difficult.

It will be recalled that it was a scant
eight years ago that the Prime Minister
remarked that Canadian defence policy
with respect to NATO had largely deter-
mined Canadian foreign policy - the tail
wagging the dog, it was said. There should
be little doubt in his mind now which
comes first and, for that matter, has
always come first. It now seems that for-
eign policy has determined the exact
nature and posture of Canadian defençe
policy with little regard for the implica-
tions of this fact on the domestic security
environment. The purchase of Leopard

tanks and a replacement for the CF-104
are expensive bargaining chips, the more
so when the benefits of the contractual
link are as yet unknown, at least on this
side of the fog of official rhetoric that has
characterized the diplomatic offensive from
the beginning.

That Canada must remain in NATO
is by now quite clear. It is equally clear
that its contribution to NATO must be
greater than the token forces deployed
since 1969. One means of at least partly
resolving 'the multifaceted conflict in
defence policy, however, is for Canada to
reallocate its military effort within NATO
in such a way that the task of protecting
its sovereignty and the obligation to
NATO may, as far as possible, coincide.
It is argued here that there must be an
alternative to the present plans to quali-
tatively improve Canadian forces under
SACEUR, that there must be a way to
reconcile the conflicting demands of do-
mestic security with the need. for an
economic and political counterweight (thus
the NATO commitment in its present
form) within Canadian defence policy.

- A suitable vehicle for bringing this
about is the idea put forward by Professor
Nils Orvik for an Arctic Command within
NATO. Such a command would consist
of Canada, the United States, Britain,
Denmark and Norway. It would give
some institutional recognition to the
increased capabilities of the Soviet Navy,
especially the Northern Fleet based on
the Kola Peninsula, with the political and
military dangers that this poses for the
North Atlantic states. It might stimulate
a greater interest by these nations in mat-
ters relating to northern security than

NATO
contribution
must be greater
than token force
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The overlapping of Canada's foreign and defence policies is most visible in the co^, n'°

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The Canadian Secretary of State forfi°r^
External Af'fairs, Don Jamieson, is shown at last December's opening session of't' `Ot

^ ^^^ of^
biannual conf erence o f NATO f oreign ministers in Geneva. Seated next to Mr.

J^ierta^
is Canada's Permanent Representative to NATO, Jerry Hardy. ^d lr

they show at present, accustomed as they
are to the principal focus of the Alliance
being on Central Europe. It would offer
Canada the opportunity to reallocate some
of its military tasks and bring into line
the capabilities required for what are, at
the moment, very diîEerent roles. Finally,
such a shift of emphasis might make
Canadian defence of greater interest to the
average Canadian, who is asked at pre-
sent to view his country's defence policy
principally in terms of European security,
something that at first sight may make
little sense to him. The shift in emphasis
would obviate the need for main-battle
tanks and aircraft designed for combat
over Europe.

No "free ride"
Such a shift could not be said to be an
example of taking a"free ride" or of
providing a hint of future disengagement
from the Alliance; on the contrary, Can-
ada could reallocate its military resources.
while displaying solid NATO credentials,
thus fulfilling the political function of
Canadian troops in Europe: that of in-
dicating to the Europeans that Canada
is committed to their defence. Another

e ti^

military function with strong ^e^'t.
overtones is the maintenance ^,
North Americans of a reinforcet^^he ^
supply capability. The fact that .^^e e
maintain this capability is an er^' Pl^
of support to the Western Europe^^^i^r
whether this capability accords wit`^ar^i
strategic doctrine, and hence ône'S^luce
ite scenario, is beside the point. s^r «'

At a time when financial :^eel?
makes the sovereignty role littl's fti
than symbolic; when the introdur A
a 200-mile economic zone calls for^' ^^^^
surveiIIance, protection and enforrjer•^
capabilities; when the assertion ^I^^^'el

diction in the Arctic presents soe^ `'i
midable military problems, the ^^^ n
ment has chosen to acquire as a lon^ Ea^
patrôl aircraft (LRPA) the P-3 ^^ ^ti
which has as one of its main cap^ansi
anti-submarine warfare. But the ^i"`
Union is currently embarked on a^e
of replacing the Yankee-class ^'eti"
Delta-class SSBN (ballistic-missilfler
ing nuclear submarine), with its^ cuz

range of fire-power. Where the`^`i f O1
the Yankee-cIass submarines had^'^ n
of 1,600 miles, those of the De1t^'eT i
have a range in egcess of 4,000 m^ ^^^



lacement program has had the effect

^kg the strategic ASW (anti-sub-
nne waWare) function in the Northwest
tdrant of the Atlantic less important.
a result, except to meet the fear that

So^iéts would deploy the Yankee

;s as part of a first strike, the main-

ince of a Canadian strategic ASW
tion in. the Northwest quadrant makes

sen5e. The relevance of the sophis-
,

^ted _anti-submarine electronic equip-

nt to he carried on the Aurora is called

üisitioii of the Aurora.
questié#n, as are the reasons for- the

,>;;. ^. .
ns..reive influence

I:anâdâ. is attempting to. buy influence

i!:%?üs purchase of these aircraft,
t}ïë' influence is inordinately ex-

the purchase is to ensure the
üiâg flow of intelligence between

1id Halifax, then this also rep-
Enis an. expensive means of doing so,
l is a poor reason for maintaining this
ahilit;ÿ. A serious Canadian strategic
W capability was compromised by
iada's understandable refusal to buy

wiaer}ter-killer submarines, the most effec-

in the coE" means of countering SSBNs. The

State f orr°r.a
represents an expansive second-

l, solution to a dubious mission. In
ssion of ' of the tasks that will need to be
to Mr. Jiertahen, a better "mix" of aircraft

d have been obtained for not much
e than the total cost of the Aurora

strong tc't. This is not to deny a need for the

;enance A> but rather to question the reasons
reinforceo,he acquisition of this particular model,

ict that^ilse electronics package has an unneces-
is an ex!, element of "me-too" about it. A

r EuropeaI^lE'r version (and cheaper), plus a

cords witFdanl oi, say, the Dash 7, would have

nce ône': ,luc.ed a more desirable "mie". The

point. €tr «'orild also present the opportunity
nancial r^-'--ei?lng the de Havilland production-
role littl,^s tull_y- occupied for some time.

introduf A replacement for the CF-104 will
calls for5' soon be required. No doubt the con-

and enfc'rJers are being lined up as Starfaghter
;sertion elaceniénts with the air element in Eu-
esents soy'e- Similar questions arise. Does Canada

ns , the 111v neéd something as sophisticated as

°e as a 10'' E',""- or the Tornado? These provide,
the p.3 ^g mth the Leopard, examples of very
main cap?ansve weapons-systems. Would not
But the' an'c'unt of money required to procure

i.ed on a(^e aircraft be better used to obtain

e-class
oething that answered Canada's needs

;tic-missil}ler than something that represented
with 1t81 current state of the art in fighters?

re themi`t loo late to try to match the procure-

ines haP't né =ds of Canadian security in the

the
D1Pe'tici environment with the needs of

NATO commitment but in a difEerent4,000

form? This, admittedly, would require

modification. of Canada's role in the Al-
liance in order, as far as possible, to recon-
cile the roles and permit the procurement
of weapons suitable for both national and
international security purposes.

As the Third Option has featured a
diplomatic offensive designed to accomplish
certain economic goals, could not Canada
have injected some military considerations
into the negotiations? At the moment,
the Third Option has resulted in an un-
imaginative return of emphasis in Cana-
dian defence policy to the central front
of NATO. The re-emphasis is an implicit
acceptance of the notion that the principal
danger to our security lies in that theatre,
and in purely military form. There are
ample indications that the dangers posed
are not exclusively military and not ex-
clusively confined to the central front in
Europe. Instead of trying to find an alter-
native to improving the quality and in-
creasing the quantity of Canadian forces
in Europe, as demanded by the Europeans,
the Government has apparently submitted
meekly to the idea of acquiring tanks,
LRPAs and advanced fighters as the price
of being granted a contractual Iink. with
the Europe of The Nine, the benefits of
which are not yet known. Of greater con-
cern is the fact that these procurement Procurement

decisions represent quite considerable decisions
"sunk" costs, and this alone makes it un- fixes policy
likely that Canadian defence policy will for many years
change, or be able to change, its focus
for many years to come.

Hence, what in 1971 had the appear-
ance of making Canadian defence policy
more relevant to Canada as well as to
NATO now has the forlorn and unfor-
tunate look of an aberration, one belong-
ing to (in foreign affairs) the nationalistic
interregnum that was the first Trudeau
Government. The promise of a change of
direction has not been realized. Canadian
defence policy is essentially back where
it was before 1968. Policy is moulded not

so much by the need to protect the coun-
try's natural resources and reinforce. its
jurisdictional claims as by the need to
develop an economic relation with a group

of states that are in a position to make
certain demands, not the least of which is
a re-emphasis of the Canadian commit-

ment to come to Europe's aid in the event

of war. The manifestation of solidarity
required is the physical presence of the
Canadian Armed Forces - not armed with

their 32 Centurions and similar antiquated

curiosities but with all sorts of sophistic-

ated weapons reflecting the present state

of the art.



Book review

The ultimate
political
pragmatist

Neatby's Mackenzie King
a fascinating account

By John A. Munro

William Lyon Mackenzie King's place
among the least attractive of Canadian
political leaders seems secure. He was
mean. He was petty. He was vain. A sanc-
timonious man, he could abide ambition
in no one save himself. Internationally,
he was an isolationist, an appeaser. An
anti-Empire champion of Canadian au-
tonomy, he nevertheless retained many of
the attributes of "a good old colonial boy".
Yet he was the most successful Canadian
politician who ever lived. The ultimate
political pragmatist, he was the total poli-
tician with an absolute faith in the néces-
sary unity of his and his nation's destinies.
Mackenzie King was cloaked in contra-
diction. He remains so.

This is not to belittle Volume III of
Professor Neatby's life of King. Although
our former Prime Minister must have
proved a difficult subject indeed, Neatby
has written a fascinating account of the
man and his milieu. Undoubtedly, this is
the most important book thus far on
Canadian politics in the 1930s. Not only
does the author provide an intelligent and
properly critical account of King in those
years, he also provides the best account
we have of R. B. Bennett. Furthermore,
he does not dwell on the "odd" side of
King, whose place in Canadian history
does not rest on either his peculiar fas-
cination with the inhabitants of the world
beyond or his sexual aberrations; King's
private _ life is dealt with in fewer than 15
pages.

King's method
If Neatby's book does not tell us much
about the madness, it tells us a great deal
about the method of Mackenzie King.
"Discussions", "concessions", "compro-

Mr. Munro is a historian and writer
specializing in Canadian politics and
foreign policy. He has been involved in
the preparation of the memoirs of both
Lester B. Pearson and John Diefenbaker.
The views expressed here are those of
the author.
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mise": these are the words that
King's method - a method, Nea
us, that was "as important as the
itself". Neatby also tells us that
guideline was:

". . . the simple but fundame:t
viction that Canada was a
association of diverse cultural,
and economic groups. He saw"
voluntary association, a politio`
nership. He believed that thesi l^^I
shared a sense of national co^`ti,e`;,
and an underlying commitmenf' t th
tional unity. They were as diû i.v
the colours of the spectrum but ppee(
his prism he saw them as bo 1)I0,
gether like a ray of light. Hisi}t
ending task as leader was to
the policies which would mainf^^^
strengthen the partnership, whicÉ, Iif
be acceptable to all even if no gr^,^, c,
fully satisfied. His approach to 1
leadership was consciously deslifr to
ensure that the LiberaI party adial
the political embodiment of 60I1cit
nership. ver.
"King's version of national un^l hr,
an extension of his earlier view f(
dustrial relations. He knew t'
interests of management and^s a p
were not identical and that ion w
over working conditions and wa€'^. .. I
inevitable. But he rejected then:; in
a class struggle, the belief that ^re tI
an irreconcilable conflict in whic lerrn^
must be a winner and a loser. He6n thf
that both sides could win. Indisishin!
for him a partnership to whieit her
capital and labour contribut6zVidl
from which both benefited. D^zhoni

could not be resolved by dissohM'; =
partnership. Employers and
had to become aware of their ?^zrtic

interests, of their interdependen""en
negotiate within this framework. °,'nIv.
or lockouts might sometimes

bQ`tI'r°a

^Il`tsary to remind narrowminded
either side that they could not tO l' ''
alone, and to persuade them to tllie
the terms of a partnership wlv;
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lcin1er acceptable. The objective,
onal co „ti,ever; was not victory for one side
unitment t thc^negotiation of a more satisfac-
e as diû^^ p;^tnership. Industrial harmony
rum but.^ependecl upon the recognition that
n as bo` €)1o_v^:i•s and workers were partners;
^ght In eth woiuld be better off if they learned
was to restiect each other and to co-operate."

Id mâinf, Mackenzie King's prism reflected
hip, whi$y Ii,-lits. On the page preceding the
i if no g:;Vé quirtation, Neatby is at pains to
,oach to^ent this proposition: "Europe's an-
isly desikr to c6mmunism was fascism. Would
iI party^adians^ face a similar confrontation?"
nt of tb';Iicit in the pages that follow is his

^,ver. it/Îackenzie King would save us
ional u%1 lx;t}rl perils. Yet Neatby does not
lier view to our attention this portion of
knew t' diary entry for June 29, 1937.
-nt and^s a part of King's record of his conver-
I that ion with Hitler:
and wa€, C ... I feel more and more how far reach-

:ted the jig in the interest of the working classes
ief thatt^re the reforms being worked out in
t in whi(,ermany, and how completely they are
)ser. H6n the right lines. They are truly estab-
in. Indasi4hing an industrial commonwealth, and
to whi^ilier nations would be wise to evolve

ontributan€ridh- on similar lines of giving to
fited. Ir:`ihol^r its place in the control of indus-

y dissohgy; il- leisure, its opportunities for

3 and °'(lucaiion, recreation, sharing, in all
f their r',zrticulars, the life which hitherto had
iependen" preserved for the privileged classes
mework-°'nly- Of all that I have seen on this trip
times bE"hroad, I have been more impressed

ninded !^Ii`t mure heartened by what seems
uld notto be. working itself out in Germany in

them to
^hesc particulars than on almost any-

else."
ship

No doubt the Rockefellers also approved
the methods through which industrial
harmony was achieved in Nazi Germany!

One is often led to reflect, when read-
ing these pages, that King's biographer
must be possessed not only of hindsight but
also of great determination to find accept-
able reason and reasonable clarity where

all others found obscurity. The author
accepts as his guide to understanding the
public actions and utterances of Macken-
zie King a quite selective employment of
King's private account of events as related
to his diary. No doubt Neatby's problem
was to find a balance between the terri-
bly revealing and the equally self-serving.
As indicated above, he occasionally fails.
Moreover, at some points the diary (as
representative of the private and inner
man) and the official papers (as !represen-
tative of the public and political man)
become one and the same. Indeed, there is
some evidence to suggest that there were
occasions on which parts of the diary were
written at least some days after the events
in question. For example, on Page 281,
Neatby cites the diary entry for May 13,
1938, on the subject of the British Com-
monwealth Air-Training Scheme. It is
interesting that this same excerpt appears
in the files of the Department of External
Affairs in a memorandum describing a
conversation with the British High Com-
missioner, Sir Francis Flood, on May 16,
1938. The only difference is that the diary
employs the phrase "European war"
whereas the memorandum substitutes
"European conflict". There is, of course,
the more fundamental consideration of
whether, indeed, it is sound scholarship
to use King to interpret King. The King
diary is not a Rosetta Stone.

Magnitude of task
Still, these may be considered as rela-
tively minor points when compared to
the magnitude of Professor Neatby's task.
He has taken 13 years between Vol-
ume II and III, sufficient time for mature
and thorough consideration. Certainly,
time enough to master things not obvious
to those not equally immersed in the
period of the 1930s: for example, how to
differentiate between the Conservative
"depression" of 1935 and the Liberal
"recession" of 1937. That said, Neatby's
portrait of R. B. Bennett seems fair, in its
context. This is an important point, as
Professor Neatby knows well. Since his
work on King precedes any important biog-
raphy of Bennett, Bennett's biographer,
when he appears, will have in some mea-
sure to write his account according to
Neatby's (King's) rules. It can be demon-



strated that the first major political inter- spanning the period from the out
pretation of aperiod shapes much of the the Second World War to King^
subsequent interpretation of that period. in 1950, for a complete official hi,
The business of myth-making in Canada of King's life. The decision, of t,h
is, seldom allowed outside: the doors of the utors to open the Mackenzie Kiti
Whig historical establishment. under the 30-year rule and to

If, in reading the above, the reader available on microfiche (a decisi(
is led to the conclusion that this reviewer applauded) will render the Record
did not enjoy Professor Neatby's book, fluous to scholars; it never had a

he is wrong. It is well-written, organized reading audience. No doubt the

to effect and, as I have noted above, its period of King's national sté^,

content is a positive fascination. That this will continue to receive the atte^

review disagrees -,;+I, the presentation of
scholars. To date, however,. their ^^

King in certain particuiars . takes nothing
lacked the authority of a Blair N

away from Neatby's achievement. Indeed, Neatbv. H. Blair. William Lvon M,
one regrets ttie decision ot Mackenzie King, Volume III: The prism of
King's literary executors to substitute the 1932-39. Toronto; University of
four-volume Mackenzie King Record, Press, 1976.

Book review

Stursberg on Diefenbaker
shows value of oral history
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By Nora S. Lever

With the publication of his second volume
of interviews, Peter Stursberg completes
what he calls, a "living history" of the
Diefenbaker era. In accomplishing this
task, Stursberg effectively combines the
journalistic and academic approaches to
oral history.

Researchers in universities, -museums
and archives question whether oral his-
tory embraces a legitimate approach to
historical research. But those who belittle
the method. may be missing vital percep-
tual material that creates a sympathetic
understanding of certain epochs. On the
other hand, those who enthusiastically
espouse such a procedure must remind
themselves that oral history is a supple-
ment to other methodologies, and that
the foundation of such an approach, relies
on extensive use of conventional library
and archival sources.

Mrs. Lever is on the staff of the House of
Commons as Clerk of the Standing Com-
mittee on Fisheries and Forestry. The
views expressed here are those of the
author.
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As a journalist in conversatijre to fl:
a newsworthy politician, Stursbertec•tw
as a prompter eliciting the feeling ds,

atmosphere that permeated the C1
baker era. Meanwhile, as an acaPn of^ ^ ri
he has obviously engaged in preld StLV
research that guided 'I- in establirig
a regular format for his interviews. ?ir^ar,
over, as an archivist in collaboratioc^t fr
Léo LaClare, he has deposited the Teen as
and transcripts in the Public Archü4^nirsi F
Canada, Ottawa, for general release cr^n;
December 31, 1980. For that the e6e ^o
the academic community will be graEcp1o;lfai

Vivid reports of political trialÿ Thro

tribulations appear in conversation'"1I1^ésï
Gordon Churchill, Donald Fleming, lr'?? s,
Fulton, Grattan O'Leary, Waldo Mo
and many others who were active au o'

centre of Canadian politics during D"^ncO1of
baker's leadership. But the story a ^f ^?T^al
cline, which is the particular focus ^y

volume, is a sad one tn rParl A Gai^l' A; ai
i^a

ment with the largest majority u`
learhistory of Canada's Parliament

We "utd^
duced to a minority by the 1962 ele^
The ensuing months held enormous '1^t

est
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Related to the division amongst Dief-
enbaker's Cabinet ministers, and flowing
from it, was the so-called "conspiracy"
that Stursberg emphasizes in this volume.
R. A. Bell, Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration in 1962, and Pierre Sévigny,
Associate Minister of National Defence at
the time, strongly deny the existence of
such a conspiracy. However, their accounts
do refer to the Prime Minister's repeated
threats of resignation, which, understand-
ably enough, might have provided the
occasion for men around him to discuss
a possible successor. Léon Balcer tells of
a "very antagonistic" group of ten or 12
Cabinet ministers meeting about twice
weekly. But it seems to be largely Sturs-
berg's interpretation, rather than that of
the participants, that the Government was
defeated by a "plot". This volum^e, like

John Diefenbaker

ki:ion for those who participated in the
équerit and seeniingly endless Cabinet
éetin,;s that exhibited a crippling lack
décisiveness on the part of the Prime

ânister, with recurring threats of resig-
► tion.

The nuclear controversy was the main
,;ue i6 confound the Diefenbaker Gov-
-nment. As part of the North American
ir Defence Command (NORAD), Can-
^a i3as committed to obtaining Bomarc
,silej and the CF-101 Voodoo intercep-
planes; as part of the North Atlantic
ity Organization, Canadian Forces

rsatioz^re to fly the. CF-104 Starfghtérs. To be
irsber^ ^^'^9, these weapons required nuclear
feelin^hea&, but the members of Diefen-
the P^I-e'r's Cabinet were divided on the ques-

i acaPn °f ^Tm^g such weapons into Canada.

preW Stürsberg's interviews provide an
estab' iri,uing juxtaposition of the counter-,.,.
iews.
)ratior,
d the
Archi
elease

arguments of Douglas Harkness as
r of National Defence and Howard

een :as Secretary of State for External
airsl' Excerpts from the conversations

é a^I nged so that it seems almost as if
the n^e^e two ministers are debating the issue

tcëbe gra to face.
triab^ Through Harkness's own words, it

satioi cuInës clear that he regarded the ques-
ning,lr'n - aq' settled and urged that Canada's
.o MooIl>>llltments be honoured. Howard Green,
tive an Ihol other hand, points to the diver-
ing D:?'ce of interests in the Defence and
ory Affairs Departments. In his
)CUS 01à`''tky as Secretary. of State for Egter-
A Ga1^l' 9ffairs, he had been taking a firm
it iu"^no n the United Nations against nu-y ar estinnt wa : g; thus, he felt that Canada
2 elet^ ^ ^denuin an

clear weaponslon its
position

soil.mous^^ ?,^::^1 ^ ^

the first, is a collection of interview ex-
cerpts only. Since the portions used are
not conclusive, we have no way of know-
ing at this time if Stursberg quotes words
carrying inflammatory connotations with
validity or not. Nevertheless, in one of his
explanatory notes he says:

The first phase had consisted of clan-
destine meetings and discussions in par-
liamentary offices during the fall and
winter; the second phase of plotting and
planning took only a few days and came
to a head during the weekend of 2-3
February. On 5 February, the Govern-
ment was defeated in the House.
(Emphasis added)

Happily for the historian, the entire col-
lection of tapes is preserved and will
become available within a few years.

The interviews are not offered, of
course, as the presentation of a complete
story of the Diefenbaker era. Conversa-
tions with Prime Minister Diefenbaker
himself have not been included because
of commitments to the publisher of his
own memoirs. As Stursberg points out,
no simple explanation is advanced and no
single truth emerges. Recall of the partici-
pants can be affected by faulty memory;
views may be distorted by emotional
pressures both at the time and later.

But the phenomenological approach
is a valuable addition to the written record
upon which traditional historians most
often rely. As a technique, oral or living
history is "as modern as the latest gen-
eration of portable electronic recording
devices". It appears that few leaders keep
diaries or write letters today. More and
more often, decisions are made in conver-
sation or are transmitted by telephone.
If that is the case, interviews on tapes
will provide increasingly valuable sources
of historical information.

Interviews
not offered
as complete
story on

Diefenbaker



The interviews offer an excellent con-
tribution to the :alreadÿ rich collection of
television documentaries, mémoirs, jour-
nalistic and scholarly essays that have
been devoted to the Tenth Decade. It is
to be hoped that Stursberg and others
will be encouraged to record the impres-

sions of leading figures in the vit
portant politics of the Eleventh DF ^'
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eçap of 31st General Assembly:
1ative tranquillity at last

Û eo I^ey Pearson

l, ree n^ôre members were admitted to the
wa. iited Nations at the last session of the

^Era1 kssembly, bringing the total to
>4.00 a^. Of i^is number, 85 African, Asian and

ntries ribbw,in countries pay the minimum

25. ;:c^smeüt of .02 per cent. These facts

leceivwli,ct- llie most important reality about
senttfe ^1es^inbly today - it is numerically

I inali;d by countries with very low
iona1 incomes, most of which are former

1ropcarn colonies.. Accordingly, their in-
;inre heavily concentrated on ques-
^is of economic and social development,
^oniali sm and racism. Other traditional
ncerns,of the UN, such as disarmament

-jl iiurnan rights, remain prominent but
oc1 to he viewed through the powerful
Is of "inequality" rather than as distinct

nbniena. In the same way, the Arab-
^iel dispute acquires a peculiar "res-
:jnce" n UN committee rooms, attrac-

all those delegations with recent,
orius of the struggle to determine

rr s, 11arate destinies, as well as those
osee;in Arab wealth an escape from
pda"c to the money-markets of the West.

world^s, as well, the link between racism and
ihere ifannï in Southern Africa that colours
f Egterhate oü this subject with "a passionate
d. âcnsüy'', while the abuse of authority in

weleknY "rher parts of the world is passed
dencaFr'n relative silence.
son k If "inequality" is one key concern at

11N,' another and related interest is
couritability". Most governments recog-
e ih4,^ the organization of world politics
incl %vi11 remain, hierarchical, and that a

^y of close to 150 sovereign me ers
not act effectively as a negotiating

fun_ 4 is accepted that smaller group-
- ihe 18-Member Committee of the

in f ,revice on Disarmament, the 27-mem-
i Conference on International Economic
ï-oE^er^ïtion, the Conference on the Mid-

for instance - must do the real
+rf^. flût the Assembly watches their ac-
(itic, élosely. If there is long delay or
^^^lock, the Assembly is likely to call for
st}e^ i^ session of its members, meeting

,the regular fall timetable, or to

demand that plenary bodies, such as the
UN Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment, assume full charge of the agenda.
Peace and security issues, which are the
legitimate business of the Security Coun-
cil, are given a regular airing by ^he As-
sembly, where resolutions can be carried
with large majorities despite their lack of
mandatory force.

The General Assembly session under
review was one of relative tranquillity if
viewed against the rather tumultuous ses-
sions of the preceding two years. There
was a greater appreciation by member
states of the value of consensus, especially
in view of U.S. reactions to the "tyranny
of the majority", and there were signs of
movement on certain major issues that
encouraged moderation. Debate on the
Middle East, a source of much controversy
in 1975, was generally subdued, owing in
part to the U. S. election and to the difficult
situation in Lebanon. Western initiatives
with respect to Rhodesia, culminating in
the convening of the Geneva conference,
introduced a degree of restraint in the
debate on Southern African matters.
Nevertheless, there was also a tone of
growing impatience detectable in African
speeches. There was tacit agreement by
both sides in the "North-South dialogue"
to await the results of the CIEC in Paris,
of which Canada serves as co-chairman,
and the follow-up negotiations to the May
1976 UNCTAD conference held in Nairobi.

Major items of interest to Canada at
the session were the elections to the
Security Council and the follow-up to the
Habitat conference in Vancouver. Canada
was elected to the S,ecurity Council for its
fourth term beginning January 1, 1977,

Mr. Pearson is Director-General of the
Bureau of United Nations Affairs in the
Department of External Affairs. He joined
the Department in 1952 and has served in
France, Mexico and India. He was former-
ly Chairman of the External Affairs Policy
Analysis Group. The views expressed are
those of Mr. Pearson.

U.S. election
and Lebanon
quieten
Middle East
debate



Willingness
to consult

results in
fewer votes

along with India, the Federal German
Republic, Venezuela and Mauritius. The
Assembly approved thereport adopted at
Habitat and agreed that appropriate ma-
chinery for dealing with human settle-
ments should be created by the Economic
and Social Council at its next meeting. In
addition, a resolution was approved estab-
lishing in Canada a centre for audio-visual
materials on human settlements.

The General Assembly adopted 245
resolutions with respect to 124 items in-
scribed on the agenda for the thirty-first
session. Of these, 148 were adopted with-
out vote, and only 97 required recorded

votes. The relatively small number of
recorded votes reflects awelcome readiness
by member states to consult. In the re-
corded votes, Canada voted "yes" 56
times, abstained 34 times, and cast nega-
tive votes seven times. Thus Canada was
able to support 204 of the 245 resolutions
adopted at the thirty-first session.

Major objectives
Canada's major aims at the session were
as follows:
1. to speak and vote in ways that would

not be inconsistent with policies it
was likely to follow on the Security
Council in 1977;

2. to work in favour of compromise formu-
las on Middle East questions that
preserved the chances for direct nego-
tiations between the parties;

3. to work in favour of resolutions on
human rights that were balanced and
impartial;

4. to encourage resolutions on North-South
matters that were helpful to negotia-
tions at the Paris conference;

5. to strengthen the financial arrangements
for the United Nations Peace-keeping
Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) ;

6. to encourage a larger number of con-
tributors to the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestine Refu-
gees in the Near East (UNRWA);

7. to gain as much support as possible for
the report of the Habitat conference
and for workable institutional ar-
rangements to follow it up;

8. to use its influence with Black African
delegations to follow moderate poli-
cies on Rhodesia and Namibia;

9. to support the German initiative on the
taking of hostages.

The following paragraphs refer to most, if
not all, of the activities associated with
these objects.

Issues relating to Southern Africa were
perhaps the major concern of the Assem-
bly, in view of the influence of the 49 Afri-
can states and developments in Rhodesia,

Namibia and South Africa. Z1
ger mission to the 'area, the uF,
violence in South Africa and the
of a conference on Rhodesia ^
attracted world-wide attention. A ^ÀP(T
there were more resolutions aè'.Thé:t
these issues than ever before an^'iu^
of these resolutions was more miljdesia)
the first time, countries having r'pth', s;
tions with South Africa were T11é
name in these resolutions, armed
in Namibia received the endoï
the Assembly, and the debate on
explicitly treated the situation J
Africa as a colonial situation. Mi
ern countries, including Cana d3e K
themselves unable to support a rates r;
these resolutions, even though 4ct be
sympathetic to the concerns of t- AG(
members. mhlv'

.snch

Apartheid ion lir

tions grouped under the agenda
titled "Policies of apartheid of
ernment of South Africa" are
compare from year to year b
number of resolutions and their
vary considerably. Thus at the
session (1975), there were sev
tions introduced in the debate,
were introduced during the
session:

Posi- AN
Total tive fi

UNGA XXX 7 6 -
UNGA XXXI 10 4 4

In 1975, the Africans concen

osed .
Pal est

19
agan
étocl

ntion

èiallv

tories
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lvmg
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ptic^n

il 197

Cana

]d kal
sA-

elements they realized were likëe ÿec
unacceptable to Western membeiril'ut'
resolution. In 1976, they preparzc^4gen1

re5°linumber of resolutions and the
able elements were scattered tlu^"^^t

with the result that the number^ and
than negative votes and abstePt^on^
correspondingly greater.

i large

Canada opposes apartheid ,^
reservations about certain kinds;,. °
national action proposed to It <l
problem ( see Chapter VII on i^^"^j'

cs. C'.
boycott and endorsement of armal

gle). Canada abstained on resol-W(^r t
economic collaboration with ^I (, l,]
ment in South Africa because il -,il ]
agree that the maintenance 0f uti^n
trade and commercial relations ^^,,,
tries implied support for their 0ition,

On the question of Nam^, )n _
were eight resolutions passed
thirty-first session, compared to 1[i.n;
thirtieth session. Canada suPP'^ roo
resolutions condemning the i11e^.^1 i.

African administration and calli^^^
independence of Namibia and fref,



ica.
the

nd the
desia ü,

ed on resolutions supporting
ga„ i

ëaimecattempt to free Namibia and

t,n^ i,bserver status at the UN to the
h *6,_tt African People's Organization

stion. *ÀPO)^
ions adi"The.tégts of the two resolutions con-

`.ore and ing Zimbabwe (formerly Southern

►ore mil^^é;ia) remained essentially the same
la`ring (.^oth s^ssions, and Canada supported

ere cnl^. T11ét reaffirmed the goal of majority

arme^' condémned the white regime, called
endo îs,assist;ince to the people of -Zimbabwe,

)ate oi,r; urge^l the strict enforcement of

;uation tions:
tion. M^

Canaddle Lâst
port a nIates re^lating to various aspects of the

hough f^lict i^étween Israel and its Arab neigh-
.ms of tks a1s6 occupied a good deal of the

émbly's time, but no new major initia-

stich `as the resolution of the previous

lion linking racism with Zionism, were
variou^?!?seo liy Arab members. The status of

agendatPale_-,t;ne Liberation Organization was
^eid of ^gain debated, and no attempt was

." are d
rear be
►d their

at the
ere sen
iebate,

the f

e to c^allenge the credentials of Israet
ntion was focused on the Palestinians,

aITt those living in the occupied
tories and on their future as an organ-
cominunity. Twenty-two resolutions
Qin^ ^ne aspect or another of the
ict we^re adopted, including a moder-
E,1vFitian resolution calling for a re-

i andfreti

ceptable to Canada. In all, Canada voted

osi- Ah^.plion ôf the Geneva conference before
ive fie 1 197 7!

6 - Canada had hoped that the Assembly
4 4ld také steps to place the Relief and

concentjtl`s A,,èncy for Palestine Refugees on a

vere likEe secure footing. Current voluntary

i membet"' l'uti^ns are not sufficient to enable

prepare% 4tien^
nd the :

y to function properly. Despite
resoÏirtions on the subject, however,°^ .

;ered t1u`s,tuation of the Agency remains diffi-

n nd there is no guarantee that con-um ber' a .
abstent^`lt^ans will be any more numerous or

flargér1than in the past.

artheid, Î Canada participated for the first time
in kindsbe heneral debate on the Middle East,
2d to s?t dlegation took pains to explain
VII on ^{, a^'`;`lian votes on most of the major

e5. C'^^nada's reservations usually re-
t of arm`^l to tiitements in resolutions running

ith
on resol^tér to the basis agreed on for further
w

^d1(. l+,ast talks and set out in Security
ecause

cil -I;:lesolutions 242 and 338, or to
nance ef 1tlti)r^, that prejudged the future
iations n^'as o, fl the occupied territories. In
their Jltion, Canada objected to one' resolu-

f Nami1 , n racial discrimination that recalled
►assed aQitnT)licâtion a resolution of 1975 pur-
ared to i[inT to equate Zionism with racism.
3a supp D résolntions that singled out Israel for
the i11eK^^il (,ondemnation without taking into
nd calli),u,t t4e actions of others were unac-

in favour of ten resolutions, abstained on
eight and opposed four.

The debate on Cyprus at the thirty-
first session again reflected the frustration

felt by many delegations over the lack
of real progress on this question. Mr.

Jamieson summed up the situation in his
speech to the General Assembly on Sep-

tember 29, 1976, in which he said:
In Cyprus, the United Nations Force
(UNFICYP) still faces a difficult situa-
tion. The parties to the dispute are no
closer to agreement now than before.
The situation on the ground remains
tense and dangerous. It is generally
agreed that the UN Force plays a vital
role, but the costs of the Force are run-
ning $40 million over the contributions
collected. We believe strongly that all
member states, in particular the' perma-
nent members, should make appropriate
contributions to duly-authorized UN
peacekeeping operations. The fact that
only a dozen or so governments have
made payments to the UN Special Ac-
count for the first six months of this
year is not a record of which we can be
proud.

Canada's dissatisfaction was reflected
in its delegation's abstention on the main
resolution on Cyprus, which did not in-
clude an appeal to the parties concerned to
co-operate with UNFICYP. On the other
hand, the debate did provide the occasion
for the Cypriot Government to renounce
ENOSIS (union with mainland Greece)
as an objective of the Greek-Cypriot com-
munity, and Turkey indicated that it
wanted no status for Cyprus other than
non-alignment.

On December 14, the Security Coun-
cil renewed the UNFICYP mandate for a
further six months and, at the request of
the Secretary-General, Canada renewed
its commitment to provide forces for this
period.

Disarmament
The UN's active involvement in the com-
plex -problems of disarmament continued
at the thirty-first session. More than 100
statements of national position and the
adoption of an unprecedented number of
resolutions reflected a growing dissatisfac-
tion with the slow rate of progress,
especially by the five nuclear powers, two
of which do not even participate in nego-
tiations on the subject. Perhaps Mr.
Jamieson captured the mood of many
delegations in his statement of September
29 to the General Assembly, in which he
said:

Canadian
abstention
on Cyprus
resolution



We must not delude ourselves, however,
that the principal obstacles to progress
on disarmament will be removed by dis-
cussion in this Assembly. These obsta-
cles are the differences of view among
states as to the best ways of ensuring
their security. Our examination of ways
of improving the role of the United Na-
tions in the field of arms control and
disarmament will have achieved little
unless member countries redouble their
efforts to overcome these differences. At
this mid-point = in the Disarmament
Decade, the responsibility to address
the real obstaclesto progress is shared
by all members of this organization.
But this responsibility falls most heavily
on the nuclear-weapon states and other
states of military significance. Progress
will be meagre unless we re-examine
traditional assumptions, take adequate
account of the security concerns of
others, and seize all opportunities for
concrete action.

An article in the January/February issue
of International Perspectives by R. Harry
Jay, Canadian Representative at the Com-
mittee of the Conference on Disarmament,
goes into greater detail on the substance

of these questions. For the purposes of this
assessment, the statistics of Canada's
voting pattern will suffice to indicate the
general approach taken by the delegation
to the subject.

In the end, the First Committee
adopted 21 resolutions on disarmament
and arms-control issues. Canada voted for
or participated in the consensus adoption
of 18 resolutions and abstained on three.
Canada also, co-sponsored three resolu-
tions. It is relevant to note that Canada's
voting record during the thirty-first ses-
sion is consistent with that of the previous
session:

Posi-. Absten- Nega-
Total tive tion tive

UNGA XXX 24 19 5 -
UNGA XXXI 21 18 3 -

The three abstentions in this year's ses-
sion were, in fact, on issues upon which
Canada had abstained during the thirtieth
session.

Canada co-sponsored three successful
resolutions, including: a 'resolution on
chemical and bacteriological (biological)
weapons (adopted by consensus) ; a second,
calling for a special Assembly session on
disarmament in 1978, which it is hoped
will stimulate greater public interest in
arms control and put added pressure on
the super-powers to work towards the
achievement of effective arms-control
agreements; and a third, entitled "Conven-
tion on the Prohibition of Military or
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Hostile Use of Environmental.)
tion Techniques".

Economic and social develop
The general mood of the Ass
tackling economic issues was b

ian c1
on

but there was an undertone of PeT
tion that could become significatif l^ii-1
While gains have been made bj, t_ 'f t
veloping- countries since the de >. 'n
a "New International Economi^ '0-`'`
were formulatedin 1974, these g, -°f f
been largely theoretical rather t
tical. Western countries have
the need for change in internat
nomic relations, but the pace
and the price to be paid are still
of dispute. Nevertheless, serious
ing is well under way.

ter"'
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review was a"holding operatiol r
delegations awaited the resultc
Conference on International ^l"
Co-operation (co-chaired by C
Venezuela), the change of A
in the United States and decisio
pricing by the Oil-Producing and
ing Countries. There was agre
and large, that judgment of
should be suspended until it had c"
its work, despite growing disillusi °^Jn^n^
part of developing countries in if^=^
to date. P,S^;i on;

The Canadian delegation ïtruve
role of active leadership on CIEC 1j,1rl^
on the one hand co-ordinating the ,7,1
of Eight", representing developa tlie tl
tries at the CIEC, and, on the oths'`
as a negotiating spokesman vis-à
"Group of 77". Despite a break
thesé negotiations, which led to
the Western group to support a r
highly critical of the results of
ference, disenchantment with t
was successfully held below
where the conference might h
called off. Instead, it was agreed
session should be resumed follo,b
final meetings of the CIEC in 19T

Another question of major con
the Canadian delegation was the
to Habitat. Canada wished to
report of the Vancouver c
adopted without the intrusion ol
the political issues that were in
at the conference itself. With
operation of delegations from
that' had taken an active interesti
of these issues at Habitat, the
delegation succeeded in its pll^
related, and somewhat more com
task for the delegation was tha]
suring a satisfactory institutional

rad

up to Habitat. To this end, CO

In many respects, the sessic
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serious-11 he problems considered at Habitat.
In ,;eneral, the political importance of

lrmoni«us North-South relations was
peraüoaPri'l,^nd at the Assembly, though dis-
results^`rmert remained on costs and time-

ional p `"' Institutionally, there was interest
by c(reinfttrcirig, or at least defining better,
A^r ren i l^al role of the General Assembly

nrinl broad policy guidance to nego-
decisioR

n^ir W'. ;^lsewhere. Not everyone accepts
g^ai^ c•^^ii pass" function. But there is hope
a^^1f theidirection is now set, whatever the

t of t'uine^i;s along the way.
tharlr

isillusiQ

es in if^r ,tf,}iate on social and humanitarian
sI i^^rs, which was the source of much

;ation piliruv ssy at the thirtieth session, par-
t CIECjuj.,r1^^Î as concerns the "Zionism-is-
ting the, i
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tions were adopted without a vote, while
only two agenda items were postponed to
the thirty-second session.

In 1973, the UN declared the period
1973-83 a Decade for Action against
Racism. The Program for the Decade
called for a world conference on racism and
racial discrimination, to be held in 1978.
Canada, with the overwhelming majority
of member states, welcomed this initiative
and extended its full support to the
Program.

In 1975, Western support for the
Decade was undermined by the adoption
of a resolution condemning Zionism as a
form of racism and racial discrimination.
Resolution 3379 distorted the original
character of the Decade, in the opinion of
Western delegations, most of which then
voted against the resolution concerning

the Program for the Decade, including
the World Conference, as well as Resolu-
tion 3379.

Since it was generally felt that West-
ern participation was essential to the
success of the Program, efforts were

made at the thirty-first session to restore
the original character of the Decade. Al-

though these were not entirely successful,
sufficient progress was made to allow

Western delegations to take a more posi-

tive attitude and Canada was able to

abstain on the resolution concerning the
implementation of the Program.

In 1974, ECOSOC declared that
states giving any assistance to regimes in

e com «e
moment for the leaders of the Canadian delegation to the thirty-first UnitedlfZ

t^^General
s ^ai

Assembly. Left to right, front row: Under-Secretary of State fortt rr^ûl
ition Affairs Basil Robinson Ambassador to the United Nations William Barton,

^tti,Ca.,SF e^etary of 0tate for External Affairs Don Jamieson.

on ihe Secretary-General to ensure
pér (-6-ordination of follow-up efforts
hii^ f.Ire Secretariat. One enduring ele-

t, ôf ^ he agreements reached at Habitat
in the Assembly will be a permanent
c;-visùal centre in Vancouver to make
of flié vast quantities of informational

niân^ rights



Southern Africa were accomplices of the
regimes and therefore contributed`to the
denial of human rights. There was no
agreement, however, as to what activities
constituted assistance and how such ac-
tivities contributed to the denial of human
rights. A special rapporteur was appointed
to evaluate, as a matter of urgency, the
importance and source of political, mili-
tary, economic and other 'assistance given
by certain states and the direct or indirect
effects of such assistance. The Third Com-

mittee had before it this year an interim
report of the rapporteur. While not con-

testing the facts presented in the report,
Canada took issue with it on two funda-
mental points. First, the report assumed
that all links with such regimes, even
normal diplomatic and commercial rela-
tions, constituted assistance. Secondly, the
report limited itself to establishing that
such links existed, without attempting to
establish whether they contributed to the
denial of human rights. Canada therefore
abstained on this resolution.

Since the 1973 overthrow of the
Allende Government, Chile has been a
centre of concern at the United Nations.
At the thirty-first session, the mandate of

the Ad Hoc Working Group, established in
1975 to investigate human rights in that
country, was once again extended, in the
hope that an agreement -permitting an

inspection -visit could be reached with the

Government of Chile.
Although the Third Committee saw

little of the controversy of the previous
session, movement on most human rights
issues remained minimal. The central
problem in dealing with social and human-
itarian issues is the absence of a common
philosophical ground of agreement on
which to base resolutions. Western coun-
tries, with long and established traditions
of liberalism, promote conceptions of civil
and political rights that stress individ-
ualism and freedom from extraneous con-
straints. The non-aligned states, whose
solidarity became a political reality in the
Third Committee at the thirty-first session,
tend to emphasize the economic rights' of
underdeveloped countries and the social
rights of peoples or groups. A Swedish
draft resolution on political prisoners, for
example, represented a genuine Western
attempt to meet the concerns of a major-
ity of states, but it posed obvious embar-
rassments to many countries in which
collective concern for economic develop-
ment is greater than respect for those civil
and political rights that are fundamental
to Western societies. Given the prepon-
derant influence of the non-aligned, it will
henceforth be necessary to combine West-
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ern and Third World views of
rights into a: consistent and ae
basis for future resolutions and a
we are to avoid the situation of nea

lock in the Declaration on ^ .PIa^ g R p^m^
Intolerance, which has been in F>,
system since 1962 with no sign

ï:
`Tfzéj

nearing completion. Fer and
ycret

Administrative questions f
The scale of assessment was ona^ Pc-',
most important and difficult iter^,^, acâ
the Assembly's Administration k' rt PT
get (Fifth) Committee. The scale[tl,e rhi
recommended by the Committee or pI^
tributions, apportions a share of e4sioi
Nations expenses to each meml^eva; v
cording to a complicated formul^fèr sÙin
incorporates several criteria, 'th^e ^
national income. In normal circum; ^Onsea
the scale is revised every three yea-`'t of4
inevitable problem of comparabiliridatiô:
timeliness of statistics has rende::
Committee's task a difficult ooal qû
recent international monetary 3e deb;
ances and economic instabili^ = ÿ_ frrs
added to its complexity. At the ^t Gei
first session, for example, a nu^stage
states whose national income fitled
cently risen dramatically from ' nonu
oil revenues were opposed to the `tions^
the proposed increases in theit ` Sp
ments. Many other countries, *ber

I
Canada, supported the Committ,eiairs a:
posed revision. In the end, late^riÿ; ^
session, the Assembly adopted f^néral
scale by consensus for a one-yearititléd
during which a study of criteria of' venti;
ment would be made and the ul, the a
level of assessment (for those ur,. Gen

with the lowest "capacity tA pport; j

currently . 02 per cent of the UN éstion

would be reduced to .01 pei the S
é for:Canada's interim assessment,

f Lblishi'resolution of the lamer questions
regarding a new triennial sca
dropped from 3.05 per cent to 2;

cent, though Canada will re

tinhi

cons
itive ^

ninth-largest contributor to 6 the

budget. tïee o

A second important issue ^??n 1^
space. In 1975 the Government of pcoIIéer
offered to provide office, accomm1elT°
to the United Nations in the Dor^-réac
Centre in Vienna, planned for com^e^

in 1978-79 at a total cost to the r'thoc d

Government of $700 million. Then tak

had first been planned to ho ate i.
United Nations Industrial Devele: a^ jt
Organization and the International

con

Energy Agency, both of which 1, ^1e
ready located in Vienna in t0l-use
headquarters. The latest

Aust4k the

was made following the discove!e viN



vs of j ,and the IAEA could not, in fact,
id ac of all the facilities they had

a... ^^and âlh sought in the new Centre, and
of nea m ï with the official Austrian policy

n on $E ID^ting Vienna as an international
n in

1gn th " Thej Fifth Committee welcomed this

Ir and subsequently requested that the
wretary-General prepare a report on the
^anci functional and social implications

s oneE-,_,peci ^c transfers of UN personnel to
t iten ^,, acAommodation in Vienna. This
,ion r t , to the General Assembly

Le scat he tlürty-first session, proposed a five-
iittee c r of action for relocating 500
are of folfessnal staff from New York and

meml °eneva; where a total of 7,800 now serve.
formul^ér sc►Fne negotiations behind the scenes

na, e fth Committee and in capitals,
circumi^nserisus was reached that accepted
ree yer
oarabili

rends
ult o
,tary

t of I the Secretary-General's recom-

dat iôns.

al qûestions
e i3e_liate on legal questions at the

tability' ` y-frrst session was highlighted by a
it the `çt'Getman initiative on the problem of
a n3ta^ gé-iaking and a new Soviet item
ome itlëd ?`Conclusion of a world treaty on
iom no&-use of force in international
to the tionffli.

theit :- Spepking to the Assembly on Sep-
ries, iniftber 228, 1976, the Minister for Foreign
mmitteFairs af the Federal Republic of Ger-
d, late^ny, Hans Genscher, requested the
pted ° eral I Assembly to include an item
ie-year ^fèd "The drafting of an international
teria of entiân against the taking of hostages"
the m^ ^ the agenda of the thirty-first session.

hose mi. Genscher's initiative attracted wide
ity tApport; including that of Canada, and the
ie UN ,estion ^ was referred for consideration
01 pe11`the Sixth Committee, which is respon-

rient, pSIé for, legal questions. A resolution
estions- hiish?ng an ad hoc committee on the
al sca
at to
Il re

ftin ; ôf such a convention was adopted
consensus. Nevertheless, this very

itive clevelopment could be jeopardized
to &' the réactivation of the Special Com-

^ttee A International Terrorism, which,
ssue w^?n its first period of existence, tended
rient of " c its attention on the causes
accomm^^t?IToTiSm, on which no agreement could
the Do'i Teac^ed. The Special Committee is
for co^_ten to meet well in advance of the

to the it`^oc orafting committee, and the direc-
>n. The
to ho

1 Develi
iationaf
which f
in t

Aust
discov

taltèn by the Special Committee's
ate isp bound to affect the chances of
adjadc committee's producing a work-

e convention.
'fl1ejSoviet Union's initiative on the

-u..se df force in international relations
k the form of a draft treaty, which, in
vicw ^of the sponsors, confirmed those

principles of the Charter that obliged
member states to refrain from the threat
or the use of force, without, in their view,
narrowing or broadening those principles.
Other delegations, including that of Cana-
da, argued that the text contained highly-
selective and significant variations and de-
partures from the provisions set out with
such clarity and authority in the Charter.
The draft treaty failed, therefore, to draw
a consensus, and the item will be re-
examined at the thirty-second session.

Conclusion
The United Nations proper (excluding the Essential

Specialized Agencies) has at least four functions

essential functions: to help settle political of United Nations

disputes and prevent war; to regulate or

codify standards of international be-
haviour - e.g., in the field of human rights;
to collect information about and tô stimu-
late economic and social co-operation,
particularly through technical and other
forms of assistance; and to act as a forum
for international discussion and debate.
Each session of the General Assembly, of
course, helps to implement this fourth
function, though some sessions have come
close to deadlock because of disagreement
about the rules of procedure or the mean-
ing of the Charter. The thirty-first session
skirted these dangers and reached agree-
ment on most of its agenda.

In regard to the other three functions,
the success of the session would have to be
judged as only modest. The Assembly is
not primarily responsible for dispute-set-
tlement, a job that belongs to the Security
Council. But it can sometimes facilitate
negotiations or point the way to a solution.
For example, by giving the Secretary-
General a mandate to explore the basis for
a reconvening of the conference on the
Middle East, and by renewed pressure on
South Africa to relinquish its control of
Namibia, it may have helped to move
negotiations along. Disarmament will be
given greater scrutiny and a new attempt
will be made to reach international agree-
ment on ways to stop terrorism. But in
other respects standards of state behaviour
were not noticeably advanced by the ses-
sion. The process will be a long one, given
the deep divisions that exist. Finally, the
issue of better co-operation between rich
and poor countries was left in abeyance.
At least there was no backsliding. The
stakes are enormous and the ideas revolu-
tionary. As in so much that is associated
with the UN, it is to the hearts and minds
of men one must look for solutions rather
than to the machinery of co-operation that
is at their disposal if they are ready to
use it.
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With the increasingly preponderant mem- inherent con isni w

bership of the Third World countries in
the United Nations General Assembly and
the Specialized Agencies, these countries
have, by force of numbers, been able to
. concentrate the attention of the UN on
isssues of concern to them. A degree of
disenchantment with these developments
has set in amongst Canadians, some of
whom question whether the UN can con-
tinue to be an effective and useful means
for international co-operation in the in-
terests of all member states, developed as
well as developing. Under Article 13 of the
Charter, one of the basic tasks of the UN
General Assembly is to initiate studies-and
make recommendations for the purpose of
"encouraging the progressive development
of international law and its codification".
It is legitimate to ask how well the UN
has discharged this responsibility. The
following is an attempt to draw up a kind
of balance-sheet of successes and failures
in UN lawmaking activities, as seen from
a Canadian viewpoint.

It is clear from recent General Assem-
bly debates that the climate has been
unfavourable to the development of inter-
national law in certain areas. Where a
majority of members are preoccupied with
political disputes it may be difficult to
sustain the balanced, long-range approach
necessary for the development of rules that
are workable and broadly acceptable. The
outcome of debate on several lawmaking
efforts.has reflected political perceptions

Mr. Wang is Director of the Legal
Operations Division in the Department of
External Affairs. He was called to the
Quebec Bar in 1958, and joined the
Department of External A f f airs shortly
afterwards. He has served in numerous
positions at home and abroad. Mr. Stan-
ford is also a lawyer, and is a member of
the Alberta Bar. He is Director of the
Department's Legal Advisory Division.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the authors.
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the .hostage-taking committee

however, somewhat more hopeful,
its mandate is better focused
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s would not support such a sweeping
rmong trc i5m is a fact of international - life

in i^t stat^es have resisted efforts to broaden
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Ther( 4
the 'Court and have shown great reluc-

any i^cë to refer their disputes to it.
gainst 'ln rùany areas, nevertheless, the UN
port M. played a dynamic and innovatory role
sition coritritiuting to a stable world order

regariFough the progressive development of
ganizat^érnaticinal law. This role has been most
nts. dent where states have come to recog-

at tbEre a,rowing sense of interdependence -
int to r examhle, on the need for rational man-
ites to [T ment and conservation of the earth's
iternatic^ources and on the development of an
erms aftenfaticinal economic system leading to

)be pi" Tlié Li N Conference on the Law of the
ta has been working out a new legal

a West,,,im, fo'r man's use of the oceans, de-
;t sessie.méd to be practical, equitable and

commlt,ponsivé to current needs and realities.
an inte e range and complexity of the issues at
ing ofb _-é arel) probably unprecedented and a
it is the céssful outcome is by no means certain,
mittee opite géneral recognition that full ac-

met o nt .^]iduld be taken of the aspirations
reach g (he cleveloping countries to benefit from
tionaI résources of the oceans.
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A si^ificant aspect of the Law of the

d comm^t? Çor^ference has been the important
of the^é play-éd in the negotiating process by a

do^
ich Can'^
ress:

E1 ér of special-interest groups that,
Ithe variety of interests at play,

er from traditional political, geographic

and economic alliances. For example, on
issues of the preservation of the marine
environment, the "coastal-state group",
which includes both developing countries
and developed countries such as Canada,
has taken positions at odds with positions
advanced by the "major.maritime powers".
On many issues, the developing countries
have taken a common stand, while on
others there have been differences between
those countries that are "coastal states"
and those that are "landlocked" or "geo-
graphically-disadvantaged".

The extent to which vital national in-
terests are involved and the difficulty of
gauging support on the many interrelated
issues has led to the realization that, to be
effective, a treaty must command not just
majority support but broad general sup-
port. As a result, the conference, rules of
procedure provide for voting only as a last
resort. The conference is trying to put
together a "package" so that a consensus
can be reached on the treaty as a whole.
Although it is unlikely that any country
will be satisfied on all issues, it is hoped
that by 1978 solutions will have been
reached on the most important issues still
confronting the conference.

The conference has already achieved
broad agreement on revolutionary new
legal conceptions such as the 200-mile
"economic zone", in which the coastal state
will exercise specific types of jurisdiction,
and the "common heritage of mankind",
applicable to the international seabed area
beyond national jurisdiction. These con-
ceptions, in which duties go hand-in-hand
with new rights, are based on principles of
equity rather than power, and will form
the basis of the new constitution for the
seas. Even as the negotiations continue,
emerging principles of international law
have gained wide acceptance and have
been translated into state practice. For
example, Canada and a number of other
countries have recently taken action to
assert exclusive fisheries jurisdictions of
200 miles on the basis of ideas developed
at the conference. Whether or not the in-
ternational community is successful in the
near future in completing the negotiations,
it is clear that the law of the sea will never
return to the unsatisfactory state it was in
before 1967, when` the United Nations
launched the precursor of the third UN
Law of the Sea Conference.

Outer space
The progressive development of the law of
outer space is another area in which the
UN has played a major role, primarily
through its Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space. This Committee, of

Law of the Sea
Con f erence
in search of
consensus



No agreement
on exploitation
of the moon's
resources

Uses of Outer Space will seek to reach a
consensus on themainoutstanding issue
of the extent to which the consent or
which Canada is a member, has success-
fully drafted four international conven-
tions on outer space covering: the legal
principles that will govern the use of outer
space; the rescue and return of astronauts
and the return of space objects; interna-
tional liability for damage caused by space
objects; and the registration of objects
launched into outer space. That agreement
has been possible on such a wide range of
issues is largely due to the growing sense
of interdependence among states and a
realization of common concerns that the
UN has helped to foster. The committee
has now turned its. attention to three
priority subjects: a draft treaty concerning
the moon; the legal implications of
"remote-sensing" of the earth from space;
and the elaboration of principles to govern
direct broadcasting by satellites. With
respect to the draft moon treaty, there has
been little progress, primarily because
there has been no agreement as yet on a
regime for exploitation of the moon's re-
sources. There continues to be basic differ-
ences between those countries that believe
the resources of the moon should be
treated as the "common heritage of man-
kind" and those that do not wish to place
undue international legal restrictions on
research and unforeseen future prospects
for exploitation of the moon's resources.

While considerable progress has been
made in the elaboration of legal principles
to govern remote-sensing of the earth from
space, there is still disagreement on the
legal rights, if any, a "sensed" state should
possess to protect itself from acquisition
and release of information acquired by a
"sensing" state that might be detrimental
to the interests of the sensed state.

There has also been considerable
progress in developing principles to govern
direct television broadcasting from satel-
lites. This year, the Legal Sub-Committee
of the UN Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space will seek to reach
a consensus on the main outstanding issue
of the extent to which the consent or
agreement of a state is a necessary pre-
requisite to the establishment of direct
television broadcasting services from satel-
lites. If this issue can be satisfactorily re-
solved, it should prove possible to draft
an agreement containing a full set of
principles respecting direct broadcasting
from satellites.

The shift in focus at the UN towards
North-South development issues has also
made itself felt in UN lawmaking activi-
ties. Negotiation of the Declaration on

Human Rights of the sixth spec^,i
Assembly and, shortly thereaftéé tliï
Charter of Economic Rights apV-d
of States, disclosed a sharp c1iVe1V C^
views between developed and _dE;.objë
countries on the law relating to E, Edeal N
ty over natural resources, controlr^ as .
national enterprises and compe^ ^̂ ^̀,^ 3tiô
nationalized property - all issu ^ ble it
directly upon the treatment of^ew i:
investment. n ds o;

The transfer of capital andte&ljus
to developing countries, which fl tk
portant UN aim, will require large lÿ r .
of foreign investment in developi^u^
tries by developed-country inves, be
legal regime governing both the h^ties
and conduct of this investmeJ-to d
therefore, be one of the corner-stou^
future international economic stn^^

ifiCat.

on

The fundamental difîerencesOP-G 6'
revealed in the negotiation of the?41d, °
tion and the Economic Charter^
called into question the very en}
customary international law âpp
the treatment of foreign investme
subsequent two years, howei
rather sterile, doctrinaire stan^^
been followed by evidence - at th
special session, the CIEC and e
of a willingness to achieve ecor €
velopment objectives by seeking,IT,
solutions to problems rather tha F
bating doctrine (which may, ne v,.
continue to be strongly adhered f^ ^apf

Foreign investment
The need for foreign investment No%
possible the achievement of econ • on
velopment is obvious. That this inçitëd T

will not take place without the tn^al

offered by an accepted set of basic dings
rules" is equally obvious. The evéTs

of the 1974 Declaration and Char^tion.

gests that, at this stage, the evol, ûld b

modern international law of forei emon
wii,5ment for, development may have tu

upon bilateral state practice in t1ieE acti
investment agreements and the nplme
both procedural and substanti^ly: fc
these agreements provide for fgatii
investment disputes. But ever"ist?t
quickly. Increasing awareness b+on
ing countries of the need fora
foreign capital markets, and aw
capital of the need to conform %`oul
tribute to host-government deE?^ w^^

objectives, may be expected to ^rént
the political will necessary to (ler,
agreement on the "ground-rules" (̀ ^ ThE

process occurs, the potential for s^gnal

multilateral negotiation of a 1eg-ratio

for foreign investment will increa^' ,^t!
cantly, and it may then become PQnt' ^



,h speciw
hereaftQ difficult issues of international
ghts and^ ^at defied solution in 1974.
trp divéi^ ada's demonstrated support for
l and dE' ob j ee^ives of the UN's present efforts
;ing to E(Edeal `vith world economic disparity, as

controltR as i^ continuing experience in the

compe atio of foreign investment, should

ll issuesâble it,lo contribute to the development

ment of6ew international law to meet the de-
^nds of the world community for greater

al andt^ial jusfice.
which i^.. -fltheT areas of international law are

ire large .' Îÿ e for further development. For

developï?u it will be increasingly important

ry inves^ be =sélective in seeking out oppor-

ith the hl?tles to build on past achievement,
svestmeJ-.to çliôose subjects for development or

rner-stoe•.hf cati(n where there is likely to be

)mic stn+"on nround for all the major interest
`erencesO* at^ the UN. A selective approach

n of the?llld, of^c€ ourse, recognize the importance

Charter ^
very exi,}
law âpplirtited.Naçtlpng
avestme,

of the UN forum for dealing with problems
of a global character, as well as alternative
means of international co-operation be-
tween regional or like-minded states. The

increasing attention given to political and

doctrinal disputes within the UN and the

frustration of hopes for the compulsory
adjudicatory process should not be al-

lowed to obscure the widespread recogni-

tion among states of the importance of the

lawmaking process and the expanding
prospects for its further development.

Creation of international law, whether
customary or conventional, is of necessity

complex and laborious, and at times pain-

fully slow, but the United Nations has,

where common interests are identified,

proved remarkably adept at developing

and codifying in a progressive way most of

the known legal standards of our day.

^re st^^e; suring progress
atth ^

and eLse, ^ake of Nairobi meetingecor g

seeking z _
ther tha
say, nev,. Idh d ff Napoleon LeBlanc
L ere

estment ! November 4, 1976, the nineteenth
of econ ^"Qn of the General Conference of the

it this inç^tëd Nations Educational, Scientific and
iout the^tural Organization suspended its pro-
of basic dings n order to celebrate the thirtieth
. The eniversary of the founding of the Organ-
and Chation. This anniversary, it was felt,
the ev6nld bemarked by dignified yet colourful
of foreig`emony: The great hall of Kenyatta Cen-

ry have Y^-,wis the setting for speeches in which
;ice in th4 3ctivities of the Organization were
md the jrnined; retrospectively and prospec-
;ubstantiflY for: the benefit of members of the
de for ^f^gations of the 140 member states and
ut even^`` staff of the Secretariat. This solemn
eness by^?on was followed by a dazzling spec-
ed for ?le that brought to the forefront the
ind awa^me55 of African culture and revealed
onform -^ soul ^f the Kenyan people. The occa-
ient deW?^ w^L'^ a moving testimony to the reality

cted to erént in the dream of UNESCO's
-sary toders.

id-rules" The iorerunner of UNESCO was the
tial for sle€natir,nal Institute of Intellectual Co-
of a leg^ of the League of Nations. The
ill increa°' ; te consisted of intellectuals and
ecome p'Qnt'sts who believed that the prerequi-

site for lasting peace was continuous intel-
lectual co-operation. It may seem para-
doxical that the founding of UNESCO, the
heir to the ideas of the Institute, was the
result of a political act on the part of some
44 states that met in London in 1945.
These states entrusted to the new agency
the task of promoting, on an international
scale, the formation of functional relations
between the member states. The purpose
was to promote intellectual co-operation in
education, science and culture in order to
guarantee the free exercise of human rights
and. to contribute towards laying the
groundwork for a just and lasting peace.

Mr. LeBlanc is Laval University's Director
for the Promotion of Education. A mem-
ber of the Canadian Commission for
UNESCO, he was the Commission's
president from 1967 to 1972. He has been
on the Canadian delegation to each of
the past five UNESCO General Confer-
ences and was a member of that
organization's Executive Council from
1970 to 1974. The views expressed here
are those of Mr. LeBlanc.

Importance
of lawmaking
has been widely
recognized



As indicated in the preamble to its ing the distance signifies progrE,'
constitution, the goals of UNESCO were: wards the future. Thereis no

to give fresh _ impetus to education and in the reverse direction. Howevet;
the s read of science ing with distance in time the

to contri ute to e conservation, a- e roug o p ay; as
^o ° eteen

vancement and dissemination of knowledge: ao back and . look not only at

b th d
b b ht mt 1 this mvi

a point in the present is taken, and cover- ters of the United Nations Secretassecon
In order to measure distance in space, the facts that Nairobi was the h4ce's "t,

we measure the former? As early as the spring of 1974, in^s the

This; of course, is an experimental proce- ceding ones and briefly egamr` ms ü
dure, and a venturesome one at that, which characteristics and the results of the ,
gives rise to the following questions: can deavours. Finally, we shall look r s}ate
the conception of distance in terms of time ada's participation in UNESCO t,SC(
be approached in the same manner as this period pari,.;
distance in space? There are technical The
means of measuring the latter; how should Why Nairobi? m Qc

ideologies, cultures, beliefs and so on. an assessment of what it is doing6ya's
These data ; provide us with reference- keeping in mind the ideals that ]a^^1er.
points that enable us to go beyond simple founding. To do this, we must
chronology and measure how far UNESCO nineteenth session of the Generte rise=
has come in terms of `temporal" distance. ference in Nairobi in relation to ye cons

tance of the diversity of political systems, cannot take stock of UNESCO ar,^:- On^
international co-operation based on accep- Nevertheless, there is no reason ^;rit's

UNESCO and the large number of states o us an its activi ies are oo ïranop^ tl
that have joined it to share its mission of lend themselves to a satisfactory^^;the at

the rate of geograp cal egpansion o empor s nce. is n^,e^liE

knowledge and understanding among of the past as well, thereby enabli^,-

peoples.' find a deeper meaning. t;C3p'
- drecte^r-

The statistics in the table below and There is danger in attemp;^neral .
the notes accompanying them illustrate measure-UNESCO s progress in

"
^sion

hi f t al" di t UNESCO

to employ thesemeans to create mutual happening in the present but at th ^w^11T^ë

!d its +

Distribution of UNESCO member states by geographical region(i)
d mad
tes. 11

^i broï
Years

1946 1947 1948 1954 1956
Regions élizi in

Asia:

Eastern Europe (Gr. II) 7 9 nched
^tion

Latin America (Gr. III) 7 12 14 18 20 ^ent,
ininn^ 1

Asia (Gr. IV) 3 3 5 17 17 rlcPellc

Europe (Gr. I) 13 15 18 20 22 at LlN
^omati[

Africa (Gr. V) (2) 4 4 5 8 12

Total 27 34 42 70 80

ammo

tie nin

aracte

^4ion5:

-ie Cen

}mesen
WThis table was prepared using the grouping of member states established by the General CO- the (

at its fifteenth session for the purpose of elections to the Executive Board, and the list of inK
^^5' of

states as of November 20, 1976. Group I, therefore, includes Australia and New Zealand, 4
the purposes of the UNESCO program, have been included since 1974 in the Asian and 0 ' r'^tati

region. In addition, since that year, Canada and the United States have been part of the Eu Iegatt.:
region, which also includes Israel (since 1976) and the countries of Eastern Europe. ltatior

(2) Between 1946 and 1956, the African membership, with the exception of Liberia, consisted en PStabi
UNESCO's Arab member states. it anc3

(3)When UNESCO has been advised as to Angola's having deposited the instrument of its aue , ()n }^
of the Convention, the African group will include 54 member countries, or 36.8 per cent ofd,11 eFal
member states. This will raise the number of member states to 141.

Thf
(4)The countries in the Asian group, with those in the African group, represent a total of 75 a<<nd ent

or 53.6 per cent of all member states, and over 64 per cent of the world's population.
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progrE^
3 no
)wever,
the pa

I's aoF eteenth session of its General Con-
dy at ^ence in Nairobi.
zt at thE Th"elelection of Mr. A. M. M'Bow, an

enab^-
1C

to the important position of3n,

attemp^ ^r I= Conference atvEhe Oe,ight enth
ess m;:^sion in Paris from October 17 to

5^0 ^1'^i^,ernlior 23, 1974, no doubt created

00 Non^ the delegations a climate favourable
^ctory athe ac;ceptance of the Kenyan Govern-
reason n f s inwtation.
SCO av Qn the advice-of the Executive Board,
is doing` nya's invitation was accepted on No-
that 1¢^nI,E r 21. Thus a practice that had not

must pn I ijbs erved for 20 years was resumed.
Gener ^ rise in the number of member states,

ion to construction of spacious conference-
e% hIS in UNESCO's own headquarters

;ults of the absence of invitations from mem-
I look st^ltês had for two decades induced
JESCO I,SC(} to hold its ordinary sessions

vrronment Program and that it had
ed4.^' , weli-equipped conference centre,
C, cvernment of Kenya had extended

,nvitation to UNESCO to hold the

ni October 25 to November 30, 1976,
The üineteenth session in Nairobi, held

Paris.

974, in s the Iast lap in the General Confer-
the h ce's '`tôur" of the continents. By holding
Secret^second session in Mexico City in 1947

pcI its éighth in Montevideo in 1954, it

n(i)
#d mad^ contact with the Latin American
ates. Its third session, in Beirut in 1948,
d br^^ ^ght it into contact with the Arab

56

9

0

7

nntne--;, while its nmth session, in New
lhi in1956, had established its presence
Asia: Moreover, it was, in New Delhi

II at II NrSCO's first major project for the
omciiiôn of East-West understanding was
unched. At Nairobi in 1976, the Organ-
tion paid a visit to the African con-

^ent, Nbhose emerging states had been
ning UNESCO as soon as they gained
lependence.

2 amrnon characteristics
__2e nineteenth session had a number of

aracteristics in common with all earlier
0 issions:. It should first be recalled that

C;enéral Conference consists of "the
^irçse.ntatives of the States members
neral Cn^ the Organization". However, it is theist of me t^ f^
land> 4, S

,
the government of each mem-

and Oc^r statd to appoint "not more than five
if the Ea rgates, who shall be selected after côn-

^sisted eA

c andlcultural bodies". These delegates

tationi with the National Commission,
estabtished, or with educational, scien-

f its aco^-, on }}ehalf of their governments in the
cent ofa^rlera1 Conference.

IF! General Conference is an inde-of 75 C^n 6ent organ, which, at its ordinary^. ,

biennial sessions, "determine[s] the pol-
icies and the main lines of work of the
Organization" and "take[s] decision on
programs submitted to it by the Executive
Board". It also `approve[s] and give[s] final
effect to the budget and to the apportion-
ment of financial responsibility among the
States members of the Organization", sub-
ject to arrangements with the General
Assembly of the United Nations. These
.are the functions the General Conference
performs at each of its sessions, no matter
where they are held; most of the items on
the agenda revolve round them.

In principle, the UNESCO General
Conference provides the ideal time and
place for a genuine "dialogue" among the
delegations of the member states for the
purpose of reconciling national interests,
which are quite often divergent,l and are
sometimes opposed, on the basis of the
objectives of mutual understanding, inter-
national peace and the common welfare of
mankind, as proclaimed in the Organiza-
tion's charter. This exchange does, in fact,
occur despite the rough ground (because
of. politicization) that must be covered,
which detracts from the real work accom-
plished to the point where credibility is
compromised.

It certainly appears that previous
conferences - beginning, in fact, with the
inception of UNESCO - were not spared
these difficulties. Jacques Maritain no
doubt had an intuition of this when he
made the following statement at the
second session of the General Conference
in 1947 in Mexico City:

[. ..I because the end purpose of
UNESCO is a practical one, agreement
between minds can be reached sponta-
neously, not on the basis of a practical
idea, not on the affirmation of one and
the same conception of the world, of man
and of knowledge, but upon the affirma-
tion of a single body of convictions
governing action. This is little enough,
no doubt, but it is the last remaining
fortress where minds can meet.* Hence
it justifies the undertaking of a great
task, and we shall have achieved much
if.we can attain awareness of our com-
mon practical convictions.

If there was a basis for such observa-
tions in 1947, when there were only 34

member states in UNESCO, how much

more basis was there in 1976, when

UNESCO had 140 member states and

when, as a result, the balance of

power within the General Conference had

changed so radically.

Since 1958, the delegations that have
assembléd for the sessions of the General

Reconciliation
of national
interests



Opportunity
to identify
common aims

Conference have not necessarily consti-
tuted a homogeneous group, owmg to tne

diversity of their views on the world, on
mankind, on knowledge, freedom and de-
mocracy, and even on peace. This diversity
and other factors such as tension and
conflict and unequal development of
member states give rise to numerous di-

vergences, which can lead to harsh ex-
changes during debate, causing the ma-
jority to arrive at decisions that are un-
fortunate for member states individually

and as a group.
An observer would probably conclude

that UNESCO was losing sight of its true
calling.. On the surface this seems true,
but it seems less so if it is admitted that
UNESCO not only can but does provide

its member states with an opportunity to
"invent a concrete set of beliefs", not for
the purpose of denying these tensions and
conflicts but in order to go beyond them
and to identify common aims in the
achievement of which all might co-operate.

Ever since the initial sessions of the
General Conference, UNESCO has, more
or less intentionally, been inviting the
member states to formulate such a set of
beliefs and to put them into practice in

their working methods. The nineteenth
session in Nairobi continued along this
path. The General Conference had planned
to come to a decision on the draft program
for the 1977-78 biennium and to give final
approval to the corresponding budget,
proposed by the Director-General. Also on
the agenda was the examination of a
number of Executive Board reports and
others prepared by the Director-General
on questions arising from specific decisions
made in previous sessions. In addition,
there were decisions to be made concern-
ing draft recommendations to the member
states and international conventions to be
ratified by the member states in accor-
dance with the procedures for each instru-
ment, as specified in the constitution and
regulations of the Organization.

Key functions
Such normative activities are among
the key functions of UNESCO and the
General Conference, so far as the attain-
ment of their objectives is concerned. For
example, the General Conference approved
a recommendation to member states
on the development of adult education.
This recommendation was the result of
three non-governmental conferences on
adult education - in 1949, 1960 and
1972 -, studies on the technical and legal
aspects of the project, consultations with

member states, and an intergovernmental
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conference of egperts to coq ^L'
draft submitted for egaminatiopç lts
General Conference. As a furthe,,V of
in the regional context, there
Regional Convention on the lie
of Studies, Diplomas and De E tfieWA
Higher Education in Latin AmFU
the Caribbean, signed by Mexico . tioï
This instrument gave concrete fr,r `- LTh'
hypothesis that had been ah 'E`:, lish
some ministers of education ecd
countries of the region - that K°= the
one day be possible, with the t In
UNESCO, to "promote the joiA}Éornm^
available educational resources bpLe, t]
their training institutions at tha^llp t^
of the integral development of
peoples in the region". Work is ab;
way in other regions with the ss

ad
cip]

in mind. aii€
A

In addition to this statutorr to
the nineteenth session-of the Gen Ont

ference in Nairobi contained
elements: a draft medium-terr
1982) plan based on problem a
the establishment of a drafting ^
tiation group.

A

p

tiél

drà
-ar

the

The draft medium-term plan .
the General Conference with ar E. e'g
ment devised in accordance witij lati
method by which it could fuIly a^:
constitutional responsibility ^^r14ecI'
mine "the policies and the m'-^hé 5
of work of the Organization" so t^1uiT'
preparation of future biennial1, , 10nh
by the Director-General was w,,_ ia4
Here we need only mention Qmen
General Conference was able to rD°e e

^t th<
opinion on the ten problems that h
examined because of their import^°
the future of mankind, on the t ç^`^`Ceortsl
tives accompanying them and oLPVent
ative amounts of money to be a^ngI

,nfor the activities of programs P4,
with a view to attaining these ob;,uld

To the drafting and negotiati^^F brïî
fell the task of deadening the overl^ur-,g
the inevitable "political jockeyn^ Ab
takes place in the sessions of the i` tribi
Conference and was referred to bf e, ti
Huxley, UNESCO's first Director• avs
in his memoirs. The creation of t(ls
was meant to control the chain ^"n f,
set off by the debates rather ^nad;
prevent the debates themselves. en

This fairly representative gro!A - ori

posed of heads of delegations, was" the
the task of preparing, for the Rno
sessions of the conference, dr^ Sllt,
tions on the following points, theit^In
aspects of which generally domuRi cri
proceedings:

I



;o çomP ^ CO's contribution to peace and

minatiop its éltities so far as the promotion

furthei,^ of hiiman rights and the elimination

t, thére` "of -colonialism and racism were con-

the Re cern _e''d;
and DeL the -1ong-term program concerning

tin Ameç. UNESCO's peacekeeping contribu-

Mexico . tion;
^crete f(,r`-_UNlli-SCO's contribution to the estab-

en adva E , lishraént of a new international

ation 'ir ecornimic order;
- that K the. 'Second Development Decade.
ith tbe, in addition to the task of preparing
the joiA}Éommé^dations for the General Confer-

)urces bp^é, th _ Conference Bureau gave the

is at tha+llp tfl^task of examining:

ment oi ta dretft statement on the basic prin-

lork is abF. cihles for a widespread public-infor-

th the s. mati©n program to promote peace

and international understanding and

statutorr to fUü^ther the struggle against war-

the Gal,'
tained L"
ium=terr
oblem a
rafting ^

orïeled propaganda, racism and

apartheid ( deferred until the twen-
tieth session on the advice of the
drafting and negotiation group);

= a report on the measures adopted by

the ()rganization concerning the ap-

= plan : plication of Resolution 11.31 of the
with ar É eightéenth General Conference (vio-

rnce ivinj lation, of human rights in Chile).
y a^. Thc. drafting and negotiation group

Ality }o^r1-ed intensively for the entire duration
the mé session on the preparation of draft

ion" so lutior^s for submission to the plenary
iennial1^10ns di the conference, negotiated on

l was cc^hasis^of various proposals introduced
ention l; memher states for resolutions on the

able to ( ove questions. One cannot ignore the
ms thatht thaI; the group succeeded in recon-

ir impor , ° divergent viewpoints, arriving at
on the 4^.`^'çEact^iry compromises, and sometimes

iconsen'sus. Its main contribution was in
a and oLPventing unduly-emotional interventions
r to be â.Ting proceedings of the plenary sessions.
°€narns i'fien nëcessary, the group chairman
these ob;,uld pr^)pose the suspension of a session

negotia6iF brin 6i about improved co-operation;
; the over^ong, the parties.

jockeyir Althpugh it is too early to assess its
ns of thei` tribution to the work of the confer-

rred to bl e, thq group has shown that there is

Director• _ aYs a' "last remaining fortress where

tion of t ds coin meet". This is a worthwhile
on for, the future.e chain ^,

rather ^nada and UNESCO
rnselvea ^cn, ()II

November 19 , 1946 , the first
,ative gro!A^on

c^i the General Conference opened
ions, was"'thé

rand amphitheatre of the Sor-
for the `in Paris , Canada was one of the

ice, ^ORnt̂ates!that had already deposited their
)ints, thejtrnn1ernts

of acceptance of the conven-
illy domvP,

créaating the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

tion, which was adopted in London on
November 16, 1945. At the close of this
session, the head of the Canadian dele-
gation was elected to the Executive Board,
in his personal capacity, as stipulated in
the convention, for a five-year term. He
was subsequently elected chairman of the
Board for 1946-47. In November 1976 in
Nairobi, the members of the Canadian
delegation worked with members of the
delegations representing the governments
of the other 139 member states.

As an original member, Canada has
been able to watch the Organization de-
velop. In the beginning, at least until
1951-52, the participation of the Canadian
Government was rather cautious, as it
observed with quiet sympathy and interest
the actual emergence of this new organ-

ization. Would it be a debating society?
An assembly of dreamers? Or would it be
an agency for realistic planning and the
promotion of effective international co-
operation among member states? In the
view of many member states, including
Canada, the activities proposed at the
conference by the Directors-General of
that period did not always warrant the
size of the budgets introduced for them.
In this period of its relations with
UNESCO, Canada seems to have decided
to discourage any unduly abstract abstrac-
tions. However, even if it did not approve
of the proposed budgets, nevertheless, at
the end of debate, Canada complied with
the majority decision of the General
Conference and promptly paid its annual
contribution to the budget.

Massey Commission
In 1949, the Government formed the
Royal Commission on National Develop-
ment in the Arts, Letters and Sciences in
Canada, adding to its terms of reference
the task of examining Canada's relations
with UNESCO. In their report, published
in 1951, the Commissioners devoted a
chapter to a discussion of the relations
between Canada and UNESCO and of the
advisability of creating a national com-
mission for UNESCO. Of all the matters
assigned to them in their terms of refer-
ence, the Commissioners found this "the
most difficult and complex".

The Massey Commission studied
UNESCO's constitution and analysed the
opinions, most of which were highly crit-
ical, that had been expressed in reviews
on international issues written by impor-
tant people who were familiar with
UNESCO's activities. The Commissioners
also analysed the statements made by

Cautious
Canadian
participation



representatives of member states during
sessions of the General Conference. When
they were finished, they were unable to
present an attractive picture of UNESCO.
However, they conceded that:

These criticisms point perhaps too
harshly at the weakness of an organ-
ization which ... is striving to revive ...
one of the ... finest spiritual traditions
of Western Europe: that mutual under-
standing and sympathy is a.moral obli-
gation laid on all rational beings and
that the fulfilment of this obligation can
be an important contribution to inter-
national goodwill and harmony.

In addition, the Commissioners be-
lieved that "an honest recognition of the
causes of weakness in this important or-
ganization must bring home - to every
thoughtful person his obligation to give the
greatest possible support to this cause".

The briefs it received and the public
hearings it held gave the Commission an
indication of the lively interest with which
UNESCO was regarded by some groups in
Canada - namely educators, scientists in
the. exact, natural and social sciences, and
scholars in the humanities. Without excep-
tion, they deplored the lack of adequate
information, which prevented Canadians
from having access to UNESCO publica-
tions or from attending its lectures, con-
ferences or training courses. Basing their
comment on the opinion of the Canadian
Social Science Research Council that
Canada "should implement its membership
as effectively as it could, the Commis-.
sioners concluded:

UNESCO is doing good work, ....
Canada should co-operate more fully ...
and it is undignified for our country to
continue as a quasi-member of this
excellent organization.

Gradual increase
This was the beginning of Canada's active
participation, starting with projects in
education, mass communications, mutual
understanding of cultural values by East
and West and, finally and above all, the
exact and natural sciences and their appli-
cation to specific problems such as arid
zones, the state of hydrology in the world
and man and the biosphere - the latter
two of which have attained a high degree
of scientific maturity and are the object
of world-wide interest. It should be pointed
out that these two programs involve func-

tional participation by the member states
in the UNESCO Secretariat.

Since the inception of the East-West
major project, UNESCO has begun a pro-
gram of cultural studies and promotion.

Canadian particip_ation in t. 1^G.^
stimulated-by the Intergovernuie its in
ference on Cultural Policies, held rdliféj
in 1970. ^coinç'

The Government decisious
uted to this increase in involvea,ya,,
creation within the Canada CrfIn i_77
1958 of the Commission for UNE( `oper
the opening of a permanent U^et ël
delegation in Paris in 1960. Th ^tural
vided the people of Canada ^5at^1
agencies of the departments invol^jU^TL
an opportunity to become more of r^ü
with UNESCO programs and tl per,r
and to participate in defining or r^tfor '
ing these goals when a change
stances made this necessary. QVV vi

Because of the Canadian CoELPk e, ' ru'
the Government of Canada wasnfer
June 1973 and the following au ch
respond substantially to the ^^rclé
General's request for proposals fro^de«;
ber states for the revision of o11 ^
and methods of preparation of tt^l?i1ul
medium-term plans he had to sub^
examination by the General Coi^ r'1Tn.

at its eighteenth session. llYe ,
To complete this review, we^ll 1?c,,

point out that members of Canad^traL
egations have often been called on
in other ways at sessions of the
Conference. Heads of delegations
several occasions been elected vi
ident, and one member has been
president of one of the conference'
commissions. Canada has, been a
of the Conference Bureau, the org
co-ordinates the work done by
ference, at eight of the 19 s
Canadian delegates have been eleË-
other conference organs at 12 s^,Dot,
Finally, Canadians have also beenai
equally important duties in con,
with the progress of the work done^y n;
General Conference, with programTo on)
or with the direction of future pnt^i•rel
as was the case at the seventeen^^,I`, t
eighteenth sessions of the Generlqrisis
ference. From 1968 to 1974, Cana1^cur:
twice represented on the Executiveiice

In gradually contributing more ess I
work of UNESCO, Canada bas ^fi h
definite benefits, though these arf,' In
times difficult to measure. In his L,kin-
to the Director-General on the o0-iwce
the twenty-fifth anniversary of 04"Wm
the . Prime Minister of Canada e^n<'^ '
the sentiments of many CanadiaL IInan
he wrote: ^^^'er

Although the demands of postwi"^ilI
nomic reconstruction somewhateTü'ra9
the prestige of UNESCO, the Qi''
tion nevertheless succeeded >in ^1i es

L,ï:
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co,nci^e with those to which my country
ecisions tlac,hés the highest importance.
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iada Cc ^Tin i7NFSCO's co-operative research and
r UNE^peraional programs concerning the

r.nent U^de^^ecil^ment of the Third World, cul-

960. Th ^{,lral ' ,expansion and communication

anada d5 telli^es. . . It is obvious that

its indolUNLSCO's deepest concern is the future
ie more ôf r^ the all-round development of his

and tb er,on^ality and his harmonious integra-
ning or ipL iA the surrounding world.
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nFerence has opened new vistas. Inas-

ch a s they are aware of their obvious
erdrppndence, member states will have
clevisel new methods by which they can

with the greatest possible respect

hitl inân rights, minorities and cultures.
A to sut^s ^villi be a difficult but not impossible
ieral Cos^rnin;•'sprocess. In this connection, be-

;',e of] its domestic situation, Canada
view wo'I be in a privileged position if it dem-
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another's viewpoint that is required before
mutual understanding can exist.

There is also a need for a second

learning process: recognizing the new
situations emerging from the dynamics of
international life, being prepared to accept
the contributions of ancient cultures that
are being revived and recognizing the his-
torical indebtedness of the Western tradi-
tion to those cultures.

In conclusion, Canada must continue
to guarantee the autonomy of UNESCO,
and even to strengthen it so that the inter-
governmental co-operation aspect of its
program may be enriched. We must, there-
fore, examine UNESCO's programs not
only from a Canadian viewpoint but from
an impartial and truly international one
as well. Only this approach will give effect
to the statement made by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs to the members
of the Canadian Commission on April 2,

1976:
... Since its beginning, Canada has
firmly supported UNESCO and con-
tinues to do so . . . . Of all the UN
Specialized Agencies, UNESCO perhaps
reaches deepest into Canada's grass

roots.

irne of testing at hand
►ne byr^r the Fifth Republic
ie 19
been e1e
at 12 s^Donald N. Baker

so beena
in conl

'ork done6y nation that has had five republics,
-

program ^, ^.,,lpi;res, three monarchies, and several
itture pnrre;;nums in less than two centuries is
eventeen ^ 1^^ to inspire regular speculation that a
e General•risis ql' regime" is imminent. Caveat
74, Cana^ler: 1Iowever, there are some signs that
P,xecutive6nc.e i,, currently entering a period of
ting mouiess i,hat may test the flexibility of the
da has Tif }, heimblic to the utmost.
these ars' Institutionallÿ, the growing strain is

In hism,kin'^, fhe form of an increasing tension
i the occ^314cenAthe President and the National
ry of UN:^sé^^lbl^. France has an "imperial Presi-
inada Tailor-made for General de Gaulle,
,anacannan of singular credentials called to

wcr in the midst of national crisis, the
of posoesirlency is rooted in direct universal

mewbate,1I1'ai;e and provides for seven-year terms.
3, the 044" President names governments, dis-
eded >in tjl^ ^' ^ he National Assembly, makes

foreign policy, initiates legislation and
possesses sweeping emergency powers. In
practice, the political conditions of the
regime have been such that no President
has had to contend with an unsympathetic
parliament. Accordingly, the lines of de-
marcation between parliamentary and
Presidential powers have yet to be deter-
mined under more adverse conditions.

Developments within the last few
months suggest that a time of testing for

Dr. Baker is visiting Pro f essor of History
at Simon Fraser University, on leave from
the University of Waterloo. His area of
specialization is the recent history of
France, and he has published a number of
articles on related subjects. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Pro f essor Baker.
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both parliament and President is at hand.
Political sentiments and political forces
have begun to polarize. On the one side,
the Socialist-Communist alliance known
as the Common Front has grown steadily
and impressively in support, according to
opinion polls, to the point where a Common
Front victory in the next legislative elec-
tions, which must be held by March 1978,
is not inconceivable. On the other hand,
the Gaullist party has been reinvigorated
and reorganized under the charismatic
leadership of Jacques Chirac and has
begun to mark its distance from the
Government of President Valéry Giscard

d'Estaing, who can command the sure
loyalty of only a small band of Centrist
deputies led by his Independent Republi-
can Party. To be sure, the Gaullists have
not yet broken formally with the Centre,
but there is good reason to think that the
present Centre-Right alliance, may not
survive until the spring of 1978. There is
even better reason to conclude that Giscard
will not be able to improve the situation of
the Centre either before the elections or as

a result of them.
In sum, it now appears that Giscard

will, in the near future, be the first Presi-
dent to confront an unsympathetic, if not
hostile, parliamentary majority. To govern

effectively, he will need to enter into
serious bargaining with either the Gaullists
or the Common Front. However, it also
appears that both those groups regard him
as vulnerable, and neither is likely to do
more than a bare minimum to keep his
Government alive. The chances are that
the Left and the Right will try to
manoeuvre Giscard into calling an early
Presidential election (by stalemating him
in parliament) or, at the very least, to
discredit him as an effective alternative for
the Presidential elections scheduled for

1981.

Long history
Giscard's awkward relations with the

Gaullists go back a long way. He first rose
to prominence in 1962, when he led part of
the Independent Republican Party into
the Gaullist coalition in the National As-
sembly, thus providing the Gaullists with
what was necessary support at that junc-
ture. In reward, Giscard was given Cabinet
posts by both de Gaulle and Pompidou.
However, Giscard always kept a formal
distance from the Gaullists. He refused to
merge his party with theirs, despite re-

peated urging, and, inter alia, he opposed
the 1969 plebiscite that led General de
Gaulle to abandon power. For the Gaullist

purs et durs, Giscard's career has been
characterized by expediency. If he man-
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aged to win the Presidency in 19
Pompidou's death; it was only be
Gaullist candidates cancelled e,
out in the crucial round, leaving
leading "majority" candidate, not
the Gaullists wanted him. That héE
as winner by the narrowest of ma
the Common Front's François k^
in the second round was'due in p
influence of Jacques Chirac, a
young Gaullist, in rallying the
Gaullists to his side.

His election as President did-i
Giscard's ambiguous relations
Gaullists. Just over a year bef^
Presidential election, in March
parliamentary elections had pro&.
"Presidential majority" consistingrt
170 Gaullists, some 70 Indepen^
publicans, and 40 to 60 more Radi4'Oa,r,o`
Christian Democrats. To govern,
clearly needed to have the support tent
Gaullist group in the National isem,
This he secured by making Chirae iïüc ^
Minister and by inviting a n vlnt
Gaullists to join his Cabinet. led

For a while, Giscard's fresh pârIia^
style obscured the essential reality,^éciv^►i
was that, in relying on the Gaul^ropu,
had to postpone his efforts to cTt ^yaz
"vital Centre" dedicated to his ownn
of "advanced liberalism". In the pad^t °si
however, it has become increasinglyPent b
that his reliance on the GaulIists bannchëI
them a powerful restraint on his p^gFr
sive liberalism. When he proposeda ^rd^
capital-gains tag, for example, his'É
into such a storm of Gâullist protAtiina
it had to be dropped. The Gaullisf^ J?re.
benchers are also growing incre#; ,In u
obstreperous in foreign policy, Prf call

41threatening to veto some of his ini 1»L
Thus Giscard's advanced liberal;.,,^ "II
come increasingly to seem merely a p^len`

of rhetorical form rather than of p^af, t,hE

substance. Even those who wish tosy^.e llej
him are tending to set; him increasUbr^
well-intentioned but ineffectual.

Chirac served as Prime N l̀inistFj ^11oti5
May 1974 to August 26, 1976. A ^s 1io1

administrator with no special vishuld 1

program of his own, but posse^)'"-"^ ,
vigorous and authoritarian personal 1il i,l
he took advantage of his office to ht^SCd

Gaullist Party under his personalie.
With Yves Guéna, the General Se^

he brought forward a youngeT
of leaders and pushed the "baro" ^'tic^^
Gaullism - Michel Debré, Couve ''^^`r

ville and Chaban-Delmas - into ha?me<h
W COfl

positions.
By early 1976, Chirac and b^J°

leagues apparently concluded thati
Pr^

was too soft and toto preyé,
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re Radir^mmon Front from winning the next
govern, iti`-e elections. Moreover, some very

support tépll'ous issues lay ahead: Government
ional A& ^^^ were recommending strong eco-
g Chirac "'Ic medicine to combat inflation; the

a num^,Nv jntérnational Monetary Fund statutes
et. v(^lei parliamentary approval; and the
3 fresh ^rIiamént aLso needed to approve a
il realitykechanism for direct elections to the
ie Ga `vrop^n Parliament. The Chiracians did
As t^t wan^ to take the blame for the bitter
^ his owE^ca rnedicine and knew that both the
n ihe pa^I stâtutes and the European Parlia-
easinglykint were red flags to Gaullist back-
ullists hancliers. Deciding that he could no

ger "play both ends against the middle",on his pp
oposedahirâc decided to force things to a head.
ple, his' E ;
ist prot^ltslna.tum

Gautlisf^ 1?resented Giscard with what amounted
ng incres: ?n ultimatum. He asked the President
)olicy, p,^ ca11 early parliamentary elections and to
I his ini6it hi0r organize the campaign for the en-

liber fie "nlâjority", including Giscard's Inde-
mdent Republicans. His argument wasmerely a

;han of
wish to

at the Government should take the initia-
e bef^re the Common Front gained any

increasir^rc und in the public-opinion polls and

ctuaL ^fo're any bitter economic pills had to be
ie yli6}(j allowéd. If Giscard gave his approval,
L976. A^` l1oljes of creating a "vital Centre"
recial vï^'uld lie doomed and he would remain a

it posseej'4n,4elof the Gaullists, in all likelihood

L personal ti1 i,he end of his term in 1981. If he
3ïcetoht^lll5dChirac would resign, threatening
personal^e 1'r?'dent's links to the Gaullists and

neral Seriw ,he spectre of savage in-fighting?^
youngeT iilrin ^he "majority" at least until the
he "barocÉCtions. There was really no choice.
Couve d5(1 rd refused. Chirac resigned and

- into Wmedi^'tely began girding his loins for
le conllng struggle for command of the

ac and r^i°nt'y in the near future, of the National
led that^'e 'f° after the next elections, and of
to pree4l' Iresidency after that.

Giscard, looking somewhat hesitant by
comparison with the apparently audacious
Chirac, then appointed Raymond Barre, a
colourless technician, to serve as Prime
Minister, and launched a "war against
inflation". The "Barre Plan," which was
introduced in October, proved to be re-
markably mild. It provided for a 90-day
price freeze on everything but food,
promised to crack down on fiscal fraud
(i.e., tag evasion), and raised the hope of
creating a "social contract" along British
lines. The plan produced immediate and
loud protests from all sides. Small business-
men simply ignored the price freeze, while
the labour movement launched a series of
protest strikes in October and November.

It was in this propitious setting that
Chirac made a dramatic return to the
headlines. Seven by-elections took place in
November, just in time to catch the rising
tide of anti-Government sentiment created
by the "Barre Plan". Two Independent
Republicans lost to Socialists and another
barely survived a sharp decline in support.
The Gaullists held on to their two seats
and the Centre parties retained two they
had previously held. In percentages, the
Socialists and Gaullists were the big win-
ners, the Independent Republicans the
notable losers. In his riding, Chirac, whose
every word and gesture had been given
massive attention by the media during the
campaign, triumphed handsomely in the
first round, improving both his percentage
and total vote over the 1973 general elec-
tions. The commentators agreed that
Chirac was the big personal winner of this
"partial national plebiscite", and Giscard
the big personal loser.

Into the streets
The by-elections set the stage for Chirac's
next step - overhauling the Gaullist party.
He called a special national congress for
December 5, drafted a manifesto for it,
and appealed for thousands to go into the
streets to demonstrate their solidarity.
The congress was a great success, and
some 60,000 people took to the streets in
Paris. Chirac put his personal stamp on

the party's name. De Gaulle's Union pour

la Défense de la République (UDR) gave

way to Chirac's Rassemblement pour la

République (RPR). "Today all the cer-
tainties seem to be dissolving while the

temptations of renunciation and facility

are increasing," the manifesto declared.

"To the questioning of Frenchmen, the

clans and parties are offering only poor

reasons and phoney answers. As for us, we

have chosen to rally together to defend the

essential values in which we believe and to

By-elections
the setting
for return
of Chirac
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prompt the healthy revival of the nation."
The bulk of the document consists of
rather vague rhetoric about defending
liberty, the need for national solidarity,
opposition to privilege, the. material and
spiritual force of the family, and a$'irma-
tion of the need for order and authority in
the state. It also refers vaguely to the need
for "democratizing" economic enterprises.
"There is in our people an immense need
to act together," the manifesto concludes.
With effort and unity, "our people will find
once more that strength which has so often
saved it from disaster in the past and
which will save it again tomorrow: the
image of France rassemblée".

Giscard, meantime, has finally begun
to take the political initiative. His strategy
all along, given his decision not to try to
"out-muscle" the Gaullists at the outset
in 1974 by calling an élection, was to go
over their heads to the people, to build up
a popular following, a rassemblement of his
own. In the spring of 1976 he wrote a
book, Démocratie Française, which was
published in October with considerable
fanfare. Long on lofty principles and short
on specifics (as one would expect from an
incumbent President), the book provides
the fullest statement of Giscard's "ad-
vanced liberalism". It comes down to neo-
Keynesian economics, social welfarism, a
mixed economy (with the "mix" not far
from the;status quo), acceptance of the
principle of alternance in power (Left-
Right), an overhaul of the tag system,
and greater international co-operation.
In November, after the disastrous by-
elections, the Independent Republicans
launched "French Democracy" clubs to
provide people with the means for dis-
cussing the President's views in appro-
priate depth. Various Independent Re-
publican leaders have issued appeals of
their own for a rassemblement round the
President, but so far the idea appears to
have had little popular success.

Giscard's problem is that he must not
only hold off the Chiracian Right but cut
into the Left's constituency in order to
create a workable "third force." How is that
to be done? For those who want change,
Giscard has too long been associated with
the conservative Gaullists to be taken
seriously as a reformer. Besides, apart from
the capital-gains tag (which some think he
knew was doomed in advance), he has pro-
posed no serious reforms. For those who
want effective government, Giscard has
also been a disappointment. He has been
in charge of French economic decision-
making for nearly a decade, first as
Minister of Finance and now as President,
but France is currently suffering double-

digit inflation (10-11 -percent)
unemployment. For those who meA
honest government, the haste vit
the Government hustled the Vat
de, Broglie affairs off-stage is hao
couraging, while the resort to tor1,1P
about', "interference in French affai^
the Daoud incident raises questioL; It

its moral courage. In sum, the Gz, he ^tn i
Centrists are heading into the
elections with little moral authori^ p01^
porting few policies that are not^^t fi
lated more clearly and forcefully`
rivals on both sides, and reduced
timeworn claim that a vote for th `^-J,
at least be a vote against "adven ,ne nt
either the Right or the Left.

Presidential leverage
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To be sure, no incumbent Presi ` tùr is;
without some leverage. Giscard c

ex any
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public opinion through his unp hlrar,,
access to the public media and'''^-^li #
referenda. In an extremity (wouldi
lock between President and par
that category?) the President can
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sume emergency powers. However,^ve by
point it looks as though somethingi,^ s^;i
to happen among his Gaullist ali'Il4si,
Leftist opponents before he will brnS V
turn matters round. It is not incom,1 i^ti
although it now seems most unlik
the Socialist-Communist allian
"come unstuck" over the issue
European Parliament. If recent
opinion trends hold, perhaps the G
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sibility that the Common Front
an outright majority in the next
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Chirac's strategy is worth ''
comment. His immediate intenté 13es
plainly to stampede the Centrist el < mu
by pumping up the menace of the eq cc

Front. That strategy, if it succee eci•
hurt the Common Front far less omm
will hurt the Centre. But Chirac it^-,
certainly wants to win a majoriiy
own party in the next ele,.ction, and
that he too needs to cut clear 00a1:.3
Centre into the Left's constituencf^n:1P^J
he hopes to do by talk about s^ ^?I
"participation" in the direction of P

prisés and by defending French arties
eignty. It would be a mistake to dG? re"
the possibility of at least some suc^^^weg
this strategy. The French wor^°•`i`^`I`_'I'
has long been conditioned by the
nists to regard NATO, the
Market and the European Parli
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part from the by-elections and poils, one

i;ed oLly look at the Radical Party
^nb es5 held in late November to see that

e', dynamism has great appeal to

einents that should have reason to fear

ë partÿ's leading intellectual force, called
Whilé Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber,

the R,adicals to dissociate themselves
rom a`^rally whose only common denomi-

t
Presi^tor is `to deny victory to the opposition,"

iscard r^Hecrpany dzlegates voiced support for. Unir
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lie fnâiority will need a locomotive like
hirar,'^ one delegate said. The "Left

aullis^$," who have been peeling away
e driéd onion-skins ever since the death
the C^eneral (it was hard to sustain the

ÿtai `r ii his reformism even that long),
ve bl contrast broken away to establish
^wi h the Common Front. The Centre

not1i^lding - it is in disarray. While it
will be!

t inconc
t unlik

allian

issue

recent

nis véry likely that the several Centre
will sooner or later form a rassem-

>nu,ntj of their own, their divisions and
rsoüolity cults may well prevent them
ui liecoming much of a galvanizing force.

.)s the G^nity= ôf Left
iine byt4li;le the story of the Centre and Right
Front f thaf• of disunity, the story of the Left is
he negtj
vever, Gi;
very grd

3 iooking

at of imity. Every time.major elements
the. Left have united in this century,

ey^ have shown considerable political
, I wer. The Socialist-Radical Cartel des

Kauclres of 1924 and the Sociaiist-Com-
worth *iüist-Radical Popular Front of 1936 are

a intent6é 1>e..,A-known instances. But they were,
.ntrist eli< cou,üTe, exceptions. The norm has
of the(k4n constant and self-defeating struggle,
t succeeD^peçial.ly between the Socialists and the
far less jenmuilists. Perhaps the absence of

Chirac oi#,^-, sp emasculating in its effects, eg-
najoriiy^aius the potent mystique that Leftist
tion, andnity 'lias developed and that galvanizes
,lear acrips:;` f6llowings whenever "unity" is
stituencf TylPorarily) realized at the electoral
about
ction of Pi, th the Communist and Socialist
French aities have undergone profound changes

ake to d^? Se1`erl_t years. Owing to an enormous gap
ome sat'y"I'n its rhetoric and its practice, the

workin. r'tParty founded in 1905 had slowly
by the 1-'r't(iqated in the 1950s and 1960s under

the Gk`^ [^trriien of supporting various Centre
L ParliaII?'vorninents ( to avoid letting the Com-

,

munists or the Gaullist Right take over)
and of officially sanctioning colonial wars.
A new Socialist Party was created in 1971
out of the remnants of the old party and
several of the new groups, although the
most radical elements, made sceptical by
experience, preferred to stay together in
their own Unified Socialist Party (PSU)
in order to avoid neutralization within the
new party framework. François Mitterand,
who ran as the Presidential candidate for
the entire Left in the 1965, 1969 and 1974
campaigns, became its leader. He was
determined to avoid the suicidal struggles
of the past and proposed a tactical alliance
with the Communists based on a common

program. Under his leadership, the So-

cialist Party has considerably revived at
every level - in membership, in public
opinion polls, in votes and in intellectual

vitality.
The Community Party has also

been undergoing profound transformation.
Founded in 1920, the party long followed
every twist and turn in the Moscow line.
The "events" of 1968 were a Calvary for
the party. Afraid to launch an appeal for a
revolution, hostile to the young gauchistes
who appeared to be at the head of the
popular movement in student circles and
among young workers, the Communists in
effect came down on the side of order.
They directed working-class demands into
new collective agreements. They seized on
the legislative elections called by de Gaulle
to direct discontent into conventional Revelation
channels. Instead of revolution there was instead of
revelation; the Communist party was a revolution
"paper tiger". Given the most likely con-
ditions it could reasonably expect for a
revolutionary strike for power, the party
had shrunk back, in effect conspiring with
de Gaulle to maintain the old regime. Just
a few weeks later, the Russians occupied
Czechoslovakia, bringing the "Dubcek
Era" to an end. The very muted criticism
from the French Communist Party hier-
archy stood out in marked contrast to the
enraged denunciations from the Italian
Communist Party. Young people began to
desert the party in droves, and many of its
intellectuals began to call for wholesale
rethinking of its positions.

The passing of the guard came in the
early 1970s, when Georges Marchais be-
came the party's General Secretary. Mar-
chais represents a new generation of
Communist leaders - those formed during
the Resistance, those who had in their
early years associated revolutionary action
and freedom with nationalist action, who
had in the Resistance learned to act alone
as well as under orders. Under his guidance,
the Communist Party has formally scrap-
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signed in. June 1973, is a long and complex Front victory, and whose new Ieareni
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ped the idea of the "dictatorship of the divisions in the majority domin

proletariat", proclaimed its acceptance of headlines so far as possible. Like

the idea of alternance- in power, and re- racians, they will profit from a

affirmed its dedication to the democratic electorate, but for that they would

implications of the Common Front Pro- the Right took the initiative. The

gram. In 1976, the party incurred Mos- selves do not want to frighten the

cow's public displeasure by sending an Instead of talking about nation

official representative to a rally to protest they are talking about their dedic

political repression in the Soviet Union and democratic liberties, individual

Czechoslovakia. To protests from news- alternance, and the inadequacies

papers in Moscow and Prague, Marchais Government's economic measure,€``?

replied pointedly that he did not under- themes are certain to sharpen thec^3?r

stand either Russian or Czech. between their positions and thos.,,,;

Marchais also led the Communists Gaullists, whose barbooze bully)}

into the Common Front alliance with the renowned, who refuse to counten

Socialists The Common Front program, idea of alternance if that means a

industries (the Socialists for, Communists mumsts and the Socialists. At tlu bs
t 1 k th

Socialists argumg t a t m

be multilateral, the Communists calling for to the European Parliament andt^lat^n^,

unilateral disarmament) ; the political statutes be debated before the neli,Qa wilÏ

union of Western Europe (the Socialists lative elections. The more successf^^ PrÉ

for, the Communists against); and workers' is on the Right, the more Giscardm^ffipera

participation in the control of nationalized to try to sever the bond between t^àrds a
--

nists against) , the force de f rappe (the testing. That is pro a y e easo^e mo

h t di t ust insisting that the matter of direct 0. re c(

disagreement - for example, NATO mem- To be sure, Giscard is not goinI Ch fj

bership,(the Socialists for, the Commu- the Common Front off without soa ppor^
b bl th

ca ^.document It avoids areas of irreconcilable an authoritarran air.

against). The program outlines massive however, it does no 0o as ough

structural changes, including large-scale the Socialists or the Communists `

nationalizations in the insurance, finan- their differences on these matters

cial and heavy industries. Politically, the relation that is promising to let

Common Front proposes a whittling-down transform France in the foreseeable

ye^Front partners are ^ lying low, letting the teresting moments in the next

be ignored if the Left wins a parlramentary under way in rance i eside
majority or the Presidency. In the shorter than anything that has happen^ h

run, electoral patterns are also causing since the events of 1968. The ^lieciali

problems for the alliance. The recent by- tion of Giscard's parliamentary n^nce

elections suggest that the Socialists are may well lead to a deadlock beto

the main beneficiaries of the new alliance. legislative and executive branches^^ au

There is a growing vote for change but for vance of the next legislative elect: ,`tirel

relatively moderate change, within existing that does not happen, the next el^^ ^}

institutions. might very well create such a a

At the moment however, the Common France, it seems, will live through `;nrrel

g p .
F s more im

over forei n olicy are deep and can hardly The pohtical manoeuvrmg c

of the Presidency. The term would be re- It is, of course, impossible to^ ssin;.;l

duced from seven to five years; the Presi- the Common Front will fare in elk ercili

dent's plebiscitary powers would be re- that may be over a year away. ^ampa

stricted to matters not decided by parlia- public-opinion polls show that,iternai

ment and to issues suggested by parlia- majority of Frenchmen believe k; Ca'

ment; the emergency-powers article would Common Front will win, and a siro?e su1

be amended or thrown out to prevent its rality of those with opinions wantitfllic5' [`

abuse by a President confronted by a hos- electoral campaigns often alter senff,' ftY on

tile legislature; and parliamentary controls or as least force people to think7c0gnL

would be established to regulate the about the implications of their sent'iloralit

President's powers in foreign policy. The preferences. In the French conte^at Ici

program also includes a pledge to alter the should not underestimate the influ^??^^1 t

basis of the French legal system by intro- conservative appeals. Frenchmenba^rrent
ducing habeas corpus and the presumption rarely voted for change; they usu4ate I

of innocence. it thrust upon them. The CommonLlit al

Although the Common Front has grown may be further from power than if^oh as

steadily in popular support and commands at the moment - but, to repeat, t may

a strong plurality in recent public-opinion has never looked so near to a pil arm
pçlle

polls, it has its problems. The divergences tary majority in generations.
ur^
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é4-9;ng the future direction of a gov-

s foreign policy can be a very

^cl ^:process. One can never be sure

hich factors - personality, power, public
pporti to mention only three - will have
è most predictive value. We must, there-
re; çontent ourselves with a broad sketch

t and4llatin ^̂ the issues the Carter Administra-
the ne^^flawilt^encounter to its known properties.

iccessfu: f`
iscardo
.ween t

At t}v^
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matters
g to let
eseeable
ible to

PFé.sident Carter's experience and
dp4âment will probably lead him to-

Uds aiconcentration on domestic affairs.
cainnaim statements on foreign

licÿ -were projections of his domestic
éipés;; They were expressions of moral

est against a long period of political

clindland governmental excess. He art-
ci>mbined his criticisms of Dr.

ssinger's diplomatic methods with a
ire in el, Peralized call for America to demonstrate

away. I,0ompassion" and "sensitivity" in the
r that ternational arena.

elieve tl^ Cafter was not precise, however, about
id a stror,,w substantive character of a foreign
s wantitfliçY p^emised on morality. Ironically, it
lter sen*Y èn?érge as an ethical relativism that

;o think;coge1 ^i es the legitimate existence of a
heir senOnràlity of political and economic systems.
,h conte^at hind of tolerance might then justify
the inflJ!?cil tighter control of U.S. arms sales,

hmen ha'
iey usu
Common

r-rentlY totalling about $7 billion. The
ate Tlepartment has urged Carter to

t arins sales strictly to unstable areas
er than if^ch as the Middle East, Africa and Asia.
repeat, f' naY b^e possible, for example, to include
to a pad' arms^limitation agreement in a future

IS. Etddle:Eastern settlement.

wring e^
d.miixture

more ^^ident Carter's foreign affairs appoint-
happen^r-itts ré resent a good combination of
The ^ii ec,ialtiésand policy viewpoints. In Cyrusentary I

6cf; *arold Brown and Zbigniew Brze-
)ck bet^s^,cl i; darter has a combination of mana-branches '

M and planners. The choices underscore;ive elecQ
`vcll-known penchant for demanding

.e nextd i_()^,^ions while delegating specific
uch a'hnnsibilities. Carter will not permit the
hroughs^ntro1 of foreign policy to become the
aegt yeq; I

compartmentalized fiefdom of a single
subordinate or agency. It is unfortunate,
in this respect, that Theodore Sorenson
did not become director of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), because he
would have augmented the diversity, and
therefore the balance, of the Cabinet.

In Harold Brown, Carter has a Secre-
tary of Defense equal in intellectual
stature to Robert McNamara. Like Mc-
Namara, he will have the task of con-
trolling expenses through reorganization
and weapons-development control. Brown's
most important function will be to give
policy advice on arms-limitation. It is
significant that Carter chose as Secretary
of Defense a well-known advocate of arms-
control, a former technical adviser on the
American delegation to the Arms-Control
and Disarmament Conference.

Cyrus 'Vance brings two principal
strengths to the State Department. Like
Kissinger, he appears to possess a highly-
refined personal competence in diplomacy.
He served as President Johnson's Paris
Peace negotiator on Vietnam, and was dis-
patched to Cyprus, South Korea, the
Dominican Republic and Panama on
various missions requiring pinpoint diplo-
matic intervention. Unlike Kissinger's, his
history has been that of a policy executor
rather than an architect. His strength lies
in reacting to policy initiatives, mediating
practical compromises, and then carrying
them out. Both Vance and Brown should
be viewed as highly competent, exper-
ienced, team members.

The man most likely to act as Carter's
global planner and least likely, by tem-
perament and experience, to be a team

Prof essor Collins teaches political science
at St. Francis Xavier University. He
specializes in American foreign policy and
European politics and has recently been
working on the development of U.S.
techniques of psychological war f are during
the Cold War. The views expressed here
are those of the author.

Personal
diplomatic
competence



Redistribution
of wealth
more important
than ideological
competition

member is Zbigniew Brzezinski. As Special
Assistant for National Security Affairs,
Brzezinski occupies the office that has
dominated long-range planning since 1968.
During the campaign, Brzezinski was a
close adviser.to Carter, providing aframe-
work within which the candidate could
translate his populist humanism into a
critique of the Kissinger era. Because of
Brzezinski's influence and: -position,_ -an
exploration of his latest opinions is impor-
tant in any examination of the Adminis-
tration's foreign policy.

Most recently, Brzezinski has argued
that the ideological underpinnings that
have given American foreign policy its
continuity and domestic consensus are at
present without credibility. The United
States must establish an alternate basic
relation with the world, particularly the
Third World. Brzezinski believes that
international politics are today more a
matter " of egalitarian redistribution of
wealth than an ideological competition for
the minds of men. American foreign policy
must recognize what he refers to as de-
mands for a more "equitable world order",
and learn to live with a world that is in-
creasingly overcentralized, overpopulated
and poor.

Not surprisingly, Brzezinski thinks
Kissinger did little to recognize the change.
Kissinger's "Lone Ranger" style, as Carter
referred to it, was aimed primarily at
intermediate objectives, premised upon
super-power maintenance of international
order. According to Brzezinski, Kissinger's
view, pragmatic but not purposeful, was
also responsible, for the growing sense of
drift and fear in the American public, and
for the breakdown of the bipartisan con-
sensus in Congress.

Brzezinski approaches the problems
of maintaining legislative and public sup-
port from an essentially conservative
perspective. He has referred to Congres-
sional assertions of authority as the
"intrusion of fragmented concerns into the
policy debates". He believes Congress and
the public ought primarily to support élite
initiatives. Brzezinski made a telling
reference to the role of the public in the
1976 summer edition of Foreign Policy:

"[A] public that is ambivalent but
constructively malleable emerged from the
[public opinion] surveys and it heightened
the need for national leadership that was
capable of defining politically and morally
compelling directions to which the public
might then positively respond."

Therefore, Brzezinski castigates
Kissinger's methods not because of their
potential for abuse but because they led
to the loss of freedom of manoeuvre by the

Executive Branch. That may be
lesson. Both Dr. Kissinger and IV,
left a message that must be g^
understood,by the new Adminis
that the circle of informed partici
foreign affairs should be widened,
has demanded it, and Carter has
public to egpect it. A lack of sensi
this fact would make Carter's
asset, his presumed moral integrit^,
a sham.

Nevertheless, Brzezinski wijÏ
' present Carter with a policy prog
a public rationale to support ij
perceptive enough to realize the
tance of having an ideological jus
a sense of "mission", behind the`a
tration's foreign policy. The fnu
the "mission" has historically
strengthen Presidential control of
policy by insulating the
Branch from domestic criticism of
decisions.

The most realistic advice foi
to receive would be to convince th
that the U.S., while retaining a
international role, could no longer
to be the predominant actor. The
be to cope with problems that
longer be solved on strictly
terms. Brzezinski has noted that
vibrant culture, its social dynami
its productive capacity are greatly4
round the world. These can be int
to great advantage with Carter's ou
call for integrity and tolerance.

But crusades should be ^i
Another aspect of the Kissinger leg,
that his interventions were refrf
free of sanctimonious overtones o'tr ._ Th
superiority. The world that co'6rd .at
Carter is suspicious of crusades, ^nerall^

larly if the are being i they pushed by a4* ,ter ^
America seeking compromises on w" P^^?n

ot erni:cperceived to be age-old injustices.
^

Traditional friends s"^ of t
Carter has declared his intention to'<nenpic

^Md.the emphasis placed on reaching
aclé: T1

bilateral relations with the Soviet ...
and China and to re-establish cla
with America's traditional friéndc

?'roua,
, écit

redirection of policy was , emphas' TOnuc(;
Vance during bis confirmation bQ Y1
and is one of Brzezinski's favouritetoti rë5
Although Soviet-American relatia on 1i1â

certainly not be abandoned, they ^.Zs^'as^
"top billing" with the trilateral at cli^^

between the three great centres of'ôulc^ l^,

trial democracy, the United States,^ ^- t^^

and Japan. Carter hopes that, i^ yf the `.i

the three industrial giants will Pu^?''^"eft
ordinated economic and trade ^j 01'. Peti
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reatlya'^ in#ial contact between the new Carter Administration and its major European
i be int^lES.1,,âs made during a ten-day tour of Europe by Vice-President Walter Mondale.

s ou 1<ondak is shown with Italian President Giovanni Leone in Rome.
nce. ;

be a^
;ger lef 5t1fhnfong themselves and with the Third

,e refre^,orld. -:^

,ones of tr ._ é economic strategy accepted _ by

hat co•tP . rJ at Rambouillet and Puerto Rico

,ades, ^nerafly favoured deflationary policies.
I by aa^^ tër ^vill pursue the opposite approach
es on w'' Prc»oting incremental increases in

atices. overntnent spending in concert with West

tion to

aching
Soviet

hsh cla
friendc

rriany and Japan. Combined stimula-
on of the three economies should reduce
en06yment, boost capital investment

3d: _ itl is hoped, promote international
radé: The Organization for Economic Co-
perai,i^ n and Development has given its
,)prov^ to this approach by denying that
e _cur^ent gradual recovery policies willmphasui

tion he
ourite

relatiov
they 4
ateral
tres of
tates,

further inflation.
Tibre are obvious areas of mutual

t^:rëst] within the triad. The Administra-
on niây, however, be operating on some
ZSe 1^umptions. It is taken for granted
at Cki' e relations with Europe and Japan
àüicl le amenable to co-ordination by the
^- One of the undeniable consequences

rade E01''Petitive with one another. The

perience of the Law of the Sea Conference

hat, tp^f tl'e`` new economic order" is that indus-
Till pu1, i» nations are becoming increasingly

and disagreement over nuclear-reactor
exports should suffice to make the point.
Western nations may find themselves at
odds trying to protect sagging economies
and scrambling for increasingly expensive
Third World resources. Dependence on
OPEC oil has already divided the "allies"
over Israel and the Middle East. Where
OPEC monopolizes oil, the Americans
monopolize the alternative fuel source,
uranium. In 1975, the U. S. raised the price
of uranium in a manner that, in the words
of Theo Sommer, editor of Die Zeit, "made
the Arab oil sheiks look like small-time
bazaar merchants".

"Eurocommunism", despite the Ad-
ministration's willingness to permit plur-
alism, will still present very bard decisions
regarding NATO co-operation and effec-
tiveness, and industrial nationalization.
There are also vastly different levels of
economic performance within the European
Economic Community. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) approved a $3.9-
billion standby loan to Britain, of which
$1.1 billion was provided by the U.S. The



British were not sanguine, however, about Japan and Europe constitute i
the domestic budgetâry restraints required world economies, they must be prey
to get the money. direct larger portions of their pra,

Japan is probably in an even more capacities towards meeting the
precarious position. Its egtreme depen- ment requirements of the LDCs,
dence on outside markets, resources and arrangements decreasing the growtb
food may make it the most unco-operative tial of the Western economies
of the trilateral partners. Japan simply avoided, because expanding devé
cannot afford to take part in any initiatives assistance can only be met by 1l
that may invite retaliation or force it to production.
abandon its studiedly low international The Americans, in partic„'
profile. have to recognize the political eo:

A successful pursuit of closer ties with international relations. The Unrte r
its allies will require the U.S. to yield a had customarily compartmentalu ^ës

Closer ties great deal more than hitherto. Govern- and trade policies, leaving the dete
will require ments of the left will have to be trusted, tion of too much of the trade pat

a

eïa^ .
yielding more trade barriers lowered, export loans made private hands. In the area of fa: G0 ^
to allies cheaper (certainly below the current rate example, aid policies and business

of 8 to 9 per cent), and food, technology ments have converged, to increase VX
and resource transfers will have to be development. Food-aid programs ^1p
guaranteed within the triangle. . a dependence on high-cost ry

^ue`ePresident Carter may come to appre- technology such as fertilizer an,
ciate what Kissinger accomplished; in the chinery, while Western "agri-bu' ^ I
current international system, it may be controlling large tracts of land rtëf
easier to make friends with your enemies countries, produce food for egport -<t^l'lss
than to make friends with your friends. than domestic consumption. They ^^
Presumably Walter Mondale's trip to ^er mointernational markets as wellthus
Europe has established the "ground-rules"

well,
evel ^gishing the benefits obtained throu

desired by the Europeans as a basis for a raI a
more co-operative allied co-existence.

tionalization. A few tangible r
te lvia

The long-range problem facing the new would include fairer trade policies
form of tariff preferences for Third ÿ.Administration is the immense economic ess .

disparity between the industrialized West industry, price guarantees to protea
Acnrr

and the less-developed countries ( LDCs). modity exporters, aid programs d
"rcc "rc

The Administration has not yet had time to promote self-sufficiency, and
to produce a comprehensive policy towards regulation of Western-based multlr
the Third World. Since the United States, corporations. iRl
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be pTe e risks are, indeed, enormous. A

ieir pa t response to the demands of poor

; the un
s, such as using food as an instru-

DCs, g^ f coercion, as Carter suggested

growtb the campaign; will . only invite

mies on and expose America's wealth

devef, économic principles to a more con-
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rtPr'G main concern m the Far as

tQ yelop closer relations with historical
es l^ke Japan and Taiwan, while moving

; the recognition of China. Both the
nt and Mr. Vance have maintained

at ^ir. S, recognition is dependent on
hmé ^acceptance of continued American

^soç,^ on with Chiang Ching-kuo's
r,i^, .
^tion^.list Government. This will un-

nese mdependence.

y include close economic. ties
to the "Japanese formula", and

WOVry.^̂ecific guarantees regarding Tai-
*_--

ri-bu ' I the interim, the message reaching

arteIfrom Congress and the intelligence
land i
egpo rt t-,blishment (an unusual alignment) is

as , 'A
They

4, thus
Ethos
ible r
)olicies i
- Third

1^lalority Leader Mike Mansfield
d^ after his return from Peking, that,

some American overtures were
protea

rfhcnming, Chinese leaders might seek
am4 & `.

rccp^iroehement with the Soviet Union.

and ^oRer Brown' a senior CIA analyst, has
mulfim ^ °

hue€^ that a lack oi American initiative

IOU

t e U.S. should draw Chma into an
ver ^ore entangling relation with multi-

é el.ae reements covering economic, cul-
wi 1 _aI;;and even military, ties. Former Sen-

glit result in China withdrawing into

the unpredictable isolationism it exhibited
in the 1950s.

Eventual recognition is regarded as
inevitable, but Carter will probably defer
it while taking intermediate steps towards
co-operation. The recent purchase of Rolls
Royce-Spey engines by the Chinese Air
Force and the sale, in November of last
year, of two sophisticated American com-
puters indicate that the Chinese are
moving away from their policy of self-

reliance. By authorizing other high-
technology transfers, the U.S. could pro-
mote a vested interest within the Chinese
élite in continued ties with the West.
Carter might then buy the necessary time
to mend fences with Japan and Taiwan,
while strengthening the hand of the prag-
matists in China.

American recognition of China would
actually be a positive step towards closer
ties with Japan as well as Europe, since
both these countries have long since rec-
ognized Peking. Recognition would, in
fact, create two triangles - one, consti-
tuted by the United States, Japan and
Europe, composed of traditional friends,
and the other, constituted by the U.S.,
China and the Soviet Union, composed of
traditional enemies. The U.S. would oc-
cupy the apex of both triangles.

The President is firmly committed to
a comprehensive arms agreement freezing
the number of nuclear weapons (SALT II),
and a comprehensive test-ban treaty

(CTB) bânning all nuclear testing. Arms
control was the only specific policy refer-



ence in Mr. Carter's inaugural address - lieve that to delay further aM
a fact, presumably, whose significance was ments will imperil détente and I
not lost on the Soviets. Although SALT expensive and destabilizing ,
has beçome the linchpin of détente, it has This kind of fundamental disagr
been most vulnerable to criticism and was partly responsible for preven
least subject to accurate assessment. Ford Administration from concl^{7^

ally) in ever more unjustifiable terms to mg or developing weapon syste.^Fâ^

developed. As Nixon's support weakened, both "hawks" and "doves",
he promoted SALT (and détente gener- his Secretary of Defense will avoid

tic political context in wluch it had been To produce a policy that on

SALT I suffered, in part, trom the domes- second SALT agreement. ^^l

stow his politicat decline. undermine the structure of SALT,^ M'?^

been eroded as a result of SALT 1. The fying the critics, maintain what 111r

Although the political climate may ons like the "cruise" missile, the
now be settled, Mr. Carter must still deal follow-on to the Minuteman ICl
with the deep disagreement within the land-mobile ICBMs will probablyl
arms-control community over the degree in abeyance. The new President
to which the U.S. strategic posture has ly to develop weapons that, while

Administration's Intelligence Advisory in the general balance. The develo^j,,0ü1

,^...^:
Pipes Report, commissioned by the Ford referred to as a position of "roughlrai3

Board, and the Pentagon's transition of the B-1 bomber will, therefore, p
"issue" papers, presented to the Carter continue. New programs will be s
Administration, both argue that the So- out over a period to hold the in
viets are attempting to achieve strategic defence spending to within po
superiority. Other analysts, however, be- acceptable limits.

A Carter design?

Trade-offs of trilateralism

By James P. Sewell

Has the Carter team brought to Washing-
ton a design for reorganizing the better
part of our planet's international relations?
If so, what implications does the design
hold for various actors downstage and up-
stage on the world scene? A fortnight of
listening to the new Presidential Adminis-
tration and watching it in action hardly
entitles one to attempt definitive answers
to these questions. But even conditional
replies may help those concerned to fore-
see emergent tendencies and anticipate
potential dilemmas. International-relations
theory serves a variety of functions; in this
brief inquiry, we shall test its use for
deriving practical considerations from a
construct of world politics.

The global construct in question fea-
tures a trilateral pivot. Community Europe
and other Western European countries
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make up one corner of this pivot,
constitutes a distant corner. At thEt^a,,tle,^ic
stands North America. Within the tn^E' Ivi
among its three "regions," relatio^1Le^^?I^t
ceed amicably and intensely. Upo1^lri ;sr
triangular pivot hinge the fortunes^iIP?i}>le
good part of the fortunes - of 4°wPvrr,

the
dnân

Design n'^r
I th d of as}ü:^tg

throughout the international system

s ere a esign., For purposes
ment, our initial question can be ad i^`1 in

through three smaller queries. Fitst

should we assume that the Cartet ten^tur
brin s with it an y e^^^I Ag Y ^ at all? #àt.i^: ^ o
Jimmy Carter's background woul
appear to dispose him towards globa''nrlt'rlal
printing. Walter Mondale's UP
prepares him better for confn
domestic problems than for con



T arits
and 1
lg am,

disagr
preven

conc
céistainlY does not deserve, a reputa-

onal plans - notwithstanding the
naugurated Vice-President's able

tations in Europe and Japan.

ance has earned respect for his
trouble-soothing and problem-

figa g; he probably does not want,

that ^`fln [s the conceiver of grand schemes.
Carl^ore^i er the Administration's early ges-

l avoid ^ i wards issues near and far (the Mid-

e I on Matters of Common Concern".

systet Southern Africa, Cyprus, Pana-

SALT, én ventional- and unconventional-
_e, the ns pioliferation) suggest a preference

►z ICBI le ive tinkering over preventive

^bably i4^dénr^g. "Fig it when it's broken" might

sident , ^m il^a first glance to summarize this new

t, w1vlP^^^`^^m proach to foreign affairs.

hat I1t H^re I shall, of course, assert a con-
`roughl^r3 ^osition. Towards the end of the

develr^14S1ner era, Zbigniew Brzezinski wrote

:fore ,p f `what is needed today is a major
1 be s^h?iëçtural effort rather than an acro-
he in s f^C- fô? eign policy". Indeed, Brzezinski's
^ po^iI, frii architectural efforts punctuate his

aikiüénts during the past few years.
art r s election campaign safely behind

L, tl^e President told his fellow Ameri-
6ns and citizens of the world that he
c,ped^`to shape a world order that is more
^;ionsive to human operations". Re-
Iarriedlseriously, as they should be, these
mrds 4mply rather far-reaching aspira-

The framework projected by key
nemhirs of the new Administration be-
Ioniés inore tangible as we pose and follow
seci,q'd query.

hat is the design?
^ if i's accepted that the Carter team
ias in^ mind a particular plan, how can
^e s i^ that their plan approximates the
fes^^n outlined above? Does the construct
if trüLiteralism fit the intentions of major

S. t olicy-makers, or does it merely
pivot,^ the conjectures of a distant
At th. . de,iiic observer? Again, the tests of
the r 111e wlll reveal the new leadership's

elation jé^^le;ctions infinitely more surely than
Upo Mr1ânyone's theorizing in advance of

tunes '. IPii1>le developments. For the moment,
- of mveve'r, we can offer evidence that nar-
systemthe gap between sheer speculation

d manifest performance.
%'$ny men and women on the new

ses of .,?3s}1??^gton team had previously partici-
be ad il'd ;!n The Trilateral Commission, an

. Fir81_6s01'ition described in the Commission's,
carter i^mltizre as "A Private American [or

I

11? Aft^'rij?;Arnerican'1-European-Japanese mi-

globâ+art'r and Mondale belonged to the Com-
e%pO^41^n; so did Vance, Harold Brown and

confN^ 1^^1 Blumenthal, among other mem-
con0^rl"..the Cabinet. Trilateralists slated

for prominent positions in the foreign-
policy complement include Warren Chris-
topher, Richard Cooper, Fred Bergsten,
Richard Holbrooke, Lucy Wilson Benson,
Sol Linowitz and (at the time of writing)
Paul Warnke. Most important for estab-
lishing the immediate point, Zbigniew
Brzezinski co-founded and directed The
Trilateral Commission, and Brzezinski now
operates from a White House position with
vast strategic potential. Even this incom-
plete list of trilateralists-become-Carter-
appointees serves to establish the con-
tinuity between the Commission and the
U.S. executive branch as successive bases
for advancing certain notions about inter-
national relations.

Debating forum
Jonathan Steele describes The Trilateral
Commission as "a debating forum within a
consensus". Commissioners aim together
at the economic well-being of some, and
ostensibly of all, peoples in a world beset
by resource scarcities and maldistribution,
economic and political particularism, inter-
dependence with many costs but few
benefits. The goal of an open, free or liberal
world economy seems quite central to the
body of assumptions shared by Commis-
sion members. Commission task forces
have produced reports looking towards new
monetary arrangements (several of these
have since been put in motion), new
directions in trade, new approaches to
commodity markets, a new (if already
dated) regime for governing use of the
oceans, new tactics for joint action on
energy problems, a new dawning of rela-
tions between affluent trilateralists and
low-income nations. Several observers of
The Trilateral Commission have remarked
on its heavy representation from multina-
tional corporations; others note its heavy
representation from the centre of the
political spectrum.

The words "open", "free" and
"liberal" likewise characterize the polities
that Commissioners wish to perpetuate
among themselves - and quite possibly to
perpetrate beyond their triangle. Problems
in the governance of democracies served as
the point of departure for a thought- and
comment-provoking study (The Crisis of
Democracy, co-authored by Michel J.
Crozier, Samuel P. Huntington and Joji
Watanuki). Upon the international plane,

Dr. Sewell is Professor of Politics at
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Functionalism and World Politics and
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London `summit'
will witness
disagreements

though still within the trilateral family, a
Commission task force undertook in 1976
to spell out norms and procedures for
minimizing the unilateralism that had
plagued traditional friendships between
certain nations. In consultation, "regular
and ever more formal consultation"
(Brzezinski), trilateralists agree on a
prescription for treating external factors
that pack a domestic wallop without as yet
lending themselves to authoritative inter-
national management. Here, too, the value
of openness stands as an element within
the Commission's consensus.

Debatable issues arise when trilatera-
lists weigh the means for realizing their
common aims; we consider a few of these
issues below. Controversy also stirs around
"political" matters that some consider, and
others do not, within the proper scope
of initiative of the Commission, or within
that of the government that some now
serve. The exchange of information on
how various polities benefit from urban
planning, improve health-care and mass
transportation, limit unemployment, and
overcome alienation will hardly give pause
to anyone. But common stances by trila-
teralists have not emerged towards the
following: oil-exporting states, would-be
purchasers of nuclear materials and know-
how, socialist states (including Cuba), and
selected abusers of human rights. Let us
predict that the London summit meeting
will witness other disagreements. Follow-
ing a premise that controversy may mark
the first step towards effective action, on-
lookers might hope that the awesome
problem of controlling conventional-arms
transfers will at last be faced. Debate, in-
cluding open debate, certainly qualifies as
a form of consultation.

Different design?
Is it a different design? The trilateralists'
emphasis on openness and consultation dis-
tinguishes their professed mode from Kis-
singer's diplomatic style. At the outset, we
inquired whether trilateralism promised to
accomplish something more substantial, to
re-organize international relations. Hence
we ask, as our third query on the nature
of the Carter design, whether trilateralism
presents basic differences from patterns
bequeathed by preceding statemanship.
How new is the new design?

In some respects trilateralism does not
differ from what Kissinger established.
Mondale's journeys sought to convey the
"fundamental continuity" of U.S. foreign
policy, as an aide reported. While the
trilateralists' proposals on oil diplomacy
(and, more specifically, the "soft sell"
offered in a Commission speech of Decem-

ber 8, 1974, by George ;Ball) h^,
contrasted with Kissi.nger's pracfi,
difference appears to be min4,
previous Secretary of State tA
and more as if he desired admissio,
trilateralists' club, especially in a,
view reported on his final day b
office. Kissinger's patron has been
Rockefeller; Brzezinski's is David
feller. When Stanley Hoffmann wrc,
"world order is not a matter of
tural efforts", he might have beE re
menting on Kissinger, although

^ iônb
timing it appears that he was com^
on Brzezinski. vo^^

Structural differences
Yet U.S. trilateralists claim thaj
architecture will differ in im
respects from the Kissinger s
Summarily stated, the differences
(1) higher priority and greater co
of attention to relations with U,S,
including Canada and others in thE
ern hemisphere; (2) a new working
tion of détente as a dynamic proc
certain competitive attributes rath
an achieved status of relaxation
Soviets can test détente in Angola

.Qre1

-wreven
U.S. not test détente on the way ^t'. ôn^ o
grade?); (3) economic and pohü _,^^r^^p
ducements to selected Asian, Afn ? el^rtll in
Latin American states to align thea.^ f,: i^
with the trilateralists for specific, I,ëvëi^^^mE
broader, purposes; (4) a reduction 'for
tary support for outlying states^,Irs
aspirations to great-power standis!
clear capacity and spheres of influff
their own. Although these dit
deserve elaboration beyond the
of our present argument, perhaW^QF t4I le
assertion suffices to distinguish thei°nafiôn
zinski model from its predecessor.

We have contended that the
team offers a coherent design for `;s^Ï t,héibu
national relations, that this design q^ts,
described succinctly as triIaterahs 14 M1 -
that trilaterâlism promises sigmfic rqt o^tr
partures from the Kissinger system MIIlittf
considerations for others follow ürop^ t
application of the trilateral constm`5nnles 1
world politics? ^ alrnv^il

TriIateralism would matter h-Jé^e,-pec
others if U.S. foreign and domestic{ rtn em
mattered little. However, despite^h ' of

dénouement of the Vietnam tragedi,,ncl tc

the onset of the energy crunch, thea {^nd

those who wield authority in the Ut,f,n tl
States matter a great deal to the 1^^^Tëp th
those elsewhere. Too much emph^'^Ÿ ot er
been placed upon American po^r._a^, er

writing the world's recent bistor9
little emphasis should not be placed
it in anticipating the world's i'OP
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reventing economic strain helps to off-

way ^t= onj of the design's notable liabilities.
poh6 ^ur`ope and a Japan drawn closer to
A^_7ô^lierica may facilitate some objects

eth 3adian foreign policy, but such a
crfic, i>evelo^ment would erode much of the
ctron '., or Option Three. Indeed, some
state St,r'ers may conclude that trilateralism

tandiu e a working assumption of three
influ^^^',' and tus sanctions actions further-

drff^ 1^l^th American continentalism. Those
the t dislike images of dumbbells and twin
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ist that countries rather than con-
serve in principle and in practice
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éçl' often upon demands for common
towards outsiders. But Canadians
d difficulty in accepting any insti-
that requires "some countries to
the legitimacy of being represented

.ers at some stages of consultation
^en negotiation" (The Reform of
ational Institutions). Would the)Iaced^3ïüt^ States allow North America to be

unmP^A,^ nted by someone else?

Soviet response
Trilateralism displays no military dimen-
sion, although the design implies a con-
tinuation of NATO, NORAD and the U.S.-
Japanese treaty on mutual security. The
Soviet Union's response to developments
will hinge on trilateralists' military pos-
tures, no doubt, but also on their economic
blandishments and political initiatives
towards peoples of East Europe. Brzezinski
thinks it imperative that Communist
states "be engaged". He commends a pro-
cess of "regional and functional co-opera-
tion". But "reintegrating the `dropouts"'
(The Re f orm of International Institutions)
can only be a delicate operation and, if it
arouses Soviet resistance, may well be an
unsuccessful one - or worse.

Much will depend upon the political
context of overtures to East Europeans.
A démarche that forces the Soviets to recall
the Cold War does not promise success.
Outrage at reported violations of civil and
political rights comes easily to those who
live within the trilateral area. Wise and
effective leadership will found its approach
to human rights abroad upon quiet diplo-
macy and further progress in one's own
neighbourhood. Strident diplomacy inspires
Congress to make international advances
in other matters contingent upon national
improvements in certain human rights,
even though the new Administration has
disavowed the practice of forging such
issue-linkages., Leverage on human-rights
conditions beyond the trilateral area will
increase if economic, cultural, political and
civil rights are cultivated throughout the
western hemisphere and in other friendly
polities. The acid test of the Carter team's
commitment to human rights will come
with its influence upon Brazil, Chile, Indo-
nesia, Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia and South
Africa. Jimmy Carter might build a
stronger position yet by exercising his
good offices towards the U.S. armed forces
on behalf of "pardons" for Vietnam de-
serters who, having in some instances
broken the military code as an expression
of conscience, remain prisoners of the
larger acts of erstwhile principals.

One wonders to what extent the
founders of trilateralism wished their
project to supplant more-nearly-universal
frameworks for international action. Some
distaste for the UN's clamouring multi-
tudes appears between the lines of trila-
teralist statements. The Trilateral Com-
mission originated at about the same time
as the draft proposal for a "New Interna-
tional Economic Order". To a critical eye,
trilateralists might seem less concerned
with changing the lot of unfortunate
peoples than with making each other richer

Brzezinski
commands
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co-operation



so that marginal returns can trickle down
to the lowly. Yet the day of trilateralism
begins with an aura of hope, not least
because of the Carter team's auspicious
start. "Open trilateralism", an idea ad-
vanced by Kinhide Mushakoji, can,presage
generous acts on the part of those within
the golden triangle rather than merely
their bid to co-opt and integrate well-
endowed newcomers into the club. Ev,en
so, the ultimate trade-off may be that
between firm management of diminishing
resources by the like-mind.ed, on _the one
hand, and effective (if disjointed) action
on global problems whose resolution de-
mands the participation of all, on the
other.

Despite-the discomforts of

Canadian cultural diplomacy: [é^^^ in
pro ^6, câ n

lateral role and the travails of their
list society, and perhaps because 01

difficulties, Canadians . are well pla,
speak out on both the potentialiti

the problems of the Carter team's
"A major problem is the tendency tq
in terms of shapes and symmetp
signs, for one of the threats to the
tion of a more orderly world com^,
doxically, from the compulsive cons,'
mongers and other tidy-minded e^^cla^
universities and chanceries." Th^;o?i ^eu-#rs

,Wéver,
John Holmes. "The beginning

fhe^^c.
is the recognition of complexity, thE- )

r eiarr
to live with paradox."

f: inr^'vic
hicfi;^ s,
_aa^erat
nitbe

^ucator:

its illusions and blems r`l' r
eir ip]

^iud!e p

By Paul Painchaud

Canada is not the only modern state with
little experience in cultural relations. Al-
though they were not a wholly new expe-
rience, this country's cultural relations had
an extremely rapid rise just before and
after the Second World War with the de-
velopment of communications, the accel-
erated diversification of the international
system and the emergence of new inter-
governmental organizations. In this con-
nection, there is need for a preliminary
effort to define terms in order to avoid
a number of misunderstandings reflected
in a recent group of articles in Interna-
tional Perspectives by officials of the
Department of External Affairs.

Semantic problems
To begin with, we feel that the expression
"cultural relations" itself must be set aside,
because it is too general when applied to
the activity of a government, as in the case
that concerns us here. Rather, cultural
relations should be understood as all the
cultural contacts that are made between
individuals, groups or states, from one
body politic to another. Therefore, they
include both relations between states and
relations of a private nature. This distinc-
tion is more important than it appears at
first glance. Private cultural relations have
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a growing role in international exc
particularly in the Western world, ^"• -^ç=i^i
realm of economics as well as in tbeôrëo
of ideas. They constitute a phenor^^^
that is relatively autonomous and
be given separate consideration. It
an older phenomenon than gove
action .in the same field, and its
significance is being rediscovered
theory of international relations i
firmed and developed.

It is, therefore, indispensable f
poses of analysis that cultural r
between states be distinguished , ,̀na,

signed a special term. We suggesi_ruri nt
for the time being, the expressioa^h^#ac,
tural diplomacy" be used whenerFjt^^{l
increasingly-diversified activity of tpè^fuli
governments in cultural affairs on ec
ternational scene is being,discussed
an expression will seem too restric,

those who would like to see this 9
surrounded by a noble, disinteresteD
as opposed to other types of diplom4
tivity that are considered more utS1i
We feel, however, that it is simp1e
every point of view to call a spade a
whenever culture is put to use by the
it must be subject to the same crite^
govern analysis of political phen
We are neither discrediting norf



of t2 .m of government activity;rather,

d th6 identifying it more accurately and,

at ould point up the indistinctness of

ause ^j cular, finding a-better position from

,ellpia to debunk the language used by

ntialih la ans themselves. Lastly, we are

eam'sj the study of cultural diplomacy in

ency t, ective that permits comparative

arnet^ with the other aspects of the inter-

to the ^on 1 activity of governments.
come now to the, second semantic

come, i
obleu1; the field of cultural diplomacy.

e cons
ded ^Qre t^larificatiori needs to be undertaken

Thus ^
^e`-#rl levels. The primary distinction,

ng of-:^e^r, is that of the cultural as opposed

be.^cientific sphere. In Canada's case,
^ity, thE -jar eiample, international cultural pro-

6 1ams^i.nclude a sector called "exchanges
fmrlWiduals", the immediate purpose of
vhiçfi3s, at least in part, development of

Fo-opé9ation between universities. How

Gan it e thought that these exchanges of
éducat rs are not also, if not chiefly, aimed

I t sett ing up long-term communications
./y' étwo s, and even at promoting joint re-

eardï projects between specialists in
^wTcountries that seek thus to improve

eir- 'plomatic relations? The Canadian
udie programs abroad are an example
this and other cases could be mentioned

^ h ûndaries between the cultural and
e,-çIlDntific spheres. In consequence, for
praper discussion of cultural diplomacy,

^e comprehensive problem of scien-
operation must also be broached.
er, it is hard to accept the distinc-
at is often made - between the
ties and natural sciences, the
being more closely linked to the

I sphere than the scientific. ' For
"be pitiposes of this analysis, however, we

wered
Q l3 eave this very complex problem

itions 1k'^ne side.

sable f g ^e duty
ural re4t ajly^ we feel there is a third distinction
shed ;nade: cultural diplomacy as an in-
suggestrüniOnt of foreign policy versus cultural
^ressioa^h4cy as an instrument of internal
whenerF^t^;,a{I development. This distinction is
ity of tP^,uliar to cultural matters. Diplomacy
irs on economics, for examplé, for its own
scussed i, r it can seek immediate advantages
restric ï,.i13c^ economic progress of the country.
this ^turial diplomacy cannot escape this

teresteD iibie duty, which is never clearly deli-diplom^andf^
►re utS1iand poses a special problem in

ra systems.
sirnple an instrument of forei olicpade a,

Idiplomac may ^ p y,e bythe Y ma be used to in-
the country's prestige in certain

1 phen abroad; culture is then one vehicle
norf^ s^te's propaganda. It is incorrect

to think that only authoritarian regimes
follow this practice. Democracies do
too, especially in their relations among
themselves, in which they cannot use forms
of propaganda that are too aggressive or
too conspicuous. Again, the Canadian
studies programs abroad can be cited as
an example, since cultural propaganda is
paramount in them. This propaganda has
various objectives, such as the creation of
a favourable setting for longer-term poli-
tical activities, and even the promotion
of business interests - tourist-industry
development, book and film exports, and
so on.

Political objectives
Propaganda is not, however, the only pos-
sible diplomatic use of cultural exchanges.
For example, one state may allow another
to make its culture better known in its ter-
ritory in order to obtain political advan-
tages at another level. Such is often the
origin of bilateral cultural agreements.
This political dimension is, of course, more
visible in the case of co-operation between
countries with different socio-economic
and ideological systems. But it may also
obtain between similar systems; thus the
sudden upsurge of cultural co-operation
between the Canadian and French Gov-
ernments a few years ago had mainly
political motives.

Finally, cultural diplomacy may pur-
sue direct political ends. Canada is not
hiding the fact, for example, that in devel-
oping its international cultural programs
it is seeking to attain the objectives of the
Third Option. This pursuit will have to
be judged on its merits - that is, as to its
real effectiveness; but, for the moment, we
may consider it a perfect illustration of how
diplomacy can make use of culture.

We said earlier that, at another level
cultural diplomacy could pursue the object
of contributing to the cultural development
of the country. This is, in general, the
stated object of international cultural pro-
grams, and the one that serves to justify
the increasingly high costs of these pro-
grams. Sending a theatre company abroad
will enable it to gain broader experience
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Director for Quebec of the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs, he
founded the Quebec Centre for Interna-
tional Relations. He previously con-
tributed to International Perspectives an
article on Canada-France-Quebec
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and to meet a différent public and
critics - and such an operatio^
course, also a means of enhancing
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with regard to the developing coun-
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ding of international aid. A definite

d`.'<.;ulture must first of all be "ac-
;in qu çièdity d" with those countries that have
ountu^re^€^y "arrived" culturally. It is the
assistr choie of a country with a"compleg",
oit ofhw[uc seeks approval from a certain inter-
^ns maj^ tiâ^al public. There is internationally
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Al th ally with regard to art and culture; a
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ient ^si ica,^ nt that the largest Canadian cul-
ound }tïiï=al_^centre abroad is in Paris; we have
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^élitës^ of the country in their desire for
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Y developed. Of course, cultural di-
iacy would need to be based on quite

ther philosophy: instead of seeking, in
'`rit of narrow nationalism, to "sell"
than culture as though it were a

CANDU reactor, we should be trying to
expose this culture to influences that
would propel it along new paths.

But such a choice is possible only if
the Federal Government has the means to
modify internal cultural development. This
is questionable, in spite of the attempts
by Ottawa to secure a dominant role in
this field through organizations like the
Canada Council. Basically (because the
Federal Government does not, in fact,
have the power to act at certain levels,
such as in secondary education and in
social-development groups, which fall more
under the jurisdiction of the provinces),
it can, in the final analysis, work only with
certain élites. It has no means, therefore,
of carrying out a broad, co-ordinated
cultural program. In other words, the
Canadian Government is incapable of for-
mulating cultural policies as a coherent
whole in which international activity would
support internal development policies.

Weak diplomacy
Canada's cultural diplomacy is, therefore,
somewhat weak and may for a long time
be neither truly effective abroad nor useful
in satisfactorily planning the country's
cultural resources. It will only be what to
a great extent it is now - a "prestigious
gadget". Further, the situation may be-
come more serious as the provinces draw
up valid- cultural policies of their own and
give these policies an international dimen-
sion, as some have begun to do. It will then
not be sufficient for the Department of
External Affairs to base its cultural di-
plomacy on the simple assumption that it
must do what the other Western govern-
ments are doing. The special nature of this
diplomacy will have to be thought out
more thoroughly.

There is another assumption that
makes it difficult to define and implement
an international cultural policy in Canada:
the idea that there is a "Canadian" culture
that it is diplomacy's role to display in
the market-place of arts and ideas abroad.
This .Canadian culture exists only in the
imagination of a few government officials
and politicians who have no contact with
the realities of the country. Anyone in
touch with the institutions and the scien-
tists, thinkers and artists who are creating
Canada's culture sees very quickly that
this country is, in fact, founded on two
original cultures, those of English Canada
and Quebec, whose differences are growing
from year to year in all fields, whatever the
proponents of an emasculated multicul-
turalism may daydream about. Yet all
Canada's cultural diplomacy - in spite of

Situation
may become
more serious



its protestations of adherence to bilin-
gualism - is based on the tacit denial of
this duality. On the contrary, it seeks' to

projectthe image of a single large, distinct

cultural entity that justifies the "political"

existence of Canada. There is nothing more
depressing, for example, than the atmo-
sphere of the Canadian Cultural Centre in
Paris, where any Quebecer feels imme-
diately that the Quebec artistic activities
represented there have somehow been
"asepticized" for this "Canadian" exhibi-
tion. This is one of the obstacles to an
effective and credible cultural diplomacy,
and will be a greater one in the future
unless the federal designers and planners
show more imagination. In particular, they
will have to make a distinction between
the total culture of Canada and . support
for cultural activities. As for the total
culture of Quebec, it is hard to imagine
how any government but that of Quebec
could take real charge of it, nationally
and internationally.

Canadian studies
These remarks also apply to the programs
of Canadian studies abroad. It may be too
early to make a definitive evaluation of
these programs, but we can already point
out some of their deficiencies. Let us start
with the focus of these programs, the
academic world. The mere fact that it is
the Federal Government alone, without
the provinces, that originated these pro-
grams removes any credibility from the
initiative. How can one believe that
Ottawa's political and ideological leanings
will not have an influence on the nature
of such programs? Is it likely that univer-
sity authorities abroad, receiving large
sums for the purpose of carrying out these
activities, will agree to introduce elements
that run counter to federal policies?
How can one hope that Quebec's political
dimension will be represented therein in
any meaningful way? In fact, the entire
atmosphere of these programs, in both
French-speaking and English-speaking for-
eign universities, tends to minimize one of
the problems of greatest interest in the
study of Canada abroad - the problem of
Quebec and its various reverberations in
Canadian life. The governmental origin of
some of these programs, their clearly poli-
tical purpose, and their inevitably propa-
gandist nature (no matter how subtle
and indirect the propaganda) cast doubt
on their serious significance.

Lastly, what is to be understood by
"Canadian studies"? Politics, literature,
life in society? What foreign university
can hope to cover all these dimensions of
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Canada in a coherent program?
these studies are restricted to the
the social sciences, such a survey of
is rarely attempted even in C,
universities., Is it not somewhat ^
seek to impose it on 'others? Mon

most cases, the universities that
these programs do not have tbe
documentary resources that would
them to ensure high-quality teach^
may wonder what, besides propag,
the aim of such programs.

One can also ask how fitting ï;
involve foreign students in stl
Canada when these studies are
little developed at home. For egam
subject that most often interests sfr
abroad, at least those in the socials
is Canadian foreign policy. Researi
publications in this field are still s
that one wonders whether it woulâ:
preferable to use the resources inve:
the Canadian studies program abm
develop this particular field of study
Canada for Canadian researche>t:
same question could probably ap
other fields of Canadian studies.

Béfore seeking to evangelize th
side world, Canadians should ratb
tempt to explain themselves more
vincingly to themselves. The van'
pretensions underlying these pi
bear no relation to the academic
mance of Canadians in the studyo
own country. This in itself reveals
the purely political nature of the
tion, which was not based on a clear
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ment of what we wished to, and wérp
to, export. Other formulas egist,
authentically academic, more useh'
also more effective from the scientific
of view, to induce universities ab
contribute to the development of th^
of Canadian studies.

Other aims or other metho:
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Canadian cultural diplomacy co

_
r^lan

studied from the same critical
view. One could look, for example,^
aim of using cultural policies as ons
instruments for cariying out thé

Option; it seems to us that there is ath.,

deal of naïveté in this area. We co
speak of the diplomatic personnel
to these tasks, of the specific trainis!
receive, of their linguistic origins, and^dene
For the moment, we feel it is sufir pcat
point out the importance of enteris
new sector of Canadian diplomacy' banu
concern for reaching beyond govelU

conformity, and beyond the natior, p

and ethnocentric complacency of thP^llrn^
lectual circles that often supPo
initiatives of the state in this fie'
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s are er, ' 19 months of bloody civil war and

r egam^ orè-t^an 50 failed ceasefire agreements,

xests sh bat3gn finally emerged with hopes that

sociala, e^htmare might be over.

Resear; ` uman losses since the war started in

still so. rr^-75 have been estimated at 45,000

t would éaâ: ând 200,000 wounded - representing

cent of the country's population.ces inve
cam abn ;Iivsr^l destruction is equally staggering,

A studs oug^ hardly surprising for a war of such
earchen o ence and complexity, which saw the

ably apminate shelling of residential and

[dies. cominercial sectors of densely-populated
gehize th^t1es:!'Sources close to President Sarkis
uld rath .?^ e ë; timated total physical damage at

3,OOOmillion, not including losses fromves more
e an looting in Beirut's port warehouses.he v
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iese pi
ademic
studyo
reveals
of the

income and revenue sznce Aprrl 1975,
m:.t.
us , estnnated losses of income over the
WNI-1 ,1ttltree years, are put at $9,000 million.

Î^'^ less important are the political
A61iments. Althôugh, on the face of it,

lftli^' Séems to have changed, with leftists
a cleara^_17ghtists still vying for power andand wéiP

xeithéJ faction in a position to impose its
.is egist, i

ore useh'
scientiS¢

ities ab
^ent of th^

r metho

^nithe other, the political reality now
,ery different fromwhat it was a year
o Ti begin with, both left and right are

^^id rably weaker, if only because the
ary supremacy of a Syrian-dominated

ëacel:^ eping force 30,000 strong has cowed
' ^^e wàrring factions into respecting its
iacy coLlemands.
ritical p(lr- Z,jle regime of ex-President Sulaiman
xample,^^IiN;,a (who formally handed over power

es as onWm ç;Qp ember 23 , though he had lost effec-
out thé co.ntrol long before then) was replaced
there is

We coul
el

tl^àf^ of President Elias Sarkis. Franjiya,
t^cizêd for his stubbornness and his open

sonn ;Pa^iy for the Christian right-wing
îc trainior was never able to win the con-
,igins, and den^eof the Moslem left. Franjiya

is su^p atr,diy accused "international Com-
of enterD rn^" of being responsible for events in
plomacy ^banôn, and accused the Libyans of in-
md goaen^r^ention in Lebanon. In elections that
he natfork P^àce on May 8, 1976, amidst fierce
ncy of the^llfn^ and leftist complaints that Syrian
n supp t,^^u^^ had made the outcome a foregone

1 this iï onelùs^ron, Sarkis first emerged as "Syria's
I

man". But, although he still owes much of
his authority to the continued military and
political support of the Damascus regime,
his impartial and energetic pursuit of na-
tional reconstruction has revived much of
his credibility as a tough and ind^pendent
President.

Many Lebanese, disillusioned with
their traditional zaaims and weary of
the insecurity and political stagnation that
have plagued Lebanon since the late Six-
ties, are pleased to see a technocrat (even
a Syrian-backed one) in power. Most are
equally delighted with the eight-man
Cabinet of Salim al-Hoss, formed on De-
cember 9, which is dominated by young
professionals none of whom have had any
part in the politico-sectarian feuding of the
past. Even the prospect of some loss of
traditfonal freedoms (including freedom of
the press), under a President known as a
close adviser to President Fuad Chehab in
the days when the Deuxième Bureau kept
a careful watch on affairs, seems a small
price to pay for the return of security and
stability.

The bewildering and often incompre-
hénsible political and military develop-
ments that occupied the bulk of 1976 re-
volved largely round Syria's attempts at

political mediation, which were quickly
followed by armed intervention. Syrian
"shuttle" diplomacy, led by Foreign Minis-
ter Abdel-Halim Khaddam at the outset
of the year, resulted in a peace formula
based on a list of political reforms that

embraced many leftist demands while
pacifying the rightists by preserving the

Mr. Hayani is a senior economist in the
international division of a multinational
corporation in Toronto. A native of Syria,
he came to Canada in 1968 after grad-
icating from a university in England. He
has taught economics at Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute and has published
a number of articles on economics and
politics in the Middle East. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Hayani.



confessional distribution of top government
posts. This document included a pledge by
all parties, guaranteedby Syria, to imple-
ment the Cairo agreement of 1969, which-
regulated the activities of the Palestinians
in Lebanon.

Short-lived peace
The peace was of short duration, Tension
soon reappeared over the problem of the
Lebanese army, which seemed on the point
of disintegration after splitting into fac-
tions. The crises came with the announce-
ment of a military takeover by Brigadier-
General Aziz al-Ahdab, who demanded,
among other things, the resignation of
President Franjiya. Though allegedly

aimed at reuniting the army, Ahdab's
movement had the opposite effect, since it
was opposed by factions loyal to Franjiya,
and supported by the leftist Lebanese
Arab Army under the command of Colonel
Ahmad al-Khatib. Khatib's army shelled
the Presidential palace at Baabda, and
Franjiya was forced to flee to the Christian
stronghold of Jounieh. While this conflict
completed the de facto partition of the
country and all its institutions, it also
heralded a new Syrian initiative - this
time military.

Until late March, the balance of mili-
tary power seemed to lie with the leftists
and the Palestinians, but when, in
April, the Syrians began a series of mili-
tary pushes into Lebanon, an operation
described by the Palestinians as another
"Black September", the balance began to
shift slowly. Syrian pressure on the leftists
enabled right-wing militias to overrun the
Palestinian camps of Jisr al-Pasha (on
June 30) and Tal al-Zaatar (on August
12, after a 52-day siege). Despite cries of
dissent from Cairo, Baghdad and Ben-
ghazi, it became clear that the Syrians
were happy to see Palestinian power in
by Libyan Premier Abdel-Salam Jalloud
Lebanon confined by the rightists. Efforts
to mediate between the Syrians and
Palestinians during June and July had
repeatedly failed to achieve any conclusive
results.

Yet it would be unfair to say that the
Syrians had intervened in Lebanon to
crush the Palestinians. It has been sug-
gested that the aim was, rather, to pressure
them into a more conciliatory attitude
vis-à-vis both the Lebanese crisis and the`
Arab-Israeli dispute. In any event, the
battle experiences of the Syrians with the
Palestinians (notably in Sidon, where the
Syrians lost a tank unit in an early at-
tempt to occupy the city) made them
aware that an all-out offensive against the
Palestinians would be militarily costly as
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well as politically hazardous. For
stage Egÿpt; which had been 'atta

of Lebanon and in the mountains E

Syria for signing a second Sinai
ment agreement with Israel, was nla
Arab opinion against the h
regime's intervention in Lebanon. j
became clear to all the Arab gove
that, by serving as a battleground fa
Arab differences, the Lebanese c
threatening to destroy any re
semblance of Arab unity.

Perhaps this fear more than ag^
else induced Kuwait and Saudi Aa,.;
set in motion a diplomatic effort for,t
Arab peace effort in Lebanon. The
meetings in Riyadh (October 17-16
in Cairo (October 25-26) that k
from these efforts after considerahl
crastination - not least by Syria,
was by then in the middle of a
offensive against leftist forces in the

Beirut - were hailed by all parties as
successful. By winning Arab blessmQ Y?'^ln
Syrian presence in Lebanon was con^ , çp le,
into an effective peacekeeping for; ^
ceptable to all parties, and soon putu^
to hostilities by spreading itself aç{T.
the country's battle-zones. Apart fer
immediate effect on Lebanon's s
the summit meetings also succeedE
salvaging, indeed strengthening,
unity - mainly through a rapprod
between Egypt and Syria.

Policy motivation
While the conflict between the Leb^
right and left is a reflection of manyl:
standing contradictions within Leh
society, the conflict between Syria and
Palestine resistance movement colts
other explanations. The question ber
what has motivated the Syrian polir
Lebanon during the recent crisis? Wi
the benefit of hindsight, and expossi
all the pitfalls of speculation, one
merely suggest several factors that
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al political system composed of
[jans and leftist Lebanese support-

'bya and Iraq. Furthermore, it is
determined to see that a stable,

K and viable political system is
shed in Lebanon. °
this context, Lebanon becomes a

Syria's ability to play a major role
-Arab politics. As was noted by the

^-ent French journalist Eric Rouleau:
^ é se analysis of the various forms of

intervention, reveals a striking,
^everance on the part of the Ba'athist
^.ëa ers in pursuit of their objectives:

es blishing a balance of forces between
th^two opposing camps, which would
ciïrpfer on the Syrians the role of arbiter,

` thus, also, a decisive influence in
i^^anon; or at least preventing the rise
,to,power in Beirut of a Lebanese leftist

r^ization more radical than the
an Ba'athists; . . . .

or^:
0

Q;çâmpleg were the difficulties faced by
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I put tment ofground forces - in the formmi
;elf o^ Palestine Liberation Army - in

Eccee iangerouslyisolated. Relations with
were broken off, Iraq moved five

e^s ons to the Syrian border, there was
hea fighting in June between the Pales-
tinih'us and Syrian units, and the Soviet
linùi , in the past Syria's main backer,

e bled at the new direction taken by
l ^'s policies.

I'here was, in addition, the expense of
th ar in Lebanon. This was estimated at

12-15 million ($3.3-4.1 million) a
dav^on top of which there were the strain
and cost of supporting up to a million

,7 wi:. .Let?anese who had fled to Syria. The inter-

gpos 'on in Lebanon was also the reason for
ON E;1e timing of the closure of the old Iraq

rrt froa an y to the Riyadh summit meeting in
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in Lebanon that at times it seemed
s^ile, even probable, that intervention
Od end disastrously. From the first

leum Company oil pipeline, from
whiih Syria had received substantial tran-
^tw s and supplies of cheap oil. Instead,

was forced to take Saudi Arabian
oil, but at the market price. Nevertheless,
by the end of last year, President Asad's

oeuvres had been brought to a suc-
ful conclusion. A minimum of 27,000

6Yfian troops were operating in Lebanon,
er the fiat of the Arab League, their

I4 ence Iegitimized by the Riyadh and

cI(
tlii

ro meetings. The rift with Egypt was
ed and Iraqi troops pulled back from
border.

The second factor influencing Syria's
P01cY in Lebanon is the altered perception
6dts security vis-à-vis the Israelis sincet6)

signrng of the Sinai agreement. Henry

Kissinger's Sinai diplomatic initiatives, as
viewed. by Damascus, aimed at further
fragmenting the already divided Arab
world by removing Egypt from the conflict
and consequently leaving Syria to face the
Israelis alone.

Syrian refusal to negotiate an agree-
ment with Israel put it in a position
whereby it would have to counter Kissin-
ger's moves on both the local and regional
fronts. On the local front, Syria has tried
to avoid giving Israel any pretext to inter-
vene in Lebanon. It was feared in Damas-
cus that Palestinian and leftist military
successes would inevitably lead to both
a partition of the country and unrestricted
PLO activities against Israel through
southern Lebanon. Either one of these two
developments would give Israel an invita-
tion to invade Lebanon on the pretext of
destroying commando bases or protecting
a "mini-Christian" state. This possibility
was underscored by Prime Minister Yit-
zhak Rabin:

The central military factor in Lebanon
today is the Syrian army, and they are
interested in preserving calm with Israel
to avoid giving her an excuse to inter-
vene. But we must be alert to the
situation.

Such an Israeli move northward would
expose the Syrian western flanks and open
the way to Damascus and the encirclement
of the Syrian army on the Golan.

On 'the regional front, Syria had to
counter Kissinger's attempt to isolate it.
The more Kissinger persisted in his efforts
to force Syria to follow in Egypt's foot-
steps or else face Israeli military might
alone, the more determined Syria became
to frustrate his plans. Thus it was no
accident that, just as Kissinger began his
shuttle diplomacy in March 1975, Asad
proposed a joint Syrian-Palestinian com-
mand. Furthermore, Kissinger's resump-
tion of shuttle diplomacy in August 1975
coincided with the formation of the Syrian-
Jordanian Supreme Political Command.

However, be that at it may, it would
be fair to assume that the Syrians would
not have invaded Lebanon without indica-
tions that the U.S. (and, by implication,
Israel) would put up no opposition. For-
mer U.S. President Ford said Syria's inter-
vention had improved Midde East peace
prospects; his press secretary, Ron Nessen,
also praised Syria's actions: "If you look
at the nature and intent of what Syria is
doing in Lebanon, overall they've played a
constructive role". The U.S. was instru-
mental in persuading the Israelis that the
Syrian intervention was in the best inter-
ests of both Israel and the U.S. Dr. Kis-
singer himself described the role of the

Syrian attempts
to counter
isolation

by Kissinger
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Conflict viewed
as confrontation
between Mosleins
and Christians

U.S. as that of an "honest broker" passing

on "our impressions" on Israeli policy to
the Syrians and Syrian policy to the
Israelis.

Minorities
The third factor influencing Syria's policy
in Lebanon concerns religious minorities.
President Asad, in justifying his support
for the conservative Christians, noted:

There is no risk of alienating the Leb-
anese Moslems, who. by nature, convic-
tion and interest are committed to the
Arab cause. With respect to the Maro-
nites, who are traditionally oriented
towards and await their salvation from
the West, our duty is to fully integrate
them into' the Arab nation. To reach
this objective it is useful that an Arab,
Moslem -country, such as Syria, under-
take to protect them.

President Asad might have also been
thinking of the one million Christians
living in Syria, who might be apprehensive
about developments in Lebanon, owing to
their experiences at the hands of the
Ottoman Turks in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Many Christian
Arabs view the conflict as a confrontation
between Moslem forces striving for domi-
nance and Christian forces struggling for
survival. Mindful of these apprehensions,
Syria wants to avoid the appearance that
it is supporting Moslem forces against
Christian. communities in Lebanon. Such
an appearance would be unsettling to the
Syrian Christians.

Though these factors - political role,
security and religious minorities - are im-
portant and shed some light on the conflict,
they fail fully to explain the causes for the
confrontation between Syria and the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),
Beyond these factors lies a major dispute
between the two that centres round Syria's
insistence on maintaining as many options
as possible in dealing with Israel, while the
PLO insists on the existence of only one
option. It is felt in Damascus that, if
Syria's options are to be preserved, the
power of the PLO will have to be curbed.
A strong and independent PLO in control
of all or part of Lebanon would have
precipitated a PLO-Israeli confrontation,
probably escalating into a Syrian-Israeli
confrontation at a time not of Syria's
choosing. As viewed by Syria, a commit-
ment to the Palestinian cause is one thing,
but for the PLO to determine Syria's
options in the conflict is another matter
entirely.

For Syria, there are three options:
first, a political settlement with Israel;
second, a military confrontation; and third,

preserving the status quo of `no.x.8,
peace" until further notice. The firste:
is causing tension not only betwe^,
Syrians and the Palestinians, but be
one group of Arab states, led by E
Saudi Arabia, and another led by'ii
and Iraq. This option was articulalp
Asad on numerous occasions. In his'
brated interview with Newsweek on M;
3, 1975, he said: "If the Israelis re
the 1967 frontier and the West Bani
Gaza becomes a Palestinian statt ^
last obstacle to a final settlement willi
been removed."

It should be noted here, however,
Asad's office issued a statement clai^
that Newsweek had misquoted hk
Syrian readiness to conclude a peacetr
with Israel. On the other hand, n
developments indicate that the Pale^,
Liberation Organization is quietly ^
ping its demand for the replaceme-
Israel by a"secul.ar democratic state"
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redefining its objective as an Arab P
tine on the West Bank and in
Furthermore, in their present "p
offensive", the Arab leaders most invi
in the Arab-Israeli conflict are askin,^
the reconvening of the Geneva Middle

e M

peace conference to negotiate a peat,i iiself
settlement in the framework of the irlearl
vant United Nations Security Cou d..
resolutions. President Sadat of E, 5^ria
went so far as to suggest his readins,^ We e d
sign a peace agreement with Israel in; '- '

I

1967 war and his agreement to the a sktic

lishment of an independent Palesti- à^r fi

state on the West Bank and in Gasa^ ^Irge
Nonetheless, the first option Di sipite

political settlement with Israel reni^ Asâil hr

unfeasible at present owing to one cr, 4Is1
factor - under the prevailing condil'.1 tJ gi`
it is unacceptable to both the PLO and
Israelis.

Chance of conflict
The less the first option appears fes:
the more likely that the second option^
military confrontation - will occur. 1
confrontation, in view of the PLO'0',
tence on the "secular democratic" forl ,
is the only feasible option. Althougb t1,
is a consensus between Syria and thel^
regarding the importance of this opti^
the cost of such a confrontation, as vie
by both, contributes to the disagreer
between them. From the Palestinran
spective, the costs for the continuatiaV(
the conflict, as noted by a top PLO dcf
are as follows:

We do not have anything to lose,^
We have been fighting since the be,
ning of this century. We can, if need
fight for another two centuries..
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n afford four or five further defeats,
;e the one the Arabs suffered in June
67. In a way, this would'revitalize the

destinian camp.

rent calculations
ever, Syrian calculations differ rad-

fromfrom those of the Palestinians. If
option is to be credible, the Syrians
d have to be militarily prepared to

its consequences. For the Syrians,
^re wars will be far costlier than past

oQ In addition to the incalculable human

è;l,-^ruction, the Syrians feel that the
^iuction of their vulnerable infrastruc-
- partly if not entirely - is a toregone

^nAIusion. They are aware of the fact that
tbë^Tsraeli military doctrine aims first and
foreamost at knocking out both Syria's
âimId forces and infrastructure. These ob-
ectives were succinctly articulated by

nôrié other than General Dayan during the
ilëtibber War:

e want to make a supreme, productive
d effective effort to get Syria out of

$e war. ... In order to achieve this, we
:A lint to hit them. at two levels: first of

to destroy the forces they sent
Ure.... The second part concerns Syria
^itself ... the war should cost Syria so
iléarly that they will regret what they

d....If there is a war, then the
^rians must pay a heavy price for it.
We e did it today, hitting Syria itself -
coonomic and military targets, power
s^,frations,. oil installations, army camps,
ir fields, and also civilian economic

t^rgets.
Dn)ite these ominous threats, President
Asâél has asserted that:

Israel remains obstinate and refuses
give up what does not belong to it, it

seems rather obvious to everyone that
the Middle East will be heading for war
once again. After all, that's what the
October War was all about - the libera-
tion of occupied Arab lands. If there
isn't complete withdrawal and the occu-
pation continues, we shall have condi-
tions not for peace but for a new war -
or the same conditions that prevailed
prior to the October War.

However, the apparent elimination of
the Western front, coupled with the present
deployment of the Syrian army and the
prevalent "moderate mood" of most Arab
leaders, would not lend support to the
pursuit of a policy of military confronta-
tion on the part of Syria.

The unfeasibility of the first two op-
tions leads one to conclude that "no-war,
no-peace" is at present the only option
available. In fact, this has been, and will
continue to be, the only option - even
though it has been interrupted at times by
either a flurry of diplomatic initiatives
giving rise to hopes of a just settlement or

by the outbreak of hostilities casting a

long shadow on men's will to deal with their

problems. There will be future diplomatic

flurries. As a case in point, on January 25,

President Carter announced that he would

send Secretary of State Cyrus Vance to six

countries in the Middle East during Feb-

ruary "to seek new co-operation for a

peaceful settlement". There will also, un-

fortunately; be future outbreaks of hos-
tilities. But one cannot escape the con-

clusion that there will be a state of "no-

war, no-peace" in the Middle East for

many years to come. Perhaps the world is

destined to live with this tragic conflict

indefinitely.
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I+1̂ A• Manor, senior editorial writer of
the Winnipeg Free Press, argues that
, the time has come for Canada to

andon her peace-keeping role that has
en but one long litany of woes".

Glen Buick, director of the Consu-
r Policy Division in External Affairs;
'.lls of Canadians in trouble abroad and
w consular policy is designed to help.
om Marrakech,-where "a young Cana-

(dan marijuana-fancier languishes in
79", to San José, where another has
°fost all his money and his bus ticket
t^ Managua, Nicaragua", the impera-

tive of the consular officer is "to afford
protection and assistance to Canadian
nationals".

Member of Parliamént Doug Roche
writes of his political profession: "When
I see a political party - or even a
politician - running for office on a plat-
form and strategy to end world hunger
in the next ten years, to provide every
human being with clean water by 1990,
to implement a housing program which
will provide a decent shelter for 'every
family in the world, then my own faith
in modern politics will be renewed."

No support
for policy
of military
confrontation



Bureaucratic
caretaker
would have been
disappointment

Assessment of Ramphal
at Commonwealth Secretaria

The Commonwealth's second Secretary-
General, Shridath Ramphal, is moving
towards the middle period of his five-year
term, and the eve of the first heads-of-
government conference (scheduled for
London in June 1977) to be serviced under
his direction is an appropriate moment to
attempt some preliminary assessment of
the Secretariat as it has developed since

he took over.
Commonwealth countries chose wise-

ly when they appointed Mr. Ramphal;
nothing that has happened since has
given reason to doubt that. Governments
were right to pick a man of as much
energy and initiative as his predecessor,
Arnold Smith; it would have been disap-
pointing if they had fallen back on a
bureaucratic caretaker and allowed the
Secretariat to run out of steam. There is
no such danger with Mr. Ramphal.

It has also been important that the
Commonwealth machine-ry should now be
run by a man from one of the smallest
and poorest of Commonwealth Third
World countries; just as it made sense that
the first Secretary-General came from a
rich nation that carried political "clout".

The Secretariat has not changed
direction under Mr. Ramphal. There has
been a healthy continuity in mainstream
policy. When Mr. Smith left office, the
Commonwealth was already positioning
itself in a wider globâl context. Having
emerged from a period when it was con-
cerned mainly with its own survival, the
Commonwealth now had to step outside
its boundaries as much as possible and to
act in unison with, and complement, other
international bodies and groupings.

Mr. Smith had always worked in this
direction; during his ten years, the Secre-

Mr. Ingram is Managing Editor of Gemini
News Service, London, England. He
specializes in Commonwealth affairs, and
has been published widely in Canada. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Mr. Ingram.

tariat began to build a Commoq
observer presence at conferences oI
agencies such as the World Health
ization and the UN Conference on Ti
and Development (UNCTAD ) . He qi
made his links with the European
nomic Commission and those invofv
the Yaoundé Convention, and the im
tion to the tenth birthday celebratia
the Organization of African Unity,_
recognition by that body of the valaE
on links with the Secretariat.

But for much of Mr. Smith's ter^ttivor4of
times were not propitious for these d
opments. The Commonwealth was Ott-a
looked upon by the international co Ahs^r
nity as having undertones of neo-col( fCan„bej
ism; it took time for non-Commonwajmin^
countries to assess how genuine was
change that had taken place in the at
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n Iof the Commonwealth. The appoinhl
of Mr. Ramphal, a popular and respai ^
Third World politician, in itself pc'^ u^,
the point home. The moment had q to
for the Commonwealth to develop a r
robust, outward-looking policy, and al
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end of the conference in Kingston in
1973, the heads of government gavE^ tTn?^
Secretary-General elect just the diret' in ço i
he needed. I^v h

Experts Group fora th

Their communiqué contains no
than 13 references to Cornmonwo' u`^N
support for the work of the UN and reP°1 ^

agencies - on Cyprus, on the lIlr
Sùpport

Ocean, on Belize, on Southern Afri^^ `1^^^^op

the "New International Economic 0t1^ ti in ^ w,
po;itiot

and on industrial co-operation. ;rr
^vhich

The idea of setting up the Common0 n({;^h
Experts Group to work out a progr^; ^^rd
practical measures directed at closing , of t]
gap between the rich and the poorwoka b^s

it should be of service to the interna^- mèé --
community. The Group's eyes were ^' fae

on the UN seventh special session, dj-^1J
UNCTAD IV and beyond. It wastoE, 91

vide recommendations not just for C:; b^k o

monwealth governments but as Po`-; tllé^i,c
"input" for the Group of 77, the ^'i =
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d movement, and what became the
-South dialogue. The Commonwealth

_Vlu
a cross-section of the world's coun-

`tries
hat were able to work on a relatively

infoial basis among themselvés, it might,
^' the 'I gument went, come up with sug-

esti ns for solving some of these world

prqbl fromfrom which : all would benefit.

y,rl,a' was good for the global community
^ mus e good for the Commonwealth coun-

, tries oa

Aiajdr theme
Tbthe Commonwealth began to take

inmonRr 3n ^tive part in the search for a new
nces ol in}erhational economic order, and this is
ealth (R 5ke} to remain a main theme in its affairs
ce on I^r ^any years to come. From the outset,

HeqQ amphal was personally involved. As
ro .,;pean , F©rë Minister of Guyana, in which

involvE c^pâ ity he attended the Kingston con-
the ia e, he had helped formulate the

lebratio Caii bean case for a new order; now, in
Jnity, , the,, uKingston communiqué, it was said
he valaF tbat âs Secretary-General, elect he should

be^^^`^ ociated as early as possible with the
h's terr woiof the Group.
these en the ten experts first met in
h was Qt-I'' a under the chairmanship of Mr.
nal co^ Alis r McIntyre, Secretary-General of the
ieo-colt Gu^bean Community, Mr. Ramphal re-
nmonR i*d them that the heads of government
ine was hadenvisaged that their recommendations
i the na wobe global in scope. Again, when they..
.ppointa^më^n London last December, he said "our
d respr'f!(ip,̂Lonwealth was conceived not to
self pu', Wà
', had o:^ to
elop a-
, and af
ton in
it gavEi

if the two reports of the Experts
so far produced are not spectacular

tent, they are nonetheless valuable,e dir4 m çn
leve headed documents, which were re-

ns no f eleit with respect at the UN and at
imonwE' [IN TAD; it would have helped if the

, not to divert but to reinforce, not
nish but to supplement, the inter-

^^tiônal efforE" for the creation of a
netiv', brder.

JN and^ repg ts had gone forward with more solid
the hi SIlpPbrt from the Commonwealth's four
Afriulj de+ed countries, but their prevarica-

mic 0r^1 t'o?? ^was indicative of the rich world's
Pasi^on on the new order.

The promise of the seventh session,
c^ reached agreement on mechanisms

unonw" for3^ ^e^g a new order, was not fulfilled,
:he world has moved back towardsprogTa^ t d

cIosing •

or

The third, and definitive, report
was^, °^.,.i . Experts Group will be ready to form

ternat^.
d baâls for debate at the London summit

were t'I
b^n the outcome ofthe North-South;ession, ^! a.1 I

var
t for

"V!?gue and the first round of therT7r

rs
, the P;

^TAD talks on a Common Fund will
own. The prospects are not good, and

London meeting may be marked by

expressions of frustration from the devel-
oping countries that after two years of
talking nothing much has happened.

Another report before the summit
meeting will contain preliminary sugges-
tions from the 11-man Team of Common-
wealth Industrial Specialists for co-opera-
tion on industrial development. The need
for measures "to promote the processing of
primary commodities in their places of
origin and the removal of barriers to trade
in processed primary commodities and
other manufactured goods" was expressed
in the Kingston communiqué as a result of
ideas put forward by Mr. Trudeau and
President Nyerere of Tanzania. Mr. Ram-
phal assembled the team in London last
January under the chairmanship of Mr.
L. K. Jha, Governor of Jammu and Kash-
mir and formerly Indian Ambassador in
Washington. With highly-industrialized
countries like Britain and Canada and
others, such as India and Nigeria, having
considerable industrial capability, the
Commonwealth is seen as containing the
right ingredients to provide advice on the
development of 'the weaker countries.
Again, the work of the team is not an
exclusive Commonwealth operation, and
representatives of UNIDO and UNCTAD
attended the opening talks.

On the economic side, the most spec-
tacular and solid success of the Common-
wealth Secretariat in the past few years
has been the development of the Common-
wealth Fund for Technical Co-operation.
When it was launched in 1971, the idea
was viewed with such scepticism by some
Commonwealth countries that one or two
of them, notably Australia, would not take
part. Today it is unanimously acknowl-
edged to be a "winner". This year the Fund
is up to £8 million, and the problem is to
keep pace with the requests for help. Out-
side agencies have watched its success
with envy. The francophone Agency for
Cultural and Technical Co-operation has
begun to set up an organization modelled
on the CFTC, and it would not be sur-
prising if others tried to follow in the years
to come.

Diplomatic efforts
In the 12 years of its existence, the Secre-
tariat has never managed to achieve a
major diplomatic success, but this has not
been for lack of trying. Mr. Ramphal's
efforts in this direction have already been
substantial - particularly in regard to
Southern Africa. With good reason, the
Secretariat had quickly involved itself in
Mozambique and Namibia. The Lisbon
coup of 1974 was crucially important to
the Rhodesian situation and to the three

Commonwealth
Fund for Technical
Co-operation



neighbouring Commonwealth countries -
Zambia, Tanzania and Malawi. Mr. Smith
had made early contact with Mr. Soares,
then FortugaPs Foreign Minister, and with
Samora Machel's FRELIMO movement.

At Kingston, the Commonwealth
pledged financial and other help to Mozam-
bique so that it could impose sanctions
and tighten the squeeze on the Smith
regime. The Secretariat acted with speed;
a sanctions committee meeting set up a
special fund to be administered by the
Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-
operation, and Mr. Ramphal offered Com-
monwealth help to the UN Secretary-
General. When a United Nations team,
undertook a reconnaissance to Maputo, a
key member was Gordon Goundrey of
Canada, from the CFTC. This team was
followéd by Emeka Anyaoku (Nigeria),
the Assistant Secretary-General, and John
Syson (Britain), one of Mr. Ramphal's
personal assistants. Later Mr. Ramphal
visited Machel. All this activity made its
impact on the Mozambique Government,
which had hitherto looked on the Com-
monwealth with some suspicion.

Commonwealth help to Mozambique
did not get under way as fast as had been
hoped, largely because of difficulty in
assessing the Mozambique Government's
actual requirement, but two useful oper-
ations are now being carried out - help in
developing the port of Maputo and the
despatch of a medical team from Ghana
of nurses, doctors and transport drivers
paid for from the special fund, which now
stands not far short of its 91-million target.

On Namibia, the Secretariat has
worked closely with the Zambian Govern-
ment and the Council of Namibia Office in
Lusaka, a notable achievement to date
being the placing of refugee Namibian
children in schools in Commonwealth
countries, mainly in Ghana. .

A Commonwealth diplomatic effort of
a different nature has occurred on Cyprus.
At Kingston it was decided that a Com-
monwealth committee should help towards
implementing the UN General Assembly
resolutions on the withdrawal of foreign
troops from Cyprus. The move was wel-
comed by President Makarios, but not by
the Turkish Cypriot leader, Dr. Denktash,
who cold-shouldered it. When Mr. Ram-
phal visited Cyprus, he saw Denktash as
well as Makarios - something of a break-
through - and it seems possible now that,
before the London summit meeting, the
committee will have visited Cyprus, met
both sides, and submitted a report. Nothing
has been done without full consultation
with UN Secretary-General Kurt Wald-
heim, who sees the Commonwealth moves

as strengthening his own hand iL
the problem.

The most significant developdil
the move towards an outward'
Commonwealth was the decision
UN General Assembly last autumnti;
the Secretariat observer status -

posal made by Singapore and s
by Australia and Nigeria. A few ya
such resolution would have been
sible to get through the Assembly
was accepted without a dissenting ,n i
When the Argentinian Ambassad(^ fa^o
Pfirter, spoke, it was to say:

The Commonwealth Secretari^
made important contributions ',
most varied fields, particnlarI
socio-economic field, and we hp
doubt that these positive conti7 %:
which, in many cases, had direct,` ^frna
cussions on Latin America,
stantially increase with the new,^
the Commonwealth Secretariat F; :I?gi)
quire today in the world forum, f ^^?

The Commonwealth had nôwads ^en>
international respectability. Mr. %c, ">^
with whom Mr. Ramphal has devel
close relation, is known to be mm

- pressed by the way it works. He a
the unstructured meetings it h
private and without public stateme'
wishes the UN could take a lessoU ^ ^
them and save itself from the e^ y!
"position" speeches delegates feel f^^Ô`
to make.

Crucial lon-,

In all these developments, M.
phal's personal diplomacy has ba ^ fror^i;
cial. In the course of the first

ti
the new Secretary-General visitq

çq

Commonwealth countries, covei7ng^h4
175,000 miles. This large amou`^^V

travelling has been particularly
in this period because, since the IiQ^

conference, there have been an 1
tional number of changes of gover [ 5ec^

in the Commonwealth. Whereas ,
"erea

tnaii^
Ottawa and Kingston, there were or
changes (caused by the death of

Kirk in Australia and Harold vwn
return to power in Britain), in tb`evél

and a half since Kingston, eight no C -

of government have come to power,

result of three deaths (one by ass^hac^

tion), one coup and four resign.^emîé

Fraser (Australia) ; Sayem (Bangla f have,

Adams (Barbados), Callaghan (Bi n^44

Hussein bin Onn (Malaysia); obTe a:
( Nigeria); Tanumalifi II (WeSter^?^??

moa). (There are also two new ^of ^^
Somare (Papua New Guinea) ^^
cham (Seychelles).
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countries like Nigeria, Australia
ew Zealand. The swing to the right

H,. last two countries required visits
^^ure that the warmer attitude to the
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ssembly; }^err:,
issentin^ In 011s contegt and its success made a
nbassad , favo 4rable impression on the Fraser

yr Govepment.
ecreta^,, tiaith New Zealand, a special effort
butions 1 had a`o be made because of the threat to
;icularIy 1^ the 1^78 Commonwealth Games arising out

Ld we b,fof' t^je All Blacks rugby tour of South__
e contiilKAf6câ. Numerous meetings involving

ad direct`Tina, a, New Zealand, senior officials of

rica, ^I1 th?. Supreme Council for Sport in Africa

the newl ^nrl,i.he Commonwealth Secretary-General

retariat ed in a substantial effort by the New

i forum f Iea^âtrd Government to dissuade its sports-

rd nôwac:.4pn ^,,Trom visiting South Africa and an

Mr.Rial ^^+eân decision to lift the boycott.
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ks. He a1,But;,fhe biggest diplomatic effort was on
s it hO,Rh^ esia. If the Commonwealth and its
statemer`.rariat had not made much impact on

a lessoU
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^. ^.S. State Department before, they
V:_:iosr_ clid so. Ramphal and Kissinger have

rtes feel ^01`'n each other for many years, and
u hen Kissinger passed through London on
hi, Southern Africa shuttle the two had

^ lon^ talks. Later, in the wake of Kissinger,

its, M. ^r- ^Ramphal toured Africa talking to the
has bee^fr°^illine presidents.

ârst 18 ^, ;^vhen the Geneva conference was

ral visite coni^ned, Ramphal ordered that it should
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v:.; t}le Secretariat's No. 1 priority. AS-.
nyi^oku, who has made numberless visits
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nwealth that ha eve ope
Whitlam and Norman Kirk (and

Wallace Rowling) was maintained.
eeting of Cabinet officials in Can-

last May was particularly important

ica over the years, discussing Rho-
with heads of government, now went
neva as a Secretariat observer while

?tariat officials and outside experts
aereas bE^"ere !supplied, at the request of African
e wereon^mi'°elalist delegations, as advisers.

eath of The Secretariat was present at Geneva
Fnot to push a Commonwealth role for its

iarold V^vwn yake but to be available if negotiations
n), in th V^Veioped in such a way as to involve
eight neir rÇ^^n^onwealth help. The idea of a"Com-
to power,Jm^^ ^,ealth presence" in Rhodesia dates
e by ass(hâckJto the Ottawa heads-of-government
ir resigt eonférence in 1973, and several models
^(Bangla f1a^,ë^been worked on. "Presence" does not

an (Bl ^ ^1sarily mean a military force; it could
rsia); ^b,?ë:?;Commission to ensure that any agree-

(Westereh^ is carried out properly by all sides
new me' and that fair elections are held, or a group

nea) ,,1 t6# "&ers to help reorganize Rhodesia's
,^ forces. Or it might mean both or

Commonwealth's second Secretary-General, Shridath Ramphal,
is shown meeting the press during his recent visit to Ottawa.

variants of both. More obviously, it would
mean technical assistance on a consider-
able scale; already the Commonwealth's
solid achievement in this field is the train-
ing of 2,500 Zimbabweans over the last ten
years who are available to move back into
Rhodesia and take over key posts after a
settlement.

All parties involved in the Rhodesian Commonwealth
problem now know that the Common- is ready
wealth is ready to participate if it is re- to participate
quired. It is for Commonwealth countries in Rhodesia
to respond. Since no settlement is now
likely by June, the subject will again be
high on the summit agenda. Common-
wealth leaders may have new ideas for
further Commonwealth help.

So where does the Commonwealth Sec-
retariat go from here? Ramphal's policy is
to improve and expand its performance but
not its size. His'staff is at present about
300, and he has no plans to go above that.
Rightly, he does not believe the Common-
wealth wants a great bureaucracy. The
Secretariat is effective because it retains
mobility and flexibility of action; the
CFTC has proved what leanly-run opera-
tion can achieve; the Commonwealth
Foundation has done wonders with a staff
that has only recently increased to nine.



What is important is the quality of
the Secretariat staff. Governments must
supply men and women of high capability;
the Secretariat must not be seen as a body
to which they can relegate people. Under-
standably, governments of developing
countries find it especially hard to part
with top civil servants; good men `and
women are in short supply. But the Secre-
tariat is an investment for governments
because of the experience it provides for
staffs. One way of looking at it is that the
Secretariat performs a service for member
countries by offering up-and-coming gov-
ernment officials an experience that will
make them better civil servants.

After an exhaustive examination of
the working of the Secretariat, which he
took in hand on taking office, Mr. Ramphal
has not sought to make major changes in
the basic working structure established by
Arnold Smith. The one division that still
needs more "muscle" is that dealing with
information. Its impact is limited by the
resources available to it;- governments re-
main reluctant to acknowledge the vital
importance of making the people of their
countries more aware of the work of the
Commonwealth. Every international organ-
ization faces this difficulty but, if the
Commonwealth has gained credibility and
respectability among the world's govern-
ments, it has still not done so with many
of its own people.

Poor housing
One important aid to Secretariat efficiency
would be a change in its housing. Marl-
borough House is a beautiful building but
quite unsuitable for offices. Its rooms
sprawl and, for perfectly good environ-
mental reasons, cannot be structurally
altered. But that is not the worst of it -
the Secretariat does not have use of the
whole building. The first floor is kept for
British Government use and the offices of
the Secretariat are scattered in five other
locations in Westminster. One is on the
opposite side of St. James's Park.

The host, the British Government,
does not charge rent for Marlborough
House but does so for all other offices, and
this means unnecessary added expense for
the Secretariat, as well as loss of efficiency.
Yet the whole of Marlborough House, plus
one annex, would be enough. Ideally, the
Secretariat would be better off in a modern
building somewhere else in Central Lon-
don. Marlborough House does not exactly
exude a modern Commonwealth image,
and its positioning within what might be
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termed a "British Establishment" w
in Central London can give a ttti^]
impression of the amount of in$UeIl,
British Government might have oyEl
activities. Yet London still seems th,
place to house the Secretariat, sincp;
simply a busier diplomatic crossroad;?
any other Commonwealth capital.

The future of the Secretariat rf
be discussed without consideration ci;
perennial question of to what egteT
Commonwealth should allow itself
come institutionalized. For many yeaz'
"conventional wisdom" was that any
tutionalization would be fatal - tk;
Commonwealth was nothing if not a
informal association of nations that
make things up as it went along.

There were those who expressedr^
doubts about its future when the
tariat was born, and these doubts
repeated as the Secretariat seemed"
swelling apace. Today the doubts'^'
gone, but the argument about howu`
institutionalization the Commonp,`

iéea
apal

te^

opiq
that
notii
try it,

can take is bound to be a continuing
unresolved, one. {

Old magic
It is obvious that if the Commonwea `
to be of any value it has to perform L `,
practical functions, and that these &'
be carried out without some centrali^
chinery. The old magic about the ^
monwealth is that it has repeatedly sk`
that it can keep itself under cor^
evolving in a manner different from thk Can
any other international body. It seeL
work as others would like to wo*k^

,cannot.
When it shows signs of bec A

over-bureaucratized and formalizeCI
Commonwealth corrects itself; this
pened at Singapore, when it suddI
found that there were too many o9^ ca
and too many texts of - speeches &I
about for the health of heads-of-90)1,
ment meetings. If some practical^
proposition were to be accepted the
quired a new Commonwealth orgamn,
to administer it, then no one ought C
nervous; what must be ensured is
the new organization is as compact, flo
and informal, and Ieanly=run, as is °
manly possible.

All the signs are that such a tra.. H
is firmly implanted in the CommonwE;;
anyway. This is acknowledged by all ^,
monwealth governments to be the C
monwealth "style". It augurs well foPk
future.
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capital,
ub^jhed a criticism byMr. P. Lyon of an article by Mr. M. Hurtig and the latter's

retariat sI respo^nse. I read and reread both the criticism and the rebuttal; unfortunately, I have
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Levesque, René
"Quebec: a good neighbour in transition."
Speech delivered before the Economic Club
of New York, New York, January 25, 1977.
In Vital Speeches 43:283-287 February 15,
1977.

Levy, Gary
"Le Canada, le Québec et l'association inter.
nationale des parlementaires de langue
française."
In Etudes internationales 7:447-456 Septeqi,
ber 1976.

Oram, Roderick
"Ottawa discovers America."
In Executive 19:33-35 January 1977.

Pollack, Dave '
"Canada's electronic pressure. . . ."
In New Internationalist pp. 18-19 Novem.
ber 1976.

Saul, John S.
"Canada and Southern Africa."
In Canadian Dimension 12:46-51 1977.

Shepherd, John L.
"Science and sovereignty."
In Canadian Review pp. 30-31 February
1977.

"Tragedy of the 'two Canadas' (implications for
the United . States; emphasis on Quebec
separatism)."
In U.S. News and World Report 81:48-52
December 13, 1976.

Unger, Harlow
"The wrong appeal to the wrong people in
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In Canadian Business pp. 10-16 March 1977.

Waengler, Ernest
"Canada at the crossroads."
In Swiss Review of World Affairs pp. 12-13
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Publications of the Department
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be found a list of
the most recent publications of the Department
of External Affairs dealing with international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, issued by the Departmental
Press Office, Department of External Affaim
Ottawa:

No. 8 (February 10, 1977) Trilateral ag_*1
ment between Canada, Spain and the
International Atomic Energy Agency.

No. 9 (February 10, 1977) Signature of Canada-
U.S. agreement on Haines Road/Alaske
Highway reconstruction.

No. 10 (February 18, 1977) Receipt of U-5-
note announcing postponement of further
action on Lonetree Reservoir (Garrison
Diversion Unit).

No. 11 (February 21, 1977) Canadian teachen
to work in People's Republic of China.

No. 12 (February 21, 1977) Government ré
sponse to report of International Joint
Commission (IJC) on further regulation
of Great Lakes.

No. 13 (February 22, 1977) PreparatorY inter'
national conference on future of Inte1'
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national Commission for the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF).

No. 14 (February 24, 1977) Canada-U.S. recip-
rocal fisheries agreement - joint com-
muniqué:

No. 15 (March 1, 1977) Text of U.S. note of
February 18, 1977, on Garrison Diversion
Unit.

No. 16 (March 4, 1977) Canadian delegation to
the Seventh Commonwealth Education
Conference, Accra, March 9-18, 1977.

,No. 17 (March 10, 1977) Text of statement by
spokesman for Canadian Government at
hearings of IJC on Garrison Diversion
Unit, Winnipeg, March 10, 1977.

No. 18 (March 14, 1977) Canadian representa-
tion at United Nations Water Confer-
ence, Mar del Plata, Argentina, March
14-25, 1977.

No. 19 (March 29, 1977) Second meeting of the
Club of Friends of the Sahel, Ottawa,
May 30 - June 1, 1977.

No.20 (March 25, 1977) Appointment of Hon-
orary Consul for Canada in Acapulco,
Mexico.

No. 21 (March 29, 1977) Visit of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, the Honour-
able Don Jamieson, to Mexico, April
24-28, 1977.

No. 22 (March 25, 1977) Outcome of prepara-
tory conference on future of ICNAF,
Ottawa, March 14-24, 1977.

No.23 (March 29, 1977) Canada-Cuba fisheries
negotiations, Ottawa, March 25 and 26,
1977 -joint communiqué.

No.24 (March 29, 1977) Visit of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, the Hon-
ourable Don Jamieson, to Atlanta,
Georgia, April 28 and 29, 1977.

0.25 (March 31, 1977) Visit of Mr. Dankou-
lodo Dan Dicko, Secretary-General of
the Agency for Cultural and Technical
Co-operation, Ottawa, April 1, 1977.

'e(erence Papers, published by the Information
Services Division, Department of External
Affairs, Ottawa:

0.95 The Commonwealth. (Revised April
1977)

tatements and Speeches, published by the Infor-
mation Services Division, Department of
External Affairs, Ottawa:

0. 76/33 The Contractual Link: Why and

0.77/1

Jamieson, in Brasilia, January 12,
1977.

How? A speech by Mr. Marcel Ca-
dieux, Ambassador of Canada to the
European Communities, to the Cana-
dian Institute of International Affairs,
Toronto, November 24, 1976.

Canada and Brazil: Enormous Poten-
tial for Economic Co-operation. A
speech by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, the Honourable Don

No. 77/2 Japan - neither the Sword nor the
Chrysanthemum. An address by Mr.
Bruce Rankin, Ambassador of Canada
to Japan, to the Empire Club of To-
ronto, March 10, 1977.

Treaty Information

Bilateral

Dominica
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of Dominica
constituting an Agreement relating to In-
vestments in Dominica insured by Canada
through its Agent the Export Development
Corporation

Bridgetown, Barbados, and Roseau, Do-
minica, February 4 and 17, 1977

In force February 17, 1977 1

France

Air Transport Agreement between the Gov-

ernment of Canada and the Government of
the French Republic

Paris, June 15, 1976
In force provisionally, June 15, 1976
In force definitively, January 8, 1977

Grenada
Exchange of Notes between the Government

of Canada and the Government of Grenada

constituting an Agreement relating to In-

vestments in Grenada insured by Canada

through its Agent the Export Development
Corporation

Bridgetown, Barbados, and St. George's,
Grenada, February 8, 1977

In force February 8, 1977

Japan

Exchange of Notes between the Government

of Canada and the Government of Japan

constituting an Agreement concerning Tex-
tile Restraints

Ottawa, July 28, 1976
In force July 28, 1976
Terminated December 31, 1976

Mexico

Cultural Agreement between the Govern-

ment of Canada and the Government of
Mexico

Mexico, January 25, 1976
In force provisionally January 25, 1976
In force definitively February 9, 1977

Montserrat

Exchange of Notes between the Government

of Canada and the Government of Mont-

serrat constituting an Agreement relating
to Investments in Montserrat insured by
Canada through its Agent the Export De-

velopment Corporation

Bridgetown, Barbados,` and Plymouth,
Montserrat, February 14 and 15, 1977

In force February 15, 1977

U.S.A.

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the United
States of America concerning Transit Pipe-
lines

Washington, January 28, 1977



Exçhange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the United

States of America concerning Reconstruction

of Canadian Portions of the Alaska Highway
Ottawa, "January 11 and February 11, 1977
In force February 11, 1977

Protocol between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the United States of
America to amend the Convention for the
Protection, Preservation and Extension of
the Sockeye Salmon Fisheries in the Fraser
River System, as amended

Washington, February 24, 1977

Reciprocal Fisheries Agreement between
the Government of Canada and the Govern-
ment of the United Stàtes of America

Washington, February 24, 1977

Treaty between Canada and the United
States of America on the Execution of Penal
Sentences

Washington, March 2, 1977

Exchange of Notes constituting an Agree-
ment for the Establishment of an experi-
mental Loran-C Power Chain in the Vicinity
of the St. Mary's River in Ontario and
Michigan

Washington, March 29, 1977
In force March 29, 1977, with effect from

August 1, 1975
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Multilateral

Agreement establishing the Intery
Fund for Agricultural Development f[

Done at Washington,December20,;
Signed by Canada February 10 ig?

Trilateral Safeguards Agreement
the International Atomic Energy
(IAEA), Canada and Spain

Done at Vienna, February 10, 1977
Tn force February 10, 1977

Convention on the Prevention ^,d j
ment of Crimes against Internationa[
tected Persons including Diplomati, ?

Done at New York, December 14,1
Signed by Canada June 26, 1974
Canada's Instrument of Ratifirafi

posited August 4, 1976
In force for Canada February 20,1

Amendments to Articles 34 and 65
Constitution of the World Health Q
tion of July 22, 1946

Done at Geneva May 22, 1973
Canada's Instrument of Acceptsr,f

posited June 14, 1974
In force for Canada February 3,19rt

Protocol to the International Conven
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries

Done at Washington, December2D,1
Canada's Instrument of Appio^j

posited March 9, 1977
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The hemisphere

0 a year,
es

iver
t to:

The growing relationship of
Canada and the Americas
By James Guy

One of Pierre Elliott Trudeau's campaign
promises during the 1968 election was
to formulate a distinctive policy towards
Latin America. Up to that time, Canada's
relations with the countries of Latin Amer-
ica and the inter-American system were
scant and disparate. No clear-cut policies
toward these republics had been articu-
lated by any Canadian Government. In-
deed, much of the history of Canada's
ties with Latin American countries reveals
an ad hoc approach to inter-American
affairs with no long-term policy direction
or goals for Canada in the western hemi-
sphere.

This does not mean that successive
Canadian Governments before 1968 did not
establish contacts with the Latin American
republics. Mackenzie King opened diplo-
matic relations with six countries and
signed the Inter-American Radio Agree-
ment during the Second World War. Louis
St. Laurent further increased Canada's
diplomatic ties with the area and elevated
some legations to embassies. During his
years in office, a Canadian trade mission
visited nine Latin American countries and

id and Canada took part in the Pan-American
e it is Games for the first time in 1955, winning
tternal three gold medals.

?lcome
,ce to:
Bldg.,

The Government of John Diefenbaker
established relations with nine more Latin
American republics, all in 1961. Among
other things, his Government created a
Latin American Division in the Depart-
ment of External Affairs, acquired mem-
bership in the United Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America (ECLA)
and joined the Pan-American Institute of
Geography and History (PAIGH). During
the Diefenbaker years, Canada's continued
trade with Cuba in spite of the U.S. em-
bargo demonstrated the Prime Minister's
determination not to toe the line of
American foreign policy in the western
hemisphere. Lester B. Pearson's Govern-
ment, in its turn provided funds for Latin
America by special arrangement in 1964.
These funds , administered through the

Inter-American Development Bank ( IDB ) ,
initiated a "soft-loan" program designed
primarily to facilitate Latin American de-
velopment projects. This, however, proved
to be the extent of Pearson,s interest in
advancing Canada's association with the
nations south of the Rio Grande.

Throughout most of Canada's diplo-
matic history, the absence of a well-arti-
culated set of policy goals towards Latin
America was consistent with Canada's
official determination to elevate its pres-
tige and status by adopting a global
orientation in the international system.
Latin America and the co-ordinated inter-
American system dominated by the United
States failed to attract much Canadian
interest. This was particularly evident in
the postwar period, when Canada con-
centrated its external interests in the
Commonwealth, the United Nations and
NATO, and resisted opportunities to par- Canada resisted
ticipate in hemispheric affairs. The prob- opportunities
lematical regional environment could not to participate
sustain the lofty international status for in hemispheric
Canada envisaged by the makers of its relations
foreign policy.

Reassessment needed
By 1968 it had become apparent to Prime
Minister Trudeau that changing world
conditions necessitated a complete re-
assessment of Canada's international role.
The resulting review of traditional external
ties laid the basis for a new promotional
orientation in foreign policy, which, among
other things, saw Canada cross the thresh-
old into an expanded relation with the

Dr. Guy teaches political science at the
College of Cape Breton, Sydney, Nova
Scotia, specializing in Canadian foreign
policy and Latin American government
and politics. He has travelled extensivelv
in Latin America and has written a
number of articles on Canadian ties with
the area. The views expressed here are
those of the author.
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CP Photo

During his Latin American tour in January of this year, Secretary
of State for External Affairs Don Jamieson visited Brazil, Peru
and Colombia. During the Brazilian leg of the trip, he signed an
agreement between the two countries that opened the door for a
joint venture in coal exploitation. Mr. Jamieson is shown here
raising his glass to propose a toast following the signing ceremony.

nations of Latin America. The principal
achievement of the Trudeau Government
in this area has been to design a specific
policy with long-term aspirations towards
Latin America. The foreign policy review
of 1968-1970 gave some recognition to the

fact that Canada's external policies should
appropriately reflect its own domestic
aims, and that, in the new scheme of

things, Canada should see itself primarily
as a North American nation with a special
role to play in the western hemisphere.

Mr. Trudeau's explicitly narrower
focus on the world placed a greater em-
phasis on Canada's relations with the
Latin American and Caribbean nations.
The new policy was based mainly on the
perception of trade advantages with Latin
America. It was also based, however, on
what became known as the "Third
Option", a euphemism for Canada's aspi-
rations for increased independence from
the United States. The new direction was
explicitly acknowledged in the Depart-
ment of External Affairs booklet, Foreign
Policy for Canadians: Latin America,
which stated:

Closer relations with Latin American
countries on a basis of mutual repsect
and reciprocal advantage would enhance

Canadian sovereignty and inde
Greater exposure to Latin
culture wo
creased trade with Latin Amerij
judicious Canadian investment
would augment Canada's capaq
"pay its way" in the world. S'
closer dialogue with some of these
tries about world problems
enhance Canada's capacity to p^
independent role in international •

At the administrative level, a B
of Western Hemisphere Affairs, hea^
a director-general, was established i
ternal Affairs in 1971. One impc
feature of this new structure was the
ance it gave to Latin American m
that Canada intended to continue t
crease its bilateral and multilateral
with the countries of the region,
Bureau also added a dimension of pr
ability to Canada's Latin American
replacing the less-structured, non-a:
patory approaches of previous C
inter-American relations.

Step by step
The development since 1968 of a steE.
step association to the inter-America

tem has increased Canadian visibilit
hemispheric affairs. At present Canal,
membership in eight inter-American or,
izations, three of which are spe ''=
bodies of the Organization of Amer..
States (OAS). A clear indication of
Government's intention of expanding
ticipation in the inter-American sSs
came in 1972 when full membership in
Inter-American Development Bank,
acquired. Since the membership of
IDB is almost identical to that of the 0.
this new multilateral link provided
important testing-ground for gauging
degree of Canada's diplomatic influenaa
Latin America.

Canada's acquisition in 1972
"permanent observer status" in the Q.'
was another indication of its adaptat
to the western hemisphere environ95
This new association with the OAS :
resented an emerging shift in Cana^
foreign-policy commitments to a ic'
range of economic, social and po1i''
problems in the hemisphere. In the n
of permanent observer, Canada is io
better position to weigh the implicati^'
of full membership in the OAS, a Po`
bility that will demand more serious oc
sideration as the country becomes furtt
integrated into the inter-American syste'
Under close scrutiny by some Cana;
observers is the future orientation of ^
OAS. Although the OAS was design

uld enrich Canadian
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y for the collective defence of the
here, it still remains to be seen
er and to what extent it will abandon
sic political and military efforts to
vith the so-called "threat of Com-
rn" in favour of programs of economic
cial development for Latin America.
he underlying assumption in Cana-

olicy vis-à-vis the OAS is that full
ership in this organization is not
arily a precondition for effective par-
tion in the inter-American system.
e oldest international association of
nd, the inter-American system pro-
for its members the opportunity to
ct on a regular basis at the cultural,
mic, political and diplomatic levels.
while the OAS is the leading decision-
g institution, it is certainly not the
body through which hemispheric

s may interact. Canada's policy has
to continue to increase its presence

bilateral and multilateral levels
ut necessarily for the present ac-

ng full membership in the OAS.
Evidence of Canada's multilateral
ests in the western hemisphere sur-
again in 1972, when the Trudeau

rnment was given permanent observer
s in the Andean Community (AN-
1), which in 1969 formed a sub-
nal economic grouping within the

American Free Trade Association
FTA). The Canadian International
elopment Agency (CIDA) is the first
mal contributor to ANCOM and has
ided funds totalling $5,800,000 to
e evaluative studies on economic

gration and possibly to achieve some
of economic association with the five
ber nations. The attraction of the
ean group for Canada has been the
tation that the 1980s would see the

elopment of a modern industrial econ-
'on a regional scale. The Andean Sub-
onal Integration Agreement, signed in
ota in 1969, obligated member coun-

to development programs in the
trial sector that would promote ex-

sion and specialization in the steel,
omotive and petrochemical industries.
S in turn has created possibilities for
export of Canadian machinery and

er capital goods within the regional
nomic grouping.

The multilateral dimension is an im-
ant element of the Trudeau design to

ate a new hemispheric role for Canada.
Itilateralism as a policy preference for
nada in the western hemisphere is seen
a useful device for reducing tensions
ring out of conflicting bilateral relations
h the United States. There have been

recent indications that the Carter Admin-
istration and the Trudeau Government
intend to improve bilateral relations be-
tween their countries. Nonetheless both
governments benefit from the recognition
that multilateral associations provide a
force of numbers that counterbalances
their bilateral relation. Indeed, the likeli-
hood that Canada will ever sign the
Charter of the OAS and accept the mil-
itary obligations arising out of the Inter-
American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance
(the Rio Treaty) is closely related to the
way the Government perceives that such
action would provide a more equitable
negotiating position for its dealings with
the U.S.

In addition to those already dis-
cussed, a number of other initiatives have
been taken by Canada to stimulate a more
active economic liaison with many of the
countries of Latin America. For example,
in 1968 CIDA created a new division -
the Non-Governmental Organizations Di-
vision - to provide support to approved
NGO projects for up to 50 per cent of their
cost. Now all NGOs concerned with Latin
America are eligible to receive assistance
from the new division of CIDA. In 1971,
CIDA also launched a bilateral-assistance
program for Latin American countries that
focuses on projects of technical and infra-
structure development. By 1976, Latin
American countries received 5 per cent
($27 million) of Canada's bilateral dis-
bursements to all parts of the world.
Another action recently taken to promote
Canada's economic ties with Latin Amer-
ica was the increase in the percentage of
exports insured by the Export Develop-
ment Corporation (EDC). From 1969 to
1976, the EDC increased export insurance
to Latin America from 13.7 per cent to
approximately 38 per cent.

Canada's trade with Latin America
has shown impressive growth, and is ex-
pected to increase significantly in the
years ahead. The intensification of trade
with these countries became quite ap-
parent in 1974, when exports grew by
83 per cent and imports by 105 per cent.
Since 1968, the average annual growth of
sales to Latin America has exceeded 20 per
cent. This was, greater than the average
annual growth of sales to the U.S. (18 per
cent), to the original European Economic
Community (15 per cent) and to Britain
(6 per cent).

In 1976, Canada's exports to Latin
America totalled $1,569.4 million, or
about 5 per cent of its sales to the rest of
the world. During the same year, Canada
imported $1,992.3 million from Latin

More active
economic
liaison
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Prime Minister
first NATO leader
to visit Cuba
since revolution

America. About 95 per cent of these im-
ports came from eight Latin American
countries, creating a recorded deficit of
$422.9 million. Of these imports from
Latin America, $1,243.5 million was for
crude petroleum from Venezuela. It should
be noted that the majority of Canada's
imports from Latin America are crude and
raw materials, representing more than
75 per cent of all commodities imported
from the region. Since Venezuela is Can-
ada's largest single source of imports,
cautious conclusions must necessarily be
drawn about the extent of import trade
with the area as a whole.

Trade missions
The primary method used by Canada
in recent attempts to expand trade has
been the ministerial trade mission; many
such groups have toured Latin American
countries. This is not a new practice for
Canada. Indeed, large-scale trade and
cultural missions have been a recurring
feature of Canadian economic ties with
Latin America since 1865. But the largest
number of such missions under one prime
minister has occurred since 1968, par-
ticularly since 1974. During the past three
years, seven ministerial missions have
visited Latin America: two in 1974, one
in 1975, two in 1976 and two as of
May 1, 1977.

In foreign-policy terms, the January-
February 1976 tour by the Prime Minister
was the most significant and controversial.
It was not only the first time that a Cana-
dian first minister had visited a South
American country in an official capacity
but also the first time that a NATO head
of government had set foot on Cuban soil
since the revolution.

Mr. Trudeau's visit included three
important Latin American countries:
Mexico, Cuba and Venezuela. By virtue of
its economic significance, Brazil (ranking
second in trade with Canada in Latin
America) might also have been added to
the itinerary. But the ideological distance
from Havana to Brasilia would have been
too much for Mr. Trudeau to travel, if
Canada wished to retain its international
credibility as a supporter of left-of-centre
political and social revolutions in Latin
America. Indeed, the Prime Minister's
shouts at Cienfuegos of "Viva Cuba y el
pueblo cubano!", "Viva el Primer Ministro
Commandante Fidel Castro!" and "Viva
la amistad cubano-canadiense!" might
have been interpreted by Cubans as glib
and hypocritical had a trip to Brazil been
included in the tour. As it was, the
Trudeaus and their official entourage were

6 International Perspectives July/August 1977

well received in all three countries in S^.
of some criticism in the Canadian me^-
Margaret Trudeau's singing and recitatiP
of verses to the wives of the Latin 1sZe
ican presidents - while interpreted
Canada as "melodramatic" and "bdd".
was in reality the "Latin" thing to do ak
was warmly received as an important 6,
lomatic gesture by her hostesses.

Brazil was visited by Canada's I4liniç
ter of Agriculture, Eugene Whalp„ _- F` R^ Ja
September 1976, and the countryw,zi
also included with Colombia and PeN p
a ministerial visit by the Secretary
State for External Affairs in January 19;;,
On this last visit, Don Jamieson, in adl
tion to the usual entourage of 1ri^
ranking members of the Department t
External Affairs, was also accompani^
by representatives of the Brazil-Canal,
Chamber of Commerce, the Canadiac
Association for Latin America (CALA),
the Department of Industry, Trade aoZ
Commerce, the Department of Agricu;.
ture, the Department of Finance, CID9
and the EDC. Brazil is moving fast towarl; ood
super-power status in the western hemi• one
sphere; and Canada's economic relation 'ar
with it have become important. After thE gon
U.S., Brazil ranks second in terms o'. ea is
Canadian investments abroad, and sinn T]
1975 Canada has become the fourl at it
largest international investor in the Bra. ^larly
zilian economy, is a

New focus
Since 1968, then, Canada seems to havc
developed a new focus in the geograpbr
of its foreign-policy concerns. There is a
shift beginning in the geographical em
phasis of Canada's external relations
which have traditionally concentrated or
Europè and the Commonwealth but now
appear to point towards the many nation
of the western hemisphere and the Pacii
rim. This relatively new orientation should
undoubtedly result in a more active an
articulated level of political and economic
linkage with Latin America.

Canada's promotional policies to
wards Latin America have tended to foca
on trade and development assistance. At
the same time, the Trudeau Government
has increased multilateral links with thF
present inter-American system an
strengthened bilateral ties with individua
Latin American countries. Whether Can-
ada is any closer to membership in 6
OAS remains an open question. It is cleac
however, that there has developed a ne
accommodation of Canadian interests t
the regional environment comprising
Americas.
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i pportunities and pitfalls
or Carter in Latin America

Bly James Nelson Goodsell

visitor from outer space, listening to
shington's rhetoric on Latin America,
uld be justified in assuming that the

21 independent nations south of the border
re of prime importance to the United

States.
After all, Presidents and Secretaries

o State since the time of Franklin Roose-
v t and Cordell Hull in the 1930s have

en abundant lip-service to the idea of a
s ecaal relation between the U.S. and its
s thern neighbours. Roosevelt had his

ood Neighbour Policy". Later, John
nnedy added a new dimension with the

uWance for Progress". And Richard
gon told the Latin Americans that "no
ea is more important" to the U.S.

The trouble with all this rhetoric is
at it has often lacked substance, parti-
1ar1y in the most recent times. There

^s a genuine effort during the Roosevelt
y ars to make the Good Neighbour Policy
eaningful, with reciprocal trade arrange-
ents and social programs aimed at im-
oving the health of the peoples of the
ericas. The Alliance for Progress had a
ilarly solid base, but unfortunately lost
way following the death of President

ennedy. In the past ten or 12 years, the
rds have masked either inaction or

rongly-directed action. It is no wonder
at Latin Americans have increasingly
iced their scepticism about Washington's
tentions. They recall Lyndon Johnson
;lad-handing" his way through the sum-
it session of hemisphere presidents at
unta del Este in Uruguay in 1967 and
omising billions of dollars to support
Rtin American development - feeling all
e while that the whole experience was

I charade", as one Bogota newspaper
it it.

Then there was Richard Nixon's pro-
stations of interest in building "a true
Iationship" through playing a low-profile
le in Latin Amèrica. On first hearing, it
unded good, but then hemisphere opinion
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gan to see Mr. Nixon's "1ow profile" as

orld. In retrospect, this might have been

ntamount to ignoring that part of the

a good thing for the disclosures of Central
Intelligence Agency efforts to destabilize
the Government of Chile's Marxist Presi-
dent Salvador Allende Gossens and other
covert actions during the Nixon years
made many a Latin American under-
standably suspicious about Washington's
intentions.

Kissinger bored
Gerald Ford's attention was diverted
elsewhere during his short Presidency, and
Henry Kissinger, as Secretary of State
under both Nixon and Ford, seemed bored
with Latin America. Hemisphere leaders
felt it. One of the leading presidents of
Latin America during the mid-1970s told
this reporter: "I felt when talking with
Kissinger that he was itching to get away
and back to what he regarded as more
important matters than talking to a presi-
dent of a country whose name he could
hardly remember, much less pronounce."

Dr. Kissinger did make several trips
to Latin America during his final year as
Secretary of State, but he incurred the ire
of Spanish-speaking Latins when he ac-
corded major-power status to Brazil, the
hemisphere's lone Portuguese-speaking
nation. "It might have been better if he
had stayed at home," an Argentine foreign
ministry official commented. "He then
would not have stumbled his way into a
gaffe that affected the sensitivities of
Argentines and so many others." Com-
ment from other sources was less charit-

Dr. Goodsell is Latin American editor of
the Christian Science Monitor. Before
joining the Monitor, he lived in various
Latin American countries, and he con-
tinues to make frequent visits to the area.
A close observer of current events there,
he did his doctoral work at Harvard on
Latin American history. His most recent
article in International Perspectives
appeared in the September-October 1975
issue. The views expressed here are those
of Dr. Goodsell.
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Carter may accept
opportunity
to begin anew

in Latin America

able. Venezuela expressed open resent-
ment, as did Mexico. "It was as if he had
the power to anoint Washington's viceroy
in Latin America," a Mexican editor wrote,
reflecting the tenor of Mexican attitudes.

Underlying all this is a strong hemi-
sphere feeling that Washington basically
does not care about its southern neigh-
bours - a view that is often shared by the
few Latin American specialists in the U.S.,
who, when they forgather, commiserate one
another on their mutual misfortune of
specializing in an area of the world that is
virtually ignored by their fellow country-
men. James Reston, the venerable colum-
nist of The New York Times, wrote some
years ago.that citizens of the U.S. would
do anything for Latin America "except
read about it". That lament would seem
to apply not only to the average citizen
but also to many in the U.S. Government.

Legacy for Carter

It is this legacy of ignoring Latin America
for the most part and then occasionally
blundering into some ill-conceived pro-
nouncement or action that faces Jimmy
Carter of Georgia as he assumes the Presi-
dency. He has the opportunity to begin
anew to build better relations in the
hemisphere, and his early actions, together
with what observers see as his inclinations,
suggest he may well do just that. The
pitfalls in his path are enormous, however,
and it will take more, much more, than
goodwill on his part to make any headway
towards changing the picture of neglect
and inept action that has for so long
characterized U.S. relations with Latin
America.

Ironically, one of his most important
assets in approaching this task is a basic
willingness on the part of Latin America
to accept new beginnings. Despite the
legacy of ill will in Latin America, stirred
up particularly in the past eight years
under Presidents Nixon and Ford, the
hemisphere awaits Carter's policy on Latin
America with a good deal of eagerness and
readiness to listen.

Will President Carter take advantage
of this opportunity?

It is hard to know for sure. He indi-
cated quite early his special interest in both
Canada and Mexico as Washington's two
closest neighbours and lent credence to
this expression of interest by inviting both
Prime Minister Trudeau and President
José Lopez Portillo to Washington as his
first state visitors. As far as Latin America
is concerned, inviting Mr. Lopez Portillo
before any other hemisphere leader is not
a slight to the others - as was Dr. Kis-
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singer's Brazil pronouncement. For
Americans recognize the special re
of next-door neighbours and the
Portillo invitation, as the first officia;
visitor, has symbolic significance for
Latin America.

But bringing Mr. Lopez Por^
Washington and enunciating a newp
towards Latin America, and acti!.
accord with that policy, are two hl,,
things. Much will depend upon the te
hemisphere specialists Mr. Carter gâ
round him. Much will also depend
finding a solution to the- long-s
dispute over the Panama Canal ar
future. Again, much will depend upor
way in which Carter moves to open
U.S. market to more hemisphere g
And, finally, much will depend upon
way in which Carter deals with the x;
Cuban issue, including resumption ofr
tions with the island republic and the,;
tion of a number of related disputes,

Panama
The Panama Canal question clearly fo:
largest at the moment. The Panam
have long sought to win control not r
of the waterway itself but of the L'
square-mile zone that surrounds it, (
the years, small concessions, including
hiring of Panamanians and the flyk,
the Panamanian flag, have given
crumbs of comfort to the Panam
But their real goal, and one that is
ported by most Latin Americans, is
control of the operation of the
Washington has been aware of this t
for some time, and has recognized it
carrying on three years of negotiati
aimed at writing a new Panama C
treaty to replace the document of It
which gives the U.S. the right to e
occupy and control the waterway and
surrounding zone "in perpetuity" and
act as "if it were the sovereign of
territory".

To many Panamanians, who see
whole situation as a vestige of coloniali
in their midst, these clauses understar
ably rankle. After all, the Canal and
Zone bisect Panama, and Panaman^
tell visiting U.S. officials and citizens f
newsmen that this division of their V
ritory is as if a foreign power contm17
the Mississippi River and a five-mile w
on either side.

Progress towards a new treaty, W
would include the setting of a term }
U.S. control of the Canal, has been slo
But, under the able direction of veter-'
U.S. diplomat Ellsworth Bunker, a Bre
deal of progress has been made. PresidF.
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r would like to speed up the negotia-
- and he has named Sol M. Linowitz,
Ambassaçlor to the Organization of
ican States (OAS) under President
on, as co-negotiator with Mr. Bunker.
joint task will be not only to write

reaty but also to convince Congress

the U.S. public that it is in their
est to approve it. The latter task may

e more difficult one.
But, for now, the big job is one of
ing in the treaty a date 20 or so yéars

e when the Canal will revert totally
anamanian control. Some persons in
the Departments of State and De-
want the U.S. to retain control for

her 50 years or so, but Panamanian
gman General Omar Torrijos Herrera

ta4 of the year 2000 as the date. In fact,
are many in Washington who would

ong with that date, since the Canal is
ng less and less useful to the U.S.

Th4 largest naval ships and the super-
aii ers and ore-carriers cannot pass
ar ugh its narrow locks. Moreover,

th bulk, some 95 per cent, of intra-
co tal shipping between the West Coast
of he U.S. and the East and Gulf Coast
po s now goes by land, "piggyback", on

oad cars and big tractor-trailer trucks.

GI rious era
S, there is a lingering feeling that ter-

ation of U.S. control of the Canal andm

th Zone marks the end of a glorious era
for the U.S. Many Americans see the
Cs al as man-made wonder - and indeed
it . But the days of gunboat diplomacy,
in vhich the Canal was built, have past,
as vell as the era in which the U.S. set up
th new nation of Panama in order that
th Canal could be built.

Mr. Carter seems to recognize this.
choice of Mr. Linowitz as co-negotiator

w not accidental. During the past three
ye rs, Mr. Linowitz, a Washington-based
la yer, has headed the privately-sponsored
91 funded Commission on United States/
Lin American Relations and helped

ft its two reports.
Its latest report, issued last December,

4ed the Carter Administration to take
. initiative in writing a new Canal treaty.

I called the dispute with Panama "the
st urgent issue" to face the new Ad-

"
'stration and exhorted Mr. Carter to
ake clear to the American public why

a ew and equitable treaty with Panama is
n t only desirable but urgently required".

e reasons, the report said, included the
oie fabric of U.S./Latin American rela-
ns. Without a new treaty, the U.S. can
rdly proceed with other hemisphere

issues, since Latin America is solidly be-
hind Panama in its desire for a new treaty
and its demand for ultimate control -
sooner rather than later - of the Canal
and the Zone.

It is assumed in Washington that the
President wants Mr. Linowitz to tell this
to the U.S. Congress and public in his
capacity as co-negotiator, and it is ex-
pected that the former Ambassador to the
OAS will embark on an extensive speaking
tour of the nation to bring the Panama
issue to the public's attention, in the hope
that this will win widespread support for
the new treaty and prompt Congress to
ratify it.

If Mr. Carter can bring all this off in
the early months of his Administration,
he will have done much to rid himself of
the legacy of indifference towârds Latin
America that he inherits. But more is
needed.

On Cuba, Washington faces equally
thorny negotiations as it moves towards
some sort of rapprochement with that Thorny problems
island state. Latin America is divided on in achieving
the Cuban question - some nations recog- rapprochement
nize Prime Minister (now President) Fidel with Cuba
Castro's Government, while others, like
Washington, have no official relations with
it. But the trend is towards restoring the
Communist-controlled nation to the hemi-
sphere system. Vocal Cuban exile elements,
concèntrated heavily in Florida, oppose
any "togetherness" with their homeland
so long as Dr. Castro remains in office.
But the likelihood of a change in Cuba's
governing apparatus is remote. The Cuban
leader is firmly in the saddle. His involve-
ment in Angola and its implications for
the future of Africa remain a stumbling-
block in the path of renewed relations, but
the presence of 10,000 or more Cuban
soldiers on African soil is not expected to
last forever. Moreover, Cuba has a desire
for at least economic ties with the U.S.,
as Dr. Castro has made clear in recent
speeches. So a slow movement towards the
renewal of Cuba-U.S. ties is likely, though
it will require careful diplomatic juggling
on the part of President Carter.

Even more difficult, in the long run,
is the Latin American insistence upon
better terms of trade for their products on
the U.S. market. The Latin American
complaints on this subject are not new.
They go back to the years of President
Roosevelt and his signing of trade agree-
ments, many offering special preferences
to Latin American countries. Successive
Administrations have sweetened these
trading arrangements in small ways, but
much of what Latin America produces is
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Fidel Castro. The mention of his name
can still touch of'f a debate on Cuba's place
in the hemispheric system - though the
trend is towards normalization.

still subject to stiff U.S. tariffs and various
embargo laws. Moreover, the whole issue
of Third World trade with the U.S. is part
and parcel of the question. To grant
favourable conditions to Latin American
goods at the expense of other nations in
the Third World elicits howls of protest.
"We're damned if we do and damned if
we don't," complains a foreign affairs spe-
cialist attached to the Brookings Institu-
tion who has helped in U.S. trade negotia-
tions with Latin America. Yet Washington
is committed by promises made in various
hemisphere gatherings to promote better
trade relations and Mr. Carter has sub-
scribed to these promises.

Then there is the issue of human
rights, upon which Mr. Carter has indi-
cated he plans to take a firm stand. A
number of Latin American nations dom-
inated by military regimes have earned
poor marks on the human-rights issue.

Chile's military government is a case in
point; so is Argentina's; and various hemi-
sphere organizations, including the OAS,
have singled out Paraguay and Uruguay,
as well as Cuba, on this issue. "This is
going to present the Administration with
a problem like walking on eggs - how to get
across the support the U.S. has for human
rights without interfering with the inter-
nal affairs of hemisphere nations," ob-
served a State Department official. On his
point, too much comment might be con-
strued adversely by some governments
that would long for the days of Richard
Nixon's "benign neglect" of Latin America.
But Mr. Carter is firm on this issue and
it could cause him problems.

There are other issues: Brazil's acqui-
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sition of nuclear technology, upon wb;d
could rely in making atomic warheads;
seething uncertainties of the Caribb
with groups of "mini-states" that
political and economic viability;
commodity costs for coffee, bananas
other items; the flow of narcotics tbm
Mexico, Jamaica and Colombia; and t
illegal immigrants entering the U.S. fr^,
Mexico in ever-increasing numbers.

How Mr. Carter actually tacklestlu:.
questions remains to be seen. But
early evidence suggests he intends toi,
an activist as far as Latin America
concerned. He knows some Spanish, sp^
ing it haltingly but well enough to r
admiring smiles from some Latin Az.
icans. In an area where form often cooz:
as well as substance, his efforts at Sp
are appreciated.

But it will take more than sp
Spanish to undo the legacy of the N'n,
and Ford years of inaction, misdirecü
and faulty judgment. The events in
going as far back as the Kennedy y
when Washington appears to have
ported with cash and advice the op^
tion to Dr. Allende in his early bid for
Chilean Presidency, have left a bad t4
in the mouths of Latin Americans. Itisc
that they have much sympathy for Al[:
- some do, but most do not. W.
worries them is that, if Washington
acted highhandedly to get what it w
in Latin America in years past, it
well do so again. Mr. Carter has pronû
he will not engage in such activities. F
Latin Americans are "from Missouri
they have to be shown.

And that is probably going to
President Carter's biggest challenge -:
his biggest opportunity. If he can den
strate to Latin Americans that he d
indeed care about them (as he has star
to do by inviting Mr. Lopez Portillo
Washington as his first visitor) ; if he
show that he does not intend to let f^,
ing irritants remain (as he is trying t

with the Panama negotiations) ; if he
manage some diplomatic overtures
break log-jams (as he may well do inc
nection with Cuba); if he can, in st
begin to add substance to the rhetZ
good-neighbourliness that has been
much a part of U.S. policy towards L
America for decades - he may well
able to usher in a new era for relit
within the hemisphere.

Maybe then that visitor from o
space's observation would be proved a
rate: that Washington regarded its t
tions with Latin America as of p
importance.
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vironmentalists are prone to judge the
lue of an organization solely by its

Advisers of the Economic Commission for
Europe (ECE), the European Commu-
nity's Environment Program and the
United Nations Environment Program.

Of these, the Committee on the Chal-
lenges of Modern Society (CCMS) is
unique, for it was created for political,
not environmental, reasons and Canada's
motives in accepting it were originally
political, not environmental. Today, the
political factors that sustained it are less
important; it cannot compete with its
counterparts on environmental grounds,
and it meets few of the criteria the Cana-
than Government applies when deciding
membership and participation in interna-
tional environmental organizations. Never-
theless, the CCMS remains in existence
and appears to have been accepted by
Canadian politicians and public servants
alike as. worthy of Canada's continued
participation. The question is, then, why
has Canada devoted as large a part of its
limited resources to the CCMS as it has?

lity to solve environmental problems.
vernments cannot afford such single-
dedness, for the environment is but
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cipate in an environmental organiza-

n. In the international context, an
orfanization's worth may depend less on

environmental record than on its
ue as a device for achieving economic
political objectives. This does not mean
t governments can ignore environ-
ntal considerations when making such
gments. Rather, it means that they

a lÿ a broader standard when assessing
v ue. A large number of international
e' onmental organizations have been

ated during the past decade. The dif-

fi lty for the Canadian Government has
n to choose from among them those
st appropriate to Canadian needs and
lity to contribute. Public opinion insists
t Canada belong to as many as pos-

si'le, but its limited resources diétate that
th Government select carefully from the
o ions available in the light of its environ-
mi ntal, economic and political objectives.

The major international environ-
m ntal organizations existing today are of

) types. The vast majority are scientific
Canada belongs to over 60 of these,

wl}ich contribute information of direct
Dvance to its environmental problems.
e others are bodies combining environ-

m tal with other concerns; most of these
We created for other purposes but have

led environmental dimensions in the
t ten years in response to the "ecologi-
' crisis and in the belief that solutions to
ironmental problems involve economic
political considerations. Canada has
rect interest in the work programs of
of these: NATO's Committee on the
llenges of Modem Society, the Envi-

^1ment Committee of the Organization
Economic Co-operation and Develop-
it (OECD), the Senior Environment

Controversy
The Committee came into being late in
1969 in the midst of controversy. President
Nixon proposed the idea to the NATO
allies without their prior knowledge or
consent and it took the United States
several months to overcome the reserva-
tions of most members of the alliance.
These countries, including Canada, did
not object to the President's concern for
"the quality of life in this final third of
the twentieth century". Nor did they

Pro fessor Kyba is Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Political Studies at the University
of Guelph's College of Social Science. An
observer of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, he has made a particular
study of the NATO Committee on the
Challenges of Modern Society. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Pro fessor Kyba.
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oppose enhanced information-exchange
and co-ordination of effort on environ-
mental matters between and among them-
selves. Rather, they did not believe the
CCMS to be an appropriate instrument
for the achievement of these objectives.
They feared that the Committee would
duplicate work better done elsewhere and
add to the burdens of their understaffed
environmental establishments. In addition,
some observers regarded the proposal as
a blatant attempt to defuse pacifist senti-
ment in the United States and resented
the attempt to tie military affairs to the
growing concern for the environment.
American insistence proved too great to
resist, but to this day the CCMS suffers
from the circumstances of its creation.

Obligation .
All NATO countries felt some pressure
to approve the proposal and to par-
ticipate in the activities of the CCMS.
Canada, however, felt this obligation more
keenly because of its long-standing desire
to strengthen Article II of the NATO
Charter - the more so because it had
altered its military contribution to the
alliance despite the objections of the
United States and the Federal Republic of
Germany, the two strongest supporters of
the Committee. Acceptance of the Com-
mittee and participation in its work came
to be viewed as a means of proving
Canada's commitment to the alliance and
of deflecting criticism of its withdrawal of
troops from Europe.

Some advisers in the Departments of
External Affairs and the Environment also
concluded that the Committee could be
used to improve Canada's environmental
relations with the United States. Despite
the existence of the International Joint
Commission, several problems between the
two countries remained unresolved, and
they believed that projects could be de-
vised under the auspices of the CCMS
that would induce the Americans to co-
operate with Canada in solving them. The
Comprehensive River Basin Planning and
Management Scheme within the larger
Inland Waters Pollution Project, which
was proposed by Canada at the first
plenary session of the Committee, is an
excellent example of this ploy, for its
stated principal objective was to "demon-
strate ways in which countries can co-
operate in reducing water pollution to
their mutual benefit". The river basin
Canada chose to be the object of the study
was that of the Saint John, a long-time
focus of dispute with the United States.

Finally, the value of the CCMS in

Canadian eyes increased in direct prop
tion to the difficulties the Governzz
encountered in the implementation of
Third Option. Canada's desire to fora
contractual link with the European t,Q
munity in order to reduce its econo.,
dependence on the United States didr
immediately receive a favourable respoL
and the Committee came to be rega^,
as an additional entrée to Europe, ano^
forum for the presentation of Canat,
views to members of the Community,r
a device whereby Canada might es^
lish a tradition of environmental t
operation with individual members
might carry over to the Community it^
The environment is second only to c,
ture as an area in which agreement
exchange views and personnel can t
reached easily, and the first tanfL
evidence of the Community's acceptu:
of a contractual link with this countryr,
indeed a commitment to exchange infc
mation on mutual environmental probl
and to co-operate in their solution.

Continued participation
These reasons, all political, explain ^
Canada accepted the CCMS in the
ginning. They do not explain why it a
tinues to participate in its activities,
none are as important as in the past. T
contractual link with Europe has bF
established. Canada's military comeû
ment to the alliance has been confu^.^
by its recent decision to re-equip its km
and it is improbable that anyone ff
regarded Canadian participation in f:
Committee as an adequate substitute
tanks, ships and aircraft. Environmen
differences with the United States re
but these are better dealt with by t
Joint Commission or through the contai
developed over the years between t
Department of the Environment and E
Environmental Protection Agency and t
environmental officers of External At
and the State Department.

Another reason existed then that a:
plifies the explanation. In 1969, near
beginning of widespread public concE:
for the environment, the Government 6:
no clear idea of its environmental obj
tives or priorities. Nor had it develap
the criteria that would have enabled it
choose from among the many new or'
izations those most appropriate to i
needs and abilities. In consequence, t
Government's environmental decisio

especially at the international level, tene
to be responsive and unduly influenced'
political and economic factors. The deci.^
to accept the CCMS is a classic egamP1E
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policy of drift. Had the Government
essed a set of precise environmental

omectives in 1969, it would have been in
CE etter position to resist the Amencan

posai Had the Government applied to
Committee the criteria its public

ants have developed since that time,
i^ unlikely that it would have partic-
ipVted in its activities even to the limited

ent that it has done.

sis of judgment I

day, all international environmental

anizations are judged by their mem-

e hip, objectives, work programs, oper-
ng procedures and demonstrated or
tential value, and the result of this pro-
s, together with economic and political
siderations, determines whether or not
nada will seek to join the organization

d the resources it will commit to it. Ap-
ring these criteria to the CCMS, one
es away convinced that, on environ-

I tal grounds at least, the Committee

Its membership is limited, which can
n for this country.
ould at best be a low-priority organiza-

explain W . R an advantage, but in this instance none
S in the o the most important international envi-
n why it a: nmental problems of concern to the
activities, mbers of the alliance can be solved
the past. T thin the confines of NATO. Canada, for
)pe has fx ample, must look to the Law of the Sea
tary com, nference and bilateral agreements with
een confirr veral Warsaw Pact countries to solve its
luip its force heries problems. This in itself ensures

anyone et- at the CCMS cannot be very important
)ation in r t Canada or any other member of the
substitute , 'ance.
^,nvironmen, The objectives of the Committee are
Rates re able. It is directed:
with by t to examine methods of improving ex-

h the conta, changes of views and environmental
between t experiences amongst members of the

ment and i alliance, to consider specific environ-
gency andti mental problems with the object of
fternal Al stimulating action to treat them by

member governments, to perform various
then that a tasks aimed at improving the existing
.969, near system of international environmental
ublic conc regulation, and to co-ordinate the efforts
vemnnent le of NATO members in this area of
mental ob^ concern.

it develo^ evertheless, there is one glaring omission
enabled it om these terms of reference, and in an

ly new org ea in which the CCMS might be ex-
priate to cted to have a direct interest - the en-
sequence, ronmental impact of the military.
Al decisio The alliance has a unique opportunity
d level, ten^ make an important contribution to the
influenced d of knowledge about, and the manage-

The decLs' ent of, the environment; it possesses both
sic ezamPlE e scientific talent and the resources in

this area, and yet the Committee avoids
the issue as it would the plague. NATO
could study problems such as the disposal
of ship- and shore-generated military
wastes. It could investigate the possibility
of using the Armed Forces infrastructure
for environmental purposes. But it does
not. Even a modest proposal to study the
effects of military aircraft on the ozone
layer, put forward by former Environment
Minister Davis in 1973, failed to appear on
the agenda of the next CCMS plenary, and
has not been resurrected. Furthermore,
neither the work program nor the operating
procedures of the Committee enable it to
achieve even its limited objectives.

In the first place, the CCMS has no
work program of its own. Its secretariat is
deliberately kept to a minimum, and it is
expressly forbidden to do its own research.
The secretariat can do no more than draw
attention to areas of common concern, and
depends totally on the whim of individual
members for the taking-up of its sugges-
tions. In consequence, there is simply no
direction or coherence to the research done
under its auspices.

Secondly, most of the work in the
realms of information exchange and policy
co-ordination are of necessity left to the
liaison officers each delegation designates
to deal with Committee business. None of
these representatives, however, other than
the one from the United States, is able to
devote,more than a very small proportion
of his attention to CCMS affairs. The
Canadian experience here is the norm
rather than the exception. Canada's liaison
officer since 1969 has been the third sec-
retary of the Canadian delegation, who
has never been free to give more than 10
per cent of his time to his Committee
responsibilities. Furthermore, there are no
regular meetings of the CCMS represen-
tatives in Brussels, and proposals to
establish such gatherings have never been
implemented.

Thirdly, the Committee meets formal-
ly twice a year only, and one of these
sessions is given over entirely to progress
reports on existing projects and proposals
to begin new ones. The other is intended
to facilitate frank exchanges of views on
mutual problems, but until recently its
value has been diminished by the lack of
an agenda to focus discussion. These en-
vironmental "round tables" now concen-
trate on a single issue, but the lengthy
span of time between them continues to
lead to the reiteration of national policy
statements rather than suggestions to solve

these problems.
Finally, the Committee is hampered

Secretariat
prohibited
from undertaking
research work

13
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Direct interest
determines
participation
in projects

by the operating procedures of NATO it-
self. The alliance adheres faithfully to the
practice of decision-making by consensus,
which means that the Committee can act
only if all members agree and that its
recommendations are subject to the ap-
proval of each member government. The
problem is evident in the follow-up to pro-
jects completed under Committee auspices.
Two years ago, the CCMS instituted a
yearly reporting procedure in order to
follow the progress member governments
had made in implementing Committee
recommendations. To date, the agreement
to report has not been honoured and the
countries responsible for these projects
have found it extremely difficult to obtain
this information.

Saving grace .
The saving grace of the CCMS has
proved to be the universally-acclaimed
value of the pilot-project idea it adopted
as its principal means of fulfilling its man-
date. Through this device, any government
wishing to investigate a specific environ-
mental problem is encouraged to bring its
proposal before the Committee for approval
and to seek the co-operation of other mem-
bers. If approved, the pilot country and
those who have agreed to assist are made
responsible for funding and administering
the project and for providing the required
personnel and equipment. Thus, countries
are free to participate only in those pro-
jects of direct interest to them, and this
ensures their continued support until the
projects are completed.

Nineteen projects have been approved
by the CCMS and all NATO countries
except Iceland have participated to some
extent in at least one of them. Eight pro-
jects have been completed since 1969:
Environment and Regional Planning, Dis-
aster Assistance, Road Safety, Air Pollu-
tion, Inland-Water Pollution, Coastal-
Water Pollution, Urban Transportation,
and Health Care. Eleven others are in
various stages of progress: Waste-Water
Treatment, Disposal of Hazardous Wastes,
Solar Energy, Geothermal Energy, Ratio-
nal Use of Energy, Air-Pollution Assess-
ment Methodology, Automotive Low-
Pollution Propulsion System Development,
Nutrition and Health, Remote Sensing of
Marine Pollution, Flue-Gas Desulphur-
ization, and the Quality of Drinking
Water. Canada has suggested two projects,
Inland-Water Pollution and Nutrition and
Health. It is a co-pilot of two others,
Coastal-Water Pollution and Remote Sen-
sing of Marine Pollution. Canadian experts
participate in the work of several others.
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Not all 19 projects have proved to bewd.
conceived or well-executed, but to
they have produced 73 publications
various types, and the distribution
these results to all members of NATO
contributed substantially to the Convz^,
tee's image.

The demonstrated value of the pk,
projects appears to have silenced thox
critics who in the past have urged $
demise of the CCMS. It seems unlik^,
that the Committee will again encoun^
the strength of opposition expressed by ^.
Parliament of the Netherlands in 19;3
which moved the discontinuation of CCII^,
activities and the transfer of these activitie
to other international organizations. Neve.
theless, it is also improbable that the Coz,
mittee will become a high-priority enviros
mental organization for Canada or for an
NATO country. Ill-starred at birth, it i
today simply too deficient in its scope, J,
work program and its capacity to meet it
objectives to appeal greatly to its memba,
ship. Furthermore, it does not possess tb
power to overcome these deficiencies. ]:
could contribute significantly to the fim^,
of environmental knowledge were it to it.
vestigate the impact of the military on 1
environment, its secretariat could be it
creased and encouraged to do its or
research, and its operating procedui
could be improved dramatically. Howeve
this is unlikely to occur since the Commit
tee cannot institute such changes on it
own and none of its members is williq
to take up the cudgels on its behalf. R
prevailing sentiment among its memba
ship is that the Committee is best left z
it is - that more harm than good wou'i
ensue if it were tampered with.

The Commonwealth analogy is aF-
propriate here, for the CCMS appears t
have arrived at a stage in its history wber:
there are no major disadvantages in belo>k
ing to it and there are some benefits to b
had if one wishes to take advantzge (:
them. For Canada, the political benefi:
are that it pleases the United States 6:
its continued participation and that tf
Committee provides it with an additio5,
platform from which to present and e
plain its environmental views and polici{'
to countries that are also members of it
OECD and the European Commnmft
The environmental benefits accrue fror
Canada's participation in the pilot Pr'
jects of direct interest to it and its acce
to the results of those done by other corr
tries. Despite this, however, it is clear t^
the CCMS can never be more than a 104
priority international environmental
ganization for Canada.

;+` -^`
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o international economic order

e of the central facts of the world today
that the economic growth of the 21 most
avily industrialized countries is leaving
r behind the one billion people in the

poorest countries.

The problem of extreme poverty is
rpetuated by the control the developed
rld exercises over the bulk of the earth's

i ealth. The one-third of humanity in the
veloped nations consumes more than
per cent of the earth's resources. A

by born in Canada will grow up con-
ng 50 times the resources and energy

baby in the developing regions will
nsume. This implies that the developed
rld is responsible for a much greater
r capita environmental impact than the

I ss-developed nations.
In taking for granted ever-higher

andards of living, the minority of rich
untries get richer at the expense of the
ultiplying poor. That is not a formula

f ,r peace or security in a world already
edge over resource-depletion and pro-

erating nuclear technology. .
Anyone who advocates narrowing the

p between the rich and poor nations,
i hile at the same time envisaging a con-

ued 3 to 5 percent increase every year
real income for the bulk of the people
the industrialized nations, is supporting

two irreconcilable policies.

Sustained growth in the Western
orld can only be maintained by paying

1 w prices for commodities, protecting
mestic industries and increasing produc-

on of consumer goods - which would, in
m, demand more resources. Merely to
aintain their economic growth, the in-
strial countries must continue to appro-
te a totally disproportionate share of

jie world's raw material and energy out-
t. Redistribution would only be possible

i the developed nations were willing to
1cept a new mode of life. There is not
Juch chance of that so long as the indus-
^al economy of the West is built on
é^kpansion and greed.

Arnold Toynbee put the point dra-

^

deploring the massive poverty and suffer-

matically in Mankind and Mother Earth:
Will mankind murder Mother Earth or
will he redeem her? He could murder
her by misusing his increased techno-
logical potency. Alternatively he could
redeem her by overcoming the suicidal,
aggressive greed that, in all living crea-
tures, including Man himself, has been
the price of the Great Mother's gift of

life. This is the enigmatic question

which now confronts man.

Positive values
Our approach to global justice should not
start from the negative position of merely

ing in the developing world today as if
there were nothing we could do beyond
applying band aids. Rather, we should
recognize the new, positive values of inter-
dependency. Biological and physical inter-
dependencies inherent in the basic struc-
ture of our planet are now paralleled by
a network of man-made interdependencies
that are changing the fabric and mechanics
of our lives.

The acceleration of scientific and
technological developments has opened up
the possibility of maximizing the physical,
mental and social well-being of every
human being. Instruments probing the
solar system have helped to develop a
planetary science that enables us to under-
stand better the physical structure, life
chemistry and stabilizing systems of our
planet. The detection and study of solar

Mr. Roche is the Progressive Conservative
Member of Parliament for Edmonton
Strathcona and a former journalist. He is
the author of a number of books on
international economic development, the
most recent of which, The Human Side of

Politics, was published in 1976. The views
expressed in this article are those
of the author.
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energy, climatic changes and atmospheric
pollution will eventually contribute im-
measurably to man's survival, no matter
where he lives. There are now more than
a dozen countries with their own satellites;
telecommunications and education are
within the reach of hundreds of millions
of people who were previously isolated.
Joint space programs have already led to
legal treaties.

World-wide collections of data on the
biosphere have been launched by govern-
ments under the environment program
of the United Nations. Rapid techno-
logical development of the seabed has
led the UN to declare the sea beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction a common
heritage of mankind. Atomic energy, elec-
tronics, computers and cybernetics, plant
genetics and engineering, industrial agro-
nomy, antibiotics, microbiology and laser
technology - all these developments have
profound implications for the non-indus-
trialized part of the world.

Once we grasp the notion of inter-
dependency, we detect its actuality in
more and more places. The movement of
trade, agricultural production and the use
of energy all require new commitments
and mechanisms to explore, distribute
and manage the earth's resources better
for the benefit of the whole population,
present and future.

Relationship
at the core
of economic
stability

Stability
The relation between the economic activ-
ity of the highly-industrialized centres and
that of the developing countries is at the
core of world economic stability. The im-
pact of world public opinion and interna-
tional organizations is already felt in the
call for a code of conduct for transnational
corporations that have themselves scaled
national walls with ease. Though trans-
national corporations are often, and cor-
rectly, characterized as exploiters, they
have shown that, properly utilized, a
transfer of skills and technology can intro-
duce industry to new areas of the world.

The value of interdependency be-
comes clearer as we see that religion, race,
culture and social sanctions no longer need
be insuperable barriers that keep people
apart. The extensive interplay today of
diverse ideas and personalities through
travel and communication is bound to
affect our behaviour. I am not claiming
that Utopia has arrived, nor am I closing
my eyes to the tragic conflicts that con-
tinue to scar the earth. But I see, as a
result of interdependency, the evolution
of a stronger civilization as we apply
mankind's knowledge, imagination and
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organization to the practice of stewa
ship and restraint.

Many people despair at what apk,
to be the hopeless task of sharittg t
world's resources and recommend
ethics", by which the rich decide to t
some and leave the rest to drown V^
I believe that compassion still outw
cynicism in public opinion, the terd.,
complexity of achieving distributive j^
tice is producing a scepticism that in t1Z
feeds our selfishness. If we cannot do arrt
thing about poverty, why care?

The problem of global survival is n;
a lack of resources but a distortion
values. The will to apply equitably ^
benefits of technology, rather than simpl,
to expand technology, is our greatest ne,,
today. Do we have the courage to p
serve our sensitivity, awareness and rF
sponsibility in the face of radical chang,
For, as Rollo May writes in The Courc;.
to Create: "We are living at a time vrhe
one age is dying and the new age is nc:
yet born."

It takes creative courage to discoce
new forms, new symbols and new pattenr
for the construction of a more hunm
society. The former age was one of naz
row, nationalistic self-interest. The new
age is one of global interdependencies.

Inescapable
We do not yet know how to cope witt
the demands of a new, planetary civilir.a.
tion - so, naturally, we resist it. But fit
movement towards some . kind of wort
order is inescapable. What is now imper.
ative is the creation of a new global ethic,
one dedicated to providing enough food
shelter, education and health care fo!
every human being, as well as the oppor
tunity to live in self-fulfilment.

The primary purpose of econoI6
growth should be to ensure the imprové
ment of conditions for all. Every individnâ
should have access to food, shelter, edua-
tion, employment and health care in one
to be free to develop his true potential anè
dignity in seeking the common good
growth process that benefits only
wealthy minority and maintains or m
creases the disparities between and wit}vc
countries is not development - it ^
exploitation.

For the past 15 years, the UnM
Nations has been trying to arouse ttt
political will to institute more equita6l`
economic and social systems. There hall
been hundreds of conferences, but it toot

the monetary collapse, the oil crisis O
the famines of the early 1970s to awaw
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e politicians, who often respond only to
nfrontation on their very doorsteps.

The richer countries discovered that
-cussion and negotiation were no longer

ncerned with the amount of aid that
ould be given but with the structural
anges that should be made in the world's

onetary and trading systems. These
anges were all spelt out in the program
action for a "New International Eco-

)mic Order" that was adopted at the
sth special session of the UN General
ssembly in May 1974, and were reaffirmed
; the seventh special session in September

375. The program document begins by
ating its aims - "to correct inequalities
id redress existing injustices and ensure

eadily accelerating economic develop-

ent, peace and justice for present and
ture generations" - and goes on to out-
.ie plans of action for international trade,
dustrialization, science and technology,
ansfer of resources and food production.

liew sharing
e developing countries want new ar-

ngements for sharing the world's wealth
d resources. The rich nations view these
orms with considerable suspicion - a
ural reaction, since the present systems

ork to their advantage. Countries that
pend on the importation of cheap re-
urces from the developing nations will
t look favourably on new regulations
at will result in their paying more for
ch resources. On the other hand, devel-
ing nations are not likely to remain
et much longer while the added value
their exports of primary commodities
absorbed by Western middlemen. And
us hard confrontation and tough negotia-
ons are inevitable before any substantial
ovement towards a new economic order
achieved.

- The new economic order calls for
linking of the price of raw materials
ported by developing nations to the
ce paid by them for imported manufac-
red goods; the rich countries reply that
ces must be allowed to reflect "market"

rces.

- The new economic order demands
me general agreement and international
gulation of commodities; the rich coun-
es call for a "case-by-case" approach
d the retention of controls by national
vernments.

- The new economic order calls for
e use of the International Monetary
und as a development instrument; the
ch countries defend its use as a central
ank regulating currencies and interna-
onal liquidity.

- The new economic order calls for
the regulation of transnational corpora-
tions in the interest of developing coun-
tries; the rich countries defend the rights
of these corporations.

It seems evident to the writer not
only that Canada ought to have an inte-
grated, comprehensive policy to respond
to interlocking global problems but that
such a policy ought to be given a high
priority. For Canada can play a much
greater international role at this turning-
point in history. In fact, the global situa-
tion is thrusting upon us new opportunities
as well as responsibilities; with a unified
approach, we can help developing nations
become self-reliant and acquire stronger
trading partners as a result.

"Enlightened internationalism," as
Professor John W. Holmes called it in
Canada: A Middle-Aged Power, is going
to cost more but it is the only realistic
policy with which to respond to the new
major issues - distribution of resources
and population in the world at large.
"What we have to note," he says, "is that
the thrust is towards a principle of inter-
national sharing and it is directed against
those countries which have the most re-
sources and space per capita. The heat
may be turned off the super-powers and
on the rich, middle-power, middle-aged
countries like Canada."

, It became clear to the author during
a study tour of Asia last fall that the
developing world's leaders knew that the
West would not make the changes neces-
sary for a new economic order and that
the developing nations, therefore, had to Thinking
think and act beyond dependency. They and acting
were being forced to the conclusion that beyond
they must develop policies reflecting their dependency
own social and economic conditions in
order to eliminate, once and for all, the
traditional dependence on the industrial-
ized nations. Instead of following Western
models of high-technology development,
they would learn to make better use of
their own resources, of which the most
.important was manpower.

The ASEAN countries (Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and In-
donesia) meeting in Indonesia, specified
more intense integrated rural-development
projects. The training of community-
development personnel was given a high
priority.

The common front, first established
for negotiation purposes, is now necessary
for survivaL The developed nations, for all
their rhetoric, are not even halfway to-
wards the international aid target of .7 per
cent of gross national product. Moreover,
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in considering the changes implied by a
new order, the West fears disruption of its
traditional hold over the world economy.

Cynicism
The developing nations are now deeply
cynical about the gestures made towards
them. Since aid money increasingly seems
to be of marginal importance to the
whole development problem and since a
larger part of all aid they receive now
comes from the newly-rich Arab countries,
why shouldn't the Third and Fourth
Worlds band together in solidarity? What
does it matter if the Arabs use the strength
of solidarity to kick Israel out of the UN?

The West is cynical too about the
sincerity of the developing countries in
building.up their own societies. Who be-
lieves that the fruits of a new order would
find their way to the millions of peasants
who will go on in drudgery while their own
economic masters gorge themselves? Indo-
nesia, Brazil, Iran, Peru and perhaps a
dozen other countries may become upper-
middle-class states, but will it mean any-
thing in the lives of most Indonesians,
Brazilians, Iranians and Peruvians?

More and more people on both sides
of the development gap are now cynical
about elaborate postponements, glamorous
diversions and grandiose schemes. In
Canada, there is a growing feeling that aid
is really just conscience-cleansing.

International development

At the root of all this cynicism h
weakness of our belief in the value
strength of the human being and
future of mankind. "Will mankind
vive?" asks Robert Heilbroner ^
Inquiry into the Human Prospect. ^
knows? The question I want to pr
more searching. Who cares?" It is ^.
that most of us today do not care _
do not care enough.

Of course, there are many indivi
and organizations dedicated to further..
the integrity of the global human b
I am not despondent. But when I sr;
political party - or even a politiciaa
running for office on a platform and str
egy to end world hunger in the neat
years, to provide every human being R.
clean water by 1990, to implement
housing program that will provide a dec:
shelter for every family in the world, tt,
my own faith in modern politics will
renewed.

Canadians will not support a n
economic order until we understand t
importance of changing our attitude ;
wards what we think is our natural ri
and moving away from the endless p
of wasteful consumption. If enough CaL.
dians do that and politicians feel the el
of such a movement, then as a country
shall be in a better frame of mind
negotiate the changes needed in int:
national relations.

Administrative perspective
of transnational corporations
By M. A. Crener and G. M. Hénault

The debate over transnational corporations
(TCs) has recently become a heated one;
for proof we need only look to the Bishop
of Recife, Brazil, Dom Helder Camara,
who stated at the last Eucharistic Con-
ference in Philadelphia in 1976 that a new
form of Nazism, disguised as a fight against
Communism, had taken root in Latin
America. The multinational corporations,
he said, were fostering internal colonialism
in the first of the Christian continents.

Reactions of this kind to frequently
ill-advised, occasionally ill-willed, actions
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on the part of the TCs involve these orgK
izations in a larger debate, one ait
another dimension, for there exists
ideological confrontation that underlies
analyses of the TCs. It might even be sa
that different ways of viewing the wor:
are directly opposed in any discussion'
the matter. The TCs become a veE^
through which the entire system of priva:
enterprise, ownership of the means of Pl'
duction and continued growth is c^
lenged.

What we shall attempt to isolate hc
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possibilities for development in the

d World, in the context of interna-ra
al economic relations.

,

ansion policies,_
^4shall limit the scope of our discussion
to Iwo basic ideas that fairly accurately

up the methods and the expansionm
cy of a transnational:

) constant attention to growth, to
aintain a satisfactory level of returns
the medium term;

constant attention to effective man-
gement, for maximization of assets
variables that are essentially techno-
gical) and means (variables related to

nancial management and marketing).

Taking into account these two basic
id$as, the following diagram illustrates the

wth and expansion strategies of a

coiporation:

opted for either a market-expansion strat-
egy or a strategy of technological innova-
tion must keep account of the following
factors in its strategy as a whole:

- total profitability within acceptable
margins;

- a global growth-rate, meaning the
progressive replacement of declining
markets by others in many countries;

-a market structure such that the
level of risk and/or geographical diffu-
sion of assets is maintained below the
level considered acceptable for the
firm;

- minimization of costs of production
and of transfers of goods and services
between branches.
Thus criteria of this type (profit-

ability, independence, growth and min-
imization of risk) have an i impact on
international competition, and multiplying
a firm's operations over an international
economic context has the effect of further
accentuating political strains.

New technology and new products

New techno- Reconditioned or
logical change improved products

New products
New technology

Replacement product or
new technology in the
production process

Geographical Geographical Geographical expansion and
expansion of expansion and new product technology
markets improved products

Expansion, of
markets by
customers

Expansion by Diversification with expan-
customers and sion of customer market and
improved products new product technology

Expansion of Expansion by International diversification
markets by internationalization with international expansion
internation- and improved of markets and new product
alization products technology

As the diagram shows, the passage
m one stage to another on the tech-
logy axis, or the market axis, or a
ncomitant passage on both axes, or even

o e that moves farther along one axis than
ng the other, indicates the phase or
ge reached by a corporation in its
owth process and also fulfils the two
nditions mentioned above. It can easily
seen that the box of the matrix ob-

ined by the column entitled "New
oducts, new technology" and the line

` ew international markets" represents
e true beginning of the corporation's
ultinational status. The firm that has

Maxine A. Crener and Georges M. Hénault
are professors at the Faculty of Admin-
istration of the University of Ottawa, and
are respectively chairman of the Depart-
ment of Business Administration and
director of the Master of Business
Administration program. They have also
written five books on the subject of
management and act as consultants for
private, public and international organ-
izations. They are currently carrying out
research for the United Nations on trans-
national corporations in Latin America.
The views expressed are those of the

authors.
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Multinational
presence
in international
system

From there, the maintenance of such
constraints for purposes of its own develop-
ment leads the corporation very naturally
into a situation that is truly political.

The data, even in the very rudimen-
tary form of the table above, show that,
depending on the emphasis placed on one
criterion or another in the ultimate
weighting of the strategy of the corpora-
tion as a whole, the degree to which the
political element is taken into consider-
ation influences the way in which the
principals perceive the international situa-
tion. Carrying simplification to the ex-
treme, it can be stated that, for some
people, the existence of multinational
operations can be explained in most cases
by the oligopolistic nature of many in-
dustries. For others, the transnational firm
is, in Marxist economic theory, merely
the end of a process in which capital is
first a social relation and the links between
"centre" and "periphery" are means for
the transfer of plus value according to the
conception of "unequal exchange". How,
then, can the growth of the TC in the
world economic sphere and its political
impact within the international system
be reconciled?

For this reconciliation, we propose to
discuss first the multinational presence in
the international system, particularly in
the developing countries (DCs) sub-
system, and then our suggestion relating
to socio-economic integration.

Industrial relations
The transnational corporations are be-
coming aware of their socio-economic
impact and are admitting, not always in so
many words, their abuse of power through
such means as maintaining research-and-
development activities in the home coun-
try, centralizing financial decision-making,
and so on. Echoing G. Adam, S. Amin,
C. Furtado, C. Michalet, C. Palloix, Brooke
and Zemmers and others, M. Callon has
stated that the TC reproduces unequal
development. Sir Ernest Woodroffe, pres-
ident of Unilever, summarizes a manage-
ment point of view when he states that
"the biggest threat to a multinational is
that it is considered foreign and is there-
fore suspect, in its host country". He
qualifies this somewhat by adding: "But
the TC abroad often finds it is accused of
rape by the very people who are trying to
seduce it".

That said, let us look at several more
contentious points in the heated debate on
transnationals and development, bearing
in mind that size and other characteristics
typical of TCs make it impossible wholly

to separate economics and politics wher
they are concerned.

The imperfection of markets - o
to the monopoly of large corporations
administrative and ^ technological skin ,
makes equalization of revenues acros^
borders impossible. But this monopofS
according to the "Hymer-Kindleberge
theory", means there will be internationi
development of corporations for greate
economic profitability.

At the same time, however, the drisE
for monopolistic or oligopolistic profit
with the frequent absence of true redis.
tribution by means of the tag structure of
individual countries, may prevent optimmt
utilization of resources, particularly, a
Kindleberger notes, by the disruption o
local markets.

In such a situation, as Penrose states,
the power of the TCs to impose a ma
nopoly price has the same characteristio
of distribution as the power to levy taxes
The example of petroleum has led son
(Kindleberger, Johnson) to write of thE
potential for competition and othez
(Marxist economists) to note the danger
of international monopolies.

Direct international investment brin^,
capital, technology and administrativF
skills to the host country. However, thE
extent to which international capital rq
resents a true net addition to local capita:
must then be established. As noted by
Penrose as well as Magdoff, who speaks of
"financial burden", the capital is soon paid
for by the returns. In addition, Kindle-
berger states that international investment
may simply be a substitute for a natio
investment capacity that is lacking (fa
example, because of a preference for liqui
funds).

International investment may also
at variance with the national plant or th
wishes of the host country.

There is also the problem of research
and technological progress. Johnson say
that importing and adapting are less ex
pensive than local manufacture. Here c
be seen once again the conflict betwee
cosmopolitan and national interests.

Of all the non-Marxists, it is Behrm
who puts most stress on the differenc
between the aims of corporations an
those of host countries - that is, efficienc!
in terms of the world economy may ral
counter to efficiency for host countries.1H
proposes three styles of action: restric
tions on investments or industrial actir
ities; strengthening of domestic industn'
intergovernmental agreements.

The liberal writers, such as Kin^
berger and Johnson, prefer incentiF
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ub-contracts locally for the purchase of
ervices, products and skills from locally-
wned enterprise".

Moving beyond the economic frame-
ork of negotiations between TCs and
s in an attempt to include the socio-

ultural aspects of conflicts between the
o parties, one comes up against the

uidity of the notion of socio-economic
tegration and the problems involved in
ndering it operational. However, we see
role for this idea in helping to reconcile
PPosing positions in the strictly political
nflict, even when the ideologies of the.
o parties differ.

egration
as KinXqlihe integration of TCs and DCs is the last

tage in a continuing process that begins

with the period of negotiation and extends
through the periods of installation and
adaptation.

Socio-economic integration can be
viewed as an approach to administrative
behaviour by means of which the TC
accepts the national development objec-
tives of the host country and contributes
to achieving them. This kind of integra-
tion can be characterized by, among other
things:

- the emergence of an organizational
sub-culture that respects the value
systems of the host country and is
reflected in a form of administrative
behaviour adapted to the environ-
ment;

- a micro-economic production system
that provides goods meeting local
needs or the macro-econpmic objec-
tives of the host country (to illus-
trate the latter aspect, Mexico re-
cently allowed direct investment by
a Japanese automobile company on
condition that a percentage of the
cars assembled in Mexico be re-
exported to South American markets
to meet its foreign exchange needs);

- non-monopolistic marketing, in order
to avoid the lack of competition with
national products;

- a financial policy under which returns
are invested locally.
One of the first stages of the socio-

economic integration of TCs is thus
achieved through the acceptance of dif-
ferent value systems.

Is this not, in fact, what the Cana-
di:an Department of External Affairs has
suggested, in encouraging and inviting
Canadian investors to "respect the policies
and interests of the host country"?

Evaluating how TC strategies and DC
development policies fit each other is very
complex if an effort is made to examine all
the dimensions having an influence on the
question. It is possible, however, to isolate
factors that give a relative picture of these
interactions, and thus achieve a rough
but operational measurement of socio-
economic integration.

Following conventional usage, we may
first accord the measurement a positive or
negative rating according to whether there
is agreement or disagreement between the
converging or diverging directions of the
micro-economic strategies and macro-
economic policies. This sign may, there-
fore, be expressed in terms of the effects
of the many variables that go into one of
the calculation criteria. For example, to
acquire a form of technology more cheaply,
a country may decide to emphasize the

Acceptance
of different
value systems
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clauses bearing on purchase or licensing of
patents rather than insist that a research-
and-development centre be set up locally.
In this case, a TC's R and D activities out-
side the host country may be in line with
the policy of the host country and will be
measured as positive, whereas, for govern-
ments that insist on having local R and D
centres, the same activity may come out
negatively in the measurement.

The clauses of a contract must be
well-defined in terms of what the DC
expects from the TC and may be cx-
pressed as operational objectives to be
reached in the short, medium or long term.
The comparison between these govern-
mental constraints on the activities of a
TC and its activities then determines the
degree of socio-economic integration ex-
pressed as a percentage.

To illustrate, we may consider the
following -criteria (the list is not to be
construed as exhaustive) :

_I Managerial behaviour and head-of-
fice/branch-plant relations;

II centralization or decentralization
of R and D;

III centralization or decentralization
of production;

IV centralization or decentralization
of marketing;

V centralization or decentralization
of financial activities;

VI adaptation to local labour condi-
tions.

This can be expressed in the form of
the following graph:

Compatibility
of TC and DC

maximum tolerance
threshold

minimum level of
integration dictated
by DC

minimum tolerance
threshold

I II

Using this graph as a basis, a pn
for each corporation can be drawn up
makes it possible to express socio-econ
integration in visual form and tbet
monitor the adjustments made betF.
TC strate es and DC policies.

At that point, maximum and minim^
interaction tolerance thresholds mlist,
determined. The maximum threshold ^
resents the highest level a TC may endo•
without destroying those managementt
jectives reflected in its philosophy
capitalist-type actions or without exce^
ing the tolerance level of certain adn~
istrators towards their value syst
Beyond certain compromises, the board.
directors of the TC may re-examine i
participation even within the DC, if
board finds it extremist or non-profita6l
The minimum threshold represents na.
compliance by a TC with the developmc
policies of a DC. This kind of abuse m:
be met with correctional and retaliato
measures by the DC, which may take tt
form of expropriation or nationalizafic
pure and simple.

Socio-economic integration, evaluatE
in this way, may be translated into co,
crete objectives and serve as a tool1:
measuring the effectiveness and efficienr
of TCs and DCs.

In addition, it puts the onus on ce
tain DC governments to formulate cl
plans of action concerning what they c:
pect from TCs. The framework of open
tions is thus better and more clee
defined, to the benefit of both partie
concerned.

Only on this condition can strate^
managerial behaviour in socio-econonû
integration become a stabilizing force c

time lessen DC dependence.
the development of DCs and at the sam

III IV V VI

Socio-economic integration grid.
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onsuls lend a helping hand to
mnocents abroad-and others

The distress we have experienced since June 27 has been replaced by a
feeling of great relief and of gratitude towards the Department of
External Affairs for the concern it has shown for the well-being of
Canadian nationals abroad.

(Letter - original in French - to the Director of Consular
Operations, August 16, 1976)

"It is very reassuring to know that External is concerned not only
with larger matters but also with the individual Canadian who, has
problems overseas."

(Letter to the Director of Consular Operations, September 27, 1976)

he quotations above are not unique, or
en unusual. They are representative of

ozens of letters that the Department of
xternal Affairs receives each year ac-
nowledging assistance from Canadian con-
ular personnel in posts abroad or in the
epartment in Ottawa. We get complaints,

oo, but few enough to make us confident
hat we are at least on our way to meeting
he consular imperative of protecting and
elping Canadians travelling or living out-
ide Canada. "Assistance" is not, of course,
lways of the kind one might expect from
uch exalted persons as diplomats and
onsuls. The Canadian Embassy in Spain
ecently sent us the following` account of
consular case:
Subject is a retired Canadian who, after
registering at a hotel in Madrid and
leaving his baggage, identification and
travellers' cheques in his hotel room,
went out for dinner but could not find
his way back to his hotel nor could he
remember the name of the hotel. In
spite of a thorough search of hotel direc-
tories by ourselves and numerous in-
quiries over a period of two days by
Spanish police and tourist officials, the
name and address of the hotel could not
be determined. Finally, one of the
locally-engaged staff and her boy friend
volunteered to drive subject through the
streets and, after four hours, the hotel
was finally located. The subject's clothes
and identification were found in his
room. At Christmas, the Embassy re-
ceived a thank-you letter from the
subject in Canada. Total man-hours
spent on the case: 20 hours.

The fact that more and more Cana-
dians are travelling, working and living
abroad has created a steadily-increasing
demand for consular services of all kinds.
During 1976 there were close to half a mil-
lion requests for consular assistance at
Canadian posts abroad. Our posts helped
3,145 stranded Canadians to obtain finan-
cial assistance, usually from relatives and
friends in Canada. The posts helped to
ensure, that 627 Canadians who became ill
or were involved in accidents obtained
suitable medical treatment and assistance.
They were notified of the deaths abroad
of 456 Canadiens, and made sure that next-
of-kin were informed and, when necessary,
that funeral arrangements were completed.
More than 38,000 passports were issued by
Canadian posts during 1976, and assis-
tance with visas, advice, notarial services
and information was provided in another
460,000 cases. The posts were made aware
of the detention of 1,018 Canadians over
the course of the year, helped them obtain
legal counsel and ensured that they were

111r. Buick is Director of the Consular
Policy Division of the Department of
External Affairs. His overseas postings
have included Rio de Janeiro, Dublin and
Georgetown. In the course of these
appointments, Mr. Buick, like most
External Affairs officers, has from time to
time been assigned consular duties. Before
taking up his present assignment,lllr.
Buick was in charge of the Department's

Press Office. The opinions expressed in

this article are those of the author.

Steady increase
in demand
for services
of consuls
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Importance
of consular role
emphasized

being treated humanely. Early this year,
there were 236 Canadians known to be in
jail abroad (90 in the United States, 18
in France, 17 in India, 13 in Germany,
12 in Mexico, ten in Spain and the rest
scattered among 27 other countries). Of
the 146 in prisons outside the U.S.A., over
80 per cent (120) are being held for "drug-
related" offences.

Since more than 2,800,000 valid Cana-
dian passports were in the hands of
Canadian citizens at home and in various
parts of the world, and more than 36
million Canadian residents visited the
U.S. during 1976, it is clear that the
demand for consular services is not likely
to diminish appreciably. Under the cir-
cumstances, what sort of policy governs
and should govern the availability of ser-
vices to the Canadian public?

Successive Secretaries of State for
External Affairs and Under-Secretaries
have emphasized the importance of the
consular role for the Department of Exter-
nal Affairs. The only direct contact, for
most Canadians, with the Department of
External Affairs comes through the provi-
sion of passport and consular services, and
the need to provide these services effect-
ively and efficiently is recognized. (This
recognition has been reflected in the
change of name from the Bureau of Con-
sular Affairs to the Bureau of Consular
Services.) Over the past few years, the
Department has attempted not just to
carry out these tasks well but to find ways
of doing them still better. Among other
activities, an improved training program
for consular personnel at home and abroad
has been instituted; more than 150 officers
and support staff of the Departments of
External Affairs, Manpower and Immigra-
tion, and Industry, Trade and Commerce
underwent such training before being
posted abroad in 1976.

There are 109 posts regularly per-
forming consular duties, and honorary
consuls have been appointed in areas
where there is a demonstrated need for
consular services that cannot be met by
the present resources of the responsible
posts, or by arrangement with another
Commonwealth consular service. This pro-
gram is not yet very extensive, but in the
past 18 months honorary consuls have
been appointed in Malaga, Spain, and in
Guadalajara and Acapulco, Mexico. Our
experience so far has been that these
appointments represent a real increase in
our ability to provide emergency services
to Canadians in trouble in these areas of
high concentration for Canadian residents
and travellers.

The Department has also developk
and improved contingency plans and pro
cedures for responding to emergenc4
affecting Canadians in all parts of ^
world; has promoted the freer moveme¢
of peoples, as that phrase is used in t4
Final Act of the Conference on Securitj
and Co-operation of Europe, concentratiq
in particular on the reunification in Can.
ada of divided families; and has developed
and implemented a "consular awareness"
program to increase the information avai.
able to Canadians travelling abroad wia
regard to potential problems, in order te
reduce the likelihood of such problems.

Training
The training program, though brief, at
temps to familiarize consular personnel
with: the various administrative requim
ments for Canadians abroad, such as the
issuing of passports and the exigencies of
the Citizenship Act; the requirement.
for admission to Canada under the Immi.
gration Act; the kind of notarial function
they may be asked to perform; and the
variety of problems Canadians get into
abroad. It attempts, too, to instil into
consular staff a capacity for compassion
and commonsense at least equal te
their devotion to rules and regulations
The need for such an introduction may be
underlined by the following excerpt fron
a report from one of our embassies in the
northern half of Africa, describing the
difficulties faced by Canadians who nm
foul of the law:

... cases of active maltreatment gener-
ally occur in the police stations during
preliminary interrogation; they are eg-
tremely rare once the parties are
actually transferred to the prison. In
fact, the prison administration, given it
extremely limited financial and per-
sonnel resources, does its best to accord
as humane a treatment (especially ta
foreign prisoners) as possible. That said
however, it must be stated flatly that
conditions in the prisons, by Canadian
standards, are extremely poor. Over-
crowded cells, with up to a dozen
prisoners in a cell designed for two, are
common. One Canadian reported that..•
they were about 40 in the cell and at
night slept sardine style on their sides,
each prisoner jammed in tightly against
his neighbour. Prison diets are meagre,
consisting usually of hot water and
bread for breakfast and lunch, with e
bowl of soup for supper. In some prisa>ls
foreign prisoners are required to obseri'E
Ramadan (the Islamic month of fastino)
along with their . . . fellow inmates
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There is no heat and, as the winter can
be quite cold at times, prisoners can be
regarded as extremely lucky if they are
allowed an extra blanket - "mattresses"
consist of straw on the floor, if that.
Medical treatment is sporadic ... and

the Embassy has to be watchful for
cases of prisoners falling ill or with
chronic medical problems. Although
most foreign prisoners are left alone,
misbehaviour is generally treated
harshly, with a severe beating followed
by head shaving and a week in solitary
confinement being a standard punish-
ment for such offences as swearing at a
guard (who has, by the way, the right
under law to take a prisoner to court for
a new charge, trial and sentence if he
so desires). One Canadian rather fool-
ishly got upset because he was being
arrested along with one or two others
(he was driving a tour bus) and pushed
a police officer - he was severely beaten,
with the result that he went blind in
one eye for a time because it got
infected, and he was charged with
"outrage" as well as possession of drugs.

What, in fact, is the Canadian consul
upposed to do when one of his compatriots
nids in jail? Canadians detained abroad

y, as a matter of right, request protec-
ion from Canadian diplomatic and con-
ular posts if they feel they have been
ubjected to discrimination, have suffered
jurious treatment or have been denied
ue process of law in a foreign country.
nder such circumstances, the consular
fficials will offer information, advice and

istance within their competence and
uthority. Specifically, Canadian consular
fficers will ensure that an accused has
ccess to legal counsel by providing the
ames of several lawyers on request or, if
e or she is destitute, referring the accused
o the legal aid society. If free legal aid

not available to destitute persons, it
y be possible to advance funds to pay

egal fees. Consular officers will help the
etained person get in touch with relatives
nd friends, keep them informed of the de-
'elopments in the case, transmit mail and
acilitate the occasional transfer of funds

m them for the use of the accused. They
visit Canadian prisoners when such

' its are desired and possible, to find out
ow they are and to ensure that their
ights and dignity are respected. They
ill , where appropriate, make representa-
ions to local, regional and national author-
ties to obtain information, to accelerate
udidal Procedures, and to improve condi-
ons of detention. They will assist in
btaining qualified medical attention, and

P

purchase, on a recoverable basis, court
records or other legal documents when
these are essential to the accused's defence
and he or she is destitute. Finally, they
may arrange repatriation, on a recoverable
basis, when the prisoner is indigent and
the host state requires his departure forth-
with. These services are provided to Cana-
dians imprisoned, as possible and appro-
priate, without judgment by the consular
official as to guilt or innocence. Doing
what is possible for the accused frequently
means many hours of work by more than
one member of the mission staff and may
involve substantial travel; 200 frustrating
miles separate the Embassy in Rabat,
Morocco, where the vice-consul works,
from Marrakech, where a young Canadian
marijuana-fancier languishes in jail, and
when a Canadian labour leader was
(erroneously) reported arrestéd in Bolivia,
the consul had to fly some 600 miles from
Lima, Peru, to investigate.

Sometimes it is easier. The gentleman marijuana-
who arrived at the Embassy in San José, fancier
Costa Rica, last January, having lost all
his money and his bus ticket to Managua,
Nicaragua, said he had had no contact
with anyone in his family since 1962 and
knew no one in Vancouver (his final des-
tination) who could help him. Would the
Government please get him home? It took
one telegram to Ottawa and one (admit-
tedly lucky) telephone call from the Con-
sular Operations Division to New West-
minster to locate his brother, who agreed
to advance $400 to bring him back. Two
days later he was home.

Dual citizenship
A special set of problems is involved for
consular officers in dealing with Canadians
who are also citizens of other countries.
The Department issues the following warn-
ing with every Canadian passport:

Through birth, derivation from parents,
marriage, naturalization, you may be
considered a citizen of another country
and, even though under Canadian law
you are a Canadian citizen, during a
visit there you might find yourself in
violation of local laws relating to com-
pulsory military service, to taxation or
to illegal emigration. In a situation of
"dual nationality" the ability of Cana-
dian authorities to assist you is limited
because the foreign state has, within its
boundaries, full jurisdiction over persons
it considers its citizens.

It is suggested that, before leaving
for a country whose citizen you may be
considered to be, you verify your citizen-
ship status with the embassy or con-

200-mile journey
to assist
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Military service
can be the fate
of dual citizens

sulate of that country in Canada and
enquire whether there are any outstand-
ing charges or obligations to which you
will be subject on arrival.

That this is no idle warning is ex-
emplified by the following case reported by
the Canadian Embassy in Belgrade:

Subject, male, aged 26, returned to
Yugoslavia for three-month visit. Had
originally left legally with his parents
as child of five. Stayed with grand-
parents in small Macedonian village.
Called Embassy to report passport had
been seized when he applied for exten-
sion of visa and informed he was liable
for military service.

He subsequently visited Embassy,
where he was informed of the provisions
of Yugoslav law governing military ser-
vice. He was also cautioned that, if he
tried to leave the country illegally, he
could be tried under the Penal Code for
attempting to avoid military service
and, even if successful in departure, he
would then be in the position of not
being able to return. A replacement
passport could be issued but it would be
of no use since it would not have the
necessary exit visa.

He returned to his village and was
subsequently inducted for his military
service. Passport was therefore returned
through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
together with a note stressing the sub-
ject's "Yugoslav citizenship".

Fourteen months later he reappear-
ed, recovered passport and departed for
Canada.

Sometimes it is not a case of a return
visit, but a decision to leave Canada and
return "home" - a decision that may be
taken under emotional stress of one kind
or another. Persons who are contemplating
a return to the country of their original
citizenship to live permanently should be
aware that the experience of Canadian
consular officers, particularly those sta-
tioned in Eastern European countries, has
been that some people who have made this
decision and have subsequently changed
their minds about dwelling permanently in
the country of their other citizenship have
experienced great difficulty in obtaining
permission to leave in order to return to
Canada. In cases of this kind, there is, in
fact, no guarantee that permission to leave
the country of the person's other citizen-
ship will be received from the local author-
ities. When permission is denied, there is
often little that the Canadian Government
can do to assist the person concerned in
re-emigrating.
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Essential services
Not all consular work involves Canadiam
in trouble abroad. An important part of
the total time spent on consular work bp
Canadian embassies, high commissfom
and consulates is in providing essentW
services to aliens - chiefly visa issuance of
various kinds, representations on behal{
of individuals in Canada, and other tasks
involved in family-reunification. Most of
.the consular activities of Canadian dipla
matic posts in Eastern Europe and China,
and a substantial part of those in Cuba,

come under this heading. The Canadian
Government has traditionally sought, for
humanitarian reasons, to persuade these
governments to give sympathetic consi-
deration to nationals applying for pennis-
sion to emigrate in order to join members
of their families who have settled in
Canada. One of Canada's major concerns
throughout the negotiations in the Con-
ference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe was to ensure the acceptance of a
meaningful text in the area of human con-
tacts, and particularly in that of the re-
unification of families. Encouraging these
governments to let their citizens come for-
ward is a slow, repetitive and frustratino
process, and even when success is achieved,

it is rarely possible to claim that it w^
only the representations made that ulti-
mately brought about the desired end.

One of the most important develop

ments in Canadian consular policY over
the past few years has been the develop•

ment of an "awareness program" intended
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LA W^ Canadians of problems they might
ncter while travelling abroad. Besides

Xto the attention of travel agentsg
d transportation companies cases on

-hich it appears that their negligence has
aused difficulty to'travellers, the Bureau

f Consular Services publishes annually a
oklet that is widely distributed to the
adian travelling public (including a^an

opy given with each new passport issûed).
It contains advice to travellers and the
^addresses and telephone numbers of all
Canadian embassies and consulates in the

world. The booklet, which has been ex-
tensively revised this year, now carries the

title Bon Voyage, but .... In addition, the
Department has carried out a special adver-
tising and information campaign through

the university student press warning
younger travellers of some of the pitfalls
of foreign travel (especially drug prob-
lems), as well as an advertising program
in the Canadian "ethnic press" to warn
Canadians about problems they may en-

counter when travelling in countries of
their "former or other nationality". The
Bureau has made and arranged public dis-

tribution of a 28-minute documentary
film entitled In Distress (which focuses on
some consular problems in Mexico) and
participated in press interviews and tele-
vision and radio programs to increase
consular awareness. Consular Services has
also published and distributed a wall-poster
reminding the travelling public of the need
for proper documentation (passports, visas,
vaccination certificates, etc.). The message
in all the media is basically the same:
"Bon voyage . . . have a good trip, but
remember, other countries are not like
Canada. Foreign laws and customs are
different - often much stricter - and the
often complex legal processes of other
countries apply fully to Canadians who
may find themselves in trouble abroad.
Most important, Canadian laws do not

Coming in the next issue
Escott Reid breaks a four-year silence con-
cerning Canadian policy on aid to poor

countries. He calls for Canada to take the

lead in proposing that rich countries
abolish tariff and non-tariff barriers against

all imports from very poor countries.

At the back of the issue, Reid's recent-
lY-published Time of Fear and Hope: The
Making of the North Atlantic Treaty 1947-
1949 is the subject of a review article by
James Eayrs. "Unlike most diplomatic
memoirs," says Eayrs, "this is a work of
careful scholarship."

John Holmes turns his attention to

apply abroad, just as foreign laws do not
apply in Canada."

In 1883, in his book The Institutes of
the Law of Nations, James Lorimer refer-
red to the consul's office as "less dignified
and less highly privileged, but scarcely less
important, than that of the ambassador".
Lorimer was not referring to the Canadian
situation, of course - it was not until the
Second World War that the title of consul
was carried by a Canadian officer abroad,
but his explicit recognition of the impor-
tance of the consular function is applicable
to the Canadian consular service today.
The consular service does not exist sep-
arate from the foreign service of Canada,
and most Canadian ambassadors have
done consular work at various stages in
their careers before receiving ambassa-
dorial appointments. They were guided in
carrying out their consular duties by the
following paragraph from the Instructions
for the Guidance of Officers Performing
Consular Duties of 1956, the Department's
first formal consular manual:

The following instructions . . . are de-
signed principally to provide guidance
to consular officers and are not devised
to impose uniform and categorical direc-
tion in those unusual situations where
practical humanitarian action demands
a deviation from the normal procedures.
Consular officers, therefore, are expected
to interpret these instructions reason-
ably and intelligently with due regard
to the public interest, bearing in mind
that no attempt has been made to
provide for necessary and self-evident
excentions.

That they and their successors have
taken such advice to heart seems likely to
us when the Minister receives letters about
our consular services like the one dated
August 3, 1976, which concluded that "as
a taxpayer, it was a pleasure to see my
money well spent - for a change".

the complex question of morality and
foreign affairs. "The greatest danger,"
writes Holmes, "may be cynicism, that of
the `realist' who contends that there is no
place for morality in an immoral world,
and that of the `moralist' whose sweeping
denigrations have undermined faith in
government itself, both national and inter-
national."

Alex Inglis covered the Downing

Street summit meeting in May. Of the
weekend meeting of the leaders of the seven

leading Western industrialized nations,

Inglis writes that "The whole process of
economic summitry begun at Rambouillet

was being put to the test".

Reasonable
and intelligent
interpretation
expected
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By abandoning peace-keeping
NATO could be reinforced

"Would the international system be what
it is if the United Nations did not exist?"
Professor Raymond Aron asked in his
authoritative work Peace and War, A
Theory of International Relations (Dou-
bleday, 1966). His answer was: "I do not
know; I have confined myself to the asser-
tion, obvious to me, that the United Na-
tions has, not exercised a major influence
on the course-of international relations."

Since then, the prestige and influence
of the United Nations have further de-
clined. It is in this context that one must
ask whether Canada should continue to
expend one of its scarcest resources -
trained military manpower - on a purpose
that, to the writer, seems as futile as it
is dangerous.

I believe that the time has come for
Canada to abandon its peace-keeping role,
which has been one long tale of woe. This
step should be taken now, before Canada's
forces, especially those in the Middle East,
face perils for which they are not equipped
and that may have grave domestic and
foreign repercussions.

The entire peace-keeping operation,
faulty in conception and futile in execu-
tion, is hardly worth the dubious prestige
acquired by Canada as "chevalier sans
peur et sans reproche". Indeed, under the
existing circumstances, Canada has come

to assume more and more, in its peace-
keeping role, the character of quixotic
knight-errant.

The yearning is not new for a supra-
national body that would be able to "pre-

Mr. Manor is Senior Editorial Writer for
the Winnipeg Free Press. A veteran
journalist, he worked for Reuters News
Agency in the Middle East before the
Second World War. A f ter service with the
British forces, he returned to journalism
and was correspondent in Italy for
The Times of London and then in
Scandinavia for Kemsley Newspapers.
Mr. Manor has been on the staff of the
Winnipeg Free Press since 1954. The views
expressed in this article are those of
the author.
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serve law and order as a policeman on t^
beat ensures by his mere presence tk
order is kept and law obeyed. It has ne^
been translated into reality because th14t
is a vast difference between municipal ]a7,
of which the policeman - often unarmed
as in Britain - is the executive arm, and
international law.

To quote Professor Aron again: ,ü
law that would establish peace betweea
nations would resemble constitutional las
more than any other ... and it is consfi.
tutional law that always remains closesf
to its violent origins." Thus a supra.
national law could probably be ushered
in only by new violence, such as that
inherent in the rise of a new empire. No
peaceful attempt to bring into existence a
supranational order has ever succeedeâ
We recall from our history lessons the
futile fifteenth-century initiative by the
Hussite King George of Bohemia, who
tried to interest the King of France in a
European league possessing its own miG-
tary force; I recall from my own ex-
perience the attempts by the League of
Nations to organize a similar force. The
most famous instance was the supervision
of the Saar plebiscite of 1935. I can still
vividly recall the enthusiasm and relief
with which the world then greeted this
essay in international peace-keeping. Ten•
sions had been rising and trouble was
brewing, and then the League peace force
stepped in, an earnest of better times
to come when the League would ensure
peace and tranquillity. The euphoria,
however, was of short duration. "The
year which witnessed. the return of de
Saar to Germany, so far from ushering ia
a happier period in international relations,
has seen darker storm clouds over Europe
than any period since the guns stopped
firing in the Great War," Professor H. A
L. Fisher wrote about this particular essay
in peace-kéeping (A History of Europe,
Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1935).

Persistent dream
Yet the dream persists and is now given
credence in Chapter VII of the Charter of
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"{b United Nations. Article 43 provides

1.1Il Members of the United Nations, in
order to contribute to the maintenance
of international peace and security,
underttake to _make available to the

? Security Council, on its call and in
accordance with a special agreement or

agreements, armed forces, assistance,
and facilities, including rights of pas-

{ sage, necessary for the purpose of main-
;; taining international peace and security.

And Section 3 of this Article stip-

dates: "The agreement or agreements
Aiiall be negotiated as soon as possible on
the initiative of the Security Council."

Thirty-two years later we still have
1o such agreement or agreements - "the
Iligh that proved too high, the heroic for
éarth too hard...". Or, as Lord Acton
nnce put it, "the statesman always seems
6 me in a non-moral position, because he
las to consider what is possible as well as
I ,hat is best. ..". The officials who drafted
he Charter were anxious not to obscure

` the actualities of the international situa-
^on, well aware that the Yalta idea ofI
Jfour policemen" who would keep peace
in the world with an international force
ad become by 1945 a "dead duck"; by

1hen the Sovietideological tide was at the
flood.

Sir Charles Webster, who was a
British representative on the drafting com-
^̂'ttee, wrote that the proposals for the
tormatiôn of a UN military staff commit-
)ee were aimed mainly at ensuring "direct

d continuous contact between those re-
sponsible for the armed forces of the great
,)owers, such as had never been obtained
In the League of Nations". Even this hope
ad "unfortunately . . . to be deferred"

^(Th.e Art and Practice of Diplomacy by
Çharles Webster, Chatto & Windus, 1961).

Interestingly enough, Canada was
then foremost among the nations that
viewed the provisions of Article 43 with
some misgiving. It was upon the insistence
iof Canada, supported by Britain, that
Article 44 was inserted in the Charter to
"sure that it was the national govern-
ent, and not the Security Council, that

letermined how any national contingent
vas to be employed. Canada was willing to
fo good, but the lesson of the Chanak
ncident of 1922 was not to be lightly
disregarded.

dea unworkable
rhe idea of an international force under a
UN military staff committee proved un-
workable. However , a more moderate idea

that of an international police force

operating under UN auspices - continued
to attract statesmen. In 1955, when
Israel's borders were being violated by
marauding terrorists who on occasion pen-
etrated to the outskirts of Tel Aviv, Adlai
Stevenson proposed that such an inter-
national police force patrol Israel's border.
The idea did not get past the United
a year later the Suez crisis was upon us.
States Foreign Relations Committee, and

It was during these weeks of crisis,
when guns boomed in the Sinai, Hungarian
insurgents battled Soviet tanks in Buda-
pest, and Nikita Khrushchov threatened
to drop nuclear bombs on London and
Paris, that Canada's Lester B. Pearson
seized the opportunity to realize his
cherished notion of an impartial UN police
force. His quick action helped to extricate
Britain and France from an untenable
position on the Suez Canal, and a symbolic
force was interposed between the Egyp-
tians and the Israelis. It was the high-
water mark of peace-keeping, and Mr.
Pearson was rewarded with the Nobel
Peace Prize.

Unfortunately, what was essentially
a swift, ad hoc operation was soon trans-
formed into the lofty ideal of permanent
peace-keeping. It became gospel that inter-
national relations had taken on a new
dimension, and an Ottawa spokesman
proudly pointed to the fact that the new
UN police force was growing, and "that is
why the External Affairs Department is
watching the force with fascinated interest
and why it is of such great importance to
the general public". "Mais où sont les
neiges d'antan!"

When in October 1957 Nikita Khrush-
chov invented a new danger of war, this
time between Syria and Turkey, Mr.
Pearson was quick to propose that a UN
police force be placed on the borders of the
two countries. Before anybody could think
that suggestion through, Khrushchov, at a
cocktail party, releashed the dogs of that
particular war and the strange episode
was over.

Yet Canada did not abandon its ambi-
tion to see a permanent UN police force
come into being "to stamp out a brush-fire
type of international incident before it
turned into.a general holocaust". In June
1964, Canada was instrumental in calling
an international conference to discuss the
setting-up of such a force. In 1971, the
conference was still hard at work.

Meanwhile, however, doubts began to
be felt about the validity of the UN police
force idea. In the Congo - a problem that,
at the time of writing, seems to be back
with us - the Swedes, who formed a sub-

Ad hoc operation
was transformed
into lo f ty ideal
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Little success
of peace-keeping
in any theatre

stantial part of the UN force, badly
burned their fingers in the effort to snuff
out the Katanga_secession movement. Thè
Swedish contingent suffered casualties -
which perceptibly cooled Sweden's ardour.
"The problem is," a diplomat of that coun-
try told me at that time, "Swedish soldiers
tend to have mothers, and the mothers
tend to have votes."

The messy Congo affair revived Cana-
dian scepticism about the workability of a
UN police force. In 1963, John Diefen-
baker observed, with remarkable foresight,
that in any disagreement the national con-
tingents serving in a UN peace force would
follow instructions from their own govern-
ments rathex than from the UN. And, as if
to prove him right, in 1967 a number of the
UN contingents returned home from the
Sinai without awaiting the UN's decision
about President ' Nasser's order evicting
UN peace-keepers from Egyptian territory.
When the shooting began, the UN Indian
contingent, whether by accidènt or design,
moved across the line of advance of the
Israelis and was badly mauled.

The 1967 UN débâcle proved the
futility of the peace-keeping idea, moving
the then Israeli Foreign Minister, Abba
Eban, to observe that an umbrella that is
taken away as soon as it begins to rain is
not much use.

Painful experience
Suez was the most painful UN peace-
keeping disaster. But there was little
success to be recorded in any other theatre
where Canadians served as peace-keeping
observers.

For years, Canadian servicemen pa-
trolled the borders between Pakistan and
India without being able to forestall
ferocious wars between these two coun-
tries. Canadians served in the Congo,
where the old rivalries remain as brutal
as ever. Canadians were in the Yemen,
today a fief of the Soviet Union, which, by
dominating from Yemen and Somalia the
Strait of Bab el Mandeb, threatens the
West's Middle East oil supplies.

Canada served on the International
Control Commission in Indochina with
Poland and India, the latter acting as
chairman. A bitter comment by Squadron-
Leader Hugh Campbell is on record about
this international operation: "The Poles
demonstrated that impartiality is not in
the Communist book".

I shall quote my own interview with
a French-speaking Canadian officer at-
tached to the ICC in Laos. On one occa-
sion, Soviet planes operating from North
Vietnam dropped supplies to the Com-
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munist forces on the Plain of Jars. T,
Laotian Government lodged a complainj
with the ICC, and the ICC travelled I
the Plain of Jars to investigate. Tk
Canadian officer noticed that some of th:
crates dropped from aircraft had burst
open and could be seen to bristle wily
automatic weapons and ammunition. WbFa
the Canadian began to count the weapons
he was promptly checked by his pojh
colleague: "These are not machine-guns;
this is rice". The Indian chairman re^
marked he could not understand the poirt
of the dispute - he could not see any
crates anywhere.

Cyprus
Last but certainly not least, Canadlians
are still on Cyprus, although in 196;
L. B. Pearson promised that Canadian
soldiers would not be sent there for,
indefinite period" and that the force
would truly contribute to peace and sta•
bility on the island. Instead, for ten year
the UN force served as a convenient pre.
text for the two sides to refuse to come
to terms. The bizonal idea accepted today
by Archbishop Makarios was suggested to
him by the Turks in 1964. When, in 1971
the Turks invaded the island, the UN
umbrella was again quickly folded.

UN troops are not allowed to shoot
unless shot at, as if they were British
bobbies (though today even the British
police go armed and have been known to
shoot first); at the first sign of trouble,
they are told to head for the nearest
evacuation-post. This is a humiliating
role for a soldier.

I visited Cyprus in December 1976.
The sun was shining, the orange-grove,
were golden with fruit, the bougainvillias
provided splashes of colour very welcome
after the drab white of the Canadian
winter, where temperatures already stood
well below the freezing-mark. There was
an all-pervading scent of the Mediterra•
nean pine mingling with the salty tang 0
the calm, blue Mediterranean. "Where
every prospect pleases. . ."

Now a good part of my life bas been
spent among soldiers, and I know that
grumbling is a basic ingredient in a sol•
dier's make-up. I am quite sure that the
Assyrians who came down like wolves on
the fold. grumbled about too much 0'
and honey in their rations; we know that
Alexander's soldiers grumbled, and when
it came to grumbling Roman legionarie-'
were the unsurpassed champions. Yet, ID
the midst of a Canadian winter, I thougbf
a peaceful billet in such pleasant sur'
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and in 1969 opposed the stationing of any
new UN. force in the Middle East.

The first priority of Canadian defence
policy is to maintain international sta-
bility. Therefore, our troops should be
where stability is most threatened, and
where their soldierly qualitiés would help
to redress the dangerous imbalance in
weapons and manpower that exists on the
Central Front.

UN peace-keeping does not contribute
to international stability. On the contrary,
by positing a fictitious set of circumstances
that in no way correspond to harsh real-

ities, it has contributed to the fuTtbs
destabï.lization of unstable situations ,lf
best, it is a waste of money and resoure,;
at worst, it could cost Canadian lives.

The 1,350 Canadian soldiers now,,
dergoing boredom on Cyprus and egposu^
to the threat of unpleasant surprises ^
the Sinai, belong on the Central Fronf
where their duties would be those of
soldiers and where they are urgently 6
quired to man Canada's new equipmenl
They should be assigned to NATO as
quickly as possible.

Likely , victory of French Left
opens new political scenarios
By J. M. Domenach

The municipal elections of March 13 and
20, 1977, have brought us face to face with
the question of what will happen in France
in April 1978 if the Left wins the legisla-
tive election.

The coalition of Communists, So-
cialists and left-wing radicals, gathering in
its wake some former Centrist supporters
and, in the second round of polling, a large
bloc of "ecology-conscious" voters, was able
to win a considerable number of mayoralty
races. Granted, municipal elections are not
a fool-proof indicator; local situations are
varied and complex, and can hardly be
reduced to a bipolar confrontation, nor do
voters consider these campaigns as crucial-
ly important in national politics as the
legislative and presidential elections. How-
ever, over the past three years, the Union
of the Left has been gaining ground stead-

Mr. Domenach was active in the French
Resistance movement during the Second
World War. Since 1946 he has been asso-
ciated with the journal Esprit, which he
edited from 1957 to 1976. He is currently
series editor at Les Editions du Seuil.
He is a member of the French National
Commission for UNESCO, vice-president
of L'Association France-Québec and
administrator of L'Office franco-québécois
pour la Jeunesse. The most recent
of his many books is Le Sauvage et
l'Ordinateur (The Savage and the
Computer). The views expressed in this
article are those of Mr. Domenach.
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ily, as indicated by surveys as well as suc-
cessive elections, and a reasonable estimate
of support for the Left in the spring of
1977 would be approximately 53 per cent
of the electorate. This is precisely the
figure it needs, given unfavourable ward-
ing, for a majority in the National As-
sembly.

The margin is indeed a narrow one;
a shift of 1 per cent either way could make
the difference. This is a characteristic
France shares with most of the world's
great democracies, where majorities are
won by small percentages. The success of
Gaullism merely delayed the manifestation
of this tendency, which can be seen as a
healthy one in that it indicates an instina
tive desire to offset one extreme by another
and to minimize the likelihood of partisan
highhandedness. After a quarter-century
of political upheavals (1944-1968) and
ten years of almost artificial stability
(1969-1978), it is only normal for the
French to want to change leaders, bid
farewell to an exceptional era and shake
off a spell which has benefited de Gaulle's
successors long enough - especially 1101s
that the steady rise in the standard of liv-
ing has been halted by inflation and un•
employment.

However, this very domination, pro'
longed by the de Gaulle heritage, means
that the alternation of governing parties,
a common occurrence- in parliarnentarY
democracies, has been an unknown ex-
perience in France for the past 20 years. In
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!,,rl.rfition, the Constitution adopted in 1958
,,,,,kes alternation difficult, since the Pres-

;d nt's seven-year term of office is longer

the legislature's five years. Conse-
I, iently, if the Union of the Left should
nerge victorious, President Giscard

l;staing would have to govern for three
arswith a majority that had been elect-
1 agamst him. This paradoxical situation
;;ts in some countries, but it would be
hiy undesirable in France, where the

Constitution does not seem to havé=:allow-
',d for such an eventuality and where usage
as increased the powers of the President.

Serious conflict seems inevitable, especial-
ly since the difference between the Major-
ity and the Opposition does not lie in their
orograms alone but in tradition and ideol-
gy - a level at which not only political

orientations but a whole system and the
tuestion of one's "choice of society" are
ïnvolved.

Historical explanation
41ook at the history of France will explain
^°.vhÿ each election almost stirs up a civil
var. The Occupation, the most recent time

{)f duress, added new wounds. Gaullism
wes its longevity to the historical momen-
;um it built up during this period. Even
during the March elections, candidates in
places like Saint-Etienne were able to win
by getting a little more mileage out of the
emory of the Resistance. It is true that

attitudes have been changing more rapid-
y in recent years, especially in the Com-
unist Party (PCF), which has gained

60 per cent of its adherents since May
1968. The PCF has dropped all references
to the "Dictatorship of the Proletariat",
loosened its ties with the Soviet Union and

^ poken out in favour of pluralism and
olerance, all of which has enabled it in
two years to blot out the memory of its
ormer Stalinism and win back much of
the influence it had lost. Also, the Socialist
Party ( PS) has obtained a considerable
ead over the PCF, and this has helped
even more to reassure those who vote for
the Union of the Left.

However, there is still a good deal of
^deological tension, as was demonstrated
Y the municipal elections, which were

irnore politicized and "bipolarized" than
ever - to the extent that the Centre was
crushed. Struggles between old rivals for
village mayoralties became epic ideological
battles between Right and Left, Liberalism
and Socialism ( or "collectivism", as the
majority calls it). France has become much

ore modern and tolerant, but the power
of ideology is still strong. We might note
at this point that the effects of industrial-

ization and mass culture on the Catholics
have had an unexpected consequence - the
secularization of Catholicism has brought
about a transfer of part of its effective
potential to politics, in particular to the
Socialist Party, thereby lending Socialism
the weight of religion, and Marxism an
element of dogmatic faith, all of which has
contributed to reinforcing the emotional
and quasi-mystical side of politics here.
Our last Marxist will undoubtedly be a
Breton canon.

All of these factors help to dramatize
the prospect of a Leftist majority being
elected, transforming what should be a
normal, healthy event in every democracy
into an anxiety-filled issue; between now
and March 1978, many of us will spend a
lot of time wondering what is going to
happen. I

Before looking at some of the possi-
bilities, I should point out that it is not
my intention to forecast the results of the
1978 election. The election might even be
called sooner, as far as that goes, although
I doubt it, since Prime Minister Barre is
involved in an anti-inflation campaign
whose results will not be evident for some
months. I should like to consider what will
happen if the Union of the Left obtains a
majority in the National Assembly. There
is a good possibility that this will happen,
although it is not certain-I see its present
chances as two out of three. A lot can
happen at home and internationally be-
tween now and the election. The unity
of the Leftist coalition could be weakened
by international tension or even by an
intensification of the debate on the elec-
tion of the European Parliament by uni-
versal suffrage. Strikes or civil disorder
might also bring the voters back to the
Majority. Or the Majority might regain
its cohesiveness and its former image by
rallying round a charismatic leader like
Chirac (the "Bonaparte at the Pont
d'Arcole" style is still very successful in
France) or a reassuring one like Barre (the
Poincaré or Pinay style also goes over
well). Finally, the Government might have
a new electoral law passed by the Assem-
bly. The current system - the election of
one member to each constituency by an
absolute majority in two rounds of voting
- works to the advantage of allied groups
and, as things are at present, favours the
Union of the Left. However, a return to
proportional voting would go against the
spirit of de Gaulle's Fifth Republic, and it
is unlikely that the Gaullists, headed by
Chirac, would agree to it.

But it is also possible and even likely
that the Majority will continue to vacillate

Possibility
of majority
for Union
of the Left
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Challenged by a union of le f t-wing political groups, French President Valery Giscard
d'Estaing also has to contend with a rallying of right-wing Gaullist forces behind former
Premier Jacques Chirac. Following his resignation as Giscard's Prime Minister, Chirac
entered the race for Mayor of Paris and won. He is shown in this picture at the
Paris city hall (L'Hôtel-de-Ville) following his March 25 victory.
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and to contradict and discredit itself, and
that the Opposition, sensing that it is vir-
tually the Majority, will for a time contain
its internal bickering. In any case, our
speculations will be based on this latter
hypothesis.

Apri11978. The Union of the Left has
won the legislative election. Mitterrand
lays claim to the position of Prime Minister
... that is the only part of the script
of which we can be certain. But will Pres-
ident Giscard hand over control of the
Government to him?

We have three views on this:
- the PCF's Marchais: "The President

must either submit or resign." (Cf.
the famous words spoken by Gam-
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betta to MacMahon at the beginning
of the Third Republic.)
The PS's Deferre: "The President
could hardly violate the law of uni-
versal suffrage, which is one of the
basic laws of democracy."

- Giscard d'Estaing: "The' alternatioR
of govérning parties is a feature of
any advanced democratic societY
whose structure is not threatened by
any of its main components."
Comparing these three statements

provides an indication of the factoV
favouring a change of government and
those against it. The restriction made by
Giscard d'Estaing unquestionably refers to
the PCF. But the PS would like to be able
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co-operate with the President, and the4
resident with the PS.

Will they be able to? Either of them
`ght be prevented from co-operating by
thér or both: of two allies essential to

â eir coalition; Marchais and Chirac. If

is is the case, what will happen? The
1resident could dissolve the Assembly and
;a11 for a new election, which would have

be held 20 to 40 days after dissolution.

'l'he Constitution stipulates that, in such
ase, the Assembly cannot be dissolved
in for a year.) This would ordinarily
a risky and even suicidal operation,

i;less new factors cropped up in the inter-
ening time,, such as a dispute between
he PCF and the PS, trouble because of

4eftist "oneupmanship", and so on. Dis
olution is, after proportional representa-

^ion, the second recourse available to the
resident - but only as a last-ditch move;

1'the Left were to win the second election,
- he President would have to step down,
hereby giving the Left total victory.

^ommunist participation
he second question that arises concerns

^ he nature of the Government that would
e headed by Mitterrand. Would the Com-

^unists participate in the Government, or
mrld they prefer to lend their support
,ithoutparticipating, as was the case in
936 at the time of the Popular Front
ictory? The secretary-general of the PCF
ias stated in no uncertain terms that, if
the ` Left should win, the Communists
ould join the Government. But Mitter-
and has foreseen the other possibility:

can tell you now that, if the others do
ot wish to help form the Government,
ve do."

This discord leads us to the heart of
he matter: will the PS and the PCF be
?ble, or indeed want, to govern together?

The past hangs heavy over relations
etween the two parties; it was the Social-
its who in 1947 drove the Communists
iut of the Government. This opened a
)eriod of hostility that did not really end
intil 1976, when the PCF took the path
f "Eurocommunism". However, while
)ressing the PS to join with it and stead-
astly adhere to the "common program of
;overnment", the PCF has devised an
lternative strategy - "the union of the
)eople of France". In areas where the Un-

I

1o11 of the Left would not hang together,
the PCF presented coalition slates with a
few big-name Gaullists or "republicans"
Îisted along with its own candidates. These
lates were not successful, but they do in-
dicate a possibility. The PCF not only has
1 mfnority strong enough to block the PS,

it also has its control of the leadership of
the CGT, France's largest union, as a
means of pressure. The success of the
future Government of the Left depends
on the CGT's being moderate.

Waiting in the wings is a third group,
the Leftists, whose numbers are small
but whose influence could be a deter-
mining factor in a crisis. The Leftists,
either by direct involvement or by manip-
ulating certain organizations (their influ-
ence over the CFDT, the second-largest
union in France, is considerable), can
exert the same kind of pressure on the
PCF that the PCF can exert on the PS.
But this pressure could have two contra-
dictory effects: it might either force the
PCF into intransigence and "oneupman-
ship" or drive it into the arms of the domi-
nant party to form a blod in order to
maintain order, as is now the case in Italy.

Whether or not the Union of the Left
could remain together if it came into
power is, therefore, problematic, especially
since there is already disagreement over
some basic points. The first issue is na-
tionalization; under the common program,
this is limited to nine industrial groups,
but the possibility of nationalizing any
business whatever remains open, provided
that nationalization is requested by the
workers, proposed by the Government
and consented to by Parliament. The PS
wants to keep down the number of nation-
alizing, measures, and the PCF wishes to
increase them - or so it says. There is
also the question of management by em-
ployees; here, it is the PS (at least certain
elements in it) that is to the fore, whereas
the PCF and the CGT are holding back.
Finally, and above all, there is the general
attitude that any Government whatever
- but especially a Government that rep-
resents a large number of diverse and at
times contradictory interests - must adopt
in the face of inflation and the rising cost
of raw materials. The attitude of the PCF
is nowhere near as moderate as that of
the Italian Communist Party, and there
is no way of knowing yet whether, once in
power, it would choose in favour of
economic restraint or compliance with
worker demands.

Foreign policy
Other difficulties will inevitably arise
out of foreign policy. Despite its recent
about-face, the PCF is not prepared ser-
iously to condemn the violation of human
rights in countries it persists in calling
"socialist". Above all, the parties' visions
of Europe are contradictory. The PS,
which in spite of everything remains at-

Disagreement
on basic points
already exists
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tached to European social democracy, is
in favour of election of the European
Parliament by universal suffrage, whereas
the Communists see this as a betrayal. It
is not inconceivable that the PCF might,
appeal to the GauIIists to mobilize what
is left of French nâitionalism against
"monopoly-controlled Europe", and this
would lead to the break-up of the Left.
In short, with regard to Europe, and also
Israel, the PS is potentially closer to
Centrist sensibilities, or at least `social
democratic ones, than to Communism.

There is, then, no lack of causes of
internal conflict in the Union of the Left.
However, the importance of this conflict
will depend on the amount of confidence
established between the partners. The
PCF still suspects the Socialist leaders of
wanting to, get rid of them in order to
govern under the aegis of Giscard
d'Estaing, along with the Centrist ele-
ments of the present Majority. The PS,
for its part, wonders whether the Com-
munist machine has really changed and
whether the PCF is not simply attempting
to establish supremacy by whatever means
are necessary. The experience of jointly
governing a number of municipalities will
be decisive from this viewpoint. How will
the newly-elected Socialists measure up
to the Communists, perennial incumbents
in many cases?

The fate .of a Government of the Left
would, however, depend less on these
probable disagreements than on the way
in which others played their parts, in
particular the middle class and small and
large employers (the army is no longer an

obstacle). Even if there were a protest
vote for the Left, there would, neverthe-
less, be little confidence in its ability to
manage the country, since many still see
the Left as being synonymous with infla-
tion and devaluation. According to Mit-
terrand, 400 billion francs have already
been transferred to Switzerland from
France. If the Left assumes power in a
climate of financial panic, it will have to
resort to repressive measures and will soon
become unpopular. For some Rightist ele-
ments, there is a temptation to turn this
to their advantage. Many employers are
hostile towards socialism, whose economic
failure they feel has been only too clearly
demonstrated in the East. There is cause
for conjecture, and apprehension, over the
question of how far some private leaders
of the economy might go to prevent the
election of a Government of the Left.

The cards are not all on the table, of
course. The situation will differ depenko
on the margin of victory won by the 1^
in the election. If the margin is slight, t.^
experiment might be continued - for bow
long, we cannot determine objectivelp.
I do not think that the Union of the Le{f
could remain in power for long unles,
there were some unforeseen changes. First
an almost metaphysical cleavage continues
to separate the PS from the PCF, despi^
the recent changes in the Communisl
Party. Secondly, their political views con.
flict on many points. The third, and lasf,
reason is that the rapid rise in populari^
of the. PS has concealed a deep-seated lack
of uniformity. Many of those who voted
for the PS are not prepared to go along
with a Leftist experiment with the PCE
A March 1977 survey published in Lé
Monde showed that over a third of these
voters have opinions that are in no way
revolutionary; 80 per cent of those who
voted PS described themselves as being
at the centre of the political spectrum,
while only 15 per cent situated themselves
to the Left!

Realignment possible
We should, therefore, not rule out the
possibility of a realignment along a Centre.
Left axis, which would seem to suit a large
percentage of French voters - a percent
age that the upheavals accompanying the
coming into power of the Left could trans.
form into a majority. No doubt Giscard
d'Estaing, who has been looking for such
an opening for quite some time, will at-
tempt to take advantage of it by exploiting
the rivalry between the PS and the PCF
as much as possible when the time is
right. But the success of such a scheme
depends less on the PS than on Chirac,
the President's vigorous but burdensomc
ally. It also depends on events. Finally, it
depends on a factor that is difficult to
evaluate: the reaction of the international
community, especially the European states
which would not look kindly upon a
Socialist-Communist Government, bu
would favour a social democratic Govern
ment alternating with a conservative one.
In the end, this is perhaps rather a prob•
lem of civilization than of politics. We
shall soon know the extent to wbicb
France has abandoned its tradition of
extremism and passionate involvement in
favour of the calm, rather dull, style o
Anglo-Saxon democracy.
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Britain, Canada and Europe
face resurgent regionalism
_By 1. W. Craig

he phenomenon is so widespread, so
j,E^ontaneous, so difficult to pin down that
iiobody knows exactly what to call it. The
n,isiderable problem in choosing the more

k.act term between nationalism and re-
onalism is relatively minor compared

. i'th selecting (or discarding) among
. , ab-nationalism", "minority nationalism",
"_i:hnicity..... "tribaïism", "consociational-
i;'In", "separatism", "devolution", and a

it of others.
In short, what is going on in Canada

-a-vis the Province of Quebec at present
;, to quite an extent, a duplication of a
roblem facing many other societies, in

raost other areas of the world. While the
onsiderable limitations of the process of
omparison should be remembered, some
nteresting points emerge when national-
sm/regionalism elsewhere in the world is

^tudied with the Canadian case in mind.
.i`Ihis is'particularly so when there is a
hroadsimilarity in basic variables, such
as the nature of socio-economic structure,
evel of education, cultural background,

^and so on. In these terms, the most fruitful
rea of comparison for Canadians is to

^e found in Western Europe, especially
ritain.

The general term to be used in this
rticle will be regionalism - although
any of the actors understandably prefer
o call it nationalism - and some, indeed,

^eparatism Regionalism embraces a wide
^ange of diverse positions and responses.
s t varies from the call for more attention

0 the local requirements of, say, Prince

obvious. The main purpose of this article,
^owever, is not to offer a detailed anatomy

low these viewpoints can be reconciled.
Governments today face many prob-

dward Island, to aspiration to outright
eparatism. The great problems, and po-
ential perils, of the latter choice are

e;rionalism. Rather, it is to make inter-
'ational comparisons of the viewpoints of
entre and periphery and to enquire if and

snis; but the central one seems to be that

m Nd delineation of the different kinds of
l1, style of

of finding the correct balance among cen-
tral planning, meeting the needs of differ-
ent parts of the country, and satisfying
popular demands. Nations must try to do
this within an international political and
economic framework over which they have
relatively little control.

Office in November 1975 that the status

ciency of an over-arching national identity

Similarities
Britain and Canada differ in many ways,
yet share, for obvious reasons, consider-
able similarities. This is particularly so at
present. Britain faces its gravest constitu-
tional crisis in over two and a half cen-
turies, and many people in Canada feel
that their institutional problems are the

most serious since the establishment of
the nation. A statement by the Scottish

quo was "not an option" would seem to
hold true for Canada as well. Other com-
parisons can be drawn. The traditional
political actors are divided and nonplussed:
What are they to do? What can they do?
New parties with new politicians, ideas,
zeal, take the stage, in Scotland and Wales
as in Quebec.

To some extent, a similar process is
going on in other Western democracies.
What gives it particular strength and fire
in Britain and Canada, however, is the
resurgence of feelings of distinct national
identity. In Britain this is due in part to
the lost economic and political status of a
once-proud imperial power, while in Can-
ada it seems to owe much to the insuffi-

Dr. Craig is Associate Pro f essor of
Political Scierice at the University of
Western Ontario. He is a former journalist
who worked out of Buenos Aires for The
Guardian of Manchester and other British
papers. He has also worked as consultant
for the Internationallnstitute of Strategic
Studies, and has previously contributed to
International Perspectives. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Pro f essor Craig.
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and nationalism. No matter what the
causes, there has been growing polariza-
tion in both countries in recent years.

In the British case, the points of view
of the two sides, or two sets of actors,
merit attention. At the risk of labouring
the obvious, the phenomenon has to be
looked at in at least two ways - not only
from, say, London, but also from Edin-
burgh and Cardiff.

In the British case, part of the prob-
lem is to decide where the centre is:
London or Brussels? Alienation caused by
excessive centralization has been exacer-
bated by Britain's entry into the European
Economic Community (EEC) in 1973.
The farther one got from London, the
greater was the incidence of M.P.s', and
referendum votes against "going into
Europe". In the referendum of June 1975,
only 58 per cent of Scotland's population
voted in favour of continued membership
in the EEC, compared to 67 per cent for
Britain as a whole. The remoter parts of
Scotland - the Shetland Islands and the
Western Isles - were the only regions of
Britain to vote against the EEC. And the
most popular model country to Scottish
nationalists for many years, Norway,
somewhat less populous but much more
prosperous than Scotland because of local
control of oil revenues, has chosen by
referendum not even to join the EEC.

Problem recognized
The EEC recognizes the problems of ex-
cessive centralization and tries to do some-
thing about them; its regional policies are
designed to meet one of the basic objec-
tives of the Treaty of Rome - i.e. "to
strengthen the unity of the economies of
the Member States and to ensure their
harmonious development by reducing the
differences existing between the various
regions and the backwardness of the less
favoured regions".

However, regional development policy
in the EEC is still new and untested. Its
aims are as impeccable as those of Can-
ada's Department of Regional Economic
Expansion, which the Government in
Ottawa set up in 1969 to analyse the
problems and assist the development of
both rural and urban areas in any or all of
the provinces.

But the great gap between aims and
achievements has widened rather than
closed, many people in the outlying areas
feel. Within the present nation states, the
dominant approach is still unquestioningly
centralist. Pierre Trudeau, for example,
believes that, in the words of the great
nineteenth-century liberal, Lord Acton:
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"The coexistence of several nations undQ
the same state is a test as:well as the b$1
security of its freedom.... "

Seen from the outskirts in Britainoi
Canada, however, the justifications fa
that "coexistence" are not as persuasive
as they seem at the centre. And a numbs
of other observers express dissatisfactot
with the present state of affairs. In ^
contribution to Europe Tomorrow, Jolm
Pinder, Director of P.E.P. (Political and
Economic Planning) decries "the state of
the peripheral regions of Western EuropE
- those that are outside the `golden quad^
rangle' between Milan, Paris, the Niid.
lands, and the Ruhr":

This is a disgrace in a society willeb
prides itself on maintaining full em•
ployment, and it would hardly have
been tolerated had these regions been
independent states. If the techniquN
for creating employment were not yet
available, all the resources of govern.
ment would have been used to find
them. But because of the centralizin;
ideology of the modern nation-state,
those who hold the economic and polit
ical power have regarded high unem•
ployment in a depressed region as a
secondary matter, provided that the
average for the nation-state as a whole
is fairly low. Central governments, even
if they have done more for regional
development in recent years, have not
made it the very high priority that it
needs to be; big firms are more inclined
to put component manufacturing sub•
sidiaries in the development regions
than facilities of central importance;
and national trade unions, by imposin
a national wage level across thriving an
struggling regions alike, quite uninten
tionally thwart the creation of employ
ment in the less-favoured regions. ..,

One indicator of the difficulty of r
conciling the two sides is that alliances
compacts are often made for differe
reasons on either side; Scotland, for in
stance, united with England in 1707 fo
economic reasons, while England's in
motivation had to do with defence.

Partnership degenerating into pre
dominance means that the, policies fol
lowed do not always meet the interests o
the less-powerful or less-populous regiolF
Regional dissatisfaction is above all d
to widespread perception that region
needs are not being met by the cent
government. When national identity a^1
companies that dissatisfaction, deman
on the central government increase. On
good illustration of this was provided,b
Daniel Johnson, Premier of Quebec, wh
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t„ 1969 his government indicated what it
was required for the preservation of

,uebec's integrity and identity: "the free

to make its own decisions affecting
the growth of its citizens as human

ings (i.e. education, social security, and

, llth 1; (ü) their economic development
the forging of any economic and

t^„rncial tool deemed necessary); (iii)

I,,^ir cultural fulfilment (i.e. the arts and
tr°rature,.,-etc.); and (iv) the presence

,,hroad of the Quebec community":
The responses required to meet such

vide range of - demands indicate why
i,"ertion of identity at present enjoys

widespread and active commitment

, ang younger, more-educated members

r society, in Britain as much as in

anada: There are also a lot of bread-and-
o:ter issues, of course - resources, their

i,ntrol and their exploitation outstanding
âmong them.

Natural resources
The first centre for Canadian studies out-
^side North America was opened by Allan
^J. MacEachen in 1974 at the University
{of Edinburgh. The centre's convener,

HProfessor J. Wreford Watson, formerly
Chief Geographer of Canada, spoke on
,,he topic "The use of natural resources,
1Ianada and Britain" at the centre's first
iaaJor seminar in 1974, on "Federalism:
j,=tral regional relations":,

Water and water-power are major re-
sources of Scotland and Wales, since
both countries are upland areas of high
rainfall, and provide ideal sites for water
storage and transmission, and for hydro-
electric development. Each nation does
have considerable say in and revenue
from the use of water: nevertheless,
devolution might give to them more spe-
cific aid, in especial, more independent
powers, so that they could maximize
their profits from these natural advan-
tages. Very much more might be made,
for example, from the sale or the pro-
posed sale of water to England, or even
from the attraction of industry to Wales
and Scotland to make use of the wealth
of water there. Above all, devolution
should mean real responsibility in Scot-
land and Wales for their own develop-
mént without constant referral back to
the central government.

Both Scotland and Wales have various
other resources - notably, at present, in
the case of the former oil, Wreford Watson
believes that "if devolution in Britain is
to gain from the Canadian experience", it
must make mutually-satisfactory tax-
sha*ring arrangements "sufficient to allow
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Scotland and Wales to develop their re-
sources in their own way, and run their
own services". In many ways, the prob-
lems of tax-sharing epitomize the prob-
lems of regionalism - as every Canadian
knows. Nation states require ultimate
control over the economies of their coun-
tries; even more do they require the
satisfaction and co-operation of all their
inhabitants. Another paper, "Oil, federal-
ism, and devolution: a Canadian-British
comparison", by James Kellas of the
University of Glasgow, in The Round
Table (1974), makes the point that "it is
to Canadian experience that Scots may
well turn as oil and home-rule come in-
creasingly under discussion". "What", he
asks, "are the lessons to be learned from
that experience?" Solving the resources
problem will indeed require that Britons as
a whole examine the experience of various
other countries - Canada in particular.

Responses
Those areas that are not at or near the
centre express their concern in various
ways: with riots in Southern Italy, with
bombings. in Corsica, with demonstrations
in Brittany. One way in which the regions
of Canada, especially the Atlantic Prov-
inces and Quebec, and of Britain are in a
sense more cohesive is that they had a
clear sense of national identity for a longer
period before Union or Confederation than
subsequently. This identity is once more
asserting itself in a wide range of activities.
There is a plethora of studies. Incessant
comparison is made with smaller, weaker
areas that are nevertheless independent
countries.

Neither at the centre nor at the
periphery, of course, is there general agree-
ment on the best course to follow; the
problem is too deeprooted and too complex
for easy solution. Bearing this in mind,
some broad comparisons can still be made.

In some senses the situation in Britain
is more serious than in Canada. As Kellas
puts it: "In Canada, the federal system is
as always the subject of intense political
bargaining and constant adjustment." In
other words, the provinces and the Central
Government never have got on perfectly
or even quietly - which is precisely why
Canada has had a federal rather than a
unitary system. In the case of the unitary
state of Britain, division among the part-
ners is newer and more difficult to handle.
It is, furthermore, aggravated by other,
more widespread consequences of one of
its main causal factors, the political and
economic decline of Britain. A 1971 BBC-
TV series, and a book based upon it, were

Identity
asserted
in range
of activities
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A month after his victory at the polls in the Quebec election, Parti Québécois leader I
René Lévesque met the Quebec legislature for the first time as Premier. He is shown her o

with Lieutenant-Governor Hugues Lajointe as they make their way to the opening
session of the Assembly on December 14. ^

entitled Why is Britain becoming harder

to govern?
Can centralism and regionalism be

reconciled? In the Western European and
Canadian cases, there is room for optimism,
perhaps because there is no extreme
polarization. These are, moreover, com-
plex societies, whose inhabitants have
various sets of loyalties, and most of whom
are not diehard unionists or separatists.
Significant sections of the regional popu-
lations feel that institutional or constitu-
tional factors may not be the sole causes

of problems.
There is widespread popular feelin; ;

especially in metropolitan regions, th^i
minority nationalism and supra-nationz^-I
ism, or confederation, are mutually egcl 1}^
sive. Regional assertiveness is decried ^

at best parochialism and at worst regre.;
sive, reactionary nationalism, in an a^
when large-scale integration is seen as O
prerequisite for political and economi4`

progress.
A growing body of opinion hola^.

however; that the two extremes are ^
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from contradictory, and the arguments
1dvancéd to support this belief are attrac-

tive, at least in theory. A kind of "new

federalism" propounded by de Rougemont
pinder and others gives intellectual force
^o sentiments such as "Small is beautiful"

or, as Quebecers put it, "Democracy is like
{olkloré; it's local". Regionalism and inte-
gration are seen as converging rather than
contradictory. Pinder puts this case well:
It is not realistic to expect that the
néeds of these regions will be satisfied
by some improvement in the existing
techniques, together with a greater
readiness on the part of the central
authorities to allocate resources to re-

,ional development. Until the regions
bave more political power, the resources
that are needed to do the jobs properly
will continue to be spent on the projects
of those who have the necessary power;
and the policies that underlie national
wage agreements and -monetary and
fiscal arrangements, or the location of
the head offices of big firms, will con-
tinue to favour the thriving centres of
each nation-state. If we want to see
prosperity distributed justly between
the different regions, we must first redis-
tribute political power. This does not
mean that every little region should
have complete national independence,
such as national and regional extremists
demand. That would be a giant step
back into history, and away from a
sensible ordering of the world's affairs,
attuned to the conditions of modern life.
What is needed is to transform the
existing centralized nation-states into
federal systems, with regional govern-
ments exercising considerable power,
but with a sufficiently strong government
remaining at the centre. It is notable
that Europe's two federal states, Swit-
zerland and the Federal German Re-
Public, suffer relatively little from the
dominance of a single swollen centre
of prosperity, draining the economic
strength away from other parts of the
country; and the same is true of the
United States of America. Seldom is
there such striking evidence in favour
of a radical political and economic

The "new federalism" has even won
^' adherents in Brussels. Speaking in Edin-
^. burgh at the end of 1976, the then Pres-
5 ident-designate of the EEC, Roy Jenkins,

^dicated the two main themes of ten-

One predominant in the early period
was towards political and economic in-
tegration, towards the creation of ever

bigger units, towards the establishment
of unitary institutions requiring in-
creasing cession of sovereignty from its
member states. The other tendency,
which is, I believe, now stronger than
ever before, was towards diversification
of the old structures of power and in-
fluence, and the creation of new ones
with which ordinary people could iden-
tify themselves and in whose work they
could play a direct and effective part.
These tendencies may seem contradic-
tory, if not irreconcilable. That is, I
think, wrong. They come into conflict
only at certain points and levels....
[In devolution] four fundamental prin-
ciples should be our guide: proper defini-
tion of the powers of the devolved
legislative and executive bodies; min-
imum interference from the Parliament
and Government in Westminster; fair
methods of settling disputes; and the
reservation of whatever concerns the
United Kingdom as a whole to the
Parliament in Westminster. Thus legit-
imate demands for Scottish control over
Scottish affairs must be reconciled with
equally legitimate requirements for
democratic and effective government in
the United Kingdom as a whole.

In some respects, what sectors of
Western society are facing is a new form
of the "participation crisis" that so pre-
occupied politicians and scholars a decade
or so ago. The increasing complexities and
difficulties facing central governments re-
sult in great dissatisfaction among the
population, especially in the outlying re-
gions. The argument of European region-
alists that "the disparity between rich and
declining regions is a modern version of
the disintegration among social classes in
nineteenth century capitalism" is too
strident perhaps, but enduring tensions,
however muted, are not capable of quick
solutions. Writing in 1971, Northrop Frye
observed that "separatism in the Atlantic
or Prairie Provinces is often based on a
feeling that Ontario regards itself as an
Israel or Promised Land, with the outlying
provinces in the role of desert wanderers".
Rooted traditional feelings of superiority
or of being dominated will take a very long
time to disappear - if they ever do.

Politics is a difficult business because
it has to concern itself with efficiency as
well as responsibility. Part of the problem
with the latter is accountability, but an-
other basic problem is how, in fact, to
consult the people to find out exactly what
is wanted. This is made even more difficult
in constitutional crises - which groups are
to be consulted on which issues, when, and

Complexities
of government
has increased
dissatis f action
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offered which options? Small wonder that Royal commissions can be both more

there is so much speculation, and that leisurely and more exact than govern.
there are so few firm answers, on central ments. In the longterm, we are possibly
institutional issues in Britain and Canada witnessing the decline of the nation state,
today. In the short and intermediate tem

In Britain during recent years, Gov- however, in which most of us live and
ernments have been manfully attempting think, we are in the present, with all
to find out what the options were. The its conflicting demands And requirements,
Royal Commission on the Constitution of Politicians have, to be concerned with

- 1973 ( the Kilbrandon Report) considered survival - their own and that of their
thevarious possibilities: the unitary state, governments. Devolution, or responses to
devolution, federalism and`independence. regional pressures in general, will be very
Each of these has several variants, but the much a matter of trial and error, painfiil
Report came out clearly in favour of or boring compromise, and some sacrifice,
devolution. or at least lowering of expectations, in

When Communist troops captured Saigon
on April 30, 1975, the Commonwealth
heads of government were meeting in
Kingston, Jamaica. Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi of India proposed a resolution
ofFeringunani:mous congratulations to the
Provisional Revolutionary Government.
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew of Singa-
pore balked. "There was no way," he said
later, "I was going - to congratulate my
enemies on their victory."

More than two years after the fall of
Saigon, Mrs. Gandhi has been removed
from office by the voters of India. The
Provisional Revolutionary Government,
formerly the National Liberation Front or
Viet Cong, has been swallowed up by

Mr. Van Praagh, a journalist specializing
in Asian affairs and international develop-
ment issues, is an Associate Pro f essor in
the School of Journalism, Carleton Uni-
versity, Ottawa. From 1965 to 1972, Mr.
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someareas of society.

Hanoi in the cause of a greater Communist.
Vietnam. Mr. Lee survives politicaIly,
acutely aware that Singapore and Malay-
sia are potentially the "littlest dominoes"
in Southeast Asia, but still bristling at the
idea of an inevitable Communist victory.

The prescription for survival followed
by the overseas Chinese leader is shared,
at least in theory, by the Malay leaders
of the Federation of Malaysia. Mr. Lee
summed it up in these words when he went
to Kingston and Washington two years
ago: "The key to the whole solution of
insurgency is economic growth, progress
and the spread of the fruits of that
progress. Healthy economies, with decreas•I
ing unemployment, reduced birth-rates
and increasing per capita income, must be
felt by the majority of the people."

Fair distribution of economic benefits,
in short, will assure political stability by
minimizing popular discontent. If. the
leaders of more developing countries acted
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on this belief, tensions would assuredly be
reduced within and among nations. But
this approach raises another question. Its

proponents argue, in effect, that the P01
tical will on the part of the rulers to spread
the fruits of modem technology and indi-
vidual initiative takes precedence over
political participation by the ruled ^

obtaining their due.
Malaysia and Singapore both retain

parliamentary forms of government on the
British model, with regular elections. But
ruling élites carefully control the political
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system to such an extent that it is impos-

sible under present conditions to conceive

of the party in power in either country
being turned out by the voters, as Mrs.
Gandhi's Congress-Party was in India.

If economic " benefits are being fairly
^l,^,red, this kind of system may still be

er than one in which political freedom

is made increasingly meaningless by.grow-
in^ economic inequity. It is surely better
than the condition to which Mrs. Gandhi
reduced India by taking away political

freedom without offering better living
standards to the masses.

But, partly because democracy is
working again in the most populous non-
Communist developing country, it is
relevant to ask if the rulers of the much
smaller countries of Malaysia and Singa-
pore are doing enough, and doing it in the

right way, to stand up to growing pres-
sures from disciplined Communist systems.

Two answers
There are two answers to this question,
because Singapore and Malaysia are two

1 nations. But their histories are so inter-
I connected that it makes sense to consider

their futures together. Moreover, whether
or not one accepts the "domino theory"
in the wake of Communist takeover of all
Vietnam,,Laos and Cambodia, there is no
question that Malaysia and Singapore
interact economically and culturally be-
cause oftheir geographic proximity - and
that both are influenced by the larger
Southeast Asian nations of Thailand and
Indonesia, as well as by Asian and non-
Asian great powers with important inter-
ests in the region.

Malaysia and Singapore attained po-
litical independence late, in the anti-
colonialist context of postwar Asia. Malay-
siais underpopulated and is the world's
largest producer of rubber and tin. Singa-
pore's location commanding the Strait of
Malacca between the Asian mainland and
Indonesia made it admirably suited for
military and entrepôt trade purposes. The
great value of Malaysia and Singapore to
European and other Asian powers, and the
fact that Chinese and Indians were settled
in both to develop their economic poten-
tial; meant that national movements were
slow and erratic in taking shape.

In 1819, Sir Stamford Raffles sailed
into what was to become one of the world's
great harbours. But the first member of
his crew ashore may have left a more
lasting 'ixnprint by founding the first
Chinese clan association in what was then
a Malay fishing-village. British trading-
houses and successive waves of Chinese

made Singapore a major commercial cen-
tre. The British also built a major naval
base - of which Japan made short work in
the early days of the Pacific war by sink-
ing the Repulse and Prince of Wales and
invading Singapore from the direction
opposite to that in which its guns were
pointing.

Nevertheless, following the painful
Japanese occupation, Singapore regained
its military distinction as headquarters for
the British Far East Command and re-
tained it until 1971. The British reduced a
well-planned Communist insurrection in
Malaya to a handful of fleeing Chinese
guerillas by the end of the 12-year
"Emergency" in 1960, three years after
Malaya won Merdeka or independence.
The Gurkhas again fanned out from Sin-
gapore to blunt Sukarno's "Confrontation"
with Malaysia, which was formed in 1963
from the nine states in the Malay Penin-
sula still under Malay sultans - the old
Straits Settlements of Malacca, Penang
and Singapore, British North Borneo
(renamed Sabah), and Sarawak, formerly
ruled by the White Rajahs of the Brooke
family. Singapore had not been granted
independence on its own because the
British, and the Malays, feared what were
considered the pro-Communist tendencies
of its Chinese majority.

If the late-developing notion of a
"Malaysian Malaysia" had taken root as
a reaction to Indonesia's challenge, the
Federation as it was originally envisaged
might have lasted and might have been Federation
a stronger national entity than the Malay- could have been
sia or Singapore of today. But the Malay stronger entity
sultans and their political associates in
Kuala Lumpur saw this as a Chinese plot
by Lee Kuan Yew, who turned out to be
unequivocally anti-Communist. Singapore
was forced out of the Federation, which
was thus saved from having a Chinese
majority, and racial politics were left to
run their course in Malaysia. The year was
1965, when large-scale U.S. intervention
in the Vietnam civil war was starting.

U.S. protection
With the British military forces on their
way out, both Singapore and Malaysia,
though never allied with the United States,
looked increasingly to Washington for pro-
tection. Both countries made impressive
economic strides, partly as a result of the
fighting in Indochina (Singapore refined
oil for U.S. bombers taking off from
Thailand and manufactured medicine for
the Viet Cong). But their political systems
were weak in comparison. When the
Chinese were perceived as making gains



Diplomatic
relations
with China

via multiracial parties in the 1969 elections
in Malaysia, bloody clashes between Ma-
lays and Chinese_ broke out in Kuala
Lumpur, parliamentary government was
suspended and direct Malay rule was en-
forced. When Lee took exception to press
criticism in Singapore in 1971, he put two
English-language newspapers out of busi-
ness and arrested the executives of a
Chinese-language newspaper accused of
promoting Chinese "chauvinism".

Even economic progress in the two
countries, great when compared with con-
ditions in most other non-Communist
developing nations, proved vulnerable or
uneven when put to the test. Singapore's
galloping growth-rate of 10 to 12 per cent
or more, bolstered by refineries, new elec-
tronics industries and provision of inter-
national financial services, dropped quickly
to perhaps 2 per cent when world recession
set in with the Arab oil embargo in 1973.
Malaysia's second five-year plan, which
began in 1971 and was designed to ease
Chinese entrepreneurs out of their com-
manding economic positions and to raise
the economic levels of lower-income Ma-

-lays, antagonizedmembers of both groups
by appearing to enrich those Malays who
were already well off.

When the United States started its
military withdrawal from Southeast Asia,
Lee was too much of a realist to pursue
international mirages. Under Abdul Razak,
who succeeded Tunku Abdul Rahman as
Prime Minister when the courtly Tunku
was unable to cope with the 1969 racial
crisis, Malaysia established diplomatic
relations with China and sought to get the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations -
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Sin-
gapore and Thailand - solidly behind its
proposal for a neutral Southeast Asia. But
the generals who were running Indonesia
showed more interest in creating a defence
umbrella to extend over other ASEAN
members if they, the generals, considered it
necessary. And the fall of Saigon in April
1975 began to bring home to the, leaders
of Malaysia and Singapore, if not yet to
ordinary citizens, how weak and remote
were these two nations with a combined
population of less than 15 million.

Central trends
This thumbnail sketch of Malaysia-Singa-
pore history indicates several central facts
or trends:

The economic resources exist, and the
human resources are there to exploit
them, to create near-model societies.
Except for Lee Kuan Yew himself, the
leadership needed to meet his criteria

for equitable distribution of econ%
payoffs from those resources has be^
lacking.
Preoccupation with racial differences hs^
determined to a significant degree tb
political and economic rules of the gat,
This preoccupation, combined with
deep fear of Communist subversion, k,
prevented the healthy development o}
genuine democratic institutions such as
amulti-party system, a free press and
a parliamentary opposition.

While the directions of Malaysia and
Singapore have been largely shaped bq
alien cultural, economic and political in.
fluences, which have made the creation of
true nationalism difficult, the two countries
have been increasingly cut adrift from
positive foreign influences.

These tendencies have become more
pronounced in the more than two years
since the end of the Indochina war. If the
negative trends continue, the possibility
of a rapid collapse of normal conditions in
Malaysia, such as happened virtually over.
night in May 1969, cannot be ruled out,
possibly accompanied by a drastic change
in Singapore's status, effected by a foreign
power. What has most worried the leaders,
of Malaysia and Singapore since the return
of the military to power in Thailand in
October 1976 is the chance of a breakdown
of authority in that country owing to
civil war, and the consequent vindication
of the "domino" theory.

The biggest factors militating against
such a development in Thailand are Thai
nationalism and the precedent set in
1973-76 of its identification with a demo-
cratic system resting on more than anti-
Communism. For these factors to become
fully operative, Thai democrats will have
to be regarded again, as they were when
military rule was overthrown in October
1973, as national heroes. Meanwhile, Thai
society shows signs of serious divisions,
with resentful students and ambitious
generals representing opposite poles.

The chance that Malaysia and Singa-
pore will become "dominoes" if Thailand
falls is lessened by the economic resources
and ingenuity of the two states. For these
factors to become fully operative, the
leaders of both countries will have to act
quickly to distribute wealth in ways that
minimize racial differences and take ac-
count only- of legitimate Communist
threats. Meanwhile, valuable time is being
lost in Southeast Asia. Events in neither
Thailand nor Indonesia inspire confidence,
and the leadership in Hanoi is looking for
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can expect even less Government assis-

but especially the Chinese, have been alien-

evelopment ofrubber and tin, Malaysia
,as become more than self-sufficient in oil.

lt as weathered the recession well, and
'^he living standards of many city-dwellers
ave risen dramatically. But many rural

1alays remain outside the economic main-
;tream, : though they enjoy privileged

tatus as bumiputras (Moslem sons of the
]od). While the third five-year plan aims
to reduce potential Communist influence
by helping lower-income Chinese, many
;;hinese villagers already suspected of
',;ommunist sympathies, often unfairly,

jtance and more official harassment.
Official statistics tend to minimize the

number of Chinese in Malaysia's popula-
tion of 12 million, but they are between
four and five million. There are also more

'1 than a million Indians and tribesmen,
many intermarried with Chinese, living in

i jSarawakand Sabah. Minorities generally,

ated by laws that were designed to reduce
Chinese domination of the economy but
threaten in actuality to crack the Chinese
cement holding it together. Although there
are ways of bringing favoured Malays into
businesses without changing the way they
are run, this is impossible in the sensitive

a field of education. At least half the avaiI-
ableplaces in universities are reserved for
Malays, and it is an open secret that
a 13-plus Chinese student is considered
equivalent to a C-minus Malayan one -
and the Chinese needs an A-average to en-
ter university. Moreover, instruction at the
university level as well as at lower levels
is increasingly in Malay, magnifying the
riskthat Malaysia will lose not only its
Chinese professionals but also its contacts
with the rest of the world except Indonesia.

Economic feat
Seen from almost any angle, Singapore's
economic feat is prodigious. By UN
criteria, it can no longer be classed as a

developing nation. Its 2.2 million people

(76 percent Chinese, 15 percent Malay,

the rest Indians and Eurasians) enjoy the

highest living standards in Asia outside
Japan. Corruption has been eradicated.

True to Lee Kuan Yew's word, Singapore

has become largely a middle-class Asian
society, with average per capita income

apl2roaching $2,000 a year. Increasingly

sophisticated industries have taken the

Place of services for British military per-
sonnel; Singapore's huge port is con-

tinuously adapting to new needs; and, as
a financial centre and depository of

Asian dollars, Singapore carries weight
internationally.

But a rescue operation by interna-
tional banks was needed to save Singa-
pore's Asian-dollar reserves when Perta-
mina, Indonesia's state oil monopoly,
nearly went bankrupt owing to poor man-
agement. Lee is aware of the constant
need to create more jobs. And even in
Singapore some families are unhappy
about being moved from Chinese shop-
houses or Malay kampongs to high-rise
public-housing flats.

In the elections in Singapore last De-
cember, the People's Action Party led by
Lee captured all 69 seats in Parliament for
the third time running. Votes for scattered
opposition candidates were cut to 26 per
cent of the total from 29 per cent in the
previous elections. Before the voting,
Foreign Minister Sinnathamby Rajarat-
nam told a campaign rally that, while
Communists were not, in reality, the main
opposition, if opposition candidates gained,
Malaysia and Indonesia would conclude
that Singapore's Chinese were going Com- Invasion
munist. If that happened, he warned, threatened
Malay troops would invade Singapore and if opposition
a "race war" would ensue. Meanwhile, victorious
Prime Minister Lee declared publicly that
he would not stand for a revival of
"Chinese chauvinism". As soon as the
votes were counted, he ordered the arrest,
for indefinite detention without trial, of a
defeated candidate who had been jailed in
1971 as the editor of Singapore's leading
Chinese-language newspaper. The issue,
then as now, was "playing up Chinese
language and education issues", in the
words of the Government, which requires
that a Singapore student learn two lan-
guages - his own and one other, prefer-
ably English. In the weeks following, in an
apparent effort to stifle dissent, the Gov-
ernment detained several journalists and
lawyers and charged several former polit-
ical candidates with criminal libel.

Political spectres
In Malaysia, the spectres of Communism
and race conflict also hang over politics.
When the old ruling alliance - made up
of Malay, Chinese and Indian communal
associations - began to lose ground to
avowedly multiracial parties in the 1969
elections, first Malay authoritarian rule
and then a new political grouping called
the National Front came into being. The
latter is the alliance minus any prominent
Chinese politicians (except the chief min-
ister of Penang) and plus former opposi-
tion parties that have been cajoled into
sharing power in the states or at the
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Response to Painchaud. . .

Sir,

Professor Painchaud's initiative (International Perspectives May-June 1977) was
particularly welcome as the three articles (September-October 1976) to which he is
reacting were designed, in large part, to open a dialogue about an immensely complex

federal level. The sole exception is the market-town of Betong in the southern tip
Democratic Action Party, a Malaysian of Thailand. It also boasts moral support
offshoot of Lee's PAP. The National Front for over 30 years from China, where the
easily swept one election. Under Prime shadowy Chin Peng, who is still believed to
Minister Hussein Onn, who took over head the MCP, may be living. More omi.
when Razak died in early 1976, there has nous than the raiding parties that venture
been a refreshing drive against corruption, into Malaysian territory, or the failure of
and two state chief ministers notorious in the Thai authorities to go after the `Betong
this regard have beenremoved from office. salient' ; may be the make-up of the MCP.
But the conservativeUnitéd Malays Na- It has always been heavily Chinese, and
tional Organization continues to dominate today two-thirds of its members are reli-
the Government, even while:Deputy Prime ably thought to be Chinese. But half of
Minister Mahathir Mohamed openly calls them - one-third of the guerillas - are
the Malay leadership of the country not Malaysian Chinese but Sino-Thais
"chaotic". The press and opposition politi- with possible links to Communist-led in-
cians are severely restricted by law in surgents in other parts of Thailand,
what they can say. And the tendency to including the mid-south halfway between
look for Communist scapegoats appears Bangkok and the Malaysian border.
stronger than êver. This international connection could

In late 1976, this habit wentbeyond prove to be more important in the long
previous bounds when three respected run than the lifelines the leaders of Singa-
Malay intellectuals - Razak's former par- pore, and even more of Malaysia, have
liamentary sécretary,. a deputy minister thrown out to other countries. Lee Kuan
who once worked as an interne for U. S. Yew obtained in Peking in early 1976
President Lyndon Johnson and a leading assurances from the new Chinese leader.
newspaper editor - were arrested for ques- ship that, unlike the MCP, it considered
tioning about alleged Communist activity. Singapore separate from Malaysia, and
None was formally charged. The arrests thatSingapore had the right to deal with
resulted at least partly from an inves- subversion in its own way. But if "revolu-
tigation started by Lee Kuan Yew of tionary" situations develop in Thailand
Singapore. and then in Malaysia and Singapore,
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menace to both Malaysia and Singapore stability over "liberation". The non-Com-
is the Malayan Communist Party, whose munist leaders of Malaysia and Singapore
armed adherents have grown from the rag- have struggled hard for stability. Its main-
tag of defeated rebels in 1960, numbering tenance may depend on the liberation of
in the hundreds, to an estimated 2,500 the peoples of Malaysia and " Singapore
guerillas today. This force, while of un- before the Communists get a chance to
known efficiency and divided into three push them into the mould reserved for
groups ideologically, enjoys a secure sanc- "dominoes".
tuary in the hills round the Chinese

and sensitive area that is often imperfectly understood and imperfectly applied. He
has stated that the purpose of his article was to stimulate "preliminary reflections" and
"critical analysis" of what he succinctly terms Canadian "cultural diplomacy". However,
critical analysis - in this case of cultural diplomacy - presupposes a scholarly examin-
ation of these operations. Yet, over the length of a sulphurous indictment of what he
sees as the Government's pretentious, vain, unrealistic, weak, naive, snobbish, propa-
gandist and conformist activities, he has somehow avoided informed, critical analysis 01
any of the specific issues, explanations, definitions and qualifications contained in the
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three articles: His analysis is applied largely to generalizations of his own confection,
which unfortunately bear little relation to the present status and rationale of the
Department's activities in. the cultural field.

It was also disquieting to find in an article devoted to "preliminary reflection"
such categorical statements as: Canadian cultural diplomacy is based on a "tacit
negation" of the two founding cultures and "this Canadian culture exists only in the
imagination of a few government officials and politicians who have no contact with the
realities of the country" (a statement that is difficult to square with his criticism that
the Canadian Government "is incapable of formulating cultural policies as a
cohérent whole. ..").

One of Professor Painchaud's major apprehensions is that cultural diplomacy is a
poorl,y-disguised vehicle for government propaganda. This is a very reasonable concern.
However, one might have thought that the critic would have focused on the attempts
by the practitioners to face up to the problem. George Cowley has written that "a free

change of cultural accomplishments and ideas presupposes a certain independence
from political objectives. Art for propaganda's sake loses its right to be called art and the
right of its perpetrators to credibility" and that "Cultural-affairs specialists, as a defence
against attempts to use their programs for short-term political or propaganda objectives,
will encourage maximum participation by the private sector". In my piece, I had
emphasized the Government's facilitative role, indicating that "the trick is to perform
the role without allowing it to become a vehicle for selective Government messages,
propaganda or an expurgated image, thus undermining the credibility of the program.
Once the facilitative role is effectively played, the academic product must stand or fall on
its own merits". If the policy represented by these statements is wrong, incomplete
ormisleading, one would expect detailed, constructive criticism.

The same failure to relate his analysis to the evidence available is apparent in his
rhetorical questions about Canadian studies: "Lastly, what is to be understood by
`Canadian studies'?" "What foreign university can hope to cover all these dimensions
of Canada in one coherent program?" Professor Painchaud suggests that little or no
attention has been given to the documentary base upon which Canadian studies
programs are to be erected. Answers, or at least attempts to deal with these questions,
are to be found in my article.

Similarly, he recommends that funds consumed by Canadian studies would be
bettérspent developing domestic academic expertise on Canadian foreign policy.
However, he seems unaware of the varied range of the Department's programs designed
specifically for this purpose, some of which have been in effect for ten years.

Canadian studies programs are also charged with being bereft of "any credibility"
becausethe Federal Government is embarking on this initiative to the exclusion of the
provinces. The consultative process with the provinces and the academic community
isinneédof improvement (and action is being taken). However, the process of
consultation dates from the early stages of the development of the Canadian studies
program (including discussions with federal-provincial mixed commissions and the
Secretariat of the Council of Ministers of Education).

Towards the end of his article, Professor Painchaud says that more effective and
more genuinely academic methods of developing Canadian studies overseas exist. He
then leaves this statement suspended in air, without any elucidation about budgeting,
selection, continuity, library support, etc.

Professor Painchaud has raised important issues about the propaganda role, the
effectiveness, the scope, and the federal character of the programs which the Government
isprojecting abroad - and the Government is, of course, a legitimate target. But in
this case too many straw men are in his sights.

John W. Graham,
Ste,Foy, Quebec

. . . and again
Sir

linust express my appreciation to Professor Painchaud (International Perspectives,
%Y/dune 1977) for having taken the trouble to comment on the group of articles on
cultural affairs to which I contributed (International Perspectives, September/October
1976), but register my disappointment that he seems to have given the material so
'ursory a reading.
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Professor Painchaud is no doubt aware of nations that misuse
cultural diplomacy forpurely political and propaganda ends. The trouble is that he all too automaticallyassumes Canada does likewise. Even if we wanted to, where would we find professors inCanada who were mere a olo ' ts fp gis or the Party une to send abroad to teach Canadian

studies? For that matter what C- di, an or-I-- estra would agree to play nothing but
government overtures, or what Canadian ballet company dance only the party two-step
We could perhaps send thPatrA -- .i.......-7 -_t _

nvuldl,criurm only plays com-
plimentaryto Canada, but we don't; as I wrote in my own article, "theatre can reflect
society convincingly only if it does so honestly. ... Louis Riel and Rita Joe are as essenas Anne of GreenGabl " (t

p ma is someone who is sent abroad to he for his country"One of the great ., a;; _.....^ r__ „ .
The old saw has it that "a di Io t ore promment theatrical egports),

es o mention three of our m

'L" oiia" we üoII L nave to;
there is so much that is good about our country that we can ourselves give an honest
picture of it and leave others totally free to do likewise.

George Cowley

Ottawa
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ose "severeiy-deprived human beings

[ lüs article is about what Canada (and
,ther rich countries) might do to help im-
jprove the conditions of life of the 650
nillion very poor people who live in the
very poor countries of the world. They do
not have enough to eat. They clothe them-
5elves in rags. They live in hovels. Robert
JcNamara, the President of the World
n^3nk; calls them the "absolute poor",

'titruggling to survive in a set of squalid
,md degrading circumstances almost be-
yond the power of our sophisticated ima-
ainations and privileged circumstances to
a,:onceive". Rabindranath Tagore called
',hem "eternal tenants in an extortionate
world, having nothing of their own".

It is immoral for the mass of the
neople in rich countries to maintain a very
nigh standard of living while these millions
livp in such conditions. It is also impru-
Ilent. "The North Atlantic community

3rinot be an island of stability and well-i`
!k ing in a sea of tempest and misery,"

1 wrote in 1954 in a memorandum to
Lester Pearson on what should be done to
give effect to the undertakings in Article
2 of the North Atlantic Treaty. In 1977
the Commonwealth Experts Group, in
their final report to the governments of
the Commonwealth, expressed their "con-
viction that the attainment of certain
minimum levels of living in all countries

! represents a precondition for the achieve-
mentof greater stability within the inter-
national community and of world peace".

The very poor countries have a popu-
lation of about 1,250 million, 30 per cent
of the population of the world. (The poor
coùntries likewise contain 30 per cent of
the world's population. The two most
Populous poor countries are China and
Nigeria.) The average income in the very
Poor countries in 1977 is less than $300
(U.S.) a year. In the four most-populous
verY poor countries (India, Bangladesh,
Pakistan and Indonesia), there live 950
million people. Almost all the other 300
million live in the rest of South Asia, in
Southeast Asia, and in Africa south of the

Sahara and north of Rhodesia, Zambia
and Angola. It seems likely that more
than four out of five of the world's very poor
people live in the very poor countries. The
problem of how the rich countries can best
help the very poor of the world is almost
entirely the problem of how best to help
the 650 million very poor' men, women
and children who live in the very poor
countries. If we in the rich countries are to
help these prisoners of starvation, these
wretched of the earth, we must help the
very poor countries.

The task is formidable but it is man-
ageable, provided that there is a greater
flow of resources from the rich countries
to the very poor countries and provided
that the governments of the very poor
countries do the things many of them are
now failing to do. Mahbub ul Haq, the
director of the policy-planning department
of the World Bank, stated recently that
studies by the Bank and the International
Labour Organization (ILO) show that an
investment of $15 billion a year for ten
years could bring the very poor people of
the very poor countries to "the threshold
of human decency" and that the very poor
countries themselves could probably con-
tribute at least $5 billion of the requisite
$15 billion. The $15 billion figure proposed
by the World Bank is one twenty-fifth of the
world's annual expenditure on armaments.

Mr. Reid has beenDeputy Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, High
Commissioner in India, Ambassador to
Germany, Director of the South Asian
and Middle Eastern Department of the
World Bank and first Principal of Glendon
College, Toronto. He is the author of
Strengthening the World Bank, published
in 1973 (University of Chicago Press
for the Adlai Stevenson Institute), and
Time of Fear and Hope: the Making of
the North Atlantic Treaty, 1947-1949,
published in 1977 (McClelland and
Stewart.) The views expressed here are
those of Mr. Reid.

Very poor
countries
must be
helped



One way of increasing the flow of real with the Authority the revenues it receives
resources from the rich countries to the from the exploitation of the mineral re-
very poor countries is an increase in the sources in the economic zone beyond, say,
exports of the very poor countries. These
countries cannot afford to use scarce re-
sources of skill and capital to build 'up a
possible export trade if they do not have
the certainty, that once this trade begins the regional development banks, to be
to surmount existing tariff and non-tariff
barriers new barriers will not be raised
against it. The interests of these countries
would be served by the rich countries
agreeing to move progressively over a cer-
tain figed period, perhaps ten years, to-
wards the abolition of all tariff and non-
tariff barriers to all. imports from the very
poor countries. During the ten-year period
of adjustment, the rich countries might
impose a special temporary levy, which
would be progressively diminished over the
ten years, on such of these imports as

40 miles from the coast. The revenues of
the Authority should be transferred to the
International Development, Association
(IDA) and the soft-loan departments of

used by them to assist the very poor coun-
tries in raising the levels of living of their
very poor citizens.

Canada should also support the estab-
lishmentof a directlink between special
drawing rights and aid to very poor
countries.

The provision of funds. for the IDA
and similar agencies from the exploitation
of the seabed and from special drawing
rights would constitute the beginning of
an international system of taxation for
the benefit of the very poor people in the

threatened domestic industry and might very poor countries. This _ sort of policy
use the proceeds of the levy to help firms could properly be interpreted as a recog-
and workers in the threatened industry to nition that the transfer of resources to
move out of it or at least out of its most- the very poor of the world was an act not
threatened sectors. (Restricting this trade
concession to the very poor countries and
not extending it to such countries as South
Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singa-
pore would lessen domestic opposition in
the rich countries.)

One contribution Canada could make
to helping the very poor countries would
be to take the lead-in proposing that the
rich countries agree to abolish all tariff and
non-tariff barriers to all imports from very
poor countries without any reciprocal con-
cessions. The non-tariff barriers include
quantitative restrictions, so-called volun-
tary restrictions and fiscal charges. Canada
might also announce, in association with
as many countries as possible, that, re-
gardless of the outcome of negotiations on
such an agreement, it would itself grant
these concessions. Canada should also
establish an import-development office
charged with the task of facilitating the
sale in Canada of goods from the very poor
countries. Britain and the Netherlands
have already set up such offices; theirs
help not only the very poor countries but
all "developing countries". In addition,
Canada should negotiate bilateral agree-
ments with the very poor countries to
facilitate the transfer of appropriate
technology and managerial capacity to
those countries from private enterprise in
Canada..

Canada should propose that all the
mineral resources of the continental shelf
outside the 200-mile economic zone should
be vested in the International Seabed
Authority. It should also agree to share

4 International Perspectives September/October 1977

of charity but of justice. The more this
principle is recognized in deed as well as
word, the healthier will be the aid relation
between the rich countries and the very
poor countries.

Canada should progressively increase
the funds it provides to the Canadian
International Development Agency, the
International Development Research Cen-
tre, the World Bank, the IDA, the Inter-
national Finance Corporation (IFC), the
regional development banks, the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP)
and the International Fund for Agricul-
tural Development.

One of the obstacles in the way of a
sufficient increase in the flow of real re-
sources from the rich countries to the very
poor countries is the large consumption by
the rich countries of food and such scarce
food-producing resources as energy and
fertilizers. An average North American
uses five times as much grain a year as an
average person in a very poor country -
1,800 pounds compared to 380. There are
two ways of reducing consumption in rich
countries: less consumption by individuals
and smaller populations. The rich countries
should take steps to reduce their con-
sumption of beef from grain-fed animals,
of energy and of fertilizers. They should
not encourage an increase in their popula-
tions but should aim at stable populations.

Almost all the very poor countries have
failed to devote enough resources to the
production of food. Their national policies
have benefited the more affluent 10 Per
cent or so of the population, not the
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poorer half. The biggest obstacle to rural
development in South Asia, which prob-
ablY contains at least half the very poor

I people of the world; is the concentration
of political; social- and economic power in
the hands of a small rural élite, composed
of the larger landowners and the money-
lenders, who have aborted or distorted
measures for land reform and benefited
from economic develôpment. Very few of
the smaller farmers, the tenant farmers,
the, sharecroppers, the landless labourers
or the under-employed village artisans
have benefited - yet they and their fam-
ilies constitute about three-fifths of the
rural population, and the rural population
constitùtesfour-fifths of the population of
South_ Asia:

Though labour is plentiful and capital
scarce in the very poor countries, most of
them give incentives to capital-intensive
methods of production when not only the
social but also the net economic benefits of
labour-intensive methods would be greater.
Among the incentives are: low interest-
rates on loans and credits; over-valued
exchange-rates; high levels of protection
to capital-intensive local industries; in-
equitably low rates of taxation on the
larger landowners, which increase their
profits and enable them to enlarge their
farms at the expense of the smaller farmers
and the tenant farmers; an advantage to
the larger farmers over the smaller farmers
in -the availability and in the costs of
irrigation water, fertilizers, seeds, credit
and technical assistance; preference for
the larger industrialists over the smaller
industrialists in the allocation, and the
costs of credit and of scarce materials.

The very poor countries have not
undertaken the massive programs of small-
scale, labour-intensive, rural public works
that would provide productive employ-
ment for the under-employed very poor
People in the rural areas. Such public
works would include projects for increas-
ing àgricultural production in both the
short and the long run by levelling land,
by building contour-embankments, dam-
ming rivulets and streams, constructing
ponds for holding rain-water and irrigation
and drainage channels, digging surface-
wells, desilting existing canals and small
reservoirs, and planting trees. The projects
should be such as to yield a high real rate
of economic return. Labour otherwise un-
employed would create valuable capital
goods, The production of food would be
increased. Money would be put in the
hands of the poorer peasants, the under-
emPloyed artisans and the landless la-
bourers. They would spend this money on

the bare essentials of life, which they now
Iack. They would buy more food to fill
their empty bellies, thus providing a mar-
ket for the increased production of food
resulting from the projects on which they
have been employed. They would buy
more clothing to replace their rags; in
most of the very poor countries, simple
clothing material can be produced locally.
Thus the employment of the rural poor on
productive work at reasonable rates of pay
would create more production and more
employment; it would increase the share
of the very poor in the national income,
and in almost all of the very poor coun-
tries it would lead to scarcely any increase
in the demand for imports. It would there-
fore not be a drain on scarce foreign
exchange.

Increased population, inefficient ad-
ministration and corruption are causing
the rapid deforestation of the Himalayas.
Half Nepal's forest-cover was lost during
the Sixties. Unless the process of defor-
estation is reversed, the Himalayan region
will probably become a mountain desert in
ten to 15 years. If this happens, the re-
servoirs for the great multi-purpose dams
in Pakistan and India will silt up in 25
years rather than the calculated 50, and
disastrous floods on the Indus, the Ganges
and the Brahmaputra will ruin crops in
Pakistan, India and Bangladesh.

The aid agency of a rich Western
country can do little to help the govern-
ments of the very poor countries to face
these problems. If it did try, it would lay
itself open to the charge that, as the
agent of one sovereign state, it was inter-
vening in the most delicate of all domestic
affairs of another sovereign state - the
distribution of political power among the
various classes of the community and the
influence of inefficiency, corruption and
political power on the formulation and
implementation of government policies. An
international lending agency is in a better
position, because its influence will be in-
creased the more the poorer countries that
are members of the agency feel that they
are partners in it.

The International Monetary Fund re-
cently granted,a loan to Britain for almost
$4 billion (U.S.); the interest-rate varies
from 4 per cent to 6 per cent, and the loan
was repayable in five years. In order to
secure this loan, the British Government
had to agree to make politically-difficult
changes in its national economic policies.
This agreement was set forth in a 3,000-
word letter of intent from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer to the Managing Director
of the IMF. IMF pressure on the British

De f orestation

of Himalayas
could lead to
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, But it is to be hoped that in the rich
{^unta•ies "statesmen with a wide vision,

ial consciousness and a sense of his-
tj,i y" will accept the ' responsibility of
p; rsuading voters`and legislatures to agree

fa, the changes in the Bank Group. Great
énierprises and little minds go illtogether.

Încreasing effectiveness
it is not only the World Bank, the IDA

âncl the IFC- that need to be made more
Éitrctive agencies of the international com-
n, unity inhelping ,the governments of the
;erv poor and the poor countries to speed

social and economic development, and
in helping governments of rich countries
fo pursue the right kinds of objective on
he sharing of resources. There are also

the IMF, the regional banks, the Food
,.und Agriculture Organization, the World
l3ealth Organization, the ILO, the United
Vations Educational, Scientific and Cu1-
^`ural Organization, the UN Interna-
tional Development Organization, the

NDP, the UN Conference on Trade and
Development and the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade. But the first agency
to which the Canadian Government should
devote its attention is, in my opinion, the
*or1d Bank Group. Afterwards the Gov-
jernznent should examine what could be
done to strengthen the other agencies.

I have three reasons for recommend-
ing this primacy for the Bank Group. It is
by far the most important of the agencies;

,it will this year be lending or investing
^ almost $9 billion. The proposals made by
the President of the Bank for a substantial

,increase in the capital of the, Bank will
necessarily call for a thorough review of
the Bank's role and of the adequacy of its
structures, policies and procedures. The
Bank Group is, so far as I am aware, the
only important international agency con-
cerned with development on which a full-
length study has been published setting
forth a detailed set of proposals for
strengthening it by changes in its consti-
tution, administration and policies, with
particular emphasis on changes designed
to make it a less unequal partnership be-
tween the rich countries and the poor
coantries. In my book Strengthening the
World Bank, I made 38 principal proposals
and a large number of minor ones: It is
now four years since I completed this
book, and some of its proposals require
amendment. What I suggest is that the
Canadian Government could use a revised
version: of the proposals set forth in the

In

book as a basis of discussion with the
United States, Britain, the Netherlands
and the Scandinavian countries, which are
the ones most likely to share Canada's
approach to the problem. The consensus
reached in these informal discussions might
then be discussed with a wider group of
countries, which might include France,
West Germany, India, Pakistan, Iran,
Saudi Arabia and two francophone African
countries. The matter might then go to
the Organization for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development and the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum-Exporting Countries
and to a Commonwealth meeting and a
meeting of La Francophonie before being
submitted formally to the governors of
the World Bank Group.

This is the way most of the interna-
tional agencies were formed during and
immediately after the Second World War.
First a small group of countries worked
out tentative proposals; then more and
more countries were consulted, and finally
an international conference was held. This
would seem to be the best way to make
reforms in the dozen or so international
agencies concerned with development. To
move directly to discussion by the govern-
ing body of the agency is less likely to
produce the "new structures" the Prime
Minister called for in March 1975 in his
Mansion House speech - "the institutions
and regimes of immense dimensions and
novel attributes" that he has stated are
essential. It is more likely to produce what
he has called a "tinkering with the present
system", because it would make it easier
for vested interests in the agency, allied
with the forces of inertia, to block pro-
found changes. Solutions, as the Prime
Minister said, must be sought "with bold-
ness and with excitement, not with hes-
itancy and uncertainty".

I have made eight recommendations on
Canadian policy. Seven do not involve
additional expenditures by the Govern-
ment: abolition of barriers to imports from
very poor countries; bilateral agreements
with very poor countries to facilitate the
transfer of technology; change in the
Canadian position on mineral resources on
the seabed; a;link between special drawing
rights and aid to very poor countries;
reduction of consumption of scarce goods
by Canada; and taking the initiative in
proposing measures to strengthen the
World Bank Group and other international
agencies concerned with the development
of very poor countries.

Best method
to re f orm
international
development
agencies



Demands arose
f rom perception

of fundamental
mal f unction

New international order
may not be mainly economic

The seventh special session of. the General
Assembly of :the United Nations in 1974
marked a milestone in contemporary world
affairs when it called for the establishment
,of a "new international economic order"
(NIEO) and proposed a program of action
to lead towards this goal.

Since then, scholars have been study-
ing the implications of this new order and
diplomats have been negotiating the im-
plementation of its program. In the past
year, three leading teams of experts, under
the direction of the economists Leontief,
Herrera and Tinbergen, have released the
results of their studies on various aspects
of the NIEO; at the same time, two multi-
lateral conferences, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) and the Conference on Inter-
national Economic Co-operation (CIEC),
have been debating how this "new order"
could be put into _effect.

The demands for an NIEO, arose from
a widespread perception that there was
something fundamentally wrong with the
present state of world affairs. The storm
of crises that has been lashing the world
lately has built up to global proportions
and, if left to continue unabated, would
result in irreversible damage to, and even
the collapse of, the present international
system.

Here we shall consider these problems,
and the issues they produce, from the
functional, geographic and strategic points
of view. In this way, we shall be able to
discuss the salient aspects of the present
crisis and the possible directions in which

Professor Arnopoulos teaches interna-
tional politics at Concordia University in
Montreal. He spent the past academic year
in the Policy Analysis Group of the
Department of External Affairs, working
on a special project upon which this article
is based. The views expressed here are
those of the author.
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it might move, with and without the inter-
vention of an NIEO.

The significance of.this intervention
cannot be overemphasized, because it will
shape the kind of world in which man-
kind willenter the next century. It is for
this reason that we shall expose certain
inadequacies of the proposed NIEO in
effecting real changes in the present inter-
national system. For such changes to take
place, the original UN call for a new inter-
national economic order should be en-
Iarged to include social and political con-
siderations as well as economic.

Since any significant economic devel-,
opment can only proceed within a broader
social change, the proposed NIEO must

evolve along with a general process to-
wards a "new international order" (NIO).
It is in this wider context that we shall
assess the proposed changes in the inter-
national system and evaluate the means
and ends of the NIEO policies in the
foreseeable future.

Social complexity
One of the most significant developments
in the modern world is the increasing com-
plexity of social systems. This functional
sophistication of human instruments and
institutions makes societies much more
problem-prone than previously, at the
same time as it makes these problems
much more difficult to solve. It seems that
the intricacy and magnitude of world
affairs move events beyond human control
and surpass our ability to deal with them.

The difficulty of understanding social
problems and controlling their effects is
evident in many areas of public affairs.
Here we shall look at the most important
forces in the economic, social and political
arenas, out of.whose interaction arise the
complex issues .in the present international
system the NIEO is proposing to correct.

The problem of relative underdevel-
opment in some parts of the world and
overdevelopment in others; appears to be
at the basis of international economic
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ssues. All countries want to engage in the
process of economic growth - not only in
rder to provide their people with their

^asic needs but also to increase the pro-
dnction and consumption of manufactured

goods. Accordingly, increasing the gross
national _ product has become the sole
measure_ of progress and the ultimate cri-
terion of success.

This process, however, has met with
^;ertain complications, both natural and
artificial. To begin with, the uneven dis-
;;ribûtion of natural resources in the world
has endowed some countries with an abun-
^dance of energy and materials, and has
'eft others with a scarcity. This natural
1mdistribution creates unequal develop-
{mént potentials, which in time widen into
economic gaps between the rich and poor
nations.

Natural inequalities are further ex-
acerbated by different cultural tendencies,
technological capabilities and historical
orecedents. Thus, industrially-advanced
countries have àcquired a decided advan-
itage over agrarian societies because they
can harness large amounts of energy. This
capability is readily translated into power,
whereby the strong can dominate the weak
nations.

For this reason, although interna-
tional trade is supposed to maximize the
comparative advantage of complementary
capabilities, it actually favours the rich
and strong systems. Thus, unequal terms
of trade compound the inherent discre-
pancies among nations, enriching the
strong and impoverishing the weak even
more.

{ So far, all attempts to reverse this
tendency through international aid have
failed. Both the first and second UN
Development Decades have not only fallen
short of their targets but have witnessed

! deterioration in the condition of most
countries. The aid given is too little and
too late to compensate for the discrim-
inative terms of trade and alleviate the
increasing indebtedness of the poor to the
rich.

The NIEO proposes to cure this
endemic condition of the present inter-
national system by major changes in
the economic relations among nations.
Through large transfers of technology,
resources and capital, as well as improved
terms of trade and increased aid, the
NIEO aims to spread economic develop-
ment all over the world and thus effect
a more equitable distribution of the com-
mori wealth.

In aiming for economic development,
the NIEO expects to solve the major social

problems caused by overpopulation, pov-
erty, unemployment and oppression. How-
ever, even though economic and social
factors interact, it is not easy to deter-
mine cause-effect relations between them,
especially in complex matters of popula-
tion growth, cultural change and class
structures.

The "population explosion", for in-
stance, has created an imbalance between
people and resources within certain areas.
Such imbalances are particularly acute in
cases of food scarcity in some countries
while there is abundance in others. In
order to correct these imbalances, the
NIEO proposes to increase production and
improve distribution of resources by in-
dustrialization of the economic and mod-
ernization of the social systems of the
world.

Dangerous road
This road, however, is very dangerous
because it involves great social changes.
Industrialization destroys traditional cul-
tures and breaks historical continuities,
thus disorienting people and distorting
their values. Its accompanying urbaniza-
tion unbalances the social groups of both
town and countryside, thereby creating
more problems than it solves.

Moreover, it is now accepted that
economic development does not necessa-
rily alleviate social injustice. On the
contrary, it may promote greater dispar-
ities if the benefits of growth are not
equitably distributed. In societies where
there exist rigid class differences and hier-
archical structures, distribution cannot but
be unequal, thus increasing the inequal-
ities. This situation, along with the rising
expectations of all people, create frustra-
tion, alienation and conflict, which even-
tually lead either to suppression or to
revolution.

If the earth had sufficient resources
to maintain a good rate of economic
growth indefinitely, the problematic social
by-products could be submerged in the
euphoria of material improvement. This is,
in fact, what has happened so far in the
advanced industrial systems. But, as we
are approaching the limits of economic
growth, these social problems are now
coming to the fore. When production can
no longer increase the total wealth, dis-
tribution becomes the most critical issue
of society. This, in effect, is looming ahead
on a global scale, and the NIEO has no
way of preventing it.

Although power politics are supposed
to be kept out of the NIEO, they do come
in whenever the issue of redistribution is

Equitable
distribution
of development
benefits
required
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raised. If the NIEO means anything, it
signifies real shifts of power in the world.

These shifts are bound to affect matters
of national security, international law and
intergovernmental organization.

The most serious political problems
of the world arise from the unceasing
search of states for national security. The
international system cannot, by its very
nature, secure the existence of any, one of
its members, and thus leaves the survival of
nations to their own resourcefulness. Mil-,
itary force, nuclear weapons, the arms
race, defence alliances are all manifesta-
tions of this basic insecurity.

Unfortunately, since one state's secu-
rity is another's insecurity, the search for
security escalates into a vicious spiral that

--must either be broken or lead to war.
Moreover, thé increasing cost of military
establishments diverts funds from social
development and imposes great strains
upon national economies. The proponents
of the NIEO recognize that, as long as the
arms race goes on, development will suffer,
so they have called for a transfer of funds
from military budgets to development aid.
Such a move, however, is almost impossible
under present circumstances of increasing
scarcity,- insecurity and disorder.

Because of its economic, social and
political inadequacies, the present inter-
national system has become unacceptable
to many people. And thus its legitimacy is
questioned and its laws are in dispute.
This is particularly so in the areas most
affected by technology, where new meth-
ods and institutions are evolving rapidly.
In these areas, traditional national juris-
dictions overlap and conflict with modem
transnational activities, making it neces-
sary to develop new codes of conduct and
dispute-settlement procedures to handle
novel situations.

The complexity of the problems and
the intransigence of the interests involved,
however, make this legislating process very
tortuous. After a few years of protracted
wrangling in the United Nations Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea and UNCTAD,
to mention only two arenas, the nation
states of the world have still a long way
to go before reaching any consensus on
the new rules of the international game.

Yet the pressures are rising for a new
international order. The many disadvan-
taged nations are challenging the su-
premacy of the few satisfied ones and de-
manding a greater say in the management
of the world. Many intergovernmental
organizations, for a long time dominated
by the great powers, are now under pres-
sure from their dissatisfied majorities.
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If the political system is to avoid
creeping institutional irrelevance, if not

911galloping structural obsolescence, in both
the national and international arenas,
governments must change radically. Tbc ^,o
new political order will have to include r
better representation - mechanisms, im- (
proved decision-making procedures and
more effective administrative practices,
The new international economic order can

su
never come about without these social and
political reforms. -

Geopolitical view
Looking at the world from the geopolitical
point of view, one is struck by the in-
creasing interdependence of its units. With
the growing complexity of its social sys-
tems, the world is becoming more inter-
dependent at all levels of activity - global,
regional.and national. Changing the pres-
ent international order must, therefore,
take into account this general trend and
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actions are no longer acceptable among
states.

It is natural that this increased inter-
dependence creates more friction within
the international system, and often leads I tem
to serious crises and conflicts. It has ^
become clear by now that all these inter-
acting relations have to be highly co- In ;
ordinated and harmonized; otherwise they ing
will deteriorate into chaos. This sophis- d é
ticated system we have created in "a fit norc
of absent-mindedness" is so fragile that, wid
unless it is consciously and methodically Sou
maintained, it is bound to break down. oldf

Perhaps the most striking manifesta- a E
tion of global interdependence is the wild r pE
growth and permeating spread of private a ci
activities and corporate enterprises across Wa:
national boundaries. Political divisions are
cross-cut by social and economic relations,
so that the public and private spheres of
action overlap in many areas. This situa-
tion adds nongovernmental conflicts to
intergovernmental ones, thereby cornpli-
cating the problems even more.
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'fluborclination of private enterprises to
1ublic policies. After that, internation-
âlizing many of these transnational activ-

ities would bring them under greater
political control and public accountability.
^lie difficulty here is that many countries

prefer nationalization of TNCs in order

;'to place them under direct and exclusive

'1;,, al control, rather than international
upez^^ision.

These contradictory national, trans-
national and international (not to mention

the one hand, the UN must be strength-

infranational and supranational) policies
cannot all succeed. Some must be imple-
mented at the expense of the others. This,
?inPffect, is the central dilemma of inter-
Înational organization. As the world system
becomes more complex and interdepen-
deni:, it becomes more difficult to govern
,at the same time as it becomes more
necessary that it be governed.

This tendency is attested by the
growth of the United Nations system in
stea with its increasing difficulties. On

! enel in order to perform its multiplying
functions of co-ordination and regulation
of international activities. On the other
hand, nations demand more local inde-

1 pendencé to "do their own thing" and
^^q greater freedom of action to decide their

own destinies. Faced with these two op-
posing imperatives, it seems that the

^ NIEO will either have to accept some kind
k :1 of worldgovernment or to devolve to a

simpler and more self-contained state sys-
tem of ielatively independent communities.

Conflicting systems
Inspite, or perhaps because, of its grow-
ing interdependence, the world is still
deeply divided between conflicting eco-
nomic, political and cultural systems. The
widest fissures run East-West and North-
South. Recent events have shown that the

, older ideo-political cleavage has entered
a period of attenuation, whereas the more
recent socio-economic gap is growing into
a confrontation, thus replacing the Cold

War as the most critical issue of the day.

At the heart of the North-South con-

flict is the 13:1 ratio indicating the wealth

gap between the rich and the poor nations
of the world. Worse still, this gap has been

growing steadily from 10:1 in 1960, and

is likely to reach 14:1 by 1980. This means

that two-thirds of humanity subsist in

abject poverty, while one-third enjoys un-

precedented wealth. Obviously this situa-

tion cannot continue without increasing

suppression of the resulting dissatisfaction
of the masses.

The NIEO proposes to close this
widening gap, at least by half (6:1),
within this century. This is indeed a
formidable goal, given the present power
configuration in the world. As we have
already mentioned, the economic problems
of increasing production and the political
problems of improving distribution appear
to rule out the possibility of any such
evolution taking place peacefully.

However one may deplore world in-
equalities, it would be economically im-
possible to raise the material standard of
living of everyone to the levels of the
Northwest, and politically unrealistic to
expect the rich to lower their standards
by distributing their wealth among the
poor. As long as materialistic values pre-
vail in the North and the "catching-up"
syndrome motivates the South, protracted
conflict will be the outcome.

In order to avoid this eventuality,
the nations of the world must redefine
"development" in social rather than eco-
nomic terms. The so-called "North-South
gap" is as much semantic as it is real be-
cause it focuses on material production as
the measure of all things. A better-
balanced social index may, however, show
that the gap between the "qualities of
life" in the North and South is not so great
after all.

State sovereignty
Another complication of the present inter-
national system is the existence of more
than 150 political units superimposed upon
a transnational economic network. Since
political exigencies do not necessarily
coincide with economic efficiency, it is
difficult to harmonize both territorial and
functional rationality. Yet, as the eco-
nomic system of the world has become
more interdependent, the political system
has fragmented into a greater number of
independent units. Thus the political de-
colonization of the world has been going
on at the same time as the rise of economic
imperialism.

It is clearly impossible to maximize
both territorial independence and func-
tional interdependence. Either nation
states will have to surrender many of their
sovereign prerogatives to international
organizations and transnational corpora-
tions in return for material benefit or they
will have to try to increase their self-
determination even at the expense of
deprivation.

Of course, people want both political
independence and economic development,
but very often they end up with neither.
Unless a country is in the enviable posi-

Redefinition
of development
in social terms
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tion of having enough natural and human and resources, thus degrading the envirc
resources to render it both economically nient and increasing:the rate of its entroi
self-sufficient and politically self-govern- Moreover, the technological innor
ing, it is likely to sacrifice one for the tions of science have institutionalized raj
other or lose both in the attempt. As many change in social systems. This histori

Limited role
in development
of any country

countries have found out, - surrendering acceleration of change and movement
their independence does not guarantee a
better life for most of their people.

Because of this experience, some
people believe that it is not so much the
international economicorder that needs to
be changed as the national orders of
various countries. Even a new international
economic order cannot perform miracles
to correct the inherent problems of na-

human affairs has created great instabil$^
and transitoriness . both in individu
psychologies and in group relations.

These trends have had certain signi
icant repercussions - in the internatior
system. The uneven rates of change ha,
produced great gaps between socio-e,,
nomic systems. . The main cleavage
tween the more- and less-developed cou

tional systems; onlythe local communities tries (MDCs and LDCs) had grown fro
themselvescan do that. The international an estimated ratio of 3:1 in 1800 to 6:1
order, therefore, has a limited role to play 1900, and is not likely to be less than 12.
in the development of any country. in the year 2000.

Realizing potential
If economic development means realizing
the potential of a community to provide
for the basic needs of its members, the
economic viability of a nation should be
measured by the extent to which it fulfils
this function. Once basic human needs
(nutrition, sanitation, shelter, training,
work and leisure) are met, further develop-
ment should depend on particular cultural
and natural constraints.

The best that an NIEO could do is
help societies become economically viable
as an absolute priority. Beyond that, every
nation should determine for itself how far
its resources allow it to go and what as
values permit it to, attain - always pro-
vided that it does not interfere with the
same determination by others. It is unrea-
sonable to expect much more from the
international system, without engaging in
economic domination, political interference
or cultural imperialism.

Our analysis so far indicates that the
various crises that have come upon us are
not merely incidental but are symptoms of
deep and persistent trends in world his-
tory. Because of this, it seems that the
"muddling through" approach of the
present international system is less and
less effective in handling its problems. Un-
fortunately, many key proposals of the
NIEO will do nothing to change this situa-
tion; on the contrary, they might exacer-
bate it. What is needed to apply to such
historical forces is a more fundamental
restructuring of national and international
systems.

Perhaps the prime mover of modern
developments is the dramatic transforma-
tion of nature by technology. This change
has led to artificial economic growth that
consumes inordinate quantities of energy

Three possibilities
As things are evolving, we can envisag
three possibilities for the foreseeable
ture: the rich will continue to get riche
though at a reduced rate, and the poa
will get poorer; the limits to growth I 1
catch up to and impoverish everyone; the
will be a basic change of values and strue
tures from which everyone will benefit.

Of these alternative directions th.
world could conceivably take, the first '
the most probable in the short run and tir
second the most likely by the next century
if things continue as before. A few peopl
can exploit the many for a long time, am
the many can exploit nature for a shot
time, but they cannot all keep up this pacr
indefinitely.

Recent events make it increasingl5
clear that we cannot maintain concurrenl
economic growth of the whole system
Either a few can grow at the expense
of the many or everyone will have to accepf
a general, steady-state condition of ma-
terial production and consumption at ai
lower level. It is up to us to make the best
out of this inevitability by sufficient socio-
cultural change.

Such change will require a shifting
of our aspirations away from demands for
more manufactured products towards mo
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intangible and more permanent goods,
more equitably distributed. To do other-
wise would increase the frustration of un•
fulfilled promises for most of the world's
people. Disillusion of this kind is dan•
gerous because it often leads to desperate
actions and nihilistic behaviour.

The NIEO reflects the rising demand5
of the LDCs for greater material pros-
perity, which the MDCs must help them
attain. These demands are backed bY
strong economic,_ social and political arb -
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^ nts. The LDCs appeal to the sélf-inter-

k and moral responsibility of the MDCs,

the collective power of the LDCs is con-

vell as to the legitimacy of their egpec-
f' ;ons of compensation. At the same time,
tJ,, y hint at reprisals and warn of impend-

,^ social instability if they do not get their
share of the world's common wealth.
The aim of these promises and

tlir.ats is to- win concessions from the
^111Cs, in the form'of improved terms of

preferential financing, transfers of
f(chnulogy and increased grants-in-aid, in

let to close thé-North-South gap. How-
u, one may seriously question both the

pwans and ends of such a strategy. Apart,
tsrnm the physical impossibility of closing
ihc gap, there is grave doubt of its social
i,.,ïrability because it identifies develop-
lent with Westernization.

As to the means, many of the pro-

j,osals are contradictory, and would not
i ead to the stated goals in any case. The
attempt to increase global interdependence
y international division of labour, trade

liberalization and resource transfers and,
!ii the same time, to increase national inde-

jiendence by local barriers, price controls
;..id TNC regulation is self-contradictory.

For any net benefits to accrue to the
Southfrom these policies, they must
,learly discriminate against the North.
ven if so unlikely a development occurred,

t would be an insidious way to perpetuate
.he dependence of the weak upon the
,trong. A paternalistic policy of this nature
avuuld.tend to sap the independent devel-
)pment of both parties. Such unequal
interdependence could hardly lead to
equality and mutual respect.

Apart from the merits of the LDC
demands and their supporting arguments,
there is also the question of the pressure
they can bring to bear upon the MDCs to
accept them. In this matter, the bargaining
power of the LDCs has been grossly
exaggerated. Although it may be true that

; siderable, the ability and willingness of

their governments to apply this potential
is virtually non-existent.

The relative strength of LDCs and
MDCs and their interdependent relations
clearly favour the latter. More important,
the governing élites of most LDCs are

closely tied to the MDCs, upon which they
depend for their survival. This coincidence
of interests would render any extreme ac-
tion on the part of the LDC governments

j suicidâl; So long as the governing minor-
r^ ities of the LDCs have a lot to lose by

Pushing the MDCs too hard, they will not

8i risk the destruction of the present inter-

national order for the doubtful benefits of
a new one.

Policy prospects
The most likely cause of an NIO would be
natural pressures rather than LDC de-
mands. Our dynamic, complex and inter-
dependent system requires great amounts
of energy to keep it in operation. It is thus
easy to predict that, as the energy re-
sources of the world are becoming scarcer
and costlier, we are bound to reach a
critical point of inflection where recent
trends will be reversed sufficiently to
restore the natural balance between the
supply and demand of power.

For any society to escape the cat-
astrophic effects of such a reversal of its
way of life it must plan a gradual disen-
gagement from this escalating power spiral.
This means it has to try to live within its
own means by increasing its self-reliance
and decreasing its dependence on the re-
sources and good-will of others to keep it
afloat. So unpopular a policy, of course,
can only succeed in communities of strong
cohesion, responsible citizenship and col-
lective self-discipline.

These requirements indicate that the
real power of a nation to survive such
traumatic shocks depends not only on its
natural resources and economic strength
but also on its social organization and
political ideology. The role of good govern-
ment in this difficult situation is to provide
realistic goals and credible leadership that
will inspire people to make sacrifices in
order to attain them.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to
combine all these conditions in the same
place at the right time. Where there is
enough political will, there is no economic
way, and vice versa. As environmental and
economic trends move in one direction,
social and political forces keep going in
another. Meanwhile, governments are
caught in the momentum of past policies
because they were once successful and are
still lucrative for some. Thus, although the
old international order is breaking down,
the remaining vested interests, coupled
with social inertia, prevent the develop-
ment of an NIO.

The common thread running through
the demands for a new international
economic order is that all countries, rich
and poor alike, have urgent and insepar-
able problems that are rapidly getting out
of control. More specifically, the present
international system suffers from: energy
and resource scarcities attributable to the
accelerated growth of the MDCs; gross in-
equalities and widespread poverty owing

Capacity
to survive
depends on
social organization
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Traditional

more problems

titikering
has produced

to unbalanced growth in the LDCs; and In order to tackle these broader sociai
international frictions and conflicts owing problems, nation states would have to go
to the perceived inequities of the inter- considerably further than the NIEO and
dependent relations between MDCs and change their internal-systems. A truly new
LDCs. international order would arise only with

The deep roots of these problems and the development ofnew national ordeis
the complex interactions among them based on the principles of resource conser-
compound our inability to grasp and re- vation and steady-state economics in the
solve them. The traditional attitude of NIDCs;=balanced growth and equitable dis.
pragmatic or "agnostic" crisis-management
and ad hoc tinkering has produced more
problems than it hassolved because it has
coped with immediate and proximate is-
sues at the expense of the ultimate and
universal ones.

The NIEO tries to avoid this weak- :
ness by considering global problems in the
longer run. Its program, however, assumes
the continuation of things past, both in
values and in structures. Thus it embraces
industrialization, modernization, integra- In any case, whether we like it or not,
tion and the -technological "fix" as the either by social planning or natural catas-
pa.th to the future. And so it is an opti- trophe, this will be the eventual develop-
mistic economic solution to problems that ment of the NIO.
are beyond economics.
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Update on Rome

Whatever became of
the World Food Conference?
By Charles H. Weitz

The United Nations World Food Confer-
ence, held in Rome in November 1974, was
convened in an atmosphere of urgency and
crisis.

In 1972, global food-production fell
for the first time since the Second World
War -a startling reduction of some 33
million tons. Bad weather had reduced
harvests in the U.S.S.R., Southeast Asia,
Australia and elsewhere and this, together
with the needs of increasing population

Mr. Weitz is Director of the Food and
Agriculture Organization's liaison office at
the United Nations. His association with
UN agencies goes back to 1947. In addi-
tion to the FAO he has also worked with
UNESCO and UNTAB. The views ex-
pressed are those of Mr. Weitz.

and rising demand, reduced available re-
serves to a perilous level. The sense of
crisis was heightened by shortages of fer-
tilizers, pesticides and other production
requisites. While grain-exporting countries
benefited from rising commodity prices,
the food-deficit countries suffered even
more as the prices of all imports, including
food and petroleum, rose dramatically.
Five years of drought in the African Sahel
inflicted starvation and severe malnutrition
on millions, and drought brought wide-
spread hunger to Ethiopia and the Indian
subcontinent, with dramatic death tolls.

By the middle of 1973, the continua-
tion of these conditions elicited urgent re-
quests for a world food conference at the
ministerial level from a meeting of the
heads of state of non-aligned nations in
Algiers and from the UN General Assem-
bly in New York, based on a proposal
made by U.S. Secretary of State Henry
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tribution in the LDCs, and self-reliance
and independence on the, part of all social
systems.

Accordingly, "development" should
be redefined by each culture to fit the par.
ticular values and capacities of its society,
so that its goals may be attained by self.
directed and self-generated means. To do
so, social systems must respect natural
limits to growth and optimize their quality
of life within these limits in their own way,
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I&singer. Underlying both requests was
the conviction that the food problem had
become so critical that the debate should

be moved from technical forums to the
global political level. Thus, on action by
the General Assembly, the food problem

is moved from the UN institutions
, r,ated specifically to deal with it to the
Ilnited Nations itself, with an appeal to
hcads of governments and foreign and
ct,velopment ministers. It was a move, in
itect, from the economic to the political

rralm.

Benchmark
The World Food Conference remains
today abenchmark against which to mea-
sure progress. It had the quality of a

1 stop-action photo, bringing before an
almost universally representative gather-

ing materials, provided largely by the
Food and Agriculture Organization, giving
a preciseand well-documented analysis of
trends in the current world food situation,
projections of the vast dimensions of the
future problems should the existing trends
in population-growth, food-production and
international trade continue, and an action
plan designed to deal with the situation.
This background documentation served to
reaffirm earlier FAO studies, which had
indicated; even in the face of the bright
promises of the "Green Revolution", that
there were alarming trends in the world's
food-population balance. Existing institu-
tions and resources were also shown to be
inadequate to the task of solving the
problems.

On the basis of the preparatory docu-
ments and two weeks of intense debate
among the delegates of more than 130
countries, the conference brought forth a
general declaration of principles and 22
resolutions. The declaration proclaimed:
"Every man, woman and child has the
inalienable right to be free from hunger
and malnutrition . . . and it is a funda-
mental responsibility of governments to
work together for higher food production
and a more equitable and efficient distri-
bution of food between countries and
within countries." The resolutions, which
addressed specific problems, more or less
fitted together into a strategy for attack-
ing the economic and technical roots of
malnutrition and underdevelopment over
the long term.

The Rome conference exhibited an
extraordinary degree of consensus in de-
fining goals and in adopting concrete
action proposals and proposals for new
institutional machinery to implement
them. All this was accomplished in the

full glare of unprecedented attention from
both the mass media and non-govern-
mental groups that made hunger a main
concern.

Three main lines of action were estab-
lished by the conference, and confirmed
by the UN General Assembly. First, there
was to be action to establish a more reli-
able internationally co-ordinated stock
system. This included underwriting the
food-security system initiated by the FAO
and approved by its Council in 1971,
earmarking stocks of grain for an emer-
gency reserve, and setting an annual target
of ten million tons for food-aid programs.

Secondly, there was the recognition
that any long-term solutions to the food
problem depended upon sharply-increased
food-production, particularly in the food-
deficit countries, requiring a higher prior-
ity for agriculture in national government
planning and significantly increased exter-
nal assistance to agriculture, directed to
the priority areas spelt out in the action
plan.

These objectives were expressed in
specific proposals to:

- create a World Food Council as an
umbrella organization to co-ordinate
policies and work with UN agencies con-
cerned with food-production, nutrition,
food security and food aid;
- establish within the UN system an
international fund for agricultural devel-
opment as a source of additional financ-
ing;
- support the FAO-initiated interna-
tional undertaking on world food secu-
rity based on a co-ordinated system of
nationally-held grain reserves with a
committee on world food security to
review regularly the world's supply and
demand for essential foodstuffs and re-
commend short-term or long-term policy
action;
- create a food-aid system with an
annual target of ten million tons;
- establish an emergency food-reserve
stock or fund to be used for urgent
emergency relief;
- establish a fertilizer-aid program to
increase supplies for developing nations;
- promote irrigation, drainage and
flood-control programs in Third World
countries;
- establish a pesticide-aid program,
with research into residual and environ-
mental effects;
- develop nutrition programs, including
special emphasis on children and other
vulnerable groups;
- recognize women's role in agriculture
and food-production, their right to

Conditions
for long-term
solutions
to food problem
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equality, and the special nutritional
needs of mothers;
- implement structural reform in agri-
culture to provide the masses of small
farmers and landless labourers with the
incentive and the possibility to increase
production.

Not static
To rely too heavily on the picture 'pre-
sented by the World Food Conference is
to lend to institutions and activities a
static quality that does not represent the
magnitude and complexities of global food
dynamics. Moreover, in view of the objec-

tives given to the conference, there was

inevitable pressure to isolate food and
agricultural issues from other problem

_ areas of economic and social development,
particularly those related to energy and
environment.But the con.feréncedid out-
line a workable global food policy and
proposed institutional mechanisms to im-
plement it.

The Rome Food Conference was
bracketed between the sixth and seventh
special sessions of the UN General Assem-
bly, out of which rose the Declaration and
Plan of Action on the New International
Economic Order, which included a chapter
on food and agriculture. Agricultural
questions are also involved in two of four
commissions established by the Conference
on International Economic Co-operation
(CIEC), for which Canada's Allan Mac-
Eachen has served as co-chairman. Twelve
of the 18 commodities designated in the
common buffer-stock fund proposal em-
anating from the fourth session of
UNCTAD (the UN Conference on Trade
and Development) at Nairobi last year are
agricultural. Questions of reserve stocks of
grain are being treated within the frame-
work both of the International Wheat
Council and of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations sponsored by the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. There
is no lack of attention being given to food
issues.

The immediate food situation has
improved significantly since the World

Food Conference, owing principally to
more favourable weather conditions but
also to increased plantings in some of the
major cereal-exporting nations, such as
the United States and Canada. Generally
good harvests in 1975 and 1976 have been
reflected in increased consumption in de-
veloping countries, somewhat lower import
requirements in these nations, a softening
of world cereal prices and the first signifi-
cant increase in world stocks of grain in
five years. At the time of writing (May
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1977), prospects for 1977 appear fa;
vourable, though at levels lower than

the Iate. Sixties that contributed to the

1975-76. It is, however, too early to predict,
Corollaries of these developments,

however, have been a reduction in U,8,
winter-wheat acreage and a Canadian
Wheat Board recommendation for reduced
spring-wheat plantings on the Prairies,
reflecting producer concern about lower
prices and bùildïng surpluses - a situation
too reminiscent of prevailing conditions in

h

crisis of the Seventies. The current exis-
tence of bumper cereal crops in major
grain-producing"areas may lead to a reduc-
tion of output by producers while world
food insecurity persists = a cruel irony but
illustrative of the continuing lack of co-or-
dination in world agricultural production,

Better prepared
While the basic elements of the 1972-74
crisis remain, and major droughts or eco-
nomic dislocations could plunge the world
back into the tragedy of the 1970s with
current world buffer stocks, the world is
better prepared to handle the conse-
quences than it was in 1973 or 1974.

Improvement in the supply situation
has not eliminated many of the more dis-
quieting longer-term trends that were the
focus of the World Food Conference. In I
national terms, there remain a consider-
able number of least-developed countries,
and those most severely affected, where
the gap between population and food-
production continues to grow with little
prospect for improved production or
foreign-exchange earnings to overcome the
deficit. In most developing, and in some
industrialized; countries, the poor continue
to suffer chronic malnutrition. It appears
unlikely that there has been any reduction
in the size of this group from the 434
million estimated at the time of the con-
ference - indeed, the numbers may have
grown.

On the face of it, however, the general
agricultural situation has now begun to
recover to levels prevailing before 1972.
There were large increasés in food and
agricultural production in the developing
countries in 1975, and to a lesser extent in
1976. World cereal stocks, which had
fallen to alarming levels, began to be re-
plenished in 1975-76, and it is hoped that
they will show a further increase by the
end of the current 1976-77 crop season.
Prices of cereals and other main agricul-
tural products, and also of chemical fertil-

izers, have tended to stabilize at lower

levels. There was an expansion in the flow
of international deveÎopment assistance for
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,--riculture in 1975, but this level was still
r short of the requirements estimated by

^fie FAO at the time of the World Food
(',,nferençe: Preliminary figures for 1976
indicate that even this inadequate level of
external assistance declined in 1976. An

important new source of finance, the Inter-
national Fund for Agricultural Develop-

meut (IFAD), is about to begin oper-
ations, but its financial importance must
not be overestimated; to its first disburse-
ment of $1 billion it can add about $2-300
million a year to the external resources
needed, which, stated in 1975 prices, would
now amount to some $8-9.5 billion
annually.

Most longer-term trends remain un-
satisfactory, and (with the important
exception of the prospective establishment
of the IFAD) little real progress has been
made towards achieving either the general
or thespecific goals set by the World Food
Conference. Although the trend in agricul-
tural production in the developing coun-
tries since the beginning of this decade has
somewhat improved, it remains far below
the 4 percent annual average increase
called for by International Development
Strategy for DD-2 (the Second Develop-
ment Decade) and reaffirmed by the
World Food Conference.

Production trends are particularly
disquieting in many parts of Africa,
especially in the countries classified as
least-developed and most-seriously af-
fected. Although cereal stocks have in-
creased, little progress has been made by
governments in establishing a co-ordinated
system for world food securitÿ.

Earnings suffered
The agricultural export earnings of the
developing countries have suffered as a
result of the economic recession in the
developed countries, while their import
bills have continued to rise. Birth-rates
appear to have begun to decline, but some
authorities attribute this to a temporary
increase in the crude death-rate (so-called
"surplus" deaths), and further attribute
it to the effects of prolonged inadequate
food supplies over large areas. There has
been little real progress in the many inter-
national trade negotiations; food aid in
cereals has still not reached the target of
tell million tons a year recommended by
the World Food Conference.

While, as we have said, part of the
recent improvement in the immediate
world food-supply situation is owing to
more favourable (normal) weather, higher
Prices for agricultural goods in 1972, 1973
and 1974 have brought an expansion of the

area under cultivation for food crops and
of the supply, while the price pattern for
fertilizers and other "inputs" has im-
proved. Increased attention to agriculture,
in the form of greater investment in
national development plans and of various
special programs and measures, is begin-
ning to show results in some countries, but
the improvement is far from universal.

It is increasingly recognized that the
disappointing performance so far of agri-
culture in many developing countries has
had serious effects not only on food sup-
plies and the balance of payments but also
on the welfare of very large sections of the
populations of these countries, since the Majority
majority of the world's poor live in rural of world's poor
areas and depend on agriculture for their in rural areas
livelihood.

There is also increasing recognition
that development measures must be de-
signed specifically to meet the basic needs
of the poorest population groups. The
approach to rural and other types of de-
velopment that is oriented towards pover-
ty and basic needs gained acceptance
during the International Labour Organi-
zation's World Employment Conference in
June 1976. It will also be reflected at the
World Conference on Agrarian Reform
and Rural Development, which is to be
held by the FAO in July 1979.

Role of women
The need to involve women more ac-
tively in development, not least in their
crucial role as food-producers in many
developing countries, is more clearly re-
cognized as a result of the World Confer-
ence on International Women's Year in
June-July 1975. But in none of these
important fields are there yet significant
signs of action. Only if such action is
initiated, and soon, can we expect to see
any effect on the course of development
in the few remaining years of the Second
Development Decade.

With only three years of DD-II still
to go, however, attention is turning to the
need to prepare an improved strategy for
the 1980s (DD-III) and for the remain-
ing years of the century. The year 2000,
barely a generation ahead, is increasingly
seen as the most suitable target date for
the achievement o€ the World Food Con-
ference's primary goal of the elimination
of hunger and malnutrition. The FAO has
begun work on a global-perspective study,
"Agriculture: Towards 2000", intended as
its chief contribution to United Nations
system-wide planning for the 1980s and

beyond. But plans and perspectives remain
just that, without response and action.



So far this outline of events since the
World Food Conference has not dealt
directly with the role of the developed
countries, whose prime responsibility lies
mainly in improving the quality and quan-
tity of development assistance and in the
provision of food aid. But also, concerning
international trade relations, in which
developed market economies have a major
voice and which are at the heart of the
Declaration and Program of Action on the
Establishment of a New International
Economic Order, there - has been very
little progress. Much still depends on the
aftermath of the Paris Conference on
International Economic -Co-operation, and
on forthcoming UNCTAD discussions and
negotiations on an integrated program for
commodities, including a common fund.
Progress has also been slow in the dis-
cussions of a new -international arrange-
ment,. with substantive economic provi-
sions, to replace the International Wheat

It appears, in fact, that there may i.
an interruption in the recent expanso,
in the flow-of develenmP„t aA
agriculture: C

Jul
ommitments from DAC bt

lateral sources decreased (on the "broad'
definition) from $1,725 million in 1974 t9 ;
$1,516 million in 1975. This decrease R^^ : l
more than offset by increased com^t, ^
ments from multilateral agencies (froz ^
$1,975 million in 1974 to $2,902 milliop
in 1975) and OPEC bilateral soures _
(from $336 million to $1,010 million). But hf
provisional data for 1976 indicate ade;
crease in commitments for agriculture by di

the World Bank and the regional develop. in
ment banks taken together, which are the
major multilateral sources. Thus, unless sc
bilateral commitments (for which data are ° aE
--^^ ^^^a^a•^du^e^increaseUsharplyin1976,
there is likely to have been a fall in the
total flow of development assistance for
agriculture, even in terms of current prices,

Agreement of 1971, which was egtended: Food aid

se:

Di

E.

Ec

Ri
m 1976 toJune 30, 1978. Food nid in t&

or Food Perhaps, with these important changes, ne'Conference, the commitments in -1975 fell
other major grain-producing countries will iVIshort of requirements by around 60 per
also act so that the emergency reserve can uncent. b

duci
pro- rmttee on Food Aid Policies and Programs !ng fertilizers and other factors, as well

that it was prepared to contribute up to of

mating requirements for the W Id an

Nations General Assembly, has received cal

as regional and river projects), official
125,000 tons of food aid to this reserve incommitments rose from $3,132 million in
company with other donors; the Federal h1974 to $3,548 million in 1975. The in-
Republic of Germany also said it would ovcrease of 13 per cent in current prices
make 35,000 tons of grain available, while Namounts to only 1 per cent in real terms.
Sweden increased its previous pledge to l tu

On the basis of the "narrow" definition,
55,000 tons for 1977 and 40,000 tons for ^twhich comes closer to that used in esti-
1978 and 1979.

For the activities covered by the
only a few pledges to date. 1"narrow" OECD definition of agriculture t^The U.S. Government announced at po(which excludes rural infrastructure, agro- the May meeting of the UN-FAO Com-industries, the construction of plants

o per seventh special session of the Unitedcent

pe

agriculture fell from 69 per cent t 60 2 tons of cereals, called for by the bel

milhon in 1975,
ha;Emergency Food Reserve of not less thanbut its share in the total commitments for 500 000

rom $2,887 adopted this approach. The Internationalmillion in 1974 to $3 335 d^
tance for agriculture rose f coun ries, including Canada, have now ^
tured goods). Official development assis- t^ m physical terms, and several ca

, an the shortfall appears likely to be whof 31 per cent in current prices during
even greater in the current season.

1975 represents about 17 per cent in real th(
The World Food Conference also ha;terms (deflated by the UN index of the

recommended the forward planning of ofunit value of world exports of manufac- food d

mi on m 1972-73. Shipments declined(DAC) for all activities covered by the
further to 8.4 million tons in 1974-75 butOECD's "broad" definition of agriculture,
were back to 9 million tons in 1975-76, 1I^Official commitments of development assis-
Allocations for 1976-77 indicate a renewed detance from DAC countries and from mem-
decline to 8.3 million tons. The minimum

bers of the Organization of Petroleum-Ex-
target of ten million tons recommended

no

porting Countries rose from $2,159 million
by the World Food Conference in Novem-

30

(U.S.) in 1973 to $4,206 million in 1974
ber 1974 was not met in 1974-75 or 1975.

ne,

and $5,522 million in 1975. The increase 76 d ^^

m 70-71 to 11.8 million in 1971-72 andthe Development Assistance Committee 9 6`lli re^

wer t an at the beginning of DD-II, tuthe Organization for Economic Co-op-
Shipments declined from 12.7 million tonseration and Development (OECD) and 19 h`

According to the latest figures from lo h m cereals is now sigmficantly Se
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The continuing unsatisfactory condi-
ion of the food and agricultural sector
ust be seen in the broader context of the

1world economic crisis. Unlike the World
i^-ood Conference, which was explicitly

; li nited in scope- -- focused as it had to be
11 ;pecific areas for action - , any general
l--essment of progress must take place

^„ithin the context of a general interna-
ional development èffort:

Within recent years, the UN system
$ as been the centre of far-reaching de-
i bates, negotiations and recommendations
" directed towards the establishment of a
more rational and juster international

Neconomic order. The sixth and seventh
special sessions of the General Assembly,
devoted to the economic issues, repre-
sented the high points of this process. The
DeoIaration and Program of Action on the
Establishment of a New International
Ewnomic Order, the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, and the In-
ternational Development Strategy for the
Second UN Development Decade consti-
tnte`,major attempts to fashion a new
framework of international economic
relations.

As the Director-General of the FAO,
Mr.E. Saouma, has recently pointed out, it

^ is now widely recognized by developed and
developing countries alike that the eco-
nomic order that has prevailed for the past
30ÿears has failed adequately to serve the
needs of the world community. It has
worked against the poor, and it is doubtful
whether it has even satisfactorily served
the needs of the rich industrial nations. It
has certainly not brought about a pattern
of development of the rich nations that
can sustain itself indefinitely into the
future without depletion of resources and
damage to the environment. Above all, it
has resulted in a large and expanding gap
between the rich and poor nations, which
is at present about 12:1 in terms of per
capita gross national product. A gap of
this order, even if it does not increase,
poses a potential threat to international
peace and security.

The economies and social structures
of the developing countries are over-
whelmingly agricultural, and they have no
chance of becoming industrialized societies
overnight or even in the foreseeable future.
Nevertheless, the importance of agricul-
ture has had to make its way laboriously
into international development councils
and, with equal difficulty, into the aware-

of the food-deficit nations themselves.
Most developing countries have had an
unbalanced approach to development, with
Priority emphasis on industrialization and

urban interests, which has caused the
neglect of the majority interests of the
rural areas and people. The consequences
have led not only to current food shortages
but to the continued economic depression
of the majority of the world's population,
who live in rural areas.

Generally, in developed countries,
economic growth has occurred as a result
of industrialization fed by transfer of re-
sources from agriculture to industry, but
not at the expense of agriculture. The two
sectors, in general, complemented each
other in growth. While it would be too
much to say this pattern has not charac-
terized development efforts in the past two
decades (indeed, some developing coun-
tries have made significant strides in both
agricultural and industrial development),
nonetheless sufficient prioritÿ has not been
given to the needs of the rural areas, the
rural poor and agriculture's complemen-
tary role in development. Even after the
sixth special session of the General As-
sembly had recognized the importance of
the food problem, UN discussions and
other forums returned their attention to
economic relations in general, and interest
in and concern for food and agriculture
again waned.

Despite the apparent recognition of
agriculture's role as a major force in de-
velopment and the simultaneous role of
industrialization in encouraging the growth
of agriculture - by means of roads, trans-
port, fertilizers, equipment, machinery,
storage, processing, etc. -, agriculture to-
day is still not given the priority it war-
rants in development budgets or assistance
strategy to overcome the structural
problems that inhibit it.

This, together with steadily-rising
population pressures in the Third World
countries that indicate, without serious
doubt, a doubling of the world's population
by the next century, spells out the reasons
why the gravest concern is warranted that
we shall not achieve by the year 2000
man's right to be free from hunger.

Things are not simple. The well-being
and nutrition of human beings constitute
a complex phenomenon, which is part of a
context that changes with history and
evolves with local and international struc-
tures. Food-production must be well-
planned and fully integrated with all the
other efforts towards establishing a juster
economic order. In spite of present esti-
mates of the lack of sufficient progress
since the World Food Conference, much is
being done, and much can be done better,
if nations sustain the political will to act.

Agriculture
still not given
priority
it warrants
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Morality, realism and foreign a

Everything has its season
and that adds to complexity

"Everything's got a moral, if only you can find it"-
Lewis Carroll.

The argument about morality and foreign
policy is never-ending. There is no "solu-
tion", for any solution would be a "final
solution", the not=unfamiliar posture of
a state that, knowing itself to be the
guardian and promoter of right, can do no
wrong. It is rather a matter of agonizing
reappraisals so long as there is life in the
body politic and a conscience and democ-
racy. Either as a community or within
ourselves as citizens, we always need the
moralist who cares for values and the
pragmatist who can chart the way without
doing more harm than good.

The assurance of "moralists" is often
alarming. Whether they argue for the
exorcising of North Vietnam, Chile, South
Africa, Uganda or China, they know God
is on their side. Because truth is theirs,
they may lie, traduce the motives of their
antagonists, steal documents, and indis-
criminately set their eclectic wills against
that of governments chosen by all the
people. The assurance of the self-desig-
nated "realists" is no less alarming. These
hard-headed guardians of our national
interest cannot envisage one step beyond
the next. Having helped to establish the
code for an international jungle, they
insist on the necessity of a country adopt-
ing that code to survive. They ignore the
fact that nations must do as they would
be done by if they are to survive in this
interdependent world. It is the absolutists
of both kinds who are dangerous, those for
whom compromise is weakness or sin.

"Moralists" can too often be charged
with fixing their gaze on the issues of

John Holmes is Research Director of the
Canadian Institute of International Affairs
and teaches at the University of Toronto
and at York University. He served the
Department of External Affairs in a
number of capacities, including that of
Associate Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs. The views expressed in
this article are those of Mr. Holmes.

others far away to the neglect of more
troublesome issues at home. The rear-
echelon crusaders who demand from the
security of- Canadian campuses violent
revolution in the Middle East or southern
Africa ignore the perspective of those
Israelis, Zambians or South Africans who
will provide the blood. If Canadian re-
formers spent as much time learning
French or English as they have marching
and waving banners on behalf of United
States blacks, California fruit-pickers, or
Biafrans; the great Canadian experiment
in racial tolerance might not today be in
such a parlous state. That is an argument,
however; not for ignoring wickedness
abroad or renouncing Canadian respon-
sibility towards, for example, Rhodesia or
Chile but just for devoting equal time to
pains at home that hurt more. As Mac-
kenzie King commented: "It is a sort of
escapist position to be continually taking
up matters relating to other countries than
our own..,". King was not the most con-
sistent guide to morals in foreign policy,
but he did have a traditional Canadian
canniness about means as well as ends.
Although he believed, perhaps excessively,
in the need for calculation in a moral
foreign policy, he also recognized that
there were times when we did have to
stand up and be counted - in 1939,
for example - against a truly diabolic
challenge.

Compromise is necessary to save indi-
vidual countries and the world at large from
destruction, but it is not an absolute value.
There are times when defiance of the law
is the only way - providedthe cause is of
sufficient consequence to compensate for
the endangering of respect for the law.
When Canada rejected the jurisdiction of
the international Couri, over its pollution-
control zone in the Arctic on the grounds
that existing international law was inade-
quate, it may have been right, but this is
a type of action to be taken very rarely
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and never lightly. The "realist", too,, can
be right to protest when his country is

destroying itself or some other people in

the name of. some. unachievable moral
cause. It is a question whether the war in
Vietnam was ended when the moralists in
the United States overcame the realists or
when the realists overcame the moralists.

When is the right path ever :clear?
What would have been the moral thing to
do in 1939 if the allied leaders had known
that the Nazis were on the verge of dis-
covering the atomic bomb? Would there
not have been a moral case for the con-
tinuation of appeasement? The murder of
Paris and London could serve no good

purpose. Would it not have been better for
people to remain alive so that they might
eventually ; restore civilization? George
Kennan made a similar argument in the
Fifties for the slogan "better Red than
dead" if the Russians occupied Western

Europe. _
In a nuclear age, the arguments for

appeasement are strong. But no blanket
formula gets us through the maze. Moral
values may be eternal, but their applica-
tion in international politics must be ad

hoc. There is no alternative to grappling
with complexity, looking at both sides
of every argument and at the step-by-step
consequences of each policy. Of course,
one can get lost in. a maze. There is a time
for cutting through argument to some clean
simplicity, but not before the argument
has been explored à tous azimuts. Con-
sider, for example, some of our present
dilemmas.

In the name of morality, many Cana-
dians demand stricter safeguards on ura-
nium and reactors sold abroad and the
placing of principle above commercial in-
terest. In the name of morality, many
(and often the same) Canadians insist on
a priority for the needs and wishes of the
Third World. The Third World, however,
is exceedingly critical of the restrictions
the Canadian Government has already
placed on nuclear technology. In their
eyes, these restrictions reflect a contempt
for their sense of responsibility and are a
means by which a rich country denies
them the benefits of nuclear technology.

Similarly, it seems wicked of the
industrial countries to sell even conven-
tional arms to the poor countries. Yet the
alternatives are hard to envisage. We can
hardly tell them to be good children and
not to want nasty arms. It is not con-
ceivable that arms could be limited to
developed countries or, at the other
extreme; offered free to the poor. Should
the poor, therefore, be forced into setting

up their own arms factories? On the other
hand, does the logic of these negative
arguments mean that we abandon the
effort to control the proliferation of arms?
Obviously not, but we must grapple with
such paradoxes.

Armament and disarmament in the
nuclear age present peculiar moral dilem-
mas. Many moralists tend to be against
arms and defence spending on principle.
They reject deterrence theory without
working their way through it, though it
can be argued that the idea of mutual
deterrence marked a great moral advance.
When the super-powers recognized the
desirability of their antagonists being
confident of a second-strike capacity, we
had moved away from the traditional logic
of military superiority. Arguments for
disarmament that ignore the logic of deter-
rence on which present Canadian, NATO,
and presumably also Soviet, defence pol-
icies are based are unlikely to convince.
In the confrontation-negotiation situation
attained by NATO and the Warsaw Pact,
we have a rudimentary sort of structure for
stability. These military alliances can be
seen as the props of détente. To regard
deterrence as a permanent solution, how-
ever, or to argue blindly for stoking our
side of it, as some realists do, shows an
immoral disregard for the fate of man.
Deterrence can be at best only a tran-
sitional phase, an exceedingly dangerous
phase,'from which we must move to firmer
foundations as soon as possible. At the
same time, we must be cautious in dis-
mantling in the name of peace the one
structure of peace that has, in a limited
way, worked.

There remains a good case for de-
manding an end to the mad "overkill"
for which the super-powers provide. Before
we call for general and complete dis-
armament, however, there are critical
questions to be considered. First, what
would be the economic fate of small powers
in an unarmed world? Secondly, is there a
moral purpose in demanding a policy when
there is no hope of any great power ac-
cepting it? The impossible demand may
be a noble gesture - might it not also be a
"cop-out"? Should we not fix our attention
on the ways and means being discussed
now in Geneva and Vienna of mutually
dismantling, or at least controlling, the
spread of arms?

But can we afford to wait for their
slow progress? If not, what is the alter-
native? For Canada the possibilities are
particularly frustrating. As "the safest
country in the world", our disarmament is
more likely to be seen as getting a free

Arguments
for disarmament
cannot ignore
the logic
of deterrence
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Wide World Photo

U.S. Président Jimmy Carter has taken a highly vocal position on a number of "moral"
issues in foreign policy. In a 30-minute address to the reconvened session of the UN
General Assembly on March 18, the President putstrong emphasis on human rights.
He is shown here approaching the podium a f ter being introduced by UN Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim.

ride than setting a good example. We
cannot, however, sit complacently, mind-
lessly justifying armament on our side by
what the other side is doing. But are our
leaders more likely to respond to slogans
like "Ban the Bomb" or to proposals that
are within the bounds of probability and
might just start reversing the cycle? In-
telligence is required as well as emotion.
Or is the situation so apocalyptic that
there is a pragmatic case for howling
for apocalyptic solutions?

Sanctions

The moral issues over which we agonize a
good deal these days involve the question
of sanctions - military, economic, diplo-
matic and moral. What do we do about
wickedness in other countries? It is diffi-
cult to ignore gross violations of human
rights in Czechoslovakia, Chile, Uganda,
and in many other countries whose sins
have attracted less attention. But we must
first make reasonably sure of the facts,
and that is not easy. We have to resist
believing the claims only of those whom
our prejudices induce us to credit. Horror
stories are the stock in trade of those with
causes, left orright, black or white. Even

when the facts seem indisputable, we still
must determine what action we can take,
if any. The first human instinct is to cut

the offender dead. There is certainly some-
thing to be said for making.it clear that
sin does not win friends and may even
alienate customers, and that the UN
Charter and covenants are to be respected.
It also makes the disapprover feel good,
and that is a temptation to be resisted.

Is it enough to sit in judgment? Pre-
sumably the purpose is to stop the viola-
tion of rights. Governments have to be
changed by persuasion, and we should

worry about how to accomplish that.
Persuading them that they have been
wicked is not usually the most effective
way. Saving their faces may be less satis-
fying but more likely to get results. It is
a disconcerting fact that more people are
probably saved from death, torture or
captivity by quiet negotiation than by
public denunciation.

There is no escaping these prudent
calculations over tactics, sordid as they
may seem to the high-minded. There is
an argument, for example, for expelling
South Africa from the UN, but there is
an argument also for not isolating al!
South Africans from the international
community, if we hope to change their
ways. Is it ipso facto true, as alleged, that
we are hypocritical if we have any inter-
course, especiallly commercial, with a gov-
ernment whose policies we have deplored?
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p. N^ e have been through the same arguments
over Russia, Cuba, China and South Africa.
The Canadian conclusion, with exceptions,
is that there is little to be gained by break-

itib diplomatic and economic relations,
^rliich, in our philosophy, do not imply
appi•oval or disapproval.

Yet we have, of course, engaged with
others in boycotts,- embargoes and such
policies as, for example, prohibiting arms
sales to either side in a troubled region
and restricting sales of "strategic mate-

f

rials" to Communist states. In one case,
Rhodesia, we haveparticipated in a policy
of full-fledged economic sanctions under-
taken as a co-operative UN project. (A
Canadian embargo is by itself unlikely to
move any government.) The sanctions
against Rhodesia did not bring swift
results, though history may yet say they
played a part in wearing down the Smith
Government. On the whole, however, the
record of economic sanctions is discour-

ïng. If Canadian Governments are wary
ul ihem; they are motivated as much by
doubts of their efficacy as by a desire to
protect Canada's commercial interests.
The benefits to Canada of a peaceful
solution in southern Africa would be of
so much greater value than the minor
profits of our industry and commerce in
that area that it is inconceivable any
Canadian Government would refuse to
support a program of economic sanctions
that had a sound chance of achieving the
desired result. In the meantime, we have
a1Gn to take into consideration the argu-
meiit that apartheid is more likely to be
undermined by the need of the large cor-
porations for skilled black labour than by

i the impoverishment of the whole country.
That is not an unanswerable argument,
but it has to be met.

The purpose here is not to suggest
that: the arguments for or against an
economic boycott of countries that violate
human rights are conclusive but that a
calculation of tactics and a sense of pro-
portion are required if the exorcism is to
be more than a self-indulgent gesture. We
must consider in each case whether sanc-
tions are likely to work, whether they might
do more harm than good, and whether such
a blunt instrument is advisable in a world
where offending régimes are much more
plentiful than the UN agenda suggests.
ThF Canadian Government is exhorted to

1 eut off relations with one régime or an-
other at least once a month.

These issues are confused by the
realistargument that the national interest
is such that we cannot afford a moral
policy and by the moralist argument that

expediency is by definition wicked. All
foreign policy should be guided by moral
principles but expediency is not neces-
sarily wicked. The world has achieved a
precarious state of co-existence within a
UN system. Its essence is a recognition of
mutual interest in restraining the forces
of anarchy by whatever rules can be nego-
tiated. Toleration of each other's domestic
actions is essential to the system as it
stands. Perceptions of misbehaviour vary
dramatically, and are not exactly equita-
ble. Can we afford to risk the precarious
structure that keeps us from destruction
by fomenting tensions over human rights
beyond our reach? On the other hand will
such inhumanity fester and explode if we
ignore it? Clearly not even the extinction
of apartheid in South Africa would justify
setting off a nuclear war. But should we
be frightened by such grandiose arguments
into doing nothing? Should we not recog-
nize that there are situations in which we
dare not risk the consequences and others
in which, if our calculations are precise, we
can do something, or at least try?

These dilemmas have been revived by Jimmy Carter's
President Jimmy Carter with his appeal- appealing call
ing call for moral leadership after a murky for moral
decade. Henry Kissinger is not regarded leadership
as having been a moralist in foreign policy,
but it should be noted that his Realpolitik
accomplished what professed moralists
failed to achieve, the withdrawal of Amer-
icans from South Vietnam, the reversal of
United States policy towards China, a
more even hand in the Middle East and
the critical breakthrough in Rhodesia.
President Carter has revived faith in
grassroots American decency, a quality
that, though it lends itself easily to hypo-
crisy, is a virtue on which all of us rely.
Carter's appeal is all the more attractive
because it is touched by humility, a recog-
nition that all peoples err, even God's
chosen republic.

Not only Americans but their friends
as well are attracted by the idea of re-
asserting those moral values Western
countries have learned over centuries,
which have been maligned by the Com-
munists and by some leaders of the Third
World. There is an argument for talking
back, for defending principles that, at the
very least, reflect the best of Western
culture and, many believe, have a uni-
versal applicability - though none of us
has, of course, been consistently faithful.
Our Western economic system has had
consequences not all of which are good,
but it has displayed a greater capacity to
adapt than have more ideological systems.
The American message President Carter is
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reviving has been, and still is, grossly
distorted in practice but, unlike Soviet
political economy, it never ceases to be
revolutionary. The danger comes from the
crusaders whose, eyes have seen the glory.

The President's intention is praise-
worthy but the probleins are immediate.
What if the legitimate campaign for civil
rights in the U.S.S.R. upsets the crucial

H

afford to abandon causes for which men in
all countries have died, which could easily

Intimidated be lost in a world of peoples struggling
by our guilt desperately to exist? Are we so greatly
complexes? intimidated by our guilt complexes and

excessive fair-mindedness that we do not
dare to be right in our Western tradition?
Then there were the exceptions, as always,
for nasty régimes that were nevertheless
strategically vital, not just to the U.S.A.

I

but to the maintenance of international it warrant the cynicism of some observers,
balance and stability. Would human rights who claim that, in any case, power is
be better respected in South Korea if always the final arbiter in international
Kim II Sung took over? It is not easy to politics, and that might makes right?"
get the values straight. This indiscriminate talk about power is

Is the key to confidence to be foûnd the stock-in-trade of realists and moralists
paradoxically in greater humility? Our on a platform. How they love to talk sen-
own principles of law and government are tentiously about power and thereby intim-
based on the recognition that we are all idate the listener! What we need are more
sinners, that we need to discipline our- precise analyses of the nature of power -
selves. We discuss internationally ways and shrewder calculations, therefore, of
and means to deal with crimes that we all what we can accomplish to promote moral-
acknowledge to be a problem. Increasingly, ity in a wicked world.
countries are sharing experience with civil It is of particular concern to Canada
rights legislation. Every government - that cynicism went so far in the United
even our own, we recognize - is prone to States because the health, strength and

disregard human rights, either by careless- good conduct of that country are essential

ness or because they think some national to our survival. and to the survival of so

interest requires them to act so. Our police many values we share with Americans. The

are honourable men, but even the British United States is not a monolith. It is a
highly-complex country that can lose its

police, with perhaps the most honourable
head to the seductive strains of The Battle

traditions, have acknowledged the use of Hymn of the Republic and also give the
torture under pro"vocation in Ulster.

world moral leadership unequalled in his-
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Clearly, there is no equality of s^
some countries deserve condemnation
more than others, but there is no inter•
national consensus on that. .President
Carter has made an effort to eschew
favouritism by cutting off: assistance to
allies that offend against humanity. There
seems little hope of reformif the Western
powers defend the rights of man by simply

negotiations for strategic arms limitation? presenting a list of charges against the
The President made clearthat he would "other side" and, of course, being charged

S

were encouraged?. If the arms talks fail,
shall we be into a new arms race, totally
unrestrained by the ethics of mutual de-
terrence? Can we, on the other hand,
ignore the cynical disregard by the East-
ern European' powers ofthe "Third
Basket" of ' the' Helsinki Agreement, in
which they promised greater respect for
human rights, and more particularly the
greater freedom of movement of men and
ideas by which alone Europe can be tran-
quillized?

the atmosphere were too badly soured for
negotiation and the Russian hardliners

confessions", recognizing that we are all

together in the struggle to civilize our-
selves?

The greatest danger may be cynicism,
that of the realist who contends that there
is no place for morality in an immoral
world and that of the moralist whose
sweeping denunciations have undermined

faith in government itself, both national
and international. The world is, largely
for technological reasons, a more danger-
ous place now than it ever was, but there

go on -1:4-11 ALT regardless, but what if back. Might we not start with a few "true

Dare we by our silence imply that the growth over the past quarter-century of
use of psychiatry to punish and tame man's capacity and will to regulate his
political dissidents is acceptable? Can we actions by international law and inter-

are also more grounds for hope. A histor-
ical perspective reveals the phenomenal

national institutions. As Kal Holsti has
pointed out, in a majority of all relations
between. governments "the techniques
used to influence each other usually fall
within the bounds of international law and
the United Nations Charter". He asks
whether "one instance of the use of violent
power,. even for unworthy objectives,
means that that state's policy-makers are
immoral in all their relationships? Or does
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]tory. Canadians, as well as people in free
and unfree countries everywhere, should
{.uid probably will welcome President
Carter's affirmation of the continuing, if
„,nre subdued, moral leadership of Amer-

If we Canadians are to follow his lead,
he must, of course, not overdo it.

Contradictions abound in this essay
,I and there is little consistency in the argu-

ments used. Perhaps it is an argument
against consistency. Well, not entirely -
for it is also an argument for not losing
sight of what seem, with good reason, to
be permanent values. "To every thing
there is a season," the Preacher said.
". . . a time to keep silence, and a time to
speak; a time to love, and a time to hate;
a time of war and a time of peace."

,'A new atmosphere pervades
tanadian-American relationsi

By Louis Balthazar

In December 1975, the American Ambas-
sador to Canada, Mr William Porter, who
w9s due to return to Washington, took his
leave of Ottawa in a rather unusual way.
Departing from the protocol that generally
governs relations between the two capitals,
he invited several hand-picked journalists
to a privâte reception and made a state-

{ ment about his country's dissatisfaction
with the Canadian policies of restricting
foreign investment, increasing the price of
oil and gas exported to the U.S., blocking

time. It was said everywhere that Canada

American television advertising and (since
he did not bother to distinguish between
the federal and provincial fields) na-
tionalizing the Saskatchewan potash in-
dustry. Mr Porter's conclusion was that
Canada could no longer be regarded as a
friendly and reliable country. He made
a special point of speaking "on the record".

Though Prime Minister Trudeau re-
acted sharply in the House of Commons to
the Ambassador's remarks and the State
Department in Washington endorsed what
Mr Porter had said, little more was heard
of the matter. Nevertheless, the whole
affair revealed the state of tension that
existed between the two countries at that

could no longer be regarded as having a
special or privileged relation with the
United States. Canadians were adopting
"nationalist" policies towards the U.S.,
and the Americans, more .and more egas-
perated, were talking of retaliation.

And yet, little more than a year after
Mr Porter's spectacular departure, the
tension, as if by magic, had suddenly
eased; In February 1977, Mr Trudeau ad-

dressed the U.S. Congress without making
a single reference to Canadian grievances
and American political circles with some
interest in Canadian affairs seemed to be
congratulating themselves on the excel-
lence of relations with their neighbours to
the north. What is more, Canadians were
no longer talking of the "Third Option"
(the policy of reducing vulnerability to
the U.S. by increasing trade with Europe
and Japan). They were worried about the
negative connotations of this expression
in the Canadian-American context. In
fact, the Americans had not been worried
by the idea of the Third Option, since they
hoped that it might lessen their partner's
inferiority complex.

What had happened in such a short
time to transform relations that had been
described as having gone sour and to take
the edge off an aroused Canadian nation-
alism? The entrance on the scene of a new
American President may have had some-
thing to do with the change in Canadian
policy, especially since Mr Carter had
pledged himself to restore good relations
between his country and its allies, partic-
ularly its neighbours in the northern

Professor Balthazar teaches at Laval Uni-
versity and is engaged in a study of Cana-
dian-American relations. Although he is
also co-editor of International Perspec-
tives, the views expressed in this article are
purely his own and are not intended to
reflect the policy of the Department or to
state an editorial position for this
magazine.
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hemisphere. But that is not the whole
explanation. Mr Ford and Mr Trudeau
got on extremely well, it is said, and the
people assigned by Ford and Kissinger to
look after relations with Canada were still
in office six months after Carter and
Vance had been sworn in. Neither the U.S.
Ambassador to Ottawa -nor the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for Canada
in the State Department had been trans-
ferred. So the change of administration did
not have a great deal to do with the
improvement in Canadian-American rela-
tions. The reasons have to be sought
elsewhere.

English Canada
has been preaching
internationalism
and multilateralism

A fragile nationalism
First, it has to be said that Canadian

- nationalism has never rested on the most
solid of foundations. Unlike the United
States, Canada hesitated for a long time
before declaring itself to be one nation.
Even today, a large part of the population
of this country doesnot find its first na-
tional allegiance in Canada. For years, our
statesmen and the intellectual élite of
English Canada have been preaching inter-
nationalism and multilateralism. The Ca-
nadian nationalism that was the insbira-
tion behind the new policies towards the
United States may have had its roots in_
Macdonald's "national policy", but as a
twentieth-century phenomenon it goes

back a mere 15 years at most, to the time
when Walter Gordon was the defender of
Southern Ontario's economic interests. By
revealing the extraordinary extent to which
Canada's culture and economy depended
on outside forces, the Committee for an
Independent Canada was able to extend
its influence to other regions of the country.

But whenever there has been a show
of nationalism, there have been influential
individuals or groups to protest in the
name of Canadian-American friendship.
The Mel Hurtigs of this country have al-
ways come up against the Peyton Lyons
(see the special issue of International Per-
spectives on the United States, July 1976,
and the November/December 1976 issue).
Gordon Sinclair, the Toronto broadcaster,
was expressing a very Canadian point of
view when, at the height of opposition to
the U.S. military presence in Vietnam, he
came to the defence of the Americans in no
uncertain manner. At the same time (at
least this is what an American official
attached to the Embassy in Ottawa told
me with some pride), Canadians were
enlisting in the U.S. armed forces to fight
in Vietnam in about the same numbers
as American deserters were taking refuge
in Canada.
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So it seems that Canadian nation;'
ism had to be directed against Canadik
as much as against Americans. Man,
south of the border were well aware of
this, and made a point of declaring tbat
their best allies were Canadians.

The nationalists have always had to
do battle with the continentalists, who
have been unceasing in their :defence of
the cause of cultural enrichment and
autonomy through economic integration,
which should bring about wealth and,
consequently, cultural autonomy.

At the time that the Canadian Radio.
television and Telecommunications Com.
mission was harassing American television
shows that were invading Canada's air•
waves, most Canadians were still watching
the American programs in preference to
those produced in Canada. The dis.
appearance of Time Canada may have
helped Maclean's to increase its cir.
culation slightly, but it has not stopped
Canadians from reading the American
edition of Time.

Finally, the provincial governments
have never rallied to the cause of Cana-
dian nationalism. Wealthy provinces such
as Alberta and British Columbia are un-
willing to pay the price and poor provinces
hard hit by unemployment, such as Quebec
and the Atlantic Provinces, would rather
see jobs created by American investment
than have Federal Government restric-
tions imposed in the name of economic •
nationalism.

So it seems that Canadian national-
ism has to reach a threshold beyond which
it cannot pass, owing to a sort of backlash

on the part of the populace. Periods of
intense nationalism must then be followed
by periods during which the feeling of
independence is weakening - such as the
one we are now experiencing.

Mutual understanding
There are still other factors that explain
why Canadian nationalism has become
subdued. President Nixon and his Secre-
tary of the Treasury, John Connally, were
as much responsible for the manifestations
of Canadian nationalism as Canadians
themselves. It was Mr Nixon who sig-
nalled the end of the special relation
when he said that the two countries had
to base their policies towards each other
on their own sometimes differing interests.
Mr Connally, because of his narrow and
inflexible view of American economic in-
terests, became a prime target for Cana-
dian nationalists, who saw his obstinate
refusal to exempt Canada from the Amer-
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nation i an surtax on imports (August 1971) as
typical example of "American arrogance".3,ariadik
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But Nixon and Connally have disap-

any Americans has given way to under-

they finally accepted the increase in the

such imports was regarded as an inevitable

4peared from the political scene and the
A,,,ricans have gradually become used to

^iving with Canadian susceptibilities, real-
,ing at least that it is not in theirjZ

interests to clash headlong with the Cana-
&an feeling of independence. It should be
idded that Canada's;:diplomats have been
imtiring in their efforts to "explain"

i;anadian Government policies to their
warious contacts in the United States.

As a result, the bitter reaction of

,tanding> Whether they liked it or not,

price of oil and gas imports from Canada.
;In time, the reduction in the volume of

fact of life, when it was understood that
Canadian energy reserves were not going
to last for ever. Even the Third Option
icame to be considered as a positive ele-
Iment, when it was realized that it meant
nothing more than an economic promotion
campaign in Europe and Japan.

If in 1975 an influential American

could write that one might "perceive
!Canada as in the throes of a delayed
nineteenth-century nationalism", in 1977
few people in the United States still see
Canadian nationalism as a threat. We may
not yet be sure that they see the Canadian
point of view with any great clarity, but
at least there is now, in circles with some
interest in Canada, more than ever before,

I
i
^

I

a willingness to understand and a growing
sympathy with their neighbour.

The mechanisms of communication
that exist at several levels and, at the time
of the Second World War, were already
quite numerous and functioned smoothly,
have been improved considerably over the
last - few years. Recently, the American
Attorney-General came to Ottawa to con-
fer with his Canadian counterpart on
setting up an "early warning system" to
prevent anti-trust groups from extending
their operations across the border, as
happened with the American Congres-
sional investigation into the uranium

U. cartel.
Canadians, for their part, do not have

such a negative opinion of Americans as
they had a few years ago. American foreign
policy is no longer felt to be as detestable
as it was at the time of the Vietnam war.
Mr Carter's emphasis on human rights is
not without its attraction for Canadians,
who have always tended to moralize about
international affairs. In the post-Water-
gate era, Canadians are finding it less

ï

difficult to admire American domestic
policies. In short, the present situation
contains all the necessary ingredients for
releasing the underlying pro-American
feelings of the Canadian people and
political circles.

Economic situation
The economic situation, too, is helping to
take the edge off Canadian nationalism.
The inflation and unemployment rates are
still high enough to be a source of anxiety
throughout the country, and eyes turn
naturally to the United States, where they
are lower and where a degree of economic
recovery should have a beneficial effect
on Canada.

Under these circumstances, it is not
so easy to indulge in criticism of Canada's
dependence on its powerful rieighbour and
to decry American investment as a form
of plunder. Direct investment from the
United States has, in fact, decreased over
the last few years and voices are now
being raised in Canada to express the fear
that we are not attracting enough Amer-
ican capital.

For some years now, provincial gov-
ernments have been working very hard to
attract subsidiaries of American companies
in the hope that this would create new
jobs and confer other benefits on their
economies. Even the new government in
Quebec, however nationalist it may be, is
not talking of closing the door on Amer-
ican capital but rather of encouraging the
integration of investment into a French
Quebec structure. It was, after all, in New
York that Mr Lévesque made his first
speech as Premier outside the province.

There is also some anxiety about the
slowdown in trade with the U.S. We may
not yet be at the stage of questioning the
objectives of the Third Option but this
is not the time for inflexible policies of
diversification. In the words of a senior
Canadian official: "We want to sell badly,
anywhere! We want it so much that we
can't afford to discriminate."

For many people, Canada's depen-
dence on the United States is no longer
such a great evil. If it were to mean a
strong economic recovery, it would prob-
ably even bé' welcomed. Are we going to
see a return to the Fifties, when we sub-
mitted so willingly to American economic
domination? It would be premature to
think so, but we cannot exclude the pos-
sibility. Economic conditions have led
Canadians to adopt a less rigid attitude
towards the United States.

The greatest blow to Canadian na-
tionalism was undoubtedly the election of

United States
direct investment
has decreased
in past years



November 15; 1976, in Quebec, which made disagreements. One theme dominated
common knowledge of what Quebecers Trudeau's speech - "Canada's unity will

Great fear
of Balkanization
of Canada

much attraction for the French-speaking
population of Quebec. Canada cannot
compete with the United States as one
united country against' another; for it is
not united. Canada is breaking up from
within and there are two nationalisms in

have known for along time - that pan- not be fractured". It should be noted that
Canadian nationalism had never held Mr Lévesque had already carried the

the country, not one.
It might have been expected that,

-#aced with such a strong showing of
Quebec national feeling, English-Canadian
nationalists would have closed ranks and
taken a new lease on life. But this has not
happened - on the contrary. The affirma-
tion of a distinct Canadian identity in
which there might well be room for two
languages has never receivéd much sup-
port from French-speaking Canadians. It
has not yet succeeded in accommodating
two societies, two cultures and two terri-
tories. English-speaking Canadians, who
for nearly a century have defined their
country in terms that took little account
of French Canadians, no longer seem able
to define themselves as different from both
the Americans and the Francophones of
Quebec. The great fear that has been
aroused by the threat of an independent
Quebec is the Balkanization of Canada
and the annexation of the various English-
speaking regions - by the United States.
And yet it is this very fear that has
brought Canadians and Americans closer
together. When talking of the possibility
of an independent Quebec or of the Quebec
government's nationalist policies, English
Canada and the United States employ the
same vocabulary - disastrous venture,
extremist position, linguistic fanaticism,
irrational policies, and so on.

Observers on both sides of the border
agree that the Quebec issue has over-
shadowed all others. It is as if Ottawa and
Washington no longer dared adopt differ-
ent attitudes - Ottawa for fear that it will
lose American support in dealing with the
Quebec threat and Washington for fear
that it will put a weapon into the hands
of the province's "separatist" government.
Mr Trudeau went to Washington to visit
Mr Carter but also, it seems, to seek Amer-
ican sympathy for the cause of a united
Canada and to address from the rostrum
his fellow Canadians who were watching
him on television. Some Members of Con-
gress were even a little offended by it.
"He had nothing new to say to us," they
complained. "He was speaking to Canada
first and foremost." Not the slightest allu-
sion was made to any Canadian-American
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debate on Confederation into American
territory by addressing _ Canadian televi.
sion viewers from New York in January,

The Americans, for their part, while
undertaking not to intervene in this Cana•
than debate, did not conceal where their
preferences lay. The New York business.
men were grudging in their applause for
Mr Lévesque, while Members of the Con-
gress gave Mr Trudeau an ovation when
he appointed himself the champion of
Canadian unity. President Carter himself
expressed his support for Confederation,
and the American press took a united stand
against the "danger posed by Quebec".
This is probably as far as the Americans
will go, since they are aware of the effect
that any more explicit intervention might
have on public opinion in Quebec.

The Parti Québécois government has
contributed to the creation of a completely
new climate for Canadian-American rela-
tions as a whole, a climate that is likely
to result in the links between Canadians
and Americans being strengthened and to
the drawing of a veil over old quarrels_

Problems remain
In spite of all this, there remain genuine
problems affecting the two countries and
disagreements that could be reactivated
at any moment. Whether some or all the
factors mentioned above disappear or
change in some way, we may still witness
the revival of Canadian nationalism and
American reprisals.

Just a few of these problems are: the
transportation of Alaska gas; the Maine/
New Brunswick maritime border; trans-
border pollution; the question of fishing
rights arising from the changes in the laws
on coastal jurisdiction; the requirement
that Canadian subsidiaries of U.S. com-
panies comply with American laws; and
the Canadian policy on the relaying of
U.S. television programs by Canadian TV
stations.

All these problems, which are prob-
ably both more_ numerous and more sus-
ceptible of solution than those that beset
any other bilateral relation in the world,
provide an almost endless list of possible
scripts for the relations between Ottawa
and Washington. Whatever these scenarios
may be, two factors will remain operative
for a good number of years and make it
possible to forecast the general nature of
relations. between the two capitals. First,
in spite of the easing of tension, the
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l-linerican attitude towards Canada has
',lianged so much that it will be difficult
o return to the era of the special relation.

is not uncommon to hear politicians
i-aise doubts about-Canada's "good faith",

>r at least about the total confidence that

i,radition requiredshould be placed in a
'aithful and compliant neighbour. This is
nod hably all tothe good if it means that

Americans no longer feel that Canada is
just an extension of their own country.
Second, the bonds between the American
and English-Canadian cultures are so
many and so long-established, and Cana-
dian nationalism is so fragile, that it is
almost impossible to conceive of any ten-
sion ever leading to international conflict.

Economic summitry reaches
time of testing in London
'ByAleg-I. Inglis

London was at its best in early May 1977.
17prfng had already arrived and decked the
jparks and squares in rich green proof that
ast year's drought had been a passing
phenomenon. Everywhere workmen were
starting to hoist banners and decorations
in preparation for the pageantry that
would soon begin to mark the Queen's
,Silver Jubilee. The crowns and coats-of-
!arms adorning a thousand wrought-iron
fences were being given a fresh coat of
gold paint, and every now and then a
pedestrian would be stopped short by the
sight of one of the 25 double-decker buses
that had changed their traditional red for
silver grey.

Lest these Jubilee celebrations be
seen as merely the cosmetic remains of a
faded glory (though still useful for in-
jecting extra tourist dollars into a troubled
economy awaiting the promised revitaliza-
tion of North Sea oil, and even more
valuable in reminding the island people of
their common heritage as they wrestle

` with the problem of dividing among the
component nations the sovereignty they
,have pooled for centuries), British Prime
Minister James Callaghan had also ar-
ranged that London in the late spring and
early summer of 1977 would be a scene of
real power. Between early May and mid-
June, he had invited three summit meet-
ings of varying size to meet in London.
The first of these, on May '7 and 8, would
bethe smallest and most important. For
it the heads of the seven leading Western
industrialized countries would gather for
the third economic summit meeting in less

than 18 months. After a one-day break,
most of the seven were joined by other
heads of government to meet as the
Council of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. The third round of "sum-
mitry" was slated for a month later, when
the Commonwealth heads-of-government
meeting was timed to coincide with the
official Jubilee celebrations.

In the weeks leading up to the eco-
nomic summit meeting (which he had
dubbed the "Downing Street Summit"),
Prime Minister Callaghan must have won-
dered at his own sanity in having invited
his fellow leaders to London. For a while
it appeared as though time had run out
for his minority Government as the defeat
of the "Devolution Bill" in the Commons
brought the country to the brink of an
election. Only an eleventh-hour deal with
the Liberal Party saved Callaghan from
having to fit an election campaign around
his unalterable schedule of summitry.

The Downing Street Summit was the
third in the series of economic summit
meetings that began at Rambouillet,
France, in mid-November 1975, at the

Mr. Inglis was in London during the
Downing Street Summit in May 1977.
Although he is editor of International
Perspectives, the views expressed in this
article are purely his own. They are not
intended to reflect the policy of the De-
partment or to state an editorial position
for this magazine.
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invitation of French Pr^sident Giscard
d'Estaing, and continued in Puerto Rico
in June 1976, at the invitation of U.S.
President Gerald Ford. The 1977 meeting,
however, may very well prove to be more
than just the most important event in an
important year of activities in London. Not
only was the economic condition of the
Western world under review at No. 10
Downing Street but, in fact, the whole
process of economic summitry begun at
Rambouillet was being put to the test. The
Rambouillet meeting had taken place
against the background of the dislocation
and recession that had set in by the early
Seventies and had been drastically height-
ened and greatly increased bythe OPEC
( Organization of Petroleum-Exporting
Countries) escalation of oil prices and lim-
itation of oiI supplies. In their final com-
munique at " Rambouillet, the leaders
clearly identified economic recovery and
the reduction of unemployment, without
"unleashing additional inflationary forces",
as their most urgent task. They were, how-
ever, "confident ..: that recovery is under
'way" and went on to declare: "We will not
allow the recovery to falter". The continued
economic improvement of late 1975 and
early 1976 seemed to reflect the success
of the decisions taken and the co-operation
established at Rambouillet. As a result,
when the' leaders met at Puerto Rico
in June 1976;they were in agreement that
the recession was over, and apparently
felt that they could now relax and let the
world bask with them in the warm sun-
shine of their success.

"During the recession," read the
communique from Puerto Rico "there was
widespread concern regarding the longer-
run vitality of our economies. These con-
cerns have proved to be unwarranted.
Renewed confidence in the future has
replaced doubts about the economic and
financial outlook. Economic recovery is
well under way and in many of our coun-
tries there has been substantial progress
in combating inflation and reducing un-
employment . . . restoration of balanced
growth is within our grasp. We do not
intend to lose this opportunity." What
was needed now was effective management
of "a transition to expansion".

In the months that followed, however,
it became evident that the easy optimism
of Puerto Rico had been based on a mis-
reading of the economic indicators. The
return of good times had, in fact, been
illusory. The problems that had seemed to
be evaporating proved to be still very
substantial. It was essential to develop
new strategies if these problems were to
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be overcome and recovery achieved. Wh,,,
there was added to the continuing eco.
nomic problems the very basic politic^
fact that the leadership of the most pfl«,cr,
fui Western country passed in Janu,,r;
from Gerald Ford to Jimmy. Carter, LL
scene was set for Prime Minister Cal,
laghan's invitation to his six fellow head
of government to meet with him at No. t
Downing Street.

Unknown quantity
In office for less than four months
the time of the summit meeting, Carter
was still very much the unknown quantitq
in the international equation. For two.
thirds of the other participants, this
weekend in London would provide the first
opportunity to meet and assess the ne,
American President. For some, the like.
lihood of. confrontation seemed high. In
particular, before the conference began, it
appeared that Carter's outspoken position
on the "moral" issues of foreign poIicp l
was destined tobring him into direct con.
flict with the leader of the second most.
powerful member of the "summit club" -
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of West
Germany. The most visible item of dispute
between the two men centred on Carter's
high-profile approach to the problem o1
human rights in Eastern Europe. Carter's
support of Soviet dissidents and his clear
statement of intent at the UN in March

stra
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were mere examples of the type of ap.
proach that worried the Germans, who {ng s

rsseJ
have to live with the geographic reality (;an
that Eastern Europe is their next-door ', onc
neighbour. Chancellor Schmidt, faced with ^voul
his share of domestic political problems, ^.ablE
was quite content to continue with the j)o W
quiet diplomacy of the modus vivendi rjeet
established at Helsinki, by which, in 1976 ^! ^
alone, more than 60,000 family contacts C^t
had been arranged across the German 4e
border. Schmidt feared that Carter's blunt be r
approach could jeopardize this consid- olit:
erably-eased situation. he f

Of perhaps even greater importance, mai
however, was the German (and French) ;7a,
suspicion of the motivation behind Carter's uspi

declared nuclear policy, especially the ÎVest
strong U.S. objection to the German con- resur
tract to build a reprocessing plant in Brad f;y rs

and the refusal to authorize further ex- ontf
ports of uranium to Europe until Ameri• ^educ
can-sanctioned safeguards were accepte ,iten
To some it appeared that the Americans i+ilatE
might be motivated less by a real concern !^eeL;
over proliferation than by a desire to '

monopolize the international market for
nuclear plants and equipment.
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,ytrained relations between the U.S. and West Germany on a number of issues created
somt doubt as to whether the Downing Street Summit would serve any use f ul purpose.
Jt a series of bilateral meetings, U.S. President Jimmy Carter and West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt managed to find common ground on the most contentious
i ssues. Carter and Schmidt are shown here after a pre-conference bilateral meeting at
iVintield House, the U.S. Ambassador's residence in London.

If the Downing Street summit meet-
{ngwas to have any hope of success, it was
(ssential that the first encounter betwe--
Carter and Schmidt should produce a re-
,onciliation. The crucial meetings, then,
voulct not be those held at the square
^able of the state dining-room at No. 10
)owningStreet but the series of bilateral

meetings that would take pIace in the
vings and; in particular, those between
Carter and Schmidt. Only on May 6, the
4e of the conference, could observers
he reasonably sure that the necessary
'olitical will to overcome differences would
he found. While President Carter was
"mainstreeting" in Northern England, it
ras announced in Washington that the
>uspended supplies of enriched uranium to
IVestern industrialized countries would be
resumed forthwith. The American action,
k y removing the most pressing point of
^ontention with the Germans and by
^educing European suspicion of American
,itentions, guaranteed the success of the
i+ilateral meetings and hence of the summit

eei;ing.

With the immediate nuclear problem
Jut of the way, Carter had little difficulty
n selling the other leaders an American

package to resolve outstanding disagree-
ments on nuclear questions. That package
itself, however, in turn became the subject
of some confusion, at least in the public
eye. The American initiative called for an
"urgent" review of the entire nuclear
cycle, from the mining of uranium to the
disposal of waste, in order to resolve the
political and scientific differences between
the participating countries. This "urgent
study" was linked in the appendix of the
communique to a reference to "a prelim-
inary analysis to be completed within two
months". In addition, during the press
conference held by the seven leaders when
they released the communique, Prime
Minister Callaghan - in answering ques-
tions for the seven - said, in response to
one such question: "So what we are now
doing is setting up a full study of the way
in which objectives can be achieved,
namely to ensure that the peaceful use of
nuclear energy for the benefit of mankind
can be spread without the nuclear prolifer-
ation risk being extended too . . . . This
study, as we said just now, will take a
period, we hope, of about two months,
and then we shall be ready to proceed
from there."

Nuclear
package

the subject
of confusion



As a result, it was widely understood
that a report would be forthcoming within
two months but at the time of writing it
is obvious that the study group will hardly
be in existence by the time the two months
are up.'The intent, officials now say, had
never been to have the study completed in
two months but only to have the terms of
reference decided:

Whatever the ambiguity of the declar-
ation, however, and notwithstanding the
opting of officials for the less-pressing
interpretation of the 'summit decree, it
would seem unlikely that the attempt to
come to grips with nuclear problems will
be allowed to flounder. Given the expres-
sion of will of the political leaders and the
growing reliance on nuclear energy, the
success of the review has become one of
the tests of summitry to come out of
Downing Street. The review does not have
to yield a common Western nuclear policy,
but it will bode ill for the future if it does
not lead to a working reconciliation of the
different Western nuclear policies.

Important as it is, however, the nu-
clear review formula was only one of the
six main points of the Downing Street
communique. The six points were:

- Our most urgent task is to create more
jobs while continuing to reduce infla-
tion. Inflation does not reduce unem-
ployment. On the contrary, it is one of
its major causes. We are particularly
concerned about the problem of unem-
ployment among young people. We have
agreed that there will be an exchange of
experience and ideas on providing the
young with job opportunities.
- We commit our governments to stated
economic growth targets or to stabiliza-
tion policies which, taken as a whole,
should provide a basis for sustained
non-inflationary growth, in our own
countries and world-wide and for re-
duction of imbalances in international
payments.
- Improved financing facilities are
needed. The International Monetary
Fund must play a prominent role. We
commit ourselves to seek additional
resources for the IMF and support the
linkage of its lending practices to the
adoption of appropriate stabilization
policies.
- We will provide strong political leader-
ship to expand opportunities for trade
to strengthen the open international
trading system, which will increase job
opportunities. We reject protectionism:
it would foster unemployment, increase
inflation and undermine the welfare of
our peoples. We will give a new impetus

to the Tokyo Round of MultiIateraj
Trade Negotiations. Our, oobjective is to
make substantive progress in key âreas
in 1977. In this field structural changes
in the world economy must be taken
into considération.
- We will further conserve energy and
increase and diversifÿ production, so
that we reduce our dependence on oil.We
agree on the need to increase nuclear
energy to help meet the world's energy
requirements. We commit ourselves to
do this while reducing the risks of nu-
clearproliferation. We are launching an
urgent study to determine how best to
fulfil these purposes.
- The world economy can only grow on a
sustained and equitable basis if develop-
ing countries share in that growth. We
are agreed to do all in our power to
achieve a successful conclusion of the
CIEC and we commit ourselves to a
continued constructive dialogue with
developing countries. We aim to in-
crease the flow of aid and other rea]
resources to those countries. We invite
the COMECON countries to do the
same. We support multilateral institu-
tions such as the World Bank, whose
general resources should be increased
sufficiently to permit its lending to rise
in real terms. We stress the importance
of secure private investments to foster
world economic progress.

Canadian interests
Canadian interest was obviously keenest
on the nuclear question, and not only
because of the importance of that question
to the success or failure, of summitry,
Ever since India tested its "peaceful
nuclear explosion", the Canadian Gov-
ernment has been trying to hammer out a
policy that, while acknowledging that nu-
clear power is here to stay, would
further reduce the dangers of proliferation.
At the same time, the Government has
been concerned lest it find itself isolated
in international forums. Always worried
about the implications of being found,
internationally, to "the right" of the
United States, the Canadian Government
is, as a rule, equally concerned about being
too far to- "the left" of the U.S. On the nu-
clear question, the balance seemed too
elusive. For a time, the Canadian position
was too far-in advance of its neighbours
and then, suddenly, with the appearance
of Jimmy Carter at the White House,
Canadians were uncomfortably to the
right. The U.S. backtracking under Euro-
pean pressure restored the balance, how-
ever, and Prime Minister Trudeau wal
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obviously not upset when he told a press
conferençe in London: "To be quite can-
i[;i, the difference that emerged was not

i^;,een the United States and us, it was
iv.,een the United States and us on the

one hand and some other countries on the
other who are mot convinced that repro-
cessing has to be or should be forbidden or
safeguarded."

Onlÿ slightly behind the nuclear issue
in terms of Canadian interests was the
sixth item in the communique -the
promise: that the leaders would "do all in
our power" to ensure the success of the
CIEC (Conference on International Eco-
nomic Co-operation). The "North-South
Dialogue", as the CIEC is commonly called,
was, like economic summitry, the brain-

child of the French. Canada, however,
having accepted the co-chairmanship of the
conference, had pledged itself to bringing
the conference to a successful conclusion
and thus`staked a good deal of its credi-
bility in the Third World on the outcome.
Going into the summit meetings, Ivan
Head, the Prime Minister's senior adviser
on international relations, told the press
that the Canadian goal with regard to the
CIEC was to ensure that the summit's
communique was "so worded as to provide
an appropriately constructive atmosphere
for the CIEC session" at the end of May.
The communique's wording ("all in our
power") went beyond this minimum and,
while officials were willing to acknowledge
off the record that the summit sessions on
this topic had been tough and the consen-
sus not as broad as the communique
indicated, Canada had emerged, in fact,
with more than it had sought. As a result,
the CIEC itself was able to claim a limited
success when it concluded in Paris at the
end of May.

Freer trade
The third area of Canadian interest at
the summit meeting was the degree to
which the seven could move towards freer
trade and, in particular, open the door to
greater progress in the current round of
multilateral trade negotiations. In this

. again, Canada came away from the meet-
ing reasonably well-satisfied. The com-
munique's wording was hopeful, and the
major reservation, reflecting the traditional
protectionist stance of some of the partici-
pants, was relegated to the appendix. Even
there, however, the "but" was a large one.
Progress in the multilateral trade nego-
tiations "should not remove the right of
mdividual countries under existing inter-
national agreements to avoid significant

1 market disruption".

There was one other Canadian inter-
est that went unmentioned and in doing
so satisfied Canadian needs. That was the
simple question of attendance. The initial
economic summit meeting at Rambouillet
had not included Canada as a participant.
Had the Rambouillet conference been
limited to the "G5" (Britain, France,
Germany, Japan and United States),
Canada would probably have accepted its
exclusion without a murmur. In issuing the
invitations to attend, however, Giscard
had included Italy, then on the brink of
fiscal disaster and economic collapse. The
inclusion of Italy, by many criteria a much
less potent force on the Western economic
front, led Canada to mount a major diplo-
matic campaign to ensure that, if a process
of summitry was under way, there would
be Canadian participation. By the time
Gerald Ford called the Puerto Rico meet-
ing, the Canadian campaign had succeeded
to the point where an invitation was issued
to Prime Minister Trudeau. It had not,
however, succeeded to the point where the
invitation was issued as a matter of right.
Rather Canada was invited because of
"the close ties and co-operation between
the United States of America and Canada
and the fact that the meeting is being held
in the Western hemisphere". At London
there was no need for this type of jus-
tification.

No, doubt a major reason for the lack
of challenge was the acceptance by the
other leaders of Canada's importance in
the international economic system. Per-
haps it also reflected an awareness by the
other leaders of the value of Pierre Elliott
Trudeau's presence. At Puerto Rico, Tru-
deau had called on the leaders to abandon
set speeches and participate in the-type of
open and informal exchange that is so dear
to his heart and that he has promoted with
considerable success in other forums -
most notably in the Commonwealth. On
the surface, the Trudeau technique of in-
formal exchanges seems like a simple

. matter. In fact, with national leaders

speaking on behalf of their countries, it is

a most difficult one. It requires more care-

ful preparation, better briefing and greater

self-confidence. (Trudeau's value to the

economic summit meeting, as to other

international gatherings, is no doubt also

enhanced because, with nine years of gov-

ernment experience, he is one of the most

senior of world leaders. Both at the econo-

mic summit meeting and at the NATO

follow-up meeting, no other national

leader could challenge his seniority. Ten

years is a long time in politics.)

Diplomatic
campaign

for Canadian
participation



Perhaps, however, in the final analysis
there was no opposition to Canadian
participation at Downing Street because
President Giscard d'Estaing of France
(who had been the hold-out on Cana-
dian participation in 1976) had other
questions of -membership in the "summit
club" to worry about. During the prepara-
tory work for the summit meeting, the
question came up of the participation of
Roy Jenkins, formerly British Chancellor
of the Exchequer and now President of the
Commission of the European Communi-
ties, the semi-government of the EEC.
Giscard's concern was twofold - first, that
the inclusion of Jenkins would give Britain
a larger voice than the others at_ the con-
ference table and, secondly, that his pres-
ence as President of the Commission would
diminish the, voice of France, since on
some issues Jenkins would tend to speak
for The Nine, including France.

Having succeeded in the preparatory
stages in having Jenkin's - attendance
limited to the second day of the summit
meeting, when the leaders would be deal-
ing with more specific issues than the
macro-economic and nuclear questions of
the first day, Giscard then played a high-
profile protest game. Although he had
originally intended to attend only the first
day himself and to leave French represen-
tation on the second day in the hands of
Prime Minister Raymond Barre, second
thoughts persuaded him that the meeting
itself .was of such importance that he could
not afford to miss the second day. He
therefore contented himself with more
symbolic protests, such as sending Barre
home on the second day and he himself
boycotting Callaghan's informal eve-of-the
conference dinner for the leaders.

Assessments
Giscard was not alone in his assessment of
the importance of the Downing Street
summit. The U.S. Secretary of State,
Cyrus Vance, said, at the conclusion of the
two-day meeting, that there was "more
substance to this summit than to any
other". Prime Minister Trudeau saw the
meeting as a success for the industrialized
democracies, while Fukuda of Japan and
Giscard d'Estaing of France and Helmut
Schmidt of Germany all pointed to the
conference as having avoided the failures
of the 1930s, in facing economic problems
of similar magnitude, which failure had
eventually led to the Second World War.

No doubt these statements contain
the usual element of hyperbole that follows
successful international gatherings. They
serve, however, to highlight the fact that

this summit meeting was indeed itnpor• -` ho
tant and may mark the testing of em ec
nomic summitry as an instrument b th
meeting the difficult international prob, "s
lems confronting the world's leadership oc
The fact that it . accepted the need foi is
an urgent - review of nuclear energy on
(and; by implication, urgent national [fer
reviews of all energy sources) has al•
ready been mentioned. But possibly the
most significant decision of the Downing
Street Summit, and the one that really put
summitry to the test, almost did not com[
to light. Its only mention in all the oflîcial
documents and in the concluding pre^s
conference was the almost casual remar6

^

P
at the end of President Carter's closing
statement that the preparatory group J
would remain in existence to review the
follow-up.

The President said:
We have resolved to continue the

function of the highly-skilled persons[ In ,
who prepared for this conference. They
will follow up to be sure that our con.
ference has not been an idle discussion
and not just consummated when we

At
IIm
Sp
lai

issue a very unanimous report, and I
jiti

believe that this will be an innovation tror.
which will remind us all in the montha ^Sin,
and weeks ahead as we go back home gatl
that we have obligations to fulfil and jof I
that in many ways our own reputations the
are at stake to carry out the promises Ger
that we are now making this afternoon taki
to the world that looks to us for the limer
solution of these difficult"problems.

b3 -
That group is a high-powered one oi `litre;

senior officials and advisers. The three ji^.n
Canadian participants were Ivan Head, jas se
Peter Towe, Assistant Under-Secretary of Befi
State for External Affairs (whose appoint. felt
ment as Ambassador to the U. S. has re• ^ f.
cently been announced), and William poli
Hood, Associate Deputy Minister of
Finance.

Leaving them "in place" means eithe
that the follow-up to the conference will be
effective or that its failure will be known.

The road ahead will not be an 'eas)
one. The new "buzz word" that appeared
in a great deal of the conference,documen-

rib
aoli
Ciei
ras
Ne
.vhe

tation, in briefings and on the lips of mam' ji^ur
of the participants, including Prime Minis^ lut.
ter Trudeau, was that the world had h^
undergone "structural changes". To ques- orof

i7pa:tions as to the meaning of the phrase, the
best answerusually available is a referencP {;v^
to the effects of the OPEC oil-price in- ary
creases and the resulting transfer of wealth 'the
to Arab oil countries, in particular Sad weri
Arabia, which have now accumulated some reta
$200 billion without having discovered it ^,
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}low to return that capital to effective
econou-lic activity. In other words, while
the leaders of the world are talking about
astructural changes" which they say have

,irred, what they are really dealing with
,'lie tremendous pressures being exerted
existing structures designed for dif-

, ,,.nt situations: It is to be hoped that

their rhetoric does not blind the leaders
to the need to make such changes in the
world economic structure as are necessary
to render it capable of withstanding these
pressures, finding new channels for re-
sources and accommodating the needs of
North-South, East-West and a dozen yet
unheard of combinations.

Apprenticeship in democracy

;
with Spain's `civilized' right
By Jean-Pierre Thouez

In an article published in a previous issue

of December 1976 has put a legal end to

when Spain became a nation and the first

Was a crusade, the "conquest" a mission-

)f this journal (September/October 1976),
t mentioned the. main problems facing the
ipanish Government, and the conditions
)laid down by the various opposition groups
in orderto ensure that the general elec-
itions of June 15 would be democratic.
Since that article appeared, events have
gathered momentum' and the referendum

the political institutions established by
Geiieral Franco. The changes that have
1taken place during the second Govern-
nent of the monarchy, led since July 1976
by Adolfo Suarez, underline the complex-
ties of the country's evolution towards
Imocracy in the three years following the
!rssassination of Admiral Carrero Blanco.
Before analysing the election results, we
elt it would be useful to present a few

of the factors that shape the Spanish
- political system and help to explain its
i'imitations.

A knowledge of Spanish history con-
rrbutes to an understanding of Spanish

nolitical life. The historian Ricardo de la
,'Cierva wrote of Spain: "In the beginning
was the right...." This beginning, which
we can situate between 1450 and 1500,

1European state, was marked by "recon-
;quest" within and "conquest" without;
these complementary events have had a
Jprofound effect on the five centuries of
i3panish nationhood. The "reconquest"

arv venture. In both cases, the cross of
Ithc: Church and the sword of the State
were bound closely together. Spain was to
retain this twofold structure for centuries;
twould be one of the few European

states the revolutionary ideas of the
Napoleonic Empire would not penetrate.
This may be explained by the fact that
Spain was, and would remain, a nation
of peasant farmers - of "fellahin", accord-
ing to Ortega y Gasset, quoted by José
Maria Peman in his work on the history
of Spain. Spain was rightist, and any
leftist trends were foreign to it.

With the coming of the nineteenth
century, industrialization, urbanization
and capitalism threatened the traditional
structures. The rise of an urban proletariat
more accessible to outside influences is a
particularly good illustration of the social
evolution that was taking place, because
the right, instead of changing, became
bound by tradition - that is, by what
Ortega y Gasset calls "particularisms", or
the defence of particular interests. The
right discovered regionalism in its Basque,
Catalan and Galician forms and suc-
cumbed to the temptation of nationalism.
The advent of the constituent Cortes of
Cadiz in 1812 marked a new liberal trend,
but it was quickly suppressed by Ferdi-
nand VII. His was the dying spasm of
the historical right. His daughter, Isabella
II, left the power to her ministers, and
it was she who shaped the Spanish right
wing of the modern era. Her reign was,

Professor Thouez teaches in the Depart-
ment of Geography at the University of
Sherbrooke. A native of France, he has
worked in the private sector in Spain and
the United States and has published a
number of articles in international
journals. The views expressed here are
those of Dr. Thouez.
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however, marked by two "incidents": the system had previously been the arrn
revolution of September 1868 and the church and the aristocracy. ITndcr Fra,,^
short-lived First Republic of 1873-1874. only the aristocracy was replaced - F
What changed under Isabella II was that the upper middle class. Everything seerua
the historical right became a sociological immutable and yet everything change
right; the Spanish people became a clien- slowly, insidiously: the aging and disa;
tele, a target. The climate was favourable, pearance of the leaders of 1939, the
and economic and social change exploded of change of Vatican II and the emergept
the old structures. of a-middle class, and a more enlighten

In the political sphere, the Liberal more moderate class of technocrats, II
Party, in$uenced from abroad, grew cluding Opus Dei. The advent of J
stronger and adopted a more socialist out- Carlos serves to stress the continuity,
look. Spain entered the twentieth century the right: it was authoritarian under '
under a modern, intelligent and Liberal Navarro; it will be enlightened un
right wing in the contemporary European Adolfo Suarez. The difference lies in t
mould. But this experiment in dialogue rate of change. Is the system, which
with the masses ended under the reign born on the right, prepared to break wi
of Alfonso XIII with the dictatorship of its past? To what extent can it create
Miguel Primo de Rivera. The army, di- new Spain? -
vertéd for a time by the Carlist Wars,
which caused it to give its support to the Continuity of right
Liberals, reasserted itself. It was no longer To understand the leadership's spirit
content to dabble in political matters; it openness, we must analyse the politic
wanted to govern. Once in power, the army behaviour and the continuity of the rig
revitalized the economy, gained victory in political institutions and actions. Ju
in Africa and re-established law and order. Carlos does not deny the sociologiri É)n
The Spanish people did not forget. In the make-up of Spain; he knows rightist Spa¢ n
crisis of 1929, Primo de Rivera went into and he wants a new right. To this end 6'en
egile; and in I931 Alfonso XIII abdicated. 20 million voters must be convinced an, nd

During the five years of the Republic, won over - and the vast majority of th ÎAlternation power alternated between right and left. population has always taken an appu-
of power It should be noted that, even during that ently contradictory attitude to the coi ]Zodbetween period, the usual right-left division did not sultations organized by the Franco regima (eal
le f t and right exist. Instead there was a republican right From 1940 to 1975, the referenduu ^f t

and a monarchist left. Still, what is gen- always took on the triumphant appearann
erally called "the left" committed several of a plebiscite. Voting for the Government ône,
errors, as reflected in the general upheaval became a habitual expression of the no npeiof 1934, its anticlerical policy, disorder in tion's collective conscience. Each time, th{ n t
the streets and an attack on the structures regime skilfully offered the hope of a mon ed
of the army. The right called for a return open society and of progress and liber al• 11197,
to traditional values, stressing faith and ization. In December 1966, the Orgard: ft
the army and the objective of national Law of the State offered the "possibiliW bub
unity in order to combat the forces of of progress towards a system more closelp irst
separatism The Fadange took as its resembling that of other European nations lia,]
emblem the yoke and arrows of the Cautious and restrictive application of it r,o t
Catholic kinFth thgs. From en on, ere was provisions, which were ratified by th he
confrontation. Conflict, especially in the people, destroyed this hope or, rather, tllt ^righ
realm of ideas, was to be based on the illusion. The first Government of the `)reX
notions of left and right, which were taken monarchy of Juan Carlos, led by Arias t sir
up and developed in the rest of Europe. Navarro, who had earlier replaced Admiraf "'xpz
This was less true on the human level, Carrero Blanco, proposed and impie iail,
since commitment was often the result of mented, with great reluctance, a liberal rei
geographical accident rather than partisan transition program, the essential feature !?rai
choice. of which had already been defined by igh

On April 1, 1939, Ge-e-1 Franco Navarro on February 12, 1974. For tha
became the Caudillo of a "united, great, Spanish people, the personification of pa ^Fact
free" Spain. With Franco the right came litical trends lies more in the man that '"esp
into power alone and held it for some 40 in his political allegiance. Devoted to the ;sh
years. The right had absolute power be- Caudillo, Navarro represented the author• torci
cause the value of tradition in Spain had itarian and ideological right. He remova choc
become ingrained in the system; the right the last representative of Opus Dei in the On
had sweeping power because it monop- Government, Lopez Rodo, by appointinB poin
olized political life. The pillars of the him Spanish Ambassador in Vienna Seer
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1On June-15, Spanish voters took part in the first free election to be held in their country
?n 41 years. When the decision was over, Premier Adolfo Suarez and his Democratic
;entre Union Party had been confirmed as the Government of the country. The Premier
,nd his wife are shown here casting their votes on election day.

1Zodo's' departure won Navarro a great
(eal of popularity among a large section

(if the population.

I
Navarro's past was a very checkered

one, which did not predispose him to the
epPrtûra ("opening-up") that was to occur
Jn the second Government of Juan Carlos,
,^ed by Adolfo Suarez. It is true that, from
974 on, Navarro had to face the criticism

4 the extreme right and of its weekly
uublication Fuerza Nueva. This was the
rst time a wing of the Francoist regime
iad taken a dramatic stand in opposition
l o the Government. On the other hand,
he task of the "civilized" or enlightened
ught - la derecha civilizada - was to
ireparé for the future by trying to gain
t small foothold in power. Its position was
'xpressed early in 1975 in an independent^.
^ly, El Pais, to which José Maria de
kreilza, Ramon Tamanes and Manuel
rraga Irribarne - in other words, the
7ght without the ultras - contributed.

If there was general agreement on the
Jfact that Prince Juan Carlos would assume
esponsibility for the destiny of the Span-
^Ish state with the support of the armed

"torces, no one knew what path he would
choose: At first it was one of continuity.
On December 2, 1976, Juan Carlos ap-
'pointed Torreccato Fernandez Miranda,
Secretary-General of the Falangist Movi-

miento, the only party, to preside over the
Cortes and the Council of the Realm. On
December 5, he announced that Arias
Navarro would continue as head of the
Government, while bringing in represen-
tatives of the "civilized right" : José M.
de Areilza as Foreign Affairs Minister,
Fraga Irribarne as Minister of the Interior
and A. Garrigues as Justice Minister. As
we pointed out above, not only was the
transition program implemented with re-
luctance but the Government also began
to act erratically. Public demonstrations
got out of hand, the authorities closed
their eyes to many violations of the laws
of the Francoist state, the opposition
organized itself for the fray and the system
was in danger of running into serious
difficulty.

New wind
In spite of everything, there was a new
wind blowing. The proposals of Arias
Navarro accepted the.principle of evolu-
tion; the creation of a house of deputies
and a senate that would be patterned on
the legislative bodies in most European
countries; amendment of the anti-terror-
ism decree of August 1975 (civil jurisdic-
tion instead of the exclusive authority of
the military, summary instead of expedi-
tious procedures and so on); interpreta-



tion of the law in such a way as to varro and in his stead appointed a man of
introduce some degree of tolerance; and his owrr generation and a personal friend;
the role of opinion polls, which were for- Adolfo Suarez.
bidden under Franco - issues that re- To avoid confrontation, the moderate
flected the interest of the Spanish people right decided to open the way to dialogue,
in the legalization of political parties; and convinced that a democracy imposed fronl
related activities. The next step was to above had no chance of sitccess. The new
sanction the continuous democratization head of the Government accelerated the
of the regime, as had been done in other opening-up process, though the basic situa-
countr.zes, though reinstatement of dem- tion remained the same. He adapted the
ocratic liberties was still far off. structures of the Francoist state to the

Without going into the contradictions delicate period .of transition from author-
and ambiguities of this period, we shall itarianism to limited monarchy. The am.
comment on the role of the opposition. In nesty for political prisoners ( except those
the first six months of 1976, the Dem- accused of terrorism andseparatism), the
ocratic Junta and the Platform for a permission to Spanish exiles to return
Democratic Coalition, the two main oppo- home, the dialogue with the leaders of the
sition forces, merged. In spite of their 1eft, the legalization of the Spanish Com-
ideological differences, the socialists of the munist Party (PCE), the referendum of
Spanish Workers' Socialist Party (PSOE) December 15, 1976, on political reform,
and the Communists, in particular, de- and the general elections of June 15 were
cided to unite their efforts within a dem- all symptomatic of this spirit of "open-
ocratic movement in which most of the ness" and of the hopes to which it per-
leftist parties, as well as the Christian mitted expression.
Democrats of Ruiz Gimenez and of Gil
Robles, joined. The purpose of this merger Electoral law
was to hasten the demise of the Francoist Let there be no mistake, however - the
system. The result was a deeper division right remains.the right. This is an unques-
of the right, and there were clashes over tionable but logical fact. One has only to
the various reform proposals by the Gov- glance at the electoral law, which resulted
ernment on the right of assembly, freedom from a compromise between the Govern-
of association and amendment of the penal ment and the Francoist right, supported
code, including Article 172, regarding by certain sections of the army. The oppo-
politicaL parties. Juan Carlos had to take sition hoped for a congress of some 500
sides. On July 1, 1976, he dismissed Na- members, closer to the composition of the
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Victory signs and cheers were the order of the day at the Democratic Centre Union
headquarters in Madrid on June 16. Supportershad gathered at_thé party's headquarters
during the early hours of June 16 to await the outcome of the election, and a typical
election victory party was the result.
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last parliament of the Second Republic

and more representative of the Spanish
people. As it turned out, however, 6,000

power to appoint additional senators, to

candidates ran for 150 seats in the Con-
aréss of Deputies and 207 senate seats.
Furthermore, the King would have the

a maximum of one-fifth of the elected
nembers. Lastly, the deputies would be
elected proportionally, and the senators
bsTnlajority vote.

This system was coupled with condi-
éions that favoured the rural, more con-
seivative provinces, and gave an initial
advantage to the largest organizations. An
example of over-representation of the rural
provinces is Soria in Castile, which will
have one deputy for every 33,000 inhab-
itants and one senator for every 26,000.
In Madrid and Barcelona, on the other
hand, each deputy will represent 140,000
and each senator one million votes. Among
the 30 parties or coalitions, nine appeared
to be really significant: the Popular Alli-
ance .(neo-Francoist, led by F. Irribarne
and L. Rodo), the PCE, the Popular So-
ciâlist Party, the Spanish Social Reform
(social democratic), the Socialist Dem-
ocratic Alliance (former PSDE and social
democratic groups), the PSOE of F. Gon-
zalez; the Christian Democratic Federa-
tion, the Federation of the Democratic
Left of Ruiz Gimenez and the Centre
Democratic Union. The last-mentioned
party,led by Mr. Suarez, was expected to
^t,in 32 per cent of the votes, a figure that
raises doubts about the objectivity of the
electoral process. According to the German
professor D. Nohlen, quoted by Mr.
Niedergang in Le Monde in May 1977,
the corrective mechanisms are, in fact,
changing the proportional system into a
majority-vote system.

Furthermore, despite the "realistic
and moderate" line urged by the opposi-
ion (or rightist) parties, the scramble for

seats gave rise to serious clashes when
lists of candidates were being drawn up
and at election meetings, thereby seriously
~veakening the currents of unity and
brotherhood. Finally, the natural inclina-
tion to vote for the Government, which
as an important factor in the referen-

of December 15, favoured Mr. Suarez.
The strategy was simple: attract the
nlddle-class vote and win the support of
dure managers and administrators with
aview to establishing a constitution tailor-
made for _the monarchy. The extreme right
had made too many mistakes to be able
to reverse this trend, while the divided left
eould count only on the undecided voters,
40 represented some 40 per cent of the

total. In this context, note should be taken
of dramatic events such as kidnappings,
bombings and assassination attempts (es-
pecially in the Basque region) that were
staged in order to create an atmosphere
of violence. However, the attitude of the
Church, at least as expressed by Cardinal
Vincent Enrigue Tarancon, favours social
harmony in a pluralist society.

Dividends
Nevertheless, the Government's strategy
paid dividends; the Centre Democratic
Union won. The most noteworthy features
of the elections were: first, the massive
participation of the Spanish people (more
than 80 per cent of those eligible voted) ;
secondly, the very poor results - in com-
parison to the forecasts - acYlieved by the
Spanish Communist Party, which did not
fare as well as the neo-Francoist Popular
Alliance; and, finally, the role of official
opposition that has fallen to the PSOE.

Forming a Government will not be
easy for Suarez. On the one hand, he will
have to take into account the political
complexion of his own coalition, which
brings together a dozen small liberal,
social-democratic, independent and Chris-
tion Democrat groups; on the other hand,
he will have to seek alliances, probably
with the Popular Alliance, though Fraga
Irribarne is considered his personal enemy.
Since July 1976, however, Suarez has
proved that he is an organization man and
a very skilful politician, whose style and
speeches strike the public imagination, and
that he is capable of keeping the initiative.

"The "civilized" right wing, with its
more modern, more sophisticated rightist
strategy, has managed to conserve Spain's
historical continuity. This fact invites a
few critical considerations, the first of
which concerns the forerunners of the
Union and the second the consequences of
this evolution towards democracy.

The Centre Democratic Union was
built on the ruins of an initial attempt at
centrist coalition by Mr. de Areilza, con-
sidered the most liberal minister on the
right, who was forced to withdraw from
membership of the Union, which is now
made up of Siiarez's friends (the Blues),
former Francoist university officials and
young conservatives connected with the
technocratic, European-style business
world.

Secondly, the most significant polit-
ical event of the period following the
elections will be the drafting of a new
constitution, and specifically the attempt
to define the place of royalty in Spanish
political life - particularly because the

Suarez
has proved
a skil f ul
politician



Bitter battle
for control
of the party

possible rise to power of the left cannot
challenge the monarchist framework of the
state. Finally, the economic and social
situation will have to beimprovéd, and in
this area Government and opposition
recommend different approaches to devel-
opment. How can the work of renewing
the production system, improving relations

with regional communities a.ndworking
towards political pluralism begin without
destroying the efforts currently beiug
made to engage in dialogue ° and co,
operation? For Spain this challenge is
what may be called the "apprenticeship"
of democracy.

Hua Kuo-feng's rise to power
and the problems he must face
By John R. Walker

Editor's note:Since this article was written news reports out of Peking indicate that
Teng Hsiao-ping has returned to a position of authority within the Chinese hierarchy.

Since there was no formal mechanism for a
'change of leadership in the People's Re-
public of China, and since the perfect-
ability of man had not been achieved in
his lifetime, it was perhaps inevitable that
a struggle for power should accompany the
death of Chairman Mao Tse-tung.

Despite the assurances of the Chinese
and their friendly foreign publicists abroad
that only the class struggle continued to
exist in China, it was evident to anyone
living in that country during the past
three and a half years that both an ideolo-
gical struggle and a personal power strug-
gle were building up as the great philoso-
pher-king entered the ninth decade of his
extraordinary life.

In essence, and this is a purely per-
sonal assessment based on the inadequate
information available to a working journa-
list in China, this struggle was both a
public and a secret one. Behind the red
walls of Chungnanhai, where the leaders
live in Peking, there was apparently a very
bitter and highly personal battle for con-
trol of the party, the bureaucracy and the
army. But in public, focused largely
through the media, there was a growing
ideological struggle between the "funda-
mentalists" of the Maoist tenet, led by his
fourth wife, Chiang Ching, and her Shang-
hai allies, and the "pragmatists" or middle-
roaders, who were close to Premier Chou
En-lai and the rehabilitated Vice-Premier
Teng Hsiao-ping.

In this reporter's view, that ideologi-
cal struggle was intensified first by the
reappearance of Teng Hsiao-ping in April

1973, after seven years ignominious ob.
scurity, and secondly by Chou En-lai's
determination to set China on course for a
major "leap forward" into the super-power
ranks by the end of this century. Since
Teng Hsiao-ping had clearly been brought
back from Cultural Revolution humiliation
by Premier Chou with Mao's approval to
organizethis leap into modernization and
industrialization, Teng in a sense became
the catalyst of the most recent power
struggle.

The confrontation began in a genera•
tional way at the Tenth National Party
Congress in August 1973, when the 38•
year-old Wang Hung-wen, the fourth
member of the now infamous "Gang of
Four", was suddenly elevated to Number•
Three spot in the Party leadership. Teng
Hsiao-ping fought back by restoring to
power many of his old Army and Govern•
ment friends who had been demoted dur-
ing the Çultural Revolution. And, by
January 1975, Teng was Vice-Chairman of
the Party, which ran the country, Senior
Vice-President of the Government, which
administered it, and Chief of Staff of the
Army, which guarded the Revolution.

Chou's legacy
At the Fourth National People's Congres'
that same month, a dying Premier Chou
En-lai presented his legacy to the country
in the shape of a major two-stage plan ta
industrialize and modernize China in s
quarter of a century - a monumental
effort to surpass the existing super-powev
by the year 2000. And it appears to have
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been Teng Hsiao-ping's program for the
implementation of this plan that precipi-
t,qted the final showdown with the "funda-
mentalists", that very "Gang of Four" who
had helped to humble him in 1966.

The propaganda battles over material
incentives, factory rules and specialization,
the use of foreign technology, the rustica-
tion of youth and improvement in the
quality ofeducationmarked the build-up
of this struggle between the radical-funda-

and pointed the fatal finger at Vice-

The death of Premier Chou En-lai in

into that vital job.

3mentalists and the pragmatists, until Mao
a Tse-tung himself took a hand in the debate

HPremier Teng as going the capitalist road
V again.

{ Chou's death

rlJanuary 1976 sharpened the conflict and
began to bring the power struggle into the

Nopen. For, although the fundamentalists
ohad the power, with Mao's support, to pre-

vent Teng Hsiao-ping from becoming
,Premier, they could not put their own
;irincipal contender, Chang Chun-chiao,

Instead a relatively little-known mem-
lber of the Central Committee, Number

leven in the hierarchy, Hua Kuo-feng,
was. named Acting Premier, and Teng dis-
appeared from official public view. But
this elevation had only been blessed, ap-a
parently, by the Politbureau, not by the

-full Central Committee, and the internal
îght went on in an increasingly public
ashion, culminating in the violent inci-

on both the weekend and the riotous April

ients in Tienanmen Square on April 5.
The events of that Ching Ming Festi-

^val weekend in Peking's great central
quare of Tienanmen a year ago were re-

inarkable for two reasons. They were the
irst major demonstration of public dissent

^tgainst the hierarchy in almost a decade.
^^urthermore, whether the riotous incidents
,,hat climaxed the weekend were organized
r not, the cause that sparked them - a
lassive tribute to Chou En-lai and his
reat plan for the future and denunciations

'`f Chiang Ching and the radicals - was
^bviously popular. And, more important,

Monday, the majority of demonstrators
àtnd avid spectators were young people
inder 30, the future standard-bearers of
he Revolution. Here was the first overt
dication that ten years of puritanical,

r^deological campaigning for the new so-
^ laliqt man had not yet totally converted
hl' new generation. These youthful Com-
"anists were publicly pledging their sup-

^ ort for a Chou En-lai kind of Chinese
uture, and were apparently ready to wait

a little longer to produce that selfless man
in the classless society whom Mao and his
fundamentalists had been preaching.

This open defiance of the regime was
too much for the authorities, and once
again a hastily-summoned Politbureau
stripped Teng Hsiao-ping of all his titles,
though it left him his party card. And Hua
Kuo-feng was officially proclaimed, with
Mao's blessing, as Premier and Vice-Chair-
man of the Party. But still the Central
Committee had not yet been called upon
to give its blessing.

It was soon apparent that similar
disturbances on Ching Ming weekend had
occurred in many major cities throughout
China, with the exception of Shanghai,
whose administration was firmly under the
control of Chang Chun-chiaq, Yao Wen-
yuan and Wang Hung-wen. Unrest grew in
the provinces as the summer drew on, and
Mao Tse-tung became so obviously infirm
that he could no longer be allowed to see
foreign leaders. Omens of the end of
dynasties appeared - an eclipse of the sun,
meteors falling in the northeast, and
finally the major earthquake at Tangshan
on July 28 - all combining to compound
the rumors that spread everywhere with
the visible absence of the great leader from
the national scene.

The Tangshan earthquake, which
devastated one of North China's major
coal and steel cities and badly damaged
the ports of Hsinkang and Tientsin, came
at a time when the economic situation
generally was in a chaotic state as a result
of the shelving of Teng Hsiao-ping's pro-
gram for the new Five-Year Plan. But, in
facing up to this major calamity, the new
Premier Hua Kuo-feng was able to show
on a national scale his decisiveness and
administrative talents. At the same time,
the fact that the People's Liberation Army
had to be called on for the massive rescue
and rehabilitation task provided a national
forum for demonstrating Hua's close rela-
tions with the army, a factor that had
always been essential in previous power
struggles in the Chinese Communist Party.

When, therefore, on September 9 the
great Chairman died, the setting for the
latest showdown was established and the
only question was how soon the dénoue-

John Walker is based in Ottawa as foreign
affairs specialist for Southam News Ser-
vices. Before taking up that position, he
was based in Peking for three and a half
years and in Tokyo for one year as Asian
Bureau Chief for Southam News Services.
The views expressed in this article are
those of Mr. Walker.

Demonstrations
in major cities
throughout China
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ment would occur and in what fashion. Mao ince. It was not until he spoke for the P,,,
Tse-tung's funeral, unlike the highly emo- time in the Great 1-1a11 f th Pe eople i,
tional one for Chou En-lai, was a very one heard his rich Shansi accent, and at
"st.ructured", highly-secure and rather until after lie took over in 0 t b `

g .p_l^ agau^{ Itthe surfeit of charges and revelations that the Japanese. After the war, he was a poli.
have since anneared in the +,,..7 ,, - l'E

m Lucluao
last testament, have all been surpassed by

asses
Iaunch an anti-nibblin '" lie

ao s mn ize th e m «o t-0

y ansi, e went oo ^^i
October 6. The rumours of an attempted no "Long March", but in 1942 he helped !10
coup, the charges of the #orging of Al t

g e next Mon th untrl the generation": As a party organizer ^
sudden purge of the "Gang of Four" on Chiaocheng count in 1'-'- h

$^thappened durin th
ern ers of therea y 111 tin e the m b «

were visibly sulking in the wings.
Hua has no glamorous military back. ,'

We know very little of what ll d 1^ ' !

g ng an ei three semor alhes 57 vers ago (-rChian Chi d h. w ere e :was bon i
g o give some detail;

Kuo-feng was clearly in command and of his life in Shansi h h

totalitarian exercise, during which Hua Chinese press be an t
c o. er that thz

ea ers a t. e cen- thcalled on to name Hua as Chairman of the tre, such as Li Hsien-nien, who was Chou { Un
Party in succession to Mao Tse-tung, and En-lai's economic expert, Yeh Chien-ying,

Tuunews was announced on October 8 that the present Defence Minister, and, most
Mao's body would be preserved like Lenin's important of all, Mao himself. Surviving

req
tiviin a mausoleum, now being completed in Red Guard attacks during the Cultural

Tienanmen Square, and that Hua would
Revolution, Hua was named to the Central prn

be editing the final volume and consoli- Committee in 1969, was transferred to thE
dated works of the great prophet for Peking in 1971, was assigned
future generations. gned to head the esi^

investigation into the Lin Piao affair, was fac

g aois . chibeen put in motion by the "Gang of Four". During those years, he got to know
Thus a depleted Politbureau was some highly influential 1 d t h

fer

careful soundings among Party and Army Hsinhua News A enc a^y uni orm , as f^g y puts it now, he acolleagues, decided on a pre-emptive strike arrived in Hunan and' began his long ME
against his four major rivals in the leader- and steady climb to power in Mao's oldship. The very swiftness of these moves, home province. He sent 20 19;
and the failure of the Shanghai four to p years at the of

grassroots making a name for himself So
mobilize effectively their one. real power- as a troubleshooter, an agricultural spe.
base, the armed Shanghai militia, seem to cialist, an industrial developer, a provincial 1^
indicate that no real coup d'état had vet leader and a ood M t

old

oiies wo seem to nulhfy rian reform in that province. In 1949, "a
the impression that Hua Kuo-feng, after robust young man in f )lIE»

- - -^None of th -F-5 ^,, vlgaiuze agra., 1,,ese st •` u1d

Spontaneous reaction

The reaction to the news of the purge
in Peking was one of considerable spon-
taneity and the lack of major violence
throughout the country, despite evidence
of unrest and conflict of a sporadic nature
since then, would seem to indicate that the
defeat of the radicals was not unpopular
with the broad masses. And yet, for the
past decade, millions of young people have
been taught that they are the "wave of the
future", that they are as good as the best of
the cadres, that the classless society is the
historical inevitability of the years to
come. And so, in some fashion or other,
Hua Kuo-feng must produce an ideological
line that maintains the enthusiasm of the
superannuated Red Guards and the prag-
matism of the Red bureaucracy.

elected to the Politbureau in 1973, and del
became Minister of Public Security and for
then leading spokesman on national agri- the
cultural affairs in 1975. ' refi

Now the new Chairman, who is trying
to maintain unity and stability in the fro'
wake of last autumn's traumatic events, to '
must also face a plenary session of the Cen- 1 no
tral Committee convened to authorize ! eigl
officially the Chairmanship bestowed upon tho
him by the Politbureau. And he should, faci
probablÿ early this fall, call the eleventh duc
National Party Congress into session to the
confirm all the Party changes necessitated eno
by recent events. On the 22-member Polit-
bureau, for instance, there are ten vacan•
cies, five through death and five through
purging. And, of course, one of those
purged, Teng Hsiao-ping, may be his most
difficult problem. This tough old organizer,It will be a difficult task for this who has twice been fired from the top

modest-seeming, until now self-effacing, leadership, is still apparently very much
party commissar. So little was known of around in Peking, the best-known veteranh h

n, ao s ome prov- bureaucracy than Hua Kuo-feng, and stil
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year that foreign experts were still saying fluential friends in the Arm and the c1enhe was born in Huna M' h
y talei

nn w en he was catapulted to power last in the hierarchy, a man with far more in
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I'arty member in good standing, despite
f, nation-wide vilifica.tiori poured upon

},;,,i by the radical-fundamentalists last
r. Somehow he will`have to be eased

^, h into some top leadership role without
ating insoluble . problems for the new

.(_,hainnan.

he economy

of industrial nations, like the U.S. and the

aYf he can.resolve thése political problems,
Chairznan ` Hua must get the economy
boing again and establish the goals for the
new regime. And this he has already done,

an extensive industrial conference in
Paching, the model industrial complex,
ncl in Peking, which ended in mid-May.
Here the new leadership in effect re-

ja$irmed the goal set by the late Premier
Chou En-lai in 1975 - a two-stage plan to
mechanize Chinese agriculture by the
11980s and to put China into the front rank

Soviet Union, by the year 2000.
Digging back into Chairman Mao's

)ld works, of which he is now editor-in-
chief, Hua Kuo-feng reminded the con-

11ference that in 1956 Mao had asserted
1 that China could and should surpass the
'United States economically in 50 years.
Tu do so today, however, apparently will
require not only Mao's idealistic incen-
ti-ves butalso some of Teng Hsiao-ping's
pra;matism. The conference was told that
the "Gang of Four" were wrong to oppose
thç promotion of production and the
establishment of rules and regulations in
factories, to incite factionalism in political
debate,to oppose "socialist accumulation"
for expanded reproduction, and to prevent
the development of factory experts and
refuse foreign technology.

Material incentives are still officially
frowned on, but overtime pay is admitted
to be occasionally necessary and there is

i no longer any talk about eliminating the
eight-grade wage system that provided
those capitalistic pay differentials in the
factories. In the communes, sideline pro-

1 duction is not encouraged, but whether
the new regime can boost production
enough for the big new industrial base
without such farm incentives is another
question. After all, what is being asked of
China's 800 million people over the next
23 years is a quantum leap forward, far
surpassing the very creditable advances
they have made in their first 28 years as
thc New China. And no longer will there
be the living voice of the great revolu-
tionary leader to make exhortation a sufFi-
cient incentive for such a massive under-
taliing. :

For what Chairman Hua would seem
to face is that classic dilemma of the Com-
munist state, about which Mao warned
and against which he fought all his life.
With the slackening of revolutionary fer-
vour and the growth of the desire for
material incentives, the rise of the bureau-
cracy becomes inevitable - and probably
an "élitist" society like that which devel-
oped when the Soviet Union lost its revolu-
tionary zeal. Given the apparent desire of
the new Hua leadership to modernize and
industrialize China in a hurry, the need
for an educated, technically-advanced
bureaucracy may well be forced upon it
unless the leadership is prepared, as Mao
was, to encourage cultural revolutions
every decade to promote class struggle and
keep the leadership pure. And, if it does
continue to follow that Maoist line, can
the goals of the new leap forward ever be
accomplished with such destabilizing rec-
tification programs always going on?

Soviet relations
Another factor that should encourage the
new regime to opt for stabilizing programs
is the need to present a united front to the Need to present
Soviet Union. The new regime has already united front
made it very clear that ideologically there to Soviet Union
is no way the Soviet and Chinese Commu-
nist Parties are likely to get together in
the near future. The negative example of
Soviet, backsliding from the true faith is
the inspiration of Chinese Party righteous-
ness. At the same time, the Russian mili-
tary threat and territorial intransigence do
not encourage early diplomatic relations.
The question may arise if there should be
in the future Army leaders who want to
obtain some Soviet modern military tech-
nology, for keeping the Army happy, and

on his side, may be another of Hua's
major problems.

Since the Hua regime appears to be
ready to open more doors to the outside
world, the opportunities to improve its
relations with China will be available to
the United States, but still only on the
same old terms of ending its ties with
Taiwan.

If Chairman Hua can remove some of
the excesses,of the cultural revolution of
the past decade, relax the rules a little
without losing the ideological goals, hold
his Party Congress, and perhaps a Na-
tional People's Congress too, he may man-
age to survive and, with his native cunning,
apparent ruthlessness and careful plan-
ning, even to outlast Teng Hsiao-ping and
all the rest of the old-line leaders.



Review article

Composing the message for Joe
Escott Reid's Time of Fear and Hope

By James Eayrs

"Imaginative gestures, stirring leads, and
elaborate blueprints of policy, so beloved
of those who are free of responsibilities of
governménts, are seldom of the stuff of
practical statesmanship in international
affairs." So a former permanent under-
secretary of the British Foreign Office
instructs the readers of his memoirs, and
in that instruction we recognize the tra-
ditional creed of foreign service officers
everywhere.

One Canadian foreign service officer
chose to disregard it. For Escott Reid,
whether on post in New Delhi, Bonn and
(with the World Bank) Washington, or
at home-base in Ottawa, the imaginative
gesture, the stirring lead - even the elab-
orate blueprint of policy - made the
diplomatic life worth living. It was fortu-
nate for him, for what became the Atlantic
Alliance and, arguably, for world peace
that during the years 1947 to 1949 he was
so situated within the Department of
External Affairs - in the East Block, as
L.B. Pearson's second-in-command - as
to be able to bring to bear on the grand
negotiation then under way in Washington
his formidable and fertile intellect.

Time of Fear and Hope is far more
than a memoir of Reid's own involvement
in the making of the North Atlantic
Treaty, far more also than an account of
Canada's pivotal role - though it is both
of these. It is, as well, a study of the policy
objectives and the negotiating problems
of all 12 participating governments (even
of non-participants such as Sweden and

Ireland). It offers much material of inter-

James Eayrs is a member of the Depart-
ment of Political Economy, University of
Toronto, and a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Canada. He is also co-editor of Inter-
national Journal and is the author of many
articles and several books. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Pro f essor Eayrs.

International Perspectives September/October 1977

est to specialists in British, French and
American foreign policy (an entire chapter
is devoted to the involvement of the U.S.

Senate), and is a mine of - information
about modern diplomatic practice and
negotiating techniques, Students of Cana-
dian foreign policy will find it fascinating.

Unlike most diplomatic memoirs, this
is a work of careful scholarship. Without
benefit of an ant colony of research assis-
tants such as the one that helped Dean
Acheson-produce Present at the Creation,
the author (who was also present at the
creation, and far longer than Acheson -
indeed, the latter's late-coming to the
negotiations in January 1949 was a major
cause of the difficulties that arose un-
expectedly during the final days) has
provided a detailed and meticulously-
documented account of each of the issues
to which the discussions gave rise - mem-
bership, treaty area, commitment (the
problem of the "pledge") and, of course,
the struggle for "Article 2". The account is
firmly based on the memoirs of partic-
ipants; on the papers of the author and
of the late Hume Wrong (Canada's Am-
bassador to Washington and hence on-
the-spot negotiator throughout), deposited
at --the Public Archives of Canada; on
official files of the Department of External
Affairs; and-on diplomatic documents pub-
lished by the U.S. Government in its series
Foreign Relations of the United States.

(Without access to the material contained
in Volume III for 1948 and Volume IV
for 1949 in these American sources, the
author could not have produced anything
like so comprehensive and definitive a
study.) The scholarly apparatus accom-
panying the text is cumbersome: footnotes
on some pages, reference to sources at the
back of the book, substantive notes also
at the back, even references to sources
for those substantive notes. The attentive
reader is required to keep not one place
but four - an exacting task, as this
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reviewer discovered, in a brisk wind - but
it is a good guess that any reader of this
book will be attentive.

Foreign offices, -it _has been remarked,
have no secrets:= the dictum of A.J.P.
Taylor is, on the"whole, sustained by Time
of Fear and Hope. Its readers may not
have known beforehand that, prior to the
general election in Italy in March ' 1948,
the then director of the U.S. State Depart-
ment's policy-planning staff recommended
leaning on the Italian Government to out-
law the Communist Party, so as to
provide an excuse for American military
intervention in the civil war sure to follow.
(Général Marshall did not act on this
suggestion - wisely, one would think.)
But for the most part, readers will find
these pages useful for their detailed con-
firmation of what in general outline is
already known.

Students of Canadian foreign policy,
for example, will find additional evidence
for believing, that Canada's early interest
in and unflagging pursuit of a North
Atlantic treaty.bringing the United States
into a military alliance with Britain and
the countries of Western Europe is to be
explained by the uneasiness of its officials
at the alternative prospect of a bilateral
arrangement between Canada and the
United States. As Norman Robertson
cabled trenchantly from London in April
1948: "A situation in which our special
relationship with the United Kingdom can

beidentified with our special relationships
with other countries in Western Europe
and in which the United States will be
providing a firm basis, both ecohomically
and probably militarily, for this link
across the North Atlantic, seems to me
such a providential solution for so many
of our problems that I feel we should go
to great lengths and even incur consider-
able risks in order to consolidate our good
fortune and ensure our proper place in
this new partnership" (132). Just so.

Writing at that time, the U.S. Secre-
tary of Defense observed, on visiting
Ottawa, that Canada "is equally as strong
as [sic] Britain for the formation of the
alliance", pronouncing this a "curious
fact". There was nothing curious about it,
and the use of the word betrays American
obtuseness about Canadian fear no less
than about Canadian hope. As Reid puts
it succinctly: "The alliance would contain
the United States as well as the Soviet
Union" ( 139). That, however, is written
With hindsight.

The author justifiably cites the pas-
sage in his speech to the Canadian Insti-
tute of Public Affairs on August 13, 1947,

as early advocacy of the Atlantic alliance,
perhaps even the earliest: "This may be
the first public statement advocating a
collective defence organization of the
Western world". However, an earlier speech
(which Reid could well have drafted)
delivered by Pearson at the University of
Rochester on June 16 had tentatively put
it forward: "If mutual tolerance between
two basically opposed forms of society
within the United Nations should prove
impossible, the nations of the West would
then have to decide whether to adjust
their pace to that of the slowest member,
or to go ahead to a really effective inter-
national order with those states who are
really willing to co-operate".

• Reid's speech at Lake Couchiching
made Pearson's passage much more explicit
by its reference to "an organization [in
which] each member state could accept a
binding obligation to pool the whole of its
economic and military resources with those
of the other members if any power should
be found to have committed aggression
against any one of its members". Despite
the disclaimer that Reid added ("I am not
saying that the time has come when these
things ought to be done"), his words were
regarded as highly controversial, and their
author took the precaution of clearing
them with Pearson who (he now knows)
took the precaution of clearing them with
Louis St. Laurent. We are not told, how-
ever, whether St. Laurent took the pre-
caution of clearing them with Mackenzie
King. The Prime Minister, whose mood
had become not so much one of fear and
hope as one of fear and trembling and
whose responses were by then erratic,
might easily have ordered the key passage
deleted from the text or even the cancella-
tion of Reid's speech.

The author omits from this account a
rather telling detail provided by him in a
version published in 1967: "Mr. Pearson
gave me permission, but suggested that it
would be just as well if this particular
passage were omitted from the copies of
the speech given to the press at the con-
ference". If so inconspicuous a ballon
d'essai was unlikely to get shot down at
once, it was unlikely to get much atten-
tion, either. Nor did it, hovering aloft for
several days without attracting any at-
tention at all, then drifting out of sight.
The Department of External Affairs then
decided to publish the speech as delivered,
including the controversial passage, in its
series of mimeographed press releases
Statements and Speeches. Thus was the
grand design revealed to the world. Quiet
diplomacy indeed.

Reid's speech
at Couchiching
made explicit
Pearson's message
at Rochester



Much is disclosed about modern Western governments and publics. i3 ut
negotiating techniques and diplomatic things turned out, "his presence may
practice. For example: ". .. even when have been advantageous for the WeSt T.
representatives were acting under instruc- his reports to Moscow, he presumablv
tions, they sometimes pretended that they formed the Soviet Government that
were expressing only their personal views" no

one in the top-secret discussions evinccd
(48). ". .. Lovett said it had been agreed any desire to embark on a preventfve
that the results of the meeting would not strike against the Soviet Union while the
be reported to the respective governments. United States still had a monopoly of the
Lovett nonetheless reported the results of atomic bomb" (80). This-rendered useful
the meeting to his government. Presum- service. If Soviet agents who penetrate
ably all the other participants did like- the arcane counsels of the West did not
wise" (56). "In December of 1948 the exist, there are occasions when it wou]d
Ambassadors' Committee agreed to mis- be necessary to invent them.
lead the public. They decided that the The author makes one imaginative
draft treaty and commentary prepared by suggestion: "The Soviet Government
the Permanent Commission of the Brussels would make a great contribution to an
powers should not be presented to the understanding of the Cold War if it were
Ambassadors' Committee in any form, and to publish Donald McLean's reports tn
that it should be given to the Working them on the making of the North Atlantic
Group not `as a complete document' but Treaty" (81). Not bloody likely.
as `proposals -item by item' ... This would The' negotiators took extraordinary
make it possible for the participants to precautions against the artillery of the
say that they had not received a draft press and, with one exception, there were
treaty" (74). "Governments had agreed no leaks. The exception was caused by
in July not to refer to the discussions in James Reston of the New York Times,
telegrams or over the telephone. Yet there whose "buddy system" approach to jour•
was a voluminous exchange of telegrams nalism had earned him the confidence of
between the Canadian Embassy in Wash- the inner circle to the point where he
ington and the Department of External joined it as an honorary member. In
Affairs in Ottawa about the discussions; November 1948 and again in February
and Pearson and Wrong had many talks 1949, Reston "made proposals privately
about them over the telephone" (75). to the participants for the incorporation

These attempts to mislead both pub- in the treaty of a provision of special
lics and fellow delegates were caused in military agreements . . ." (73). Perhaps
part by the ultra-secrecy in which (so all annoyed that the treaty was not turning
but one participant assumed) the negotia- out just the way he wanted, Reston so far
tion was held. The author devotes a forgot himself as to publish "an accurate

Sophisticated chapter to a sophisticated discussion of story of the differences of opinion between
discussion secret diplomacy, noting the "paradox... the negotiating governments over the
of secret that, while knowledge of the tripartite wording of the pledge"; the story appeared
diplomacy talks of March 1948 was kept from the in the Times on February 10. The leak

public and from friendly governments, it disturbed Pearson: "Now that the precise
was not kept from the Soviet Govern- differences have been made public in the
ment". A member of the inner circle of press," Reid wrote then of his chief's re-
the 15 persons "in the know" was Donald action, _"he feels that the time may have
McLean - British diplomat, Soviet agent. come when he will have to discuss these
(It is this reviewer's impression, derived difficulties with his colleagues in Cabinet,"
from his own work in the files, that Heaven forbid.
McLean, who remained on the inside of There was a price to be paid for such
the negotiations until September 1948, lone-ranger diplomacy, and the author
was entrusted by the rest with the import- tells us what it was: " . . Ministers be-
ant task of keeping the minutes or the came involved in the decision-making pro-
"agreed record" - which, if true, would cess who knew little or nothing of the
certainly have eased his other important policies which Canada had pursued in the
task of reporting to the Kremlin. negotiations . . . This was one reason

The author shrewdly observes that why, after the treaty was signed, the
McLean's Soviet connection was not neces- Canadian Government was half-hearted
sarily disadvantageous to the West. It over implementing those non-military
would have been so had the negotiation provisions of the treaty for which it had
ended in failure, for in that event Moscow fought so hard during the negotiations"
would have had much material with which (86). The main opponent of Article 2
to star up discord and disarray among proved to be not Dean Acheson, U.S.

46 International Perspectives September/October 1977
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For students of "dyadic politics"
here are occasional moments of truth.
I:,jrely", Pearson minuted in the margin

memorandum by the author arguing,
,vfth customary cogency, the case against
,Portugal's _membérship, "we cannot insist
1on the exclusion of Portugal against. U.S.
I,rpposition" (200).

The diplomats who thickly populate

these pages are portrayed as bloodless

.creatures - effigies from some wax mu-
of statecraft, whose human side we

seldom see. If, as the author tells us, the
final phase of the negotiation was acrimo-
nious, when "governments uttered veiled
or open threats and counter-threats", and

.^"tempers became frayed" (63), which
] among them"blew their stacks", and which
"retained their cool"? What sort of chaps
,vere Gladwyn Jebb, who (the author
allows) came across as "arrogant and
aloof" to those who did not know him
well? The icy'Acheson, to whom "arrogant"
is likewise applied? Baron Silvercruys and
Wilhelm Morgenstierne, whose names sug-
gest actors sent by Central Casting to play
plenipotentiaries at Elsinore? Did Dr. van
Kleffens of the Netherlands consistently
brim with that mordant wit displayed by
his suggestion that two words only would
suffice as the preamble for the North
AtlanticTreaty: "Dear Joe"?

With Hume Wrong, our negotiator
on-the-spot, the author waged from Otta-
wa "a dual . . . which lasted throughout
the whole 12 months of the negotiations"
(137). Their feuding was in. part the
product of different perspectives from
headquarters and the field: "Wrong, being
away from Ottawa ... was not as conscious
... of political necessities in Canada. Be-
ing Ambassador in Washington, he was
more conscious than we in Ottawa of
political necessities in the United States"
(233). It was in part the product of policy
disagreement: Wrong was firmly of the
"Dear Joe" school of thought about the
treaty, while Reid wanted it aimed as

much at Western publics as at Stalin,
devoting precious time and energy to
drafting moralizing preambles in lofty
language that drew withering rebukes from
Wrong (and Robertson). It was in part
the product of temperament. Wrong and
Reid were too much alike to get along -
each self-confident, sure of his judgment,
inflexible. Unseemly bureaucratic in-fight-
ing ensued between them in November
1948, the two officials exchanging mes-
sages of mounting asperity while simul-
taneously attempting to gain the ear of
higher authority: "I received yesterday
from Wrong a somewhat disturbing tele-
type . . ." (Reid to Pearson); "Reid's
changes, trivial though they may be ..."
(Wrong to A.D.P. Heeney). At one stage,
one of them - Wrong - more or less
apologized: "I regret that my message to
you . . . was so abruptly worded". Such
slight magnanimity Wrong could well
afford, for he got the better of the argu-
ment - over the details of which the
author has seen fit to draw a veil.

The only diplomat whose strengths
and weaknesses are to any degree exposed
is the author himself, and he is unsparing-
ly self-critical: ". . . I would have suffered
fewer disappointments and frustrations
and accomplished more if I had played my
cards better .... I should have used less
emotionally-charged language in my com-
munications .... I would have been more
effective if I had not given the impression
that my intensity was almost feverish"
(228). °°. . . overwork exacerbated my two
chief weaknesses as a diplomat: I was a
perfectionist and I displayed trop de zèle"
(231). These are not invariably defects,
even in a diplomat. It may be that Canada
and the world would be in better shape
today had Canadian Governments paid
greater heed than they did to this devoted
public servant.

Reid, Escott. Time of fear and hope: the
making of the North Atlantic Treaty
1947-1949. Toronto : McClelland and
Stewart, 1977.

Mounting
asperity
in exchange

of messages
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Letters to-the Editor

Painchaud replies -.

Officially, International Perspectives is a journal of "opinion". It was with this in mind
that I wrote my article on cultural diplomacy that appeared in the May/June -1977 issue
and has drawn comments from certain readers. I had no intention of presenting a
complete, scientific analysis of the subject. To do this, the journal would have had to be
of a different nature, and, in particular, I should have needed more space to discuss
the wide variety of problems involved. I chose, therefore, to take a controversial approach
to the subject, and my clearly-stated purpose was to provoke discussion, which is
the first stage in any truly relevant scientific research activity.

The use that Canada intends to make of culture in its external relations is based
primarily on unspoken principles, which should - I still believe - be reconsidered.
Furthermore, this discussion is not unrelated to another debate on culture that is
beginning to develop within Canada and finds expression in the bizarre statements made
by certain ministers regarding the role of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
It is obvious that, henceforth, culture will be a major political theme, and i feel that an
examinationof culture in terms of the ideological viewpoints it conveys is not without
its merits.

Furthermore, to judge from their reactions, the opinions of some of your readers
reflect these viewpoints. I cannot blame them for this, even though they are blithely
doing themselves what they seem to be criticizing me for. Their reaction proves very
simply that, before embarking on any scientific analysis, the debate on culture first calls
certain basic options into question. I wanted to bring these options out into the open,
as it were, and submit them for general discussion.

Having said this, I should like to point out that I was not specifically alluding to any,
of the articles by Department of External Affairs officials published in the preceding
issue of the journal and, if I was critical of certain aspects of Government activity in
the cultural field, my intention was not to condemn all our cultural-diplomacy programs.
However, I did feel that these officials had had the opportunity to present an adequate
defence of their views and that I was, therefore, free to draw attention to other aspects
of the problem.

Moreover, I find it rather strange that, in a single issue, International Perspectives
published three articles on Canadian cultural relations by Department of ExternaI Affairs
officials that expressed the Government's official views, although the views expressed
were supposed to be those of the authors. These articles were also incorporated in a
booklet and distributed by the Department. At no time was it thought advisable to set
them in a broader context, where they could have been compared with points of view
other than those of the Department.* In fact, what emerged was nothing more than a
defence of official policies. This, I believe, is an excellent example of a subtle but very real
form of Government propaganda, which is difficult to attack because it appears to be
carried out with the best intentions in the world.

It is precisely this kind of propaganda that can be used in cultural diplomacy.

Paul Painebaud
Quebec City

*Editor's note: It was precisely because they thought it "advisable" to set these articles "in
a broader context, where they could be compared with points of view other than those of
the Department" that the Editors invited Professor Painchaud to make his contribution to the
May/June issue.
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977), Paul Pâinchaud suggests that, because the Federal Government alone, without

in agree to introduce "elements that run counter to federal policies". He also asks:

e provinces, originated certain academic programs, this action somehow discounts the
redibility of the initiative. He asks how academic authorities, receiving "large sums",

^ How can one hope that Quebec's political dimension will be represented ... in any
eaningful way?"

If he had troubled to look at the program mounted through the Centre of Canadian
tudies at the University of Edinburgh, he would have found some lively contradiction
f his argument. This program, so far from being "imposed", arose spontaneously from
he interest and conviction of a group of professors in the University who had had direct,
nd in some cases extended, experience of Canada, both in governmental activities
d in university teaching and research. The Centre was funded jointly by the University,

ources (which nearly all of the advanced students could read intelligently), strongly

he Foundation for Canadian Studies in the United Kingdom and the Department of
External Affairs. In the academic year 1976-77, three academic courses had nearly
0 undergraduates enrolled. The two principal instructors attached to the Centre during
976-77 were bilingual Canadians, one of whom taught a half-course on the literature

hroughout the year to developments in Quebec and their "reverberations in Canadian

f French Canada (in French) ; the other, a senior academic serving as visiting professor,
evoted an entire term to the "French fact" in Canada, drawing upon French-language

einforced through the year by a gift of 200 contemporary books, published by firms in
uebec, presented by the government of the province. There was detailed attention

' e", represented also by the arranging of an all-day symposium on "French Canada

hould await the clearer articulation of studies about Canada within Canada may be both

oday", which included a consideration of political, artistic and industrial developments.
Apart from the teaching and seminar activities, the Centre has become a focus for

terest in Canada within the University and throughout a wider community; there is
understandable concern for "devolution" for Scotland measured against the experience

f federalism in Canada. The work of the Centre, in short, does indeed reach "beyond
government conformity", and "nationalistic and ethnocentric complacency" has no part

its program. The further argument that efforts to promote Canadian studies abroad

hortsighted and running against the tide. It is certainly arguable that perceptions of
Canada formed abroad may have a realistic impact on the determination of Canadian
olicy; but if one were to defer any activity abroad until minds had been made up in

Canada many useful opportunities would have been forfeited.

James A. Gibson
Edinburgh, Scotland

... Oops!

It is a pity that your columns have perpetrated, in a letter by Mr. George Cowley
(International Perspectives, July/August), the common but incorrect rendering of the
old saw which asserts that "a diplomat is someone who is sent abroad to lie for his
country". What Sir Henry Wotton, Secretary to the Earl of Essex during the reign of
Queen Elizabeth I of England and subsequently an ambassador himself (the original
"old sawyer" in question) actually said was that an ambassador is "an honest man sent
to lie abroad for the good of his country". There are those of us who prefer to consider
more accurate the more innocuous meaning in this Elizabethan pun.

John M. Fraser
Ottawa
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J for realistic approach
o new international order

IThe contemporary mind, shaped as it is by

J any concession is viewed as treachery, any

' the mass media, has a need for slogans and
sensational statements - the effect, if not
the intent, of which is often to mask the
reality they are supposed to reveal. They
do, however, have the advantage of reveal-
ing the aspirations of the masses more
accurately than any scientific analysis
could do. So it is with the phrase "new
international economic order", which has
been repeated, commented on and dis-
cussed so much that it has become the
focal-point of the hopes and fears of large
sections of the population, thereby acquir-
ing a sort of magical aura. Proof of this
lies in the impassioned arguments that
occur whenever the question is raised;
there can be no compromise or appease-
ment between partisans and adversaries of
the "new international economic order" -

critical observation as a manoeuvre
inspired by the adversary, and any in-
dependent reflection as evidence of un-
acceptable scepticism.

Under such conditions, an objective
analysis appears difficult but necessary -
difficult because of the semantic pitfalls
that must be avoided and necessary be-,

cause reasoning must be based on fact and

J order is without doubt an attractive one.

not myth. That is our reason for writing
this paper.

Not cut and dried
The idea of a new international economic

Who could object to a plan that proposed
to improve, if not radically change, a situa-
tion fraught with inequality and injustice?
There is, however, some uncertainty as to

Pro f essor Merle teaches political science
at the Sorbonne and at the Institut
d'études politiques de Paris and the École
nationale d'administration. He is vice-
president of the International Political
Science Association and has written widely
on international affairs. The views express-
ed here are those of Pro f essor Merle.

whether this matter is as cut and dried as
at first appears.

The initial doubt arises when we turn
towards the past, keeping in mind that
that is where the present had its roots.
Can we really say that there was an "inter-
national economic order" in the past?
Emmanuel Mounier's jibe about the "es-
tablished disorder" has often been used
and still has some validity, provided it is
not used to avoid the real issues. For, in
the final analysis, what order are we talk-
ing about? That of the colonial powers,
which are always easy to blame for all the
world's ills but whose domination ended
almost 20 years ago and which now play
only supporting roles? That of the United
States, which for years has been entangled
in an inextricable web of economic difficul-
ties? Or that of Germany and Japan, which
seem to have found in military defeat and
forced disarmament the secret of indus-
trial and commercial success?

We know the answer to these ques-
tions. Beyond the changing patterns of
competition that cause first one state and
then another to get ahead, it is the "sys-
tem" that is at issue, the system that
ensures the domination of the wealthy
countries over the poor ones. But this
immediately gives rise to another ques-
tion: what system are we talking about -
the capitalist system or the industrial
system? In the case of the former, it must
be determined whether the prosperity of
the • United States, Canada, Western
Europe and a few other countries is essen-
tially due to the revenue they derive from
the economies of the underdeveloped
countries. Even Marx doubted this, and
many economists are still debating the
question.. In the case of the industrial
system, technological advance becomes,
regardless of the political regime involved,
the determining factor in the discrepancies
in wealth that characterize the established
disorder. But the remedy required is
obviously not the same as it would be for
the capitalist system.

The secret
of industrial
and commercial
success?

IN



The old "international economic er=
der" was unquestionAblÿ châ.racteriied by
great inequaiities and sevëre ïmbalances.
Both were and still are the cause of dom=
iria"tion; the question that remains is, what
domination we are refe'rring to, and
whether putting an end to it will be suf-
ficient to bring about a reduction, as if by
nïagic, in the discrepanciès among chances
for deveÎoprnént. To answer this question,
it is hot enough to otaniine the past5 only
the future can tell,

Romantic
illusion
leacls to
disillusion

The future
The second question has to do precisely
with the future. This whole issue is being
looked at as If there were a way of erasing
the past with the stroke of a pen and setQ
ting up by decree a new international
economic systein beginning at a given time
on a given da.y. The voluntaristic inspira-
tion behind this project will make it diffi-
cult to convince econornists; either Marxist
or Iiberal; of its validity; Both groups
adhere to the belief that exchanges are
governed by laws (of conflict in the first
ca'se; and of co-operation in the second);
but laws that are always the expression of
an interplay of forces. Of course; a given
sector or activity can be made subject to
regulations - for exarnple; the attempted
stabilization of the prices of raw materials
under the I,oini6 agreements or the gradual
removal of customs barriers by the periodic
negotiatïons held nnder the auspices of the
GATT = but the idea of a formal -cleclara=
tion to abolish all forms of privilege every-
where is the type of romantic illusion that
is generally fôllowed by cruel disillusion=
ment, as history has shown. When the
petroleurn-exporting countries wanted to
alter the established economic order to fa-
vour themselves., 'they did not call an
international conference to discuss the
probiern = they s'in3ply took a unilatéral
decision to quadruple the price of raw
petroleurn and made the law of supply and
demand and the cartel technique work for
them instead of against therim, as had been
the ease for half a century.

This exaniple brings us to our third
question, which has to do with the p'resent
Exactly when this ``.rrew international eco-
nornic order" will come about has been the
subject of feverish conjecture, but in
realitÿ is it not already with us? Grân•tëd,
there are still a lot of cla_ims to be settled,
and for the moment there are no solutions
to â-good many inequaliti'es that are a
cause for concern for the future. But a
reversal of the flow 'of exchange has al=

readÿ begun. AIthoügh the industrialized
countries still have a large lead over the

4 Iiatematibnal Perspectives N'ovëmBer,/December 1^977

others becaüse of their technological ad-
v,antagë; they have lost the monopoly of
power and are now being forced to sharé
with newly-rich countries the fruits of
growt.h_ Petroleum revenues are only the
most obvious sign of a change that
al read.y affecting all forms of international
exchaange; it is now the petroleum-egport•
ing coüntries that have the highest invest;
ment capacŸty and are taking advantage
of it to acqïfire shares in the West's largest
industrial eriterprise"s; such as Krupp and
Fiat. Products from certain developing
countries in whïch industrialization has
barely got under way are already compet-
ing effectively with domestic products in
the r.narkets of countries with a high stan-
dard of hviiig; as is indicated by the ,pre•
dicament of Europe's textile industry.
This trend can only continue in the com•
ing deca•cles; unless there is a return to
widespread protectionism, which would
generate economic recession and social
tension•.

Irreversible change
There is no better illustration of the
blindness of Western politicians, Conimu-
nist militants included, than their ob-
stinacy in attaching the name "crisis" to
a situation that wouiïl be de'scribecl more
accurately as an irreversible change. The
leadL.rs, and to an even greater ëxtent the
public, persist in viewing a's sôrnéthing
accidental or a simple combixiation of cir-
cumstances a recession that is actually the
result of a change in the structures of the
world's econnmy: How long will it be
before it 3s iinderstoocl by the wealthy
countries - and also by the proletarian
nations that are victims in rever"se of the
same misconception - that it was the
exceptional period of expansion that oc-
curred during the 1950s and 1960s and
was without precedent in the world's
history that constituted the accident or
anomaly in a process that is now, in fact,
returning to its normal course?

When viewed in a proper perspective
(past, present and future), the theme of
the "new international economic order" is
therefore seen to be largely legendary. It
bears an uncanny resemblance'to the dream
of the Golden A;ge that has always haunted
mankind, except that it looks to the future
for that ideal societÿ the secret of which
had previously be`en thought to be in the
remote past.

Does this inean that behind the magic
of the words there is nothing but -a Utopia
with no basis in reality and no hope of
fulfilment? Certainly not. But 'it would be
a serioüs ,rnistake to èount; "_yet again, 'on
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the imbalançes and afflictions of two-thirds
of mankind "working themselves out".
Never has there been a greater need for

H world back on. the right course before a
p.lan.ning in order to attempt to put the

catastrophe occurs.

But the success of any such under-
taking depends less on shock therapy or
spectacular operations than on a series of-
measures in which psychotherapy must
oceupy as important a position as the art

J of compromise.

Most urgent task
The most urgent task is to explain to

the public the problem as it exists. This

means, first of all, demonstrating that a
transformation of the world's economic
relations is inevitable, and that it is better
to prepare for it now than to have to
undergo its effects passively at some time
in the future. Whatever the circumstances,

{ two factors will necessitate a redistribu-
tion of wealth. One is the unequal rate of

i population-growth between the wealthy
nations, which are already doomed by
their selfishness to decline and decay, and
the underdeveloped nations, which as a
group double their population each genera-

É tion; the other is the interdependence of
f all countries, at every level and in every

field, as 'a result of technical progress, so
that information and ideas travel even
more rapidly than goods and people. Un-
der these conditions, no theory can justify
and no force maintain a situation in which
a minority of the world's population is
hoarding the greater part of its resources.
In one form or another, there will have to
be a redistribution.

Regardless of how it is brought about,
this transfer will have formidable conse
quences on both sides. There is no doubt

6 i reason to hope that, in the long term, a
more rational distribution of resources will
be of benefit to all - even to the adherents
of capitalism, who stand to gain if their
clients are financially solvent. But, in the
short term, equalization of opportunity
cannot be brought about without a change
in the manner of life of the developed
countries, which in their over-consumption
are using up some of the resources re-
quired for the development of the others.

The facts indicate that the very political
forces that say they are on the side of
the Third World are often the ones that,
at least while they form the opposition,
make promise upon glittering promise to
inlprove the standard of living, reduce the
length of the work week, lower the retire-
ment age and provide greater social bene-
fib5• Of course, the sacrifices must be

equally shared aznong the members of

each society, and a çommon ploy used by
the right is to invoke outside constraints
as a reason for maintaining or reinforcing
the status quo.

The left is no less guilty of deception
when it encourages the development of a
consumer society and at the same time
promises aid to the underprivileged people
of the Third World. There is no denying
that these tendencies are a reflection of
the aspirations of a society corrupted by
the all-out search for comfort and material
ease. The rude awakening will be when
it becomes obvious that in all probability
more work will be required to earn less
money - even if this "less" is still vastly
superior to what the people of the Third
World can hope to attain for some time.

The countries of the Third World are
also subject to illusion and compromise,
such as the illusion of solidarity nobly pro-
claimed by international assemblies but
immediately belied by squabbling to pro-
tect the respective interests and rivalry
arising from national ambitions (for ex
ample, the Arab countries and black
Africa), or the illusion of being able to

attain rapidly a level of development
that required two centuries of relentless
toil on the part of the industrialized coun-
tries. As for the compromises, these con-
cern mainly the ruling classes, which in
poor countries often enjoy exorbitant pri-
vileges and endeavour, with the com-
plicity of the industrialized powers, to
protect their personal interests, while at
the same time their representatives are
delivering incendiary discourses in the in-
ternational organizations. Conservatism at
home generally seems to be quite compa-
tible with revolutionary ideologies abroad.
Why pretend to be unaware that the spec-
tacle of waste, corruption and tyranny is
used to justify continuing domination by
the rich countries?

As for the choice of a model for de-
velopment, this gives rise to controversies
that are still, for the time being, gratu-
itous. After having repudiated outside aid
and a trading approach, the more radical
theorists are now espousing a "self-
centred" type of development as the only
means of breaking the chain of outside
domination. But this kind of plan rarely
corresponds with reality. Very few coun-
tries are willing to run the risk of self-
sufficiency, thereby giving up the advan-
tages to be gained, at least for the present,
from foreign aid. Once caught up in the
system, it is difficult to escape the attrac-

tion of the Western model of development.
Consequently, a new form of complicity

Domestic
conservatives
and international
revolutionaries

5



Transformation
of international
political order

is being established, which is' reinforcing
the structures of domination. On -both
sides, the priority ofshort-term considera-
tions over long-term ones is hindering the
chances of transforming the system and is
greatly increasing the chances for a catas-
trophe in the future.

Even if all the partners were properly
informed of these risks, it would still be
necessary to consent to the type of surgery
that would permit the functioning of the
world's economic system to be effectively
modified in order to bring greater equality
of opportunity. The experiments carried
out so far by all types of organization
(the UN, the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development, the "North-
South" conference and so on) have not
been very encouraging, but at least they
have proved the uselessness of the "all-or-
nothing" approach, which begins with
solemn declarations completely out of
touch with reality, such as the Charter of
Economic Rights and Duties of States, or
the "all-at-once" approach, which at the
very most makes it possible to draw up a
statement of disagreement, as was the case
at the end of the Paris conference on
North-South dialogue. For the moment,
the only other choice is that of the straight
and narrow way of sectional or regional
adjustments and ad hoc compromises.
Will the partners involved have the
wisdom to allow the construction, stone
upon stone, of a new international econo-
mic order? There is reason to doubt it.

New balance
In fact it is only recently that there has
been any awareness that no new economic
order will be possible without a transfor-
mation of the international political order
- that is, without a redistribution of power
and a new balance between the decision-
making centres. But though the objective
is relatively easy to define the notions of
how to attain it are still singularly con-
fused. The Third World countries are
arguing in favour of a "democratization"
of international institutions. They neglect
to take into account the fact that in most
of these institutions they are already auto-
matically in a majority position - which is
most unpalatable to the major powers -
and any attempt at giving resolutions
made under such conditions the force of
law would be nullified by power structures
that no written document can abolish.
Others are challenging - not without

7nlorna+innal
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reason - the representativeness of stats
and governments and calling for a generd.
ized system of self-management. It
difficult to visualize this working in a com.
munity of four to six billion,, and eveu
more difficult to imagine a means by which
governments could be deprived of the^
prerogatives.

Here again, all that can be done is to
count on the wisdom of governments to
allow gradual transfers of sovereignt ♦,,
without which no "public authority having
world-wide jurisdiction", to use the word,
of John XXIII in Pacem in terris, can as.
sume responsibility for the world's econo.
mic development. In other words, we are
running round in circles and have made
scarcely any progress since the time when
Rousseau, referring to the Abbé de Saint.

Pierre's plan for perpetual peace, wrote:
"For this to come to pass, the sum of indi.
vidual interests would have to be sub.
servient to the common interest, and each
person would have to believe that the
common good was also the greatest good he
could seek for .himself. This would require
a meeting of so many minds and so many
interests that one can scarcely hope for
such a combination of circumstances to
occur by chance. ... The wrongdoings and
abuses which so many turn to their orvn
gain occur unbidden, but something that.
is useful to the public can scarcely be in.
troduced except by force, since private
interests are almost always opposed to
public interests."

Not encouraging
The prospects for a change in the short
term are not, then, very encouraging.
But it is not pessimistic, surely, to situate
and size-up the obstacles that crop up
along the way once the desired objective
has been defined. Irresponsibility lies
rather with those who are giving credence
to mirages by letting the public believe
that all that is required to reconcile the
divergent interests is a little goodwill, and
that the solution for all contradictions
is at hand. Theze has never been a more
difficult enterprise than that of changing,
in one or two generations, the "system"
that prevails throughout the entire world.
In the absence of a competent pilot, only
a profound change in attitudes will make
it possible to chart a common course
through the rocks and shoals that bar the
way to the evolution required and consti-
tute an ever-present threat of disaster.
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erence onIntërnational Economic Co-operation

jessons of the Paris dialogue

The Conference on International Economic
Co-operation (CIEC) or "North-South
Conference", which met in Paris for a year
and ahalf, ended its work several months

r i ago. That it terminated its own existence
may have come as a surprise to many

people who have become accustomed to
international bodies whose main function

1 appears to be self-perpetuation. The
results were mixed. Developing countries
regretted that the conference did not suc-
ceed in achieving a new international
economic order. Few realists in the Third
World actually believed such an achieve-

É ï ment possible in 18 months, however.
Developed countries regretted the failure

^ to reach agreement on continuing energy
, consultations with OPEC (Organization of

Petroleum-Exporting Countries).
There were some significant achieve-

ments. A $1-billion program of special
action for the poorest countries was estab-
lished by industrialized countries. Some,
including Canada, contributed to this by
writing off debts of the poorest developing
countries. For the first time, support for
the idea of a common fund for commodity-
price stabilization was given by industrial-
ized countries. The real issues on this
question .remain to be negotiated. Import-
ant commitments were made by a number
of developed countries on the future of
their levels of development assistance.
Many elements of a comprehensive pro-
gram of energy co-operation were agreed
upon. The- failure to agree on a continuing

Mr Wright is Head of the General Eco-
nomic Policy Section in the Department
of External Affairs. He was a member of
the Canadian delegation to the Conference
on International Economic Co-operation
in Paris and headed the CIEC task force
in Ottawa. A graduate of McGill and
Columbia Universities, Mr Wright has
serued.in Rome and at the United Nations
in New York and has contributed several
articles to International Perspectives in
the past. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author.

energy dialogue leaves unanswered the
question of what institutional arrange-
ments will be used to implement the agree-
ments on substance.

On balance, enough progress was
made to keep the continuirig North-South
dialogue civil for the time being. There
was not enough progress, however, to
cause an upsurge in confidence in the capa-
city of the international community to
cope with some of the most fundamental
problems it faces. The final ministerial
session was tense and difficult. Collapse of
the conference and a breakdown of the
dialogue into confrontation were real pos-
sibilities. This was averted, but not with-
out enormous effort.

Will to succeed
CIEC was a very difficult conference
to put together. The major economic
powers had to agree on a limited number
of participants (27), whom to include and
whom to exclude, and what subjects would
be dealt with. The conference was estab-
lished outside the conventional United
Nations structure. The international com-
munity was willing to experiment only
because of extraordinary circumstances,
notably the economic situation resulting
from oil-price increases. It is most unlikely
that the major economic powers, particu-
larly the key developing countries and
OPEC, will soon agree to organize another
such conference. They are more comfort-
able with UN-based structures, which
guarantee that their views will be heard
but unfortunately do not always produce
real, as distinct from paper, results. A
sharply-defined and easily-recognizable
new economic crisis would be required to
point them in less conventional directions.
Because an opportunity to make real
progress in solving global economic prob-
lems is rare, it must be taken seriously by
governments. CIEC was taken very seri-
ously in most quarters.

Among existing international eco-
nomic bodies, the GATT (General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade) and the IMF

Conference
established
outside
conventional
structure -
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(International Monetary Fund) offer con-
tinuing opportunity for progress on trade
and monetary issues. Their North-South
application, however, has so far been
limited, since the major industrialized
trading nations dominate both organiza-
tions and the decisions taken tend to re-
flect their interests. CIEC was a com-
promise of sorts. Developing countries had
a stronger voice than they have in the
IMF or GATT but not as strong as they
have at the UN. Developed countries came
to CIEC more prepared genuinely to ne-
gotiate than they are at the UN, although
perhaps less so than they are in the IMF
or GATT.

Most participants wanted CIEC to
be a success, though few were willing to
pay much of a price for success. The will
to succeed varied with political and econo-
mic circumstances. Elections in some key
countries resulted in changed attitudes
towards North-South issues, notably in
the United States. Poor performance by
industrialized economies during the period
of the conference and high rates of both
unemployment and inflation diminished
the willingness of developed countries to
make the adjustments to their own econo-
mies necessary to help bring developing
countries more fully into the international
economic system.

It was argued, though never widely
accepted, that. some developing coun-
tries, primarily more militant OPEC mem-
bers, wanted CIEC to fail so that they
would have a justification to increase the
price of oil substantially. There were cer-
tainly within the group of developing
countries very different interests being
pursued, and some were more inclined
to work for success than others. The devel-
oping countries without strong natural-re-
source bases, which depended both on
western economic assistance and imported
oil, stood to lose the most from outright
failure. They would suffer from the impact
of failure on public opinion in donor coun-
tries and on the political will to continue
giving aid. They would also suffer from a
probable increase in the oil price, which
Saudi Arabia, the strongest force for
moderation in OPEC, had linked directly
to the outcome of the conference. This link
was not accepted publicly by developed
countries, though some took it quite seri-
ously in private. In preparing their final
positions, governments could not ignore
the possibility that a breakdown of the
conference might lead to a significant oil-
price increase.

Success in an area as complex and
vast as "international economic co-opera-
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tion" is really a term of _shorthand or con.
venience. Clearly, it cannot realistically be
equated with solving all the major prob-
lems. With respect to a conference, it can
mean concluding the work with an agreed
perception that some progress has been
made, progress that makes the continua•
tion of the effort worth while. In this
somewhat narrow sense, CIEC can be
termed a success. It was not, however, a
breakthrough. Perhaps it could have been,
but only in happier economic circum.
stances, which would have seen greater
willingness to take steps with short-term
national costs and only long-term inter-
national benefits. Of course, in such
circumstances, a conference like CIEC
might never have been attempted. Thus
economic crisis generates both an intense
search for solutions and a disinclination to
make adjustments for the purpose of
achieving solutions. This sounds like a
prescription for failure.

A final word on success and failure.
Developing countries do not as a rule
speak openly of success in North-South
discussions. To do so would jeopardize
their future negotiating positions, which
they measure against their far-ranging
proposals for a new international economic
order. Thus they consistently speak of re-
sults falling short of their expectations and
of disappointment, in order to keep what
pressure they can on developed countries
for future concessions.

Lessons for dialogue
A number of lessons may be drawn from
the 18 montks of CIEC on the conduct
of a negotiation of this kind. First, there
is the question of national participation.
Limiting the number of members to 27
was of advantage in making progress and
reaching consensus on some questions.
The countries taking part represented half
the population of the world and three-
quarters of its economic production. All
major economic powers, excluding the
East Europeans and China, were present,

There was a disadvantage, however,
in that the developing countries used the
exclusion from the conference of so many
smaller Third World countries as a reason
for not agreeing to some points - the most
important being energy consultations.
They argued that on such an important
matter they would have to consult the
Group of 77 (which now numbers over
110 developing countries). It did not es-
cape their attention that, while their repre-
sentation was 19 out of 110 or so, 16
developed countries were represented at
the conference (because of the single seat
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of the European Community) out of a

total OECD _( Organization for Economic
{ Co-operation and Development) member-
s. p of 24. This added to their reluctance

to make concessions on their demands be-

^{ cause of the apparent over-weighting in
the conference in favour of developed coun-

tries. The 19 did not want to be criticized
by the 110 for being too conciliatory.

. The __exclusion of the Soviet Union
and the East European countries simplified

€! the dialogue between North and South.
The usual Soviet interventions laying
blame on capitalism and imperialism and
offering little of substance did not occur.
Avoided were the sterile debates on the
Middle East or southern Africa that often
accompany economic discussions at the
UN. The exclusion of the Soviet Union
from CIEC reflects the present state of the
North-South dialogue, in which the Soviets
have not played a constructive part. It
would be in the interest of all, however, to
have the Soviets and East Europeans par-
ticipate in efforts to improve the economic
situation of developing countries. The non-
participation by the Soviets in the North-
South dialogue, whether self-imposed or

', imposed by others, will in the long term

be both economically and politically
destabilizing.

The value was demonstrated of hav-
ing moderates on both sides of the dialogue

r_; play a leading role. One of the problems of
L the North-South dialogue as it takes place

in most international forums is that the
developed and developing countries speak
to one another as groups or blocs. Hence it
is important that group positions be suffi-
ciently advanced at the negotiating phase
to avoid a gap so large as to cause con-
frontation. It would seem that Venezuela
and Canada were good choices for the co-
chairmanship of the conference because of
their moderation and their respective un-
derstandings of the point of view of the
other side.

There were further lessons to be
drawn from the experience of trying to
cover as broad an agenda as CIEC cov-
ered. The conference provided an op-
portunity to look at the international
economic system in broad political, and
not merely technical, terms. This was
valuable, though the process of analysis
itself does not necessarily produce results.
For real action, concentration on a few key
issues was required. Developing countries
were unwilling to accept this. Efforts
aimed at concentrating negotiations on a

few questions in the action-oriented
phase of the conference consistently met

with failure. For developing countries, with
unity a constant problem, to drop the de-
mands of one of their members to con-
centrate on another issue was politically
painful. Their position remained, until the
final days of the conference, an amalgam
of the individual demands of all develop-
ing countries packaged as a new economic
order. This was not conducive to serious
negotiation, as political efforts to alter
positions in both developed and developing
countries were diffused rather than focused
on the few key issues where progress was
both possible and important.

Three more lessons emerged - the
value of working in private session, the
importance of consensus as opposed to
voting, and the need for deadlines to
achieve progress. Working in private ses- Political
sion brought the benefits of frank ex- grandstanding
changes and the avoidance of too much curtailed
political grandstanding. It also resulted in
fewer set speeches and more off-the-cuff
remarks and real dialogue. The rule of
consensus applied throughout CIEC, and
worked well. No group was able to threat-
en to vote as a bloc to carry a mea-
sure over significant opposition. Countries
which were isolated within their groups
had pressure applied on them to join in
consensus. The need to agree, to permit
continuation of the dialogue, forced coun-
tries to re-examine their positions if they
seemed to be out of phase with the views
of the majority. The need for consensus
led to a good deal of group caucusing. Such
caucusing has become a very familiar
phenomenon at international meetings and
often group caucus meetings take consid-
erably more time than the meetings among
the groups.

The conference moved slowly. It pro-
duced results best when the pressure of
time was greatest. In the last few hours of
a 40-hour, non-stop negotiation on the
final report of CIEC, an agreed assess-
ment was reached on the results and a
detailed listing of areas of agreement and
disagreement was negotiated. More was
visibly accomplished in those tense hours
than in the months that preceded them.
There is a danger of allowing too much
time to study problems because they lose
their immediacy, and the political will
that has led to their being addressed may
fade as time passes. Political will and
interest are generated by focusing the
attention of political leaders on specific
events at particular points in time. The
time-frame may have to be created, even
artificially, if only to present an opportu-
nity to take key decisions. After a lengthy
delay following the American election and
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Despite his move from External Affairs to being President of the Privy Council,
AllanNfacEachen continued as Co-chairman of CIEC. He is shown here on the Champs
Elysees during the April1977 session of the conference. In the background the Arc de
Triomphe speaks eloquently of his hopes for the North-South dialogue.

after slow progress in its first year,
CIEC's concluding phase resulted in
highly-active negotiations. There were
reviews of and decisions on national poli-
cies on several" key issues within a period
of a few weeks because of the direct in-
volvement of many world leaders. The
personal participation in negotiations and
drafting by Secretary Vance of the United
States, Dr. Owen of the European Com-
munity, Mr. Amouzegar of Iran, Sheikh
Yamani of Saudi Arabia, and the two co-
chairmen, Mr. MacEachen and Dr. Pérez-
Guerrero, was crucial to the progress
achieved in the final days.

Lessons for policy
For many countries, energy was the key
issue at CIEC. Certainly, the origins of
the conference lay in the energy crisis
and its economic consequences. Percep-
tions of the energy situation have changed
during CIEC, and in part because of
it. Eighteen months of energy dialogue
between OPEC, developing-country con-
sumers and industrialized countries
resulted in a considerable amount of edu-
cation as to the different viewpoints which
egist. OPEC countries, notably Saudi
Arabia but also many of the others, are
much more aware of the dangers of too
rapid an oil-price escalation, both for the
industrialized economies (and for their

own investments in these countries) and
for developing-country importers of oi1
These latter countries account for the
substantial portion of the payments deficit
that corresponds to the enormous sur•
pluses accumulated in some OPEC
countries.

Developed countries now rarely make
statements about the oil price being too
high, nor do they call for its reduction as
they did one or two years ago. Some in
industrialized countries judge, realistical•
ly, that oil prices will continue to increase'
until the cost of alternative sources oi
energy is reached. Some even conclude
that, despite the economic disruption, the
sharp oil-price increase of a few years ago
was necessary to shake up enormously
wasteful consumption patterns in indus•
trialized countries. Had it not happened
then, they argue, the future energy crisis
would have been much more severe. There
is now a broad consensus on the needs
for conservation and for intensive effort:
to develop non-petroleum-based energy
sources.

With all the improved understanding
on energy; it is regrettable that, at the end
of the day, OPEC rejected a continua-
tion of energy consultations. Perhaps inm
dustrialized countries did not press this
objective hard enough or early enough
They were concerned about having to pap
too high a price for such a dialogue. OPEC
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and some developing countries may have

taken a short-sighted position in rejecting
energy consultations. They wanted to con-
tinue to use thé oi1-price lever to extract
concessions from developed countries on

the North-Soüth issues and judged that
energy consultations would diminish this
leverage in some way. They were also
mindful of the political sensitivities of the
great number of developing countries out-
side the CIEC discussions. Paradoxically,

from energy consultations were, in tact,

more as an aid fund rather than a fund for

he countries which had the most to gain

developing-country importers. They did
not press OPEC for fear of offending a
potential benefactor. Yet OPEC needs
heir political support to add respectabil-
ity to its stand on oil prices. Some new
orm of energy consultation may emerge

in the next few years. For the time
heing at least, such consultations will be
ilateral.

In the areas of commodities and,
I trarle, the 18-month debate was not very

â satisfying. Commodity questions focused
on acommon fund for price stabilization.
Although the general idea of a fund was
agreed to, very different perceptions re-

Î main on its nature and functioning. De-
veloped countries would accept a common
fund that would emerge out of already-
established commodity agreements with
bufFer 'stock funds of their own. Such a
üuidwould thus be a pooling of individual
fimds. Developing countries want the
broader common fund established first, to
provide a stimulus to individual com-
niûdity agreements, negotiations on which
have been lagging. They also have a
I)roader perception of what `the fund will
do; once it is in existence, seeing it as
having a transfer of resources function (to
poorer countries) as well as a commodity-
price-stabilization function.

The common fund debate, which has
gone on for a few years, has an air of un-
reality to it. There is no agreement on the
commodities which would be covered.
Sugar, cocoa, coffee, tin, rubber and cop-
per have been mentioned in various quar-
ters, but each would present special
problems. Developing countries themselves
find that their enthusiasm for the broad
political concept of a common fund di-
minishes when discussion turns to the
particular commodity in which they have
an interest. The debate on the common
fund may not lead to much in the real
w„rld of commodity trade. A common fund
may some day be established, but perhaps

intervention in commodity markets to
,stabilize prices.

It is apparent, however, that govern-
ments will increasingly intervene in com-
modity markets. It is not plausible that
the availability and price of crucial com-
modities will continue to be determined by
the vagaries of private commodity spec-
ulators or of multinational corporations.
Commodity market management is an
area in which governments will have to
become more expert, and there is no doubt
that they are already heading in this direc-
tion. Governments may attempt, more and
more, to manage supply and availability of
exports of raw materials as well as demand
for imports. They may intervene to play a
role in setting prices, guided probably by
longer-term market trends dictated by
supply and demand.

On trade, and particularly trade liber-
alization, there was littlq progress at the
CIEC. The real focus of developed country
attention on trade was on the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations (MTNs) in Geneva.
Willingness to provide greater access to
markets on the part of industrialized coun- Resurgence
tries is lacking, reflecting difficult national of protectionist
economic situations and the resurgence of pressures
protectionist pressures. In most developed
countries, the views of producers wanting
protection take precedence over the con-
cerns of consumers. Unfortunately, by
some, the MTNs are looked upon as a
problem rather than an opportunity, and
tariff reductions are looked upon as con-
cessions granted in negotiations rather
than a common objective.

The indebtedness of developing coun-
tries was one of the major issues discussed
at the CIEC. Some progress was made
towards a better appreciation of the situa-
tion. Regarding aid-related debt of the
poorest countries, Canada and some others
took significant steps, writing.off debt of
least-developed countries and deciding to
give aid to those countries on a grant-only
basis in the future. The much larger issue
of the enormous debt accumulated by
middle-income developing countries, large-
ly through commercial borrowing from
private banks, was not tackled directly,
nor did many developing countries want
it to be. The problem is that some develop-
ing countries with access to private capital

markets do, not want to subject themselves
to stringent IMF conditions for borrowing

in the higher-credit "tranches". Thus they

turn to commercial banks, which assess
their credit-worthiness on a case-by-case

basis and do not impose strict conditions

on their economic policies. In this manner,
they have accumulated debt-service obli-

gations which they may eventually have
difficulty in meeting. This area will bear



Changing
perceptions
of economic
interests

some careful watching in the coming
months, the danger being that a major
default could have a destabilizing effect on
the international banking and monetary _
system.

Broad conclusions
Some broad conclusions may be drawn in
the light of the experience and lessons of
the CIEC. First, countries of differing
viewpoints and conflicting economic in-
terests can sit down and make a serious
attempt at resolving the issues that divide
them. There is a willingness to bargain on
the part of developed countries, even
though they are fully aware that they will
be making short-term economic conces-
sions aimed at a longer-term, and an
uncertain, political good. Developed
countries know that, regardless of votes in
the UN, they hold the power to alter the
course of the international economy. De-
veloping countries have some of this power,
too. The most obvious example is OPEC,
but other countries, such as Brazil, are
beginning to exercise their economic power
internationally.

The powerful countries will not be
pushed to the wall by resolutions or rhe-
toric. They will, however, respond to
changing economic realities and conse-
quent changing perceptions of their own in-
terests. They will pay almost no attention
to debate on economic issues that bears
little relation to reality. They will be po-
lite but unreceptive. There is, therefore,
a danger that too much emphasis by
developing countries in international meet-
ings on a holistic new world order will have
the effect of "tuning-out" the powerful
countries just at the point where their
perceptions of the world should be en-
couraged to evolve. The powerful must
exercise leadership based not only on the
pursuit of their own interests but also on

Although they manifest themselves in
a variety of troubling ways, including open
conflicts, it is now apparent that the prin-
cipal concerns of most members. are, in
fact, economic. The UN and its agencies
have their work cut out for them if we are
to move closer to a more just and equi-
table world economic order. The barriers
to success are enormous, as unemployment
and inflation continue to plague even the
wealthiest countries. Unless a spirit of
reasonableness prevails, unless demands
and responses are tailored to present eco-
nomic realities, I must caution that even
in Canada, which is far from being_ the
least generous of the developed countries,
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an appreciation of the international con.
sequences of such pursuit. This apprecia-
tion will not be encouraged by emphasis
on paper rather than real results' in the
North-South dialogue. It will be encour-
aged if major economic powers and major
poor çountries are able to talk and nego.
tiate rationally. The CIEC provided such
an opportunity and was used to good
effect. Perhaps an adaptation of the CIEC
formula will have to be used again in the
future. Circumstances may demand this,

It would be essential to include the
major economic powers in such a forum if
improved global economic management is
the goal, as indeed it should be. The
OECD serves a very useful purpose for
co-ordination and consultation among in-
dustrialized countries on the full range of
international economic issues. Membership
in the OECD is based on history and
politics, and to some extent on likeminded-
ness. Economics may require that some-
thing,broader exists in the future to encom-
pass more of the countries that wield
economic power. OPEC would be an
essential element, as would be the Soviets
and the key Third World powers such as
Brazil, Mexico and India.

One of the weaknesses of the North-
South dialogue is that it is too "dichoto-
mized". ' Industrialized and developing
countries sit in an adversary relationship
even if they are talking about economic co-
operation. This is not entirely the fault of
developed countries. Developing countries
are prisoners of the dogma of their own
Group of 77. A broader partnership of the
OECD kind might help to provide leader-
ship on global economic questions that
would reflect not only the pursuit of legiti-
mate national goals but an appreciation of
the international consequences of achiev-
ing them, both on the powerful and on
the weak.

pressures will develop to focus on our own
considerable problems, even to. the exclu-
sion of the international consequences. I
need hardly tell you that we are not alone
in this difficulty. Canada's goal is to build
on the foundations we helped to create
through our co-chairmanship of the CIEC.
Given the proper climate, we will work
hard to devise a strategy that is both
broadly acceptable and realistic.

Extract from the speech delivered to the
United Nations General Assembly on
September 26, 1977, by Secretary of State
for External Affairs Don Jamieson.
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Limitations on sovereignty
over natural resources

All nation states that perceive their na-
tural-resource heritage as one of the

{ mainsprings of their economic develop-
ment embrace the principle of "permanent
sovereignty over natural resources" em-
bodied in the Charter of Economic Rights
and Duties of States. For many former
colonial territories, this principle expresses
a universal recognition of their sovereign
powers. By asserting the sovereign rights
of all states to trade and dispose of their
natural resources in the interest of econo-
mic development and the well-being of
their citizens, the principle constitutes a
unique international instrument.

It provides a legal rationale for na-
tionalization, legal authority for request-
ing multinational enterprises to take full
account of domestic resource-development
priorities, and protection of national auton-
omiesfrom extraterritorial encroachment.
Since 1962, when the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly adopted Resolution 1803
(XVII) on "permanent sovereignty over
natural resources", this doctrine has come

H to occupy a central place in international
discussions of trade and development. To-
day, it is of fundamental concern in a
variety of international deliberations; in-
deed, "full exercise by developing coun-
tries of permanent sovereignty over their
natural resources" is seen by the United
Nations General Assembly as playing "an
important role in the achievement of the
goals and objectives of the [Second United
Nations Development] Decade" ( Resolu-
tion 2626 ( XXV ) ) .

The realities of international com-

I

merce, however, appear to cast consider-
able doubt on the validity of the principle
of sovereignty over natural resources. The
manner in which multinational firms em-
ploy technology and investment capital
dictates the pattern and location of re-
source development throughout the world,
and erodes national sovereignty over nat-
ural resources. The Canadian experience
illustrates the realities of global resource-
development

Canadians have been lulled into com-
placency by a long-standing assumption
that the nation's rich endowment of
natural resources will ensure economic
prosperity for future ggnerations. Much
of this unquestioned faith in the natural-
resource heritage is rooted in the historical
development of Canada, which has been
viewed mainly as the record of a scattered
group of colonies that attained nationhood
and proceeded to exploit their natural
advantage in raw materials, exporting pri-
mary materials to. metropolitan consumers
in order to achieve a rapid improvement in
living standards. In 1911, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier rhetorically asked the House of
Commons:

Why did our ancestors leave their
respective lands and come to this coun-
try ... if it was not for the purpose of
taking hold of the natural resources and
using them for their benefit?

From the perspective of our fore-
fathers, perhaps the easiest - and, indeed,
the only - path to prosperity in an age of
colonial empires was to exploit the natural
resources at their disposal. It followed
from this choice that the exploitation and
development of resources became the
rationale of economic life in Canada.

Minerals and mineral materials have
become increasingly important in the con-
ext of Canadian economic development.
As early as 1936, the mining industry was
recognized as the vanguard of the Cana-
dian economy. T.A. Crerar, then federal

Mr. Chambers and Mr. Reid are with the
Mineral Economics Division of the
Mineral Development Sector, Department
of Energy, Mines and Resources. Mr.
Chambers worked for various federal
departments, including the Department
of Finance, be f ore joining Energy, Mines
and Resources. Mr. Reid came to Energy,
Mines and Resources from Vickers, da
Costa & Co. Ltd., a London (England)
brokerage firm. The views expressed here
are those of the authors.
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Minister of Mines, identified mineral ex-
ports as the prime source-of revenues to
fill the gap in Canada's export trade oc-
casioned. by declining farm-product sales..
"Fortunately," he declared, "this breach
was filled by products of our mineral in-
dustry ... [without which] our position
in international finance would have been
endangered, our unemployment would
have been greatly increased, even beyond
what it is, and our progress along the road
to recovery would have been very seriously
delayed."

Recent pronouncements about the
potential role of mineral resources in pro-
viding the basis for continued economic
prosperity have tended to reinforce earlier
perceptions of the role of natural resources
in economic development. These are, how-
ever, largely irrelevant to today's world,
and demonstrate an apparent lack of un-
derstanding of the determinants of global
resource-development, and hence of the re-
lation between resource-management and
economic development - a relation that
clearly demonstrates that natural re-
sources, though crucial, cannot of them-
selves ensure economic growth and de-
velopment.

While nineteenth-century nation-
builders could not have foreseen the ex-
tent to which domestic resource policies
would be affected by (1) the trend to-
wards the increasing internationalization
of business activities reflected in the
growth of world trade, (2) the growth and
dominance of the multinational enterprise
in global resource-management and -devel-
opment, and (3) the emergence of the
multinational enterprise as the principal
agent for the mobilization of investment
capital and for the international develop-
ment transfer of technology, contempo-
rary policy-makers, concerned with the
use of natural resources as a vehicle for
economic growth and industrial diversifi-
cation, can hardly neglect these realities.

The new realities are best seen against
the background of traditional perceptions
of trade and economic development. The
traditional model of international trade
advocates that a country should specialize
in the production and export of those goods
and services that employ the "abundant-
factor" endowment of the country and im-
port those goods and services that employ
those factors of production that are in
short supply in that country.

The Canadian experience agrees gen-
erally with this traditional model of spe-
cialization. The bulk of our trade has been
in minerals, forestry, fishing and agricul-
tural commodities. The Canadian economy

IN

has experienced since the turn of the
century a remarkable growth in the pro•
duction of a wide variety of mineral com.
modities. Canada has become the world's
third-largest producer of minerals and
mineral materials (behind the : U. S. S.R.
and the United States). It is prominent
among the world's sources of supply for
nickel, zinc, asbestos and silver, and a
major supplier of many other strategic
minerals. Canada's crude and fabricated
mineral exports were valued at over $11
billion in 1975 - a dramatic increase from
a total value of mineral production of $129
million in 1914 and $1.1 billion in 1951.

Throughout the years, two important
trends have emerged in Canada's mineral
trade and development. First, there has
been no significant change in the ratio of
fabricated mineral products to Canada's
total mineral-export trade. The largest
portion of the nation's mineral exports
remains in raw and semi-processed form.
Secondly, the growth-rate of mineral pro-
duction in Canada has been declining since
1950. Though Canada's mineral exports
have, in absolute terms, been increasing,
its relative position as a major supplier of
minerals and mineral materials has been
declining markedly in recent times.

The foregoing developments have oc-
curred in spite of a phenomenal growth in
world demand for minerals occasioned by
population growth and rising per capita

real incomes.
Canada's failure to foster further pro-

cessing and the development of mineral-
based manufacturing results in part from
a set of internal and external political and
economic forces that have led to the ac-
ceptance of the traditional model of inter-
national trade and development. But it
seems that close adherence to this form of
economic development results in a lop-
sided industrial structure. The "factor-
abundant", specialization approach does
encourage economic growth. It may also,
however, generate an unbalanced, and so-
cially undesirable, economic development.
Balanced economic development is an es-
sential ingredient of stability in an open
economy.

Canada's mineral wealth offers a
prime source for the development of a
more diversified and workable industrial
structure. Unfortunately, some policy-
makers are apt to think that the posses-
sion of a mineral resource is sufficient to
ensure a desired pattern of development
based on the exploitation of that resource.
Throughout the nineteenth century - in-
deéd, even 30 years ago - this view maY
have been valid. Today, however, the
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relative resource-endowment of various
countries, though crucial, is but one of
njany factors that determine the rate,
pattern and geographical distribution of

world resource-development.
To, understand why factor-endow-

ment confers less advantage that it once
did, it is necessary to examine the princi-
pal determinants of resource-egploration,
iniriing and -processing among resource-

producer countries.
The most important determinant is

the' demand for minerals and mineral
materials. In meeting this demand, the

mining companies, for the most part large
multinationals, decide where to locate new
mining operations and/or to expand exist-
ing capacity. In doing so, they are in-
fluenced both by the relative attractive-
ness of the natural-resource endowment
and by the investment incentives offered
by the governments of various countries.
More specifically, the mining companies
take into consideration:

(1) the quality and quantity of ore

deposits;
(2) the nature of infrastructural facili-

ties, ranging from the availability
of professional and skilled man-
power to transportation and com-
munication networks and adequate

energy supplies;
the host country's view of the
role of minerals in its industrial
development;

(4) the degree of political stability (un-

certainty about nationalization,

war, taxes and other factors deter
prospective investors):,

(5) fiscal, monetary, commercial and
industrial policies of the countries
in question.

In the aggregate, these elements
determine the relative attractiveness of
various countries for mineral-investment
undertakings. In doing so, they are ega-
mined by the multinational mining com-
panies in terms not only of how they are
likely to affect profits but also of the
extent to which they could curtail man-

agement's decision-making powers.
While, however, these determinants

are basic, they are not all-inclusive. Two
other determinants - technology and in-
vestment capital - transcend all the rest.
Technology in this sense refers not only
to machinery and equipment but also
to the expertise of managers, scientists,
engineers, technicians and other categories
of skilled labour.

Technology and investment capital
can be used to alter the relative attractive-
ness of resource-producing countries for

mining investment. Technology, for in-
stance, can be employed to increase supply
and reduce unit costs of production at all
stages, from exploration through fabrica-

tion. Modern techniques of exploration are
uncovering new ore-bodies in Brazil, Aus-
tralia and Papua New Guinea, as well as
in the depths of the oceans, and these dis-
coveries are altering the international com-
petitive position of traditional resource-
producing countries. At the same time, the

recovery-rate of metal and by-products

from the processing of new ores, scrap
metal and tailings has been increased
dramatically through the application of
innovative extractive technology

It is clear that technology is an indis- Technology

pensable element in resource-development. indispensable

Equally important is the availability of in resource-

adequate supplies of investment capital - development

indeed, such capital is an essential prere-
quisite for resource-exploration and -devel-
opment. The mineral industry must, how-
ever, compete for scarce investment funds
with other industrial sectors in domestic
and international capital markets. It is
here that multinational enterprises play a
unique role in bringing technology and
investment capital together for developing
natural resources. This capability derives
from the special characteristics of the
MNEs, which may be listed as follows:

(1) their established facility as main
purveyors of technology;

(2) their extensive knowledge about
the distribution and quality of min-
eral deposits throughout the world;

(3) their access to international and
domestic capital markets through a
system of intercorporate linkages;

(4) their integrated and diversified
structure, coupled with a large
share of international markets;

(5) their recognized capacity for en-
suring security of supply of min-
erals and mineral commodities for

industrialized economies.
These characteristics of the multina-

tional companies, particularly their control
over technology and their ability to in-
fluence the flow and direction of capital
investment in minerals, constitute formid-
able bargaining levers, which may be em-
ployed to 'secure special economic and
political advantages for the companies

concerned.
To appreciate how powerful these

MNE bargaining instruments really are,
it is necessary to understand the degree
to which the economic welfare of various
countries relies on and is sensitive to the
deployment of capital investment and
technology by the multinationals.



Broadly speaking, the operations of
the MNEs link three major groups of
countries. The first group - generally, the
home-base of the world's largest MNEs -
consists of such highly-industrialized econ-
omies as the European Economic Com-
munity, Japan and the U.S.A., which rely
heavy on imports of minerals and mineral
materials. The second group - usually
host countries of affiliates of many MNEs
- comprises countries like Canada, Aus-
tralia and the Republic of South Africa,
which, though highly-industrialized, are de-

pendent upon mineral exports for a signifi.
cant part of their gross national product.
Finally, there are those developing coun.
tries - Zambia, Chile and Peru, for egam_
ple (also host countries for affiliates of
MNEs) - for which mineral exports are
the mainstay of their economies.

The MNEs and their affiliates form a
major system of economic links among the
threa groups of countries. The links can
readily be seen through the various mar-
kets for raw materials, investment capital,
products and technology. The industrially-
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High technology is an essential element in competitive modern mining operations. In an
underground mine at Flin Flon, Manitoba, this mucking-machine scoops up ore and loads
it automatically in ten-ton cars hitched on behind.

NFB photo
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advanced, resource-deficient countries
have come to regard MNEs as agencies
that provide their economies with ade-
quate supplies of raw materials for main-

taining and expanding their industrial
complexes. On the other hand, the re-
source-producer countries view the MNEs
as the main agents providing direct invest-
ment and technology to exploit and devel-
op their resources, while developing or
utilizing indigenous managerial, profes-
sional and skilled manpower.

' Thus the global trade-and-develop-
ment activities of the MNEs link the
three groups of countries in a network
of interdependent economic and political
relations. But the pattern of trading that
has emerged from these relations has
proved unsatisfactory to the major re-
source-producer countries and has been
the source of controversy in the so-called
"North/South dialogue".

Many of the disquieting conditions of
existing trading patterns originated in the
era of colonialism, when low-cost supplies
of raw materials were secured by metro-

politan industrialists exploiting the rich

resource-endowment of the colonies. For

the most part, these entrepreneurs were

unconcerned with the balanced develop-
ment of the colonial economies. Conse-

quently, while raw-material exports
became the mainstay of colonial economic

life, they did not construct the base for
industrial diversification. This partly ex-

plains the lopsided structure of many de-
veloping economies today, as well as their
vulnerability to the cyclical and secular
changes of business activity in- the indus-

trially-advanced world.

Developing countries have long rec-
ognized that they can reduce this vulner-
ability and raise living standards by
broadening their industrial structures.
Beginning with meetings of the United

Nations Conference on Trade and De-
velopment (UNCTAD) in Geneva in

1964, developing countries have questioned
the traditional framework of trading pat-
terns and institutional arrangements with-
in which they must seek the realization of
their development and trade objectives.
Developing countries, lobbying as the
Group of 77, are still calling for a restruc-
turing of international trade that will en-
sure greater equity in the distribution of
world output. To this end, the Group of 77
is demanding, among other things, trade-
liberalization, monetary reform, the trans-
fer of real resources from developed econo-
mies, the transfer of technology, further
Processing, access to capital markets of

developed economies, and a code of con-
duct for multinational enterprises.

Technology and investment capital
are considered essential to the develop-
ment of a nation's natural-resource en-
dowment. Economic nationalists in Chile,

Zaire, Peru and Zambia were quick to
recognize in the 1960s that investment
capital and mining technology were critical
elements in maintaining the viability of
their mining operations. In all cases, after
government takeovers in the copper-min-
ing industry in these countries, newly-
formed state producers were obliged to
accord favourable investment concessions
to foreign mineral companies in return for

their management, technological and

marketing expertise. In many cases, the
costs of these services outweighed the an-
ticipated economic benefits from nationali-

zation. Eventually, one might have ex-
pected developing countries to sharpen
their skills and become less reliant on the
foreign company's ability to raise invest-
ment capital and provide industrial tech-
nology. But this did not happen. Recently,
Marshall T. Mays, the former President of
the Overseas Private Investment Corpora-

tion (OPIC), observed:

The economic impact of oil-price in-
creases on most developing countries
and the resulting impact on already
scarce foreign-exchange resources have

greatly magnified the importance of
foreign capital in LDC mineral projects.
Operational difficulties with some state-
run mines also have underscored the
need for private technology. Thus we
now sense a growing desire among
developing nations - even in some that
have notoriously bad reputations for
their past treatment of foreign investors
- to enlist the capital and skills of the

U.S. mining industry in the develop-
ment of their mineral resources.

Three noteworthy facts emerge from
the foregoing. First, investment capital
and technology are essential to mineral-
resource exploration and development.
Secondly, MNEs play a dominant role in
the integration and use of investment ca-
pital and technology in the global develop-
ment and distribution of mineral resources.
Thirdly, an MNE's decision as to where
to invest is not guided solely by the
quality and quantity of mineral deposits
as such but also by the relative attrac-
tiveness of the set of investment incentives
offered by each country. Thus the richness
of mineral deposits, though clearly of con-
siderable importance, is but one element
in the incentive package offered to the

Cost of services
outweighed
expected
benefits
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Sovereignty
traded against
procurement
of capital

MNEs by countries competing to develop

their natural resources.
In this perspective, is sovereignty over

natural resources a reality or an illusion?
How valid is the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, which gives
explicit recognition to the sovereignty of
nation states over their natural resources?
Concern voiced by the Group of 77 at
UNCTAD IV and in other international
forums about technological dependency,
access to capital markets and the vulner-
ability of their economies tothe behaviour
of MNEs amounts to a tacit admission of
the de facto invalidity of any form of re-
source-control based on a nineteenth-
century conception of sovereignty.

There is, therefore, a trade-off be-
tween the preservation of sovereignty over
natural resources, on the one hand, and
the procurement of investment capital and
technology, on the other. This trade-off,
moreover, is not peculiar to developing,
resource-producing countries. It also ap-
plies in countries such as Canada, Aus-
tralia and the Republic of South Africa,
where economic prosperity is largely
affected by mineral-exploration, develop-
ment and trade.

It is unfortunate that neither of these
groups of countries are being realistic
about the place that the latter group
should occupy in the North/South di-
alogue - which; indeed, has polarized
countries into two groups, developed and
developing. Countries like Canada are seen
simply as industrialized economies. This
view overlooks the fact that such countries
are heir to many of the resource-develop-
ment problems that have elicited the de-
mand for a new international economic
order.

International economic interdepend-
ence limits the autonomy of nation states
to pursue national objectives with purely
domestic instruments. Within the inter-
national economy, there is considerable
mobility of technology and investment
capital, both which are now almost ex-
clusively controlled by MNEs. These
assets are in effective demand by all coun-
tries wishing to develop their natural re-
sources. Consequently, the MNEs, whose
primary concern is profit, employ their
control of technology and access to invest-
ment capital as a formidable bargaining
instrument for exacting the most favour-
able investment conditions from countries
competing for capital and technology.

This dependence on investment cap-
ital and technology, as well as the ensuing
rivalry, place the MNEs in a commanding
position so far as resource-development is

concerned in many countries. Thus the
ability of many resource-producers b
develop their own minerals is being dimin.
ished. Even where nation states have
nationalized the opérations of the MNEs,
these states have been obliged to ente,
into contractual arrangements with MNEs
to procure, essential technological, man,
agerial and marketing expertise.

The extent to which the behaviour of
MNEs curtailssovereignty, and hence the
ability of the nation state to develop its
mineral-resource héritage as it sees fit, is
determined by the country's econornic
structure and system of government,
Where the economy is not diversified and
economic prosperity derives mainly from
mineral operations, the country may be
obliged to sacrifice some political and
economic autonomy for scarce investment
funds and industrial technology. More.
over, the political system itself may furtber
weaken a country in its contractual ar-
rangements with MNEs. In federal
systems such as those of Canada and
Australia, where mineral resources fall
solely within the jurisdiction of provincial
or state governments, government deci-
sion-making respecting mineral-resource
development is balkanized. This situation
encourages open competition for foreign
capital and industrial technology among
provinces or states. Moreover, it leads to
the fragmentation of development policies
and international policy positions respect-
ing the development of the nation's
mineral resources.

In the Canadian context, the division
of responsibilities between the two levels
of government places additional strain on
the federal development of a national
policy. The apparent division of jurisdic-
tion over mineral resources limits the
Federal Government's employment of in-
ternational institutions and arrangements
to further mineral-development priorities,

A major implication of this analysis
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is the need to minimize encroachment on
sovereignty while maximizing the net
economic and social benefits from mineral-
resource exploration and development. In
other words, it is clearly in the interest of
nation states, when they enter into con-
tractual arrangements with MNEs, to en- I
sure that these arrangements, while

recognizing corporate objectives, seek to
minimize the economic, social and political
costs associated with the procurement of
technology and investment capital.

To this end, many host countries, in-
cluding Canada, could benefit from pursu-
ing policies designed to foster greater
government - industry co-operation in the
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especially in virtue of the current tendency

of industry to redefine its role as ,a seller of

management and technical expertise.
1Vloreover; certain federal systems could
profit from promoting greater co-operation
between the two senior levels of govern-
ment so as to strengthen the bargaining

position of the provinces or states in deal-

ing with MNEs.
Difficult though the attainment of

these objectives may appear, they consti-
tute a potentially-rewarding challenge to

policy-makers seeking the maximum

economic and social benefits to be derived
from a nation's mineral-resource endow-

ment.

International minerals policy
should be adopted by Canada
By Alexander Dow

Nations possessing commercial mineral
deposits seek to exploit this resource to
obtain economic growth, improved em-
ployment opportunities and a source of
export earnings. Increasingly, too, em-

phasis rests on , the broader aim of

attaining the greatest possible economic
development for the entire economy from

extractive mining industries. Such a goal

recognizes not only that the total value of
what is extracted and exported is of im-
portance to a mining economy but that so
also is the proportion of that value that
stays in the economy and the' associated
structure of production created by the in-

dustry.
Canada is a major world producer of

minerals. Long the world leader in nickel
production, it is also now the leading pro-
ducer of zinc. Its lead and copper output
ranks Canada as a major world producer.
In addition, it is a significant producer on
a world scale of asbestos, cobalt, iron ore,
molybdenum, potash, silver, sulphur, tung-
sten and uranium. Many other minerals
are produced in quantities of less signifi-

cance to the total world supply.
The political economy of modern

extractive industry is such that the attend-
ant goal of maximum economic develop-

mént in each producer nation can be
achieved to the full only by co-operation
at various levels between,producer nations.

As" hewers of wood and drawers of water",
Canada and these less-developed countries
producing minerals share certain economic
interests, which may be pursued jointly.

That Canada is rich, and to some degree
industrialized, whereas the LDCs involved
are poor and to a great extent non-indus-
trialized does not alter the similarity of
their problems in this regard and the mu-
tual nature of the benefits accruing to a
co-ordination of trade policies.

Inevitably, self-interest succours trade

policies, as tariffs, quotas and exchange
controls attest throughout the interna-

tional economy. With minerals, it is a

fortunate coincidence that Canadian in-
terests and the impetus of the "new inter-
national economic order" permit Canada
the option of an honourable trade policy.
To explain the rationale for this policy,
which is not currently being energetically
pursued, requires an excursion into the
political economy of the modern mining

industry.

Vital industry
Few realize the extent to which the min-
eral industry is vital to the Canadian
economy. Even excluding petroleum and
natural-gas exports, more than one-quarter
of Canada's visible exports regularly take
the form of crude minerals and fabricated

mineral prôducts. Since Canada has an

Pro fessor Dow is a member of the
Department of Political Economy at the
University of Toronto (Erindale College).
His doctoral research has been in the
field of Canadian metal mining and its
economic impact on Canada. The views
expressed here are those of Professor Dow.
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open economy, in which merchandise ex-
ports form a high proportion of the gross
national product (generally about one-
fifth), this contribution is of considerable
importance. Even after netting-out the
mineral industry's demands for foreign
materials and machinery, it is certain that
mineral sales ensure a substantial earning
of foreign exchange for Canada.

Considered solely in output terms,
mining and mineral fabricating (still ex-
cluding oil and gas) again emerge as of
major importance to the Canadian econo-
my. In Towards a Mineral Policy For
Canada (1974), the Department of Ener-
gy, Mines and Resources estimated the
direct contribution as 5.6 per cent of the
GNP in 1971. With indirect multiplier
effects added, the impact risesto a massive

15 per cent of the GNP. Admittedly, such
estimates of indirect "linkage effects" to
transportation, construction, machine-
tool industries, etc., must be treated with

considerable caution, as they most likely
overestimate the final, general impact on
the economy; but they do serve to high-
light the substantial importance of miner-
al production to Canada.

In Canada, as in the LDCs, foreign
ownership of mines and mineral-processing
is the rule. According to the Canadian
Minerals Yearbook (1972), some 61.1 per
cent of the capital employed in metal
mines and 63.1 per cent of that in non-
metal mines at the end of 1970 were
controlled by non-residents. In fact, this
conclusion is based on the conservative
Statistics Canada practice of designating
control by 50 percent ownership or more.
It is well known that, with equity widely
disseminated, a much smaller bloc of
shares will ensure effective control of a
modern corporation. Finally, according to
Wallace Clement in The Canadian . Cor-
porate Elite (1975), about 79 per cent of
the profits in Canadian mining attach to
the foreign-owned assets in the industry.
Somehow foreign owners end up holding
more profitable assets than do domestic-
asset owners.

Like Zambia, Chile, Indonesia and
Papua New Guinea, to mention but a few

LDCs with commercial minerals, Canada
is dealing with large and profitable multi-
national firms in the domestic-minerals
industry. For the most part, these multi-
nationals are foreign-controlled. However,
Noranda Mines in Quebec and Cominco
in British Columbia do exist as indigenous
mining giants. As for the powerful Inter-
national Nickel Company, the true locus
of control, whether in Toronto or in New
York, is a matter of much ambiguity.
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It is instructive to investigate briegy
the Canadian tax take from the mineral
industry in the recent past. Metal mining
showed the highest average rate of return
at over 13 per cent, of any sector in the
Canadian economy from 1962 to 1975. Yet
a comparison of book profit .before taxes
and taxable income in the period 1965-70
shows that taxes. were levied on only 16.8
per cent of book profits in metal mining.
By comparison manufacturing paid taxes I
on 64.8 per cent of book profits, construc-
tion on 64.4 per cent and wholesale and
retail trade on over 85 per cent (Statistics
Canada, Corporation Taxation Statistics).
A mass -of tag exemptions (at 100 per cent
for three years on new ventures), tag I
write-offs for exploration and development
(100 per cent and immediate), tax-deple-
tion allowances and concessionary tag-
rates led to mining's contributing propor-
tionately less than other industry to Cana-
dian revenues.

The report of the Royal Commission
on Taxation (the "Carter Commission")
concluded in 1966 that the special tax con-
cessions enjoyed by the mining industry
should be abolished. Not until 1973 did
the modification of the federal tax exemp-,
tions and depletion allowances, together
with increased provincial royalties, estab-
lish a more realistic taxation level on min-
ing corporations - whose reaction is of
interest here. The chorus of protest ex-
tended across Canada in the media, re-
sounded through the provincial seats of
government and reverberated in Ottawa.
Constantly encountered at this time was
the threat that, if the industry were
thwarted, future investment would be
diverted outside Canadian borders. In this
instance, Canada experienced the pressure,
typical of multinational enterprise, that is
frequently encountered by LDC host
governments. The threat of location else-
where is used by the mining corporations
as a strategy to minimize taxes and maxi-
mize post-tag profits.

Mining and development
The problem facing a country seeking
economic development with heavy de-
pendence on a. mining industry is an ab-
sorption problem. How can the mining
industry in its productive activity, and the
proceeds from the industry, stimulate
economic development in the rest of the
economy?

The crux of this particular problem
was identified by Hans Singer more than
a quarter of a century ago in a now classic
article ("The Distribution of the Gains
between Investing and Borrowing Coun-
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pToccedings, 1950). Singer observed, in a

wider discussion, that the "multiplier

e{fects" of much foreign investment were
e%periencedin the economy of the investor
and not in the recipient economy because

of its dualistic economic structure. He

commented: "Coi11d it not be that in
many cases the productive facilities for ex-
port from underdevelôped countrieswhich
were so largely a result of foreign invest-
ment never became a part of the internal
economic structure of those underdevelop-
ed countries themselves, except in the
purelÿ geographical and physical sense?"

The advance of development econo-

mics in the years since Singer posed this

penetrating question now permits the
isolation of the conditions necessary for
extractive industry to contribute to the

possibility of economic development. A

certain simplification of complex realities
is involved in the analysis, as is the case

with all economic abstraction. In general,
however, two main criteria may be pro-
posed as sign-posts to policy-makers anx-
ious to determine whether mining will
generate significant economic benefits:

(a) Are there likely to be substantial
linkages?

(b) Will the economic rent accruing to
the minerals stay within the do-
mestic economy, at least in part?

Linkages are the economist's succinct

term referring to the connection between
a particular economic activity and the
rest of the economy. An industry buying

goods and materials stimulates the

domestic production of these items; this

is a "backward linkage". Likewise, the
availability of the industry's product may
stimulate further processing or fabricating
within the economy; this is a "forward

linkage".
Regrettably, the backward and for-

ward linkages generated by multinational
extractive industry are rather limited. The
more traditional the economy, the truer is
this precept. Backward linkages do occur
to some extent in the form of infrastruc-

ture provision in the areas of energy,

transportation and accommodation -
dams, railways and housing. Canada does
manufacture some mining equipment,

though much is imported. In the.LDCs,
tools and machinery for mining and milling
ores are inevitably purchased abroad.

As for forward linkages, the fact is,
to use the phraseology of a United

Nations report, "the primary-metals in-
dustry has little effect in promoting the
growth of light industry" (UNIDO

[United Nations International Develop-

ment Organization], Non-Ferrous Metals,

1972). Generally, forward linkages within
the primary-metals industry (from con-
centrate to refined metal to fabricated
products) are attained by political means.
In LDCs, multinational corporations cite
the economies of large-scale production to
justify the export of crude ores to refineries
and rolling-mills in the corporate metro-
polis. In Canada, the ratio of fabricated to
crude materials in mineral exports is rather
better, at 2:3, than in LDC producer coun-
tries, but much room remains for increas-
ing the proportion of Canadian value
added in minerals' trading.

Canadian example
A fine illustration of the problem is to be
found in Canada's economic history. The
nickel industry in Canada before the First
World War resembled in its situation that
of the modern metal-mining industry in

LDCs. A foreign company under the
patronage of J. P. Morgan - the original

International Nickel Company (INCO) -
was developing the Sudbury ore-body with
a minimum of further processing in Ca-
nada. Almost 25 years of cumulative public
pressure resulted in 1915 in the establish-
ment of the Royal Ontario Nickel Commis-
sion. The report of this body characterized
the reasons for the public pressure in terms
still typical of modern Canadian national-
ists: "There is, first, the natural desire to
have all the work on raw material which
is produced here done at home, up to the
point of turning out the finished article.
Employment is given to Canadian work-
men, Canadian chemists and Canadian ex-
perts. The rewards of this labour are spent
in Canada and swell the volume of Cana-
dian business. There is a feeling of im-
patience at seeing Canadians hewers of
wood and drawers of water, while, in an-
other country, technical and skilled work

is performed in refining an article of

Canadian origin."
A prior rebuttal of these aspirations

had been submitted to a Canadian House
of Commons standing committee by INCO
in 1910. Included is the following refrain,
familiar still in the development context:
"Certainly nickel could be refined in Ca-
nada, but not at a price which would
enable it to compete with nickel produced
abroad. If the industry were attempted in
southern Ontario, the sulphur fumes would
be considered a nuisance. An export duty
on matte would close up the works at
Copper Cliff (Ontario) and consequently
the mines also, in which case the company
would bring ore or matte from their nickel
lands in New Caledonia to be refined at
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Open-pit mining can be conducted much less expensively than underground operations.
Countries that wish to guarantee the working of less-accessible and lower-grade ore
deposits must ensure that part of the profits from the mining of rich surface-ores are set
aside for future use. The open-pit operation illustrated above is at Atikokan, Ontario.

Bayonne (U.S.A.). The new Caledonian
ore is easier and less expensive to refine
than that from Sudbury; the disadvan-
tages are, the heavy freight rates and the
great distance from New York. As to
profits, the profit on refined nickel was
about 71/2 cents per pound. There was no
understanding between the International
Nickel Company and the Société le Nickel
or the Rothschilds. On the contrary, they
were rivals and competitors."

Before the completion of the Royal
Commission's deliberations, there arose a
scare that Canadian nickel was being ex-
ported from the U.S. by submarine to help
the German war effort against the British
Empire. A popular clamour grew for state
intervention. In 1917, before the Commis-
sion's report was delivered, INCO had
started to build the Port Colborne refinery,
which has operated profitably in Ontario
ever since.

This anecdote is descriptive of the
relation between multinational company
and host nation in that it reveals the im-
portance of bargaining power between
company and government. The power of
the corporation is strengthened by capital
requirements, technology considerations
and questions of market access. Owing to
these bargaining "counters", the corpora-
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tion presents to the host LDC the effective
threat of location elsewhere. Co-operation
between governments can mitigate the
strength of these factors and allow an im-
proved economic outcome to each partici-
pant country.

An international minerals policy for
Canada should recognize the mutuality of
interest between Canada and LDC pro-
ducer nations in such matters of political
economy. As part of the Program in Sup-
port of the New International Economic
Order, the encouragement of further pro-
cessing of raw materials is a recognized
LDC goal. International tariff reductions
in semi-processed metals are an example
of an advance desirable for all producer
governments seeking improved forward
linkages for an export-oriented mining in-
dustry. Canada has been pursuing this
objective in the Tokyo Round of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) with little apparent success. Ap-
parent lack of support from similarly-
placed LDCs may indicate an absence of
mutual understanding.

Even a simple intergovernmental in-
formation exchange, by improving the
information flow to host governments,
allows a better estimate of the actual
profit-rate corporate mining capital will
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1deen1 acceptable. Incentives and taxation
tevels can be judged more confidently as a

esult. Producer associations, such as the
6lnter-Governmental Council of Copper-

possession of certain technical know-how

xporting Countries (CIPEC), seem to be
erving this function. In addition, they
erve to promote mutual understanding.
o date Canada has shunned these organiz-

ilations despite their endorsement in the
^rogram in Support of the New Interna-
ional Economic Order.

Three elements
The returns to extractive industry under

odern conditions consist of three distinct
{ lements: normal profits, monopoly rent
^ d Ricardian rent. Normal profits are
hose returns that would attract private
apital into mineral production in a given
ocation (with a given risk factor) if the
ndustry were competitive in the special
'sense in which the economist employs that
term. Monopoly rent is the term applicable
to these profits (in excess of a normal
^rofit) that arise when a corporation en-
^oys scarcity prices either by manipulation
of supplies in a position of dominant

rket power ( or in collusion with other
producers) or owing to world shortages.
.Such a rent may also arise from the sole

^ as, for example, the patented knowledge
^ f how to produce a metal product with
; pecific qualities. It is these two elements,
normal profits and monopoly rent, that
^comprise the returns of multinational cor-
porations operating in manufacturing.

In addition, those companies in na-
tural-resource industries will earn Ricar-
Idian economic rent (resource rent) on
{their world-wide operations. Ricardian
economic rent is a surplus that occurs in
me al mining owing to the differential
quality of different ore-bodies and the dis-
1seminated nature of the metal present in
any one ore-body. A mining concern will
egpand its world-wide operations only if,
fat the marginal mine, its costs of produc-
tion are expected to be covered, including
,at least a normal return on capital. On the

ely postulate that better ore-bodies are
^developed before inferior ones, a surplus is
being earned on the lower-cost ores when
orld prices are sufficient to cover costs on

the higher-cost operations. Thus Ricardian
rent arises on existing mines whenever the
^development of more costly mining com-
plexes becomes justifiable to the profit-
seeking multinational corporation.

Even within an ore-body, however,
there will be diminishing returns experi-

^enced with more intensive exploitation, as
!ore of lower and lower quality is extracted

for crushing and liberation. At that metal
price which justifies a particular cut-off
grade in the mine, a surplus is being
earned on the ore of higher quality. This
surplus is also Ricardian economic rent.

The peculiarity of this element of
multinational corporate earnings is that it
is not necessary as an incentive to produce.
It is true that, if certain jurisdictions per-
mit a producing company to keep such
Ricardian rent, it will be attracted by that
prospective gain. However, if all jurisdic-
tions were to collect successfully all Ricar-
dian rent, the level output in the industry
would be unaffected. Such a situation pre-
sents considerable scope for mutual bene-
fits from intercountry co-operation.

The other interesting feature of Ri- Ricardian
cardian rent is that liberal and socialist rent belongs
alike agree that it belongs to the state. Its to the state
collection is not to be equated with taxa-
tion but with the recovery in money of the
asset value to the natural resource-owner
(the state) of a diminishing asset. Ore-
bodies are non-renewable assets, whose
value is appropriated by private capital if
not collected by host governments using
methods designed for that purpose. Profit
taxation, aimed frequently at monopoly
rent, will not collect Ricardian economic
rents successfully unless specially tailored
to that task.

Mutual advantage
Mutual. advantage is attainable from co-
operation between Canada and LDCs in
economic policies concerning minerals pro-
duction and trade. Canada is in a similar
position to an LDC possessing minerals,
since both are "hewers of wood and draw-
ers of water" struggling to attain an inde-
pendent economic identity. Both face a
web of interwoven multinational. mining

capital. Neither can afford to dispense
entirely with multinational mining exper-
tise or to reject the market access offered
by such corporations.

But it seems that further gains are
possible within this framework with res-
pect to economic rent, the collection of
which is of critical importance to any
government seeking economic development
from a mining industry. Yet the experi-
ences of Canada, the old colonial regimes
in Africa and the new mineral countries,
such as Botswana and Papua New Guinea,
reveal a chronic tendency for multinational
mining corporations to pay extremely low
taxes and royalties. The threat of location
elsewhere, with the accompanying loss of
technological expertise and market access,
has been the wedge by which such conces-
sions have been gained. An exaggerated
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emphasis on the risks of mining has also Imminent reform
dulled the acquisitive urge of revenue- The structure of international trade ip
seeking governments. Concerted action by commodities is of great significance for
governments in the harmonization of producer co-operation; at présent its re.
royalties to collect resource rents and in form appears imminent. The Conference
the taxation of monopoly profits would on International Economic Co-operation
reduce the force of the multinational the Paris meeting of 27 nations répresen^
threat. Location elsewhere ceases to be an tative of industrialized and non-indus•
option if "elsewhere" also ensures an
equivalent regime of rent-collection.

Unexceptionable in theory, the collec-
Economic-rent tion of economic rent has. in practice
collection created considerable problems. For in-
has created stance, it is difficult to separate the
problems capital expended in discovering and "prov-

ing" an ore=body from the inherent value
of the ore itself. The harmonization of
resource-rent collection round the world
is likely to be difficult in that the "capital
content" implicit in exploration and de-
velopment differs from situation to situa-
tion. Thus agreement as to appropriate
tax and royalty methods and rates may
be hard to attain.

The ray of light to guide the officials
concerned would be that, so long as all (or
nearly all) the resource rent (but only the
resource rent) were collected in each
producer-country, there would be no ten-

dency for production to fall. Host govern-
ments might also be led to co-operate more

closely by the appreciation of how minimal
were the natural linkage effects of metal-
mining on economic development. Either
the Ricardian economic rent is collected

successfully or else a wasting asset disap-
pears completely with mine-exhaustion -

and with it evaporate some possibilities
for economic development by industrial or
agricultural diversification.

The collection of monopoly rent is in
a slightly different category, though inter-
governmental co-operation can also play a

role in altering its distribution in favour of

producer-governments: Again, the problem
is one of presenting a common front in all
relevant jurisdictions. The most successful
example of such action has been the OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum-Exporting
Countries) cartel, which even succeeded in

raising the world prices of oil and so the

level of monopoly rents. For several rea-

sons, of which the existence of substitutes
is the most compelling, such dramatic in-

tervention is unlikely to be successful for

other commodities. Furthermore, there is

no established ethical or ideological justifi-

cation for any one interest appropriating
monopoly rents. Normally the preserve of
private capital, their distribution between
corporation, government and consumer is

purely a matter of relative market power.
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trialized interests, ended irï` June 1977
with only a modicum of agreement. Yet
one result of these "North-South" negotia.
tions; which had dwelt on issues central to
the "new international economic order", is
a commitment by the industrialized na-
tions to change the institutional frame•
work of trade in raw materials. Agreement
in principle to a common fund to support
schemes for commodity-price stabilization
is being followed this November by the
beginning of negotiations in the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-
opment (UNCTAD) relating to the "nuts
and bolts" of the fund's operations. Closely
related to the foregoing is the agreement
on the need for measures of international
co-operation in the marketing and. distil-
bution of raw materials.

As a large exporter of minerals, Can-
ada has as much interest in stabilizing
commodity prices (and employment in the
industry) as the LDC producer-nations,
Thus Canadian support should now be
accorded enthusiastically to the efforts to
devise a workable, integrated commodity-
price stabilization program. In particular,
efforts may be made to have included in
the program those minerals that are of
particular importance to Canada.

Indeed, present realities dictate that
Canada should turn to wholehearted sup-
port for the several producer associations
now formed (or embryonic) for minerals
in which Canada has a significant export
trade. Canadian insistence on consumer-
country participation in such associations
(the present policy stance) is misplaced,
in view of Canada's interests as a major
mineral-producer. The moral legitimacy of
such associations is not in doubt, owing to
their endorsement by the United Nations
in the Program in Support of the New In-
ternational Economic Order.

Indeed, as previously noted, associa-
tions for copper, iron ore, zinc, sulphur,
etc., are not likely to operate as has the
OPEC oil cartel to raise world prices.
Their more modest successes are -likely to

consist in improving the bargaining power
of nation states facing multinational min-

ing companies, with, as a result, enhanced
revenues from resource-rent collection and
more forward linkages of mining within
the national economies of participant
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countries. Straightforwardprice-stabiliza-
tion, with or without common fund sup-
port, is also an aim of such producer
associations.

Examples of producer associations
to which Canada should make immediate
advances are the Inter-Governmental
Council of Copper-Exporting Countries
(CIPEC) and the Association of Iron-Ore
Exporting Countries (AIOEC). CIPEC
has as members or associates Zambia,
Zaire, Chile, Peru, Indonesia, Australia
and, Papua New Guinea. Though as a
copper-producer Canada ranks well below
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., as a contributor
to world trade, with Zambia and Chile, it
is of the first rank. Canadian participation
in CIPEC would strengthen the organiza-
tion considerably. The Association of Iron-
Ore Exporting Countries is a more recent
producer association, with such members

, ^
as Algeria, Australia, Chile, Sweden, India,
Venezuela, Tunisia, Liberia, Mauritania
and Peru. Canada has declined one invita-

tion to join this organization. One hopes
the next invitation will be accepted.

A suitable note on which to end, em-
phasizing rent considerations, is the ex-
hortation of Eric Kierans, the former
Liberal Cabinet Minister and gadfly of
Canadian natural-resource policy. In his
Report on Natural Resource Policy in
Manitoba, Kierans comments as follows:

Resource development is the transform-
ation of natural wealth into liquid
form. Seeking to keep that surplus, the
economic rent from exhaustible resour-
ces `at home' is surely a legitimate and
necessary objective of government pol-
icy.

What is legitimate for Manitoba is
legitimate for Canada and for the develop-
ing countries fortunate enough to be en-
dowed with valuable mineral deposits. It
should become the joint task of Canada
and other mineral-producing nations to
strive for this outcome in decision-making
chambers round the world.

^ Sino-Canadian relations:
resignation and optimism

It is always difficult to assess bilateral re-
lations that are unmarked by dramatic
events. Since October 13, 1970,when dip-

H Iomatic relations were established between
Canada and China, very few problems
have arisen, and both parties have en-
deavoured to avoid creating any. Must it,
therefore, be concluded that these rela-
tions have reached a plateau, and that in
future only simple, delicate readjustments
will be needed?

It is a well-known fact that recogni-
tion of China was a milestone in Canadian
foreign policy. In accordance with the
guidelines defined in the 1970 White Paper

j on foreign policy, relations with China
have enabled Canada to place a noticeably
greater emphasis on links with the Far
East. Notwithstanding the key aspects
and, in many respects, the obviously sym-
bolic value of this initiative, may not
Canada have created the impression that
it did not know whether it was doing too
much or too little?

In our view, it would be quite wrong
to conclude that, in general, Canadian di-

plomacy lacked realism in its relations with
China. The 1969 negotiations, the formula
for recognition - copied since that time
by several other countries - and the com-
petence of Canadian experts attest to the
efforts made and the energy poured into
the task of coming to grips with realities
in China. An unexpected result of such a
policy is, perhaps, that, by being too eager
to succeed, one is captivated by the charm
of those with whom one is dealing and de-

Pro fessor Hervouet teaches in the
Department of Political Science at Laval
University, where he specializes in Chinese
foreign policy and international relations
in Southeast Asia. This article is the first
application of data from a broader project
financed by the Laboratoire d'Études
Politiques et Administratives (Political
and Administrative Studies Centre) of the
Department of Political Science. The
author would like to thank Pierre Grenier
for his participation in this project. The
views expressed are those of Pro f essor
Hervouet.
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velops expectations that were not there, in
the beginning. This seems to have been
the case in the first few years, especially
with respect to trade.

Many countries experienced these il-
lusions and disappointments, and most of
them resigned themselves to the fact that
they had to follow the pace set by Chinese
diplomacy - a pace resulting from internal
upheavals usually unforeseen by foreign
observers. For various other reasons,
which we shall mention later, Canada
must be prepared to accept a more gra-
dual development of its relations with
China, but it should take pleasure in the
fact that progress has been smooth and
continuous.

Trade benefits -
Diplomatic recognition immediately pro-
duced benefits in the area of trade. Two
weeks after it occurred, in fact, Canada
negotiated a contract with China for what
was at the time the largest wheat deal
ever made. In the spring of 1971, barely
two weeks after the first Canadian Ambas-

sador to China, Ralph Collins, assumed
his duties in Peking, the first Canadian
Government trade mission arrived, headed
by Jean-Luc Pépin, then Minister of In-
dustry, Trade and Commerce.

According to Mr. Pépin himself, the
purpose of the mission was essentially eco-
nomic, and in September 1971 he sub-
mitted an extremely positive report to the
Standing Senate Committee on Foreign
Affairs. At the end of the trip, the Chinese
leaders assured the Minister that they
would continue to consider Canada as
China's main supplier of wheat. This
meant, above all, that China would call on
Canada first as a favoured partner when it
wanted to import wheat. This promise has
never been broken. In 1973 the Peking
Government concluded an agreement with
Canada to by 224 million bushels of wheat
over the following three years.

The ministerial missions that followed
the one headed by Mr. Pépin also gave
cause for satisfaction. In August 1972, the
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mitchell Sharp, opened in Peking the larg-

As part of the cultural exchange program between Canada and China, the Shanghai
Ballet spent four days in Ottawa last May during the company's first Western tour.
Dancers are shown above in a scene from The White Haired Girl, a modern revolu-
tionary ballet.
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est trade fair that Canada had ever held
abroad. However, Mr. Sharp's large dele-
gation was clearly political and served to
counterbalance the previous mission of the
Minister of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce. These visits, as well as subsequent
ones by Cabinet Ministers Donald Mac-
donald and Jeanne Sauvé, helped to
weave a network of contacts, agreements
and exchanges .that enabled Canada to
benefit from a full range of international
relations with China.

' Prime Minister Trudeau's visit in Oc-
tober 1973 put the finishing touches to
these efforts. The warm relations estab-
lished with China's leaders, and the results
achieved, made this trip a great success,
both for the Prime Minister's personal
prestige and for Canadian diplomacy. A
trade agreement was signed that included
a most-favoured-nation clause, conveyed
the intention of both sides to increase the
number of their exchanges and established
a joint trade committee that would meet
annually. Another result of this trip was
that the Canadian and Chinese Govern-
ments reached an immigration agreement
allowing citizens of the People's Republic
of China to come to Canada as part of a
program of reuniting families. It is inter-
esting to note that China has never made
this kind of agreement with any other
country. Since 1973, 2,000 Chinese have
taken advantage of this agreement.

Though it is obviously impossible to
list all the achievements that might give
Canada reason to rejoice, it may safely be
said that, in general, diplomatic recogni-
tion of the Peking Government has bene-
fited Canada. While it is difficult to eval-
uate actual political gains, one can see
that there has been a steady increase in
the volume of trade since 1970, except for
the last two years. There has also been a
very significant increase in scientific, tech-
nological, cultural and sports exchanges.
The question now is whether it is possible
to do more in the future. For almost two
years relations between the two countries
seem to have had difficulty in finding
their "second wind". The factors that have
led to this situation, on both the Canadian
and Chinese sides, have to be examined.

The enthusiasm reflected in recent
reports of Canadian missions to China
would seem to represent something of a
change from the realism of the early Sev-
enties. This seems to be especially true
in the realm of trade. A simple perusal of
the annual figures for trade with China
since 1970 shows that there was a signi-
ficant imbalance between exports and im-
ports that was very much in Canada's

favour. Even more interesting is the fact
that, from 1961 to 1969, grain sales always
represented more than 96 per cent of all
Canadian exports to China, and in some
years the figure was as high as 99.9 per

cent.
Since the time of Canada's diplomatic

recognition of China, both parties have
tried to correct these imbalances by con-
siderably increasing Chinese imports to
Canada. In spite of these efforts, officials
of the Department of Industry, Trade and
Commerce have estimated that it would
still be possible to increase Canadian ex-
ports. In fact, when Jean-Luc Pépin re-
turned from China, he stated that the
Chinese wished to export a wide variety
of products but were not insisting on ob-
jectives such as the balancing of trade,
equal increases in exports dr anything of
that kind. A working group was set up to
co-ordinate action taken to tap the poten-
tial of the Chinese market. Its object was
clear: to increase trade between the two
countries, and Canadian exports to China,
by selling a wider range of products. These
efforts were not fruitless, since the pro-
portion of grain exports has decreased
progressively since 1971, with a cyclical
exception in 1975, and Canada has sold
more aluminum, timber products, potash
and telecommunication and railway equip-
ment.

However, despite the Chinese Gov-
ernment's assurances that it could easily
buy from Canada manufactured products
it now obtains elsewhere, orders have still
been given to other countries. For exam-
ple, though China presented the Canadian
Government - and even Prime Minister
Trudeau, during his visit in 1973 - with
the prospective purchase of "turn-key'
factories, this kind of project does not yet
seem to have materialized. In 1975 China
imported 11 full units from Japan, West
Germany, Britain, Italy and the United
States.

Trade declining
Over the last two years for which figures
are available (1975-1976), the volume of
trade between Canada and China has
decreased. Several factors may serve to
explain this downward trend. The main

ones seem to be the Chinese Government's
need to reduce its trade deficit and, even
more important, China's growing interest
in its political and trade relations with
Western Europe. China demonstrated this
interest when it decided, in May 1975, to
establish diplomatic relations with the
Commission of the European Communities
in Brussels. Canada and the United States

Grain declines
as proportion
of exports
to China



Chinese
diplomacy
not averse
to courting

inevitably - suffered because of this new
direction in Chinese foreign policy.

- There has also been a change in the
kinds of product imported by China during
this -period; the proportion of agricultural
products has decreased, while that of ma-
chinery and equipment has increased.
These factors partly explain why the
Peking Government has preferred an an-
nual rather than a longer-term renewal of
the 1973 agreement on the purchase of
Canadian wheat. Experts on China's econ-
omy estimate that sales of wheat should
continue for several years, and Canada
will undoubtedly remain a favoured part-
ner. However, the sums involved in these
sales and the obvious imbalance in trade
between the two countries may prevent a
further development of trade relations. It
is, therefore, just as important for Canada
to know what China does not want to buy
as it is for China to know what it can sell.

Canadian initiatives
Although Canada, a "second world" coun-
try in Chinese political terminology, seems
to rank very high in the estimation of the
Peking Government, it cannot expect to
supersede countries the Chinese leaders
feel are politically and economically more
important. This may partly explain why
the initiative has nearly always come from
the Canadian side.

One of the characteristics of Chinese
diplomacy is that it is not averse to being
courted. To take a simple example of this
well-known fact, since 1970 the Chinese
have sent the Minister of Foreign Trade, in
1972, and a deputy minister, in 1976, to
visit Canada - whereas no fewer than nine
Canadian ministers and prominent Parlia-
mentary figures - including, in 1973, the
Prime Minister - have visited China
during the same period. This fact may
seem inconsequential but the constant
necessity of rekindling friendship by means
of the symbolic gestures that still greatly
influence the Chinese must be appreciated.
It is also interesting - almost amusing -
to note that the Federal Government spent

a quarter of a million dollars on restoring
the home of Dr Norman Bethune in
Gravenhurst, Ontario. Although before
that time probably at least 95 out of 100
Canadians had never heard of Dr Bethune,
who died for the revolution in China in

Postscript

1939, he is a well-known figure to all
Chinese citizens and since his death has
become a symbolic bond between China
and Canada.

It is somewhat unjust to reproach the
Government for too much initiative in its
diplomatic policy in this area, since all the
countries that have relations with China
know that this is the price they have to
pay in order to establish links with a
socialist country in which traditional be•
haviour is still firmly anchored. The very
obvious strengthening of cultural relations
during the last two years seems to suggest
that the time has arrived for- individuals,
groups and provinces to become more in.

volved than the countries themselves.
Perhaps the Canadian Government should
allow others to take more responsibility for
launching programs under the agreements
it has concluded. The attempt to involve
China in a network of transnational rela•
tions would be futile, but it is possible to
make China more aware of the complex
reality of Canada.

The efforts that have been made in
the cultural and scientific fields seem to
have produced very positive results, as is
shown by the success of the Shanghai
Ballet's visit to Canada and the Canadian
Brass's tour of China. Since China seems
to be giving priority to modernization and
scientific research, it would be advisable to
encourage exchanges in these fields.

Ever since diplomatic relations were
established between the. two -countries,
many observers have noted that China has
considered Canada as a close ally of the
United States and therefore as a useful
vantage-point from which to observe
American society. This view has not been
so popular since the People's Republic of
China became a member of the United
Nations. It is still possible, however, that,
if there were a rapprochement in the near
future between the Peking and Washing-
ton Governments, Canada would again act
as a bridge and meeting-place. There is
also every reason to believe that, politi-
cally speaking, the Chinese Government
will now be more interested in Canada
since the international press has indicated
that Canadian unity is threatened over the
medium term.

The visit to Canada of the Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Huang Hua, at the
beginning of October, represented mainly the payment of a debt of courtesy that Peking had,
in previous years, neither been able, nor wished, to honour. This visit does not appear to have
disturbed, to any significant extent, the dynamics of Chinese-Canadian relations. An im-
provement, in the exchanges - chiefly commercial - between the two countries may, however,
be expected, but it remains the business of Canada to make every effort to persuade China
that Canada too can contribute to the next phase in the modernization of Chinese society.
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By Thomas Land

Structural changes in industry confront many school-
leavers with the real prospect of holding no employ-
ment during much of their lives. The rest of society,
still steeped in the work ethics of the farst industrial
revolution, will have to meet their material needs. The
industrialized world is seeking suggestions to tackle -
or hide the problem.

The Commission of the European Com-
munities is urgently seeking fresh ideas for
the expenditure of about $15 million ear-
marked for the next four years to combat
rising unemployment among young people.
Various proposals are being prepared in
the.nine member .nations, some of whose
specialists are looking to Canada, which
has just launched an imaginative youth-
employment program. But their schemes,
urgently debated throughout the industri-
alized world, may not affect the core of the
problem unless their authors ask some
penetrating questions about the real needs
and priorities of modern society, and even
examine the very "work ethic" on which
all productive activities are based.

The money was set aside by the Euro-
pean Community ministers of education,
acting in alarm over the recent spectacular
increase in the number of young people
among the unemployed - whose numbers
have already reached levels. unprecedented
since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
Total unemployment in the Community is
well over five million; and more than one
out of every three jobless persons is under
25, may never have been employed - and
may not be so for the rest of his life.

A recent study published by the Or-
ganization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) described unem-
ployed youth as "a new underprivileged
group". Transatlantic observers such as
The New York Times warn that a revolu-
tion by embittered and unemployed young
Europeans may be around the corner.

Unemployment is a world-wide phe-
nomenon and an inescapable problem for
all mankind in this final and dangerous
quarter of the twentieth century. It is due,

in the technologically-sophisticated coun-
tries, to a basic restructuring of industry,
the effects of which are currently exacer-
bated by the prolonged, slow economic
growth. Only about 17 million of the
world's 315 million unemployed are West-
erners. But the severity of unemployment
in many industrialized countries is being
examined for the first time on a global
basis by the International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO) in Geneva because of its
effects on the rich world's ability to help
the developing regions.

Unquestioned
Strangely enough, the present phenom-
enon of high youth unemployment has
been foreseen for more than three decades
but has gone unquestioned. While industry
and agriculture gathered the profits of
high technology by shifting towards more
skill-intensive and capital-intensive activi-
ties, the super-salesmen of the second in-
dustrial revolution depicted the rise of
future societies free of the burden of repe-
titive work. Industry was to remain the
domain of relatively few responsible spe-
cialists able to provide for the carefree
leisure of millions.

The first generation of Westerners
thus condemned to leisure yet wholly un-
prepared foi it now demands work - or at
least a livelihood. Demonstrations by un-

Mr Land is a political journalist
associated with The Financial Post in
Toronto and with The Times, The
Observer and The Financial Times in
London. The views expressed here are
those of the author.
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employed young people in the nine capitals
of the EC are taken very seriously by.
officialdom, which has.painful memories of
the Paris uprising in the;spring of 1968.
Current experience in. North America,
where youth unemployment is even higher
than in Europe and where in the big cities
it is increasingly associated with prostitu-
tion, drug-addiction and violent crime, also
prompts official action - but of the wrong
kind.

Proposals under preparation in the
EC capitals tend to focus on the principle
of paying industry to expose school-leavers
to the work environment as an educational,
rather than economic, measure. There are
already various national schemes following
the example of Canada and the United
States, where unemployed school-leavers
are paid low wages for "community" work
that could be otherwise more effectively
carried out by properly-trained and -or-
ganized labour. Such projects include the
removal from public places of aerosol-
sprayed graffiti often put up by the
youngsters themselves outside working
hours.

The dimensions of the problem of
youth unemployment were illustrated by
the attention it was given, at the top of
the agenda, during the summit conference
of the world's seven richest nations -
Canada, the United States, Britain,
France, Italy, West Germany and Japan
- in London earlier this year. Yet bureau-
cracies still try to hide the problem from
the public.

In West Germany, for example, fed-
eral grants are given to organizations and
firms running extra vocational-training
courses - in other words, training future
employees whom they are unlikely to need.
In the Netherlands, 16-year-olds who do
not wish to attend day-school full-time are
obliged to undergo part-time schooling. In
Sweden, grants are available to employers
for the training of employees who might
otherwise be laid off because of recession.
Britain has just announced an annual
subsidy of $320 million to keep nearly a
quarter of a million unemployed young-
sters busy and quiet. Washington has com-
mitted $15,900 million to the same purpose
over the next two years.

Western Europe's education and man-
power planners, on the lookout for new
ideas, are watching with interest and
admiration a set of Canadian work and
training projects that display much inven-
tiveness and concern - yet are essentially
as irrelevant to the causes of youth unem-
ployment as less-imaginative experiments
carried out elsewhere.
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Fresh thinking by the Department of
Manpower in Ottawa had previously in-
spired initiatives by governments abroad,
as in the case of Britain's youth-employ-
ment scheme launched late in1975>under
the Manpower Services Commission
(MSC) and modelled on Canada's Local
Initiatives Program. The LIP project,
started in Canada in 1971, was concerned
mainly, with traditionally-high seasonal
unemployment during the winter months.
The idea was to finance labour-intensive
work projects designed to improve the
standards of community life on a non-
profit basis. About 100,000 people, have
been employed under the Government-
financed scheme - building bridges, re-
pairing buildings and giving advice at
public consumer centres,

Canada is going much further this
time, and the EC may well follow suit. One
fresh Canadian project, launched in June
in the context of the national manpower
strategy, which has attracted much atten-
tion here, will provide secondary-school
"dropouts" with nine weeks' exposure to
work to help them to decide whether to
return to school or to enter the labour
market. The program is run in co-opera-
tion with local boards of trade and cham-
bers of commerce. Ottawa is to pay 50 per
cent of the wages involved, to a maximum
of $500 a person.

The winter component of the scheme
will be concerned with school-leavers who
are likely to find it very hard to obtain or
hold employment without special assist-
ance. They will be offered nine weeks of
work experience, subsidized by the ad-
ministration, with employers participating
in the program between October and
June. Another project planned for this
summer is to provide Government finance
for established organizations, groups and
municipalities that are creating seasonal
employment for students in activities of
community value. One condition of the
program is that the jobs should relate to
the career plans of students and should
ease their eventual entry into. the labour
market.

Government departments are also in-
structed to set up new work projects in
their spheres of responsibility without
duplicating existing operations. Students
may be employed in such tasks as clean-

ing up rivers. The aim is to create seasonal
jobs that give students an element of phy-
sical and mental challenge in a practical
work-setting.

Full-time secondary and post-secon-
dary students are to be -offered work-
related education courses in industrial
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settings -tailored to their academic pur-

suits. The project, to be financed jointly
by Ottawa and the provinces, is intended
to improve students' understanding of in-
dustry and enable them to make realistic
career decisionsbefore leaving school.

All these Canadian schemes, as well
as some others of less immediate interest
to European planners, will cost $350 mil-
lion in the first year. A basic philosophy
ofôptimism is evident in all of them, con-
cerned as they are with preserving the
employment potential of a growing and
important segment of the population for
whom actual work is not now available.
Labour specialists throughout the rich
world are impressed with "the danger of
making unemployables of our unemploy-
ed", as a spokesman for Britain's MSC
recently put it. "Lack of a job early in

one's working life means that one misses
the vital formative experience of work, the

essential disciplines which we take for

granted," he added.
Such fears, and the corresponding na-

tional work and training programs, would
be justified if industry were likely to need
a huge reserve of labour some time in the
future. But the contrary is true.

For the latest OECD report forecasts
continued inflation, unemployment, for-
eign-trade"and domestic-demand problems

throughout the Western industrialized
countries in the foreseeable future, with
nothing to justify long-term optimism.
And the ILO warns that, even if the reces-
sion were to disappear miraculously over-
night, there would still be large numbers
of young people seeking jobs'without a
hope of finding any.

The current recession began with the
oil crisis of 1973, following a long and
uninterrupted period of spectacular in-
dustrial growth. But the seeds of the prob-
lem were sown well before the oil crisis,
the ILO says. A textbook example is the
British labour market - there were 28,000
unemployed teenagers in Britain in 1968,
58,000 in 1971, 175,000 in 1975 and more
than 200,000 in 1976. A similar pattern
has been evident in many other countries,

including Canada, the United States,
France and Italy, all of which had high
levels of youth unemployment in the
1960s.

Thus, the ILO considers, the reces-
sion has merely accelerated the trend, but
so dramatically that:

"Now about 40 per cent of the unem-
ployment total in the world's 23 richest
countries are young people under 25 years,
although they constitute only 22 per cent
of the total population .... Teenagers are

E

hardest hit, especially those looking for
their first jobs. Even in countries with.
relatively low levels of joblessness, such as
Sweden and Norway, teenage unemploy-
ment is twice or thrice as high as that of
other workers."

As industry requires a constantly-
diminishing human intake, children still in
school are increasingly taught to prize
the prospect of employment and to com-
pete for places. The school systems tend
to reinforce the trend by becoming in-
creasingly selective and competitive them-
selves, a process that starts in primary
school. The constant siphoning-off of
gifted, and "motivated", youngsters leads
to a downgrading of all the rest, who go to
general and vocational schools when edu-
cational levels are also losingivalue. When

the youngsters leave them, they are con- Labour market

fronted with the strange world of the requires skills

labour market, which requires skills, not acquired

knowledge and behaviour they have not in school

acquired. An estimated one-third of unem-
ployed teenagers in the EC have completed
compulsory schooling without receiving
any additional vocational education; and,
the ILO emphasizes, increasing numbers
of school-leavers do not meet the stand-
ards required for training in modern in-
dustry.

That, however, is only a minor aspect
of,the essential problem of unemployment,
since industry is quite capable of training
all the people it needs. In fact, both sides
of industry throughout the West are erect-
ing barriers, for opposite reasons, against

job-seekers. The plight of the jobless
young thus becomes a political embarrass-
ment and an excuse for bureaucratic or-
ganization in national youth-employment
programs that can, at best, postpone
problems for the future.

Corporate managers are understandably
reluctant to hire new workers who are
difficult and expensive to fire under the
protection of labour legislation and the
powerful trade unions. The rapid rise of
labour costs combines with accelerating
technological development in all industries
to reduce the existing labour force and to
promote the acquisition of more equip-
ment, rather, than more employees, even
at times when vacancies do arise. Indus-
trial firms volunteering to take on small
numbers of school-leavers in response to
pleas by government are concerned es-
sentially with the public-relations value of
such gestures, which simply cannot solve
the employment problems of a whole
generation.

Trade unions are in business to look
after the interests of the people who are
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already employed, and not those seeking
employment. That means maintaining and
promoting high wages and fringe bene-
fits, protecting jobs that^ are constantly
threatened by increasing technological
sophistication, and negotiating lucrative
redundancy agreements when employment
is lost through the introduction of new
techniques. Since these functions can be
fulfilled only through the maintenance of
a monopoly, or a near-monopoly, of the
labour supply, the trade unions cannot
but view with suspicion the increasing
armies of young jobless who are kept busy
and underpaid by the youth employment
programs.

Technology has not, of course, elim-
inated all unimaginative or humiliating
work. The millions of "guest workers" im-
ported into Western Europe from less-
prosperous countries for such employment
before the oil crisis was increasingly being
replaced by young natives, the products of
the European "baby booms" of the 1950s
and 1960s, who have been educated with
an, inordinate emphasis on career success.
Their lowering of long-term career expect-
ations - itself a huge potential source of
social friction - thus affirms an earlier
OECD study warning Western industri-

alized countries that they are unlikely to
return to a steady, economic growth with.
out the acceptance by their populations of
changes in their mode of life.

Thus, to vast numbers of the unem.
ployed young, the structural changes iu
industry introduced by their fathers have
brought the real prospect of, no employ.
ment - except, perhaps, in marginal busi.
ness - for much of their lives. The sooner
the truth is openly acknowledged, the less
painful it may be for them to adjust to the
industrial realities of the present and the
future for which they have been ill pre-
pared by the misleading pressures and ex-
pectations of their elders.

These structural changes also con-
front the rest of society with the inescap-
able need to allocate economic resources
to meet the needs of people for whom "the
essential (work) disciplines which we take
for granted" are necèssarily meaningless.
Few issues are politically less palatable in
a world still steeped in the work ethic of
the first industrial revolution, which glori-
fied human labour in the service of a now
outmoded technology. Few issues are more
urgent . for the unemployed young - our
own children.

Chile under the military
By Jacques Zylberberg

Under the Presidency of Salvador Allende,
a growing populist movement in Chile
finally backfired against its leaders.
Traditional political institutions collapsed
under the two-way pressure of opposing
factions within the country and destabili-
zing efforts from without. The military
élite was the only group that remained
capable of filling the political vacuum
created by the mutual neutralization of
the parties in conflict. The military bu-
reaucracy was the one state institution
that was still cohesive and potent despite
the political upheaval.

From 1970 to 1973, the army as an
organization had refused to support the
various generals, from Viaux to Prats, who
had responded to a multitude of pleas from
pressure groups, political parties, the
Chilean Government, the multinational
corporations and the Nixon Administra-

tion. This assortment of pleas, however,
served to legitimize the concerted offensive
by the army chiefs who finally seized
power.

The collegial nature of the junta and
the militarization of the various state in-
stitutions ensure that the military inter-
vention will continue. After usurping
constitutional, legislative and executive
power, the army put an end to the relative
autonomy of the administrative institu-
tions. The administration was restructured
in line with military models, efficiency
being guaranteed through a massive influx
of officers into the public service. Mili-
tarization ensured that the administration
would function in a homogeneous, cen-
tralized manner, in contrast to the splin-
tering and break-up of bureaucratic struc-
tures under the previous regime. In
addition, the military clamped state
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control over all aspects of society; the
development of society gave way to the
development of the state. Under this all-
encompassing military rùle; two civilian
institutions, theSupreme Court of Justice
and the General Comptroller, have sur-
vived; thanks to their ready acceptance of
the rulers' decrees.

Internal war
The seizure of power by the military
marked the beginning of an internal war
against the structures of the leftist na-
tional-populist state, which was blamed
for the political disorder, for the economic
crisis and, finally, for subversion. The in-

ternal war was, of course, directed first
against the political leaders of the previous
regime and the sections of the working
class that had supported them, and, finally,
against the entire working class. External
security was relegated to the background
in the haste to suppress the nation, the
restless internal social groups and their
movements. The people were now cast as
the main enemy standing in the way of the
stability and expansion of a state saved by
the military from Communist anarchy.

There is no need to repeat the details
of the physical repression and constant
violation of human rights that have been
the subject of numerous official reports by
the United Nations and even the Organi-
zation of American States. The subjection

of the-people to the state has been accom-
plished by a variety of methods - physical,
economic and ideological. Physical repres-
sion is practised only on people from the
lower and middle classes who were con-
nected with the Allende regime or have

been involved in the human-rights cam-
paign. Economic repression, as evidenced
by increasing unemployment, lower real
wages, and child-malnutrition, is being
used to "re-educate" the workers in the
school of "jungle capitalism". And the
third prong of the internal war, ideological
repression, consists in banning political
parties, purging the universities and cen-
soring the media, the aim being not only
to prevent the opposition from expressing
itself but also to depoliticize the country.
Finally, the permanent state of siege rules
out any serious opposition to the regime

and serves as a pseudo-legal justification
for the various arbitrary measures accom-
panying the repression. The military is
now the only social group capable of con-
certed action in Chile.

The repression of the country at all
levels produces the docile manpower neces-
sary for a widespread capitalistic accumu-
lation of wealth, providing the material

basis of national security. Reacting to the
populist policies of state intervention, the
military leaders have opted for financial
orthodoxy in the public sector and liberal
laissez-faire in the productive sectors, and
have undertaken to dismantle all obstacles
to the free play of forces in the market
place. The deflationary financial policies,
the withdrawal from the Andean Group,
the dismantling of the public sector of the
economy and the reduction in consump-
tion have created an environment favour-
able to jungle capitalism and multinational
corporations, The junta's economic ad-
visers believe that the incestuous union of
state nationalism and economic liberalism
should transform Chile into a new South
Korea.

Unfortunately, the perfect free mar-
ket does not exist; economic ^agents are not
all equal, and this inequality leads inev-
itably to imbalance and domination. By
unrestrictedly opening the national market
to private economic forces inside and out-
side the country, Chile has left itself little
room to manoeuvre in the difficult con-
frontation taking place between national
economies and transnational corporations.

Junta isolation
The excesses of the internal war and the
militarization of the state are steadily
isolating the junta from the United States,
the social sectors backing the rulers, and
their own troops.

First there is geopolitical isolation.
Although the junta claims to be a forward
bastion in the anti-Soviet struggle, it has
not managed to establish good relations
with the Western world. Even its ally the
United States has been abandoning it
since the past Presidential election. In the
style of John Kennedy, President Carter
claims to favour "democratic" models of
development in the Third World. Wash-
ington's hostility, however, will not go so

Professor Zylberberg is director of the
graduate studies program in political
science at Laval University. He is also a

research associate of the Institut Belge de
Science Politique and the Centre de
Recherches en Sociologie de la Religion,
Laval University. He has been studying
Latin America for the past 15 years and
has written widely on the affairs of that
part of the world. The article reflects
Professor Zylberberg's personal opinions
and those of his co-researcher, Mr Monter-
richard, a jurist at present preparing a
thesis in political science at Laval
University.
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far as to produce a repetition of the"desta-

bilization" operation that hastened the fall
of the Allende Government. The internal
cohesiveness of the current Santiago re-
gime rules out such an 'operation in the
immediatè future, not to-mention the fact
that the new American President does not
seem to support that approach.

Second, there is social isolation.
Whereas in 1973 the armed forces had
been able to çount on the support of the
majority of the population, this majority

has progressively become silent and
apathetic. The wearing-away of the junta's
popularity has resulted less from the ex-
cessive physical repression than from ex-
cessive deflationary policies and jungle
capitalism, which have affected both the
entire working class and the main section
of the population supporting the junta, the
middle class. Even the upper social strata,
which have profited from the laissez-faire
economic policies, are frustrated^by their
exclusion from political power. Though the
military rulers have handed the key eco-
nomic posts to civilians and have organized
a corporatist dialogue with the public,
they accept no organized political expres-
sion, even on the part of their civilian
supporters.

Third, there is isolation within the
army itself. Whereas the coup d'état
affirmed the unity of action of the armed
forces and the collegial nature of its
decision-making, General Pinochet has
since been becoming- a caudillo, arrogating
to himself most of the power at the expense
of the other members of the junta. Also,
the fact that the junta members have per-
petuated their stay in power by their own
decree has annoyed their peers and sub-
ordinates, whose advancement is being
held back by the blocking of the top posi-
tions in the hierarchy. Finally, the exercise
of power by the junta has opened up many
sinecures for the military, but has brought
them hardly any of the modern equipment
that their Peruvian and Argentinian coun-
terparts have obtained in large quantities.

Questioning
In view of this partial isolation of the
junta, various non-Marxist groups and
institutions have dared to start systematic
questioning of the monopolizing of power
by the military. For example, experts
working for the Chilean episcopate have
been stigmatizing a regime that runs
counter to the republican, democratic and
pluralistic traditions of the country. In the
meantime, ex-President Frei, after being
received at the White House, made a
sharp, concise statement calling for the
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return of a democratic regime "as the only
possible solution". Even the mouthpiece of
the institutional riglit,. the newspaper El
Mercurio, has called for the return of
democracy, a democracy purified of its
"demagogic and subversive elements", and
has condemned the ultraconservatism of
the junta. Finally, a member of the junta
itself, the head of the-navy, has criticized
the incongruity of lumping together civil-
ian and military responsibilities, indicat-
ing that power may soon be put back in
civilian hands.

It is important, however, not to over-
estimate the significance of pronounce-
ments that create exaggerated interest
among a public deprived of political news
for four years. Nevertheless, the rumblings
within the country's non-military estab-
lishment clearly indicate the unrest of
the civilian population in the face of Pino-
chet's desire to remain in power. With the
same,political skill that enabled him first
to become army chief and then successor
to Allende, General Pinochet has been
counterattacking on all fronts since March

1977.

Political front
On the political front, the junta has
extended its internal war against opposi-
tion from the centre and left by banning
non-Marxist parties, which previously had
simply been under suspension. Other mea-
sures have.included further prolonging the
state of siege and increasing censorship.
Elections have been promised in ten years.

On the social front, the junta has let
up a little on its orthodox approach to
finance and even indulged in a new, slight-
ly-populist wage policy benefiting tech-
nical, scientific and university manage-
ment. The economic repression in general
has been toned down.

On the military front, Pinochet has
been making an intensive tour of the
canteens to regain personal contact with
his military bases. At the same time the
junta has been increasing the number of
general-officer positions in order to satisfy
the impatient colonels. Geopolitically, in
an effort to hold off Washington's human-
rights offensive,- the most glaring kinds of
physical repression have apparently been
shelved for the time being, while a number
of political prisoners are being released,
often into exile.

The immediate future of Chile is rea-
sonably clear. Taking advantage of the
fragmented Chilean society they wrested
from the Popular Unity, Pinochet and his
partners have succeeded in cementing a
state network relatively independent of
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the groups that supported the military
takeover. Given the autonômy. of the
junta, it is to be expected that the regime
will continue in a stable fashion over the
coming years.

This continuity will stem from the
following factors: First, the various con-
tradictions thatare little by little under-
mining the regime and accentuating the
isolation of the junta are not yet sufficient
to break the cohesiveness of the military.
At the same time, no other group has the
physical capacity to challenge successfully
the armed forces' monopoly of power.

In the meantime, the junta will step
up its ideological and organizational re-
pression of the centre- and right-wing
parties, which by supporting the army
officers' initial war against the Chilean
left helped set the stage for their own
elimination. Fragments of these reaction-
ary parties will be able to cling to life only
with the complicity of certain sections of
the army or through indirect protection
by Washington. Some members of these
élites (for example, Eduardo Frei) will
continue their role of "voices in the night"
until better days arrive.

Contrary to what many people outside
Chile believe, the Church, which is the
only national institution to have survived
the coming of the military leviathan, is not
now and never will be in the forefront of
the struggle against the junta. As in the
past, the Church hierarchy will continue to
fight for human rights and, through its
"national committee of solidarity", to op-
pose the most glaring kinds of physical and
ideological repression. It will also continue
to provide some protection and an ear for
dissidents.

In spite of the economic repression,
it is not inconceivable that the regime
may find some new support among public
service and university management and
among certain sections of the sub-prole-
tariat. After the real or imaginary con-
vulsions that Chile lived through from
1970 to 1975, many social groups that dis-
like the junta's economic repression and.
monopoly of power are not ready to enter
into a dangerous competition with the
military in the next few years. Finally, the
left is totally powerless within the country
following the massive exile of its leadership
and militant members, who have to be
content with embarrassing the junta
abroad, mobilizing opinion against its con-
stant violation of human rights.

Any substantial change in the Chilean
,situation depends only indirectly on pres-
sure from social groups inside the country
or from the great powers. These internal

and external forces will have an effect on
the junta's action, but not on its position
as ruler of the state. Recognizing that
only some deep fissure in the unity of the
army would put the junta in real danger,
and that such a break-up would have to
have both internal and external causes,
there are some hypothetical models for the
future that may be applied to Chile. For
example, the strongman tactics and style
of General Pinochet could infect his peers
or subordinates. Likewise, the staffs could
oust their chiefs on the group that they
are no longer following the general will of
the army. In short, Pinochet could at any
moment become the victim of a Viaux
anti-Schneider move or a Pinochet anti-
Prats move.

Models I
Using the Argentinian military govern-
ments from 1970 to 1973 as a guide, we
shall give the name "Livingstone-Lanusse
scenario" to a succession model in which
an army remains in power, but under un-
stable conditions, one faction displacing
the other. In this model, the realization
by the military that they are unable to
solve the economic problems and are be-
coming increasingly unpopular sets the
stage for a temporary return to civilian
rule. In the case of Chile, there would have
to be a steady deterioration of the econ-
omy and of relations with Washington in
order•for the Livingstone-Lanusse scenario
to come about. Such a deterioration from
within and without would encourage the
"voices in the night" and provoke the open
opposition of the professional associations.
employer groups and trade unions. The
final sequence in the scenario would see
widespread squabbling among the officers,
each taking the side of a bankrupt busi-
nessman, a ruined farmer, an insolvent
shopkeeper, and executive reduced to pro-
letarian status, or a stifled right-wing poli-
tician. .

The return to civilian rule could fol-
low the "Caramanlis scenario". Such a
sequence of events guarantees, at one and
the same time, democracy, institutional
stability, the return of the military to their
barracks and, above all, the exclusion from
power of 'fascists, ultra-leftists and the
Communist Party. This scenario is implicit
in the present approach of the Chilean
Democrat Party, which is now led by its
right wing and hopes to return to power
by promising a Chile without an Allende or
a Pinochet. Frei Government No. . . . would
bear little resemblance to Frei Government
No. 1 with its "Revolution in Freedom".
If we may be allowed to over-indulge in
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historical analogies, the Chilean Christian
Democrat Party has replaced its patron
saint Jacques Maritain with Georges Bi-
dault. A return to the Cold War, refusal of
the historical compromise and submission
to the institutional right - that would be
the price to pay for a substantial attenua-
tion of the internal war and would serve
as the basis of a right-wing populist gov-
ernment. Such a scenario could receive
passive support from part of the Popular
Unity, whose sole objective right now is
tactical - get the military back to their
barracks.

The "Caramanlis scenario" would
follow the "Livingstone scenario" if the
latter were to unfold rapidly; the military
right wing would hand over power to the
civilian right wing. But if the Livingstone
scenario became drawn out into a lengthy
affair, a left-wing variant would then
become possible. The army, too deeply
divided, would offer the ever-more-de-
manding working clàsses a transition to a
centre-left populist government. We shall
use the name "Campora scenario" - after
Argentina's 1973 President - for the com-
plex interplay in which elderly statesmen,
worn down. under the harness of long-gone
politics, try to manoeuvre between a di-

vided but still reactionary army and the
increasingly radical masses. In this model,
the. coalition inevitably breaks up in the
conftict between proponents of the estab-
lishéd order and proponents of change.

The above scenarios are all possible
but the simplest and likeliest one would
see the immediate future prolonged inde-
finitely, Pinochet handing over power to
Pinochet all the way to 1987. In such a
scenario the army would maintain its
cohesiveness and its confidence in Pino-
chet despite the economic crisis and the
cooling of relations with Washington.
Washington's opposition would be used to
advantage by Pinochet in a nationalistic
offensive and neutralized by support from
the other military dictatorships on the
continent. The economic crisis would lead
to opposition from the various social and
economic pressure groups, but it would be
opposition of a scattered nature, with no
political expression, and would ultimately
be dissolved by the tactical skill of the
junta. The Pinochet scenario has two
variants: "Papadopoulos variant" offers
ten additional years of repression, while
the "Franco variant" offers 30 years of
national reconstruction.

Rewriting the laws of war:
the Geneva Protocols of 1977
By L. C. Green
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The opinion seems to be a widely held
that, since the adoption of the Pact of
Paris (the Kellogg-Briand Pact) in 1928,
particularly as interpreted by the Nurem-
berg Tribunal, war, or at least aggressive
war, has been not merely illegal but crim-
inal. This belief has been strengthened by
a variety of resolutions adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations,
culminating in the adoption by that body
in December 1974 of the Definition of Ag-
gression embodied in Resolution 3314
(XXIX). Moreover, many commentators
have argued that Chapters VI and VII of
the Charter of the United Nations have
rendered all forms of war illegal, with the
exception of a resort to self-defence in
response to an attack already launched -
thus excluding any possibility of action by

way of preventive or anticipatory self-
defence. In addition, a number of Third
World and Eastern European countries
have sought to contend that, despite
Article 51 of the Charter, no action may
properly be described as self-defence un-
less it is authorized by the Security
Council, even though the effect of ,this in-
terpretation is virtually to turn Article 51
upside down.

It is relatively simple to declare war
illegal or criminal. Preventing states or
groups - whether they are called national
liberation movements or not - from re-
sorting to force and launching armed con-
flict is another matter altogether. Since I
1945, the world has experienced numerous
conflicts of this kind - even though none
of them have involved direct confrontation
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the between great powers. Such incidents have

fiers Conferences of 1899 and 1907, notably

e1, often taken the form of struggles for self-
the determination or have occurred between
ab- rival groups -seeking governmental control
ge. while refusing to admit that they have

ible been fighting a 'civil war. Because of this
uld tendency to violence, which has existed
de- from time immemorial, attempts have been
to made to lay down rules for the conduct of

h a war, especially for the protection of those
its not directly involved, and also with the

ino- aim, so far as possible, of "humanizing"
the the actual conduct of warfare with a view

ton, to the exclusion of "unnecessary suffer-
d to ing". While it is somewhat contradictory
istic to talk of rules for conducting an operation
rom that is, in fact, illegal, it nevertheless
the remains true that international Iaw con-

lead tains a wealth of such rules to apply when
and armed conflict actually occurs.

d be For the most part, these rules are to
no be found in what are sometimes referred

tely to as the Hague Law and the Geneva Law.
the The Hague Law comprises a series of con-
two ventions drawn up at the Hague Peace

hile Convention IV of 1907 relating to the con-
s of duct of warfare on land - all of which may

be considered as the code of conduct regu-
lating the actual waging of war. The
Geneva Law, on the other band, which has
been prepared largely under the auspices
of the International Committee of the Red
Cross, is primarily concerned with the
welfare_ of those who are not involved in
the fighting, whether as non-combatants,

prisoners of war, medical and religious
officials, and the like. The most important
series of conventions. drawn up for this
purpose were those of 1929 relating to the
Red Cross itself and to prisoners of war
and the wounded and shipwrecked, togeth-
er with those of 1949 seeking to bring the
1929 code up to date in the light of what

self- had occurred between 1929 and 1945, with
rhird the innovation of a special convention re-
ntries lating to civilians in occupied territory.
aspite While it may be true that generals
may spend much of their time planning to fight

e un- the next war according to the strategy and
'urity tactics of the last one, it is the case with the
iis in- law governing humanitarian war that the
Ae 51 International Committee of the Red Cross

seeks to amend it to apply in the next
e war armed conflict in the light of the deficien-
es or cies that became clear in the one recently
tional terminated. This was true of both 1929
am re- and 1949, but such conflicts as those that
l con- occurred in Korea and Vietnam, with the
Since introduction, for example, of the air-am-
.erous bulance, showed that the law as estab-
none Iished at Geneva was not adequate in

;ation modern conflicts. Moreover, both these

wars, together with the struggles taking
place in connection with the winds of
change in colonial territories, made it clear
that the whole conspectus of the inter-
national law of war would have to change,
for modern contestants were as often as
not entities other than states and the con-
flicts in which they were engaged could
hardly be described as international wars
in the usual sense. In addition, it became
clear that modern conflicts, being so highly
ideological or political in character, were
fought with a bitterness and barbarism
that was rarely encountered in ordinary
warfare. It was, therefore, realized that
some effort would have to be made to
introduce a system of law that might con-
tribute to a reduction of the terror associ-
ated with such conflicts. With these ends
in view, the International Committee of
the Red Cross initiated, from 1971 on, a
series of meetings of experts, and eventu-
ally produced draft documents for con-
sideration at a diplomatic conference de-
voted to the development and codification
of humanitarian law in armed confiict.

First session
The first session of this diplomatic con-
ference met in 1974 and concluded its
activities in June 1977. Two draft proto-
cols intended to expand the 1949 law were
presented, the first dealing with interna-
tional conflicts and the second, in the
promotion of which Canadian representa-
tives played a major role, introducing a
new law for non-international conflicts.
The very fact that an international con-
ference made up of state representatives
was prepared to deal with the latter, tradi-
tionally a matter exclusively of internal
domestic jurisdiction, was itself a major
breakthrough. Perhaps the next most-
significant fact was the decision at the first
session of the conference to recognize cer-
tain struggles of self-determination as
international conflicts and, concomitant
with this, to allow the representatives of
national liberation movements (the one
that played a significant role was the
Palestine Liberation Organization) to at-
tend and participate as observers, with all
the rights of full participants save that of
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the vote.This.decision ultimately resulted

in a move by the representatives of the

Third World to enable these movements
to sign the Final Act.. Such a decision,
albeit the final act of a conference has no
legal significance other than to record
what has actually happened, would have
constituted an important precedent - for,
regardless of any reservations to the con-
trary, once such an event occurs it does
constitute a precedent - and could well
have been used to support the view that
the PLO, for example, now enjoyed full
treaty capacity and an international status
that had not, at that time, been conferred
on it by any United Nations organ. Ulti-
mately, a way out of the dilemma was
found by agreeing to reproduce the exact
terminology of the resolution granting
observer status and arranging for national
liberation movements to signthe Final Act
on a page separate from that used by any
state participating in the conference.

One of the major problems left un-
solved by the conference and inherent in
the decision to describe wars of national
liberation as international armed conflicts,
and subject, therefore, to the full range of
the international law of war is that of
definition. It is true that the United
Nations has adopted a policy of recogniz-
ing as national liberation movements only
such bodies as are-accepted as such by the
appropriate local regional organization
(virtually restricting them, therefore, to
the Arab world and Africa), but there is
no reason why this practice should be
followed elsewhere and no attempt was
made at Geneva to set standards to enable
a decision to be made. In practice, many
of the Third World countries referred
during debate to what they described as
"true" national liberation movements, but
even they went no further than reiterating
UN attitudes. The situation was by no
means clarified when a representative of
the Irish Republican Army issued a state-
ment to the media announcing that, since
it was a national liberation movement, its
members were fully entitled to prisoner-
of-war status regardless of what the
British or Irish Governments might say,
especially as it was also agreed by the
conference that such movements could
make unilateral declarations of adherence.
If such a declaration were made, it would
appear that the Swiss Government, as
depositary of the protocols, and the Inter-
national Committee, as the intermediary
through which much of the observance
would be ensured, would be obliged to
accept it. The former would have to inform

all signatories to the protocol, which

would presumably decide, subjectively and
individually, what attitude to adopt, while
the latter might: find itself obliged to fulfil

all the : duties envisaged for it in the
document.

Definition
The problem of definition referred to above

is by no means academic, but is of pro-
found practical significance, as may be
seen from the case of Angola, when various
groups contended that they were each the
national liberation movement entitled to
recognition. Furthermore, if the conflict in
question is not one between states or one
involving a national liberation movement
seeking self-determination, it is not an
international conflict, but falls within the
purview of Protocol II, concerning non.
international conflicts. However, the defi-
nition issue is only complicated as a result
of this. Protocol II applies to conflicts oc-
curring on the territory of a party to the
Protocol "between its armed forces and
dissident armed forces or other organized
armed groups which, under responsible
command, exercise such control over a part
of its territory, as to enable them to carry
out sustained and concerted military
operations and to implement this Protocol
[but] not to situations of internal dis-
turbances and tensions, such as riots,
isolated and sporadic acts of violence and
other acts of a similar nature". This
means, in effect, that Protocol II will only
operate in what is, in fact, a civil war of the
type that was fought in 'Spain, an d the
decision as to whether a Protocol II situa-
tion had arisen or not is likely to be made
by the party 'in whose territory it occurs
rather than on any objective basis. It ia
perhaps worth mentioning here that the
Canadian delegation had hoped to reduce
this threshold to ensure some international
legal standard that would be applicable to
non-international armed conflicts evenÏ
though they had not reached this sophisti-
cated organizational level.

Who is to decide that what startl
with sporadic acts of violence, hardev
into internal disturbances amounting tc
insurrection, becomes so aggravated that
it amounts to civil war, with the partisans
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opposed to the government contending cha
they are engaged in an anti-colonial mani•
festation, seeking their self-determination pro
on the basis of national liberation and so org
entitled to be treated as an internationa tha
conflict in the meaning of Protocol I is, i an
fact, a Protocol I situation? Formerly, ^ bee
might have been argued that, if the con to
testants were wearing a recognizabl dis
uniform and comporting themselves as arn:
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properly-organized military force in ac-
cordancewith the laws of war, then clearly
the situation was covered by the laws of

war, with both sides being entitled to
prisoner-of-war status. But this is no longer
the case. Protocol I has altered the concep-
tion of combatants and consequently of
those entitled to prisoner-of-war status.
In order to protect national liberation
movements, it is no longër necessary that
two parties to a conflict recognize each
other, so long as the forces involved are
subject to an internal disciplinary system
that is able to enforce compliance with
international law. International law in the
past has required such forces to have a
fixed distinctive sign, recognizable at a
distance, and to carry their arms openly.
This is no longer the case. Operations like
that in Vietnam have shown that those
likely to describe themselves as national
liberationists are unlikely to be readily
distinguishable from the civilian popula-
tion and may even be dressed in identical
fashion. In addition, the members of the
IRA or of guerilla movements in Africa
operating within the towns rarely carry

their arms openly. Under the protocol,
violation of the rules of international law
does not deprive a combatant of his status
as such, or of his right to be a prisoner of
war. In addition, while combatants are
required to "distinguish themselves from
the civilian population while they are en-
gaged in an attack or in a military opera-
tion preparatory to an attack . . . there
are situations in armed confiict where, if,
owing to the nature of the hostilities, an
armed combatant cannot so distinguish
himself, he shall [nevertheless] retain his
status as a combatant, provided that, in
such situations, he carries his arms openly:

(a) during each military engagement [-
what if this is an ambush or an attack
from the rear upon a sentry at a military

installation?], and
(b) during such time as he is visible to
the adversary while he is engaged in a
military deployment preceding the launch-
ing of an attack in which he is to partici-
pate". (There were differences of opinion
as to whether this meant "visible" to the
naked eye or with the assistance of me-
chanical aids.)

Since the situation envisaged in this
provision will not refer to the forces of an
organized state or government, this means
that the reciprocal basis of the law of war
and of humanitarian law generally has
been disrupted. Such forces will continue
to be required to wear uniforms or other
distinguishing emblems and carry their
arms openly At all times, and failure to do
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so will render them likely to lose their
protected status. National liberation
forces, on the other hand, remain pro-
tected and, even should they fail to fulfil
the requirements just referred to, while
they lose "the right to be a prisoner of
war, [they] shall, nevertheless, be given
protections equivalent in all respects to
those accorded to prisoners of war" in
accordance with the Geneva Convention
on Prisoners of War, as well as any further
protection afforded such prisoners by the
protocol. They would, however, be liable
to trial for war crimes.

Other matters, too, reflect "North-
South" divergences and the pressures of
the Third World majority. The Angolan
armed conflict and the Luanda trial that Angola focused
followed it, together with i criticism of attention
European volunteers with the South on employment
African and Rhodesian forces, have fo- of mercenaries
cused attention on the employment of mer-
cenaries. The general view seems to be
that there is something dishonourable in
the profession of arms if the professional
serves for purely mercenary, or perhaps
even ideological, reasons. After Luanda, it
appeared as if condemnation would be ré-
served for those who sold their services to
an authority opposed to a national libera-
tion movement, while those who assisted
such a movement for whatever cause were
merely complying with the new morality
as expressed in resolutions of the United
Nations and the Organization of African
Unity. Protocol I acknowledges some of
the obloquy heaped upon the mercenary in
that it denies him status either as a com-
batant or a prisoner of war, but it does
not say that mercenary service is.in itself
a crime. On the other hand, if it denies him
protected status, it reduces him to the
level of a non-combatant unlawfully taking
up arms and, as such, liable to trial as a
war criminal. It is possible to argue that
he remains entitled to minimum humani-
tarian treatment and basic judicial guar-
antees.

Mercenaries
The reference to national liberation has
also disappeared, and a mercenary. is now
described as any person who "(a) is spe-
cially recruited locally or abroad to fight
in an armed conflict [- thus inhibiting the
right of a belligerent defending itself
against aggression from exercising its
sovereignty within its territory by enlist-
ment of visitors who may be willing to
serve]; (b) does, in fact, take a direct part
in the hostilities [- protecting, therefore,
advisers or instructors sent by a sympa-
thetic great power or its substitute] ;(c) is



motivated to take part in the hostilities
essentially for private gain and, in fact, is
promised, by or on behalf of a Party to the
conflict, material compensation substan-
tially in excess of that promised orpaidto
combatants of similar ranks and functions
in the armed forces of that Party [- while
this at first would suggest that developing
countries or liberation movements paying
little to their own forces are at a disadvan-
tage, this is not, in fact, the case, since
persons assisting such countries or move-
ments are obviously motivated by other
than mercenary considerations; this is yet
a further example of discrimination in the
application of the law, for the decision on
status rests not on active participation in
hostilities but on ascertainment of the
motive of the individual or on the promises
held out by the recruiting agency whether
they are fulfilled d-or not]; (d) is neither a
national of a Party to the conflict nor a
resident of territory controlled by a Party
to the conflict [- this would damage the
position of foreign volunteers serving as
such if paid on a different scale]; (e) is not
a member of the armed forces of a Party to
the conflict [- this would protect, for ex-
ample, such units as the Eagle Squadron
serving with the Republic Force in the
Second World War, or non-Israeli Jews or
gentiles serving in any of the Middle
Eastern wars and.incorporated with the
army of Israel, but, since no state recog-
nizes Rhodesia or its nationality, does this
mean that every member of the Rhodesian
Army opposing the Zimbabwe forces is a
mercenary and as such liable to trial as a
war criminal?] ; and [- clearly the provi-
sions are cumulative, so that if any one is
not satisfied the individual cannot be re-
garded as a mercenary]; (f) has not been
sent by a State which is not a Party to the
conflict on official duty as a member of its
armed forces" [- the Cubans in Angola
therefore cannot be regarded as merce-
naries]. It has recently been announced
that the Organization of African Unity has
accepted this definition rather than that of
Luanda. Perhaps the fact that the provi-
sions are cumulative will provide the safe-
guard for those states that would other-
wise find it difficult to ratify the protocol
without reserving on this article.

The articles considered so far relate
to the present political temper of inter-
national society, with its emphasis on
decolonization and respect for self-deter-
mination. Closely related to such consid-
erations is the condemnation of apartheid,
which the United Nations has described as
a crime against humanity. It is perhaps
not surprising, therefore, that when the
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conference came to review and extend the
notion of grave breaches that would con-
stitute a basis for universal criminal juris.
diction, it included among such. breaches
"practices of apartheid and other inhuman
and degrading practices involving outrages
upon ,personal dignity, based on racial
discrimination". Even though there was
one delegate who considered that the
separation of black prisoners of war from
their white colleagues was more to be
deplored than the murder of prisoners of
war, one cannot but wonder how a legal
authority would define any of the practices
here condemned, or draft an indictment on
the basis thereof.

Less objectionable is the provision
condemning as a grave breach unjustifiable
delay in the repatriation of prisoners of
war and of civilians, a matter that was of
deep concern at the termination of the
Korean and Vietnamese hostilities. Equal-
ly, no objection can be taken to the con-
demnation of intentional attacks upon
civilians or other non-combatants. One
might even agree that it is, in fact, a grave
breach to launch an attack against "works
or installations containing dangerous
forces in the knowledge that such attack
will cause excessive loss of life, injury to
civilians or damage to_ civilian objects",
although there are some who would argue
that even this is permitted in the cause of
self-defence. Again, one cannot disagree
that it is a grave:breach "perfidiously" to
make use of the protected emblems of the
Red Cross, Crescent or Lion and Sun. This
protection does not extend to the Red
Shield of David used by Israel, since this
is not a recognized emblem. In 1976, a
Canadian attempt to forbid the wrongful
and abusive use of any unrecognized but
habitually-employed sign, thus prohibiting
Israel from using the Red Shield in a
"perfidious" manner, was overwhelmingly
defeated under Arab and Third World
pressure.

Cultural heritage
A completely new development relates to
the protection of objects forming part of
"the spiritual or cultural heritage of
peoples" - a somewhat vaguely defined
conception. The leading role for such pro-
tection was taken by the Vatican, Austria,
Italy, Greece, Egypt and Iran, and it is
now a grave breach to make "clearly-
recognized historic monuments, works of
art or places of worship, which constitute
the cultural or spiritual heritage of peo-
ples" the object of attack, when they are
not located "in the immediate proximity of
military objectives", provided special pro-
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tection has been given them by special
arrangement, for there must be some
means of identification.

In addition to these and similar pro-
visions, Protocol I also contains detailed
technical stipulations concerning the iden-
tification of medical ûnits and their air-
craft and transport vehicles. Likewise,
more explicit requirements than hitherto
are laiddown relating to the conditions of
internment of civilians and their rights
and protection, particularly in order to
ensure full respect for the rule of law and
the application of proper judicial guaran-
tees should trials prove necessary. At the
same time, an attempt has been made to
minimize the possibility of unwitting
breaches of the law by military comman-
ders. Too often in the past it has been
possible for such an official to contend
that he did not know what the law was or
that it was doubtful. Now, however, par-
ties to the protocol are required to appoint
properly-qualified legal advisers whose
task it will be to advise and warn the
commanders to whom they are attach-
ed of the potential illegality of any
proposed line of action. In addition, par-
ties are made liable to disseminate the
provisions of the Geneva Conventions and
the protocol among both their armed
forces and their civilian populations - the
latter provision is modified to preserve the
osition of a federal state in which educa-

tionmay.be the sole competence of a local
oovernment unit, an amendment that was
dopted at the instance of Canada. Not
nly will the commander no longer be able
o, say he was unaware of the law but his
ability for the acts of his subordinates
as now been clearly embodied in an inter-
ational instrument. On the other hand,
rgely as a result of Third World fears

hat such a provision was likely to militate
gainst the preservation of military disci-
line and justify disobedience, a provision
eferring to superior orders and making it
fear that only lawful orders were to be
beyed was omitted from the final text.

is led Canada and others to state that
h an omission in no way affected the

ostomary law with regard to the non-
vailability of a defence of superior orders
gainst a charge of violation of the laws
fwar.

vestigating violations
'anada was among those states that were
favour of a completely new departure
humanitarian war law. It had been pro-
osed that there should be a permanent
id compulsory inquiry mechanism to in-
estigate allegations of serious violations

of the law, even though it was realized
that any on-the-spot investigation would
require the permission, if not the active
co-operation, of the party accused of such
breaches. This proposal encountered much
opposition from the socialist states, as well
as some of the developing countries, most
of whose objections involved the conten-
tion that investigations of the kind pro-
posed were invasions of sovereignty and
were amenable to propagandist abuse.
Ultimately, it was agreed that a body

should be set up on a voluntary basis in
the hope that some states at least would
be prepared to recognize its authority as
compulsory.

A further development, and one that
again received Canadian support, con-
cerned an extension of egistir}g arrange-
ments with regard to the appointment and
acceptance of a protecting power. It has
long been recognized that, when armed
conflict breaks out and diplomatic rela-
tions between the parties are severed, some
measure of normal intercourse and repre-
sentation must continue. The method.in
the past has been for belligerents mutually
to agree upon a neutral state to represent
them vis-à-vis the "adverse party" - the
currently-accepted term for enemy. Now

an attempt has been made to ensure that
such a protecting agency is available im-
mediately from the outbreak of the con-
flict. If no power has been designated at
the beginning of a conflict, the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross, or any
other impartial humanitarian organization
(it was, in fact, somewhat distressing to
note the extent to which the International
Committee was distrusted by or unpopular
with a large number of states participating
in the conference), is instructed to offer its
good offices with a view to the designation
of a protecting power, and it is now
provided that, if, after a specified period,
no agreement on such designation is possi-
ble, the International Committee or other
organization concerned may act as a sub-
stitute, with all the rights and duties nor-
mally belonging to a protecting power.

So far as Protocol II is concerned,
political doubts, fears and hesitancies were
probably even more apparent than was the
case with Protocol I. Since this protocol
deals with non-international conflicts, all
the susceptibilities of sovereignty and the
desire, particularly of the new states, to
protect one's independence against out-
side interference are directly involved.
Even though such outside interference is
expressly forbidden, it is perhaps not sur-
prising that many countries, especially
those that might be regarded as most

Protecting-power
arrangements
extended



likely to find themselves involved in rebel-
lion or a civil war, were very hesitant to
agree to anything that placed the rebel
side on equal terms with the established
authority, or imposed an obligation to dis-
seminate the contents of the protocol in a
way that would appear to impose an obli-
gation upon the government to inform its
people of the rights they would have
against that government, and restricting
the government in its efforts to suppress
any attempt at its overthrow. Since Pro-
tocol II was intended to operate in internal
situations, when one of the parties was
likely to rely upon the support of a civilian
population untrained from the military
point of view and not supplied with the
technical and educational facilities of the
government forces, it was contended, con-
sistently by Canada, that the protocol
should be kept as simple, non-technical
and brief as possible, especially as many
of the more refined elements of interna-
national conflicts would be absent, so that
the intricacies, and detail of Protocol I
would be unnecessary. However, perhaps
with a view to making its application less
likely, there was a strong body of opinion
at the conference that Protocol II should
mirror Protocol I, even though at times
this might mean introducing articles that
were almost completely irrelevant in a
non-international situation. However, in
the last two or three weeks of the final
session, when it appeared very likely that
Protocol II would be completely lost, a
major effort was made under the leader-
ship of Mr. Justice Hussein of Pakistan,
who cited the redrafted protocol Canada
had prepared on an earlier occasion to
explain the philosophy of a simplified
Protocol II, to revive the notion of a
simpler document, and this was finally
adopted.

While one might regret the absence
of this or that provision that has now been
dropped, or that has not been carried over
from the original Canadian proposal, it
may well be possible that more states will
accept Protocol II - states that are prone
to civil war - than would otherwise have
been the case. For the first time there
exists an international instrument that
seeks to postulate how a government and
those opposed to it will conduct them-
selves in an armed conflict qualifying as
a non-international conflict of the kind
referred to above. The protocol is based on
absolute non-discrimination and seeks in
every way to preserve the rule of law on
behalf of those who may be held in deten-
tion by either side during the conflict. The
traditional recourse to cruel treatment,

such as torture, which seeins to be inherent
in any modern armed insurrection, is for-
bidden, while an attempt has been made
to prevent one of the phenomena that
became notorious in Vietnam and is being
repeated in Africa - namely, the employ
ment, by one side, of children. It is now
forbidden to recruit any person under the
age of 15 or to allow such a person to par-
ticipate in con$ict. On the other hand, no
matter what offence such a wrongly-
recruited individual may commit, no death
penalty may be pronounced if he is below
18. In this he is better off than a pregnant
woman or the mother of a young child who
is dependent upon her, for such a woman
is liable to the death penalty, though it
may not be carried out during pregnancy
or while the child is dependent. A Cana-
dian attempt to postpone all executions
until after the end of hostilities, by which
time antagonisms might have relaxed, was
not adopted.

Parallels are to be found with Proto=
col Iin the increased protection afforded
to medical personnel and units, although
the claim to preserve professional secrecy,
which might well serve to protect an
injured rebel, is made subject to national
law. The improved provisions for the care
of the wounded and internees, as well as
religious personnel, are similar, though on
a reduced scale, to those included in
Protocol I. Since a government or rebel
authority expecting defeat is inclined to
resort to extreme measures, the protocol
expressly forbids collective punishments,
attacks upon civilians and any acts in-
tended to spread terror among the civilian
population. As with Protocol I, objects
that are part of the cultural or spiritual
heritage of peoples are protected, thus
ensuring, it is hoped, that neither side will
destroy its own cultural and historical
legacy. At the same time, in addition to
forbidding starvation of the population,
the protocol equally forbids either side to
"attack, remove, destroy or render use-
less" objects like food or water installa-
tions indispensable to civilian survival. A
further invasion of a government's right to
preserve itself is to be found in the provi-
sion banning displacement of the civilian
population for reasons related to the con-
flict, unless the security of those civilians
is involved or such displacement is fol
"imperative military reasons" - as the
will always be called. Reflecting the new
concern with the environment, as well a
the future of the country affected by the
conflict is a provision, similar to one i
Protocol I, to the effect that "works o
installations containing dangerous forces
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namely dams, dykes and nuclear electrical
generating stations, shall not be made the
object of attack, even where these objects
are military_ objectives [italics added], if
such attack .causes the release_ of dan-
gerous forces and consequent severe losses
among the civilian population".

Like all treaties, Protocols I and II
demand good faith from their parties if
their objectives are to be achieved. Subject
to certain reservations, primarily relating
to the political character of many of its
provisions, it is probable that Protocol I
will receive a reasonable number of signa-
tures and ratifications, even though the
military commands of the participating
countries might not be over-enthusiastic.
So far as Protocol II is concerned, it is
likely that the developed countries that
have reservations concerning Protocol I
will find it relatively easy to accept this
instrument. For the most part, however,
they are not the countries for which it is
intended. True, there is no guarantee that
any country today is immune from civil
war and other forms of non-international
armed conflict. The provisions of Protocol
II tend, however, to reflect the basic
humanitarian ideas that are familiar to

Letter to the Editor

Sir,

those brought up in the Judaeo-Christian
traditions of Western democracy and,
even should a conflict ensue, the parties
may be expected to respect the basic
humanitarian imperatives embodied there-
in. But with some of the new states, and
even some of those to which civil war has
traditionally almost been endemic, it may
well be that there will be considerable
hesitancy about acceptance. It would be
somewhat ironic if this protocol, which is
really intended to introduce humanitarian
principles into an area hitherto completely
free from international regulation, is rat-
ified only by those that accept its princi-
ples (even if they are not written down)
or that are least likely to be called upon
to put them into operation. On the other
hand, it is quite possible that, if a country
were to find itself involved in such a con-
$ict, it might well consider it to its own
advantage to accept the obligations of
Protocol II, either in the hope that the
rebels would do the same or because the
rebels had made propaganda gains on the
international stage by announcing their
intention of observing and applying its
principles.

F. S. Manor's article "By abandoning peacekeeping NATO could be reinforced" (Inter-
national Perspectives, July/August 1977) calls for comment. Mr. Manor describes the
ideal UN as one "that would be able to preserve law and order as a policeman on the
beat ensures by his mere presencé that order is kept and law obeyed". Policemen might
be surprised to know they have this effect, but it is certainly true the UN rarely comes
close to it. Even policemen would be unable to cope if criminals were to command the
support of whole neighbourhoods. The point is that the control of law and order is
vested in states, not in the UN. Nor was it meant to be otherwise. The veto was written
into the Charter at the insistence of all the great powers. Throughout his article, Mr.
Manor confuses two quite separate concepts: peacekeeping and enforcement. In doing so,
he sets impossibly high standards for peacekeeping and concludes inevitably that it
is futile.

I

Enforcement, or collective security, was envisaged in Articles 42-46 of the UN
Charter and presupposed the deterrence or punishment of aggressors by the combined
military might of the international community., Once the Cold War broke out, the needed
unanimity of the great powers was broken and no enforcement action was possible (except
for the Korean operation in 1950, when the U.S.S.R. was boycotting the Security
Council). Peacekeeping, on the other hand, relies on the voluntary co-operation of
opposing parties to maintain the peace. A peacekeeping mission is usually designed to
discourage disputes from degenerating into armed conflicts, to verify that armistice lines
are observed, or to supervise a process of disengagement. It assumes a degree of self-
restraint by the parties involved and should ideally be linked with other peacemaking
activities (e.g., negotiation, conciliation, arbitration, etc.). If and when circumstances
change to the point where these conditions are no longer met, a peacekeeping mission
will not be able to fulfil its mandate (as occurred in Egypt in 1967 and in Cyprus in 1974).
One does not usually blame policemen for the existence of crime.

Mr. Manor also makes a number of questionable statements. He writes: "In June
1964, Canada was instrumental in calling an international conference to discuss the set-
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ting-up."of such a[permanent peacekeeping] force. In 1971, the conference was stillhard
at work." I can only presume that he is confusing the Ottawa Conference on Peacekeeping,
held in November 1964, and the UN Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations,
which was set up in February 1965 and continues to meet: The first was a Canadian
initiative and was a once-only meeting amongst actual or potential troop contributors
to discuss informally questions of training, personnel and logistics. The UN Special
Committee, on the other hand, has been meeting each year in an effort to develop agreed
guidelines for future peacekeeping operations. Little progress has been made for the same
reason that Article 43 of the Charter is inoperative. The great powers disagree about
how to proceed.

Mr. Manor is also incorrect when he states that ",in a crisis, each national contingent
and considers that, for example, civil police forces might replace Canadian troops in
Cyprus at less cost. However, the greater part of the "cost" of maintaining our troops in
Cyprus which Mr. Manor cites consists of salaries which would have to be paid wherever
the soldiers happen to be. In the 1976-77 fiscal year, for example, of the $12,610,000
spent on the battalion in Cyprus, the extra cost to Canada of maintaining those troops in
Cyprus was $2,939,000. While this is not a negligible amount, it is not an outrageous
sum to be paying to help maintain peace in the Eastern Mediterranean. Unfortunately,
one cannot substitute police for troops, the two functions being complementary, not inter-
changeable. Police forces 'are used when possible, but soldiers are needed to deal with
what are essentially military situations. Mr. Manor asserts. that their morale is poor.
I can only say that reports I have heard do not confirm this.

Morale might be poor if, as Mr. Manor writes, "at the first sign of trouble, they are
told to head for the nearest evacuation post". This is not so. UN forces are required to
carry out the mandates they are given, including, in the case of UNEF II, resistance to
attempts to prevent them from discharging their duties. It is true that in 1967 UNEF
was compelled to evacuate the Sinai because the Egyptian Government withdrew its
consent to its presence. This was Egypt's right. The point at issue was whether the
matter should have been taken to the Security Council first.

Mr. Manor is also incorrect when he states that, "in a crisis, each national contingent
of a UN force follows orders from its own government, rather than the UN" and that "in
1967 a number of the UN contingents returned home from the Sinai without awaiting
the UN's decision about President Nasser's order evicting UN peacekeepers from Egyp-
tian territory". This did not happen in the Sinai in 1967 or at any other time. On May
16, 1967, Egypt ordered the UNEF Commander, Lieutenant-General Inderjit Rikhye, to
remove his troops. General Rikhye refused until he had instructions to that effect from
the Secretary-General, which he received on May 18. Then, and only then, did the
concentration and evacuation of troops begin.

It is easy to denigrate the UN's peacekeeping activities. It is more difficult to
propose practical alternatives. Certainly there are problems, and Canada has been in the
lead in calling for reform. But the need remains. We are seeing this again in relation to
Rhodesia and Namibia.

G. A. H. Pearson
Ottawa
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the Honourable Don Jamieson, at a
lunch given in honour of the Foreign
Minister of Japan, His Excellency
Iichiro Hatoyama, in Vancouver, on
June 13, 1977.

No. 77/10 A Challenge of Historic Proportions.
The opening statement to the minis-
terial meeting of the Conference on
International Economic Co-operation
by the Honourable Allan J. Mac-
Eachen, President of the Privy Coun-
cil of Canada and Co-chairman of the
Conference, Paris, May 30, 1977.

No. 77/11 Milestones on the Road to a New
Economic Order. A Canadian state-
ment to the Conference on Interna-
tional Economic Co-operation by the
Honourable Alastair Gillespie, Minis-
ter of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Paris, May 30, 1977.

No. 77/12 Canada and UN Resolutions concern-
ing Israel and the Middle East. An
address by Mr. Fernand Leblanc,
Member of Parliament, to the eighth
National Public Affairs Seminar of
Hadassah-WIZO, Montreal, June 15,
1977.

No. 77/13 Canada after One Hundred and Ten
Years. A speech by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, the Hon-
ourable Don Jamieson, to the Cana-
dian Club, London, England, June 30,
1977.

No. 77/14 The Commonwealth and World Secu-
rity. A speech by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, the Hon-
ourable Don Jamieson, to the Com-
monwealth Parliamentary Associa-
tion, Ottawa, September 20, 1977.

No. 77/15 Conference on International Economic
Co-operation. An address by the Hon-
ourable Allan J. MacEachen, Presi-
dent of the Privy Council, to the
resumed thirty-first session of the
United Nations General Assembly,
New York, September 13, 1977.

No. 77/16 NATO Ministerial Meeting. A state-
ment by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, the Honourable Don
Jamieson, London, England, May 11,
1977.

Treaty Information

Bilateral

Afghanistan

Development Assistance Agreement between

the Government of Canada and the Govern-

ment of the Republic of Afghanistan

Kabul, July 5, 1977

In force July 5, 1977

Antigua

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of Antigua
constituting an Agreement relating to Cana-
dian Investments in Antigua insured by the
Government of Canada through its Agent,
the Export Development Corporation

Bridgetown, Barbados, and
St. John's, Antigua, June 8, 1977
In force June 8, 1977

Bulgaria

Agreement between the Government of

Canada and the Government of the People's

Republic of Bulgaria on Mutual Fisheries

Relations

Signed at New York, September 27, 1977
In force September 27, 1977

Dominican Republic

Convention between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Domini-
can Republic for the Avoidance of Double
Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Eva-
sion with Respect to Taxes on Income and
on Capital

Ottawa, August 6, 1976
In force September 23, 1977

German Democratic Republic

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the German
Democratic Republic on Mutual Fisheries
Relations

Berlin, October 6, 1977
In force October 6, 1977

Germany, Federal Republic of

Treaty between Canada and the Federal
Republic of Germany concerning Extra-
dition

Ottawa, July 11, 1977
Subject to ratification
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Honduras

Development Loan Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Government
of Honduras

Tegucigalpa, March 31, 1977
In force March 31, 1977

Development Loan Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Government
of Honduras

Tegucigalpa, June 14, 1977
In force June 14, 1977

Portugal

Agreement between the Government of

Canada and the Government of Portugal on

their Mutual Fisheries Relations
Ottawa, July 29, 1976

In force July 18, 1977

Romania

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Romania for Co-operation in
the Development and Application of Atomic
Energy for Peaceful Purpôses

Ottawa, October 24, 1977

St. Christopher-Nevis,Anguilla

Exchange of Notes constituting an Agree-
ment between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the State of St.
Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla relating to Ca-
nadian Investment in St. Christopher-Nevis-
Anguilla insured by the Government of
Canada through its Agent, the Export De-
velopment Corporation

Bridgetown, Barbados, and Basseterre, St.
- Christopher, August 19 and 20, 1977

In force August 20, 1977

Singapore

Convention between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Republic
of Singapore for the Avoidance of Double
Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal
Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income

Singapore, March 6, 1976
In force September 23, 1977

Sweden
Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of Sweden con-
cerning the Uses of Nuclear Material,
Equipment, Facilities and Information
transferred between Canada and Sweden

Signed at New York, September 27, 1977

Switzerland

Convention between Canada and Switzer-
land for the Avoidance of Double Taxation
with Respect to Taxes on Income and on
Capital

Berne, August 20, 1976

In force August 19, 1977

United Nations

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the United Nations concerning
the Headquarters and Operations of the
United Nations Audio-Visual Information
Centre on Human Settlements

New York, September 27, 1977

In force September 27, 1977

United States of America

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the
United States of America to further extend
the Agreement concerning Joint Participa-
tion in the Augmentor Wing Flight Test

Project of November 10, 1970

Ottawa, May 31 and.July 18, 1Ke7
In force July 18, 1977

Reciprocal Fisheries Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Government
of the United States of America (This
Agreement supersedes, the^ Agreement of
June 15, 1973, as extended.)

Washington, February 24, .1977
In force July 26, 1977

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the
United States of America constituting an
Agreement concerning the Establishment of
a Joint Marine Pollution Contingency Plan

Ottawa, July 28 and August 30,1977
In force August 30, 1977

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the United
States of America concerning Transit Pipe-
lines

Washington, January 28, 1977
In force October 1, 1977

Agreement between Canada and the United
States of America on Principles Applicable
to a Northern Gas Pipeline

Ottawa, September 20, 1977
In force September 20, 1977

Multilateral

Convention on the International Regulations
for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972

Done at London, October 20, 1972
Canada's Instrument of Accession de-

posited March 7, 1975, accompanied by
the following dedaràtion:

"1. The Government of Canada considers
that the provisions of Rule 10, `Traf-
fic Separation Schemes', do not pro-
vide the compulsory use 'of the
adopted schemes. The Government of
Canada considers that the compulsory
routing of ships is necessary to avoid
collisions between ships and the re-
sulting dainage to the marine environ-
ment.

2. The Government of Canada notes that
there are no exceptions to Rule 10(b),
(c), and (h) for vessels engaged in
fishing with nets, lines, trawis, trolling
lines or other apparatus, or for vessels
engaged in special operations such as
survey, cable, buoy, pipeline or salvage
operations, and that the exceptions in
Rule 10(e) are not broad enough to
adequately provide for vessels engaged
in special operations. The Government
of Canada considers that the practical
application of Rule 10 would be tom-
plicated without realistic exceptions
for fishing vessels and for vessels en-
gaged in special operations.

3. The Government of Canada therefore
does not consider that it is prohibited
from providing for the compulsory use
of traffic separation schemes or pro-
viding for such exceptions to Rule
10(b), (c), (e) and (h)."

Entered into force July 15, 1977
Entered into force for Canada July 15,
1977
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Chile

Military regime, Zylberberg, Nov./Dec., p. 32

China

Hua Kuo-feng, Walker, Sept./Oct., p. 40
Sino-Canadian - relations, Hervouet, Nov./

Dec., P. 25

Conference on international Economic Co-opera-
tion see New International Economic Order

Culture
As diplomatie tool, Painchaud, May/Juné,

p. 34
Exchange of letters, Graham, Jul./Aug.,

p. 46; Cowley, Jul./Aug., p. 47; Painchaud,
Sept./Oct., p. 48

Defence (see also Peacekeeping)
Defence and foreign policies, MacLaren,

Mar./Apr., p. 22

Dictatorships see External aid

Diefenbaker, John G.
Stursberg book on (review), Lever, Man/

Apr., p. 28

Disarinainent
Parity, Jacobsen, Jan./Feb., p. 12
Planning, Land, Jan./Feb., p. 21
Progress, lack of, Jay, Jan./Feb., p. 10
Vladivostok Accord, Jensen, Jan./Feb., p. 17

Economic problems
Summit meeting, London, Inglis, Sept./Oct„

p. 29
Ÿouth unemployment, Land, Nov./Dec.,

p6,29

Énvironment seé North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
xation

18urope (seë 01so France and Spain)
Canada and, Donneur, Mar./Apr., p. 16;

Mar:/Apr., p, 20

European Economic Community, Windsor,
Mar./Apr., p, 12

Fxternai Affairs (see also Defence, Provinces)
Consular services, Buick, Jul./Aug., P. 23
Morality and realism, Holmes, Sept./Oct.,

p. 20

^Wérnal Aid (see also New International Eco-
nomic Order)
Bluéprint for aid to poorest nations, Reid,

Sept./Oct., p. 3
Economic co=opération with dictators, Ber=

nardin, Jan./Feb., p. 25

World Food Conference in retrospect Weitz,
Sept./Oct., p. 14

rance

Fifth Republic, Baker., May/June, p. 19
Rise of Left, Domenach, Ju1,/Aug., p. 32

.nte.rnational law
Codification of, Wang and Stanford, May/

June, p. 10

Rewriting the laws of war, Green, Nov./Dec.,
p. 36

.ing, William Lyon Mackenzie
Nbatby biography reviewed, Munro, Mar./

Apr., P.1,26

Latin America (see also Chile)
Canada and the hemisphere, Guy, Jul./Aug.,

p•3

Middle East

Syrian objectives in Lebanon, Hayani, May/
June, p. 39

Multinational corporations
Effects on Third World, Crener and Iiénault,

Jul./Aug., p. 18

Nationalism

Resurgence of, Craig, Jul./Aug., p. 37

New international Economic Order (see also
Resources policy)
Global justice, Roche, Jul./Aug., p. 15
Lessons of Conference on International Eco-

nomic Co-operation, Wright, Nov./Dec.,
p. 7

Need for realistic approach to new interna-
tional order, Merle, Nov./Dec., p. 3

Not mainly economic, Arnopoulos, Sept./
Oct., p. 8 1

Non-aligned nations
Chronology of, Jan./Feb., p. 6
Non-aligned movement, Svoboda, Jan./Feb.,

p. 3

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Committee on the Challenges of Modern

Society, Kyba, Jul./Aug., p. 11

Peacekeeping

Case against, Manor, Jul,/Aug., p. 28
Pearson reply (letter), Nov./Dec., p. 43

Provinces
International interests, Meekison, Mar./

Apr., p. 8
Quebec in the world, Sabourin, Mar./Apr.,

p. 3

Reid, Escôtt
Memoirs (review), Eayrs, Sept./Oct., p. 44

Resources policy
International minerals policy, Dow, Nov./

Dec:; p. 19; Chambers and Reid, Nov./
Dec., p. 13

Southeast Asia

Malaysia and Singapore, Van Praagh,.Jul./
Aug.., p. 42

Spain

Democracy reborn, Thouez, Sept./Oct., p. 35

Transnational corporations see Multinational
corporations

Unemployment see Economic problems
United Nations (see also International law,

Peacekeeping)

Thirty-first UNGA session, Pearson, May/
June, p. 3

UNESCO, progress of, LeBlanc, May/June,
p.13

United States
Carter foreign policy, Collins, May/June,

p. 25; Sewell, May/June, p. 30; Goodsell,
Jtil./Aug.> p. 7

Canada/United States relations, new atmo-
sphere in, Balthazar, Sept,/Oct., p. 25

World Food Conference see External aid

.5,
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